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33d CoNGRESs,
1st Session.

[SENATE.]

Ex. Doc.
No. 61.

MESSAGE
FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
COMMUNICATING

The report of an investigation cf the charges of fraud and miscond·uct in
office, alleged against Alexander RamsPy, superintendent of Indian affairs
in .1.Winnesota.
JANUARY

10, 1854.-Read and referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs.
JuLY 28, 1854.-0rdered to be printed.

To the Senate cf the United States:

I herewith communicate to the Senate a letter from the Secretary of
the Interior, accompanied by a report of the result of an investigation of
the charge of fraud and misconduct in office, alleged against Alexander
Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs in Minnesota, which I have
caused to be made, in compliance with the Senate's resolution of the
5th of April last.
FRANK. PIERCE.
WASHINGTON CITlt, Janua1·y 9, 1854.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, January 9, 1854.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit to you herewith a letter fi·om the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 5th instant, accompanied by
the report of Richard M. Young, the agent appointed by you in compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 5th of April last, to investigate the charges of fraud and misconduct in office, alleged against
Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs in Minnesota.
As the Senate resolution of April last merely requested the President
to cause the investigation to be made, and to report the result to the
Senate, and as no appropriation was made to defray the expenses incident thereto, I also transmit the accounts which have been presented,
in order that the Senate may make provision for their payment.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. McCLELLAND,
Secretary.
To the PRESIDENT.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Office Indian Affairs, January 5, 1854.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to transmit the report of Willis A.
Gorman and Richard M. Young, commissioners appointed by the President, in pursuance of the resolution of the Senate of the United States
of the 5th of April, 1853, to investigate the charges of fraud and misconduct in office, alleged against Alexander Ramsey, late superintendent of Indian affairs in Minnesota Territory, and which were referred
to the Committee on Indian Affairs, by resolution of the Senate of the
lOth of January, 1853.
This report is signed by Commissioner Young1 and was submitted
by him to this office on the 30th ultimo. Accompanying it will be
fomtd copies of the exhibits and testimony in relation to the charges,
and the copies of original papers in the case, which were furnished to
the commissioners from this office, for the purposes of the investigation.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. MANYPENNY,
Commissioner.
Hon. R. McCLELLAND,
Secretary cf the Interior.

33d CoNGRESS,
lst Session.

[SENATE.]

Ex. Doc.
No. 61.

REPORT
OF'

THE COMMISSIONERS,
APPOINTED

By the Pnsident of the United States, to investigate the official conduct of
Alexander H. Ramsey, late governor if Minnesota Territory, with the
testimony taken in the case by them, tmnsmitted to the Senate with the
message if the President of the United States, January 10, 1854.
MAY 8, 1854.-0rdered to be priuted.

wASHINGTON CITY,

December 20, 1853.
Sm: We, the undersigned commissioners, specially appointed by the
President to investigate the charges preferred against the Hon. Alexander Ramsey,late Superintendent of Indian Affairs of Minnesota Territory, by Madison Sweetser and Daniel A. Robertson, esquires, have, in
pursuance of the resolution of the Senate of the United States of the
5th of April, 1853, and our instructions from the Department of the
Interior, made said investigation, by the examination of the documents
submitted to us and of witnesses duly sworn, as well on the part of
Governor Ramsey as the United States, at the· office of the executive
in the capitol at St. Paul, Minnesota Territory, fi:om time to time from
the 6th day of July, to the 7th day of October, 1853, both days inclusive, and respectfully submit, for the information of the Senate, the following report, to wit :
That· it is provided by the first clause of the fourth article of the
treaty made with the See-see-toan, and W ah-pay-toan bands of Dakota
or Sioux Indians on the 23d of July, 1851, "that there shall be paid
to the chiets of the said bands, to enable them to settle their affairs and
comply with thei~ present just engagt:<ments, and in consideration of
their removing themseh-es to the country set apart to them as above,
which they agree to do within two years or sooner, if required by the
President, without further cost or expense to the United States, and in
consideration of their subsisting themselves the first year after their
removal, which they agree to do without further cost or expense on the
part of the United States, the sum of $275,000: Provided, That said
sum shall be paid to the chiefs in such manner as they hereafter in
open council shall request, and as soon after the removal of said Indians
to tbe home set apart for them as the necessary appropriation therefor
shall be made by Ccngress."
·
And by the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty made with.
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the 1\'Ied-a-wakan-tonn and W ah-pa-koo-ta bands of Dakota or Sioux
Indians on the 5th of August, 1851, as follows·
" To the chiefs of the said bands, to enable them to settle their affairs
and comply with their present just engagements, and in consideration
of their removing themselves to the country set apart for them ns above,
(which they agree to do within one year after the ratification of this
treaty, without further cost or expense to the United States,) and in
consideration of their subsisting themselves the first year after their
removal, (which they agree to do without further cost or expense on the
part ofthe United States,) the sum of$220,000: Provided, That said
sum shall be paid one-half to the chiefs of the Mad-a-wP kan-toan band
and one-half to the chief and headmen of the Wah-pay-koo-ta band, in
such manner as they hereafter in open council shall respectively request,
and as soon after the removal of said Indians to the home set apart for
them as the necessary appropriations therefor shall be made ·by Congress."
·
These treaty stipulations were respectively ratified by the S~nate of
the United States, with certain mnendments, on the 23d of June, 1852;
the admendments agreed to by the chiefs and head men of the See-seeto an and W ah-pay-toan bands of Indians on tb<: 8th day of September,
1852, by the chie±s and headmen of the Med-a-wakan-toan and Wahpay-koo-tay bands, on the 4th of September, l852, and confirmed, ratified and published by the President of the United States on the 24th
of February, 1853.
The appropriations made by the first section of the act of Congress
of August 30, 1852, for fi1lfilling treaty stipulations with the Sioux
Indians under the treaties of July 23; and August 5, 1851, are in the
followililg vords, to wit :
"For payment of the chiefs of the See-sec-toan and Wah-pay-toan
bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians, to enable them to settle their affairs
and to comply with their present just engagements, for expenses of
removal of the said bands fi·om the lands ceded, and for subsistence of
themselves for one year thereafter, per fi-rst clause of thejourth article
of the treaty of the 23d of July, 1851, ratified by the Senate of the
United States, June 23, 1852, $275,000."
And " for payment to the chiefs of the Med-a-wakan-toan and Wahpay-koo-ta bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians, to enable them to settle
their affairs and comply with their present just engagements; for expenses of removal of said Indians from the lands ceded, and for subsistence for themselves for one Y.e ar thereafter, per first clause of the
fourth article of the treaty of the 5th of August, 18.51, ratified by the
Senate of the United States, June 23, 1852, $220,000. Pmvided,
That rio portion of the money appropriated for the purpose aforesaid
shall be applied until said Indians shall express their assent to the
treaty as amended by the Senate." The third section of the same act
provides as follows: Section third, " That no part of the appropriations herein made, or that may hereafter be made, for the benefit of
any Indian, or tribe, or part of a tribe of Indians, shall be paid to any
attorney, or agent of such Indians or tribe, or part of a tribe, but shall
in every case be paid directly to the Indian or Indians themselves to
whom it shall be due, or to the tribe or part of a tribe per capita, unless
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the imperious i1~.terest of the Indian or Indians, or ~orne treaty stirulations shall reqmn' the payment to be made otberw1se, under the direction of the President; nor shall the executive branch of the government
now or hereafter recognize any contract betweea any Indian or tribe,
or part of a tribe, or any attorney or agent for the prosecution of any
claim against the government under this act."
See Little & Brown's pamphlets, Laws United States of 1851 and
1852, pages 51, 52, and 56. To enable Governor Ramsey, as superintendent of Indian affairs of the Minnesota Territory, to comply with
the treaty stipulations referred to on the part the United States, and to
provide fi)r the payment of the first year's annuities under the new
treaties of July 23 and August 5, 1851, as aforesaid, a requisition was
made in his favor on the treasury of the United States, on the 4th clay
of October, 1852, for the sum of $593,050, to be disbursed as directed
by the following letter fi·om the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to
wit:
DEPARTMENT OF THE IN'l'ERIOR,

O..ffice Indian Affairs, October 4, 1852.
SIR: A requisition has this day issued in your favor for the sum of
$593,050, with which you will be charged and held accountable under
the recent appropriation for fulfilling treaties with the Sioux of the Mississippi, to wit:
For payment of the chiefs, per first clause, ti:mrth article,
treaty 23d July, 1851. .. .. .. . _... _. ...... __ ....... $275,000
For payment of the chiefs, per first clause, fourth article,
treaty 5th of August, 1851 .. _....... _...... _ ... _...
220,000
For this amount, to be laid out under the direction of the
President, &c., per second clause, fourth article, treaty
23d July, 1851. ........................ _.. _... _ _
5,000
For this amount, to be laid out under the direction of the
President, &c., per second clause, fourth article, treaty
5th of August, 1851. .............. - .. ____ ... -. . . .
5,000
For interest, per fourth article, treaty 23d July, 1851, (for
44,000
provisions. $4,000) .................. __ . _.. _. . . . . .
For interest, per Senate's amendment, treaty 23cl of July,
1851 ... -- ............................ -- .. ·--...
5,600
For interest, per fomth article, treaty 5th August, 1851,
(for provisions $5,000). _...... _.. _.. _ ........ -. - -.
35,000
For interest, per Senate's amendment, treaty 5th of August,
3,450
1851 .......... - - ....... - .. - - ...... - . - - - - .. . - - - -

.593,050
Familiar as you are with the provisions of these treaties, it is unnecessary to give you detailed instructions in regard to the fimds now
placed in your hands. Had the treaties been ratified as originally
made, the removal of the Indians to the reservations provid2d for them,
would have been required as a condition precedent to the payment of '
said funds; but the delay occasioned by the amendments of the Senate,
and the consequently suffering condition of the Indians in connexion with
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·other interests involved, may render it expedient to dispense in some
measure with this condition,, and to pay out a portion ofthe funds in
advance of the entire removal of the Indians.
You will be governed by a sound discretion in regard to this matter,
taking can: to provide effectually for their removal during the next
year, and for their subsistence as contemplated by the treaties.
'l'he subsistence and presents furnished the Indians while you were
engaged in obtaining their assent to the amendments of the Senate
may, as you suggest, be paid out of the fimds provided for their first
year's subsistence.
To pay for clericnl sPrvices and other incidental expenses necessarily
incurred by you in procuring the assent of the Indians to the amendments of the Senate, a remittance will be immediately made to you of
$250, for which you will account under thP head of "contingencies of
Indian Department."
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

L. LEA, Commissioner.

On the 5th of October, 1852, a draft, No. 3808, was drawn at the
Treasury Department of the United States in fa:vor of Alexander Ramsey, as superintendent of Indian affairs, on the assistant treasurer of
New York, for the sum of $593,050, embracing the several amounts
mentioned in the letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of October 4, 1852, as aforesaid; which was disbursed and appropriated by
Governor Ramsey as hereinafter mentioned and explained in this report.
And thereupon Madison Sweetser, esquire, as attorney for the Indians
addressed a communication to the Hon. William K. Sebastian, chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate of the United
States, dated at Washington city, February 26, 1853, in which be submits for investigation the following charges and specifications against
the official conduct of the Hon. Alexander Ramsay as superintendent
of Indian affairs of Minnesota Territory, for not having made his disbursements of the said sums of money in the manner and for the purposes mentioned in the said first clauses of the fourth articles of the
treaties of the 23d of July, and 5th of August, 1851, in the following
respects, t() wit :
Charge 1st. With confederating with Henry H. Sibley, Hercules L.
Dousman, Hugh Tyler, Franklin Steele, and others, to absorb the
whole fund named, to favorites, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors,
in violation oflaw, and the universal practice ofthe go.v ernment in the
liquidation of the indebtedness of Indians to their creditors.
Charge 2d. With having received from the government $593,050, in
the national currency of the Unit eel States, under instructions fi:om the
proper department, to be paid to the Dakota Sioux, in accordance
with their treaty stipulations, and with having exchanged the national
currency thus obtained before leaving the eastern cities for bank paper
and drafts. Of having paid the bank paper and drafts upon goYernment contracts, and with returning the receipts therefor to the department for settlement of his accounts.
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Charrre 3d. W'"ith having violated the treaties with the Da-ko-ta

Indians~ in refusing payment to them, although often and urgently de-

manded in accordance with their treaty stipulations; with having unlawfully paid said money into the hands of one Hugh Tyler, who
divided it among a few claimants at the house or trading post of
Henry H. Sibley; the ·wishes and rights of the Indians having been
totally disregarded in violation of law, and the express stipulations of
their treaties.
Charge 4tf._... With having, in corinexion with Henry M. Rice and
others, assembled the upper Sioux at Traverse des Sioux, and there
attempting to procure from the Indians written authority to control
their money arising under the treaties.
Charge 5th. With having attempted to obtain fi·om the treasury of
the United States the money due to the Sioux Indians upon a power
of attorney, which he admitted to be void, and which he obtained from
the Indians by fraud.
Charge 6th. With having used cruel and oppressive conduct towards
the chiefs, who were the authorized agents of said bands, and with
having substituted unauthorized persons as chiefs and braves, and the
procurement of receipts from such persons which he is now attempting
to palm off upon the government as youcbers in the settlement of his
accounts with the Indian Bureau.
Charge 7th. With improper conduct in not holding his councils with
the Med-a-wakan-toan Indians at the council house of the government,
and with holding the same at the trading bouse of persons with whom
he was confederating, to overreach them by menace and other influences, which enabled him to effect his purposes aforesaid ; that said
chieJs were kept drunk by the use of intoxicating liquors during said
councils.
Charge 8th. With having openly violated the treaty, in not reserving
a sufficient amount out of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan funds to
remove and subsist them for one year.
Chmge 9th. With having paid nearly the entire trust fimd of said
Indians, amounting to near $450,000, at the trading house of H enry H.
Sibley, and that but a few, if any, were benefitted by said payment but those who no•v: are or have been connected with said company in
trade, and with whom he was confedtTating. That there are many
other meritorious creditors of the Indians who were thrust aside, and
were not permitted to share in the distribution.
M. SWEETSER,
Attomey for the Indians.
His Excellency ALEXANDER RAMSEY,
Gm;ernor, o/c., Washington, D. C.

The following are the specifications made by M. Sweetser, to
wit:
1st. That of the $593,050, paid by the government to Alexander
Ramsey as superintendent of Indian affairs, not exceeding $80,000 or
$100,000, was taken to the Minnesota Territory in gold or silver-the
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balance having b een exchanged in New York and Pennsylvania, for
paper money and drafts.
2d. That he paid government contractors in Minnesota Territory
with paper money and drafts, and large sums of paper money to half
breed Indians.
'
. 3d. That he refused to pay to the chiefs of the Da-ko-ta Indians,
according to the provisions of the fourth articles of their treaty stipulations of July and August, 1851.
·
4th. That near a third of a 1~illion of dollars was paid by him to
Henry H. Sibley, Hercules L. Dousman, Doctor Charles W. Borup,
Franklin Steele, .Joseph R. Brown and others, upon a fi·audulent contract obtained fi·om these Indians at the same time the treaty was
signed, and that Hugh Tyler was made the medium of this payment,
for which fifteen per cent was charged to both half breeds and traders.
5th. That the money was paid in violation of the treaty, in violation
of the act of Congress appropriating the same, against the often repeated wishes of the Indians, and against their solemn protests~
6th. That the Indians repeatedly, in open council, demanded their
money under the treaties, but were refused by the governor.
7th. That his vouchers now on file in the Indian Department for the
settlement of his accounts are frauds upon the Indians. That the receipts of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan chiefs, as presented by him,
are not the receipts of their principal chiefs, but with two exceptions,
are signatures of young men, not recognized by the nation, and possessing no authority fi·om them to act.
8th. That the receipt of the W ah-pa-toan chiefs is equally a fi·aud,
and obtained from them illeg'ally, and against their wishes.
9th. That in all his official intercourse with the tribes for the past
year he has manifested a predetermined and fixed purpose to avoid
the payment of this large sum to the Indians.
The council held at Traverse des Sioux in .July last, (1852,) establishes this fact beyond doubt.
lOth. That the disbursement of this large sum is not a payment to
the Indians, their wishes having been totally disregarded, and the law
and treaty in no particular complied with.
M. SWEETSER.
The following are the charges preferred against the Hon. Alexander
Ramsey as superintendent of Indian affairs of Minnesota Territory,
by Daniel A. Robertson, esquire, to wit:
1st. That said Alexander Ramsey exchanged a large portion of the
gold received by him to pay the Da-ko-ta .Indians, as stipulated under
the late treaty, for bank uotes, in violation of law.
. 2d. That he deposited a large portion of said gold in banks, in violatiOn oflaw.
3d. That he paid contractors' for supplies ftlr said Da-ko-ta Indians
in bank notes, in violation oflaw.
4th. That he refused to pay the said Da-ko-ta Indians the amount
due to them under the treaties aforesaid, but by f(Jrce and intimidation
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attempted to compel them to consent to such a disposition of said
money as he desired ; and by his conduct in this regard treated them
with injustice and cruelty, and in violation of law, the treaty stipulations, and his own solemn pledges previously made to said Indians.
5th- That the said Ramsey, with Henry H. Sibley, Doctor Charles
W. Borup, Joseph R. Brown, Charles D. Fillmore and others, have
co-operated to deprive the Da-ko-ta Indians of their rights under the
late treaties ; and that by their machinations, the money due to the
said Indians was disbursed in violation of law, the rights of the Indians,
and treaty stipulations.
6th. That one Hugh Tyler was employed by the parties to this
violation of law, and treaty stipulations, as the visible go-between,
borer, or agent, and that a large per centage was agreed to be paid, orleft in his hands as a fee from the fi·audulent recipients of the Da-ko-ta
money.
7th. That in consummation of the frauds above alleged, Alexander
Ramsey paid a large amount of moneys due to the said Da-ko-ta
Indians by treaty, and by him received to pay to them, to the said
Hugh Tyler, who paid it chiefly to traders connected with the fur com-:
pany of Pierre Choteau and others ; which proceeding was in violation
of law and treaty stipulations.
DANIEL A. ROBERTSON.
Sworn to and subscribed, March 19, 1853.

w.

F.

WALLACE,

Clerk to the committee, U. S. Senate.

The following statement and explanation made by Governor Ramsey
to the Hon. Luke Lea, Commissioner of Indian Afntirs, will show the
manner in which the $275,000, appropriated to carry out the stipulations under the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of the 23d
of July, 1851, and the $220,000 under the first clause of the fourth
article of the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851, were disbursed by him
as superintendent of Indian affairs, &c. &c., to wit:
MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY,

St. Paul, January 15, 1853.
Sm: I had the honor, some few days since, to transmit you my
accounts and vouchers for the fourth quarter of the year 1t;62. As the
principal disbursements in that quarter were on account of the recent
Sioux treaties, and the sums were large, I deem it proper to place in
the P:ISSession of your department a brief statement of my action in the
premises.
The payment of $250,000, part of the sum of $275,000 appropriated
in the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of Traverse des
Sioux, was made to the traders and half breed relatives of the See-seetoan and \Vah-pa-toan Sioux, agreeably to the terms of a paper marked
A, executed by the chiefs of these bands immediately subsequent to
the aforesaid treaty. The balance, viz: $25,000, I retained for the
subsistence and removal of these Indians.
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Much has been said of the character of that paper; but it has, to my
knowledge, only been assailed when the Indians, notoriously fickle,
were under the control of persons who had large pecuniary motives for
invalidating it. From its ta,ce, and from information gathered from responsible persons, I am satisfied that it was as equitable a distribution
of this money as could well have been effected, and that it was executed by the Indians wtth a full knowledge of what it meant.
Acting as the agent of these Indians, under an authorization of the
chiefs (marked B.) of the 9th of September, 1852, I deemed it prudent
to piace the fairness of the distribution effected as above beyond all
~oubt, and so required of the traders to verify their claims under oath.
This was done, and the statement marked C contains a list of these
traders, as drawn from paper A, with their accounts sworn to, fi·orri
which it appears that $210,000 paid $431,735 78 of indebtedness. See
voucher No. 4, abstract B, in my accounts for the fourt~ quarter of
1852.
These traders and half-bt:eeds constituted Hugh T yler their attorney,
and requested me to pay to him the $250,000 due them. A copy of
this power of attorney, marked D, with Mr. Tyler's receipt, marked E,
is enclosed herewith.
,
The W ahpakoota chief and headmen, parties to the treaty of Mendota, had, in open council, on the 8th day of August, 1852, afterwards
acknowledged before agent McLean, distributed among their traders
the sum of $90,000, provided for in the first clause of the fourth article
of the treaty of Mendota. A copy of this paper, with the authority, on
the part of all interested, to Hon. H. H. Sibley to receive the money of
me, and his receipt therefor, is transmitted herewith, marked F.
It is proper here to remark, that in a council I held with the chief,
braves, &c., on the 8th clay of November, 1852, they referred to this
paper, and requested me to pay agreeably to its terms. The balance
due this band, viz., $20,000, I have retained for their removal and
subsistence.
In this connexion, please see in my accounts for 4th quarter uf 1853.
voucher No. 1, abstract C.
The Med-a-wakan-toan chiefs instructed me on the 9th of November, 1852, to pay $70,000 of the sum appropriated in the first clause,
fourth article, of the treaty of Mendota, in full discharge of their obligations to their licensed traders at the date of said treaty. (See my
accounts for fourth quarter of 1852, voucher number 4, abstract C.)
Twenty thousand dollars they requested might be paid into their own
hands, which they expressed a purpose to pay out to their hali:.breed
relatives. A duplicate original of the receipt of the chiefs for this sum,
marked G, is made part of this communication.
A list of licensed traders, since the ti'eaty made by the same people
in 1837, when their then debts were paid, certified to by Philander
Prescott, long the interpreter at the Sioux agency, marked H, is herewith enclosed. A power of attorney from these traders to Hugh Tyler, esq., authorizing him to receive of me the sum of $70,000, set
apart as aforesaid, with his receipt therefor, is transmitted herewith,
marked I.
The ~laimants were directed to verify their accounts, under oath.
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This they did, and a tabular abstract of the accounts filed with me,
and sworn to, is sent herewith, marked K, from which it will be seen
that $70,000 paid $129,885 10 of indebtedness. The balance of the
fund due this band, viz: $20,000, has been retained by me for their
removal and subsistence.
Finally, I believe I am justified in saying that the several large sums
of money have been fairly, legally, and equitably disbursed; that the
Indians are all satisfied; that every one having a claim against the
· Indians under the treaty of Traverse des Sio11x has been provided for,
as is likewise the case with all having claims against the W ah-pa-koota Indians, parties to the treaty of Mendota. All the licensed traders
of'the Med-a-wakan-toan Sioux have been paid.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.
Hon. L. LEA, Commissioner, o/c.

EXHIBIT A,
(Called by the witnesses the " Traders' PapeT.")

/

We, the undersigned chiefs, soldiers, and braves of the W ah-pa-toan
and See-see-toan bands of Sioux Indians, having this day concluded a
treaty with Luke Lea and Alexander Ramsey, commissioners on the
part of the United States, whereby we have ceded to the United States
certain lands for a valuable consideration, and being desirous to pay to
our traders and half-breeds the sums~ of money which we acknowledge
to be justly due to them, do hereby obligate and bind ourselves, as the
authorized representatives of the aforesaid bands, to .pay to the individuals hereinafttor designated the. sums of money set opposite to their
respective names, so soon as the same shall be paid us in accordance
with the fourth article of the treaty aforesaid, which provides for the
payment of a certain sum to us as soon as practicable after our removal
and the necessary appropriation shall be made by Congress for arranging our affairs preparatory to our removal to the country designated
in said treaty for our future abode, and for other purposes ; and as it is
specified that said sum shall be paid in such manner as requested by
the chiefs in open council thereafter, we do hereby, in open council,
request and desire that the said sums below specified shall be paid to
the persons designated as soon as practicable after the necessary appropriation shall be made by Congress for this purpose; and for this
payment, well and truly to be made, we hereby solemnly pledge ourselves and the faith of our nation. And we do hereby release a'ncl
acquit the United States, upon the payment of the sums aforesaid as
herein specified, from any further liability to us or to our nation for so
- much of the amount so to be paid as is provided for in the fourth article
of the treaty aforesaid.
Dated at Traverse des Sioux, in the T erritory of Minnesota, this
twenty-third clay of July, A. D. eighteen hundred and fifty-one.
Sa-te-e-ta-ton, his x mark.
E-yang-mo-nee, his x mark.

•
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E-tay-wah-ke-an, his x mark.
Ish-tab-hum-bah, his x mark.
Y a-zho-pee, his x mark.
Wash-e-dia-moz-za, his x mark.
Wash-te-dan, his x mark.
Mag-ma-nee, his x m~rk.
Ham-pa-red-ar-da, h1s x mark.
In-te-pa, his x mark.
Moch-pee-we-chas-ta, his x mark.
W a-kan-mo-nee, his x mark.
I-te-xa-ke-ye, his x mark.
Ta-ka-ra, his x mark.
Mar-pi-na-kan-kan, his x mark.
W a-na-pe-ya, his x mark.
Ta-pe-ta-tan-ka, his x mark.
~Wi-chas-kan-kan-mo-bee, his x mark.
Ta-wan-kan-di-maz-za, his x mark.
1-te-du-ta, his x mark.
Cah-e-desh-ka-ho-ton-ma-nee, his x mark.
Ho-nok-mar-pi-yah-di-nape, his x mark
W a-kee-te ma-ni, his x mark.
0-pe-li-de-yah, his x mark.
W ah-nok-soon-ta, his x mark.
Mah-zah-shah, his x mark.
Wi-yu-ha, his x mark.
W a-ki-yan-tan-ka, his x mark.
Ok-xi-dan-wash-te, his x mark.·
Ah-de-ma-za, his x mark.
I-te-cho-ka, his x mark.
Am-pe-tu-shaw, his x mark.
Young-Sleepy-Eyes, his x mark.
vVitnesses :
THOMAS
STEPHEN

s.
R.

WILLIAMSON,
RIGGS,

W. G. LADue,
A. s. H. WHI'I'E,
SAMUEL F. BROWN,
H. JACKSON,
JAMES JYicBOAL,
THOMAS FosTER,
WM.
HENDERSON.

c.

Schedule

o/" amounts to be paid to the following individuals, as specified in
the foregoing instrument, viz:

Alexis Bailley and H. L. Dousman, fifteen thousand dollars.
Norman W. Kittson, two thousand eight hundred and fifty dollars.
Gabriel Rienville, six hundred and twenty-one dollars.
Stephen R. Riggs and Thomas S. Williamson, missionaries for American Board of Missions for foreign missions, eight hundred dollars.

j
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Philander Prescott, thirteen hundred and thirty-four dollars.
· Franklin Steele, three thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.
Henry H. Sibley, sixty-six thousand four hundred and fifty-nine
dollars."
Joseph R. Brown, six thousand five. hundred and sixty-four dollars.
Joseph Provincalle, ten thousand and sixty-six dollars.
Joseph and Antoine Rienville, in trust for estate oflate Joseph R einville, seventeen thousand five hundred and forty dollars.
J. B. Farribault, twenty-two thousand five hundred dollars.
Alex. Farribault, thirteen thousand five hundred dollars.
Jos. Lafi·ambois, eleven thousand three hundred dollars.
Xavier Fresnier, two thousand three hundred and fifty dollars.
Martin McLeod, nineteen thousand and :fi)rty-six dollars.
Louis Roberts, seven thousand four hunclred and ninety dollars.
- - Hartshorn, five hundred and thirtv dollars.
Francis Labatte, five hundred dollars. ~
J. H. Lockwood, five hundred dollars.
Henry Jackson, three hundred dollars.
Hazen Moores, one thousand dollars.
Kenneth McKenzie, five thousand five hundred dollars.
W m. H .. Forbes, one thousand dollars.
J as. Rienville, wife and children, two thousand two hundred and
fifty dollars.
.
Antoine Rienville and three children, seven hundred and fifty dollars,
and fix self, two hundred and fifi:y dollars, in addition.
Michel Rienville, child and niece, se,ven hundred and fifty dollars.
Jos. Laframbois, for wife and five children, fifteen hundred dollars.
Jos. Laframbois, jr., two hundred and fifty dollars.
Francis Laframbois, two buridred and fifty dollars.
Francis Roy, four children and sister, fifteen hundred dollars.
Mary Anze and six children, seventeen hundred and fifty dollars.
Alex. Graham and child, five hundred dollars.
Joseph Provincalle and three children, one thousand dollars.
George Provincalle, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Mrs. Nancy Farribault, two hundred and fifty dollars.
L evi Bird, :fi.)r his two children, five hundred dollars.
Mrs. Mary Ortley McLeod and four children, twelve hundred and
fifty dollars.
Angelique R c'lsseau, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Xavier Fresnier and four children, twelve hundred and fifty dollars.
Narcisse Fresnier and child, five hundred dollars.
Mrs. Mary Ballard and five children, fifteen hundred dollars.
·
Louis Bomcier, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Madame St. Antonie and five children, fifteen.hundred dollars.
Madame Aug. Dupuis and five children, fifteen hundred dollars.
Baptiste Bonsquette, for child, two hpnclred and fifty dollars.
Jos. R enville, jr., two hundred and fifty dollars .
.Margaret Campbell and two children, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Jean .B. Renville, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Rosalie RPnville, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Isabella Fresnier, two hundred and fill:y dollars.
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Gabriel Renville and two children, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Angelique Provincalle, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Thomas Provincalle, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Antoine Provincalle, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Francis Langie, for six children, fifteen hundred dollars.
Mrs. Harriet Farribault and four children, twelve hundred and fifty
dollars.
Alex. Farribault, wife and eight children, two thousand two hundred
and fifty dollars.
Louis Laramie, for four children, one thousand dollars.
Mrs. Agnes Forbes and two children, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Mrs. Susan F. Brown and seven children, two thousand dollars.
Joseph Cousalle and two sisters, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Francis Dumare, for five children, twelve hundred and fifty dollars.
Louis La Belle, for three children, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Vital Boyer, for three children, seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Louis Martin, for eight children, two thousand dollars.
Mrs. Nancy McLeod, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Mrs. Angelique Quinn and child, five hundred dollars.
Jas. Robinette, jr., two hundred and fifty dollars.
Augustin Rock, two hundred and fifty dollars.
Francis Labatte, two hundred and fiti.y dollars.
J as. R. Cluett, for two children, five hundred dollars.
Geo. F. Ortley, (Lac-qui-parle,) two hundred and fifty dollars.
Mrs. Antoine Findley, two hundred and fifty dollars.
TRAVERSE DES

Swux,

MINNESOTA TERRITORY,

July 23, 1851.
I hereby certify that this document, purporting to be an adjustment
of the debts and accounts 'due by the Indians to the traders, was signed
by the chiefs and braves whose names are attached, in my presence,
immediately after the treaty was signed, in presence of all the Indians
then and there assembled in council. It was not read and explained
to them in my presence, but fi-om the information of those understand·
ing the Sioux language upon whom I can rely, who were present at a
previous meeting of the Indians and traders, it was read and explained
to them, and that they agreed to its correctness.
NATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian Agent.
I certify that the foregoing paper, desiring the payment by the Indians, parties to the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of certain sums of
money to their traders, &c., as well as the certificate thereto attached
by agent McLean, both are true copies of the origiual paper and certificate in my' possession.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY,
Superintendent, o/c.
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EXHIBIT B.
Power if attorney given by the See-see-toan and Wa!t-pa-toan chiefs qf
Sioux Indians to Governor Ramsey, to receive from the United States the
$275,000 due to them under the fourth article qf the treaty if July 23,
1851.

1

Whereas, by the tourth article of the treaty made and concluded at
Traverse des Sioux on the 23d day of July, 1851, between the United
States, by Luke Lea, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and Alexander
Ramsey, governor and ex officio superintendent of Indian affairs, commissioners on the part of the United States, and the chiefs and headmen of the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan bands of Dakota or Sioux
Indians, duly authorized thereto, it was, among other things, provided
that the United States would pay to the chiefs of said bands, to enable
them to settle their affairs and- comply with their (then) present just
engagements, and in consideration of their removing themselves to the
country set apart for them by said treaty, and in consideration of their
subsisting themselves the first year after their removal, which they
agreed to do, without fmtber cost to the government, the sum of two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, ($275,000,) provided that
the said sum should be paid to the said chiefs in such manner as they
thereafter in open council should request :
And whereas the said treaty bas been approved and ratified by the
President and Senate of the United States, with certain amendments
added then to, which amendments have been this day submitted by
Alexander Ramsey, governor and ex officio superintendent of Indian
affairs, as aforesaid, acting for and on behalf of the United States, and
we, the undersigned, chiets of said bands, and duly authorized thereto,
have in open council concurred in, consented, and agreed to said
amendments :
Now, therefore, we, the said chiefs, being desirous that the provisions
of the said treaty, and especially of the fourth article thereof~ should be
fully and fairly carried out, according to its just and true intent and
spirit, and having fi.1ll confidence in the discretion and integrity of his
excellency Alexander Ramsey, governor and ex ~fficio superintendent
of Indian affairs as aforesaid, do, in open council assembled, by these
presents authorize, .empower, and request him to ask and receive for
us, and in our names, the said sum of two hundred and seventy-five
thousand dollars, (275,000,) hereby giving him full power to receipt for
the same, and execute in our names all necessary vouchers and acquittances therefor; and we do hereby, in open council, authorize and
request the proper oflicers of the United States to pay the said sum to
him, the said Alexander Ramsey, &c., as aforesaid; and we also
authorize, empower, and request . him to do, or cause to be done, all
the acts contemplated by the said fourth article for and by us to be
done, to appropriate the said money in accordance with and for the
purpose of carrying out the equitable and true intent thereof; all such
acts when done to be final and binding upon us, and to have the same
force and effect as if done by us.
And we do hereby revoke and annul all former and other powers
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of attorney executed or given by us with reference to the receipt or
collection of tbc said sum of money or any part thereof.
E -yang-mo-nee, his x mark.
E·tay-wah-ke-an, his x mark.
· Ish-tab-hum-bah, by his nephew, his x mark
Mack-pee-we-chas-ta, his x mark.
Esh-ta-hom-ba-ko-ash-ka, his x mark.
0-pee-en-dah, his x mark.
No-aw-pa-keen-yan, bis x mark.
Wash-tang-day, his x mark.
Ha-y a-he-day-ma-za, by his father, his :J_C mark.
\V a-keen-va.,doo-tah, his x mark.
A-na-wang-ma-nee, his x mark.
Enk-fra, by his son, his x mark.
Ya-zoo-ah-pee, his x mark.
Ta-pe-ta-tunk-ka, his x mark.
W a-mee-de-o-to-mo-nee, his x mark.
W ah-pe-yan-ha-skan-skan, his x mark.
No-hope-ton, his x mark.
W o-to-ne-ho-wash-ta, his x mark.
Maz-a-ho-te-man-i, his x mark.
Ta-chan-ka-hoo-ta, his x mark.
W ah-pah-ha-na, his x mark.
W ah-ne-pe-de-doo-tah, his x mark.
Ho-pah-sho-ko-ma-za, his x mark.
Tah-wa-kan-he-da-ma..:za, his x mark.
V.f a-ka-han-de-to-pa, his x mark.
W a-kan-dee-ka-ta, his x mark.
Mah-kah-en-day, his x mark.
Signed in open council this 8th day of September, 1852, in presence
ofNATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian agent.
WALL ACE B. WHITE, Secntary.
PHILANDER PRESCOTT, Interprete·r.
JOSEPH LAFRAMBOIS, InterpreteT.
HENRY M. RICE.
I, Nathaniel McLean, United States Indian agent-, do hereby certi(y
that the foregoing named chiefs and headmen of the See-see-toan and
Wah-pa-toan, bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians, now in full and
open council assembled, and who constitute and are the proper authorities of said bands, being a majority of the chiefs and headmen.~ and as
such fully competent to transact any and all tribal or national business,
for and in behalf of said bands of See-see-toan and W ah-pay-toan
Indians, authorize ~mel request me as their agent, to state that the
annexed and foregoing authority in writing fi·om them, was signed and
executed by them in good faith, and with a full and complete knowledge
of its contents, purport, and meaning, and for the uses and purposes
therein named; and the same having been by me fully explained, they,
for themselves and their bands approve, ratify, and confirm the same,
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and authorize and request me to bear written testimony that the same
is their tribal and national act and deed.
NATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian agent.
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the power of attorney,
as well as of Agent McLean's certificate attached thereto.·
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

)

EXHIBIT C.
Abstract C?f traders' claims, under treaty o/ 'Traverse des Sioux, as 1·endered
under oath.

Alexis Bailly, forty-three thousand one hundred and twenty-two
dollars.
N. W. Kittson, three thousand four hundred and sixty dollars.
Gabrielle Renville, eight hundred and twenty-seven dollars.
American Board of Missions, eight hundred and twenty-five dollars.
P. Prescot, one thousand three hundred and thirty-four dollars.
F. Steele, tour thousand nine hundred and. fifty dollars.
H. H. Sibley, agent American Fur Company, one hundred and
forty-four thousand nine hundred and eighty-four dollars and forty
cents.
Joseph R. Brown, eight thousand dollars.
Estate of L. Provincelle, thirty thousand five hundred dollars.
Estate of Joseph Reinville, thirty thou sand dollars .
.J. Bt. Farribault, thirty-three thousand dollars.
Alexander Farribault, eighteen thousand dollars .
.Joseph Laframbois, fourteen thousand dollars. ~
Estate of Fr. Fresnier, fourteen thousand two hundred and seventeen
dollars.
Martin McLeod, twenty-five thousand and forty dollars.
Lewis Roberts, seven thousand five hundred dollars.
William Hartshorne, one thousand seven hundred and sixty-four
dollars.
Fr. Lahatte, five hundred dollars.
Henry .Jackson, three hundred and thirty-seven dollars and thirtyeight cents.
Hazen Moors, one thousand dnl1ars.
R. M. McKenzie, for Columbia Fur Company, fifty-seven thousand
one hunclred and seventy-five dollars .
.J. H. Lockwood, one thousand four hundred dollars.
Total amount, four hundred and thirty-one thousand seven hundred
and thirty-five dollars and seventy-eight cents.
I certify that the several accounts above were rendered to me, under
oath in each case, respectively, and that the several accounts, with the
oath as taken and subscribed, are now in my possession.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

ABSTRACT B.-( See voucher No.4 in this abstract.)

of disbnrsements made by Alexander Ramsey, supeTintendent, o/c., to the
account if treaty stipulations,for ~he quarter ending D ecember 31, 1852.

MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY.-Abstract

and FVah-pay-toan Sioux, on
Date.

Nov. 9

Dec. 4
4
11
16
16
16
17
21
29
31

No.

I

To whom paid.

To the chiefs, tol Annuities.
settle their affairs, &c., (removal and subsistence.)

For what paid.

Erection ofmills,l Provisions.
opening farms,
&c.

~
"""'

S ee-see-toan

Total.

·$2,705 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Henry M . .Rice ............... Subsistence, &c...............
2 ......do............................do. . . .. .. . . .. .. . • . . .. .. .
259 00 ....... .......
............. .........
... ..1 .... ....... .
1
1
.
3 Nathaniel McLean, agent ..... Money annuity ........... : ...... ·: ........... 1 $45,600 00 ........................................
4 See-see-toan and Wah-pay-toan Under 1st clause of 4th arttcle
250,000 00 .. ... ....................... ... ...................... .
chiefs.
treaty of Traverse des Sioux.
5 Marshall & Co. . • . • .. • . .. . • • • . Suli>sistence .................. .
4,438 00
6 H. K. McKinstry ...................do.................. . .. .
3,000 00
7 F. B. Sibley.................. Subsistence, See-see-toan..•.•.
140 95
8 ......do .......... ...... ...... Subsistence, See-see-toan and
2,520 12
Wah-pay-toan.
9 Henry M. Rice.....................do .........do .......... .
1,830 00
10 ......do............................do ......... do .......... .
333 00
11 Benjamin Thompson . ...... , ........do ....... .. do .......... .
92 00
12 Anson Northrop............. . Subsistence, Wah-pay-toan ... .
370 00
13 Nathaniel McLean, agent, &c.. Subsistence, See-see-toan and
1,500 00
Wah-pay-toan.
,
14 Joseph R. Brown..... . . . . . . . . Subsistence, transportation of..
688 25

- - - - - · - - - -1- - - - -1- - - -1- - - - -

I" ..........................

Amount disbursed in the quarter.................................
267,876 32
45 , 600 00
$313,476 32
On hand last quarter....................... . ................. . ... . ...................................................... . .. •. • ...... •
Amount received in the quarter .................................. ~5,000 ~ 45,600 00 f
$5,000 00
$4,000 00
329,600 00
Total on hand .................................................. ~5,000 00
Balance applicable to next quarter .............. .... .......-......
DECEMBER 31, 1852.-I certify that \he above abstract is correct and true.

·I

7,123 68

45,000 00
........ ....

I
I

5,000 00

4,000 00

329,600 00

5, 000 00

4, 000 00

16, 123 68

ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

00

~

0

r
~
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llccei'pt '![ tlw chi~fs of the Sec-sec-tom~ and Walt-pa-toan bands of Sioux
Indians to Alexander Ramsey, as per roucheT No. 4, in abstmct B.

)

We, the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians, in open council assembled, do hereby acknowledge to .have received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian
affairs, the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, under the
first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux of
the 23d day of July, 18.51; two hundred and ten thousand dollars of
which we desire him to pay, in full acquittance of our just obligations
at the date of said treaty, to our traders, agreeable to the distribution
made at the time of the treaty aforesaid, and the balance to our rela"
tives of mixed blood.
NovEMBER 29, 1852.
E-tay-wah-ke-an, his x mark.
W ah-noh-soon-ta, his x mark.
Yah-zho-a-pee, his x mark.
0-kee-tah, his x mark.
Etchashkah-Skomahnee, his x mark.
Wah-na-ta, his x mark,
Nor-op-ton, his x mark.
Wam-du-pi-du-ta, his x mark.
A-kipa, his x mark.
Intree-book-ar-dan, his x mark.
0-tak-e-ta, his x mark.
Hoopah-Inapehdoutah, his x mark.

Witnesses:
THoMAS FosTER,
JNo. C. KELTER, U.S. A.,
CHARLES D. FILLMORE,
W M. HENRY FoRBEs.

I certify, on honor, that the above account is correct and just, and
that I have actually, this 29th of November, 1852, paid the amount
thereof.
·
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

EXHIBIT D.
The undersigned, claimants under the treaty of Traverse des Sioux,
concluded on the 23d day of July, 1851, hereby authorize and request
Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, to pay the several
amounts due us respectively, as distributed by the chiefs at the time of
said treaty, to our agent and attorney, Hugh Tyler, and we hereby
authorize and empower h1m to recE>ipt for the same, which shall be in
full discharge and acquittance of our claims against the See-see-toan
and W ah-pa-toan bands of D akota or Sioux Indians, up to the date of
treaty.

2
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Gabrella Renville, his x mark.
Vital Boyer, his x mark.
Thomas Dumera, his x mark.
Louis La Belle, his x mark.
Baptiste Bousquette, his x mark.
Francis Hoi, his x mark.
Semia Laplante, for wife, his x mark.
Antonie Renville.
Joseph Renville, jr.
G. F. Ortley, by his trustee.
M. McLeod.
B. Farribault.
Alexis Bailly.
Wm. Henry Forbes.
W m. Hartshorne.
H. H: Sibley.
H. L. Dousman.
Franklin Steele.
Joseph H. Brown.
Martin McLeod.
Jos. Laframbais.
Alex. Farribault.
A. Graham.
Louis Larame, ·his x mark.
Jos. Renville.
Martin McLeod, trustee for M. E. Ortley, children, and others.
Hypolite Depuis.
Pierre Felix, his x mark.
Levi Bird.
Henri Pollard.
Francis Largee, his x mark.
Thos. Provincelle, his X mark.
Aug. Rock, his x mark.
H. L. Dousman, administrator ofF. Fresnier.
Chas. St. Antoine, his x mark, for self and family.
F. Labatte.
Hazen Mooers.
J. H. Lockwood, per H. Dousman.
N. W. Kittson, by H. H. Sibley.
Louis Martin, his x mark.
Jos. Lafi:ambais, his x mark.
Francois Laframbois.
Angelique Provincelle, per Chas. St. Antoine, her x mark.
Antoine Provincelle, per Chas. St. Antoine.
Harriet Farribault, artd children, per Alex. Farribault.
K. Mackenzie, for self and Hazen Mooers.
Louis Hoberts, his x mark.
P. P. Prescott.
H. Dousman, ~
fL . p
. ll d
d
H. H. Sibley, 5 executors o ours rovmce e, ecease .
H enry Jackson, by H. H. Sibley, agent for Samuel :t<!ech, asssignee.
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F. La Batte, for Henry Angee, and family.
Harriet Farribault, by Alex. Farribault.
Witnesses:
MARTIN McLEoD,

H. H.

SIBLEY.

TRAVERSE DES Swux, December 1, 1852.

)

I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original power of
attorney in my possession.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

Power of attorney

of tAe haJj-breeds to

Alexander Ramsey to pay their partC!f the money to Hugh Tyler.
· -

The undersigned, claimants under the treaty of Traverse des Siouxr
concluded on the 23d day of July, A. D. 1851, hereby authorize and
request Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, to pay
the several amounts due us, respectively, as distributed by the chiefs
at to the time of said treaty, to our agent and attorney, Hugh Tyler,
and we hereby authorize and empower him to receipt for -the sarrie,
which shall be in full discharge and acquittance of our claims against
the See-see-toaJ=l and W ah-pa-toan bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians
up to the date of the treaty.
MENDOTA, December 11, 1852.
Francis Laframbois, ~
Jos. Laframbois, Jr., By Jos. Laframbois.
Isabella Frenier,
Al~x. R. McLeod.
John B. Renville.
Alex. D. Campbell.
Chas. St. Antoine, his x mark.
Chas. St. Antoine, for Angelique Provincelle, his x mark.
Simeon Laplant, for Rosalie Roiz, or Leffler, his x mark.
Chas. St. Antoine, for Antoine Provincelle, his x mark.
J os. Courselle, for self and sisters, his x mark.
Jean Bp. Crecht, for his child, his x mark.
Pierre Felix, for his two children, his x mark.
Ant. S. Finley, for wife.
Jos. R. Brown, for Le Grelot.
Jean Rosseau, for wift.~.
W m. L. Quin, for wife and child.
Louis Angee, for children, his x mark.
Louis Bowen, his x mark.
J os. Provincelle.
Geo. Provincelle, his x mark.
Jos. Rolinelle, Jr., his x mark.
Rosalie Renville, her x mark.

•
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W m. Altenberge, for child.
John Moore, his x mark.
Thomas Provincelle, his x mark.
Pierre Roullard, f(n· his child.
Louis Martin, for his children, his x mark.
J. lL Claet, for children.
Witness: H. L. DouSMAN.

I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original power of
:attorney in my possession.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

'
HugA Tyler's receipt to Governor Ramsry for $40,000 if the half-breed's
money 1mde-r their power if attorney, of December 11, 1852.

Received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, the
sum of forty thousand dollars, being the amount of claims due the
half~breeds under the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, which sum I am
to pay said half~breeds under the direction of said superintendent.
HUGH TYLER,
Attorney fur h(1y:breeds.

MENDO'rA, December 11, 1852.
I certify ~hat the foregoing
my possessiOn.

IS

a true copy of the original receipt in
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

EXHIBIT E.
List

of claimants and traders,

and the amount allowed each under the treaty
qf Trarerse des Sioux.

Bailly and Dousman, fifteen thousand dollars.
N. W. Kitson, two thousand eight hundred and fifty dollars.
Gabrielle Renville, six hund,red and twenty-one dollars.
S. R. Riggs, for American Board, eight hundred dollars.
P. Prescott, one thousand three hundred and thirty-four dollars.
Franklin Steele, three thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.
Henry H. Sibley, sixty-six thousand four hundred and fifty-nine dollars.
Jos. R. Brown, six thousand five hundred and sixty-four dollars.
Jos. Provincelle, ten thousand and sixty-six dollars.
Estate of Jos. Renville, sr., seventeen thousand five hundred and
forty dollars.
J. B. Farribault, twenty-tw·o thousand five hundred dollars.
Alexander Farribault, thirteen thousand five hunclr~d dollars.
Jos. Laframbois, eleven thousand three hundred dollars.

""-
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R. Fresnier, two thousand three hundred dollars.
Martin McLeod, nineteen thousand and forty-six dollars.
Lewis Roberts, seven thousand fcmr hundred and ninety dollars.
- - - Hartshorne, five hundred and thirty dollars.
Francis Labatte, five hundred dollars.
J. H. Lockwood, five hundred dollars.
Henry Jackson, three hundred dollars.
Hazen Mooers, one thousand dollars.
R. McKenzie, five thousand five hundred dollars.
W. H. Forbes, one thous<lnd dollars.
Total, two hundred and nine thousand two hundred dollars.

Hugh Tyler's nceipts to Gove1·nor ljamsey for $210,000 under the power
attorney given him by the tmders, December l, 1852.

of

In virtue of a power of attorney to me given for that purpose, I
hereby acknowledge to have received of Alexander Ramsey the sum
of two hundred and nine thousand two hundred dollars, to be distributed as above.
HUGH TYLER, Attorney, o/c.
ST. PAUL, December 8, 1852.

· Received, St. Paul, D ecember 16th, the further sum of eight hundred dollars, being the amount due S. R. Riggs for American board,
and left with F. B. Sibley.
HUGH TYLER.
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original receipts in
my possession.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

EXHIBIT F.
Request

if

tlte Wah-pa-koo-ta bands of Sioux Indians for tlte payment
their traders.

rf

\Ve, the undersigned. chief; soldiers, and braves, of the W ah-pa-koota band of Sioux Indians, having this day concluded a treaty 'vith Luke
I .. ea and Alexander Ramsey, commissioners on the part of the United
States, whereby we have ceded to the United States certain lands for
a valuable consideration, and being desirous to pay our traders the sum
of money which we acknowledge to be justly due to them, do hereby
bind :mel obligate ourselves, as the authorized representatives of the
afi1resaid band, to pay to the individuals hereinafter designated the sum
of money set opposite to their respective names, so soon as the same

' .
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shall be paid to us, in accordance with the fourth article of the treaty
aforesaid, which provides for the payment of a certain sum to us as
soon as practicable after our removal, and the necessary appropriation
shall be made by Congress for arranging our affairs preparatory to
our removal to the country designated in said treaty for our future
abode, and for other ptlrposes; and as it is specified that said sum
shall be paid in such manner as requested by the chiefs in open council, therefore we do hereby, in open council, request and desire that
the said sums below specified shall be paid to the persons designated
as soon as practicable after the necessary appropriations shall be
made by Congress for this purpose ; and for this payment, well and
truly to be made, we hereby solemnly pledge ourselves and the faith
of our nation, and we do hereby release and acquit the United States,
upon the payment of the sums aforesaid as herein specified, from
any further liability to us or to our nation for so much of the amount
so to be paid, as is provided for in the fourth article of the treaty aforesaid.
·
Dated at Mendota, in the Territory of Minnesota, on this fifth day of
August, A. D. eighteen hundred and fifty-one.

Schedule of amounts to be paid, in accordance with the foregoing obligation,
by the Wah-pa-koo-ta band if Sioux Indians, viz:

Alexander Farribault, forty-two thousand dollars.
Henry H . Sibley, thirty-one thousand five hundred dollars.
Duncan Campbell, five hundred dollars.
James W ells, one thousand dollars.
Augustine Root, one thousand dollars.
Alexis Bailly, nine thousand dollars.
H. L. Dousman, four thousand dollars.
Philander Prescott, one thousand dollars.
Witness our hands :
Hoo-sha-sha, his x mark.
Pa-pay, his x mark.
Ha- pee, his x mark.
Ho-tain, his x mark.
Mon-e-pee-washe-chow, his x mark.
J egree-sapa, his x mark.
Muhah-a-kan-a-waw-kan, his x mark:
In presence ofPHILANDER PRESCOTT, Superintendent iffarminrs for Sioux.
HuGH CARLTON HINMAN,
FREDERICK

B.

SIBLEY.

I certify, that on the 15th day of October, A. D. 1851, there appeared before me the chief, soldiers, and braves, of the Wah-pa-koo-ta
band of Sioux Indians, seven in number, and, in open council, signed
the foregoing obligation in my presence, after it had been read to them
and fully explained.
NATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian Agent.
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OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS,

S eptember 1, 1852.
I certifY, that the above and foregoing is a correct copy of the original,
this day filed in this office.
LUKE LEA, Commissioner.
MENDOTA, ·November 10, 1852.
His excellency Alexander · Ramsey is hereby authorized to pay the
within sum to Henry H. Sibley.
ALEXANDER FARRIBAULT.
H. L. DOUSMAN .
..
ALEXIS BAILLEY.

AUGUSTIN

his
~ ROOT.
mark.

JAMES WELES.
PHILANDER PRESCOTT.

Henry H Sibley's nceipt to Governor Ramsey for $90,000 ofthe Wah-pakoo-ta money for disbursement to the traders.
·

Received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs,
ninety thousand dollars, in full of the within obligation.
H. H. SIBLEY.
MENDOTA, November ll, 1852. . ·
I certify, that the within and foregoing is a true copy of the paper as
certified by Commissioner Lea, and of the authority to Mr. Sibley to
receive the money for the traders, and of Mr. Sibley's receipt to me for
the money.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

ABSTRACT C.-[See vouchers Nos. 1 and 4 in this abstract.]
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MINNESOTA SUPERINTENDENCY.

if disbursements

Abstract

made by Alexander Ramsey, superintendent, L\'c., to the lvfedawalcanton and TVahpa!coota Sioux, on
account qf treaty stipulations,for quarter endiug December 31, 1852.
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treaty of Mendota., .....• $90,000 00 ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NathanielMcLean,agent,&c. 1 Money annuity.,, ........ ,., ......... , ..............1 $40,005 18 1..................................
..
1
1
Henry M. Rice ... . ..•...•.•. Subsistence .............. ,.,. , , .. ,...... $2,675 00 . , , .. , ........... , . .. . . ... , ....... , .... .. ...... .
Medawakanton chiefs ....... Under the lst clause 4th article
treaty of Mendota . ,...... . • . .. . . .. . . . 90,000 00 •• · .. • · .. • • ·. • · .. • · .. • · · · · · .. • · ..
H. K . McKinstry . .. . ...•••• Subsistence, Wahpakoota.,..
160 00 ......... . ... , .......... , .................... , ....•. , ...... .
........~o ......... .. ...... Subs~stence, Medawakanton.. . . • • • .. . • • • .
688 00 .............. • • • ..... • • ...• • .... • •
F . B. Stbley . ............... Subststence, Wahpakoota.,..
2,967 50 ........................... , , .. ............................ .

·I·. •·•... ···•

'I

··'I" ....... ·..

·i

.

.

Amount dtsbursed m quarter ..

I
. . ...........................

--

I

.

_93_,_I2_7_so___9_3,_3_63_oo___4_0,_o_os_18__
· ._._.._·_·._._·..
_ _·._._
.._·_·._._·._.,_$_2_2_6,_4_9_5_6_8

1

On hand last quarter ...... . ............... . .................................................... ; ................................ .

II
Total on hand .......... .. .................... . ..........

Amount received in quarter............................... 110,000 00

110,000 00

40,005 18

$5,000 00

110,000 00

110,000 00

40,005 18

5,000 00

Balance applicable to next qr .1
............. , ............ ..

I

DEc.&~lllER

31, 1852;-I certify that the above abstract is correct and true.

(
.. I

~

5,000 00

$5,000
00.,270,005
18
-- -

I

5,000 00

270,005 18

5,000 00

43,509 .50

ALEXANDER RAMSEY.
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Receipt qf the Chief and Headmen of the Walt-pa-koo-ta band of Sioux
Indians to Alexander Ramsey, being voucher No.1 in abstract C.

)

MENDOTA, November 8, 1852.
We, the chief and headmen of the W ah-pa-koo-ta hand of Sioux
or Dakota Indians, in open council assembled, do hereby acknowledge
to have received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent oflndian affairs,
the sum of $90,000, under the first clause of the- fourth article of the
treaty of Mendota, of the 5th of August, 1851, all of which we desire
him to pay, in full acquittance of our just obligations, at the date of said
treaty, to our licensed traders.
HOO-SHAW-SHAW, his x mark.
PAY-PAY, his x mark.
TAH-TAY-OH-TAH-!\ION-NA, his x mark.
TAH-OH-TEN-AH-DOO-TAH, his x mark.
Witnesses:
c. D. FILLMORE,
RoGER JoNES, Lieutenant U. S. A.
JoHN C. KELTON, U.S. A.
FRANKLIN STEELE,
WM. HENRY FoRBES, Interpreter.
I certify, on honor, that the above account is correct and just, and
that I have actually, this 8th day of November, 1852, paid the amount
thereof.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

Receipt

of the

Chiefs

of the

Med-a-wa-kan-ton bands
Alexander Ramsey.

of Sioux

Indians to

MENDOTA, November 9, 1852.
We, the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-ton band of Sioux or D akota
Indians, in open council assembled, do hereby acknowledge to have
received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, the
sum of $90,000, under the first clause of the t(mrth article of the treaty
of Mendota, of the .5th of August, 1851; $70,000 of which we desire
him to pay, in full acquittance of our just obligations, at the date of
said treaty, to our licensed traders.
Wa-ba-shaw, his x mark.
W ah-coo-ta, his x mark.
Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-ta, his x mark.
Tah-chan-koo-wash-t.ab, his x mark.
Shak-o-pee, his x mark.
W e·chouk-pee, his x mark.
Mah-zah-ho-tah, his x mark.
Hooh-yu-pah, his x mark.
Waza-yu-wa-meno-ha, his x mark.
Cbard-o-peh, his x mark.
Eto-ben-o-ha, his x mark.
W an-pego-wa-hay-tah, his x mark.
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Witnesses:
CHARLES

D.

FILLMORE,

FRANKLIN STEELE,
J. FRIDLEY,

s.

ANT. FINDLEY,
JACK .TRACY,
JosEPH LABATHE,
HAYNE Mo.R!l.Is,
NATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian Agent.
A. D. WILSON, First Lieutenant, 6th Infantry;

I certify, on honor, that the above account is correct and just, and
that I have actually, this 9th of November, 1852, paid the amount
thereof.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

EXHIBIT G.
ST. PETER's AGENCY, November 11, 1852.
The undersigned, chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-ton bands of Dakota
or Sioux Indians, acknowledge to have received of Alexander Ramsey,
superintendent of Indian affairs, each of us, the sum of two thousand
eight hundred and fifty-seven dollars and fourteen and two-seventh
cents.
Ce-tan-wa-ku-a-mani, his x mark.
Shak-o-pee, his x mark.
Tah-chan-koo-wash-tah, his x mark.
Mock-pee-wee-chas-tah, his x mark.
Mah-zah-ho-tah, his .x mark.
W ah-koo-tay, his x mark.
W a-ha-shaw, his x mark.
Witnesses:
NATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian Agent.
A. RoBERTSON,
JoHN GEORGE LEMON,
ALEXANDER F ARRIBAULT,
FRANi>:.LIN STEELE.

EXHIBIT H.
List of licensed traders with the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Sioux, between 1837 ·
(the date if the former treaty) and 1851.

James Wells, at Lake Pepin.
Francis Labatte, with lower band.
Thomas Odell and McBoal, opposite St. Paul.
Philander Prescott, under Baker's license.
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Henry H. Sibley, at Mendota.
Alexander Farribault, at Mendota.
Alexis Bailley, at Wabashaw.
Jean B. J. Farribault, at Six's village.
W. G. & G. W. Ewing, Godfrey's license, at Good Road's village.
Joseph Buisson, under Well's license, at Lake Pepin.
Franklin Steele, N. W. Kittson's license, Cold Water.
Alexis P. Bailley, at Wabashaw.
Henry G. Bailley, at Olive Grove.
Oliver Farribault, at Six's village.
Joseph J. Frazer, at Red Wing.
Augustin Rock, at Lake Pepin.
H. D. White, at Red Wing.
David Farribault, at Six's village, under J. B. Farribault.
R. P. Russell, 1846, at Goo_d Road's village.
ST. PETER's AGENCY, December 8, 1852.
I certify that the above comprises the names of all who have re~
ceived licenses to trade within this agency with the Med-a-wa-kan-ton
band of Sioux, between the year 1837 and the date of the treaty of
1851, at Mendota.
P. PRESCOTT.
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original paper in my
possession. Mr. Prescott has been interpreter, superintendent of farming, &c., for the Sioux, all the time above referred to.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

'
EXHIBIT
I.
Tlte traders' power of attorney to Hugh Tyler,for the amount due from the
Med-a-wa-kan-toan· band of Sioux indians :

/

The undersigned, licensed traders and claimants under the treaty of
Mendota, concluded on the 5th day of August, A. D. 1851, hereby
authorize and request Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian
affairs, to pay the several amounts due us fi-om the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
band of Dakota or Sioux Indians, to our agent and attorney, Hugh
Tyler ; and we hereby authorize and empower him to .receipt for the
same, which shall be in full discharge and acquittance of our claim
against said Indians, up to the date of the treaty of Mendota.
DECEMBER 11, 1852.
P. PRESCOTT.
FRANKLIN STEELE.
JOSEPH FRAZER, per F. Steele.
JOSEPH BROWN.
H. H. SIBLEY.
ALEXIS BAILLEY.
ALEXANDER FARRIBAULT.
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Witness : A. L. DoFSMAN.

JOS. LAFRAMBOIS.
.TOS. RENVILLE.
F. LABATTE.
AUGUSTIN ROCK, his x mark•
.TAS. McBOAL.
B. FARRIBAULT.
ALEXIS BAILLEY,
for H. G. Bailley.
ALEXIS F ARRIBAULT,
fi>r estate of 0. Farrihault, dec'd.
JOS. BUISSON, his x mark.
JAS. WELLS,
by his attorney, H. H. Sibley~

Hugh Tyler's receipt to Governor Ra.msay,for $70,000.

I, Hugh Tyler, attorney for claimants under the treaty of Mendota
of the 5th day of August, 1851, hereby acknowledge to have received
of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, the sum of
seventy thousand dollars, for distribution among licensed traders.
HUGH TYLER. ·
ST. PAUL, December 13, ] 852.
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the power of attorney to
Hugh Tyler, and of his receipt to me.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

EXHIBIT K.
List if traders' names, with tlte amount if tlteir clnims against tlte lrfed-awa-kan-toan band if Sioux, as filed with me, under oath, nspectively.

H. H. Sibley, thirty-seven thousand seven hundred and twenty-two
dollars anti seven cents.
·
l'vicBoal & Odell, six hundred and thirty-nine dollars and ninetythree cents.
Alexis Bailley, twenty thousand one hundred and eight dollars.
J am2s Wells, fitleen thousand dollars.
Frs. L abatte, five thousand dollars.
Philander Prescott, one thousand one hundred and eighty-two dolbrs and ten cents.
Alexis Farribault, nine thousand dollars.
J. B. Farribault, thirteen tbousaud dollars.
Jos. Buisson, two thousand dollars.
Franklin Steele, seven thousand dollars.
H~nry G. Brrilley, four hundred and eighty-three dollars.
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Estate of 0. Fa rribau lt, two thousand dollars.
Jos. J. Frazer, five thousand dollars.
Auaustine Rock, five thousand dollars.
Jos~ L afra mbois, one thousand dollars.
J os. Renville, deceased, two thousand dollars.
w·. G. & G. W. Ewing, three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Total. One hundred and twenty-nine thout"and eight hundred and
eighty-five dollars and ten cen~s.

J

I certify that the above is a correct abstract of the several accounts
filed with me, and sworn to by the claimants, respectively .
ALEXANDER HAMSEY.

The fi)llowing is the protest of the chiefs and headmen of the Seet;ee-tonn and W ah-:pa-toan bands of Sioux Indians, addressed to the
President of the United States, against the late payment of the $275,000
under the treaty of July 23, 1851, pursuant to the arrangement made
by the ''Traders' Paper," which they p!·onounce fraudulent, &c.
To our Great Father, the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
Whereas, by the treaty made at Traverse des Sioux, on the 23c1 day
of July, A. D., 1851, by and betw·een Hon. Luke Lea and Governor
Alexander Ramsey, on the part of the United States, and the undersigned, on the part of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of the
Sioux or Dakota nation of Indians, it was stipulated and agreed, on
the part of the United States, that our said bands should receive, in
part payment for the lands then ceded by them, the sum of two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, ".to enahle them to settle their
aflill.rs, to com1Jly with their just engagements, for expenses of the removal of said bands fi·om the lands ceded, and for subsistence of themselves for one year thereafter," to be paid " as the chiefs in open council shall direct;" and whereas, it is the earnest desire of the undersigned
that the said sum of two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars
may be disposed of in such a manner as shall insure the payment of all
our just liabilities and engag<:>ments, and in all respects confimn with
the spirit and stipulations of our treaty; and vvhereas, at the late payment made to our bands at Traverse des Sioux, our fi·equently expressed
wishes in thi& respect were disregarded ; and whereas, it is intimated
and understood that a paper, or obligation, is now in the possession of
certain interested and designing persons, claimed and purporting
to have been signed and executed by us at the time of our signing
the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of the existence of which paper
neither the undersio-ned nor their bands had any knowledge at the time
it is clnimed to ha~e been executed ; and wherens, such paper, if any
exists, is fraudulent and unjust, and calculated to do great injustice to
a large number of our most meritorious creditors, and confer large
amounts upon a few individuals, a large portion of whose claims we
believe to be imaginary and fi·audulent; and whereas, should any por-
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tion of our treaty funds be withheld from us, in consequence of such
fraudulent paper, it will be manifestly wrong and unjust, and directly
in defiance of the wishes of the undersigned and our people, and contrary to treaty stipulations :
Therefore, the undersigned, being a majority of the chiefs and headmen of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of the Sioux or Dakota
nation of Indians, and as such, fully competent and authorized to transact any and all business in behalf of our said bands, do hereby humbly
protest against the payment of any part of the said sum of two hundred
and seventy-five thousand dollars being made on any pretended claims
or demand against our said bands until the justice of such claims or
demands shall have been reasonably established and proven, and its
payment ordered by us in the manner contemplated by our treaty;
and we would respectfully ask that our Great Father will regard this
our national protest and request, and make such orders in the premises
as will insure a fair and impartial investigation of our liabilities, and
prevent any portion of our ·treaty funds from being paid upon any pretended claim, or otherwise disposed off in any mam1er contrary to the
stipulations of our late treaty.
In testimony whereof we have hereunto set our marks and affixed
our seals in national council, at Traverse des Sioux, on this third day
of December, A. D. 1852.
E-yang-mo-nee, or Big Gun, his x mark,
[L. s.]
E-tay-wah-ke-an, or Limping D evil, his x mark,
[L. s.J
Mah-yah-shah, or Redlron, his x mark,
[ L. s.J
W amdinahotonmanie, or Eagle that Crows, his x mark, [L. s.]
Mock-pee-we-chas-tah, or Cloud Man, his x mark,
[ L. s.]
Matotamahica, or Lean Bear, his x mark,
[L. s.]
T ape-ta-tan-kan, or His Big Fire, his x mark,
[L. s.J
Tawankanhedimaza, or Lightning Iron, his x mark, [L. s.J
s. s.J
Mazaska, or White Silver, his X mark,
Takara, or The Enemy, his x mark,
[L. s.]
Hehutedan, or Rooted Horn, his x mark,
[L. s.J
Susmakeduta, or Reel Seeds that Rattle, his x mark, [L. s.J
Marpiyahdinape, or
The Cloud that Makes His A-ppearance, his x mark, [L. s.]
Tusewanileton, or The Shining City, his x mark,
[ L. s.]
Signed and sealed in presence ofA. J. CAMPBELL,
DANIEL OLMSTEAD,
J. B. HuGGINs, .
CoRNELIUS E. SHASSOR,
A. G. HUGGINS,
J. W. HoLTSCLAw.

r

TERRITORY 9F MINNESOTA,
County of Dakota,

~

5ss.

I hereby certi(y that the chiefs and headmen of the See-see-to-an
and W ah-pa-toan bands of the Sioux or Dakota nation of Indians,
whose names are appended to the within instrurr.ent or protest, being

1
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examined by me, acknowledge that they signed the same with a full
knowledge of its contents and meaning, and for the uses ~md purposes
therein expressed. I also certify, that A. J. Campbell, who in my
presence interpreted the same to the said chiefs and headmen, was by
me duly sworn that he did true interpretation make of the contents of
said instrument to said council, and that the said council was composed
of a majority of the chiefs of said bands.
Done at 'I'raverse des Sioux, this third day of December, A. D.
1852.
WILLIAM B. DODD,
Justice of the Peace.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF MINNESOTA TERRTORY,
St. Paul, December 9, 1852.
I, Alexander Wilkin, secretary of said Territory, do hereby certify
that William B. Dodd, before whom the annexed affidavits and acknowledgments were taken, was, at the time of taking thereof, and
now is, a justice of the peace in and for Dakota county, legally commissioned, sworn into office, and duly authorized to take Jepositions,
acknowledgments of deeds, and do other official acts; and to all of his
said official acts full faith and credit are due and ought to be given.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set - my hand and affixed the
great seal of the said Territory, this ninth day of December, in
[ s.J the year of _our Lo, d one th:msand ~ight hundred and fi~ty-two,
L.
and of the mdependence of the Umted States ·of Amenca the
seventy-sixth.
ALEXANDER WILKIN,
Secretary of Minnesota Territorv.

Protest of the chiefs, headmen, and braves of the See-see-loan, Wah-pahtoan, Med-a-wa-kan-torm, and Wah-pa-koo-ta bands of Sioux Indians,
addressed to the President of the United States, agaimt the payment of
their money to the traders, otherwise than is stipulated by the treaties of
the 23d July, and 5th of August, 1851.

To our Great Father, the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES:
We, the undersigned, chiefs, headmen, and braves of the See-seetoan, Wah-pa-toan, Med-a-wa-kan-toan, and vVah-pa-koo-ta bands of
the Sioux or Dakota nation of Inclians, being a majority of said chiefs,
headmen, and braves, and as such fully competent to transact national
· business, would most respectfully represent to you that soon after or
about the time ana date (the twenty-third clay of July, an<;l the fifth
day of August, A. D. eighteen hundred and fifty-one) of our treaties
with the government of the United States, wherein the Hon. Luke Lea
and Governor A. Ramsey acted as commissioners on behalf of the United
States, we did sign an obligation to our creditors, or those assuming to
be such, which obligation we are informed and believe binds us and
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our people to pay lnrge and extravagant sums in money to our said
creditors ; sums we do not owe, and never intended to obligate ourselves or people to pay.
And whereas said agreements were obtained from us through fraud,
misrepresentation, and deceit-they never having been fully explained
and interpreted to us by said traders, or those acting for them ; we
never having understood by any interpretation made by our said
traders, or any one acting for them, that we were binding ourselves
and people to the payment of a sum equal to from one-fourth to half a
million of dollars, or any other amount. At the time of signing said
papers we believed them duplicates of the treaties made with our
father, the President, and necessary to carrying into full effect the treaties aforesaid, an object much desired by us ; the result of which, we
believed, would be to the benefit of our people, to the interest of the
United States, and gratifying to the feeling of our Great Father, the
President, and our friend the Hon. Luke L ea, commissioner, &c., &c.,
towards whom we formed strong attachments for his honorable and
just conduct to us in all tbe relations which we have sustained to him,
and towards whom we entertain feelings of the strongest regard, and
would with reluctance do any act which would receive his disapprobation, however much our interests would be exposed. In this act we
feel assured, fi·om our knowledge of him, that we will not incur his
displeasure by attempting to correct an error which we have been by
fi·aud and misrepresentation led into, but will meet and receive his cordial approbation and co-operation in our behalf.
Had we hearkened to the council and advice of our fi-iend, the Hon.
Luke Lea, and disregarded the advice of our traders aforesaid, we
would have been sav~d this trouble, and our people relieved from the
painful anxiety of the pay ment of tbe fraudulent demands aforesaid.
And, in view of the considerations aforesaid, we most solemnly protest
against the payment (by our Great Father, the President of the United
States, or any other person having charge of our money as disbursing
officer of the government, or in any other capacity,) of any money belonging to our said nation or bands, (by virtue of the treaties aforesaid,)
~o our traders aforesaid, or to any other p erson having claims against us.
We ask and expect to receive the aid of our Great Father, the President of the United States, to protect us against the payment of any and
all unjust demands, and particularly against the fraudulent contracts
aforesaid.
Believing that our interests will be fully cared for and protected by
and through the aid of our Great Father, the President, we have with
confidence made this appeal for his timely aid and protection, to save
our women and children fi·om the starvation and distress which the
payment of the aforesaid fraudulent contracts would most certainly
produce.
.
Signed in open council, at St. Peter's agency, this, the 6th day of
December, A. D. eighteen hundred and fifty-one.
E-yang-mo-nee, his x mark.
1\fock-pee-we-chas-tah, his x marl{.
Extermapah, his x mark.
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Mah-zah-shah, his x mark.
'Van-ax-ate, his x mark.
Yajopi, his x mark.
W amdinahouton-moni, his x mark~
Waumdicohija, his x mark.
Eteshalwye, his x mark.
Zahaupehdue, his x mark.
Etecoka, his x mark.
Mazokutemani, his x mark.
Zokara, his x mark.
Ecaskankanmani, his x mark.
Anongwamani, his x mark.
Zoteage, his x mark.
Tawaxecuota, his x mark.
W ecayaza, his x mark.
Arkusin, his x mark.
Cante, his x mark.
Wa-ba-shaw, his x mark.

)

In presence ofJosEPH CAMPBELL.
ELI PETTIJOHN.
F. MASTERSON.

w.

ALEXANDER WILKIN.

Personally appeared before me, this lOth day of December, A. D.
1851, all the parties to the foregoing instrument, whose names are
thereunto signed, except Tawaxecuota and W a-ba-shaw, and they
severally acknowledged that they signed the foregoing instrument
freely and voluntarily, for the uses and purposes therein expressed;
and at the same time appeared before me Joseph Campbell, to me
personally known, who, being by me duly sworn, testified that he
knows the language spoken by the Sioux Indians, and that he is personally acquainted with the Indians whose names are signed to the foregoing instrument; that the said instrument, before being signed by
them, was correctly interpreted and read to them, in his presence, by
Philander Prescott, government interpreter for the Sioux; and that after
being so interpreted and read, the said instrument was then signed in
his presence by the persons whose names are thereunto subscribed;
and that the persons who appeared before me and acknowledged it
are the identical persons (excepting the two above named) who executed the foregoing instrument, and that their names are severally correctly subscribed thereto.
HENRY F. MASTERSON,
Notary P~tblic, Ramsey County, Minnesota Territory.

Ramsey County, ss:
Joseph Campbell, of Traverse des Sioux, in said Territory, being
duly sworn, deposes and says, that he resides among the See-see-toan
TERRITORY OF MINNESOTA,
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.n nd Wah-pa-toan bands of Sioux or Dakota Indians, and speaks and
.understands their language ; that he was present, on the 6th day of
December, at a council held at St. P eter's agency, in the presence of
Nathaniel McLean, Sioux agent, at which a majority of the chiefs,
.headmen, and braves of said hands were present ; that upon said occasion said Indians heard interpreted the annexed protest, and signed
the same in his presence, it having been interpreted to them by Philander Prescott, the government interpreter ; that they did assent
thereto, and requested the said agent to send the same to their great
father, the President; to which he replied that he would take until the
next clay to consider about it.
That another council was held at the same place, with the agent, on
the lOth day of December instant, and that all of the Indians whose
names appear to said protest were present except two, who could not
be found. That the agent, through the government interpreter, asked
them if they were still of J,_he same mind as upon the former occasion,
and that rhey replied affirmatively. That they again signed and acknowledged said protest, and again requested said agent to sign and
send on the same, together with other papers, to their great father, the
President.
JOSEPH CAMPBELL.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, at St. Paul, Minnesota Territory, this lOth da:y of December, 1851.
HENRY F. MASTERSON,
Notary Public.

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF MINNESOTA TERRITORY,

St. Paul, December 10, 1851.
I, Alexander Wilkin, secretary of said Territory, do hereby certify
that Henry F. Masterson, before whom the annexed acknowledgment
and affidavit were taken, was, at the time of taking thereof, and now
is, a notary public for the county of .Ramsey, legally commissioned,
sworn into office, and duly authorized to take depositions, acknowledgments of deeds. and do other official acts ; and to all of his said official
acts full faith and credit are due and ought to be given.
In testimony whereof~ I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
the great seal of the said Territory, this lOth day of December,
[
] in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifi:yL. s. one, and of the independence of the United States of America
the seventy-fifth.
ALEXANDER WILKIN,
Secretary

if J.Yinnesota

Territory.

The following statement by Governor Ramsey will show how the
removal and subsistence funds of the Indians, under the late treaties,
were disposed of by him, as superintendent, up to the time that the
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balances of these funds were turned over to his successor, Governor
Gorman:

I

I retained, on account of removal and subsistence of the See-see-toan
and W ah-pa-toan Sioux, as authorized by the instructions of Commissioner Lea, of October 4, 1852, the sum of....... . . . $25,000
Expended of this fund for subsistence, 4th quarter, 1852 ............................... $17,876 32
Expended of this fund for subsistence, 1st quarter, 1853...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,055 45
Balance on hand paid Governor Gorman, May
16, 1853 ...... ...... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,068 23
25,000

I retained, on account of removal and subsistence of the Vv ah-pa-koota Sioux, $20,000; and on account of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan,
$20,000- ....................' .......... - . . . . . . . . . $40,000
Med-a-wa-kan-toan. Wah-pa-koo-ta.

Expended of these funds for subsistence, 4th quarter, 1852........ $3,363
Expended of these funds for subsistence, 1st quarter, 1853 . ....... 1,231
Expended of these funds for subsistence, 2d quarter, 1853........ 161
Balance on hand paid Gov. Gorman, May 16, 18-53 ........... 15,479

00

$3,127 · 00

25

837 85

35

302 50

90

15,496 65
---39,999 50

These disbursrments were made out of the subsistence fund, under
authority of the instructions of Commissioner Lea, of October 4, 1852,
(these letters are in Governor Gorman's possession,) the power of attorney given me by the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan Sioux, and by
virtue of the general authority of the office of superintendent of Indian
affairs, conferred upon me.
The treaty of Mendota contemplates a consolidation of the Med-awa-kan-toan and W ah-pa-koo-ta bands into one. As this purpose
would be defeated should they continue to have provisions, &c., distributed to them after their arrival in their new homes upon the old districtive system, I deemed it my duty to merge what of their funds for
removal and subsistence remained into a common treasure ; my advertisement for provision for the Lower Sioux was predicated upon
this view.
The See-see-toan and ·wah-pa-toan Sioux, always having been in a
needy condition, and living, all but the Little Rapids and Traverse
des Sioux bands, within, or north and west of, the Indian reservation,
I thought it due to them to use their funds exclusively for the purchase
of provision, and have them remove themselves, as, living on the river
Minnesota, they could readily do. Along with the sum of $6,068 23
removal and subsistence fund, I, at the same time, turned over to Gov.
ernor Gorman $4,000 for provisions due the See-see-toan and W ah-patoan Sioux, for the year ending June 30, 1853. This I might properly
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have expended for provisions, instead of drawing, to the extent I did,
on the removal and subsistence fund; but did not do so, because I considered this money at any time applicable to this purpose.
The Med-a-wa-kan-toans at all times declined having any assistance
in their removal ; they at all times informed me that they would prefer removing themselves, families, &c., in the ordinary way, in canoes.
The statement of expenditures on acco.u nt of the See-see-toan and
W ah-pa-toan Sioux, exhibits a deficit of fifty cents on the credit side.
This is, doubtless, an error in calculation, and will be corrected at
Washington, where all these accounts have long since been.
ALE'XANDER RAMSEY.
His Excellency Governor GoRMAN,
Hon. Judge YOUNG,
Comm·issioneTs, o/c.
SEPTEMBER 12, 1853.

On the lOth day of January, 1853, the following resolution was
passed by the Senate of the United States, to wit:
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATEs.-JANUARY 10, 1853.
Resolved, That the Committee on Indian Affairs be instructed to inquire into the allegations of fraud contained in certain of the public
prints with regard to the disbursement by Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, of the money appropriated to carry out the
stipulations of the treaties concluded with the D akota or Sioux Indians,.
in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-one.
Attest:
ASBURY DICKINS, SecntaTy.

The following resolution was adopted by the Senate on the 17th day
of January, 1853, to wit :
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.-JANUARY 17, 1853.
On motion of Mr. Sebastian,
Resolved, That the Committee on Indian Affairs be authorized to
send for papers, and to call persons before them to be examined under
oath, touching the matters contained in the resolution of the Senate of
the lOth of January, referred to said committee.
Attest:
ASBURY DICKINS, Secretary.
And after the examination of a few witnesses by the Committee on
Indian Affairs of the Senate of the United States, without having come
to any conclusion, and without having made any report upon the su~
ject matter submitted to it for investigation as aforesaid, the following
resolution was adopted by the Senate, on the 5th of April, 1853, to
wit:
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IN THE SENATE oF THE UNITED STATEs.-APRIL 5, 1853.

J

Resolved, That the President be, and he is hereby, requested to cause
to be investigated the charges of fraud and misconduct in office alleged
against Alexander Ramsay, superintendent of Indian affairs in Minnesota Territory, and which were referred to the Committee on Indian
Affairs, by resolution of the lOth of January last; and to report the
result of such investigation to the Senate at the next session 0f Congress, and that the record of the proceedings of said committee, under
said resolution, be referred to the President, and be subject to such
order as he may make thereon.
The foregoing statement, embracing as well the letter M explanation
by Governor Ramsey, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, of Jan, uary 15, 1853, with copies of the papers, vouchers and accounts
therin referred to, showing the manner in which his disbursements of
the money appropriated to fulfil the stipulations of the treaties with
the Sioux Indians in July and August, 1851, were made by him; as
the charges of official delinquency preferred against him by Madison
Sweetser and Daniel A. Robertson, in reference to said disbursements,
presents at one view the principal matters involved in this investigation.
These charges, already made in detail, with specifications in particular cases, may for convenience be reduced to the following heads:
1st. He is charged with having confederated or co-operated with
Henry H. Sibley, Hercules L. Dousman, Doctor Charles W. Borup,
Joseph R. Brown, Franklin Steele, Hugh Tyler, Charles D. Fillmore,
and others, for the purpose of absorbing the whole fund intended for
the Sioux Indians, by the 4th articles of the treaties of July and August, 1821, by payments to favorite claimants or traders, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors, who were not permitted to share in the
said distributions.
2d. With having received fwm the United States, (593,050,) five
hundred and ninety-three thousand and fifty dollars, in the "national
currency," for disbursement to the Sioux Indians, under the provisions
of the said treaties; and with having deposited the same in one or
more banks in the city of New York, in violation of the laws of the
United States; and also with having exchanged the greater part of the
gold coin thus deposited, for bank notes and drafts, contrary to law and
the instructions of the Indian Department.
3d. With having paid accounts against the United States, officially,
on contracts for supplying the Indians with provisions, goods, &c., in
bank notes and drajts, instead of the gold coin, which was originally
received by him for that purpose.
4th. -With having refused to pay to the Sioux Indians the money
intended for them under the 4th articles of the treaties of July and
August, 1851, although repeatedly and earnestiy requested so to do,
by the chiefs; with having resorted to threats and force, and other acts
of cruelty and oppression, to overawe and intimidate, and thereby to
compel them to consent to the payment of this money to the" traders;"
and with having, in the end, paid over the greater part of the said
money to one Hugh Tyler, for payment or distribution to the "traders"
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and "half breeds," contrary to the wishes and remonstrances of the
Indians ; in violation of law and the stipulations contained in said
treaties, and also in violation of his own solemn pledges, previously
made to t~em, in regard to said paymeD;ts.
.
5th. With having directed or permitted the greater part of thrs
money to be paid directly to the "traders" and" employees" who were,
or had been, connected with the "American Fur Company," and the
fur company of" Pierre Choteau,jr., and Company," by the said Hugh
Tyler, who had. been employed by them for that purpose, contrary to
the repeated remonstrances of the Indians by their chiefs, in violation
of law and the said treaty stipulations ; and that the said Hugh Tyler
was allowed to deduct from the said payments, (both from the "traders"
and "half breeds,") a very large per centage on the amounts paid to
them, to the prejudice of the just rights of the Indians, and to the
manifest injustice of such of the "traders" and " half breeds" as had
not consented or agreed to that arrangement.
6th. With having failed to reserve a sufficiency of money for the
removal and subsistence of the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan bands
of Sioux Indians, for the first year after their removal, according to the
provisions of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of July, 1851.
And 7th. With having procured "receipts" from the Indians for the
money paid to the "traders" and "half breeds," to be used as vouchers
in the settlement of his accounts at the Treasury Department, by the
removal of some of the recognized chiefs, and the appointment and
substitution of others, not recognized by the Indians; and by procuring the signatures of unauthorized persons, who were not chiefs, in
some instances, and of the recognized chiefs, by fraudulent and improper means, in others.
And 1st. He is charged with having confederated or co-operated
with Henry H. Sibley, Hercules L. Dousman, Charles W. Borup, Joseph R. Brown, Franklin Steele, Hugh Tyler, Charles D. Fillmore,
and others, for the purpose of absorbing the whole fund intended for the
Sioux Indians under the treaties of July and August, 1851, by payments to favorite claimants or traders, to the exclusion of meritorious
creditors, who were not permitted to share in the said distribution.
The "funds" here mentioned have reference to the sum of $275,000,
to be paid to the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan, or upper bands of
Sioux Indians, by the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of
" Traverse des Sioux" of July'23, 1851; and the sum of $220,000, to be
paid to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan and W ah-pa-coo-ta, or lower bands of
Sioux Indians, by the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of
"Mendota" of August 5, 1851; for the purpose, in both instances, of
enabling these Indians " to settle their affairs, to comply \vith their
present just engagements, and in consideration of their removing themselves to the country set apart for them, (by these treaties,) and subsisting themselves the first year after their removal."
These funds were called by the Indians their "hand-money," as contradistinguished fi·om their " annuity money" and other sums provided
for, under other and different clauses of these treaties ; and hence the
frequent application of this term ("hand-money") to that class of funds,
iri the testimony of the witnesses.
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Both treaties alike provided that these particular funds should be
paid to the chiefs of the nation, or of the appropriate "bands," in s?tch
manner as they thereafter, in "open council," should "request."
It is not to be denied but that the persons referred to as the " confederates" of Governor Ramsey, or the most of them, rendered the
commissioners (Luke Lea and Governor Ramsey) essential aiel in the
negotiation of these treaties with the Indians ; and it is even represented, by the Hon. Luke Lea, in his testimony, that no treaties could
have been made at all, with these Indians, without their concurrence
and active co-operation.
It is equally evident that there was an understanding between the
commissioners and the traders ; that the claims of the latter against the
Indians were, in consideration of these services, to be provided for and
paid. These facts are fully established by the testimony.
We have, nevertheless, taken the written provisions of the treaties as
finally ratified by the contracting parties for our guidance, and have not
allowed the respondent to go behin·ci them for explanations, or to produce
testimony to show that they were intended to mean anything different
from what a fair construction of their language would legitimately import.
This rule, however, was not applied to what is called the "Traders'
Paper;" an instrument of writing purporting to have been signed by the
chiefs, soldiers, and braves of the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan bands,
at "Traverse des Sioux," on the 23d day of July, 1851, (the day the
treaty was signed,) and which provided for the payment of the $275,000,
mentioned in the fourth article of that treaty, or the greater part of it,
to their "traders" and "half-blood" relations.
In regard to this paper, of which much has been said by the witnesses, full latitude has been allowed to the respondent, to show any
acknowledgment of indebtedness or agreement, on the part of the Indians, to pay this money to the traders, irrespective of time or place,
or of the validity of such a paper, under any circumstances whatever.
The Indians, stimulated by the traders, had, at the making of the
treaty, insisted upon a provision for a very large fund, to enable them
to pay their debts, and to provide for their "half-breed" relatives.
Large sums were provided; and it now became a question how this
money should be distributed and disposed of among the claimants.
Many of the witnesses were examined in reference to acknowledgments
of indebtedness, made by the Indians to the traders, in connexion with
this "Traders' Paper," prior to its execution, on the 23d of July, 1851,
and much larger amounts proved to have been admitted by them than
was afterwards received by the traders.
The same remark applies also to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bandswho also admitted just before, and at the time of the making of the
treaty, a large indebtedness to their traders. Mr. Bailley says that they
admitted an indebtedness, at one time, of $119,000, and $149,000 at
another, and stated that they wanted $90,000 set apart by the commissioners to pay their just obligations. Their acknowledgments, in
this respect, are also proved by other witnesses. But it is clue to justice that we should say that it was also proved, and by the same witnesses, that these Indians, as a general rule, (a rule perhaps applica-
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ble to all, without exception,) were wholly incapable of investigating
the large amounts of accounts presented against them by the claimants,
and were, after all, governed or influenced in making these admissions
or acknowledgments of indebtedness, cntinly by the statements and representations of the traders.
Henry H. Sibley, the largest of their creditors, says, in reply to a
question on this subject, "I do not think that they are capable of investiga,ting and determining upon the correctness of large amounts of
money or accounts; but I think that they have a general idea of the
amount of capital stock employed in the trade ; and would know that
they were indebted to those having a large capital, more than to small
traders."
He says further, when speaking of their acknowledgments of indebtedness to the traders, that they did not name any particular sum,
for the reason, that there were different traders for the different bands,
and that it was impossible for them to ascertain the amount of their
collective indebtedness; and that the amount they spoke of, and which
was subsequently incorporated into the treaty for the payment of their
debts, removal, and subsistence, was suggested to them by others ; and
Joseph R. Brown, when speaking of the acknowledgment of the Indians
on a certain occasion, when they admitted an indebtedness of $300,000
to their traders, said, that he presumed they had arrived at that amount,
"from what they had learned from the traders themselves." Alexis Bailley
answers in reference to this matter as follows :
Question. "From your knowledge of the Indians, are they capable
of settling their accounts, for such large amounts?"
Answer. " They are not capable of looking into these matters, where
large amounts are involved."
Question. "Did the Indians express the desire to have some white
persons to look into their accounts, and to see what was due to the
traders?"
Answer. " They did express such a desire."
Such is the testimony of all the witnesses, 'vith but few, if any, exceptions. And when it is recollected, that some of these accounts
extended back in date to periods of more than thirty years ago, common justice would seem to have demanded, if it was proper at all for
Governor Ramsey to have interposed between the Indians and their
creditors, that he should, notwithstanding these admissions of indebtedness, have required a production Qf the original books and accounts on
the part of the traders, with satisfactory evidence in corroboration of
their own affidavits, of the correctness of their charges. For it seems
to have been the policy of our intercourse laws with the Indians to
treat them as wards under the guardianship of the government, and in
that respect to consider them as incapable of making contracts of a
binding .cha~acter with their white traders ; and hence the propriety of
th~ exercise of a protection like that, and especially when applied to
past transactions of such long standing, where from their very nature,
in respect to time and circu~stanc~s, the Indians now living must have
had a very imperfect knowledge of them, and in many instances, no
knowledge whatever.
.
Governor Ramsey, in justifying his payment of this See-see-toan and
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W ah-pa-toan money to the traders, upon the authority of this "Traders'
Paper," says, in his official letter to the Hon. Luke Lea, Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, dated St. Paul, March 2, 1853, as follows : On examining the document submitted to me, by Mr. Tyler, I discovered, that
while not a power of attorney, it was a most solemn acknowledgment,
made by the chiefs in "open council," of the~r indebtedness to certain
individuals, pledging the faith of their tribe for payment, and requesting,
in the words of the treaty, that the United States would pay the individuals named the sums acknowledged to be respectively due to them.
The aggregate of the sum they desired to be paid was $210,000; and
they set apart likewise $40,000 for distribution among their " halfbreeds;" while 25,000 was reserved, "to remove and subsist themselves for one year;" a sum amply sufficient, as all but one small band
lived already on the "reserve" set apart for them. The document
was signed by all the chiefs and headmen, who signed the treaty of
Traverse des Sioux, was properly witnessed by a number of respectable citizens, and by the general"government interpreter on that occasion,
not one of' which witnesses, up to this time, has ever alleged to me
anything against its entire validity.
But is this a true. exposition of th::tt paper, as explained by the evidence? Was it presented to the Indians as a whole, and was it explained
. to ..them in "open council," at the time they signed it, as is supposed by
Governor Ramsey ? The witnesses say not. That it was not explained to the Indians in " open council" at the time ; that most of
them were ignorant of its contents, and that the schedule of the traders'
names, with the amounts to be paid to each, and to the " half-breeds,"
(an important part ofthe instrument) was not attached to it at all, when
it was signed by them, and attested by the by-standers. The oiti.cial
certificate of Nathaniel McLean, at that time the agent of the Sioux
Indians, is also attached to this paper, for the purpose of giving authenticity to the transaction. In regard to w·hich Mr. McLean, states
in his testimony, as follows: "my certificate (dated at Traverse des
Sioux, July 23, 1851,) is attached to the schedule annexed to the paper signed by the Indians, but ·when I put my certificate to it, I did
not see any schedule of creditors' names and amounts, nor was there
any, when the Indians signed it, that I saw. I should have seen it,
if it had been attached to the same paper which was signed by the
Indians. I never saw the schedule until near six months afterwards."
And yet Mr. McLean's certificate appears now attached to it, and in
such a way, as to authenticate the signing of the schedule by the
Indians, as well as the main body of the instrument. Mr. McLean
further says, in relation to this certificate, that a certificate had been
drawn up by some one (I do not know by whom) for me to sign. I
examined it, and said., that it was not exactly in accordance with the
facts. The certificate went on to say, "that the paper was explained to
the Indians, and I could not sign it." Before I did sign it, I had a conversation with Luke Lea, and afterwards with Gov. Ramsey, and I said
to Gov. Ramsey, that the "paper" had not been explained to the Indians
in my presence, and stated my embarrassment in signing a general certificate of that kind. That ifl signed it, I would have to say, "that it
was not explained to the Indians irt my presence." This conversation
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took place with Governor Ramsey at Mendota. Governor Ramsey
replied, that my objection was correct, and that it would be proper to
make the certificate, in the form in which it is made.
He also remarks, that when the Indians were signing this "paper,"
he asked Joseph R. Brown, (who appeared to have the charge of it
for ti-Je traders,) if it was not to be read and explained to them before
they signed it; to which he replied, that it had been attended to before.
Mr. Brown further says, by way of explanation of his testimony, that
with the exception of the schedule of the " traders" names and " half
breeds," the paper as written, was explained to the chiefs and principal men at Ta-ka-ra lodge, not more than half an hour before the
Indians were called to " council" to sign the treaty ; and that it was
in the same lodge, and in the same council, where they assented to the
ultimatum of the commissioners.
We have thus noticed the evidence of Joseph R. Brown, as the
strongest given on the _part of the respondent, in reference to the explanation of this paper. It does not show that it was read and
explained to the Indians in the " open council" in which it was signed
by them; but on the contrary that it was not. How then could the
Indians know that this was the same paper which was read and explained to them at a different time and at a different place? Doctor
Thomas S. Williamson, a missionary to the Indians from the Presbyterian church, who has resided among them for the last eighteen years,
and speaks their language, says in his testimony, that the Indians had
all signed this "paper," before he put his name to it, as a witnessthat the schedule of the traders' names was not then attached to it;
that he thought it was a copy of the treaty, when the Indians were
signing it; that some of the Indians who signed the treaty, told him
that they did not know what they had been signing. That it was not
explained to them in his presence, or when they signed it ; although he
was afterwards informed, that it been explained to them elsewhere.
H enry H. Sibley, when asked the question upon l:ris cross-examination,
"was the 'traders paper,' (so called,) explained to the Indians in
'open council,' when they signed it,'' answers emphatically, "it was
not."
Hanok, an educated Sioux Indian, says, that he was educated near
Cincinnati, Ohio, and can read and write English-that he was present ~
at the making of the treaty at "Traverse des Sioux, in July, 1851,
and signed both the treaty and the "Traders' Paper,'' with the other Indians-that the" Traders' Paper" was not explained to them, and that
he did not know what it was about- and that he would not have signed
it, if he had known what it contained. It is very evident, therefore,
from all the testimony taken together, that a very few of the chiefs and
head men, if any, understood the nature and object of this instument,
at the time they signed it, whatever may have been said in regard to it
previously. Joseph R. Brown thinks that Wah-min-day-ne-dmh, or
the Orphan, and Ish-tah-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes, who are two of the
old chiefs, expressed their satisfaction at the signing of the " Traders'
Paper,'' on the same clay on which it was signed, and hoped that their
traders would now sell their goods to them on more reasonable terms.
There was also the testimony of Mr. Sibley, and some others to the
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same effect, in regard to the admissions of some of these Indians after
the execution of that "paper;" but the preponderance of the testimony
in that respect, as to the majority of the chiefs, is greatly the other way.
The treaty provides, that this money shall be paid to the chiefs in
such manner, as they thereafter in "open council" shall direct. Meaning eviuently, after the treaty should be ratified-for until then, it is no
treaty, and anything done under it, would be premature, and not comprehended within its meaning and operation. But we will show hereafter, that, even if this instrument had been executed in all respects as
represented by Governor Ramsey in his letter to the commissioner, he
was still not warranted under the circumstances in paying over the
money upon any authority derived from it.
That the whole of the funds stipulated to be paiu under the fourth
articles of the treaties of July and August, 1851, were absorbed by
favorites, to the exclusion of meritorio11s creditors, we are not prepared to
say. For although it is true that a very small number of these traders
had the principal management and direction in the distribution of these
funds among themselves, and the other traders and half breeds, and,
did in some way or other, eventually, receive the greater part of the
money, still they may (with a few exceptions) have been entitled to it
justly, if all the facts and circumstances had been known and understood by the witnesses.
Among the meritorious claims omitted, are those of James Wells,
andMrs. Hooe, the legal representative of Mr. Rolette, deceased, formerly an Indian trader at "Prairie du Chien." As to the first, Mr.
Sibley says, that it was omitted by mistake, and that he afterwards
paid him his pro rata allowance, out of his own funds, because of its
omission through his own neglect; and that Mrs. Hooe presented no
claim for allowance by the committee.
In regard to these exceptions, for instance, Alexis Bailley says in
his testimony, when speaking of the schedule to the "Traders' Paper,"
that some claims upon that list were very excessive; others unjust;
and some again where the claimants did not get their just dues. He
says especially in regard to Hercules L. Dousman's daim, that it was
not on the schedule when the " traders' committee" had reported it as
complete; but that when he saw the list afterwards at Mendota, Mr.
Dousman's name was also upon it, in connexion with his own, and he
thinks in Dousman's own hand writing, although he said that Mr.
Dousman was not now, nor never had been, in partnership with him.
And in answer to another question propounded by Governor Ramsey's
counsel, in relation to the fairness of the distribution as made by the
"traders' committee," he replies emphatically: "I answer, that it was
not a fair distribution." Others of the witnesses testify, that the distribution among the claimants was as fair and equitable as it could
have been made under all the circumstances. That there was some
inequality in the distribution as made is unquestionable; but we think
that the greater part of this inequality, and consequent injustice to
some of the claimants, must have arisen from the omission to require
the' traders to produce and substantiate their accounts against the Indians respectively, by competent and satifactory testimony.
2. Governor Ramsey is next charged with having received $593,050,
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in the "national currency,'' for disbursement to the Sioux Indians,
under the provisions of said treaties, and with having deposited the
same in one or more banks in the city of New York, in violation of the
laws of the United States; and also with having exchanged the greater
part of the gold coin thus deposited for bank notes and drafts, contrary to law and the instructions of the Indian Department.
The evidence shows that Governor Ramsey received a draft from
the Treasury Department on the Assistant Treasurer at New York,
No. 3808, and dated October 5, 1852, for $593,050, for disbursement
according to the stipulations contained in the fourth articles of the
treaties concluded with the Sioux Indians at Traverse des Sioux and
Mendota, on the 23d of July and 5th of August, 1851, and the act of
Congress making appropriations ; that he went fi:om Washington city
to the city of New York, and there made a deposit of gold coin (the
avails of said draft) with the Merchants Bank of New York, of the
sum of $583,050 ; and that the funds thus deposited were stated by
Governor Ramsey, in the presence ofthe cashier, to be for Indian payments, when the deposit was made. The cashier further testifies, that
of this sum $100,000 was subsequently drawn out in gold coin;
$100,000 in bank notes, ($60,000 of which were on the Merchants
Bank, and $40,000 on other banks in New York,) and that the residue
of the deposit was paid out on drafts to various individuals, a large
number of which were drawn by Governor Ramsey in favor of Hugh
Tyler, after his return to the Minnesota Territory.
The cashier of the Merchants Bank also says in his testimony, that
he had reason to believe that a deposit of $ 150,000 was also made by
Governor Ramsey, about the same time, with the Bank of Commerce
in that city. This latter amount, it would seem, must have been a
portion of the sum originally deposited with the Merchants Bank, and
subsequently withdrawn and deposited in th~ Bank of Commerce, but
for what purpose is not shown by the testimony-nor is the discrepancy
of $10,000 between the amount of the treasury draft of $593,050, and
the amount deposited with the Merchants Bank of $583,050, accounted
for.
It appears, therefore, that of this large amount of money confided to
his custody for Indian disbursements, as aforesaid, only $100,000 was
taken by him to the Minnesota Territory in gold coin, $100,000 in
bank notes, and that the residue was paid out to the claimants chiefly
in drafts, and for the greater part on the Merchants Bank of New
York.
That such exchanges of the national currency are contrary to law
and the instructions of the Indian Department will be seen by a refere nce to the following extract from the "circular to the disbursing
officers and agents in the service of the Indian Department," to be
found at page 73 of the printed office copy of the laws, regulations,
&c., of the Indian Bureau of 1850, to wit:
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wAR DEPARTMENT,
Office Indian Affairs, August 20, 1846.
Sm : The annexed 20th and 21st sections of the act of the 6th instant, for the "better organizatiqn of the treasury, &c.," are herewith
transmitted for your information and strict observance.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

)

SECTION 20. And be it further enacted, That no exchange of funds
shall be made by any disbursing officers or agents of the government,
of any grade or denomination whatsoever, or connected with any
branch of the public service, other than an exchange for gold or silver,
and every such disbursing officer, when the means for his disbursements are furnished to him in gold and silver, shall make his payments
in the money so furnished ; or when those means are furnished to him in
drafts, shall cause those drafts to be presented at their place of payment, and properly paid according to the law; and shall make his
payments in the money so received for the drafts furnished; unless in
either case he can exchange the means in his hands for gold and silver
at par; and it shall be, and is hereby, made the duty of the head of
the proper department immediately to supersede from duty any disbursing officer who shall violate the provisions of this section, and
forthwith to report the name of the officer or agent to the President,
with the fact of the violation, and all the circumstances accompanying
the same, and within the knowledge of the said secretary, to the end
that such officer or agent may be promptly removed fi-om office or
restored to his trust and the performance of his duties, as to the President may seem just and proper.
The penalty for a violation of this section of the law, (the 20th section,) as above specified in the instructions of the Indian Department,
involves only the question of removal from office; and, as Governor
Ramsey is already out of office, no further notice of that part of the law
seems to be necessary.
3. He is next charged with having paid accounts against the United
States, officially, as superintendent of Indian affairs, on contracts for
supplying the Indians with provisions, goods, &c., in bank notes and
drajts instead of the gold coin, which was originally received by him
for that purpose.
So far as the examination extended, in relation to this charge, it was
ascertained that the accounts on contracts for supplying the Indians
with provisions, goods, ammunition, &c., during the fall and early part
of the winter of 1852, were generally paid in drafts and bank notes,
with the exception of very small amour:ts which were sometimes paid
in gold in order to make the change, and this remark will most probably apply to all such contracts as are stated in Senate Ex. Doc. No.
29, Part II, 2d Sess. 32d Congress ; although the evidence does not
embrace all the accounts to be found in that document. Enough, however, was shown to satisfy us that this class of contracts had, for the
most part, been paid in the manner stated.
The 16th section of the act of Congress of August 6, 1846, provides
as follows:
SEc. 16. And be it further enacted, That all officers and other persons
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charged by this act, or any other act, with the safe-keeping, transfer,
and disbursement of the public moueys, other than those connected with
the Post Office Department, are hereby required to keep an accurate
entry of each sum received, and of each payment or transfer; and that
if any one of the said officers, or of those connected with the Post Office
Department, shall convert to his own use, in any way whatever, or
shall use, byway of investment in any kind of property or merchandize,
or shall loan, with or without interest, or shall deposit in any bank, or
shall exchange for other funds, except as allowed by this act, any portion of the public moneys intrusted to him for safekeeping, disbursement, transfer, or for any other purpose, every such act shall be
deemed and aqjudged to be an embezzlement of so much of the said
moneys as shall be thus taken, converted, invested. used, loaned, deposited, or exchanged, which is hereby declared to be a felony ; and
any failure to pay over or to produce the public moneys intrusted to
such person, shall be held and taken to be prima facie evidence of such
embezzlement; and if any officer charged with the disbursements of
public moneys shall accept or receive, or transmit to the Treasury
Department, to be allowed in his favor, any receipt or voucher from a
creditor of the United States, without having paid to such creditor, in
such funds as the said officer may have received for disbursement, or
such other funds as he may be authorized by this act to take in exchange, the full amount specified in such receipt or voucher, every
such act shall be deemed to be a conversion, by such officer to his own
use, of the amount specified in such receipt or voucher ; and any
officer or agent of the United States, and all persons advising or participating in such act, being convicted thereof, before any court of the
United States, of competent jurisdiction, shall be sentenced to imprisonment for a term of not less than six months nor more than ten years,
and to a fine equal to the amount of the money embezzled, &c.
Whether, in these transactions, Governor Ramsey has violated this
section of the act of August 6, ] 846, or not, and has thereby incurred
its penalties, we do not consider ourselves as called upon to express
an opinion, but will leave that matter for the consideration of the
Senate.
4. He is charged with having refused to pay to the Sioux Indians
the money intended for them under the fourth articles of the treaties of
July and August, 1851, although repeatedly and earnestly requested
so to do by the chiefs; with having resorted to threats and force, and
other acts of cruelty and oppression, to overawe and intimidate, and
thereby to compel them to consent to the payment of this money to the
"traders;" and with having in the end paid over the greater part of
said money to one Hugh Tyler for payment or distribution to the
"traders" and "half:.breeds," contrary to the wishes and remonstrances
of the Indians, in violation of the law and the stipulations contained in
said treaties, and also in violation of his own solemn pledges previously
made to them in regard to said payments.
The money here mentioned has reference to the sum of $275,000,
which was stipulated to be paid by the first clause of the fourth article
of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of July 23, 1851, with the See-seetan and Wah-pa-ton bands of upper Sioux; and the sum of $220,000,
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in the corresponding clause and article of the treaty of Mendota of the
5th of August, 1851, with the Med-a-wah-kan-ton and W ah-pa-coo-ta
bands of lower Sioux Indians-making, together, the sum of $495,000.
The fint clause of the fourth article of the treaty of July 23, 1851,
reads as follows:
"To the chiefs of the said bands, to enable them to settle their affairs,
and comply with their present just engagements; and in consideration
of their removing themselves to the country set apart for them as above
-which they agree to do within two years, or sooner, if required by
the President, without further cost or expense to the United Statesand in consideration of their subsisting themselves the first year after
their removal-which they agree to do without further cost or expense
on the part of the United States-the sum of two hundred and seventyfive thousand dollars, ($275,000 :) Provided, That said sums shall be
paid to the chie£s in such manner as they, hereafter, in open council
shall request, and as soon after the removal of said Indians to the home
set apart for them as the necess·a ry appropriation therefor shall be made
by Congress."
And the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of the 5th of
August, 1851, reads as follows:
"To the chiefs of the said bands, to enable them to settle their affairs and comply with their present just engagem~nts; and in consideration of their removing themselves to the country set apart for them
as above, (which they agree to do within one year after the ratification
of this treaty, without further cost or expense to the United States,) and
in consideration of their subsisting themselves the first year after their
removal, (which they agree to do without further cost or expense on
the part of the United States,) the sum of two hundred and twenty
thousand dollars, ($220,000 :) Provided, That said sum shall be paid,
one half to the chiefs of the Med-a-wah-kan-toan band, and one half
to the chief and headmen of the W ah-pa-coo-ta band, in such manner
as they, hereafter, in open council, shall respectively request, and as
soon after the removal of said Indians to the home set apart for them,
as the necessary appropriations therefor shall be made by Congress."
The act of Congress making the appropriations for the fulfilment of
these treaty stipulations reads as follows:
"For fulfilling treaties with the Sioux of the Mississippi, to wit: for
payment of the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of
Dakota or Sioux Indians, to enable them to settle their affairs, and to
comply with their present just engagements; for expenses of removal
of the said bands from the lands ceded, and for subsistence of themselves for one year thereafter, per first clause of the fourth article of
the treaty of the 23d of July, 1851, ratified by the Senate of the United
States on the 23d of June, 1852, two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars," ($275,000 ;) and "For payment to the chiefs of the
Med-a-wah-kan-toan and W ah-pa-coo-ta bands of Dakota or Sioux
Indians, to enable them to settle their affairs, and to comply with their
present just engagements; for expenses of removal of said Indians from
the lands ceded, and for subsistence for themselves for one year thereafter, per first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of the 5th of Au-
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gust, 1851, ratified by the Senate of the United States the 23d of June,
1852, two hundred and twenty thousand dollars." ($220,000.)
The third section of the said act of Congress further provides "That
no part of the appropriations herein made, or that may hereafter be
made, for the benefit of any Indian or tribe, or part of a tribe of Indians, shall be paid to any attorney or agent of such Indian, or tribe,
or part of a tribe, but shall in every case be paid directly to the Indian or Indians themselves to whom it shall be due, or to the tribe, or
part of a tribe, per capita, unless the imperious interest of the Indian or
Indians, or some treaty stipulation, shall require the payment to be
made otherwise, under the direction of the President." See pages 51,
52, and 56, acts of 1851, 1852, Thirty-second Congress.
Both treaties provide that these sums of money shall be paid to the
chiefs, "in such manner as they, hereafter, in open council, shall request."
Whatever may have been the intention of the Indians in regard to
the payment of this mone/y to the traders prior to the ratification of the
treaties, they seemed to have determined (with the exception of the
Wah-pa-coo-ta band) subsequently to demand the whole of it to be
paid into their own hands in the first instance; and with that view made
formal requests of Governor Ramsay in "open council" by their chiefs,
and protested against its payment to the traders. It appears that "Red
Iron" was the principal speaker in making the demand for the See-seetoan and Wah-pa-toan bands, and Wah-ba-shaw for the Med-a-wahkan-toan or lower Sioux. In addressing Governor Ramsay, "Reel Iron"
remarked: "I am authorized by all the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan
bands to speak fiJr them, and to demand that this money be paid into
our own hands."
A demand on the part of the upper bands was also made by E-tawah-ke-an, or Limping Devil, who said, in relation to their supposed
indebtedness to the traders, "My father died thirty years ago, and I do
not recollect that my people have had any traders since. I do not wish
to pay the debts of those whose bones have been crumbling in the dust
since that time. I was away off' on the plains with one hundred and
fifty ' tee-pees' or ' lodges' of my people ; and when we caught furs,
we bought powder from other Indians, and \Vhen a trader would come
along, we bought cloth and blankets."
Tbe requests of Reel Iron and W a-ba-shaw, for the respective bands
represented by them, were repeated explicitly in " open council," and
more than once, and were as often met by a refusal on the part of Governor Ramsay, on each occassion. He placed his refusal upon the
ground that they were indebted to, and had agreed to pay their
traders; and that it was his duty to pay the money to them, and not to
the Indians,
Alexander J. Campbell, who was at the payment of the "annuities," at " Traverse des Sioux," in the "fall" of 1852, testifies, "that
he heard the chiefs, Red Iron and others, demand their money fi·om
Governor Ramsey two or three times, and that he told tbem he would
not pay it to them, but that they must pay their honest debts. Red
Iron asked him if that was the direction of the " great father" at
Washington; to which he replied : " I am here as the representative of
the 'great father' myself." The Indians remarked, that they were
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willina to pay their honest debts, but wanted him to make the traders
first e~hibit their accounts. To which the governor replied, that he'
had no business to do that, as they had already given the traders a
"paper" to pay their debts.
He further says, " that he is now twenty-six years old, and was born
and raised among the Indians, and that he is well acquainted with the·
chiefs of the upper See-sce-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands. That the
W ah-pa-toan chiefs are, 1. E-yang-mo-nee, or Running Walker ;
2. 0-pee-en-dah, or Big Curly Head ; 3. Wah-nok-soon-ta, or the
Little Rapids Chief; and that the See-see-toan chiefs are, 1. Wahmin-da-ne-chah, . or the Orphan ; _2. E-tah-wah-ke-an, or Limping
Devil; 3. Ish-tah-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes; and 4. Mah-zab-shah, or
Red Iron, making seven in all ; and that these were the seven See-see-·
to an and W ah-pa-toan chiefs at the treaty of ' Traverse des Sioux''
in July, 1851. That he does not know 0-tah-e-tah and No-hope-ton'
as chiefs, and that they are not recognized by the Indians as such."
Xavier Fresnier was also present at "Traverse des Sioux" and
heard " Red Iron" and the other chiefs demand this money in all their
"councils." They stated to Governor Ramsey that they wanted all
the money paid into their own hands ; that they would then give some
to the "traders," some to the "half:.breeds," and keep a part for themselves.
According to the testimony of Warren Woodberry, Governor Ramsey replied to Wa- ba-shaw, when he demanded payment for the Meda-wa-ka.n-toan bands at Mendota, or the St. Peter's agency, "that if
the Indians would come to some agreement concerning the payment of
their honest engagements, he was then ready to make the payment;
but if they would not, and insisted to have the money paid 'tnto their
own hands, he would not pay it to them at all. He . told them further,
that time was advancing, and it was getting late, and that they had
better consult with each other and come to some conclusion." The
Indians then said that they wanted the money paid into their own
hands; that they had been detained a long time; were in a state of
starvation, and wished to go home. That if they could not receive it
into their own hands, according to the stipulations of the treaty, and
pay it out in "council," as they wished to do, they wanted to go
home. Governor Ramsey, then told the interpreter to say to them,
that if they could not agree upon some terms about the payment of the
money, he would submit a proposition to them, which was this:
$70,000 to pay their old debts, $20,000 for their " half-breed" relations, and $20,000 to be reserved for their removal and subsistence ;
and that the money for their " half-breeds" could then be paid out by
them in "council" as they might think proper. W a-ha-shaw then
arose from his seat and said : "You have gotten our lands, and now
we want the money for them, as was agreed upon; or you can keep
your money, and \Ve will keep our lands, and go home." Governor
Ramsey remarked, tbat if they did not comply with his wishes in
regard to the payment that he would send or take the money hack to
their" great father" at Washington. To which W a-ha-shaw replied:
"Take it back to the 'great father' and we will take back our land."
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Henry H. Sibley says that he was present at Mendota when a similar request was made by the chiefs of the Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands,
.to whirh Governor Ramsey replied: "that the money set apart tor
their debts would not be paid to them under any circumstances unless
they made some arrangement in regard to its disposition, without his
specifying any particular mode. H e stated that he was not authorized
by his instruc:tions to pay directly into the hands of the Indians the sum
of money which had been set apart for specific purposes. That if they
could not arrange among themselves, in reference to a proper disposition of it, he \voulcl either send the money back, or a wait further orders
from the government."
Alexis BaJlley, an old trader among the Indians, and f;>rmcrly connec:tecl in trad e with the "American Fur Company," says, thut the
Med-a-wah-kan-toan chiefs not only asked GovPrnor Ramsey for their
"hand money," but for all the money coming to them under the treaty
of the 5th of August, 1851, the " tmders' money" inclusive. That
Governor Ramsey replied, that a certain sum bad been set apart for
specific purposes, and that he could not divert it; that their "great
father" cxpPcted them to pay their debts. Upon being asked t he question by Governor Ramsey's counsel, " Were some of the chiefs ft)r
paying their debts and some not?" he answered: " All were for paying their just debts; but they were for having the money first paid into
their own hands, aml then to pay their debts themselves, as they
thought just and proper."
.
Nathaniel McLean, at that time the agent fc)l· the Sioux Indians,
when interrogated as to what Governor Ramsey said in his presence
to the chiefs when they askecl him for this money, replies, that Governor Ramsey said to them, that he liked to deal with honest men ; that
white men p<iid their honest debts, and that he wanted the Indians to
do so like\vise. The Indians then asked the governor what he thought
would be right f(n· them to pay. He said, he thought seventy thou~and
dollars. The chiefs said, that it was too much, and refused to pay it.
Governor Ramsey then said, that if they would not pay their honest
debts, that he would take or send the money back to thPir " great
father" at Washington. W a.-ba-shaw then replied: " Tctke it back,
and we will take back our land ;" and the Indians then broke up the
"council" in confusion.
Other such conferences, in substance, will be found in the testimonv,
both in regard to the uppcT and lower bands, which need not be repec;'ted in this report. Enough bas been stated to show the ne~ture of the
difficulty in tbis respect, and how, and why it was, that Governor
Ramsey refused to comply with the request of the Indians.
The chiefs and headmen of See-see-toan and \Vah-pa-toan bands
also presen ted a written "protest," (though not signed hy them, ) to
Governor Rumsey, dated at Traverse des Sioux, December 2, 1852,
against the payment of this money to the traders. They admitted an
indebtednf'ss to their lic-ensed traders, and a willingness to pay what
was just, but repudiated the " Tmdr:n' Paper," which had been signed
by them, on the 23J of July, 18-51, as ti-audulent; und requested a
suspension of the payments, until the accounts of the claimunts were
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first examined and adjudicated by competent and disinterested commi~sioners.

J

This "]JTotest," was the result of a "council" of the chiefs helcl at
Mr. Sweetser's store in Traverse des Sioux-it was written by Mr.
Sweetser-it was read and explained to the Indians bv their agent,
Nathaniel McLean-interpreted by Alexander J . Campbell, and Duncan Campbell; and afterwards delivered to Governor RDmsey in person, by the chief Red Iron, just as be (the governor) was about leaving
Traverse des Sioux for St. Paul ; but before the payment of this money
to the "traders" and "half breeds," subsequently at Mendota.
A copy of this "protest," will be found in the evidence.
He is also charged with having resorted to threats ::mel force and
other acts of cruelty :md oppression, to ovennve and intimidate the
Indians, and thereby to compel them to consent to the payment of this
money to the traders.
We have no doubt from the / evidence, as well as from our own
knowledge of the character of Governor R amsey, tbctt his general conduct towards the Indians was kind and humane. But rlifficultv had
ari::;en about the payment of this mon ey, and that kind of treatment
which he might have thoug ht justifiable, al1Cl even proper under the
circumstances, may have been regarded very differently by others,
having no ::;ncb o~jccts to accomplish. When interrogated in regard to
the general conduct of Governor Ramsey towards the Indians, Nathaniel McLean, (the agent,) replies: "In my judgment, his general
management of the Indians was good. PTior to t.ltis di:fficultlJ about
tltese mat/en, I heard of no complaint."
And such, we have no doubt, was the fi1ct.
One of the acts of cruelty and oppression, as mentioned in the charge,
must have had reference to his difficulty with "Red Iron," and his s ubsequent treatment of that chie£ As soon as it was announced that
Governor Ramsey had returned with the money, and was ready to
commence the payments, R ed Iron and his hand of warriors, w ho resided at " 'fra verse des Sioux," where the p aymPnt of the See-see-toan
and W ah-pa-toan money, a mounting to $275,000, was expected to be
made, having been actively stimulated by an influence adverse to the
interests of the traders, seem to have determined to prevent Governor
Ramsey, if possible, fi·om making any arrangements with the Inclians,
by whid1 this money could be legally paid otherwise than into their
own hands.
As the business for making out the "rolls" of the names of the Indians who were entitled to "annuities," and the p11yment of the " annuities" after the "rolls" were completed, appears to have properly
belonged to the office of Nathaniel McL ea n, who was at thctt time
the agent of the Sioux lndians, the reasonable inference would be,
that other business than that bad t aken him (Governor Rmnsey) fi·orn
St. Paul to "Traverse des Sioux," and that this other business had
reference to the $275,000, rather than to the p Hyment of the "annuities.''
For, in relation to the latter, he had only to pDy over the money to Mr.
McLean-take his receipt for it-and there ended his responsibility
and his duty, in regard to that whole matter.
Governor Ramsey having refused to pay the money to the Indians,
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as requested by the chiefs of the upper bands, "Red Iron" and his
warriors proceeded to establish what is called a "soldier's lodge."
The object of this "soldier's lodge" appears to have been to prevent
all intercourse between the Indians assembled at " Traven.e des Sioux"
and Governor Ramsey, in relation to any negotiation or arrangement
concerning the money claimed by the traders, by virtue of the" Traders'
Paper," and to use force, if necessary, towards the other Indians, if any
should attempt to violate this non-intercourse edict. Reel Iron himself
explained, "that his object was to prevent individual chiefs and young
men from going singly, and at night, and alone, to the white men's
camps, and there signing papers and disposing of their money secretly,
as had been the case with the Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands. That he
wanted all the chiefs to go into 'open council' together, so that all
might kno-vv what had been clone. That he had been informed that
several new chiefs had been made at the time they signed the amendments to the treaty," &c. (September 8, 18.'52.)
Henry H. Sibley says, "that the object of the 'soldier's lodge' is
to efl:ect certain objects with the 'bands' coming fi·om abroad; that
the Sioux Indians recognize the right of the 'band' living on the land
to which they come to erect a 'soldier's lodge,' and submit to the
regulations prescribed by it. That it contrnls the movements of the
whole band, without regard to the authority of the chiefs."
Joseph R. Brown, who has also had much experience with these
Indians, says that "its object is to regulate the movements and policy
of the encampment, and that it is the supreme power of the encampment, according to a custom with the Sioux Indians." H e further
says, "that Red Iron's band of See-see-toan Indians did not disguise
their determination to prevent any intercourse between the upper Sioux
Indians,-or those opposed to their policy,-and the government officers,
unless it was done under their control."
"Then," continues Mr.
Brown, "commenced a very evil and turbulent spirit, and that in all
his experience he has never known so much discord and ill-feeling in
a camp of Sioux Indians." "And all this (he says) was produced by
different views, entertained by different bands of Indians, relative to
the disbursement of the $275,000 under the treaty." Mr. Sibley also
says, "that his conduct was outrageous, and that he advised Governor
Ramsey to order his arrest."
Captain James Monroe, of the United States army, was then sent for
by Governor Ramsey, and immediately carne with a company of U. S.
infantry and five dragoons, and by prompt and judicious conduct sue·
ceedcd in destroying the "soldier's lodge," in making Reel Iron a prisoner, and in restoring order and quiet to the encampment, without
bloodshed.
Governor Ramsey then summoned "Red Iron" into his presence,
and after stating to him the catalogue of his offences, concluded by depriving him of his chieftainship, saying: "Ymt are broken as a chief, and
I now break ymt; and this officer (pointing to Captain Monroe) will
keep you a prisoner." Captain Monroe further testifies, "that he immediately confined Red Iron in a room, and placed a sentinel over him;
that he was released on the following day-and in the mean time, he
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was treated with as much lenity, during his confinement, as was consistent with secure keeping.
It is now respectfully submitted in regard to this transaction, whether
it be cruel treatment or not? The conduct of Red Iron and his soldiers
was certainly very reprehensible and unjustifiable under any circumstances. But as his conduct seems to have resulted from the refusal of
Governor Ramsey to pay this money to the Indians and from an apprehension that some secret arrangement was intended, by which it was
to be paid to the traders, and as no violence was directed towards any
white man, is there not some excuse for an untutored savage, and
.especially if his conduct had been influenced by evil councils elsewhere? If Governor Ramsey was right in withholding this money
from the Indians under the circumstances, then he is not only excusable,
but perhaps justifiable ; but if otherwise, then the case is very different.
These considerations are suggested for the purpose of directing attention to the propriety of observing our treaty stipulations with the Indians
faithfully and justly; and the more so, for the reason that they are
helpless and dependant, and being ignorant of our language, are compelled to rely exclusively upon our justice and humanity for proper
explanations of their treaties with us in the first place, and for a faithful fulfilment afterwards of our stipulations and engagements growing
out of them.
It is a fact not to be denied, that Governor RamsAy experienced
great difficulty in procuring the receipt from the See-see-toan and Wahpa-toan chiefs for the $250,000, (part of the $275,000,) mentioned in
the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux,
pf the 23d of July, 1851, and that after all it is only signed by two of
the old and well recognized chiefs of the bands, and by only one who
signed the treaty.
This receipt reads as follows:
We, the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians, in "open council" assembled, do hereby acknowledge to have received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian
affairs, the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, under the
first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux of
the 23d of July, 1851; two hundred and ten thousand dollars of
which we desire him to pay, in full acquittance of our just obligations
at the date of said treaty, to our traders, agreeably to the distribution
made at the time of the treaty aforesaid, and the balance to our relatives of mixed blood.
NovEMBER 29, 1852.
E-ta--vvah-ke-an, his x mark.
W ah-nok-soon-ta, his x mark.
Y ah-zoo-ah-pee, his x mark.
0-kee-tah, his x mark.
Et-chash-kah-sko-mah-nee, his x m:uk.
Wah-na-ta, his x mark.
No-hope-ton, his x mark.
W am-du-pi-du-ta, his x mark.
A-ris-sar, his x mark.
'
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In-tue-boo-kar-dan, his x mark.
0-tak-e-ta, his x mark.
Hoo-pah-ina-pek-Jou-tah, his x mark.

\Vitnesses :
THoMAS FosTER,
.JNo. C. KELToN, U.S. A.,
CHARLES D. FILLMORE,
WM. HENRY FoRBES.
I certify, on honor, that the above account is correct nnd just, and
that I have actuqJly, this 29th of November, 1852, paid the amount
thereof.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.
This receipt, it will be perceived, has direct reference to the distribution as made by the schedule attached to the "Traders' Paper."
The old and well recognized chiefs of the See-see-toan and 'vVah-patoan bands, who signed the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of .July :.?3,
1851, are: 1. Mah-zah-shah, or Heel Iron ; 2. E-yang-mo-nee, or
Running Vvalker; 3. W ah-min-da-ne-chah, or the Orphan; 4. E-tawah-kee-an, or Limping Devil; 5. Ish-tab-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes;
and 6. 0-pee-en-dah, or Big Curly Head; Wah-nok-soon-ta, or the
Little Rapids Chie±: is also one of those old chiefs, but his name is not
to the treaty.
Theophile Bruguier, says, "that he has been trading, and hunting,
and farming among these Indians, on his own account, for the last
eighteen years ; and that the chiefs whose names are above mentioned
are all the chiefs of these bands; and that E-ta-wah-ke-an, or Limping
Devil, and Vvah-nok-soon-ta, or the Little Rapids Chief: are the only
names of chie£'3 to that receipt, f()r the two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars. But l1e docs not know No-hope-ton and Wah-na-ta, as chiefs.
Doctor Thomas S. Williamson, a resident missionary among these
Indians, says : "I only find the names of three chiefs of those who
signed the treaty in 1851, to Governor Ramsey's receipt for the two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($250,000 ;) that there :ue eleven
chiefs in all, now on Major Murphy's list, (the present Indian agent:,) at
the" Red \Voocl" arrencv. That these three are E-ta-\vak-ke-an, or
Limping Devil; W~h-nok-soon-ta, or the Little Rapids Chief; and
Wah-na-ta."
Alexander G. Huggins, says : "That E-ta-wah-ke-an, or Limping
D evil, is the only chief whose name is to the receipt, who signed the
treaty in 1851."
Martin McLeod, says: " That he was present when four of the Indians signed this receipt, to wit: Young Sleepy Eyes; Wah-na-ta ;
0-·tak-e-ta, and No-hope-ton; and that he considers all of them as
chief..:;.
Philander Prescott, an old interpreter and superintendant of farming,
&c., among the Sioux Indians, says, "that there are now the names of
clercn ch.iets of the upper See-sce-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands, upon
the ' roll book' of the agent; that be found the names of 0 -tak-e-ta,
No-hope-ton, and 0-pee-yah-hen-cla-ya, on the 'roll' and named as
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chiefs sometime last winter; that Wah-na-ta is half Yankton nnd
half See-see-tonn, and is also namecl as a chief uptm the 'roll.' And
that of these eleven chie£.:;, he sees the names of six of them on the receipt to Governor Ramsey."
The removal of Red Iron from hi s chieftnin ship, nnd the appointment of these young chiefs since the treaty in 1851, is doubtless what
is intended by the charge of oppressive conduct to\vnrds the chiefs who
were the authorized agents of these bands, and the substitution of
others as chiefs, having no authority with the nation. It is due to
Governor Ramsey, nevertheless, to say, that it does not appear from
the evidence that these young chiefs w ere appointed by him, or by
virtue of his authority.
Another means resorted to, to induce the Indians to sign this receipt,
as appears by the testimony, was the withholding the payment of their
"annuity money," until they first agreed to sign it.
Vv m. B. Dodd, says: " That h~ was present at the payment of the
' annuity money' to the Indians at Traverse des Sioux, in the 'jiill'
of 1852; that the Indians in the first instance refused all payment,
unless they could receive the whole of the money; they wanted the
whole and not a part of it; they refused to sign any receipts until
they got their money. (Meaning the two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars.) That an Indian by the name of 0-tak-e-ta, appeared there
as a chief of the 'orphans' band-was recognized as a chief, and received ' annuity money' as such; that a portion of his band was
paid in the afternoon of the same clay; that the next clay, the payment commenced generally; th at before the payment commenced,
Governor Ramsey, Hugh Tyler, and H ercules S. Dousman, were up
stairs in the house of Mr. Huggins ; that they came down in the front
room, when he asked Mr. Tyler when they were going to commence
the payments; that he (Tyler) answered, that he did not know ; that
they were going to try an experiment. And I think he said, ' damn
them, I think we will fitcA them.' "
Captain Dodd does not say that Governor Ramsey beard this expression of Mr. Tyler, but only says that they came down together.
"That they had concluded to commence the payment (of the' nnnuities')
and if they could induce two or three to acce pt the money, that the
rest, seeing them buy goods, and have them in possession, would be
likely to give in and receive their money also. The payment was
commenced with 0-tak-e-ta's band. Agent McLean took the money
out of the box, and Hugh T yler paid it out to the Indians. That he
saw Hugh T yler go and bring the money in. and pay it to the Indians."
Nathaniel McL ean (the agent) says "that Governor R amsey brought
this ' annuity ' money fi·om W asbington City, iu the 'fall' of 1852, nnd
delivered it to him at Traverse des Sioux in the month of D ecember,
1852; that he commenced paying it out to the Indians on the next
day after he received it; that he fi·equently asked Governor R amsey
when he intended to commence paying the money, to vvhich he replied
that the money would be ready by the time the 'rolls' were made out.
There appeared to be some delay in handing over the money . and getting the recei pts. Upon being asked the question, 'which receipts do
y<,>u mean?' he answered 'I do not know what his (Governor Ramsey's)
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business specially was. I was not in the council about that matter.'
H e further remarked, in reply to another question, 'We were very
little detained after the 'rolls' were ready.' "
There appeared, very manifestly, to be a reluctance, on the part of
Governor Hamsey, to deliver over this "annuity" money to Agent
McLean-whose duty it was to disburse it to the Indians-and some
unnecessary delay, although for a short time only. And, whatever
may have been his motives in -withholding this money, from the time
he returned from Washington up to the very clay of payment, it is
equally evident that it was not delivered to Agent McLean, for distribution among the Indians, until he had first procured his receipt for the
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
If this "annuity money" was thus withheld from the Indians, after
the cold weather had set in, in December, as a means of coercing them
to sign this receipt,-and the evidence warrants the inference-is not
this also to be regarded as an unwarrantable act of oppression?
Governor Hamsey justifies the payment of this two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars to the " trad·ers" and "half-breeds," in the "first"
place, upon the authority of the "Traders' P aper," dated at Traverse
des Sioux, the 23d of July, 1851, which has already been commented
upon; and secondly, in virtue of the power of attorney executed to him
by the Indians, at St. Paul, on the 8th of September, 1852.
This power of attorney has already been copied into the statement
to this report. That part of it upon which the governor relies for his
authority is italicised by him in the printed copy to be found in Senate
Executive Document, No. 29, paTt 2, 2d Session of the 32d Congress,
pages 25, 26, and 27, and reads as follows :
"And we also authorize, empower, and request him to do, or cause to
be done, all the acts contemplated by the said fourth article (of the treaty
of July 23, 1851) for and by us to be done; to appropriate the said
money in accordance with and for the purpose of carrying out the
equitable and true intent thereof; all such acts, when done, to be final
and binding upon us, and to have the same force and effect as if done
by us.''
This portion of the power of attorney, when isolated from the rest
of it and left without explanation, vvould seem to confer upon Governor
Hamsey the discretion to appropriate this money when received by
him, according to his own,judgment of the proper construction to be
given to the fourth article of the treaty referred to. But was this the
intention of the Indians? Such a disposition of the money had already
been made by the "Traders' Paper," and if no change was contemplated, why execute this new power of attorney?
. The testimony clearly shows that the Indians had become very much
d1ssatisfiAd with the disposition to be made of this money, as indicated
by _the schedule to the " Traders' Paper," and desired it to be paid into
thmr own hands, in the first instance ; and to effect that purpose, they
declare, at the close of this " power" to Governor Hamsey : " And we
do he:·eby nvoke and annul all foTmeT and other powen if attorney executed
or gwen by us with Tiference to the nceipt OT collection if the said sum if
money or any paTt there?[."

The evidence will show what powers of attorney were intended to
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be revoked and annulled, and what disposition was to be made of the
money as explained to and understood hy the Indians.
Mr. McLean (the agent) says, in reference to this power of attorney,
that "the Indians had been in council at H enry M. Rice's house or
store, (at St. Paul,) with Mr. Rice and others, in getting them to sign
the amendments to the treaty. The power of attorney to Governor
Ramsey was there explained by Mr. Prescott, the interpreter, in the
language of the paper as it reads. I then made a speech to the
Indians, and told them that it reroked all other powers bifore Kiven by
them. Mr. Rice then explained it to them, saying that it broke all
former ' papers' made by them.
"The Indians seemed anxious to get clear of any and all former
'papers' which they had signed. They spoke of a number of papers
which they had signed, and Mr. Sweetzer's paper among the rest, and
wanted all of them swept off:
" After the Indians had conclurled to sign the amendments to the
treaty, and the pow·er of attorney to Governor Ramsey, we then went
to Governor Ramsey's office. The papers were taken there, and the
Indians made speeches to Governor Ramsey. They said that they
had come to sign the papers ; that one of the papers (meaning the
power of attorney) was to break all former papers made by them, and
that they wanted him to bring the money to them; and the power of attorney having been before fully explained to them, both the· papers were
signed by the Indians."
When the question was propounded to the interpretPr, Philander
Prescott, "What did the Indians understand were the contents of that
power of attorney to Governor Ramsey?" he answered : " The
Indians were told what the contents were before he went to Governor
Ramsey's office, by Major McLean and Henry M. Rice. They were
told that it dest:·oyed all former powers of attorney and gave Governor
Ramsey power to bring the money here to them. The two former powers
of attorney, which the Indians understood it to destroy, was one to Mr.
Henry H. Sibley, and the other to Mr. Sweetser; and that he acted as
interpreter when this explanation was made to the Indians."
Does not this evidence show that the Indians understood by this
"power" that the money was to be brought by Governor Ramsey, and
paid into their own hands? And that if any different construction was
intended the Indians were deceived by false exf!lanations, or, at least,
by a misapprehension of its contents? And although it does not appear that Governor Ramsey made them such a promise at this conference, and it is nO\V: insisted by him that the power of attorney had
been interpreted and explained to the Indians before they came to his
office with the papers on that occasion, as mentioned by the w itnesses,
still it is evident, from what did take place, that the impression was
left on their minds that the money was to be brought and paid into
their own hands.
Governor Ramsey also insists that a discretion was allowed him, in
regard to these payments, by the terms of the letter of instruction of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (Luke L ea) of October 4th, 1852,
in which he makes reference to the provisions of these treaties in the
following language, to wit : '·Familiar as yon arc with the pTovisions of
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these treaties, it is unnecessary to {five you detailed instructions in ngard to the
funds now placed in your hands," 4'c. This clause, it is contended, had

reference, among other things, to the payment of this mnney to the
traders, agreeably to the understanding between them and the oommissioners Rt the time the treaty was made.
The Hon. Luke L ea says, in his testimony in regard to this matter,
that " about the time the Sioux money wa.3 placed in Governor R amsey's hands, to wit, in October, 1852, a conversation took place between him and myself; the full particulars of which I do not di stinctly
remember; but I recollect that allusion was ma9e to the arrnpgements
entered into between the Indians and their traders at Traverse des
Sioux; that Governor Hamsey expressed himself as apprehensive that
the Indians, in conse.quence of being tampered with, would be disposed .
to repudiate their just engagements, and have the money squandered
or misapplier} in such a WFfY as to defraud_ their honest creditors, and
debauch themselves ; that my ff'ply was, m substance, they oug!Jt not
to be permitted to do so ; and that if necessary to prevent such injustice and mischief. they should be required to abide by the agreement
between them and their traders, provided it was fairly and understandingly made.
" These remarks apply more particularly to the payment of the Seesee-toan and W ah-pa-tnan fund ; although all the funds provided for
under the jimrth articles of both treaties were alike embraced in the
instructions."
But cruel treatment is also charged in the case of the Med-a-wah-kantoan bands, as well as towards the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands
of upper Sioux Indians. The Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands were entitled
to one hundred and ten thousand dollars under the .fourth article of the
treaty of the 5th of August, 18-'il. Of this sum twenty thousand dollars had been set apart by Governor Ramsey for their removal and
subsistence, and it became an ol~j ect with him to procure their receipt
for the residue, or ninety thousand dollars. H ere, agRin, he had to encounter eli fficulty as with the upper hands, as these Indi ans also, in the
first instance, refu sed to sign the receipt, and insisted on the payment
of the money into their own hand s. And heri~ again it is said, that
their " annuities" were withheld from them, as one of the means of
"starving" them into the signing of' this receipt.
Wah-coo-ta, the most aged chief Rmong them all, says, in hi s eviden ce, "vVe were f(Jrccd to sign, f<n· fear of starvation. W e were
threatened, and we signed a paper :=tt Mr. S teele's house. W a-ba-shaw
g ave in first. I staid there until late- near midnight- and then I
'-'
siuned it."
""r_a~J-o-ah-ta-cloo-tah, or Little C row, says : "\Ve would not sign the
rece1pt at first. vVa-ba-shavv and \Vah-coo-ta signed it at nio·ht, and
I then signed it the next clay. We signed the receipt forth~ ninety
thousand dollars brji.1re our ' annu tties' were paid. Vve were there
waiting a good many J.<tys an(l nights-:1 month, perhaps, or more."
M:lh-z::th-ho-tn h, or Grey Iron, says : "W a-ba-sbaw ancl Wah-coo-ta
signed it at night ; Little Crow, and othPrs, at Mr. Siblev's, tbe next
m~orning; a nd I then signPcl it at Fort S nelling."
·'
Skak-o-pee, or Little Six, says : "\Ve waited for our money at the
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• agency' (at Fort Snelling) near two months. They made us suffer a
good deal." Upon being asked the question, "Did you get a plenty to
eat, whilt~ you were at the 'agency' waiting fcJr your money?" he answered: "We did not get anything from either ol" them. We suffered
a good dea l, and our children 'vere like to die. I w ent there in the
month the Indians gather 'wild rice,' and staid until 'the bucks cost their
lwrns.' I do not know of any provisious being issued to the seven Meda-wah-kan-toan bands, while we were there, for near two months."
vVe-chonk-pee, or The Star, snys: "We remained at the ' agency,'
waiting for our money, and suffered for two months, until the snow
fell. There were no provisions issued to the Indians during these 'two
months. There were no provisions issued to us at all. They wanted
us to die of hunger." Upon being asked the question, "Were you
prPvented from going on your 'fall hunts' by this delay?" he answered:
"There were a great many industrious men among us, who hunt furs
for the traders, who were prevented from going out upon their 'hunts'
for the want of the money and goods, which Governor Ramsey held in
his arms."
:Mock-pee-we-chas-tah, or the Cloud Man, says: "\Ve waited near
two months at the 'agency' .for our money, until our children were
near starving; we staid until the snow fell. I do not know of any
provisions being issued to the Indians."
This is the testimony of six of the Med-a-wah-kan-toan chiefs. It is
Indian testimony, but is it not true?
Nathaniel McLean (the agent) is of opinion that the Indians did not
wait at the "agency" for more than two or three weeks, before they
were paid their "annuities," but admits that he did not recollect as to
dates. Upon being asked the direct question, "Were any provisions
issued to the Indians while they were at the 'agency' waiting fi)r their
annuities?" he answered: "I think not much. I do not recollect tltat I
issued any."

No provisions issued during that cold, inclement i"eason of the year!
and yet this large sum of money belonging to them, and other funds
available for that purpose, in the hands of agents, to whose guardianship and kind offices they had been committed by the government ! !
How is such a dereliction of duty ancl want of humanity to be accounted
for? No wonder the Inclians exclaimed: "They made us suffer a good
deal, and our children were like to die."

Agent Mt:Lean fi_utber says, in reply to the question "Did Governor
Ramsey say to you not to pay the 'annuity money' until he got ready ?a
"I do not think that he did, in that way. The In<;] ians became impatient, and asked me to request the governor to let them have their old
'annuity' money, and to let their 11r:w 'an nuities' pass over, as they
wanted to go off upon their 'hunts.' That they 'vould t11 ke their goods
and provisions under the old treaty of H)37; and as there was trouble
about the new treaty money, they would let the new pass. I then carne,
or sta1 ted, to St. Paul, and was inf(mnecl that they had agreed upon
matters, nnd that they would all be ready in a short time.'' Mr.
McLenn says that Governor RamsPy did not request him not to pay tho
"annuity" money until he got ready, "in that way." Then the reasonable inference is that he did request him in some other way; and that
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the · matters referred to, as having been agreed upon, when he went
down from the 'agency,' at Fort Snelling, to St. Paul, (a distance iffive
miles only,) was the consent of the Indians to the signing of the receipt
for the ninety thousand dollars. He further said that Governor Ramsey
told the Indians ''that he was not bound to pay them until they removed
to their new homes; but that he would perhaps do so, if they were
honest men, or words to that effect. That he could pay them, or not pay
them, at his discretion-and referr~d. them to the treaty."
It appears also from the testimony, that there were five young Sioux
warriors of the Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands in confinement about this
time at Fort Snelling, for killing some of the Chippewa Indians ; that
they were su~ject to the orders of Governor Ramsey, and that their
release from imprisonment or not was made to depend upon the compliance or non-compliance of the chiefs, in the signing of the receipt
for the ninety thousand dollars.
Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-tah, or Little Crow, says, upon his examination,
"that there were five of their young men confined at Fort Snelling as
prisoners, at that time, for killing Chippewa Indians; that one of them
was his cousin ; one the son of W e-chonk-pee, or the Star ; and one
the son of 'Bad Hail,' who is a first soldier. That Governor Ramsey
said that their ' great father' at Washington told him to retain them in
the 'guard house' until they (the chiefs) signed the 'paper~· and to
retain their money, and not to pay it to them until they signed it. That
if it had not been for these things, they would not have signed the
'paper' all the winter." He was then asked, "when you signed the
paper, did Governor Ramsey release the prisoners?" to which he replied, "Yes ; after we signed the ' paper' we went over for them, and
they were let out."
Mah-zah-ho-tah, or Gray Iron, says, "that Governor Ramsey told
him when they (the Indians) had paid their debts and signed a 'paper,'
he would turn the young men out of prison. That the paper he wished
us to sign was the receipt for seventy thousand dollars. That Governor
Ramsey also told him, if he would sign the receipt that he would let
the prisoners out, and pay the chiefs the money they were to get. That
they did sign the receipt, and then the prisoners were turned out."
Shak-o-pee, or Little Six, says, "that he had a conversation with
Governor Ramsey concerning the prisoners. That Governor Ramsey
said, ' if you will sign a "paper," I will release them.' He also said,
, that he would pg,y us the money and goods for our lands;' and that
was his song for two months.''
W e-chonk-pee, or the Star, when asked upon his examination if any
thing was said about the release of the prisoners, replied, " that Governor Ramsey said, 'if we would sign the "paper," he would release
the young men who were in confinement, belonging to four of the bands.'
He had a paper which he wanted us to sign, but we did not want to
sign it. W a-ba-shaw said, 'when you give us our money and blankets,
then we will sign it.' "
Mock-pee-we-chas-tah, or the "Cloud Man," when asked a similar
question, answered; "Governor R amsey said what the other Indians
have told you. He said, 'if we would sign the paper that we would
then get our "annuities," and the prisoners would be released.'"
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Alexis Bailley testified in regard to the release of these prisoners as
follows:
Question. "Do yon know how Governor Ramsey came to liber ate the
Indian prisoners who were confined for murder at Fort Snelling?" ·
Answer. "The chiefs in 'open council' asked Governor Ramsey to
liberate them ; to which Governor Ramsey replied that he would, provided they acted properly in carrying out the treaty."
Question. " Were these prisoners related to the chiefs of these lower
bands?"
Answer. "They were related to Little Crows' and the Lake Calhoun bands. They were released by Governor Ramsey, as I understand, about the time of the payment-a little before, or a little
after it."
He says, further, "that the Indians were very anxious to have them
released."
This releasing of the prisoners seems unquestionably to have had
something to do with the signing of the receipt. But as the charge is
sustained mainly by Indian testimony, we think that the evidence, in
this instance, should be taken with many grains of allowance ; although
we feel confident that the Indians were impressed with the belief, from
some quarter or other, that the release of these prisoners, among other
things, was to be the consequence of their signing the receipt.
Governor Ramsey is next charged with having paid over the greater
part of the money' arpropriated under the fourth articles of the treaties
of July 23 and August 5, 1851, to one Hugh Tyler, for payment or
distribution to the "traders" and "half-breeds," contrary to the wishes
and remonstrances of the Indians; in violation of law and the stipulations contained in said treaties; and also in violation of his own solemn
pledges, previously made to them, in regard to said payments.
Of the two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars ($275,000)
stipulated to be paid under the first clause of the fourth article of the
treaty of "Traverse des Sioux," of July ~3, J851, the sum of two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) was delivered over to
Hugh Tyler by Governor Ramsey, for distribution among the "traders"
and "half~breeds," according to the arrangement made by the schedule
to the ·" Traders' Paper." This payment or delivery of the money to the
said Tyler was made on two powers of attorney, executed to him by
the "traders" and "half-breeds,"-the first at Traverse des Sioux, on
December 1, 1852, and the second at Mendota, on December 11, 1852both of which were predicated upon the authority of the "Traders'
Paper," dated at Traverse des Sioux, July 23, 1851.
For this large sum of money, Hugh T yler executed two receipts to
Governor Ramsey, as the attorney for the "traders" and" half:.breeds;"
the one for two hundred and ten thousand dollars ($210,000) on account
of the "traders," and the other for forty thousand dollars ($40,000) on
account of the "half~breeds;" the first elated at St. Paul, December 8,
1852, and the second at Mendota, December 11, 1852.
And of the sum of one hundred and ten thousand dollars, ($110,000,)
stipulated to be paid to the Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands, under the fourth
article of the "treaty" of An gust 5, 1851, the sum of seventy thousand
·dollars ($70,000) was in like manner paid over to the said T yler, on a
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power of ntto~ney executed to him by the traders and claimants under
the said latter trenty, on Decembc r 11, 1852. The receipt of the said
Tyler to Governor Ramsey for this money, ($70,000,) is dated at St.
Paul, D ecember 13, 11:552.
Making together the sum of three hundred and twenty thousand dollars, ($320,000.) This has been shown to have been eontrary to the
wishes and remonstrances of a large mnjority of the Indians, in the first
instance, many of whom still continue dissatisfied with the arrangements as they vvcre made. . .
.
.
.
.
It is nlso believed to be m vwlatwn of the treaty st1pulatwns, as well
as of the law making the appropriations under them.
The treaty stipulations required the money to be paid for the several
purposes specified: "to the chirfs in sucl~ manner as they ltereajier, in
'open council,' shall request; and as soon after the nmoral of said Indians
to the homes set apart for them, as the necessary appropriation tlwnfor shalt
be made by Congress."
The two clauses referred to are similar in this respect, and both
alike contemplate the holding of these " councils" after the treaties
should be ratified. They also imply the right of the Indians "to settle
their aflttirs, and to comply with their present just engagements" in
their own way as they might request; and, also, to exercise some con·
trol over the amounts to be set a part for their remoml aud subsistence.
But in these matters it seems that they have not been consultecl at all
in "open council" after the ratification of the treaties as was intended;
but. on the contrary, arbitrary divisions and distributious have been
made of the entire 1imds, and 1.heir right denied to direct the manner in
which they should be appropriated.
The appropriations for the fulfillm ent of these treaty stipulations vvill
be found in the act of Congress of August 30, 1852.
The third section of that act provides that the appropriations herein
made "shall in every case be paid directly to the Indians themselves,
to whom it shill be due, or to the tribe, or part of the tribe, per capita,
unless the imperious interest of the Indians, or some treaty stipulation,
shall require the payment to be made otherwise under the direetion of
the President."
This act directs the money to be paid directly to the Indians, unless
there be some treaty stipulation, &c. But here, it is said, there are
treaty stipulations. Then the direction of the President should have
been first sought and obtained, aceording to the provisions of the act,
before any disposition could have been legally made of the money by
any payment to the traders.
We do not suppose that it would have been just towards the traders
to have paid this money per capita. to the Indians, or that such a disposition of it was intended by the act in cases like the present ; and hence
tbe exception in favor of treaty stipubtions. But we do insi::;t that the
~ecial aetion of the Pr~sideut was neces::;ary to give eff~ct tu the treaty
stipulations in suc:h cases, and that the money could not be legally diverted fi·om the Indians otherwise than by his special directions.
But it is also snid by his aceusers that he paid thi:> money to the
traders in violation of his own solemn pledges, previously made to the
Indians, in regard to said payments.
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Nathaniel McLe::m, at that time 1he agent for the Sioux Indians, says
in his report of December 13, 1851, to the Hon. -Luke Lea, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which is affirmed by his evidence in relation to
this matter; that a 'lnrge deputation ii-om the Sce-see-toan and \Vahpa-toan b·mds, who \Vere parties to _the treaty at Traverse des Sioux of
July 23, 1851, numbering twenty-one names, bacl come down to see
him for the purpose of expressing their dissatisfaction in relation to the
paper which had been signed at the time of making the treaty (the
"Traders' Paper") for the payment of their money to the traders;
that they expressed a desire to see the superintendent, (Governor Ramsey,) and to talk ·with him upon the subject, and partieularly as he was
one of the commissioners who had signed the treaty in behalf of the
United States; that some of these Iudians bad travelled fi·om "Lake
Traverse," a distance of t"\vo hundred and fifty miles, others fi-orn "Lac
qui P:1rle," a distance of t-.vo hundred miles, and appeared to be very
determined in their opposition to the "paper" they were induced to sign,
transferring their money to the traders ; that upon being questioned
by him again and again, they collectively nnd individually affirmed that
it was not explained to them at the time their signatures were 0btained,
nor at any other time; and said that they were instructed to make this
declarRtion in behalf of their people at horne as well as for themselves;
that all the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands, who were alone interested in the treaty of " Traverse des Sioux," wished the two hundred
and seventy-five thousand dollars, ($275,000,) mentioned in the treaty
stipulation, to be paid directly to themselves, to be disbursed by them,
after the money should be received, in such manner ns they might think
just and proper; thnt on the 8th of December, 18Eil, a "council" was
held with them in the governor's room nt St. Paul, when the Indians,
in "open council," stated to his excellency, in his presence, (agent
Mr:Lean's,) the substance of what he h:1s related in respect to the treaty,
:mel the "paper," said to be an agreement \vith their traders w pay
thPir debts; that they had been cle<.:eived in signing that "paper," as
it had not been explained to them, protested ag1:1inst its being curried
out, and wished us to send their requests to their "great father" at
Washington, that their father would send them the money, nccording
to the stipulations of the treaty, in order that they might settle their accounts according to justice, and provide fiJr their removal and subsistence.
The governor then read and explained to them the articles of the
treaty-that part particularly which related to the p<~yrnent of the two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, ($27-5,000,) to enable them
to settle their accounts, the expenses of trnnsportation to their new
homes, and subsistence for the first year after their removal.
He said to them that the langunge was specific ; that the money was
to paid to the chiefs and braves of the tribe in such manner ns they in
"open council" should determine, in order to enable them to settle up
their business, subsist themselves for one year, nnd their expenses for
rerno\·al; that the government "\Vould thus carry out the stipulations of
the treaty, witbout reference to nny agreement or contract with trnders
or others which they have made, or mny make; that the money would
be paid to the chiefs and braves, and that it wns for them to d1spose of
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it afterwards as they might think proper ; that the " paper" to which
they alluded, (the "Traders' Paper,") was no part of the treaty; that
the commissioners (Luke Lea and Alexander Ramsey) had no power,
and assumed none, in relation to the payment of the debts to their
traders; that that was a matter entirely between themselves, over
which the commissioners would exercise no control; that their agent
would make known their wishes to their "great father" at Washington, (the President,) through the regular officers, whom the government
have appointe<l to attend to their business; that the "council" then terminated, and the Indians dispersed apparently satisfied; that the explanations and advice, as given to them by the superintendent, (Govemor Ramsey,) was satisfactory to the Indians, and in accordance with
his own views as also expressed to them.
Such is the evidence of Nathaniel McLean, and such were the explanations and promises made by Governor Ramsey to these Indians, solemnly and in" open counc_il." Some of them, Agent McLean says in
his report, had come 250 miles, and others 200 miles to this couucil,
and returned to their far-distant homes in the wilderness satisfied with
the assurances of their superintendent (Governor Ramsey) and their
agent, (Nathaniel McLean,) that their wishes would be properly represented to their "great father" at Washington, and the money would
be paid to their chiefs and braves in the first instance, and not to the
traders.
This report of Agent McLean was officially communicated to the Indian Department at Washington. by Governor Ramsey himself, in a
letter dated at St. Paul, January 21, 1852, and is now on the files at
that department.
These views, as expressed by Governor Ramsey and Agent McLean,
of the proper construction to be given to these treaty stipulations, are
in accordance with the views entertained by us, and upon which we
have predicated this report in that respect.
And yet this large sum of money ($250,000) was paid over to Hugh
Tyler, on a power of attorney depending alone for its authority upon
th~s "Traders' Paper," notwithstanding these explanations and promises.
Is it matter of wonder then, that afi:er this deputation of Indians had
returned to their homes, and repeated the promises of their superintendent and agent to their nation in the "fall" of 1851, and finding one
year afterwards (in the fall of] 852) that the money after all was about
to be distributed among the traders, as provided tor by the schedule to
the " Traders' Paper," regardless of their wishes, that Red Iron and
his warriors, indignant and disappointed, should have established the
" soldier's lodge 1"
We are clearly of opinion, under all the circumstances presented by
the evidence, that it was the duty of Governor Ramsey, after he had
received this money under the appropriation made by Congress, to have
summoned the chiefs of the bands together, at some convenient place,
to have ascertained fi·om them, in " open council," their wishes in regard to its disposition, and then to have paid it in such manner as they
may have requested him, independent of their engagements, at the time
of the making of the treaty, outside of its written stipulations.
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The President in the meantime might have been consulted, and his
special direction invoked under the provisions of the law making the
appropriation, and the whole matter carried according to the treaty
stipulations, which provide that this money "shall be paid to the chiifs
in such manner as they hereafter in 'open council' shalt nquest."
5. He is next charged \Vith having directed or permitted the greater
part of this money to be paid directly to the traders and employees who
were, or had been, connected with the "American Fur Company," and
the fur company of Pierre Choteau, jr., and Company, by the said
Hugh Tyler, who had been employed by them for that purpose, contrary to the repeated remonstrances of the Indians by their chiefs, in
violation oflaw and the said treaty stipulations; and that the said Tyler
was allowed to deduct fi·om the said payment$_,{both from the "traders"
and "half-breeds") a very large per centage on the amounts paid to
them, to the prejudice of the just rights of the Indians, and to the manifest injustice of such of the " traders" and "half-breeds" as had not
consented or agreed to that arrangement.
It is true that the gmater part of this money was paid directly to the
traders and employees who were connected with the fur company of
Pierre Choteau and Company, or had :fi•rinerly belonged to the" American Fur Company," by Hugh Tyler, and with his (Governor Ramsey's) agent; and that the large amount paid to Henry H. Sibley in the
first instance, and afterwards received by him from other claimants,
and from the half-breeds, was paid to and received by him, for the
most part, as the agent of these two companies. As these amounts, when
aggregated, amount to a large sum of money, it is but just to Mr. Sibley to state that the very large amount of capital formerly invested in
this trade by the "American Fur Company," and subsequently by
their successors, Pierre Choteau and Company, was in a corresponding
ratio to these amounts.
The evidence of Joseph A. Sire, of St. Louis, Missouri, as taken by
by the Senate's committee, shows that he has been connected with
Mr. Sibley in the business of trading since the year 1839. He states
"that the house of Pierre Choteau and Company, of which he is a partner, has been supplying Mr. Sibley with goods since that time; that
the goods supplied for the trade have always been ofthe best kind of
English goods- such as blankets, cloths, &c., and, also, a large quantity of provisions suitable for the Indians ; that since the year 1842 the
accounts of the business, as rendered to the company by .Mr. Sibley,
have sho·w ed a loss of about ten thousand dollars per year, and i~1 some
instances as much as thirty thousand dollars ; that notwithstanding
these deficiences on the immense quantity of goods sold to the Indians
on credit, who were unable to pay for them, and who could not have
subsisted \vithout them, the house of Pierre Choteau and Company,
under the advice and influence of Mr. Sibley, still continue to furnish
supplies to these Indians on credit, not only because they expected to
be paid when a treaty should be made, but also through a sense of humanity; that although Mr. Sibley seems to have· received a large sum
of money, that he knows, and can prove at any time, that his business
with the Sioux Indians still shows a large deficiency.
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We have said before in this report, that the payments, as made, were
not, in our judgment, in accordance either with the law or the treaty
stipulations. It appears, nevertheless, that the " traders" had an
understanding with the commissioners, (Luke Lea and Governor Ramsey,) at the time of making the treaty, that they were to have this money
as it was subsequently paid to them.
The amount paid out by Hugh Tyler was three hundred and twenty
thousand dollars, ($320,000,) embracing the See-see-toan and Wahpa-toan fund of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, ($250,000,).
upon which he charged and received a discount or deduction of fifteen
per cent. ; and the Med-a-wah-kan-toan fund of seventy thousand dollars, (70,000,) upon which he charged and received a discount or deduction of twelve and a half per cent.
The W ah-pa-koo-ta fund .of ninety thousand dollars ($ 90,000) was
paid out by Mr. Sibley, and ten per cent. deducted, which was afterwards also paid over to Mr. 'Tyler.
The amount of per centage received by Hugh Tyler may therefore
be stated as follows:
Discount on the amount paid to the "traded' of the See-see-toan and
W ah-pa-toan fund, $210,000, at 15 per cent.. . . . . . . . . . . $31,500
Discount on the amount paid to the " half-breeds" of the Seesee-toan and W ah-pa-toan fund, $40,000, at 15 per cent.
6,000
Discount on the amount paid to the "traders" and " halfbreeds" of the Med-a-wah-kan-toan fund, $ 70,000, at 122per cent..... . ................ . .. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 750
Amount of per centage received from Henry H. Sibley, on
account of deduction of 10 per cent. on the disbursement
of the Wa-pa-koo-ta fund of $90,000 . . ... __ ... -· - .....
9,000
Making the aggregate amount of. ... _ . _........... _ . . . $55,250
Many of the traders and claimants, it seems, assented to this
arrangement, while others complained of it as an unauthorized and
unjust exaction ; but all, it appears, were compelled to submit to it in
the end.
Alexis Bailley, when asked the question, " Did you ever know of
any person out of all upon the traders' list, or schedule, who received
their money unless they submitted to this fifteen per cent. discount by
Hugh Tyler?" answered, "I do not know of any;" and to the question, " Were not the claimants told or given to understand that unless
they submitted to the discount of fifteen per cent., that the money would
be paid directly to the Indians?" he replied, "I did not hear Governor
Ramsey or Hugh Tyler say so ; but it was said in the presence of
Hugh Tyler." He also remarked that he had not made any agreement
with Hugh Tyler, to pay him this fifteen per cent. before he demanded
his money, and that he considered it an abominable charge. He said
that the power of attorney to Hugh Tyler was generally signed at Mr.
Sibley's office, in Mendota, about the latter part of November, or fore
part of Decembei·, 1852, after the Indians had been assembled at Traverse des Sioux and paid their "annuities" in part. That he did not
see all sign it, but that it is his impression that they generally signed
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it at Mr. Siblev's office in Mendota. That at this time Governor Ram~
sey had returri'ed from Washington with the Sioux money.
Upon being asked in relation to the per centage on the W ah-pakoo-ta fimd of ten per cent., which had been deducted by Mr. Sibley
and paid to Mr. Tyler, Mr. Baillcy replied: "I cannot tell why it was
necessary for the traders to pay ten per cent. to Hugh Tyler to get
their money from these Indians. I know I had to pay nine hundred
dollars to get nine thousand that was due to me. No part of this money
was used, or necessary to be used, to induc'e or influence the W ah-pakoo-ta chiefs to do anything. They were always willing to pay, and
never gave trouble to anybody."
Mr. Sibley explains that this W ah-pa-kon-ta payment "vas taken into
the general arrangement with Hugh Tyler; that the agreement
extended to all the funds spoken of under both the treaties ; although
a larger per centage was to be paid upon some of the funds than upon
others. As to what became of this per centage of $.55,250, after it
went intu the hands of Hugh Tyler, we could not ascertain from the
witnesses. Some expressed their ignorance; while others refused to
answer; and one gentleman declined to answer, as he said, under the
advice if counsel. Whether the services performed were commensurate
with the per centage charged, we are unable to say, as the nature of
these services was not explained by the witnesses. But whether too
much or too little, or whatever disposition may have been made of it
by Mr. Tyler, it is clue to Governor Ramsey to say, tbat the evidence
does not show that he received any part of it, and Hugh Tyler says,
in his evidence before the Senate's committee, that he did not receive
any part of it.
6. It is also charged that he failed to reserve a sufficiency of the money
for the removal and subsistence of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan
r bands of Sioux Indians for the first year after their removal, according
to the provisions of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of July 23, 1851.
The amount reserved for these purposes, from the fund of two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, ($275,000,) was twenty-five
thousand dollars ; of this sum, eighteen thousand nine hundred and
thirty-one dollars had already been expended by Governor Ramsey
when succeeded in office by Governor Gorman, leaving only six thousand and sixty-eight dollars for their subsistence in the future, on the
6th of May, 1853. Whether all the bands intended to be provided for
shared in this expenditure and distribution as made, or what portion of
them, and to what extent, is not shown by the testimony. It is known,
however, that these bands are very much scattered, and that some of
them resided at "Lac qui PaTle" and "Lake Traverse," distant from
St. Paul more than two hundred miles. There are said to he eleven
chiefs now upon the "roll" at the " Redwood" agency, on the Minnesota river, and the presumption is that each chief has a band, making
eleven bands of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toans interested in this
reserved fund of twenty-five thousand dollars. It is difficult to say
what precise sum should have been retained for these purposes, with
so little data upon which to make an estimate. But it would appear,
from the manner in which this twenty-five thousand dollars was reduced
to so small a sum in so short a time, with so little apparent .benefit to
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all the bands concerned, that it was verv far short of what would have
been required for any practical and ben-;;ficial use in the way of removal and subsistence, if indeed any practical aid was intended by the
treaty.
By removal is intended the necessary means of comfortable conveyance for the journey to be travelled, as for instance: wagons, and
horses or oxen, and tents or coverings for their lodges by land, or
·canoes and the proper outfits, if by water, with the provisions necessary
for such journeys or voyages, in either case, provided at convenient
depots along the routes leading to the different places of destination.
Subsistence for a year also means something more than a little provision
jssuecl, or sent to them now and then, at long intervals of time, ·without
knov;ring whether it is received or not, and whether the distribution
amona the different bands is fair and equal, according to their relative
numb~rs, wants, and condition.
It implies regular supplies of provisions to all the bands during the
year of subsistence, suitable coverings for their " tee-pees" or lodges,
buffalo robes and blankets, and proper materials for clothing; and then
all these things should be supplied at the proper times and at the proper
places where they are wanting, and honest, industrious men employed
for the purpose; and money enough to have paid for these supplies,
and the expenses of transportation and delivery, should have been reserved from this large fund of two hundred and seventy-five thousand
dollars, without stint and without grudging, towards these Indians.
They live in a country and climate cold and desolate in the winter;
far removed, in some instances, fi·om the white settlements; and, if
overtaken by the snows, without the necessary supplies at that inclement season of the year, no one unacquainted with their condition
can tell the extent of their sufferings and distress.·
Whether these things were done or not, to any beneficial extent,
with the sum reserved, the evidence does not show.
7. Governor Ramsey is charged, in the last place, with having procured " receipts" fi·om the Indians for the money paid to the " traders"
and "half breeds," to be used as vouchers in the settlements of his accounts at the Treasury Department, by the removal of some of thf'
recognized chiefs, and the appointment and substitution of others not
recognized by the Indians ; and by procuring the signatures of unauthorized persons, who were not chiefs, in some instances, and of the
recognized chiefs, by fraudulent and improper means, in others.
The receipts here alluded to are, the one fi·om the See-see-toans and
Wah-pa-toans, for two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, ($250,000,)
dated the 29th November, 18.52; and the other fi·om the Med-a-wahkan-toan chiefs, dated at 'Mendota, the 9th of November, 1852, for
ninety thousand dollars, ($90,000.)
These receipts, to be valid against the Indians, should have been the
result of agreements. with ~h~ rec~gnized .chie£s of the appropriate
bands, or, at least, of a maJonty of them, m "open council," according to the terms of the treaties, and in conformity w·ith their own requests in regard to the disposition of this money.
This question of "chieftainship," we find, is one of no little perplexity, and concerning which a great contrariety of opinion will be
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found in the testimony of the witnesses. It is for the Indians themselves, we suppose, to determine who shall and who shall not be their
chiefs. Although instances are to be met with, where they are indebted
for their appointments to the "agents" of the government.
We also find, that those who have resided long among the Indians,
and who ought, fi·om their opportunities, to be well acquainted with
their character and customs, differ in opinion in this matter as much as
others.
The first receipt has tu it the names of two out of seven of the old
chiefs only, to wit: E-tah-wah-ke-an, or the "Limping Devil," and
W ah-nok-soon-ta, or the "Little Rapids Chief:" The names of the
young chiefs who have signed it, are Wah-na-ta, No-hope-ton, 0-tahe-ton, and Young Sleepy Eyes,-making six in all. These young
chiefs, it appears, have been appointed in some way very recently, as
they were not recognised as such at the treaty of 1851. But they are
now on the agents' " roll" of' chiefs, at the "Red Wood" agency, and
recognised as such in the payments of "annuities."
We have already stated the manner in which this receipt was obtained from the Indians, and will now only refer to the evidence on that
subject, (which is too voluminous to be embodied in this report,) for a
more satisfactory explanation of the matter; if a further examination
should be considered necessary in regard to it.
The other receipt has to it the names of the seven Med-a-wah-kan-ton
chiefs, and is not, like the other, deficient in the signatures of the old
well-recognised chiefs of the bands. It is also proper in form, and fair
enongh upon its face in all respects. In addition to some of the means
which, it is alleged, were resorted to for the purpose of inducing the
Indians to sign this receipt, it is also said that twenty thousand dollars,
of the ninety thousand mentioned in the receipt, were given to the chiefs
to sign it.
There were seven bags of gold, each containing two thousand eight
hundred and fifty-seven dollars, and fourteen and two-sevenths cents,
($2,857 14-f,) and a bag given by Governor Ramsey to each one of the
seven Med-a-wah-kan-toan chiefs. The chiefs who received this money
were-1, W a-ba-shaw ; 2, W ah-coo-ta; 3, Shak-o-pee, or Little Six;
4, Tah.::chan-koo-wash-ta, or Good Road; 5, Mah-zah-ho-tah, or Grey
Iron; 6, Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-ta, or Little Crow; and 7, Mock-pee-wechas-tah, or the Cloud Man.
A joint receipt was signed by these chiefs for these seven bags of
money, amounting together to twenty thousand dollars, elated St. Peter's
agency, November 11, 1852. This sum is also included in the receipt
{or the ninety thousand dollars, which was dated at Mendota, November 9, 1852.
Alexis Bailley testifies, in relation to the object of giving this twenty
thousand dollars to the chiefs, as follows :
Question. Ho\v much did the Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands receive of
the one hundred and ten thousand dollars (110,000) due to them under
the fourth article of the treaty of August 5, 1851?
Answer. Twenty thousand dollars was set apart for their removal,
and subsistence the first year ; twenty thousand dollars, at the instigation of some influential men, was set apart to be given to the chiefs, to
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be distributed by them to their "half.:-breeds," as they might think
proper; and seventy thousand dollars was leH, to be paid to the
traders.
Question. What was that twenty thousand dollars given to the chiefs
for? If you know what motive was in it, we want to know it.
Answer. It was for the purpose of inducing them to sign the receipt
to Governor Ramsey, for the ninety thousand dollars. Governor Ramsey got the receipt.
In regard to the payment of this twenty thousand dollars to the
seven Med-a-wah-kan-toan chiefs, it is due to justice that some notice
should be taken of the payments to two of them-Wa-ba-shaw and
W ah-coo-ta.
·
W a-ha-shaw is an Indian of decided character; is generally recognised as the "head chief" of the se·ren Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands;
and, on great occasions in "council," is the chief speaker for his nation.
W ah-coo-ta is the oldest chief among them ; is of sedate countenance,
now in feeble health, and well respected by his people. They were at
the house of Mrs. Finley, (a halt~breed,) near to Fort Snelling, and
some distance from their homes. They had come there with their
bands for the purpose of attending the "payments," and it was in the
month of November, 1852. They were sitting near a table, when
Governor Ramsey came in with the two bags of money in his hands, and
put them down upon the table in front of them, and said : " Here is
your money." Mr. Franklin Steele, who resides as a trader at Fort
Snelling, and Jack Frazer, a Sioux half-breed, and nephew to Wahcoo-ta, are represented as having been on opposite sides of the table.
After the money was placed upon the table by Governor Ramsey,
Jack Frazer took possession of it, and delivered it to Mr. Steele, who
carried it away.
W a-ba-shaw says in his testimony that, "Governor Ramsey gave
him the money, but that Jack Frazer and Mr. Steele took it and carried it away; that Jack Frazer told him that the bag contained two
thousand and nine hundred dollars; that that was all the money Governor Ramsey gave him on that day; that there had been other money
paid to the tribes before that time, (meaning the 'annuity' money,) but
this was paid to the chiefs-seven portions in all ; that his portion was
$2,900, and that that >vas all the money paid to him at Fort Snelling;
that he signed a receipt for this money, and supposed he was to receive
it ; that some person asked him the question 'if Jack Frazer ~as to have
this money,' to which he said, 'no;' that Mrs. Finley, who was the in- terpreter, then repeated something to Governor Ramsey, which he supposed was his answer ; and that he then presumed that Governor Ramsey was satisfied that he was to have the money."
W ah-coo-ta says, "that Governor Ramsey came in with two sacks
of money, and laid them upon the table-one for Wah-ba-shaw, and
one for himself-a sack for each; that his nephew (Jack Frazer) then
took the money, and Mr. Steele carried it away; that the sacks contained three thousand dollars each, but the money was not counted ;
that he saw the sacks upon the table, but never touched them; that the
same persons who got W a-ha-shaw's money got his also; that he did not
give his money to Jack Frazer; that he w ent twice in company with
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Wa-ba-shaw last winter and demanded this money from Mr. Steele,
but that Mr. Steele would not let them have it. Governor Ramsey
laid one of the bags of money down to me, and one to Wa-ba-shaw, but
Jack Frazer and Mr. Steele carried them away."
, This is the testimony of the Indians. It is simple, but conclusive.
Mr. Steele admits that he received the money, but insists that he re ·
-ceived it fi·om Jack Frazer ; and that he has accounted to Jack Frazer
for it. He also attempts to show that the money was given to Jack
Frazer by these chiefs ; but they both deny that they ever made any
such gift or disposition of it. W ah-coo-ta says that he was told that it
was given to Mr. Steele to be kept for them. One thing is certain, that
they have never received any portion of it according to the evidence.
Near six thousand dollars in gold thus filched away from these old respectable chiefs by a " half-breed," and no remedy !
Such are the charges-such is the evidence, so far it has been stated;
and the following are, in our judgment, some of the inferences fairly deducible from them under all the circumstances presented for our investigation.
1. That the traders rendered essential services to the commissioners
in the making of these two treaties; that there >vas an understanding
between them and the commissioners that their claims upon the Indians were, in consideration of these services, to be provided for and
paid, and to the extent of the amounts subsequently received by them,
as mentioned in the testimfmy; and that the payments as made by
Governor Ramsey were in aCJconlance with the views and suggestions
ofthe then Commissioner of Indian Affairs,· (Luke Lea,) who was also
one of the commissioners at the treaty.
2. That the amounts thus to be provided for and paid to the traders
were fi·equently spoken of and explained to the Indians, and admitted
by them, or the majority of them, to be correct a short time before the
treaties were signed; and even much larger sums than were provided
for by the commissioners. But that these acknowledgments and admissions were obtained from the Indians by representations made to
them by the traders themselves, without their having any definite knowledge or understanding of the extent, magnitude, or correctness of the
alleged indebtedness.
3. That at the time of the signing of the " Traders' Paper" by the
Wah-pa-toans and See-see-toans on the 23d of July, 1851, (the day the
treaty was signed,) but a very few, if any, of the chiefs knew what
they were signing, and that it was not on that day, or ever afterwards,
explained to them, and assented to in "open council,' as required by
the treaty stipulations.
4. That after these treaties were made, an influence adverse to the
payment of the old debts of the traders, as provided foT at the tnaties,
manifested itself in the country. It had a decided effect upon the conduct and disposition of the Indians towards their old traders; and that
in consequence of this hostile influence against their interests, means,
unjustifiable, and in some instances oppressive, were resorted to to
counteract it; which were contrary to the treaty stipulations, the law
making the appropriations, and our other obligations due tO\vards these
Indians.
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5. That some time after the treaty was made with the Upper Seesee-toans and Wah-pa-toans, on the 23d July, 1851, they sent a large
deputation of their chiefs and braves to St. Paul to express their dissatisfaction to Governor Ramsey and Agent McLean, of the arrangement
which had been made with the traders for the payment of their debt_s
at the treaty, and to protest in the name of their nation at large against
such a disposition of their money; and demanding its payment into
their own hands.
That both Governor Ramsey and Agent McLean agreed to comply
with their wishes, solemnly, and in "open council" on that occasion,
and so reported the facts and their requests to the Indian D epartment
at Washington. And that Governor Ramsey subsequently refused to
comply with his promises thus made, and paid over the money to Hugh
Tyler, contrary to their wishes and the treaty stipulations, for the benefit of the "traders" and "half ' breeds," according to the arrangement
as originally made by the "Traders' Paper."
6. That the views as expressed by Governor Ramsey and Agent
McLean in that report, of December 13, 1851, in relation to the proper
construction of the stipulations contained in the treaty of July, 1851,
are the views entertained by us in that respect, and upon which this
report is predicated.
7. The most of the witnesses give it as their opinion, that if this
money had been paid directly to the Indians as requested by them, and
they had been left to themselves in regc!rd to its disposition, that it
would have been squandered for horses, trinkets, and the means of dissipation; and that but a very small amount of it would have been paid
towards the extinguishment of their debts, or reserved for the expenses
of their removal and subsistence. But it is conclusively shown by all
past experience, in the history of the affairs of the Indians upon our
frontiers, that they would not have been left to themselves, but that
the greater part of the money would have passed rapidly into the hands of
the white men-justly, perhaps, in some instances, but irrespective of the
rights and interests of the Indians as a general rule-and that their
own "half-bloocls," would have been used as the "instruments" of this
general pillage.
The fate of W a-ha-shaw and W ah-coo-ta affords a striking illustration, on a small scale, of what might have been expected on a :nore
extended one.
But whether the Indians would have made a provident or improvident use of their money, it was our duty to have paid it to them if they
w ere entitled to it by the treaty stipulations.
8. A majority of the witnesses are also of the opinion that the testimony of the Indians is not reliable in cases where gain or profit is
expected, or where they testify under strong bias or prtjudice. This
may be said of white men as well as of Indians; and hence interested
parties are excluded by law in our courts of justice. But we are satisf;ied from our own observation of Indian character, as well as fi·om the
testimony of the witnesses, that it is not to be depended upon, like that
of respectable white men.
We have thought it right, nevertheless, to examine the chiefs, ftJr the
purpose of ascertaining their views and feelings in regard to these pay-
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ments, and the appliances used to bring them about, and have attached
credence to their statements only when they have the appearance of
truth, and circumstances, or other respectable evidence to sustain them.
Mr. Bailley says, that he does not rely much upon Indian evidence
when they expect to gain by it; but that when left to themselves they
ar·e equal to white men. But that it is almost impossible to keep them
from such influences.
9. That a very large sum, amounting to $55,250, was deducted and
retained by Hugh Tyler, by way of discount and percentage, on the
gross amount of payments; which, it would seem, could not have been
necessary for any reasonable or legitimate purpose, but which is not
accounted for by the witnesses, and that these exactions were made
both from "traders" and "half-breeds," without any previous agreement in many instances; and in such a way, in some, as to make the
impression, that unless they were submitted to, no payments would be
made to such claimants at all.
10. And, finally, it is evident from the testimony and the circumstances, that the money was not paid to the "chiifs,'' either of the Seesee-toan and W ah-pa-toan, or Mad-a-wah-kan-toan bands, "as they in
open council requested," according to the stipulations of the treaties, and
the law making the appropriations. But that Governor Ramsey steadily
refused so to pay it; and threatened, if they would not consent to its
payment to the traders, to take or send it back to Washington. That
by the withholding of their "annuities," and the use of other appliances, mentioned in the testimony, the Indians were in the end compelled to submit to the arrangements as they were made by him, although
contrary to their wishes. And that after all, there appears to have
been a want of acquiescence among the W ah-pa-toans and See-seetoans, as only two out of the seven old chiefs signed the receipt for the
two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The receipt was, nevertheless,
also signed, as appears by the evidence, by four of the younger chiefs.
Now, whether this money would have been squandered or not, if
paid directly to the Indians-still, if such were our treaty engagements
with them, we were bound in justice and in honor to have paid the
money according to our contracts.
For, although it may be true, as remarked by the Hon. Luke Lea in
his testimony, that "they have very imperfect ideas of the value and
proper uses of money or land, yet the government assumes that they
have, so far,_ a competent knowledge of both, as to make them the
subjects of the most solemn contracts."
All which is respectfully submitted.
RICHARD M. YOUNG.
To the Hon. GEoRGE W. MANYPENNY,
Commissioner o/ Indian Affairs.
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NoTE.-When this report was prepared, after my return from the
Minnesota Territory, it was expected that Governor Gorman, with
whom I was associated in the investigation, would have been here in
time to have signed it also, during the fore part of the present session
of Congress. But it being now probable that his official duties will
detain him at St. Paul until perhaps the month of March, I have
thought it advisable to send the report in as it is, with my own signature, being well assured that every portion of it will be found to be
sustained by the evidence, and in the confident belief that Governor
Gorman would have signed it, if he had been here.
RICHARD M. YOUNG.
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TESTIMONY
OF THE

WITNESSES EXAMINED BY THE COMMISSIONERS,
SPECIALLY

/

Appointed by tlw PTesident to investigate the chmges pTifeTred against tlte
Ron. Alexander Ramsey, late SupeTintendent of Indian Affairs of the
Minnesota TeTTitoTy, relative to his exchanges and disbuTSements of the
public money appTopTiated by the jiTst section qf the act qf Congnss of
August the 30th, 1852, joT the fuljillment of the stipulations contained in
the fourth aTticles qf the treaties made with the Da-ko-ta OT Sioux
Indians, at TraveTSe des Sioux and Mendota, on the 23d of July, and
5th ~~ August, 1851, taken at St. Paul, Mi:nncsota Territory, commencing on the sixth day of July, and continuing, from time to time, until
the seventh day qf OctobeT, 1853, as well on the part qf Govenwr Ramsey as the United States, the witnesses having been all duly sworn by
competent officers of the TeTritoTy previous to thciT examination.

Lafayette Emmett, esq., attorney general fin· the Territory, attended
as counsel for the United States; and the Hon. David Cooper, and J.
Van Etten, esq., as counsel for Governor Ramsey:
Governor Ramsey being also personally present much of the time,
and occasionally taking part in the examination of the witnesses.
The evidence is as follows:
THE EVIDENCE.

WARREN "\VooDBURY, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Please state your age, and present place of residence.
Answer. I am thirty-five years of age, and reside on the west side of
the Mississippi river, opposite to the town of St.. Paul.
.
Question. State vv hether you are related to any of the Swux bands of
Indians, and if so, to what band, and how are you related?
Answer. I am related to the Lake Calhoun band, by marriage with
a half-breed woman.
Question. State whether you were present in November last at a
council held by Governor Ramsey \VJth the lower bands of Indians at
Fort Snelling, relative to the payment of the money clue under the late
treaty with the Sioux Indians?
Answer. I was present at. such a council at the interpreter's house,
and also at Mr. Sibley's house in Mendota. The one at Mr. Sibley's
house was held first.
Question. 'Vhat was said by Governor Ramsey and the Indians at
Mendota relative to the payment of the money?
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Answer. Governor Ramsey went on to say that, if they could come
to some terms about paying their honest engagements, that he was
ready to make the payment. The Indians then demanded the money
to be paid into their own hands. H e objected to paying it into their
own hands. He said if he paid it into their own hands, that they would
not pay their debts. He talked as if they did not come to some agreement, and would insist to have it paid into their own hands, that he
would not pay them at all. He said that the Indians were not as they
used to be; that now they could not be relied upon ; that every little
thing changed them. He then went on to say that the white men considered it dishonest to defraud each other and cheat their creditors of
their just clues.
He then referred them to the other bands of Indians below. He
said that they had acted like good children, and that he was ashamed
of the Sioux, who only had wronged any one out of their honest debts.
The Indians still demanded the money to be paid into their own hands,
said they could pay their own debts, and did not want to cheat any
one.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey reply to this demand Y
Answer. He told them they had better consult with each other, as
time was advancing, and it was getting late; and if they would come
to some terms, he would pay them another day, or the next day,
(meaning their "annuities.")
The Indians replied that they wanted the money in their own hands;
that they had been detained a long time, and were in a state of starvation, and wanted to go home.
Question. State w hether the Indians at this council informed Governor Ramsey whether they had determined among themselves, "in
council," how they intended to dispose of the money set apart for the
payment of their debts.
Answer. The Indians said they wanted the money paid into their
own hands, and that they would then pay to whom they owed, or to
whom they saw fit.
Question. State whether Governor Ramsey paid them the money at
that time, according to this demand. I mean the money appropriated
by the treaty to settle their affairs, and to provide for their removal and
subsistence.
Answer. He did not pay it to them at that time. He told them when
they met again with him they must come to some terms; that he should
not meet them again until they sent for him.
Question. Did they appoint a place at which to meet again?
Answer. I do not remember. The governor said he preferred meeting at "the agency''
Question. Please state what transpired at the council at the agency
to which you have referred.
Answer. Governor Ramsey asked them if they had come to any conclusion among themselves about the payment of the money.
Question. What did the Indians say in reply?
Answer. They said that if they could not receive their money in their
own own hands, according to the stipulations of the treaty, and pay it
out in council, as they wished to do, they wanted to go home. Gov-
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ernor Ramsey then answered something, when one of the chiefs got up
and made a long speech ; and after the chief was done speaking the
governor said to the interpreter, that if they could not come to some
terms as to how they wanted the money to be paid out, that lte u;ottld
make a zJroposition to them. It was this : He proposed to set off twenty
thousand dollars for their subsistence and removal money, twenty thousand dollars for their half:breed relations, and to reserve seventy thousand dollars to pay their old debts. He said that the twenty thousand
dollars for the half-breeds he would pay to the chiefs and braves, and
that they c:o~ld then pay it to the half-breeds in council, as they might
think proper. W a-ba-shaw then got up and said, you have got our
lands and now we want our money, or pay for them, as it was agreed
upon ; or you can keep your money, and we will keep our lands and
go home. Governor Ramsey replied, that if they did not comply with
his wishes, he would send or take the money back to their great father
at Washington; to which W a-ba-shaw said, he might take it back, and
they would keep their lands. At this, Wa-ba-shaw \Vent out, and the
rest of the Indians followed him.
Question. State, as well as you can remember, what chiefs and headmen of their bands were present at that time.
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw, Reel Wing, Little Cro,v, Good Road, Mockpee-we-chas-ta, Grey Iron, and Black Dog, were the chiefs present.
Red Bird and Little Star are also chiefs among them, but the government does not recognize them as such. There were also fifteen or
twenty headmen present.
Question. How many of each band generally attend their councils ?
Ans\ll'er. There are generally four or five.
Question. Were the principal chie£<> and head men present at this
council?
Ans,ver. All the chiefs and most of the headmen were present.
Question. Were you present when the treaty was made with these
bands, (the 5th of August, 1851 ?)
Ansvver. I \Vas present.
Question. State whether either of the commissioners \vho negotiated
that treaty at Mendota explained to the Indians that clause of the treaty
which provides for an appropriation of money to pay their just indebtedness, and, if so, ho-vv did they explain it?
Answer. Commissioner Lea told them, that the amount they were to
receive to pay their just engagements or indebtedness would be paid to
them into the hands of the chiefs and headmen in council, to be paid
by them to whomsoever they saw fit.
Question. Did the Indians ask him to explain this clause to them?
Answer. I do not know ; but he so explained it to them.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey and counsel.
Question. Have you been in the habit of drawing from the " annuities" of the Indians?
Answer. My wife and children have. I have three children.
Question. How much have you generally received?
Answer. About four dollars and a half each year under the old treaty.
Last fall I received about twenty dollars under both treaties.
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Question. How long have you drawn "annuities"?
Answer. My wife and children have drawn "annuities" ever since
they were born.
Question. Were you present during the whole council of w hich you
have spoken?
Answer. I was.
Question. Who were the chiefs who demanded the money to be paid
into their own hands ?
·
Answer. Mock-pee-we-chas-ta and Wa-ha-shaw both demanded it.
Question. Have you heard. the chiefs, besides these two, express
themselves as to how they wanted the money to be p aid ?
Answer. I know that there was some confusion and difference of
opinion about it.
Question, by Governor Ramsey. Do you remember to have heard
any of the Indian chiefs say in council that they did not know how to
do business, and that they ' either wished me to pay their debts or to
appoint some person they could trust to do it for them?
Answer. I do not remember whether they asked you to do so, or to
appoint some one they could trust.
Question. Do you remember which chief it was that addressed me
in that manner?
Answer I do not. I do not recollect whether it was Little Crow, or
00~

I

,

Question. Do you know whether Good Road addressed me in that
way or not?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you remember whether it was or not?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you not know that some chief said so?
Answer. I do.
Question. Do you not know that there were two parties in that council; one for paying their debts and the other for receiving the money
into their own hands?
Answer. I know that there was a difference of opinion among them.
There was a portion who wanted to pay their debts themselves, and
another portion who wanted the American Fur Company, or some one
else, to pay the debts for them.
Question. Was there not an effort made outside to induce thein to
take this money for their half:.breeds, and not to pay their debts?
Answer. I do not know that any one told them not to pay their debts.
I said to them myself, that I thought it would be best, if they could
get the money, to pay one-half to the traders, and the other half to the
half-breeds, and that the traders would be well paid at that.
Question. When in that council, there being a difference of opinion
among them, at the time I proposed the compromise to reserve some
of the money for removal, some for subeistence, and some for their
half-breed relatives, did not Wa-ba shaw arise and demand that I
should pay the whole of it to them?
Answer. He did. ·You proposed twenty thousand dollars for removal
and subsistence; twenty thousand dollars for the "half:.breeds;" and
seventy thousand dollars to pay their old debts. Wa-ba-shaw then
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said, that if he could not get the whole of it, as stipulated in the treaty,
he would keep his lands, and Governor Ramsey might keep his money.
To this Governor Ramsey replied, if you don't comply with my wishes,
you shan't have anything, and I will take the money back to the great
father, at Washington-Wa-ba-shaw then said, keep your money, and
·
I will keep my land.
Question. To what band of Indians do you belong?
Answer. I belong to the Mock-pee-we-chas-ta band, or Lake Calhoun Indians.
Question. Were you present when you received your " half-breed"
portion of the money?
Answer. No, I was not present.
Question. Did your chief get his portion of the twenty thousand dollars, which was given to the chiefs?
Answer. They were in the act of making payments when Governor
Ramsey came in, and we were then all sent out. During that time,
he paid the chiefs about $2,853 dollars each.
Question. Was this conversation at the several councils explained by
an interpreter ?
Answer. It was. William H. Forbes and Alexander Farribault
were the interpreters.
Question by government commissioner. At these councils of which
you have spoken, did the Indians propose to have 'suitable persons appointed to investigate the correctness of the traders' accounts before
payment?
Answer. I did not hear it in council.
Question. Did you hear them say so in the presence of Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. I do not know that he was present.
Question. Who spoke in these councilti as the head chief of the band?
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw.
Question. You state that Little Crow, or some other Indian, whose
name you do not remember, proposed that either Governor Ramsey, or
some person to be appointed by him, should pay the money due to the
traders for them. Now, was this suggestion made before or after
Governor Ramsey refused to pay the money to the Indians themselves,
as demanded by W a-ba-shaw?
Answer. It was after he had refused to pay the money as demanded
by Wa-ba-shaw.
Question. Was there any difference of opinion, or confusion among
the Indians until Governor Ramsey had refused to pay the money as
demanded by W a-ha-shaw?
Answer. There was some difficulty from the first. Some wanted to
pay the money to the traders, while others spoke of their children. I
have been speaking now of the council held at Mendota.
Question. Did you know of any influence at work at the time of this
council, to induce the Indians to leave the money with GoYernor Ramsey, to be by him paid over to the traders?
· Answer. The Indians said that the fur company, or traders, wanted
them to leave the money with Governor Ramsey to pay their claims,
.
after the Indians had received their annuities.
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Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel. Was Governor Ramsey
present at this time?
Answer. He was no~ present. He was at home in St. Paul, and
this was in Mendota.
Question by government commissioner. Was Governor Ramsey
present when efforts were made to induce the Indians not to pay their
debts?
Answer. Not to my knowledge.

WA-BA-SHAw, a chief of the Wa-ba-shaw band of the Med-a-wakan-toan Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness. Alexis P.
Bailley and William Henry Forbes sworn as interpreters.
(Wa-ba-shaw is recognized as the principal or head chief of the
seven Med-a-wa-kan-toan l5ands.)
Question. Do you understand the nature and obligation of an oath,
as administered in the courts of white men?
Answer. I do.
Question. Are you the chief of what is known as the Wa-ba-shaw
band of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Sioux Indians?
Answer. I am.
Question. Did you at Fort Snelling demand of Governor Ramsey
payment of the money due to the Indians under the treaty stipulations
of August 5, 1851, into your own hands?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Do you know how much money was due to the Med-a-wakan-toan bands, and also to the W ah-pa-koo-ta band, to provide for the
payment of their debts and theior removal and subsistence at the treaty
concluded at Mendota, August 5, 1851?
Answer. I cannot tell exactly. You cannot expect an Indian who
can neither read nor write to answer explicitly in regard to such large
'l:ums of money.
Question. Do you know how much was due to the chiefs and head
men of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands?
Answer. I do not know exactly.
Question. Did the chiefs have a council as to how the money should
be paid?
Answer. Yes.
· Question. Did you tell to Governor Ramsey what the Indians " in
council" had concluded upon?
Answer. Among the Indians we have not the means of keeping a
correct account of things ; a good many days and nights have elapsed
since then, and I cannot well recollect the circumstances.
Question. Did you ask Governor Ramsey for the money?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What did he reply?
Answer. Governor Ramsey told me he had received a letterfrom our
great father; the letter he received, he said, was about the land our
great father asked for.
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Question. Who was the interpreter when you came to Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. 1\J r. Prescott.
Questwn. Where does Mr. Prescott reside ?
Answer. At that time be lived at Fort Snelling; at the time we came
here, he happened to be here also.
Question. Where is he now?
Answer. H e lives above Fort Snelling, \vhere there is a "waterfall," called the "Little Falls."
Question. Now go on and repeat what your conversation was with
Governor Ramsey.
Answer. Governor Ramsey snid, in reference to the letters, that they
were about the new country at Little Rock. He said your great fathe1~
wishes to have that included in the country already bought from you,
and pay you money for it. Your great father's young men are going
to live in the counft7 now ceded, and being near to where you are
going, they would ii:~ar you, is tr!e reason why he wishes to have that
country also ceded. Governor Ramsey said this, and told me to look
towards the rising and setting sun, and look for a country I wished.
If you do not accede to the request of your great father, you will know
no good hereafter. I then had a council with the seven chiefs of the
Mecl-a-wa-kan-toan bands, and I stated to them the wish of our great
father, and advised them to look out for a new country.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey talk to you through an interpreter?
Answer. Yes ; Mr. Prescott.
Question. Where was the council held?
Answer. At Governor Ramsey's own bouse, and the · doors were
closed.
Question Commence at the time you went to Fort Snelling to get
the money, after the ratification of the treaty.
Answer. I asked Governor Ramsey for that money, from time to
time, fin· a month and a half:
Governor Ramsey here requested 'Va-ba-shaw to explain.
Wa-ba-sbaw.-I mean that I waited for a month and a half, but
there was a great deal of talk and commotion about the matter. las ked
but twice for it during that time.
Question. Through what interpreter did you ask Governor Ramsey
for the money ?
Answer. Mr. Alexander Farribault, both times.
Question. When you asked Governor Ramsey for the money, what
did he say?
Answer. When I asked him for the money, he said no; your great
father says yon must pay your debts.
Question. Did be ever afterwards pay yon the money?
Answer. He never paid me any.
Question by Governor Ramsey. Do you mean to say that I never
paid you any money ?
No answer.
Question. Did Governor Ilamsey ever pay you any money under
the treaty?
No answer.
6
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Question. Did Governor R<:nnsey pay you any money at Mendota,
of the money set apart fr>r the chiets?
Answer. Governor Ramsey paid me money, but they took it away.
Question. Who do you mean tonk it away?
Answer. Governor ·Ramsey paid money to me, but what he gave to
we Jack Frazer took away fi·om mP.
Question. Did Jack Fr~1zer take all the money the governor paid
you?
Answer. The money the governor paid me wns laid upon the table,
and Mr. Steele took it away.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey pay you any other money than
.that which Mr. Steele took away?
Answer. I do not remember of any more.
Question. Did the governor say how much was due to the traders?
· Answer. The governor always told us \Ve should pay our debts, and
he mentioned $70.000 as the amount we should pay to the traders.
Question. What amount·was it that Governor Ramsey paid you,
\vhic:l! Jack Frazer took away?
Answer. Ja<"k Frazer told me my share was $2,900.
Question. \Vho was the interpreter?
Answer. Mrs. Finley.
Question. Was that all the money Governor Ramsey paid you on
that day?
. Ans\~er. That wa,; all.
Question by Governor Ramsey. Had I p<lid you any money before?
Auswer. Therehacl been money paid to all the tribes, but the money
that was paid on that day was paid to the chiefs; $2,900 was my por.tion-there. were seven portions.
Question. \Vas that all the money that Governor Ramsey paid to
you at Fort Snelling?
Answer. That was all.
Question. Did you sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for that motwy? .
Ans\yer. I signed a receipt bec:ause I supposed I was to have the
money. The question was nsked me: "Was it for J at:k Frazer?" I
said no. Mrs. Finley then repeated something to Governor Ramsey,
which I supposed was my answer, and I presumed that the governor
was satisfied that I was to have it.
Question. Did the chiefs of thP- Med-a-wa-kan-tonns hold a council
on the subject of the payment of tht>ir debts?
Answer. They held a counc:il, and the chiefs were not willing to pay
their debts otherwise than to draw their money first and then pay fin·
themselves afterwards.
Question. Was that money so paid to them?
Ans\ver. We could not get it.
Question. Why did you sign the receipt for the $70,000?
Answer. When I found that I <.:<mlcl i-wt get the money, as I \Vanted
it, in my own hands, I was advised by our half~breed relatives, Mr.
Rock, Mr. Labatte, Jac:k Frazer, Samuel Finley, and Anthony Finley,
that I had better sign the receipt tor the paymcut to the traders ; ftlr, if
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I left, the other chiefs would do so without me. I then went up and
signed it at Mr. Steele's house, in the presence of Governor R amsey.
Question by Governor Ramsey. Did you send for me on that occm•ion?
Answer. I did not. But Jack Frazer and old Rock fixed it. I think
they sent for you, but I do not know.
Question. Why was not the whole $90,000 paid to the traders?
· Answer. Twenty thousand of it, I understood, we were to have for
our half:.breed relatives. Governor Ramsey told me so.
Question. Why was that $20,000 given. to the chiefs for the halfbreeds?
Answer. Governor R amsey said I give you this $20,000, but you
must give some of it to your "half-breed" relatives.
Question by Governor Ramsey. Did you not make the request that
the $20,000 should be given to your "halt:. breed" relatives?
Answer. · No. When you paid us the $20,000, you then told us to
give some of it to our "h~lf:.breed" relatives.
·
Question. Was any part of that $70,000, which was set apart for
the traders, paid over to the chiefs ?
Answer. I have not known of any Indinn having seen anything of it.
Question. When you told Governor Ramsey you did not want him
to pay the traders, ancl that you wanted to pay your own debts, what
did be say?·
Answer. Governor Ramsey said that it was the wish of our great
father, that the mon ey set apart for the traders should go to the payment of our d ebts.
Question. Did the traders ask you to sign any paper, at that place,
in regard to their claims against you?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What were you informed \vere the contents of that paper
they wished you to sign?
·
Answer. It was a paper to pay our debts, and they asked us to
sign it.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present when you signed that
paper?
Answer. Yes; he was present.
Question. 'Vhat did the governor tell you the paper was that you
were signing?
Answer. It was the pe~per for the payment of our debts; that was
all the paper l was asked to sign.
Question. Did you sign a paper fi)r Mr. Sweetser, at any time?
·
Answer. I never signed any paper for him.
Question by Governor Ramsay. Were you advised by any one not
to pay your debts to the traders?
Answer. Yes; we were so advised.

GIDEON H. PoND, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. 'Vere you a witness to the treaty of the 5th of August,·
1851, with the ;Sioux Indians ?
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Answer. I w11s.
Question. Were you present when Governor Ramsey made the payment under that treaty to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you present when he paid the See-see-toan and
W ah-pa-toan bands?
Answer. I vvas not.
Question. Were you present when he paid any money to the Indians?
Answer. I was not.
QuestioD. Were you present when be paid any of the traders?
Answer. I was not.
Question. \Vh at do you know about the payments by Governor Ramsey to the Indians?
Answer. I know nothing.
Question. What do you know about a power of attorney executed
by the Indians to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I know nothing.
Question. Were you present when the Indians signed the receipt to
Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I was not present.
Question. Did you ever hear the Indians demand the money ofGovernor Ramsey?
Answer. I think not.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language?
Answer. I do.
Question. Did the Indians make known, at that council, to Governor
Ramsey, the manner in which they wished that money to be paid?
Answer. I do not think they did.
·
Question. Do you know anything of a power of attorney giv.ei;l. to
Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know anything of any payment made to the Indians under this voucher now shown to you?
Ans11ver. I do not, excepf from hearsay.
Question. Do you know anything of a paper for the payment of
$250,000, or any other sum, hav.ing been given to Hugh Tyler?,
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did you take any action in regard to the Sioux Indians
under the direction of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Do you know anything about the transaction in connexion
with yourse If and Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I do not.
MosES S. TITUS, sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Were you present when Governor Ramsey made the payment under the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851, to the .Med-a-wakan-toan bands of Sioux Indians?

\
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Answer. I was present one day, when a part of the money was
paid.
Question. Y/ ere you present when he made the payment to the Seesee-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Upper Sioux?
Answer. I was not.
Question. How much money was paid in · your presence, and to
whom was it paid hy Governor Ramsey?
Answer. He paid it to the Indians; hut I do not know how much.
Question. How was the money paid ?
Answer. To the Indians individually. Some of it was given to the
chiefs independent of the other Indians.
Question. Was anything said about paying the traders at the payment to the Indians?
Answer. Not that I heard.
Question. Did you hear any demand by the chiefs for the money of
Governor Ramsey?
.
Answer. I do not recollect that I did.
Question. Do you know anything about the Indians asking the money
to be paid into their own hands, and not to the tradei·s ?
Answer. I do not personally.
.
Question. Do you know anything concerning it fi·orn Governor R amsey and the Indians when together, or from Governor Ramsey alone?
Answer. No.
Question. Do you know anything about the means used by Governor
Ramsey to get the receipt for the money fi·om the Indians?
·
Answer. No; nothing furtherthan that I heard Governor R amsey tell
the Indians that their "great father" wished them to pay their debt:::?
Question. H ad Governor Ramsey any agent at that payment to pay
the money for him?
Answer. I think Major McL ean was there aeting in making the payments.
Question. Do you know who paid the money tr the traders?
Answer. I do not.
~· Question. Do you know anything further about the transaction?
, Answer. I do not personally.
.
.
·Qtiestion. What do you mean by not knowmg anytbmg personally?
Answer. I mean that I was not present when anything was done.
Question. Was there any council held at which you \Vere present?
Answer. There was.
Qtiestion. Where was that council held?
Answer. At the interpreter's house, near to Fort Snelling.
Question. What did the Indians sa.y at that council?
Answer. I heard the Indians say that they had asked Gcn·ernor R<lmsey for the money at other councils, and that he might take it back to
where he got it ti·om.
Question:. What had Governor Ramsey asked them to do when the
Indians made that reply?
Answer. I do not know; I had just come in.
Question. Did you understand fi·om the Indians at that council what
it was that they were talking about?
Answer. That was all that I heard.
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Question. Do you know of any means having been used by Governor Ramsey to induce the Indians to sign the receipts for the payment of their debts to the traders?
Answer. I do not: only that he told them the great father desired
them to pay thPir honest debts.
Question. What kind of money was paid to the Indians in your
presence?
Answer. I think all that I saw paid was gold.
Question by Governor Ramsey. \Vho was the Indian agent at the
time this payment was made at Fort Snelling?
Answer. .Major Nathaniel McLean.
\

•

WA-BA-SHAW recalled.

Question. You said i.1 your examination on yesterday that when you
asked Governor Ramsey for the money to be paid into your own hands,
he replied that the great father at \V ashington wished you to pay your
debts ; to whieh you answered, that you wa,nted to pay your own debts.
What did Governor Ramsey then say to you?
Answer. Governor Ramsey then said, I will take the money back to
the great father.
Question. ""What did you say to that proposition?
Answer. I answered anci said that neither of us would then say any
more about it, and let it rest where it was.

JoNAS PETTIJOHN, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. What is your age and present place of residence?
Answer. I am forty years old, and reside at Traverse des Sioux. I
have lived among the Indians eight years next October. I lived at
" Lac qui Parle" from the 28th of October, 1845, until the 23d of
February, 1852, and fi·om then until the present time at "Traverse des
Sioux."
Question. Were you present at a conversation last fall between Governor Ramsey and the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Sioux
Indians at " Travenoe des Sioux," in relation to the payment of the
money under the late treaty with these bands, and if so, what transpired at that council or conversation?
Answer. I was present at one council held during the payment.
Wheu I entered the room an Indian commenced speaking about their
"!tand money" about to be paid. From what I could learn they \Vanted
it paid to themselves, as they understood the treaty. They had a paper drawn up making a dividend of that money, and presented it to
Govt>rnor Ramsey. They had named a number of Indians and halfbreeds, and the s•Jms they dt->sired :fin· eaeh one to have. That is about
the a mount of \vhat I remember they said to the governor. Quite a
number of chiefs and headmen were present.
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Question. How mnny of the Indians spoke to th:'lt effect?
Answer. I should think about a half a dozen; and among tlwm Mahzah-shah, or Rt·d Iron, 1\lock-pce-wee-dws-ta, or Cloud man, and E-yangmo-nee, or Running \Valker. There were others who spoke also, but
these are all the names I now remember.
Question. State whether Governor Ramsey acceded to their demands
or proposition, and if not, what did he say?
Answer. He did not accede to their demands. The first remark
made by Governor Hamsey in reply was, that they were not the only
Indians with whom the United States had made treaties; that they had
made treaties with the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands of Sioux, with the
Chippeways and Winnehagoes, and with several other tribes he mentioned. He said that the Med-a-wa-kan-toans had paid their debts in
1837. He named the amount, but I cannot now recollect what it was;
but I think it was near $90,000; and that under the ~reaty of 1851
they had again paid another amount, and that he thought they ought
to pay their traders also; that he had no doubt but that they owed
their traders, and as honest men ought to pay their debts ; that it was
very true that they could not have so much money; hut that they had
better pay their debts and have a little money, than to have a great
deal of money anrl not pay their debts.
Question. What dicl the Indians say about paying their debts?
Answer. They did not refuse to pay their cl('bts, but vvanted the
money first paid into their own hands, so that they could pay the debts
themselves.
Question. Did the council then break up?
Answer. I think it did soon afterwards ; but something was said
about a paper given to Governor Ramsey to pay the money over himself; and some of the chiefs denied having signed it. Mock-pee-wechas-tah, or Cloud Man, was the only one who denied having signed it.
Question. Was this before or after Ma h-yah-shab, or Red Iron, bad
been arrested or imprisoned by Governor Ramsey?
Ans\ver. It was after he had been arrested.
Question. Who are the head chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ab-patoan bands of Sioux Indinns?
Answer. Mock-pee-we chas-tah, or Cloud Man, E-yang-mo-nee, or
Running V.f alker, Ish-tab-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes, and Mah-zah-shab,
or Red Iron.
Question. vVho were present at the council besides Governor Ramsey,
yourselt; and the Indians?
Ans\ver. Alexander Huggins, Alexander Farrihault, Alexis B11illey,
(pronounced Baye,) Charles D. Fillmnre, Franklin Steele, Hercules L.
Dousman, H enry H. Sibley, Mr. Tyler, were present; but Joseph R.
Brown, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Preseott, and Doctor Borup, were not present. Tbe paper spoken of, making the distribution, was brought in
by Hanock. Most of those who attended the pnyment were present,
but I don't know certainly.
Question. Did you see any of the pavments made to the traders at
this time?
Answer. I saw nothing but the "annuity" money paid.
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PETTIJOHN,

cross-examined by Governor Ramsey and counsel.

Question. From your knowledge of the character of these Indians,
what do you think they would have done with the money; if $27.5,000
had been puid into their own hands, would they have paid their debts
with it, or not?
Answer. They would have bought up all the horses they could have
found; I do not think they \Yould have paid their debts; I think they
would have gotten clear of their money in a v-ery short time. That is
what I think of it.
Question by government commissioners. Do you think they would
not have paid their debts, as they proposed to do upon the paper presented to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I think it doubtfi1l even abont that.
Question. Do you think that the chief Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron,
would have been tmwilli11g to have paid their deht.o, according to the
proposition contained in the paper before snoken of?
Aus\ver. I think it probable that he might have done so, but some of
the rest I do not think would.
Question. When you speak of other Indians, what Indians do you
mean?
·
Answer. I mean more particularly the Indians who are considered
the principle men.
Question. Which of those chiefs spoken of yesterday do you mean
would not have paid their debts?
Answer. I think it doubtful whether any one, besides this rnnn Red
Iron, would have paid their debts, according to the distribution made
on that paper.
Question. Tell us w-hy you think so.
Ans\ver. I speak from rny knowledge of Indian character, and not
ti:orn the character of the individuals mentioned.
Question. How then do you account fiJr the traders trusting them
from year to year?
Answer. I Jo not kno\v that I have to account for that. I know
that the tn:ders do trust them fi·om year to year.
Question. Are white men in the habit of paying debts, \vhen of
twenty or thirty years' stanclin,4?
Answer. I do not know. From my mvn knowledge, I have never
known a debt of that kind to be presented to a white man for payment.
Question. Did yon have any claims against these Indians?
Answer. The "mission " had some claims against tl1em, but I had
none.
Question. Are the Indians in the habit of selling their furs to the
traders?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Does this trade extend to buffi1lo robes and deer skins?
Answer. It does. They nevertheless keep a part of thesn skins fl1r
their own use.
Question. Have vou been intimate with anv of the traders?
Answer. I have been intimate with l\Iartin "McLeod.
Question. At what place was he doing business as a trader?

\
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Answer. At "Lac qui Parle."
Question. Is he reputed to be an agent of the American Fur Company?
Answer. I think not; but his "outfits" me fi·om the fur company, as
I understand it.
Question. Do you know of the American Fur Company getting these
robes and skins?
Answer. They were taken at Mr. Sibley's and Martin McLeod's.
Question. How many of the See-see-toans trade at "Lac qui Parle"
annually?
Ans\ver. I know that Martin McLeod has an extensive trade with
them.
Question. Was there any treaty ever made with the See-see-toan
Indians before, to your knowledge?
Answer. Not to my knowledge; none that wns ratified.
Question. Do you know a~ything about the indebtedness of the Indians to Martin McLeod?
Answer. Not certainly.
11.
Question. Are you acquainted with the members of the American
Fur Company?
Answer. I do not know who are the members.
Question. How long have you known Martin McLeod as a trader at
"Lac qui Parle?"
Answer. From the fall of 1846 to 1852. He is still a trader there:
I arrived there in 1845, and be was not there at that time, but came
afterwards.
Question. Were you frequently at McLeod's store?
Answer. I was fi·equently there.
Question. ·what was tbe value of the goods brought there annually?
Answer. It would be running too mucb risk to give anything like a
definite statement.
Question. \Vere the See-see-toans receiving "annuities" from t.he
year 1841 to 1846?
Answer. They were not.
Question. Who else were traders at "Lac qui Parle?"
Answer. There w ere no regular traders there, but occasionally
others, with small outfits.
Question. Was Joseph Renville a trader there?
Answer. He was, when I first ·went there; but he died the spnng
following.
Question. Had he any successor?
Answer. H e bad not?
(~uestion. Was J. B. Farnbault a trader there?
Answer. He was not.
Question. Was Alexander Farribault a trader there?
Answer. No.
Question. Was Joseph Lafi·amhois?
Answer. No. I think that Mr. Farribault was in company with 1\fl\
McLeod for one season; and Mr. Laframbois f(>r one season. I know
a ·Mr. Provincelle, but be was not a trader.
Question. Was Joseph R. Brown a trader there?
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Answer. He traded on the upper Stone Lake. H. H. Sibley, Alexis
Bailley, H. L. Dousman, and R. McKenzie were not traders at that
place.
Question. What kind of goods were usually taken to "Lac qui
Parle," for the Indian trade there?
Answer. Indian clothing, tobacco, powder, trinkets, &c.; usually
h£.avy articles.
Question. How were such goods usually transported?
Answer. They were transported from "Traverse des Sioux" to
" Lac qui Parle;, by land, in carts and ·wagons.
Question. How many wagons and carts were usually employed?
Answer. Sometimes fi·om twenty-two to twenty-three in number in
sending his furs do\Yn.
Question. How many wagons and carts were employed in bringing
up goods to the trading post?
Answer. About as many as he sent down.
Question. What kinds of skins and furs were obtained at that place,
in the course of the trade with the Indians?
Answer. Except for a few seasons, the trade was chiefly for buffalo
robes ; in other years, besides the buffalo skins, the trade would extend
to the skins of martins, coons, badgers, a few beavers, some otter,
muskrat, mink, wolf~ and fox skins.
Question. What are the usual prices for such skins as you have
· mentioned?
Answer. Buffalo skins, $3; otter skins, $4; beaver, $4; martin, $2;
coon, 50 cents; badger, 50 cents; mink, 50 cents; wolf, . 50 cents;
fox, 50 cents ; deer skins, $1 ; muskrat, 8 cents, &c.
Question. Do I understand you to say that the carts which took the
skins and furs down numbered as many as from twenty-three to
twenty-five some seasons. If so, how did these carts return back
loaded?
Answer. They generally came back loaded with goods and provisions. Some might have come back empty, but they generally
brought something.
Question. Is this statement, as made by you, the usual course of
trade among the Indians ?
Answer. lt is at "Lac qui Parle;" that is the only trading post I
am acquainted with.
Question. How many pounds in weight would one of the carts described by you transport at a single load?
Answer. I think Mr. McLeod aventged them at about eight hundred
pounds each ; some would carry more and some less.
Question. What proportion of the return load would be in provisions?
·
Answer. On some trips the proportion in provisions would be very
large, ancl at other times but small.
Question. How many men were there, dependincr upon their supplies of provisions at that post, besides the Indirms? 0
Answer. The aver::tge uumber w::~ s about four or five, besides wom en and children. Mr. McL eod had a man there with his wife and
family, with his own family, a part of the time.
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Question. Do you think, for the time thDt you were there, thDt as
much as $200,000 in goods and provisions were sold to the Indians?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Do you know how many traders there were with the Seesee-toans during the six years you were there ?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Are you acquainted w·ith the probable valne of the skins
and fi.1rs purchased in the course of trade at Luc qui Parle annually?
Answer. I think some seasons that it amounted to several thousand
dollars. Two years, I think, it went up as l::igh as three thousand dol~
lars, and perhaps more than that. During these years there were a
great many buffalo.
Question. Do you know how the $800 paid to the " missionaries,
was contracted?
Answer. It was brought in a bill for damages, on account of cattle
the Indians had killed.
Que;;tion. Was it the custom of the traders at that post to credit the
Indians for goods and provisions?
Answer. It was. What pay they received \vas in furs and skins.
Question. Do you know the number of the Wah-pa-toan bands?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know the amount of the claims presented against
the Indians at " Traverse des Sioux?"
Answer. Nothing definite.
Question. Were you acting as agent for the collection of this money
for the American board of missions?
Answer. I got my release from the American board in February,

1852.
Question. Do you know anything of a power of attorney given to
Hugh Tyler by the traders?
Answer. I do not.
Questior. Is it your opinion that there were ever as much as
$200,000 in goods in that upper Indian country?
·
Answer. Not to my knowledge. I mean with the Indians with whom
Mr. McLeod traded.
Question. Was there any trading post b etween Lac qui Parle and
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Yes, that of Joseph Laframbois, who was also a trader.
Question. Was there any other?
Answer. None on the Minnesota riYer.
Question. Who was the trader at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Alexander Graham was there.
Question. Was he an agent of the American Fur Company ?
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. Do you know for whom he was trading?
Ans\ver. I understood for Henry H. Sibley.
Question. What proportion of the loads of the carts heretofore mentioned by you was in powder and lead?
Answer. I am not able to give an opinion; it might have been a
third or a fourth, more or less.

,
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QuPstion. In what way are goods usually sold to the Indians on
credit?
Answ~r. The credit is given to them individually.
Questwn. Upon what does the trader rely for payment?
Answer. Usually upon their furs and skins for payment.
Qu estion. Ibw loner did Governor Ram~ey keep the Indians waiting
at Traverse des Sioux"' f()r the p'Lyment of their mone.y?
Answer. I think Governor Ramsey was there etght or ten days
·before he commenced the pnyments.
Question. Did he not then commence paying a few scattered bands?
Answer. Mnjor McLean made the payments. I mean the "annuity
money."
Question. State what you heard Governor Ramsey say, if anything,
about the effect of commencing the payment to a few of the Indians
only, or what was said by any other person on that subject in his
presence.
Answer. I don't remember tn have heard Governor Ramsey, or any
other person, sa.y anything on that subject.
Question. What kind of provisions, and in what quantities, were
they issued to the Indians at that place?
Answer. Benjnmin Thompson issued the provisions, under the
authority of Agent McLean.
~fAH-ZAH-SHAH, or Red Iron, a chief of one of the See-see-toan
bands of upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a w itness.
William H. Forbes and Alexander G. Huggins sworn as interpreters.
His testimony uhjected to by Governor Ramsey.

Question. Do you know the nature and obligation of an oath as
odministered in the courts of white men?
Answer. I do.
Question. Whnt do you consider the most binding form of an oath
amoug the Indians?
An~wer. The Great Spirit made all things. We lay our bands upon
the sncred writings and appeal to the Great Spirit to bear witness that
we spenk the truth.
Question. Do you know who made you?
Answer. The Great Spirit made us all, and made all things.
Question. Afi:er you are sworn, what is the consequence of not telling the truth ?
Answer. The Great Good Spirit would turn us over to the Evil
Spirit fix punishment.
Question. Do you belie\'e in the existence of a God?
Answer. I do.
Question. Is there any fiJrm of nn oath more binding upon the
Da-ko-ta or Sioux Indians than the oath just taken by you?
Answer. The most binding f(Jrm is an appeal to the Great Spirit,
who made all things, to witness that we speak the truth, (pointing

upwards.)
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Question. Are you the chief of the See-see-toan band of Siou;x: Indians at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I am.
Question. Were you present a~ the tr~aty made with the See-seetoan and Wah-pa-toan bands of Swux Inchans at TraYerse des Sioux?·
Answer. I was.
Question. Do you know anything concerning a paper purporting to
have been, been signed by the Indian chiefs at Traverse des Sioux
distributing their "hand money" among the traders,. and if so, state how
that paper was obtained, and all you know alJout 1t.
Answer. \Ve signed two papers; one, I thought, was to go to our
great father, but we were not told what was to be clone with the other.
We were not told what we signed.
Question. Did the Indians at that time, in "open council," request
· that the money clue to them under the treaty for the liquidation of their
debts should be paid to certain tnJders by name, or did they in any
other manner designate bow that money should be prrid?
Answer. They never did. The Great Spirit bears wbat I say.
We would not have given any portion of it to any trader ; not even
that much, (pointing to the ends of his finger nails.) I had no trader .
to act for. I bad one once, Mr. Provincelle, but he is dead, and I have
not said that I would pay him anything. Mr. Provincelle has left a
great many descendants, but I have not said that I would pay anvthing
even to them. I insisted upon having the money paid into our own
hands.
Question. Was any paper distributing this money among the traders
interpreted to the Indians at that treaty?
Ans\\<·er. Mr. Farribault told me about it, but I was unwilling to any
such arrangement.
Question. Was any papeT to that effect interpreted to you at the
time of signing it ?
Answer. No one told me. E-yang-mo~nee, or Running \Valker,
0-pe-en-dah, or Big Curley Head, Ish-tah-hum bah, or Sleepy Eyes,
E-tay-wah-ke-an, or Limping Devil, (sometimes cnlled Thunuer Face,)
Wa-min-dny-ne-chah, or the Orphan, and Wah-nok-soon-ta, or the
Little Rapids Chief, were there, but none of them told me what it was.
Question. What did you understand that pa:per to be, at the time of
signing it?
Answer. I have already said I thought thrre were two papers ; one
to go to our great father. If we had been told it was to pay our debts,
we would not have signed it.
Question. Were you told, or did you think it was the treaty you
were signing?
Answer. \Ve had a council, and it was the opinion of all of us that
one paper was the treaty. I did not know what was in the other one;
we thought it was the treaty. There were a great many "lwfj:uTeeds"·
sta;Jding round, but we did not know that \Ve were signing a paper to
give anything to them. The Great Spirit knows that I speak the
tru:h.
· Question. Was Governor Ramsey present at this time?
Answer. Yes; there were three agents present: onf.: with his leg.
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cut off, (Luke Lea, esq.,) Governor Ramsey, and the agent from the
~>rt, (N athanie1 M(.:Lean.)
QuPstion. Were you present last fall when Governor Ramsey assembled the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan bands, at Traverse des Sioux,
{or the purpose of paying them under the treaty?
Answer. Yes.
·
Question. State what then transpired.
Answer. Governor Ramsey said that the money he had be~n after he
n·ow had broucrht there altogether. The chiefs and headmen then held
a council, ana"'had a p:1per drawn up in which was state~ the amounts
they wished paid for th~ir debts, and the amounts to the1r half-breeds,
and presented it to Governor Ramsey, who then said: "Do you want
me to give you the country and the money also?" H e also told us we
had sold our lands, and 'that our great father wished us to takP. the
money we were to get for it and pay our debts. We did not consent
to have that done, and the matter remains so yet. It was our intfntion to have given sornerhing to our lwl/-brceds who were _brought up
among us ; but the money was brought down here and pmd to others,
which we did not like. We vvished to have had it arranged there
openly, but it was brought away here and paid without our knowledge.
When the money was brought there, there were but Jour chiefs out of
seven present. We wanted to have tlw chiefs all together, and proposed
in the meantime to go out upon our "jitlllzunts," but our father (Governor Ramsey) was in a hurry and could not wait. E-yang-mo-nee,
or Running Walker, Wah-nnk-soon-ta, or Little Rapids Chief; E-taywab-ke-an, or Limping Devil, and myself ([ted Iron) were there; but
Wa-min-da-ne-chah, or the Orpban, 0-pe-en-dah, or Big Curley H ead,
and Ish-tab-bum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes, were not present. They then
,p'aid the annuity money to the hands of E-yang-mo-nee and E-tay-wabke-an first, and then to my band. W ah-nok-soon-ta left without his
pay, and came down to the "Little R apids;" where his band was paiu
last winter. I mea n the "anuuit!} money." We were paid eleven
dollars ea(:h, :mel no om~ more to my know ledge.
Qu =stion. \Vere you imprisoned by Governor Ramsey, and if so,
state all about it?
Answer. \Vhen I he~rd that the money had come, I and my warriors
were in a burry to get it; we went together to the place, and there
fimnd Governor R1.m,:;ey's white soldiers standing around with their
gun:. We then turned and went b ack. Governor Ramsey tbe!1 sent
for me, and I refused to go; he sent for me again, and still I refi.1sed to
go; he sent a third time, and ,:;till I refused. I felt bad. The Indians
then invited me, and while I was with them, David came with the
troops ani mJde me a prisoner. The soldiers then took me to the
place where Governor Ramsey was. The governor then asked me
why I Jid not eome when he sent f()r me. I told him that I had come
in a hurry to see the money all together, and that his soldiers bad refused me admittance; that I felt bad ancl was ashamed. Governor
Ramsey then said, "I now put yon aside as a clzirf." Well, I replied,
if our great ti1ther bas told you to do so, it is right. Governor Ramsey then told me to sit down. I answered that I bad done no wrong,
but as he told me to remain a prisoner, I replied that I would do so.
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He then saiu that he was our great father, rmd as such he had done so.
I remained a prisoner one night. When 1 came before the governor
again, he said, now let your warriors cease their disturbances, and let
things be quiet. I said, yes, sir, and left him.
Question. Who was the person that came to you while you were
in confinement?
Answer. He said he was sent by the great father to see to his affairs,
and I went with him to the governor.
Question. Who was the person who came to you while in prison and
released you introdnl:ed to the Indians at Traverse des Sioux as a
person in authority fi·om the great father, to whom they were to listen?
Answer. All I know about it is heresay from the half~breeds.
Question. Was any other chief broken of his chieftainship but yourself?
Answer. I was the only one I know o£
Question. Do you kno~ of any new chiefs having been made?
Answer. I don't know of any chiefs having been made.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey hold any private councils with
the chiefs?
Answer. None that I know of~ we never had any.
Question. Was any paper signed in "open council" in the presence of
Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I do not know personally of any, but I heard of a good
deal of talk and feeling among the Indians.
Question. What was this difficulty about?
Answer. During last summer there wew a good many new chief.s
mRde, and there wns a jealousy betvveen them and the old chiefs. I
\vas not present when these new chiefs were made, but it was said
that they were made when they signed the amendments to the treaty.
Question. Was any of your hand present?
Answer. There were none of the young men of my band presentnot even the dogs.
Question. D.id you ever request Governor Ramsey in open council to
pay the money to the traders?
Answer. I never did. I never told him to pay it to the traders. I
requested him to pay it into our own hands. ,
Question. Was yon authorised to speak for the See-see-toan and
Wah-pa-toan bands on that occasion?
Answer. I was authorised by all the bands to speak for them.
Question. Diu the Indians request Governor Ramsey to bold another
council with them, before he paid out the money at Mendota?
Answer. We wanted to hold another council, but he le!i. and went
away !i·om Traverse des tlioux.
Question. Was the governor asked to hold another council?
Answer. He said that he would not say any more to us. I asked
him to remain, but he would not, and left us.
Question. Did the Indians in open council sign a paper protesting
against Governor Ramsey's paying the money to the traders, after the
governor had refused to comply with their request?
Answer. They signed three papers befiJre agent McLean-one for
pow<.ler, one for provisions, and one in relation to the money.
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Question. Was that in relation to the annuity money?
Answer. It wns the "annuity money."
Question. Did you sign another paper, to be sent to the great father,
protesting against Governor Ramsey's paying the money to the traders?
Answer. I don't know anything about it.
Questiun. Was you at a council held the night before Governor Ramsey left Traverse des Sioux, when Mr. Huggins, Captain Dodd, and
agent McLean \Vere present?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Who interpreted at that council?
Answer. Joseph Campbell was the interpreter, and was sworn as
such.
Question. \Vas there a paper drawn up on that occasion to be sent
to the great father at Washington city?
Answer. Ycs. There was a paper drawn up, and the contents of it
were a statement that the money had not been paid over to them as
they requested, for their traders and half-breeds.
Question. Did the Indians in "open council" request Governor Ramsey, when he was present, to appoint persons to examine and investigate the accounts or claims of the traders against them, and to decide
upon their extent, correctness, and validity?
Answer. They did ask him, but he made no answer. We again
requested him to have some persons appointed to see to the correctness
of the traders' claims against us, but he did not answer.
Question. Who were present when this request was made?
Answer. Mr. Henry H. Sibley and his friends.
Question. Did you know any of them?
Answer. There vvas one from "Lac qui Parle" a Mr. Laframbois,
and Duncan R. Kennedy, and those persons who Mr. Sibley h~s connected with him.
Question. Who was the interpreter on that occasion?
Answer. Alexander Farribault.
Question. Was Joseph Renville there?
Answer. H<~ was there, but not as interpreter.
Question. Where was that council held?
Answer. At the house of Mr. Huggins.
.
Question. At the council held at Truvcrsc des Sioux, the night before
Governor Ramsey left there, as you have stated, when the paper was
drawn up to be sent to the great father, who were present?
Answer. Mr. Huggins, Captain Dodd, Mr. Pettijohn, Major McLean,
Mr. Sweetzer, Joseph Campbell, and other white men-that is all I
recollect.
Question. Where was this council, of which you now speak, held?
Answer. At Mr. Sweetzer's trading-house. We could not write ourselves, and had to get some one to write for us.
Question. Who was the interpreter?
Answer. Joseph Campbell.
Question. Was that paper already written, before you went into
council?
Answer. We made the paper, and then presented it to Governor
Ramsey.
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Question. Vvas thi::; pnper signed hy anv person?
Answer. \Ve, the Imllans, signed it. We wanted to see our money.
again; and we signed it.
Cross examined by Governor Ramsey and counsel.

I

Question by Governor Ramsey. Did you at any time request me to
pay any of your debts?
Answer. 'we wished to have all the money given into our own hands,
was all we s::~id to you at any time.
Question by same. Did the Indians ever tell me, at any time, that
they wanted the money given to any person?
Ans\ver. If you had said yes to our proposition, we wished to pay
some of our traders, who were among us.
Question by the smne. Did vou ever tell me, in council, to whom I
should pay the money, and ho~v mu~h?
Answer. If the money had been placed bef()l"e us, we would then
have procured a list of ·our just debts, and were willing to p:-~y tlwm ..
Question by same. Did you ever tell me, in open council, how much
you wanted me to pay to one, and how mueh to nnother?
Answer. I did not name any one; but I wished the money placfd
bef(Jre us, and then for the traders to have brought their books nnd
papers also before us, so that we could have obtained a list of our
debts.
Question by same. Did you ever bring me a paper, or say, in open
council, that I should pay to :Mr. Sibley $20,000, or to that dlect?
Answer. I never did; hut probably the "half-breeds" might have
maJe up a paper of that description.
Question by same. Was you not present in a council when snch a
request was made?
Answer. I never henrd nny thing of the kind. All I ever said about
it was, to \have the money in our own hand::.
Question by same. Were you never present \vhen a pnpcr wns presented, requesting me to pay to 1\lr. Sweetzer $10,000?
Answer. I never heard anything of the kind.
Question by same. Did you know thnt Joseph Renville was to have
$8,000?
Auswer. We told you to pay Joseph Renville openly there,. (at
Traverse des Sioux,) but you brought the money down here. E-yangcmo-nee, or Running \iValker, presented something to you.
Question by same. Was you ever present when a paper was presented to me, asking fi.>r twenty thousand dollars ($:20,000) iGr Mr.
Sweetzer ?
An;;wer. There wns nothing said, to givP. any trrtder anything.
Question by same. Was you in the couru:il when Hanuck presented
a paper?
Answer. I was.
Question by sa me. Hud you signed that pnper?
Answer. \iV e signed a paper. It eon tam ed what we wanted done
fi>r our lmH:.brecds, but nothing abou t the traders. There was a paper
7
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lo give such _nncl such nmounts, but they were to be paid to those
openly. We mtended to have paid these amounts, if you had given us
the money .
. Here R eel Irot~ corrected his st?-tem.ent, and snid thnt, upon n"flectlon, the paper dtd contain sometlnng ior the trnders. Governor Ramsey's counsel propounded many other interrogatories to Red Iron, as to
whether he had made :my provision to pay certain persons, &c., naming
them ; to all which he replied, that he had clone so last wintET.
Question by Governor Rmnsey's counsel. Was it on the paper which
,you handed to Governor Ramsey at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. It was. But now, I do not wish to give him any. I did
noL intend it to pay the traders; but the intention was to give this mfm
some, as one of tbe half~breeds. I did not make out any paper for
Governor Ramsey to pny any one; but this paper had a list upon it,
and if the Indians had have gotten the money, they intended to have
distributed it, as was stated in that paper. This paper was not signed
bv the Indians.
~Question by same. '\Vas any money to have been paid to Mr. Sweetser, according to the provisions of that paper?
Answer. H the money had been paid over to us, we intended to
have given Mr. Sweetser some of it.
Question by the same. How much did you agree to pay to Mr.
Sweetser?
Answer. I do not remember exactly.
· Question by same. How long has Mr. Sweetser traded with you at
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Two winters.
Question by sa me. Was l\Ir. Sweetser there before the treaty in

185]?
Answer. Hro was not there befi>re the treaty.
Question by same. Who saved the lives of yourself and family before Mr. Sweetser came thPre?
Answer. Mr. Sibley or his young men ; but they charged us a big
price. The goods started fi·om Mendota, where Mr. Sibley lived, nnd
as they came up to us they kept getting higher and higher, until they
got up to one hundred muskrat-skins for a blanket.
Question by same. Did you ever sell any 1urs to Mr. Sweetser?
Answer. The few furs we have killed these two winters we have
given to him.
Question by same. '\Vere the names of any other traders down upon
that paper?
Answer. Mr. Sibley's name was down, but we wanted to pay it
openly, when \Ve got the money into our own hands.
·
Question by same. Were there any other n<Jmes on that paper?
Answer. There was one at Lrtc qui Parle, Martin McLeod; and
there was Mr. Laframbois, and Mr. Provincelle, but he was dead, and
J. B. Farribault.
Question hy same. \Vby was not Mr. La Blond's name down also?
Answer. Because he was dead, and I did not like to pay.
Question by same. Were there <Jny other traders' names down?
Answer. Not that I recollect.
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Question by same. Was the nClme of S. R. Riggs down upon that
paper f()r ei§.!ht hundred dollars, ($800 ?)
Answer. No one told me so.
Question by same. Did that paper provide for the American Board
of Missions?
Answer. I don't know anything of it. No on0 told me so.
Red Iron here again corrected himself, and now srtys that Mr. Riarrs'
name was down t~ be paid, if paid openly. He then remarked ~bat
when they are inquiring about so many things at the same time, a man
will forget himself sometimes.
Questiou by same. How much was to have been paid to Mr. Sibley?
Answt>r. Hanock, the man who wrote it, ought to kno\v best; I do
not recollect.
Question by same. How much was Mr. Riggs clown for?
Ans\ver. I do not recollect.
Question by same. Was the name of Joseph R. Brown down also?
Answer. It was, and had the whole of the money been paid, a great
many would have been set aside. Mr. Franier's uame was also down.
Question by same. Did you sign any other papers than those to
M<0or McLean, the treaty, and the protest, just bef(Jre Governor Ramsey left Traverse d es Sioux?
Answer. I don't remember to have signed any others.
Question by same. Did you sign a paper asking to have the money
paid to Mr. Sweetser?
Answer. We signed a paper to have him get the money, and to
bring it to us openly.
Question by same. Was that paper signed in "open council?"
Answer. Yes. The Indians who came fi·om Mendota were present.
Question by same. Did you appoint him your commissioner to investigate the claims of the traders '!
Answer. Yes.
Question by same. Did you constitute him your agent to attend to
your affairs?
Answer. We wanted him to assist us, and to take sides with us;
the ''halt:. breeds" were brought up, and the · traders cheat us, as you
say, and we wanted him to help us.
Question by same. Did you sign a prtper to that effect?
Answer. Yes. We Indians signed sueh a paper, and told him to go
with it, and he went with it.
Question by snme. vVho was the interpreter?
Answer. Jo. Campbell.
Question by same. Who else was present at that council?
Answer. We came down from Traverse des Sioux and went to
agent McLean's. Agent MeLean was requested to sign it, but did
not. He wanted time to think about it. Two \vhite men who were
assisting Mr. Sweetser :mel :Mr. Pettijohn were present.
Question by same. Did Mr. Sweetser come down \Vith you from
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. He came a part of the way with us.
Question by same. Did yo11 sign the amendments to the treaty?
Answer. I did not.
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Question by same. Did any person ask you to come down from
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Mr. Sweetser a8ked us to come down.
Quest ion by same. D id Mr. Sweetser ask you to sign that paper?
Ans\ver. Yes.
Question by same. Did you sign the amendments to the treaty?
Ans\ver. No.
Question bv same. Did you try to get other Indians to refi.1sc to sign
them?
"
Ans\Yer. I dicl. I ca me to see the Me cl-a-vva-kan-tnan and Wah-pakoo-ta chiefs and head men, and none of them had signed. I said to
them that. our great father !1ad gotten our lands , and now wanted what
was set apart lor them, and thut I would not ngree to it. I then said
to them that I had seen none 'of the money which we were to have
received under the tre:-~ty, and that I was not a child to sign ag<lin, ami
tha· to-morrow we \vould' go home.
Question by the g:>vernm3nt c:Hnrni3s:o:1'C)r. R ead this list to the
witness, m~:trked B, t\enate document No. 29, and ask him whieh of
those, whose names arc signed thereto, w;;re chiets and headmen, as
recognized by the several bands of Indians hetiwe the meeting with_
Governor Uamsey to sign the amendments to the treaty ?
To this question there is no answer?

ALEXANDER G.

HuGGE\S,

sworn ::mel examined as a witness.

Question. vVbere do you reside, and what is your age and occupation?
Answer. I live two and a half miles fi·om Traverse des Sioux. I
I am tiiiy-one years old, and have been a Iarmer :mel teacher a!nong
the Indians since eigbteen hundred nnd thirty-five, (1835.) and up to
eighteen hundre :l and fi ~ty-twn, (185:2)
Question. Were you present ut Traverse des Sioux at the making
of the treaty in July eighteen hundred and lifiy-one, (1~51 ?)
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you see the Indions f:ign the treaty?
Answer. I saw some few of them sign it. Mo:St of them had signed
it I •cir>re I got there.
Questiot~: How many pnpers did tbey sign nt the treaty?
Answer. They signed two pn pers. Tiley had a shade made of
brush; at th~~ north end of which they had a tuble on which they
_.signed the treaty.
Qnestion. \Vhn sat at thnt table?
Answer. I do not remember who was at that table.
Que;;tion. \Vbere was t!Je other paper ;;:ignc~d?
Answer. Some eight or ten f(o:t>t hom the table.
Question. \Vho presicled at that plnce?
Answer. Doctor Foster was there , :md b:1ck nncl forth.
Question. \Vho concluetecl the Indians to the other table?
Answer. H e \Vould sev tbat no. one went away until he signed the
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second pnper. I don't know who held the pen with which the Indians
made their rn::Jrks.
Question. Did Joseph R. Bmwn hold the pen?
Answf!r. .My impression is tl1nt he held the fi.rst pen, ::mel I do not
know \vhether be held the second pen or not.
Question. Did you hear this second pnper read and explained to the
lnclicms?
.
Answer. I ([cl not.
Question. Did you hear it stated at that time what it contained?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Did you henr thnt clause of the treaty in regard to paying
their de~)tS explained to the Indians?
.
.
Answer. l think I did not. I did not have any mtcrest any way
in it.
Question. Were you present at the payment last fall at Traverse des
Sioux?
·
,
Answer. I was.
Question. At whose house 'vere the councils held?
Answer. At my house.
Question. Now st:1te what then and there took place bet\Yeen Governor Ramsey ::md the Indians?
Answer. 'l'l1f'r.~ is no answer to this question.
Question. Did you sign this document on pages 3 and 4, Senate
Doeument No. :.29, part l, as a \Yitness?
. Answer. I have no recollection of signing but one paper ns a witness,
and do not recollect the pret:i:se contents of it. .My memory is bad.
Question. Was that paper explained tn the chiefs?
Answer. Thnt pe~p c·r was read ::mel explained to them sentence by
sentence as well as it eoulcl be done.
Question. \Vhen did you witne:::s that papPr?
Answer. The night befi•re Governorllamsey left Tr:n·er;:e elf's Sioux .
. Question. Look over that paper a::1cl see how rrwn y of those who
have signed it nre chief~?
Answer. I have examined it nml find the nnmes of ;;,ur chiefs on it.
(c!nestion. Are the othPrs on the list hendmen nnd s<)ldiers ?
Answer. ThPy are. The next four are ben clmen.
Question. Look at the receipt on page 7, SPnnte DocumPnt No. 29,
pnrt 2, and say how many of tbes~ men are chiefs who have signed the
receipt?
An.swer. E-t:l-wa-ke-an, Thund r~rfac r, or Limping D evil, is the only
chief who was recognized as sueb nt the mflking of the treaty. At the
time ot· the pnyment \VIIS the first 1 ime th'Jt l ever heard of any more
of them bei ng chiefs; ancl they are only two, to wit: 0-tak-e-ta dnd
N o-hnpe-ton.
Qu~stion. Do you knnw Joseph Pro\'incelle?
Answer. I know the old m:m <md his son, but not their fir:::t or Christian names.
Question. How lor~g wn~ he trading at tbnt po:nt?
Answer. About th1rtv-ergbt years-twentv vears before I came to
the country, as I learn."' ~
"' "'
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ALXANDER G. HuGGINS cross-examined by Gov. Ramsey and counsel.
Question. Do you knrnv all the chiefs of the See-see-toan and 'Vahpa-toan bands of Sioux Indian,:;?
An,:;wer. I do not know. I have been in th'e habit of hearing the
Ghicfs named over, hut I cannot say to what bands they belong. '.Vahria-ta was a chief; the greatest in the nation, but he has been dead a
great fncny years. No-hope-ton, or No-rop-ton, was not a chief to my
lmowledge until after the payment. He was not a~ the treaty. ~-tak
e-ta w as not to my knowledtre at the treaty. I chcl not know h1m. I
knew him as a chief after th~ payment. He had a band with him last
winter, but I do not know him yet. I was not in at the first part of the
signin_o- of the treaty. I cam3 in ab:mt the close. I \vas not to my
knowl~clgn at any other of these conncils previons to the signing of the
treaty.

CoRNELIUS A. SHAFFER, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux at the time Governor
Ramsey assembled the Jndians, in ~~ovember last, to make the paym~nt
of money clue under the treaty?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What were you engaged in, and how long had you been
so employed?
Answer. I was book-keeping for 1\fr. S\veetser for six months.
Question. vVere you present at the councils held with' the Indians
by Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I was at some of them.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs, in open council, direct Governor
Ramsey how they wanted the money, due to them under the treaty,
paid?
Answer. I was present in council when they directed him to pay it
to themselves; the governor's reply I do not recollect. He did not
pny the money at that council. I was not present at any other council
when thPy demanded it fi·om him.
Question. Look at Senate Document No. 29, part 1st, and see
whether you \Vcre present when that protest by the Indians was signed
by them.
Answer. I W::Js, and signed it ns a witness.
Question. \Vas thnt P" per signed in "open council"?
Answer. It was signed in "open council," the night before Governor
Hamsey left Traverse des Sioux. It was signed at .Mr. Sweetser's
store. There were several persons presect-myself; Major MeLenn,
l\Iih Persons, Mr. Franquir, A. J. Campbell, David Olmstead, J. B.
Huggins, A. G. Huggins, and Mr. Holtsclaw. I have a distinct recollectJOn of all these persons being there. It was interpreted to the
Indians by A. G. Campbell and Duncnn Campbell.
Question. Did that protest come to tbe knowledge of Governor
Ramsey?
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Answer. It was the same paper which the Inclinns took to Governor
R;]mscy the morning before he left Traverse des Sioux. I saw them
take it to him, and went ulong with them myself: I am not certain
whether. Govern?r Rr~ msey was in the sleigh ready to go, or whether
he was JUSt eom111g out of the door. The inJians, I thin!~:, asked him
to .hold a council. I did not perfectly unde1:stancl the language in
whJCh they made the request. The governor eJtber told them in reply
that be had not 1ime, or gave them a decided refusal, and he then left
shortly after fin· St. Paul.
Question. How many councils were held there of which you know?
Answer. I cannot say. I was nt :fimr; at three of them _I was out
at the door, and at one, inside. The door was open at all four of the
eouncils.
Question. See that receipt to Governor Ramsey on page 7, Senate
document No. 29, part 2, and state whether any such paper as that
was signed ::~t any eoum:il where you were present.
Answer. No-none, to my knowledge.
Question. Do you know the chiefs of the See-see-to an and \V ah-patoan bands of Sioux Indians?
Answer. I know the seven chiefs, who were recognized as such, befiJre, and at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, ::~ncl before the payment.
Question. How many of their names appear to that receipt to
Governor Ramsey? ·
Answer. I see but tu:o. Their m:tmes are, E-tay-wah-ke-an and
Wah-na-ta. There are several names here who were spoken of as
chiefs after the payment.
Question. Give the names of these ne,•.r chiefs of whom you speak?
Answer. Nn-hope-ton, and 0-tak-e-ta.
Question. Were you present when Red Iron was brought before
Gov.:roor Ramsey?
Answer. I was. But there wns great confusion, ::~nd I could not
hear all that was said. Not the half; I presume. I was at the door,
about h::~It· in and hnlf out.
Qu •.> stion. You said thnt these chief..:; w·ere not known as such before
the payment. Do you know bow,or by whom they 'vere made chiefs?
Answer. I do not know, except from what the Indians told me.
Question. Do you know of any ehiefs having been broken of their
chieltainship?
Answer. I do not.
Question. How long have you been in the Indian country?
Answer. About nine months.
Que~tion. Do you speak the Da-ko-ta or Sioux lnngnage?
Answer. A little; but knew nothing of the language until I went to
the Indian country.
Question. Did ·you know the chiefs of the See-see-toan and Wahpa-toan bancls of ·sioux?
Answer. I knew fice at the time of the council, and became acquaintell with tu:o afterwards.
Question. Vvere you pn·sPnt when the Indians demanded the money
of Governor IL!msey; and if so, who made the demand?

l
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Anr;wer. It was one of the chiefs. But I do not now recollect which
of them.
· Question. R epeat what the chief said in making that demand of the
money?
.
Answer. The chief asked Governor R=tmsey to pay them the money,
as f'tipu lntr·d by the trenty.
Question. Are you cert:tin thn.t was what the chief said?
Answer. Yes. ·
Question. How m·my chiefs were present at that time?
Answer. I cannot say.
(~uestion. Repeat the names of the seven chiefs of these bands? .
Answer. Muh-zah-shah or TI.<~d Iron, E-yang-mo-nee or Runrung
\Valker, Ish-tah-hum-bah or Sleepy Eyes, E-tay-wa-ke-:m or Limping
Devil, 0-pee-en-clab or Bia Curly H ead. I do' not know the nther
names. O-t·1k-kc-ta belong~ to the "Little Rapids" bancl; and some
recognize him as a chief: /
Question. How many of those you have named were present at this
council?
Answer. 1 c'lnnot tell.
Question. 'VIJO drew up this protest of which you have spoken?
Answer. Mr. Sweet,;er.
Question. vVbo invitPd them to Mr. Sweetser's house?
Answer. I do not kt1ow.
Que,;tion. Did you see the protest presented to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Did the Indians employ an interpreter when they went to
present it to Governor Ramsey 2
Answf'r. They did.
Qu :~stion. \Vho was the interpreter on that occasion?
AtBwer. A. J. Campbell.
Question. ·was there a duplicate of that protest?
Answer. I cannot say.
Question. In what la~Jgunge did they speak to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. In their own langunge ; and l heard the interpreter explain
it to Governor lbmsey. I don't know who addressed the governor,
whether it was Mr. S~veetser or A. J. Campbell.
Qu::stion. What was A. J. Campbell's employment~
Answer. HE was an interpreter, nncl employed by Mr. Sweetser?
Qm'stion. 'Vas Governor Ramsey about to leave Traverse des Sioux
when the protest wus presPnted to him?
Answer. I do not know. I said be:fim~ that I did not recollect
whE'ther he was in the sl<.,igh or was just corning out of the door. It
Wils quite early.
·
·
Question. \V Pre you in the Indian country before the treaty of Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. No. I carne there nbout a year after. I rnenn by recognized chiefs such us the Indians themselves recognized ns such.
Que:;:tion. \Vas that the most :;:uitable pluce at which to hold a
council?
Ans\ver. It was the most convenient house.
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Question. Did Red Iron make Mr. S\veetser's house his headquarters
'"bile there?
Answer. No. He made his own lodge or tent his he:1dquarters.
Question. \Vho came to Traverse des Sioux with Governor Rnrnsey?
Answer. l\Ir~jor McLe:1n, Hugh Tyler, ;mel ;'\Ir. Fillmore en me there,
but I cannot say \Vhether they came with Governor Ramsey or nut.

j

JA:\iES

\VELLS, sworn ancl examined as a witness.

Question. \Vere you present at the treaty at :Mendota, August 5,

1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you presel)t at the pnyment ?
Answer. I was not.
Question. 'Vere you a creditor of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Indians?
Answer. I was.
Question. Haw• you your books here at this time?
Answer. I have not.
Question. How much dicl you get uf the m:-mey paid to the creditors
of the Mecl-a-wa-kan-toan bands?
Answer. A little upwards of seven thousand dollars.
Question. \Vbo pnicl you that money ?
Answer. I was not there, and cannot say \vho; but it was paid.
Question. Who p:1ssed it to your credit?
Answer. Henry H. Sibley.
Que:=::tion. Was that sum due to you individually, or w as it as agent
fi,r others ?
Answer. It wns due to me iralividually.
Question. How many years was it accumulating?
Answer. SeYenteen years.
Question. Why did ~you not get fi~teen thousand dollars, ($ 15,000,)
as set forth in that list?
Answer. The scarcity of funds, I suppose.
Question. Was any deduction made tur agents?
Answer. I understood there was.
Question. How much?
Answer. Fifteen per cent.
Question. Who did that per centage go to?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. To \Yhnm was this power of attorney signed by yo u given?
Answer. I do not know.
Ques1ion. Did you sign it?
Answer. I did.
Question. D-iJ you get any money fi·om the 'Vah-pa-koo-ta hand?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Wbo paid that money to you?
Answ~r. I c:1nnot say. It \vns paicl and passed to my credit.
Questwn. Who did you settle with ti1r it?
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Answer. Mr. Henry H. Sibley.
Qurstion. Was that money clue in your own right, or as partner with
some other person?
Answer. In my own riaht.
Question. "\Vhere were'"'yon at the time of this payment?
Answer. At my residence at Lake P epin.
Question. Did you owe this money to H. H. Sibley?
Answer. I did.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey ancl counsel.

(j
Question. Did you authorize this money to be paid to l\Ir. Sibley?
Answer. I authorized it to be paid to H. H. Sibley, and also his
signature for me.
Question. Was this account of fifteen thousand dollars due to you?
Answer. Tt was; but ,seven thousand dollars have been paid. I
have been with the Indians twenty-eight years, and speak the Sioux
language.
Question. Did you attend the treaty, and if so, please say what was
said by the Indians in regard to the payment of their debts?
Answer. They asked Governor Ramsey in "open council" to do so.
They objected, in tvvo instances, to signing the treaty, unless there was
some provision made for the payment of their debts. There was an
appropriation made in the treaty tor paying their debts, and out of this
appropriation each trader, whose claim was considered just by the
Indians, was to be paid.
Question. Had this money been paid to the Indians, would they, in
your judgment, have paid their debts?
Answc:r. The disposition they first expressed was to pay their debts.
I think if they had received the money they would have bought wiskey
and horses, and their debts would have been badly provided ±or. They
would not have kept on hand fifty or sixty thousand dollars with which
to have paid their debts, nor, in my judgment, that many cents; nor
would they have kept anything for their removal and subsistence.
Question by the government commissioner. Which of these statements do you believe?
Answer. I believe both. There were new influences brought to
bear upon them and they were made damned rascals.
Question. Why did you not swear to your account?
Answer. I was not there at the time. When I left, I asked in the
presence of Governor Ramsey if there was any testimony required on
my part. Whether Governor Hamsey replied or not I cannot say.
But some one said it was not necessary ; that my man's testimony was
sufficient.
Quest ion. Did you sell that amount to these Indians yourself?
Answer. I did.
Question. Vii as this clerk you mention there with you for seventeen
years?
Answer. Not all the time.
Question. H ·nv long wus he with you?
Answer. Fourteen years and some months, but he was gone some!.
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timPs for two or three years nt a time fi·om me during the time; he was
tradina five or six years during this time for bimsdt:
Qu~stion. Did you ever present a bill of items to any person for this
claim against the Indians?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Did the Indians in open council rPquf'st that you· should
be paid the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000 ?)
Answer. Y Ps.
Question. Where and 'vhen?
, Answei·. At Mendota, in the council room, in August.
Question. Before whom dicl they make that request?
Answer. Before the government comn1issioners.
Question. Who were the commissioners of whom you spenk?
Answer. Colonel Lea and Governor Ramsey. The appropri::Jtion to
pay off their debts was made in open council. Then, the night :fiJllowiQg, the Indians came together and investigatecl the claims of the
traders, and cast off such (Jf the debts as they thought unjust, nnd
mentioned the sums to be paid out of this appropriation in satisfaction
of such debts as they considered just. And then nnd there it wns that
they wished me to receive fifteen thousand dollars of my debts ag&inst
them.
Question. Did they sign a paper to that effect?
Answer. I do not recollect whether they did or not.
Question. How vvere the commissioners to be told of this under, ·'
standing?
Answer. This paper was to be taken to the commissioners in the
morning.
Question. Was there a paper signed by the Indinns?
Answer. The treaty being signed, I c~ame away.
Question. \Vas there a paper signed?
Ansvver. I think not.
Question. 'Who were present when the Indinns acknowledged al)
indebtedness to you of fitteen thousand dollars, ($15,000 ?)
Answer. I think a good many were present. .l\Jr. Sibley, Alexnnder
Farribault, Alexis Batlley, senior and junior, 1\Ir. Moore, nncl many
others. I do not know that I can name them w .w.
Question. Did they all have claims against the Indians, as well as
yourself?
Answer. Mnny of them had.
Question. l)iJ Wabashaw admmvledge to owe this sum to you?
Answer. No. I never tntded with him.
Question. Did Wah-koo-ta?
Answer. Yes.
Question. In whose presence did he make that ocknowledgment?
Ans'Y~r. In the presencf' of those persons named nhove.
Questton. Can you exhibit to me tl-:c items of tbat bill of G:teen
tl::ousancl dollars ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Will you do so shortly?
Answer. I will when you wish ·it.
Question. When did );our trading commence with these Indians?
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Answ:-r. In 1~37, with the " Rerl \Ving" lnnd.
Qu ~stum. WhH:h band owed you this sum?
Answer. The Red Wino- b:mcl.
Question. \Vbo are the ~hiels of that b::md?
Answer. Wnh-coo-ta nnd Iron Cloud.
QuestiDn. \Vhy dicl you not file a bill of particulars of your account?
Answer. I had my books there on the ground.
Qu~stion. Did you exhibit the bDnks to the commissioners?
Answer. They were not culled fiJr.
Question. How many Indians are there in the Red Wing ·band?
Answer. From three to four hundred.
Qu:=stion. How m:my are women and ch ildren?
Answer. I think two-thinls are women and children?
Question. Did they sell you their furs and skins fi·om year to year?
Answer. They did.
Question. About what nmount?
Answer. One thousand dollars' worth and upwards, annually, m
money and furs together.
Questi,m. Who maue the entries in those account hooks of yours?
Answer. Joseph Boison. .Most. of them, however, were made by
myselt: H e writes his name ; he brought in tile accounts, but he did
not m'.lke the entries in the bDoks.
Question. Whv did he mnke bis mark to his affidavit when be swore
to the correctnes~ of vour account?
Answer. I was not there nt the time, and I was told thnt my book
accounts being there, I would not be required to swear to them.
Question. When the Indians made this appropriation you speak of,
who m:lde out thc! list of the names of the claimants?
Answer. Mr. Siblev.
Question. Were all the traders present with their books of accounts?
Answer. I think so, except l\Ir. McKenzie. Joseph Boison is a
Frencbrn~m.

Question. Have you lw.d a conversation with Governor H.amscy in
reference to th"' demand made fbr this rn::m ey by the Indians?
Answer. I have not.

Dr. THoMAS S. WILLIAMSoN, S\vorn and cxnrnined ns a witness.
S1ys he resides at Yellow l\Iedieine, on the Minnesota river, in the
Si~ux eountry.
Question. How long have you resided in the Indian country?
Answer. About eighteen years. I am a missionary to the Indians
from the PresbytPrian church, and was a practising phygic·ian before I
came out to the Indian country. l ha·v e marie it my business to lenrn
their language, and I can speak it pretty well, ancl have no difficulty
jn talking with them, although I do not understand it as well ns some
others.
Qu 2stion. \V ere you present, in 1851, at Traverse des Sioux, when
the treaty of the 23J July, 1851, was made with the Sioux Indians?
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Ans\Yer. I signed it as a witness nnd was there.
(-luestion. Did you witness any other paper than the treaty?
Answer. I did.
QuPstion. Look at Senate Doc~mwnt No.. 29, part 2, page 22,
marke.l (A,) and say whether you s1gned that mstrument as a witness?
Answer. I signed this paper; but the schedule of the traders' names
was llOt to it when I signed it, at the end of the signatures. The Indians had aU signed it before I signed it. The r:ames of the traders,
and amounts of indebtedness, have all been adJed to it since. This
paper was signed at the snme time the treaty was signed, and Governor Ramsey and Luke Lea were present when both the treaty and this
paper \Vere signed.. I t~ou.!{bt it wns another copy of the treaty whe!1
I first s<Jw the Iudwns s1gn tt. As I walked down, I was told tb:Jt 1t
was a different paper Ji·om \vhat I supposed it to be. Some Indians
who signed the treaty told me that they did not know wh<Jt it was they.
had been signing. I then \vent back and examined it. When I \vent
back :mel wcut into the tent where it was, I asked for it, and it was
handed to me ; I read it, and asked for the schedule. Thev told me it
was not completed. Most of the traders were prescnt_:~Ir. Sibley,
Mr. Dousman, Mr. Brown, and others. Governor H<1msey 'vas not
present when they handed it- to me. My impression is that none but
traders were in there, who were interested in it. I handed it back aml
left the tent. I saw Mr. Dousman have a paper in his hand, and he
had n<~mes and figures on it, '"hich I suppose was the list or schedule
of the traders' names, and the amounts cl:Jimed by them.
Question. Did you hear the treaty read and exp lained to the Indians
at the time they signed it?
Answer. I heard it read to them only in their own language.
Question. Was this paper, whidJ is \vitncssed by you, explaineJ to
the Indians?
Answer. It was not in my presence, nor when they signed it. I
asked if the Indians understood it. I think Mr. Sibley said that it had
been fully explained to them, or some one said so.
Question. How long after you had signed this Traders' Paper was
it befi1re you went back to see its contents, ns you have mentioned?
Answer. It was perhaps abont two hours, and then it was that 1\lr..
Sibley, or some one else, said it had been ti.JI!y explained to the Indian::-.
Question. \Vho had the possession of thi::: paper you witnessed?
Answer. Joseph R. Brown bud it on the bead of a barrel or on .' a
hoard on the barrel. It wns in the prPsence of Governor Ramsey and.
all. It was about ten or twelve feet fi·om tbe place where the treaty
wa:;: being signed.
Question. Explain the mnnner in which thesa papers were signed.
Ans\ver. The chiefs CiHD0 furW iJrd in the order of the chie~s; they
signed two copies of the treaty ; and then some person took them to the
'lhulers' Pupr:r for their signature.
The whole of the whites n hout there understood, and I think the
Indians did also, that tbey w ere to provide in the trenty ti>r paying ··
th~'ir debts. I11cleed it W<JS understood that no treaty could be me~de
Without the nsbislimce of the traders. Tbe traders ti-cquently urged
the Indians to make the treaty, ns they weJe in debt, and there was no
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way to pay it unless they made the treaty. The Indians were opposed to m 1king snch a treaty. They were willing to make a treaty,
but not that treaty. They wo:re willing to sell a p art of their lnnds,
but not all the government wanted. They were willing to sell a strip
of land along the Mississippi river, but did not want to sell so large a
tract of country as the government wanted.
We had a claim of eicrht hundred dollars, ($800,) or more, against
~hem for cattle killed before the treaty. The Indians I mentioned it
to said they wanted me paid. We never presented the claim to the
Indians in open council, or ot.herw.Ise. It was only rreseuted to t~e
commissioners, and I was pmd afterwards by Mr. S1bley, mostly m
drafts given by me on him, and all I received in money was in gold
and silver currency.
I believe a single trader coulJ have prevented the treaty. Without
the influence of the whole of the traders, I do not believe the treaty
could have been made. /
At one time Commissioner Lea talked strongly of going away. I
was present during all the signing of the treaty, and of this Traders'
Paper, and this last, or Traders' Paper, was not explained to them at
any time.
Question. Look at the Indians' receipt to Governor Ramsey on page
seven, Senate document No. 29, and say which are chiefs and which
are not.
·
Answer. Thunder Face, or Limping Devil, is a chief; Wah-nok-soonta is a young chief: His father, ot" that name, is dead, but I have understood that he was nuw recognized as a chief. Vvah-na-ta is a chief.
'fhese are the names of four of the chiefs here ; the others I do not
know. Some of the others, I think, are now on the pay-list as chiefs.
Three of the chiefs who signed the treaty, are all, I tind, on Governor
Rarnsey's receipt. Some of them were not there when the treaty was
signed, who I now know as chiefs, and vdw are now recognized as
such. It was Sleepy Eyes \vho said that he wanted his son to be
recognized as a chiet:
Question. Are those who signed Governor Ramsey's receipt a majority of the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Sioux
Indians?
Answer. There are eleven chiefs paid at the "Redwood" agency
this month by agent Murphy, or on his list for payment, and there are
twelve names on Govern,,r Ramsey's receipt; but only seven certain,
or perhaps eight, are the same as those on agent Murphy's pay-list as
chiefs. One is only a first soldier.
Question. How many of these seven or eight were recognized as
chiefs by their bands, prior to the payment last fall?
Answer. Fuur, certain ; but there are names I do not know on that
list.
Dr. THO:vJAS S. WILLIAMSO:'l' cross examined by Governor Ramsey
and counsel.
Question. Do you remember distinctly who was at the table where
the Traded Paper was signed?
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Answer. Jo;:;eph R. Brown.
Question. Was Commissioner Lea or Governor Ramsey at that
table?
Answer. No.
Question. Was there much noise and conlusion at that table?
Answer. No noise, except the passing and repassing of the Indians
when they :;igned the pHper.
Question. \Vhat was Governor Ramsey doing at tLis time?
Answer. H e \Vas sitting looking at them sign the treaty.
Question. Did it not take all the attention of Commissioner Lea and
Governor REJmsey to see to the signing of the treaty, and to attend to
the Indians in that quarter?
Answer. Their attention was doubtless g iven to the signing of the
treaty.
Question. Were there not medals gi vcn to the Indians as they signed
the treaty?
,
Answer. I do not remember certainly. They were given some time
while they were there, and before they left the council.
Question. Did you see Governor Ramsey at the table where this
Traders' Paper was signed at all?
Answer. He was not at it until after the signing was finished.
Question. Did you see him at the table where this Traders' Paper
was signed, after the signing was concluded?
Answer. I have no remembrance of it.
Question. Did you see him at that table, where the Traders' Paper.
was signed, at any time?
Answer. I have no remembrance of having seen him there.
Question. Are you certain they signed three papers?
Answer. Yes.
QuPstion. Were two of those papers duplicate copies of the treaty?
Answer. I did not read them, hut supposed t~·:ey were. Om~ copy
I heard read. The third paper was the one signed where Joseph R.
Brown was.
Q.uPstion. Did you remain there until all these papers were signed,
and the council a(ljourned?
Ans\ver. Yes.
Question. Are von certain that there are eleven chiefs of the See-seeto an and \V ah-pa~toan bands?
Answer. M v knowledge that there are eleven chiefs was derived
from the ageni\ roll on ;r1y way down to this place.
Question. Do the chiefs have unlimited power over their bands?
Answer. l'hey have very little power. They are mostly influenced
by their young men.
Question. Is not the power of the chiefs so very limited, that a hc.lf
a dozen of the young men can, at any time, interrupt any business carried on with them ?
Answer. Yes; they can.
Question. From your knowledge of Indian character, do you believe that if this t o hundred ~md seventy-five thousand dollars
($275,000) had been paid to them, they would have paid their debts
with any part of It?
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Ans\ver. I nm fully persuaded thnt they would not; thnt is, they
'vnuld not have paid all. They might have paid a part, and I suppose
would; but not all.
Question. Look at Senate Document, No. 29, pnge 3, part 2, antl
say who are chiefs, of the names signed to t bat paper?
Answer. The first three are chiefs; the others, or most of them, are
not chiefs. I know most of the others, and they are not chiefs. There
are some I do not know.
Question. See Senate Document, No. 29, part 2, pages 15, 16, anu
17, and say how many are chiefs whose names are signed to that
paper?
Answer. There are three chiefs on that pnper. The others I do not
know. There are some, neverthele:::s, who are men of considerable
influence. The chiefs are 1\'Lth-zab-shab, E-yang-mo-nee, and Wahnok-soon-ta. I probably know the most of them, if their names were
correetly spelled.
Question by government commissioner. From your knowledge of the
character of white men, do you believe the.y would have paid all their
debts under similar cireumstanees, whieh were fi·om fifteen to thirty
years' stnncling?
Answm. I answer, that some white men would pay, and some
would not.
Question. Do you menn, that if the 111oney had been paid to the
chiefs according to the treaty, that they then would not have pr~id their
debts?
Answer. I mean, that if" it had been paid to them in "open council,"
that they would have paid but a small part of their debts with it. I
want that word "open counciL" to go down.
·

WILLIA:.\1:

QUI:\'~,

sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Are you a half-breed?
Answer. I am.
Question. To what band are vou related?
Auswer. I am not a Sioux half:.breed, nor related to any band of
Sioux Indians.
Question. Did you receive money, under the treaty at Mendota, as a
Sioux hall:.brt'ed '!
Answer. I received money in right of my wife as such.
Questio11. Wbo paid you that money?
Answer. Hugh T y ler.
Question. HDw much did you reeeive?
Answer. Four hundred and twentv-five clollnrs.
(~urstion. In what kind of ii.mcl;; did you receive it?
Ans\ver. lu p ap er nwney.
Question. On what b>mk?
Ans\vcr. I think on some of the b;omks of Ne,; York.
Question. By whom were you paid, and what per ccntage wns deducted ti·om the amount paid to yuu 1
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Answer. I was paid by Hugh Tyler, and he deducted fifteen per cent.
Question. Did you appoint Hugh Tyler your attorney, to draw this
money fi·om Governor Ramsey?
·
Answer. I did not.
Question. "\Vhat "band". was your wife related to?
Answer. To Little Grow's band, and the Lac qui Parle band also.
Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel. Did you, or Mr. Steele,
receive this money ?
Answer. I received it myself; ahd then turned it over to Mr. Steele
at the same time.
Question. Can you read and write?
Answer. Yes.
Question. See this paper, which is dated D ecember 11, 1852, now
shown to you, and say if that is your signature?
Answer. It is my signature. "\Vhen I signed this paper, I thought I
was signing a receipt for the money I was receiving from Hugh Tyler.
It was not explained to me before I signed it. I did not read it at the
time.
Question. Did you suppose that you were signing a duplicate receipt?
Answer. I did. I believed I was to receive five hundred dollars. I
can read.
Question. Do you usually sign papers before you read them?
Answer. Sometimes I do, and sometimes I do not.
Question. Where were you, when you signed that paper?
Answer. In Henry H. Sibley's back office.
Question. Who were present at that signing?
Answer. H. L. Dousman, H. H. Sibley, Hugh Tyler, and Franklin
Steele.
Question. Do you remember whether that paper was read to you or
not?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did you not know the contents of that paper, when you
signed it?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Did you ever hear that it was explained before it was
signed?
Answer. I did not. When we were going to Mendota with Hugh
Tyler, he said that some of the half-breeds had appointed him their
attorney, to receive their money; and I answered him that it was the
first I had heard of it.
Question. Was this before the payment ?
Answer. It was before I received my money.
Question. Do you remember the reply you made to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. No; I do not.
Question. Why did you go to Hugh Tyler to get your money ?
Answer. I was told that he was paying the money.
Question. Did you not say to Franklin Steele, at Mendota, after you
had signed the power of attorney to Hugh Tyler, that you had authorized Tyler to receive your money from Governor R amsey ?
Answer. I recollect telling Franklin Steele that I wanted to deposite
8
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my money with him for the time being; but I do not recollect to have
told him any such thing about my having authorized Hugh Tyler to receive the money.
Question. Do you not recollect, at the time of the payment, that the
money due to you p assed directly fi·om Hugh Tyler to the hands of
Franklin Steele, and in your presence?
Answer. Mr. Steele took the money when I was present, but it was
by my permission and direction.
Question: Did you at the time of this payment at Mendota receive
the money in the first instance from Hugh Tyler into your own hands?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Did you authorize Mr. Steele to receive it for you?
Answer. I told Mr. Tyler that I wanted to deposite the money in
Mr. Steele's hands.
Question. Do you recollect whether Mr. Steele requested Mr. Tyler
to pay the money clue to you in gold or silver, or not ?
Answer. I do not remember whether Mr. Steele asked for gold or
silver or not; but Mr. Tyler asked Mr. Steele which he preferred, paper
money or gold. I replied that I supposed it would not niake any difference, as I presumed the paper money was good.

HENRY JACKSON, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Where do you reside 'l
Answer. At Mankato, Minnesota Terrritory.
Question. What is your age?
Answer. I am going on fifty-two years old.
Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux in July, 1851, when the
treaty between the United States and the See-see-toan and W ah-patoan bands of Sioux Indians was made and signed?
Answer. I was.
'
Question. Did you sign it as a witness?
Answer. I did.
Question. How many papers did you witness on that day?
Answer. Two papers.
Question. Look at Senate document 29, part 2, pages 22 and 23,
marked A, and see if your name is to that paper as a witness ?
Answer. I do see it, but I have no recollection of signing such a paper. I signed two papers, one was the treaty, and I signed another,
which I supposed was a duplicate of the treaty to send on to Washington. It was in open council, and in the nresence of the commissioners,
and also of the Indians. The treaty had been read and re-read in my
presence, and I did not think it necessary to read it again. And I was.
.
not asked to witness any other document except the treaty.
Question. Was there such a document as this read and explained to
the Indians at that time ?
Answer. Not in my hearing.
Question. Were you at the payment at Mendota last fall?
Answer. Yes.
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Question. Did you hear the Indians there in open council ask Governor Ramsey for the money due under the treaty of ] 851?
Answer. All I heard was the Indians ask, through the interpreter, to
have the money paid down before them ; but this was at the treaty,
and not at the payment. I alluded to the treaty at Mendota.
Question. Do you recollect what Governor Ramsey replied?
Answer. The commissioner's reply was, that this would be settled
by their great father.
Question. Who paid out the money to the traders and half-breeds at
Mendota last fall?
Answer. Hugh Tyler paid out all that I saw paid.
Question. What kind of funds were paid out by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. It was p aid out in paper funds, I believe, on the Manhattall!
Bank of New York. There was also another bank-the Merchants' or
Mercantile, I believe-some of the New York banks.
Question. Were you present duJing the whole time of the payment?
Answer. No; not during the whole payment.
HENRY JACKSON, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Were there any councils held at which you did net
attend?
Answer. I was present at all public councils. But there were private
councils also, as I understood. I was present at one of them, but it
amounted to nothing.
Question. Who do the Indians generally mean when they say their
" great father ?"
Answer. The President of the United States.
Question. Had you a claim against these Indians?
Answer. I had.
Question. Was that claim allowed to vou ?
Answer. A portion of it was allowed.~
Question. H ad you assigned a\vay that claim before the p ayment?
Answer. I had; and gave General Leech an order to H enry H.
Sibley for the money, and two hundred and fifty dollars were paid ;
but there was deducted fijieen per cent. ; the draft was for three hundred dollars, but they deducted forty-five dollars out of it.
Question. Did you receive any money for yourself?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Did yo~ not hear Hug h Tyler tell the persons to whom
he was paying the money that they could have their choice, either to
take gold or silver or paper ?
Answer. I did not.
Question. How did you expect to get your money '?
Answer. I expected that if the Indians had got the money paid to
them, as the treaty stipulated, I wonld have got my money, or more
than I did get.
Question. How much did you put in your claim for at Mendota?
Answer. Something over three thousand dollars ($3,000.) I do not
recollect the precise amount, unless I could go and look at my books.
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,Question. Were these claims against the Indians?
Answer. Yes; I had no account except against the Indians them-selves.
Question. Had the Indians always p aid you promptly?
Answer. Some had, and some had not. Pretty much like white
men in that respect.
Here the witness explained the reason why he thought he would
nave done better if the Indians had gotten the money themselves. He
.said it was because he was not admitted into the councils with the
traders; that when he said anything they told him, if he expected to
get anything, that he must hand in his account to Mr. Sibley. This
was at Traverse des Sioux; and it was the same case at Mendota.
Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux several days before the
treaty was signed?
Answer. I was there prosecuting my claim. I went up with the
commissioners, and came down with them.
Question. Did you not fail to secure your claim ?
Answer. I was there, but I was not admitted.
Question. Is this your signature to this paper [showing him the paper
called the " T1'aders' Paper"] ?
Answer. It is; but when l signed that paper I supposed I was
signing a copy of the treaty. I did not read it.
Question. Do. you recollect of asking any one to take care of your
claim, and have it allowed for you?
Answer. I did so tell Mr. Steele. I said I would leave him my
books and accounts. Mr. Steele said I need not leave my books; that
I only needed to make out my account and hand it to Mr. Sibley, and
he would attend to it.
Question. How did you expect to have your claims allowed?
Answer. I thought if Mr. Sibley could not get it, it would be of no
use for me to stay.
Question. Then you did expect to get your money?
Answer. I understood fi-om the half~breeds that there was some arrangements about it.
Question. Was such an arrangement made?
Answer. I do not know, of my own knowledge, but I heard so.
Question. Were you not satisfied that such an arrangeme~1t had been
made?
Answer. I was, from hearsay.
Question by government commissioner. Examine this paper, [the
"Traders' Paper" held up again,] and say if you signed that paper,
and did you sign it at the bottom?
Answer. These names and amounts were not there when I signed it.
I did not "\vitness any paper in the middle of the writing. This is my
handwriting, but l supposed, when I signed it, that it was a copy of
the treaty, as I was called to witness the treaty, and never was called
to witness anything else.
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Tlte following is tlte evidence qf tlte cltiifs if tlte See-see-toan and Walt-patoan bands of Sioux • Da-ko-ta Indians, being the first six chiif.~ wlto
signed the tnaty if " Traverse des Sioux," qf the 23d if July, 1851, in
the order consecutively as it was signed by each.

The head chief, W AH-MIN-DAY-NE-CHAH, or the Orphan, a chief of
one of the See-see-toan bands of upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Did you sign the treaty at "Traverse des Sioux," concluded on the 23d of July, 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you sign any other paper at the same time in open
council?
Answer. Yes. I am not a white man, and do not know how to read
and write. I do not know anything about papers. They pulled me
by the blanket and made me sign another paper also. All I know
about it is, that the traders had a paper there, aud that they took me
along and made me sign it. When I signed the paper Colonel Lea
had, they pulled me by the blanket and made me sign another paper,
which was the " Traders' Paper," which Mr. Brown had.
Question. Was that "Traders' Paper," which Mr. Brown had, interpreted to you before you signed it?
Answer. It was not explained to me at all. I was pulled by the
blanket, and made to sign it. That is all I knovv about it.
Question. Were you present in council with Governor Ramsey when
he came up to "Traverse des Sioux" last fall to make the payment.
Answer. No.
Question. Where was you at that time?
Answer. I was north, above my village.
Question. Did you have an understanding in "open council" before
you signed the " Traders' Paper" concerning it?
Answer. I never heard anything about it before.
Cross-examined by Governor

R~tmsey's

counsel.

Question. Do you know how much m?ney the Indians were to receive for the lands ceded to the United States, under the treaty made
at Traverse des Sioux, in July, 1851?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Do you know how much was to be paid to the Indians to
enable them to subsist themselves for the first year after their removal?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Do you know how much w as set apart for farming purposes under the treaty ?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Do you know how much was to remain in trust for the
Indians?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Do you know who witnessed the treaty?
Answer. I did not see any white man sign it.
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Question. How much land did you cede to the United States?
Answer. The traders made a paper to sell our ~md, and I do not know
how much we sold.
Question. How did you come to sign the treaty?
Answer. The commissioners, Colonel Lee and Governor Ramsey,
told me that the great father had sent them up there to get a little portion of our land, and I signed it.
Question. Did the traders influence you to sign the treaty?
Answer. The traders never told me to sign it. The commissioners
told me to sign it, and I did so.
Question. Was the treaty explained to you all by the commissioners?
Answer. When we signed it, it was not.
Question. Was it explained to you before signing it?
Answer. It was not.
Question. Did they tell you about it before you signed it?
Answer. I do not recollect that it was explained before we signed it?

E-YANG-MO-NEE, Running Walker, or Big Gun, a chief of one of the
W ah-pa-toan bands of Upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as
a witness.

Questioi1. Did you sign the treaty at Traverse des Sioux in July,

1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you sign any other paper at that time?
Answer. I did.
Question. 'Vhat was it?
Answer. I do not know, but I thought it was the custom when we
sold our lands to sign two papers.
Question. Did you sign the paper for the traders to get their pay out
of the treaty money ?
Answer. I do not know any more about it. I do not know anything
about paying the traders, or about signing a paper to pay them.
Question. Were you at the "fall" payment?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you and the other chiefs hold councils with Governor
Ramsey at that time?
Answer. We did.
Question. Did the chiefs in open council tell Governor Ramsey how
they wanted their money paid?
c
Answer. Yes. They did.
Question. How did they ask to have it paid, and to whom?
Answer. The first time Governor Ramsey came into council he said
he had all our money. We called for our money in a lump. He would
not pay it. We demanded it of him, and he would not pay it to us.
Question. How many times did the chiefs ask for it?
Answer. I do not recollect rightly, but it was three or four times.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey tell you further about it?
Answer. I do not recollect what he said.
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Question. Who was the interpreter when the chiefs demanded the
money of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. A. J. Campbell was the interpreter.
Question. Was Mr. Campbell the interpreter at each conversation or
council, when you demanded the money?
Answer. Yes.
Question. When you called for your money in a lump, what money
did you mean ?
Answer. The money we demanded was the two hundred and seventyfive thousand dollars. We demanded it, and the yearly payment, or
"annuity money," also?
Question. How much was the " annuity money? "
Answer. Forty thousand dollars in cash, five thousand dollars m
goods, and five thousand dollars in provisions, for fifty years.
Question. Has any one talked to you about this matter to-day? .
Answer. No one has said anything to me about it.
Question. How much was there to be paid for agriculture, &c.?
Answer. There was thirty thousand dollars set apart for such purposes.
.
Question. How much was set apart for the erection of mills, &c.?
Answer. There was, for different purposes under this head, about
thirty thousand dollars ; I do not recollect any more.
Question. Do you recollect how much was given, or to be given, for
your lands, in full consideration of the whole?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. How long were you to remain and live on this land before
you were to leave it?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. How much money was to be set apart on which you were
to receive interest, or annuity money?
.
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Did you sign but two papers?
Answer. At the time of the signing of the treaty I signed it; and then
they took me to another paper and I signed that also-supposing that
it was to be signed, I did not know anything about it-and then came
away.
Question. Did you sign but one copy of the treaty ?
Answer. I told you before that I signed one paper which the commissioners had, and another which the traders had; and I do not know
what it was I signed.
Question. Who asked you to sign the Traders' Paper?
Answer. They were missionaries, traders, half-breeds, and whites,
all mixed up together ; they are the ones I mean.
Question. Did the commissioners ask you to sign the Traders' Paper?
Answer. The commissioners never told me to sign the Traders' Paper ; but, as I walked off; the traders asked me to sign another pape1•.
Question. Did you sign the treaty at the same time the Orphan
signed it?
Answer. I signed it first.
Question. Was the treaty explained to you ?
Answer. It was not.
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Question. Was it ever explained to you, at any time?
Answer. After we signed the treaty we came to Mendota, and then
they told us that we had signed a paper also for the traders.
Question. Was the treaty explained to you before or after signing it,
by the interpreter?
Answer. Mr. Laframbois, Mr. F arribault, Mr. Bailley, and others
who I do not now recollect, explained it. After it had been explained,
we next went over to the commissioners with the paper.
Question. Were the commissioners present when the treaty was explained to the Indians ?
Answer. They were not.
Question. Was it ever interpreted to you in the presence of the commissioners ?
Answer. I never heard it interpreted in their presence.
Question. How much was you to receive at the payment last fall?
Answer. Two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars.

E-TAY-WAH-KE-AN, Limping Devil, or Thunder Face, a chief of
one of the See-see-toan bands of Upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Did you sign the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, in July,

1851?
Answer. I did.
Question. Did you sign any other paper?
Answer. Yes; I signed another also.
Question. What was the other paper which you signed?
Answer. When I signed the commissioners' paper I walked off, and
Mr. Riggs pulled me by the blanket and said, here is another paper,
and I signed it also.
Question. Did you know what was in that paper when you sign~d
it?
Answer. I did not know; but I signed it.
Question. Were you at the payment last fall?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council direct Governor
Ramsey how they wanted the money paid to them, under the treaty
stipulations?
Answer. Yes.
Question. How did they direct it to be paid by him?
Answer. We went there three times, with seven chiefs, and demanded
the money to be paid to us, and into our own hands. Governor Ramsey would not pay it to us, but said that he wanted to pay some of it
to the traders; but I was not willing.
Question. Did you sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for the two
hundred and seventy-five thousand doll.ars?
·
.
Answer. I never signed any receipt for Governor Ramsey; I have
no recollection of signing any paper of the kind. They sent after me
seven times, in the night, and I would not go.
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Question. Who came for you ?
Answer. Mr. Laframbois and his son, and Louis came for me one
'llight, seven times.
Question. Who did they say wanted you?
Answer. They said Governor Ramsey and Mr. Sibley wanted me.
E-TAY·WAH-KE-AN,

or Limping Devil, cross-examined by Governor

Ramsey and counsel.
Question. When the seven bands called on Governor Ramsey and
demanded the money, were the chiefs all united in that demand?
Answer. I do not mean that we went there in open council.
Question. Did you not come in and object, because you did not get
to sign first at the treaty?
Answer. I never said a word at the treaty. I signed the paper
when I was called to do so. '
Question. Who was the interpreter when you demanded the moriey
of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. It was A. J. Campbell.
Question. How many chiefs were with you when you demanded the
money?
Answer. Four of us. Running Walker, Red Iron, and the Little
Rapids Chief, and myself.
Question. Had you been in council before making this demand ?
Answer. We called on Mr. Sweetser and asked him how to demand it.
Question. Had you been in council before demanding it?
Answer. We !tad a co1mcil at Running Walker's (Tepee) tent or
lodge, before g0ing to demand it.
Question. Who was present at that council?
Answer. I did not notice any white persons there. Red Iron, Running Walker, Limping Devil, Little Rapids Chief, and all their braves
were present.
Question .. Were there any opposed to this demand being made?
Answer. We were all on the same side. We were all for getting
our money. We came to the conclusion in that council to demand our
money in our own hands, only three of the chiefs were not present.
Question. Was you at any councils at Fort Snelling?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you present at any councils at Mendota?
Answer. A good many years ago, I used to come there and talk to
the agent ; about thirty-five years ago.
Question. Do you know how much you were indebted to the traders
when the treaty was made?
Answer. My father died thirty years ago, and I do not recollect of
my people having any traders since; and I did not wish to pa;( the
debts of those whose bones have been crumbling in the dust sihce
that time.
Question. Have you had any credit with the traders since?
Answer. I was away off on the "plains" with my people hunting,
with one hundred and fifty lodges or tepees; when I caught any furs, I
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bought powder of the Indians, and when a trader would come along, I
would buy cloth and blankets of him.
0-PEE-EN-DAH, or Big Curly Head, a chief of one of the W ah-patoan bands of upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Did you sign the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, in July,
1851?
Answer. Yes. I signed it like the most of the chiefs.
Question. Did you sign any other paper at that time?
Answer. I have no recollection of signing any other paper but the
one the commissioners had. When I signed that, I went away, and
did not go where the others were signing the other paper.
Question. Was you present at the payment last fall?
Aswer. I was not there.,
Question. Did you sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for the two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars?
Answer. Since I signed the treaty paper, I have felt dissatisfied,
and never went nigh them again; and have never signed any paper
since.
Question. At the time you signed the treaty paper, did not your son
and other braves oppose your signing that treaty?
Answer. Only my son; no other.

IsH-TAH-HU.M:-BAH, or Sleepy Eyes, a chief of one of the See-seetoan bands of upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Did you sign the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, in July,
1851?
Answer. I did.
Question. Did you sign any other paper at that time?
Answer. I signed the commissioners' paper, and as I carne by the
other paper they wanted me to sign it, but I did not do it.
Question. Were you at the payment in the "fall" of 1852?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Did you sign a receipt for the two hundred and seventyfive thousand dollars last fall to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I was not there.
Question. Did you, in "open council," request Governor Ramsey to
pay your debts to the traders?
Answer. I do not know anything about it.

W AH-NOK-SOON-TA, or the Little Rapids Chief, a chief of one of the
Wah-pa-toan bands of upper Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a
witness.
Question. Did you sign the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, in July,
1851?
Answer. Yes.
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Question. Did you sign any other paper at that time?
Answer. I did.
Question. What was it about?
Answer. I signed one to send to the great father, and another to the
traders. They pulled me along and told me to sign it.
Question. Were you at the payment "last fall," at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did the chiefs, in "open council," direct Governor Ramsey how they wanted their money paid?
Answer. I do not know anything about it. It was some time before
I arrived there.
Question. Did you sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for the two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars?
Answer. I do not know any_thing about signing it. All I know, was,
heading the chiefs in demanding the money.
Question. Have you signed any paper, since the treaty, for Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. The only paper I recollect signing was when I was going
to receive my money fi·om Major McLean.
Question. Did you sign more than one paper before that to Major
McLean?
Answer. No; only one paper at that time.

TAH-HUM-PAH-HEN-DAH, or Sounding Mocasin, a chief of one of the
W ah-pa-toan and See-see-toan bands of upper Sioux Indians, sworn
and examined as a witness.
Question. Did you sign the treaty at Traverse des Sioux in July,
1851?
Answer. I did.
Question. Did you sign any other paper on that day?
Answer. Yes; I signed the paper the commissioners had, and Mr.
Riggs, when I was coming away, took me by the blanket and made
me sign another paper also.
Question. Did any one explain that last paper to you?
Answer. When I signed the first paper, they told me I must sign the
other also; and I signed it like the rest, without any explanation as to
what it was.
Question. Were you at the payment " last fall" at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in " open council" demand the
money, due to them under the treaty, from Governor Ramsey?
Answer. When these old chiefs went and demanded tbe money, I
was always with them, and heard them demand it.
Question. How did the chiefs direct the money to be paid ?
Answer. They directed Governor Ramsey to give it to them, and in
their own hands.
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Question. Did the chiefs hold a council before they demanded it ?
Answer. It may be that they did, but I had not as yet arrived there,
or if they had any council, it was before I arrived there.
Question. Did you sign any paper for Governor Ramsey " last fall"
at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I have no knowledge of signing any paper for him at that
time.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Who was your trader?
Answer. A. J. Campbell.
Question. Who was the interpreter when the chiefs made the demand
of Governor Ramsey for their money ?
Answer. A. J. Campbell was the interpreter.

ANDREW RoBERTSON, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Where do you reside ?
Answer. At the "Sioux Agency," in the Minnesota Territory.
Question. Were you at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux in July,
1851?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you at the payment, in the fall of 1852, at Traverse
des Sioux?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs of the W ah-pa-toan and See-seetoan bands of Sioux Indians demand of Governor Ramsey in open
council the money due tu them under the treaty of July, 1851?
Answer. No; I was not present at any council, except that I was
partly at one.
Question. Were you present when the chiefs signed any papers?
Answer. No; not the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan bands, except
the pay-rolls for their annuities and provisions.
Question. Were you present at the treaty of August, 1851 ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present at the payment of the Indians last fall
under the last-mentioned treaty?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear the Indian chiefs in " open council" demand
the money clue to them under that treaty of Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. I heard them demand payment to themselves, of what I
understood to be their subsistence, traders, and half-breed money.
Question. Where was this demand made ?
Answer. In the interpreter's house, at "the agency," generally used
as a council house.
.
Question. What chiefs did you hear speak for their bands, in making
this demand of Governor Ramsey?
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Answer. I believe all, except the chief of the Crow village. I think
that he was silent on that occasion.
Question. What reply did Governor Ramsey make to their demand?
Ans\ver. The substance of Governor Ramsey's answer amounted to
this: 'That it was proper that they should p ay their traders, by whom
they had been subsisted for years; and that he would not pay them
that money, nor their "annuities," unless they consented to pay the
traders seventy thousand dollars. He added, further, that if they refused to pay their traders, he should take the money back to Washington. He then said to the Indians, " Shall I take the money back to
Washington?" The Indians answered "Yes;" and broke the council
up.
Question. W ere you present at any other council after that time at
that place, or Mendota?
Answer. No; I was present when a portion of the half-breed money
was paid to the chiefs.
.
Question. How much was paid to each chief?
Answer. I cannot tell how much was paid to each chief; but I think
it was thirty thousand dollars, divided among seven bands.
Question. Where were these sums paid to the chiefs?
Answer. In the office of the Indian agent.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey and counsel.
Question. T ell who made the demand, and say whether it was not
W a-ha-shaw and another chief on one side, and Bad Hail, Good Road,
and Little Crow on the other side ?
Answer. It was just as I have said at first. It may be that-some of
them acted as you say, but that is not my recollection. It was the last
council, just preceding the payment to the chiefs of the sums I have
spoken of: I think Mr. Farribault and Mr. Prescott were the interpreters. It was during the first storm of that season.
Question. From your knowledge of the Indian character, what do
you suppose the Indians would have done with their money? Would
they have paid their debts, and retained twenty thousand dollars for
their removal and subsistence?
Answer. It is a matter of opinion. I think the largest portion would
have been given to the highest bidder in ·whiskey, and the balance of
it would have set them to fighting, and ultimately the whole would
have been wasted. I am led to think so, for that was nearlv the result in regard to that which wat~ paid over to them.
"
Question. How long have you lived in the Indian country?
Answer. 'Sixteen years.
Question. H ave you had considerable to do with the Indians during
that time?
.
Answer. I have had a good deal to do with them during all that
time.
Question. From your knowledge of the Indians, do you attach any
weight or credit to their evidence when they may be benefitted by it?
Answer. An oath I do not think amounts to anything with them;
and I do not attach much weight or credit to Indian testimony-about
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as much as I would to the evidence of white men when tbey are not
governed by moral principles. To complete my at~swer, I say that an
Indian will never hesitate to prevaricate when anything is to be gained
by it.
Question. Did you have any discussion in the council you have
alluded to?
Answer. My recollection is not perfect. This morning I said all that
I can say. I think all the chiefs spoke for the money to be given into
their own hands, except Little Crow.
Question. Do you recognize Wah-na-tah, No-hope-ton, and Sleepy
Eyes, (the old man,) as chiefs of the Da-ko-ta or Sioux Indians?
Answer. I do.
Re-examined by the government commissioners.
Question. How often have you heard the Indians called upon to
testify as witnesses ?
An~wer. I never heard an Indian called upon to testify until on this
occaswn.
Question. Do you say that you would not believe the chiefs who
have testified in this case (named to you) on oath?
Answer. I have not sufficient knowledge of those Indians to say;
but fi·om what I do know, I think the same of them as of other Indians.
Question. With what band have you resided mostly?
Answer. With Little Crow's band.
Question. Are they not considered the most depraved of all the Dakotas, from their vicinity to and contact with the whites ?
Answer. I do not think they are when speaking of the Med-a-wakan-toan bands. I think they are not more so than the lower bands
generally.

HANOCK, a Dakota or Sioux Indian, who speaks and understands the
English, as alw the Sioux language, and who is also one of the tribe,
sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux in July,
1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you sign the treaty?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Are you a chief of the Dakota tribe of Indians?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you sign another paper at the same time?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What was it about?
Answer. I do not know what.
Question. Was it explained to you?
Answer. No.
Question. How did you come to sign it ?
'
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Answer. After 1 signed the treaty paper, I was asked to sign another
paper. The chiefs signed it, and I followed and signed it also.
Question. Have you learned since what that second paper was?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you write your own name?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Would you have signed it if you had known what it was?
Answer. Had I known what was in it I would not have signed it.
Question. Were you at the payment in the fall of 1852?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you hear the Indian chiefs in "open council" demand
of Governor Ramsey to have their money paid into their own hands?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Where, and when?
Answer. At Traverse des Sioux, at one of the "mission" houses.
Question. Who was the interpreter on that occasion?
Answer. Joseph Campbell, Alexander Farribault, and Joseph Rienville translated what was said.
Question. Were you made a chief by Gov. Ramsey?
Answer. Nobody ever made me a chief.
Question. Did you sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for the two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars?
Answer. No.
Question. Is Norapton, or No-hope-ton, a chief?
Answer. Since I was born I never knew him as a chief.
Question. Is 0-tak-e-ta a chief?
Answer. I never knew him as a chief.
Question. What of Wah-na-ta, is he a chief?
Answer. His father was a chief among the Yankton's, but I never
knew him (the son) as a chief
Question. Where were you educated in the English language ?
Answer. First I learned to read at Lac qui Parle, they then took
me to Ohio, near Cincinnati. ·
Question. Do you profess the Christian religion?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What church do you belong to?
Answer. To the Presbyterian church.
Question. Is W ah-nok:soon-ta a chief?
Answer. Since my recollection, there were but two chiefs of the
W ah-pa-toan but now there are three, and he is one of them.
Question. How long has W ah-nok-soon-ta been a chief?
Answer. I do not recollect exactly.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey reply to the chiefs when they
demanded the money to be paid to themselves?
Answer. I recollect that the governor said: "Your great father has
now finished, and I cannot pay it into your own hands." I heard him
say this often.
Question. What else did Governor Ramsey say to the chiefs about it?
Answer. I do not recollect all he said.
Question. Were you at the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851?
Answer. No.
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Question. Were you at the payment at Fort Snelling?
Answer. No.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. How old are you ?
Answer. Twenty-eight years.
Question. Have you a wife?
Answer. Yes.
Question. How many children have you ?
Answer. Only one.
Question. How long since you came back from Ohio?
Answer. Ten years.
Question. What have you followed since that time ?
Answer. I have hunted to clothe myself, and last summer I had
goods to trade with the Indians.
Question. Did you trade with the Indians ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. How many goods did you take up into the Indian country?
Were they worth as much as one thousand dollars ?
Answer. Yes, I expect so. I suppose pretty near two thousand
dollars.
Question. Where did you get those goods from ?
Answer. From an American, who keeps a store at Traverse des
Sioux, named Mr. Sweetser.
Question. How did you sign your name to that treaty ?
Answer. I signed both Harrod: and my Indian name.
Question. What is your Indian name?
Answer. Mar-pi-yah-din-a-pee, is my Indian name.
Question. Were the Indians indebted to• you at the payment at
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Yes, and some paid me when they got the money.
Question. In whose employment were you at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I had and traded goods on my own account.
Question. Were you not in the employment of Mr. Sweetser?
Answer. I was not. I only purchased goods fiom him on credit.
Question. Had you not a claim against the Indians of ten thousand
dollars?
Answer. No. Who do you think would get that much credit of me.
They never owed me that much.
Question. Did you not try to get the commissioners to allow a claim
of ten thousand dollars?
Answer. No, I never did. If I had done so, I would speak it out.
I am not afraid of any one.
Question. What chiefs were present when they demanded the money
of Governor Ramsey?
. Answer. Mah-zah-shaw, or R ed Iron; E-tay-wah-ke-an, or Limping Devil ; and E-yang-mo-nee, or Running Walker ; are all I now
recollect. I heard them talking a good deal and demanding it of Governor· Ramsey.
Question. Were there other chiefs of that tribe ?
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Answer. There were others, but some were not there.
Question. Do you know how many chiefs there are of that tribe? .
Answer. Ish-tab-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes; 0-pee-en-dah, or B1g·
Curly Head· Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron; W ah-min-day-ne-chah, or
the Orphan;' W ah-r~ok-soon~ta,
,the Little Rapids Chief; E-taywab-ke-an, or Limpmg Dev1l, or I bunder Face; E-yang-mo-nee, or
Running Walker, or Big q:un-making seven chiets in all. There was,
also auother chief, but he IS dead.

m;

ALEXANDER J. CAMPBELL, sworn and examined

M.S

a witness.

Question. Were you present at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, in
July, 1851?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you present at the payment at Traverse des Sioux,
last fall?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear .the Indian chiefs, in open council, direct
Governor Ramsey how they wanted their money due them under the
treaty to be paid?
Answer. I heard them demand the money to be paid into their own
hands . .
Question. How often did you hear such a demand made?
Answer. Two or three times.
Question. Where was this demand made?
Answer. At the "mission house" of Mr. Huggins, at Traverse des
Sioux.
Question. \Vhat reply did Governor Ramsey make to this demand? ·
Answer. He told them that he could not pay it to them, because
they had giveri the traders a paper to pay their honest debts. Red
Iron then asked him if that was the direction of the President. The
governor replied: I do not know about it; I am here as the great
father myself:
Question. How long have you lived in the Indian country?
Answer. I was born there ; I am twenty-six years of age.
Question. Who acted as interpreter for the Indians ?
Answer. I did. They asked me to go three or four times, and I
went.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs, in "open council," ask Governor
Ramsey to appoint persons to investigate the amount, and to ascertain
how much they owed to the traders?
Answer. Yes. The Indians said, "We will pay our honest debts;"
but they demanded that the traders should show their accounts. The
governor said he had no business to do that ; that they had already
given the traders a paper to pay their debts.
Question. Were you present the morning Governor Ramsey left
Traverse des Sioux for St. Paul?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you present at all the councils held at Traverse des
Sioux, at that time?
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Answer. No; I only went when the Indians asked me to go.
"Question. What do you know_ of Governor Ramsey, Agent McLean,
and H enry M. Rice assembling the Indians at Traverse des Sioux,
prior to the payment ?
Answer. I do not know anything about Governor Ramsey assem·b ling the Indians.
Question. Do you know ,\rho are the chiefs of the See-see-toan and
W ah-pa-toan Indians?
Answer. Ye~. First, Running Walker; second, Big Curley Head;
and third, Little Rapids Chief~ are the W ah-pa-toans. The Sey-seetoans are: First, The Orphan; second, Limping D evil; third, Sleepy
.Eyes; andfoU1·th, Red Irun. These are the seven chiefs that were living at the time of the treaty at Traverse des Sioux. No-hope-ton, or
Noropton, and 0-ta-ke-ta, I do not know as chiefs. They are not recognized by the Indians as such.
Question. How many cliiefs, who are recognized by the Indians as
such, appear to have signed Governor R amsey's receipt on page 7,
Senate document No. 29, part second (2)?
Answer. Limping D evil and Little R apids Chief are all the chiefs on
that receipt.
Question. Did you attend the payment of the lower bands at Fort
Snelling,.last fall; and if so, did you hear the chiefs direct Governor
Ramsey, in open council, how they wanted him to p ay tne money due
to them under the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851?
Answer. I was there, and heard the chiefs demand, in open council,
to haw~ their money paid to them in their own hands. To which Governor Ramsey replied that he would not so pay it. There were two
chiefs who wanted to pay the traders-Little Crow and Little Six.
W a.-ba-shaw said that he wanted the money; and if it was not paid to
him, he (Governor Ramsey) might take it back to Washington. The
council then broke up and the Indians all went off: I was at one council only where the Indwns made the demand. The governor said if
that was their wish, he would take the money back. If anything was
said further, I do not now recollect w hat it was.
Question. Are you a half-breed of the Sioux nation?
Answer. I am a quarter-blood only.
Question. Was any of the half-breeds' money paid to you?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you apply for any of it?
Answer. I gave Mr. Sweetser a paper to draw my share; but he
did not get any for me.
Question. Were you indebted to the Amerir.an Fur Company?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you hear Hanak's testimony?
Answer. I did.
Question. State what you know about the paper to pay the traders
and half-breeds, which was prepared by Hanok, and referred to in his
testimony.
Answer. The morning they were going to the council with that paper I saw it, and they had a large number of the names of the halfbreeds on it. The amount they had down for the half: breeds was sixty
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thousand dollars, and for the traders seventy or eighty thousai1d dollars ; and the balance they wanted themselves. Some was to be left
in the hands of the government-I think forty 0r fifty thousand dollars.
As they were going to the council they stopped at Mr. Sweetser's store
and:showed it to me, and I handed it to Mr. Sweetser to see how they
had,the paper drawn up among themselves.
.
Question. What do you know about the ch1efs wanting their halfbreeds to share in their money?
Ans\ver. The chiefs wanted to pay some more and some less.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. What do you mean by the remark that Governor Ramsey
said to the chiefs that "I arn here as the great father myself?"
Answer. I mean that Governor, Ramsey said that he was there as
the representative of the President.
Question. At what council was that demand made by the chiefs for
the money?
.
·
Answer. It was made at Traverse des Sioux, at the " mission
house," at two or three different councils.
Question. What white persons were present on these occasions?
Answer. Captain Monroe, Alexander Farribault, Mr. Bailley, Mr.
McKenzie, and Mr. Sibley, and a whole lot of others, I cannot now
recollect all.
Question. What took place at the council at Traverse des Sioux
when (the chiefs) wanted Governor Ramsey to appoint some person to
investigate the accounts, and. to ascertain how much they owed their
traders?
Answer. The Indian chiefs demanded their money in their own
hands, when Governor R amsey replied that they ought to pay their
honest debts as white men do. Red Iron then sprang up and took the
governor by the hand and said, th at was what they wanted to do;
that he wanted the books of the traders laid on the table, and if they
wanted them to pay their debts like white people, they would do so ;
that he would pay the debts for those w ho were living, but not for
those who had been dead long ago. I am certain I have stated correctly all I heard.
Question. Who of the chiefs were present ?
Answer. Red Iron, Limping Devil, and Running Walker. Mr.
Bailley interpreted in French and English. Mr. Sibley, Mr. Dousman,
and Mr. McKenzie, and a good many others w ere there.
Q,uestion. Who was the interpreter at the council where they
·
demanded the money of Governor Ramsey at Fort Snelling?
Answer. Mr. Forbes and Mr. Farribault.
Question. 'Vhat chiefs demanded tbe money from Governor Ramsey?
Ariswer. Wa-ba shaw, Good Road, Cloud Man, Wah-coo-ta, and
Black Dog, (or Grey Iron.)
Question. Where was this council held?
·· Answer. At Mr. Prescott's.
.Question. Did all these fiv~ chiefs named make this demand of
Governor Ramsey;
' ··
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Answer. Yes ; one after another.
Question. Did any of the chiefs oppose this demand in council?
Answer. Little Crow said that he wanted all the chiefs to pay their
honest debts, and Little Six said the same thing.
·
Question. \Vas there not in that council a party opposed to paymg
the traders ?
Answer. There w ere a good many who would not pay therp.
Question. Was there not also a party who wanted to pay a part to
the traders, a part to the half:breeds, and to reserve a part to themselves?
Answer. Yes ; that party was Little Crow'.s and Little Six's bands.
Question. Was there not a part who wanted all the money in their
own hands?
Answer. Yes; the five chiefs before mentioned made such a demanq.
Question. Did not Good Road want a part to oe set aside for the
traders, a part for the half-breeds, and a part for himself?
Answer. Not in my presence.
Question. Was there not a part who wanted the money to put it
into the hands of an agent?
Answer. No; I did not know it, nor hear it. I belong to the Wahpa-toan blood.

XAVIER FRESNIER,

sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Were you at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux in July,
1851?
•
.
Answer. Yes.
Question. l!ave you any kno~ledge of the signing of the treaty l;ly
the chiefs?
Answer. Yes; I sa\v them sign it.
Question. Did you see them (the chiets) sign what is called the
" Traders' Paper" also?
Answer. Yes ; I saw them sign it.
Question. Was it explained to the chiefs before or at the time they
signed it?
Answer: I did not hear it explained. ·
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council direct Governor
Ramsey how to pay their money under the tre~ty at the time they
signed it?
·
Answer. They did not say anything to hi,rp then to my knowledge.
Question. Were you at the paymer!t in the fall of 1~52, at Traverse
des Sioux?
Answer. Yes.
Question. D~d you hear the chiefs in ppen council direct Governor
Ramsey how they wanted their money paid, which was dqe to them
under the treaty ?
Answer. I heard the chiefs, in all the councils, dem~nd the money
to be paid to them together. The governor made them this reply:
''When you, the chiefs, sign a paper, then I will give you all the .
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money." The Indians said they wanted the money in their own
hands ; that they would then give a share of it to their traders, a share
to their half-breeds, and they would keep a share of it for themselves.
I did not hear Governor Ramsey mention anything more.
Question. Did you see the Indians sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for two hundred and sPverity-five thousand dollars, ($275,000?)
Answer. I do not know of any person who signedsuch a receipt.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux l~nguage well? .
Answer. I do. I was born and brought up among them.
Question. How long have you traded with the Sioux Indians?
Answer. I have traded on and off with them for eight years.
Question. How many ('hiefs are there, who are recognized by the
Indians as such, of the See-see toan and W ah-pah-toan bands of upper
·
Sioux?
Answer. There were eigltt formerly, but one of them is dead. The
W ah-pa-toan chiefs are, E-yang-me-nee, sometimes called "Big Gun,"
but most frequently "Running \Valker," W ah-nok-soon-ta, or the
"I~ittle Rapids Chief," and 0-pce-en-dah, or "Big Curley Head,"
making thne in number. The See-see-toan chiefs are, Mah-zah-shah,
or "Red Iron," Jsh-tah-hum-bah, or "Sleepy Eyes," E-tay-wah-ke-an,
"Limping Devil," or " Thunder Face," and W ah-min-da-ne-chah, or
the "Orphan," four in number, and making seven in all. These are all
the chiefs now living.
Question. See Semte doc-ument No. 29, part 2, and page 7, and
say how many are chiefs who have signed the receipt to Governor
Ramsey for the two hundred and fifty thotisancl dollars, ($250,000,)
which is dated November 29, 1852.
Answer. E-ta-wah-ke-an, or the Limping Devil, and Wah-nok-soonta, or the Little Rapids Chief, are the only two. Wah-ria-ta is a chief
of the Yankton tribe of Sioux; the others are all soldiers. Two, I do
not know.
Question. vVas you paid, or did you receive any moriey mider that
treaty?
Answer. I did-in Mr. Sibley's house in Mendotn.
'
Question. How much did vou receive?
Answer. It amounted to ~ight hundred and fifty dollars, anp I was
paid in paper money.
Question. Was any of this money due to you as a half-breed?
Answer. It was.
Question. Was you entitled to eight hundred and fifty dollars as a
half-breed ?
Answer. I have five children and myself; which make six, and the·
others were paid two hundred arid fifty dollars eaeh. I received but
eight hundred and fifty dollars, when I was entitled to fifteen hundred
dollars. There was a list of the names of the half-breeds made out at
the time of the treaty, and they were to get forty thousand d6llars in
all-making two hundred and fifty dollars to each.
·
Question. Who made out that half~breed list?
Answer. Mr. Sibley.
Question. How long after the treaty was signed?

·i
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.Answer. I do not recollect. I thirik it was the next day after the
treaty.
Question. Did you authorize any one to draw that money tor you?
Answer. I did not authorize any person to do so.
Question. How came you to go to Mr. Sibley for it?
Answer. My brothers were down at Mendota, and when they came
back then I went down.
Question. Were you at the payment at Fort Snelling, under the
treaty of Mendota? ·
Answer. I \vas.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs, in open council, at Fort Snelling,
direct Governor Ramsey how they wished him to pay the money under
the treaty of August, 1851?
.
Answer. I do not know that I did. I do not recollect much about It.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Are you related to the See-see-toan, W ah-pa-toan, and.
Med-a-wa-kan -toan bands?
Answer. I am related to the See-see~toans, W ah-pa-toans, and
Mecl-a-wa-kan-toans.
Question. Do you speak the English language?
Answer.- I do not. I was brought up among the Indians.
Question. Have you always resided among them?
Answer. I have been among them for thirty years.
Question. Are you a chief?
Answer. I am not.
Question. Are you a soldier or. brave ?
Answer. I am not.
Question. Where do you live?
Answer. I have no settled home.
Question. How did it happen that you were at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I went for my portion of the half-breed money.
Question. Was you put down on the list as a half~ breed?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you in all the councils at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I have named all before.
Question. How many councils were you in at that place?
Answer. I do not kno\v exactly. I was at the councils which were
held on two or three different days.
Question. Wer e there any councils at which you were not present?
Answer. I was at all the councils.
Question. Did you hear the treaty explained to the Indians?
Answer. It was explained to the Indians, I heard it explained.
Question. Was it explained at the time it was sianed by them?
0
Answer. No, not at that time.
Question. Who explained it to the Indians?
.,
Answer. Mr. Lafi:ambois and Alexander Farribault explained it.
Question. Where and when was it explained to them?
Answer. It was explained before it was signed. It was not explained
'''hen the Indians were in council.
·

~
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Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council direct Governor
Ramsey how they wanted their money paid?
Answer. I did. They asked the governor to give them all their
money together; and that they wanted to have twenty thousand dollars added to the forty thousand dollars for their half-breeds. They then
wished seventy thousand dollars to be paid to their traders, and the
balance they wished to have for themselves.
Question. \Vhere was that coucil held?
Answer. They said this in their own lodges; and drew up a paper
for Governor Ramsey to see, and brought the prtper to the governor
before be left, and gave it to him in one of the "mission houses," where
he was staying.
Question. Did you see that paper presented to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Yes; I beard it read, and saw it presented it to the governor.
Question. Who drew up that paper!
Answer. Hanok drew it up.
~
Question. Was your name down on that paper?
Answer. It was.
Question. What was the amount fixed opposite to your name, as the
sum you were to receive?
Answer. Eight thousand dollars.
Question. Is this the paper you allude to, when you say they demanded the money of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. The chiefs first demanded the money with their OU/n mouths,
and when the governor would not give it to them, they went off' and
made this paper of which I have spoken.
Question. Who was present when they made the demand?
Answer. A great many persons. Mr. Dousman, Mr. Sibley, Mr.
McKenzie, and Mr. Tyler. The house was full. I looked through the
window and saw them.
Question. What chiefs made the demand?
Answer. Mah-yah-shah, or Red Iron; E-tay-wah.:.ke-an, or Limping
Devil; E-yang-mo-nee, or Running Walker ; and W ah-nok-soon-ta, or
the Little Rapids chief-Jour in all. There were none others present,
but that man, (Tah-hum-pah-hen-dah, Sounding or Rattling Mocasin,)
who was made a chief:
Question. How many half-breeds were on the list o'f which you have
spoken?
Answer. I do not know exactly.

JosEPH M. MARSHALL, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Will you look at Senate document No. 29, part 2, page 8,
and say whether you are of the firm of Marshall & · Co., ~as therein
stated?
Answer. Yes, I am one that firm.
Que:;;tion. Did your firm have al:contract with the government for
supplying the Sioux Indians with provisions?
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Answer. The contract was awarded to us, but Agent McLean was
absent, and there Wds some neglect in furni shing the papers, for what
reason_ I do not know. We went on with the contract agreeably to the
a?~ertisement upon which we based our bid, and furnish ed the proVIswns that are hei;e described in this document, of $4,438, for the
See-see-t.oan Sioux Indians, which provisions were accepted by the
govern~ent agents, and they were charged for them according to the
terms of our bids.
Question. How much were the United States indebted to you?
· Answer. ($4,438,) four thousand f<mr hundred and thirty-eight
dollars.
Question. From whom did you receive payment for this account
against the government?
Answer. From Governor Ramsey.
Question. In what kind of funds 'overe you paid ?
Answer. There were ($4',400) four thousand four hundred dollars
paid to us in paper money, and thirty-eight dollars_ in American gold.
This was paid in Governor Ramsey's own hou~e, De~em_ber 4,_1852.
It was paid to one person, and I gave the receipt which I S copied on
this 8th page of Senate doc.ument No. 29; part 2. Governor Ramsey
accepted and received the receipt from me, which is dated D ecember
4, 1852, for ($4,438) four thousand four hundred and thirty-eight dollars.
JosEPH M. MARSHALL, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Did you not furnish these provisions without any distinct
.
understanding?
Answer. There was no distinct understanding further than I have
mentioned.
Question. Were you not offered the gold at the time of this payment
to you?
Answer. The governor asked me if I preferred the gold, or would
paper money answer me as well. I replied tbat I sbould prefer the
paper money.
Question. Did you loose anything on that paper money?
Answer. No, we lost nothing on it. It answered our purpose just
as well as the gold.
Question. What bank was it on?
Answer. It was all on the Merchants' Bank of New York city, in
one hundred dollar bills .
. Question. Could you have had the gold if you had preferred it?
g;Answer. I suppose I could.
.
l'e:. QuestiOn. Did Governor Ramsey enter into any contract with you
for these provisions ?
Answer. No; nor with our firm.
Re-examined by the government commissioners.
Question. Did you present an account of these provisions to agent
McLean for payment?
.
Answer. I did present it, as it appears on page 8 of Senate document No. 29, part 2.
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Question. Did agent McLean append his official certificate, as appears on this document No. 29?
Answer. He did, and I then presented it ·.o Governor Ramsey, and
he paid me t.he money, as I have stated.

ALEXANDER GRAHAM, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux in July,

)

1851?

Answer. I was. I saw the Indians signing it.
Question. Did you see Mr. Brown have another paper?
Answer. I saw him sitting there, but did not see any paper.
Question. Did you see any other paper signed by the Indians on
that occasion?
Answer. The Indians signeCl another paper, but I did not see it.
Some one called out to rne to tell the uext one to sign. I told them to
go and sign the treaty.
Question. Did you see the so-called "Traders' Paper" that clay?
Answer. I did not, but I heard some talk of it.
Question. Was that " Traders' Paper" explained to the Indians?
Answer. It was explained that day to the Indians.
Question. By whom?
Answer. By the interpreters, Mr. Riggs and Mr. Alexander Farribault.
Question. Who did they interpret for?
Answer. For that one legged man who came to make the treaty.
Question. Did they take up that paper and explain it properly to the
Indians?
·
Answer. I did not see that.
Question. What did Colonel Lea say was in that Traders' Paper?
Answer. That so much money was to be paid to them, and so much
to their traders, and some for removal, &c.
Question. What Indian chiefs were present at that time?
Answer. Sleepy Eyes, Red Iron, and Running Walker.
Question. Did these chiefs sign that Traders' Paper?
Answer. I saw them going towards Governor Ramsey and Colonel
Lea. They said they had two papers; Red Iron said so.
Question. Were you a clerk of the American Fur Co1J1pany?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you at the payment at Traverse des Sioux last fall?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you present at any council with the Indians ?
Answer. No; I was sick in bed.
Question. Were you at Mendota or Saint Peter's agency at the payment last fall?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you in any council with the chiefs and Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. No.
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Question. · Did you hear any conversation between the chiefs and
Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you ever hear Governor R amsey say that he would
turn the prisoners out of custody if they would sign a receipt to him
for their money ?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you get any money from the half-breed payment?
Ans\ver. Yes.
Question. How much did you receive?
Answer. Over three hundred dollars.
Question. In what currency was that paid to you?
Answer. In paper money.
Question. Ara you a half~ breed Sioux?
Answer. I am.
Question. Who paid you that money ?
Answer. It was paid by Frederick Sibley.
Questiou. Where was it paid to you?
Answer. At Mendota.
Question. Who told you to go to Frederick Sibley for your money?
Answer. He told me, (Mr. Frederick Sibley.)
Question. Did any one else tell you to go to him?
Answer. No. It was after Mr. Tyler had left.
Question. Did you authorize Hugh Tyler to draw your money?
Answer. Mr. Sibley asked me to sign a paper to draw my money,
and I did so.
Question. Where did you sign that paper to draw your money?
Answer. At Mr. Sibley's store, at Traverse des Sioux.
Question. When did you sign this paper at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. About the time of the payment last fall.
Question. Did Mr. Sibley tell you that you had to losefijieen per cent.
out of that half-breed money?
Answer. No. When he· gave me the money, he said that was all.
Question. Is that your signature, (showir.g witness a paper,) same as
is copied on Senate document No. 29, page 32?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present the night after the treaty, at a council?
Answer. No.
Question. Were you present at a council at Mr. Prescott's, where
Major McLean and the Med-a-wa-kan-toan chiefs had a talk at Fort
Snelling last fall, before the payment?
Answer. Yes. They met there to get their money; they took a
paper there to Major McLean. Major McLean read it, and after it
was read an Indian came in and took the paper and tore it up.
Question. Did the Indians in that council conclude to ask or demand
of Governor Ramsey the money clue to them under the treaty into
their own hands?
Answer. They did.
Question. Did they go to Governor Ramsey afterwards, and delpand
the money, as they had agreed to do in council?
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Answer. I did not see them go; but that is what the council was
held for.
Question. Was W a-ha-shaw there?
Answer. Yes.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.

I

•

Question. At what time of day was this council held?
Answer. About (10) ten o'clock. A former council was held at
Samuel Finley's. I was not there all the time.
Question. Who was in that council?
Answer. Mr. Sweetser and Mr. Van Etten.
Question. Was there any paper prepared in the presence of Major
McLean?
. Answer. No. The council held at Samuel Finley's was to make
arrangements to get their money under the treaty. They thought they
haJ paid enough to traders, and wanted their money among themselves.
Question. Was it not specified in that paper that the half-breeds
were to receive eighty thousand dollars?
Answer. It was not the intention of the Indians to give that much,
but it was so read at Major McLean's, and so interpreted by Mr. Prescott, that the half-breeds were to receive all the money.
Question. '.Vas it not stated irr that paper, that the Indians were to
set aside some twenty thousand dollars for their removal, and seventy
thousand dollars to be paid to their traders?
Answer. I do not know anything of the kind. I have said all I
know.
Question. Was there not a eli vision in this council?
Answer. I do not know. Little Crow was against the paper, but no
one else that I know of.
Question. Were there not some for giving more to half-breeds and
some less .
Answt:r. There was a difference of opinion in that respect.

DAviD OLMSTEAD, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you present at Traverse des Sioux, at the payment
last fall?
Answer. I was present at the time the payment was made.
Question. Did you attend any council at that place?
Answer. I did not attend any council where the Governor was present. I did attend one where agent McLean was present.
Question. What was the object of that council?
Answer. I heard some talk between the Indians and the agent, the
substance of which was that the Indians wanted their money as stipulated in the t;eaty. They also made complaint about some of their
old chiifs having been broken, and youn~ ones substituted in their places.
They further complained that their money had not been paid according
to the treaty; that they wanted it paid to themselves and would not
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be ~atisfied without it. That they would not remove unless they got
· ·t~mr money as stipulated in tbe treaty. There was a paper signed,
directed to the President of the United States, and another to Governor
R amsey. The latter paper was a "protest~' against the paym~nt of
the money to the traders, under tb e 4th art1cle of the treaty, w1thout
having their accounts investigated. The "protest" to the President
was setting forth the facts. The paper to Governor Ramsey was in
the nature of a demand to have their money paid to themselves. I witnessed one, and I made a rough draught of one, and perhaps both. I
am under the impression that one was written by Hanok, an educated
Sioux Indian, and the other by Joseph Campbell. I heard both papers
interpreted to the Indians, ::mel I think both interpreters were sworn on
both occasions.
I also saw the Indians sign both papers. There were from fifteen
to twenty chiefs and headmen present; but I have no exact recollection of how many were there. But all who were there signed both
papers. Both of these papers requested an investigation of the traders
claims, by persons to be appointed. One of the papers the chiefs took,
to present to Governor Ramsey. The other was to be sent to Washington. This was before the half~ breed payment and "hand-money"
payment were made, and distribution at Mendota.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. ·where was this council held of which you have spoken?
Answer. It was at Mr. Sweetser's store at Traverse des Sioux.
Question. Who were present at this council?
Answer. Mr. Huggins, Mr. Shaffer, Mr. Fuller, Mr. Merrick, and
another Mr. Huggins, and Captain Dodd, who took the acknowledgement. The other council was held at the same place.
Question. Who were present at the other council?
Answer. I think pretty much the same persons, and I think agent
McLean also.
Question. Did you see these papers after they were taken by the
chiefs?
Answer. I saw Red Iron take one of the papers with the express
purpose of presenting it to Governor Ramsey. I do not know whether
he did present it to him or not.
Question. Was there anything said as to who was to investigate the
traders' accounts?
Answer. I understood that commissioners were to be appointed, but
I cannot say whether all this was embodied in the paper or not. There
were some names mentioned. I think one was agent McLean, another
Mr. Sweetser, Dr. Williamson also, and some one else. I think Col.
Lea was also mentioned. This was after a part of the money had
been paid. I mean the "annuity" money.
THOMAS ODELL, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at the treaty of Traverse des Si~ux in July

1851?
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Answer. I was there a short time.
Question. Were you at the payment under that treaty at Traverse
des Sioux last fall ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present at any of the councils?
Answer. No.
Question. Were you employed by Governor Ramsey for any pprpose connected with that treaty or payment?
Answer. Not that l know of: Not by his employment.
Question. What did you go there for?
Answer. I went to take charge of a drove of cattle.
Question. Were you present at any council of the Indians when
Governor Rarp.s ey wa.s present?
Answer. No, I was not.
Q]Jestion. Were you at ¥endota when the half-breeds w~re paid ?
Answer. Yes.
'
Question. Who paid the money to them?
Answer. Hugh Tyler paid all that I E?aw p11id to theJTI.
Question. What kin(:~ of funds were they paid in?
Answer. I saw some of it paid in bank notes and some in gold.
Question. About in what proportion were they so paid?
Answer. I cannot tell.
Question. Did you receive any money yourself for any half-breed or
half-breeds ?
Answer. I received two hundred and twelve dollars and fifty cents
for Mary Louise, an orphan girl, who lives with me. She i13 a halfbreed Sioux and belongs to the Lac qui Parle band. This was a
month after the others were paid.
Question. In wqat kit)d of funds were you paid?
Answer. I was paid two hundred and ten dollars in paper money,
two dollars in gold, and fifty cents in silver.
Question. Did you act as the agent for this half~breed girl?
Answer. I did, Gover~or Ramsey told me there was some mol)ey
set apart for her. I signed no power of attorney to any one to draw
this money.
·
Question. Did you receive any money for yourself at the half-breed
payment?
Answer. l received one hundred and thirty-two dollars and forty
cents for a demand I had against the Indians. l received one hundred
and thirty-two dollars in paper money. Mr. Dousman han<;led it to
me. I received it on account of the claim filed, marked K, Senate
document No. 29, page 36, which I now see before me.
Question. What per cent. was deducted out of your claim against
the Indians ?
Answer. When I saw Hugh Tyler he said that he would pay me,
but that there would be fijiecn per cent deducted out of it. I never
had authorized him or any one else to draw it for me or for her.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs of the lower bar).ds demand of
Governor Ramsey to have their money paid into their own hands?
Answer. Yes, at the council house or agency, near Fort Snelling.
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Question. What reply did Governor Ramsey make when they demanded the money?
Answer. Governor Ramsey told them that he wanted them to pg,y
their debts before they went to their new homes. The chiefs replied
that they wanted the money paid over to themselves. The governor
told them he could not pav it to them. The chiefs then said that he
could take the money bacl~, and the land should be theirs again.
Question. Was this demand before or after the payment?
Answer. It was before the payment.
Question. What did the chiefs then do or say?
Answer. They went out of the council house, and that was all.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Who interpreted at the council of which you have spoken?
Answer. I cannot say -\vho. I do not recollect whether it was Mr.
Forbes or Mr. Farribault.
Question. What chiefs were there?
Answer. I cannot name them all, but the "Cloud Man" was there.
Question. Was there any division among the chiefs, as ·to what they
wanted to do with this money ?
Answer. Not that I know of.
Questfon. Did not some wish the governor to pay their debts, and
some to have it paid to themselves?
Answer. I heard some such remarks made.
Question. Did you not hear some who were for paying their debts,
some for paying their half~ breeds so much, and some for setting it apart
for their removal and subsistence?
Answer. I heard some such talk, but I do 1~ot know where I heard it.
Question. Did you not marry a half-breed of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
Sioux?
Answer. I did; but never got any half-breed money on her account,
although I was as much entitled to it as any of the others.
Question. How much was set apart for the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Sioux
half-breeds?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did the claim of McBoal and Odell include all your claims
against the Indians ?
Answer. It did; we were partners. It was the only clajm I had
against the Indians.
Question. Had McBoal any other claim?
Answer. Not that I know of.
Question. What is McBoal's Christian name?
Answer. James McBoal.
QQestion. Is that Mr. McBoal's name on page 35, Senate document
No.29?
Answer. It is.
Question. Was this little girl included in the half:.breed list?
Answer. I do not think she was.
Question. Was it not through Governor Ramsey's influence that this
little girl was put upon the list?

.
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Answer. I asked Governor Ramsey to have it put on the list. I do
not know whether it was his influence or not ; but I got the money for
her. ] received this about a month after the payment. I heard the
governor read over a list of the half-breeds at Traverse des Sioux.
WILLIAM HARTSHORN, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. How long have you lived in the Indian country?
Answer. About eleven years.
Question. Were you at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux in July,

1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present when the treaty was signed by the
Indians?
Answer. I think l was, and 'saw it signed.
Question. Did you see the so-called " Traders' Paper" signed also?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you hear of any paper relating to the distribution of
the "hand-money" among the traders being interpreted to the Indians?
Ansv.rer. I did not hear of any such paper being interpreted then, or
at any time. I was present at all the open councils, and would have
been likely to have heard it, if it had been done. I might have missed
some .councils, but I do not recollect that I did. I was on the ground
all the time.
, Question. Did you he·a r the fourth article of the treaty, relative to
the manner in which their money was to be paid to them, explained to
the Indians ?
Answer. I think I did hear that clause explained.
Question. What construction did the commissioners put upon that
clause?
Answer. They explained it just as it read. The Indians were to
have it paid to themselves, and to no other person. I have no further
explanations to mal~:e. I was not at the payment.
Question. Were you at Mendota when the half-breeds were paid
their money?
Answer. Yes, and saw a good many of them pajd. They were paid
by Hugh Tyler. He handed the money over. Most of it was in packages of paper money, which he laid on the table or desk. When a
half-breed w as called, the money was counted out, and then the halfbreeds touched the pen to their signatures, and some wrote their own
names. Mr. Tyler was standing by at the time. If they owed the
fur company anything, Mr. Steele, Mr. Forbes, or Mr. Sibley, then
stepped up, and presented a paper, and took the money, an:l told the
half-breeds they owed them so much, and took the money. If the halfbreeds O\vecl them nothing, they handed the money over to them.
Very few of those that I saw but what owed the fur company something. I did not see anything but paper money paid, except the change;
I think, but am not certain, that I saw one sovereign paid out to them.
I saw a dozen or two half-breeds . P?SS o~t and in. _ Mr. Forbes and
Mr. Steele got the most of their money.
'·
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Question. Did you have a claim against the Indians?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you a licensed trader ·?
Answer. I was not all the time. I was part of the time, for one year,
with Mr. Randall.
Question. Had you a claim against the upper Sioux Indians?
Answer. I had.
Question. How much were you paid, by whom were you paid, and
in what kind of funds?
'
Answer. I was paid four hundred and fifty dollars ($450) and some
small change, by Hugh Tyler-all in paper money, except fifty (50)
. or sixty cents in change. · l was allowed five hundred and thirty dollars, ($530,) and they deducted fifteen per cent. I asked them what it
was for, (the fifteen per cent.,) and Mr. Sibley or Governor Ramsey,
both standing by, told me it was for expenses. Mr. Tyler asked me if
I was sat1sfied and willingto sign the paper. I said to him that I supposed I would have to be satisfied, and signed it without any further
words. They had a paper with the names of the creditors of the Indial1S on it, and the sums carried out, deducting the fifteen per cent.;
and I think the words "for expenses" were interlined, or between the
columns.
Question. Did yo11 sign a power of attorney, before that time, for
Hugh Tyler to draw your money?
Answer. Not to my recollection. I do not recollect to have sign.ecl
any paper for Mr. Tyler but that one.
Question. Where did you sign that paper?
Answer. I signed it at Mr. Sibley's house, in Mendota.
Question. When did you sign it?
Answer. It was after the river was frozen over; I think in January
or December last, 1852 or 1853. I remember now that it was in December, 1852.
Question. Are you certain you did not sign a power of attorney to
Hugh Tyler, on the 23d of July, 1851, to draw your money, as acreditor of the Indians?
Answer. I am not certain; but I do not recollect to have clone so.
Question. Look at the power of attorney to Hugh Tyler on Senate
document No. 29, pages 28 and 29, and see if you signed that paper at
Traverse des Sioux Y
Answer. I certainly did not, because I was not there in 1852.
Question. Do you know why Hugh Tyler paid that money out to
the traders and half~ breeds, instead of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present when Tyler, or Sibley, or
anybody else, were paying out this paper-money to traders or halfbreeds?
Answer. He was present when Hugh Tyler paid me, sitting at the
same table.
Question. Were these paper-money bills new bills, or were they
worn more or lf'ss by use?
Answer. Most of them were new bills; one seemed to have been
handled some.

, I
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Question. What hank were they on ?
Answer. They were all on one ban~. Mine was paid in fifty dollar
bills. The traders went in, one at a time, to get their money. There
was no trader there who did not belong to the American Fur ·company.
The bills were on a New York hank.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present in the room of Mr. Sibley
at Mendota when these traders were being paid?
Answer. He was in there when I was paid. Governor Ramsey,
Mr. Steele, Mr. Tyler, and Mr. Bailley were present, and the governor
did not get up. This was in December, 1852. Mr. Steele came out
of the room after me, and crossed the river with me. He said that if
they did not do what was right, and allow him his claim, he be damned
if he would pay the fifteen per cent. ; and that he would go to Washinoton and blow the whole thing up, or expose them. That he could
so just as well as not if they did not pay his claim.
Question . .Did you talk to Governor Ramsey about your claim?
Answer. I did. He told me he hoped the traders would settle it
among themselves as to how much they would receive. This was
about the time of the payment.

d;

Cross-examined by Governor R amsey's counsel.
Question. Mention all you can remember about who were in that
room at Mr. Sibley's?
Answer. I have told you who I think were there. Mr. Dousman,
Mr. Bailley, Governor Ramsey, Mr. Steele, Mr. Sibley, and Mr. Tyler,
according to my recollection.
Question. Did Govern0r Ramsey have anything to do with that payment?
Answer. No.
Question.' Did he say anything to you about it?
Answer. Governor Ramsey. or Mr. Sibley, one of the two, asked me
if I was satisfied about the fijiet:n per cent.?
Question. Did you receive the money from Governor Ramsey?
Answer. No; I did not.
Question. Did he count the money out for you?
Answer. No.
Question. Did he look at your account, or at any of your papers?
Answer. No, not to my knowledge.
Question. What interest has Alexis Bailley in the American Fur
Company?
~nswer. He has always been in their employment, and a part ofhis
dmm, fi)f a number of thousand dollars, was to go to that company.
Question. Did Mr. Steele's money go to the American Fur Company?
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. Was Mr. Dousman's money to go to the American Fur
Company?
Answer. I know that he was an old member of that company, and
used to he a partner.
.Question. Were you in all the councils at Traverse des Sioux ?

10
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Answer. I was at all open councils, to the best of my knowledge. J
never left the ground for six weeks. I was not a mile fi·om the camp,
to my knowledge, durina the tim e.
Question. Who explained the 4th article of the treaty to the Indians?
Answer. I do not recollect which of the t\vo commissioners; sometimes Governor Ramsey spoke, and sometimes Colonel Luke Lea.
Question. Did you hear it explained more than once?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language?
Answer. Not well. I understand a good deal of it. I do not speak
it well enough to understand what is said in comicil.
Question. Who interpreted in that couneil?
Answer. I do not know of any one but Alexander Farribault:. I
think he was the interpreter.
Question. State the· language of the commissioners in the explanation
they gave of the treaty?
~
Answer. I have stated it to be as it was written in the treaty.
.- Question. \Vere then~ any half-breeds paid off at Mendota, whoretained all their money fi·om the company?
Answer. Yes. I think I saw some who retained it all.
Question. H ad you ever a " license" to trade with the Indians m
your own name ?
Answer. I never was a licensed trader only as the partner of .Mr.
Randall, who had a license, and I traded with him fin· tw•o years.
The original power of attorney given by the traders to Hugh Tyler
were here exhibited to Mr. Hartshorne, when he admitted that he had
signed it. He said that it was his signature, but that be had no recollection of ever ha.ving seen that paper before. That at Traverse des
Sioux, after the treaty was made, the traders met and appointed a
committee to examine and allow the respective claims of each. 'rhat
this committee was appointed by Mr. Sibley, Mr. Dousman, Mr. McLeod and ·others. That they allowed him only five hundred and thirty
dollars out of eighteen hundred dollars.
Question. _W ere you sworn to the correctness of your· account?
Answer. I was sworn to my account by Mr. Smith, a notary public,
first, and then before Governor Ramsey.
Question. Were you allowed any of that nine thousand dollars?
Answer. No.

WILLIAM H. RANDALL, sworn and examined as· a witness.
Question. Please state yom: occupation, and how long .you have resided here in Minnesota Territory?
Answer. I came here in 1846; and in 1847 I entered into partnership with William H<Jrtshorne in the Indian trade, under a license from
the government in 1847 and 1848.
Question. Did you have a cluim against the Indians?
An;;wer. I had a claim for our company, and also a daim for Hartshorne, which was assigned to me. I put in my claim betore Governor
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Ramsey, :mel swore to it. I called on the govemor several times to '
know if it was going to be paid, both before and after I l·Jad put it in.
He told me none but "licensed traders" should be paid. That he
wanted to do justice to all parties, but could pay none but "licensed
traders." At the time the money was taken up to Mendota by Hugh
Tyler I went up with him. I then examined the list and found that
my name was left off. I retm ned and called on Governor Ramsey to
know why my name was not on the list. He said that he did not
know. That he had trusted to Mr. Prescott, who furnished him with
the list. I said to him that I had sworn that I had traded with the Indians under a license. He then advised me to go up to Mendota next
morning, and request Mr. Tyler to postpone the payment until I could
go to the agency and get a copy of my license. I went there next
morning and found that the payment had been made the evening before.
I did not get my money. Thev did not allow me anything on my
claim.
"'
The day afler the payment the traders, through Mr. Tyler, gave me
nine l:undred and fifteen dollars, saying that it was on account of my .
gentlemanly conduct towards them. They vmuld not admit that I had
any claim, and it had nothing to do with my debt or claim, as they
said, that it was out of their own private purse.
Question. In what kind of funds were you paid by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. In paper money.
Question. On what bank?
Answer. On a New York city bank.
Question. Who were present when he paid you this n'loney?
Answer. Mr. H. H. Sibley, Mr. Dousman, F. B. Sibley, Mr. Forbes,
and Mr. Tyler.
Question. Why was it just nine hundred and· fifteen dollars?
Answer. They took a percentage off of each claim, and it came to
that E.um.
Question. In whose hands did you find this list of traders ?
Answer. In Hugh Tyler's hands.
Question. Where was this p ayment made ?
Answer. In Mr. Sibley's office. I went up with Mr. Tyler, and he
had the money with him.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey ever tell you · why he paid the
money to the traders through Hugh Tyler?
Answer. He- said to me, that the traders had given Hugh Tyler a
power of attorney to receive thPir money.
Question. What did he say in regard to the payment by Hugh
Tyler?
Answer. He said that he paid it to Tyler in bulk, as he, Tyler, had
receipted for the whole.
Question. \Vere you present at any council with Governor Ramsey
and the Sioux chiefs before the payment was made?
Answer. I was at one, at the St. Peter's agency.
Question. Did you bear the chiefs at that council demand of Gov
ernor Ramsey that their "band money" should be paid into their own
hands?
. Answer. I did hear them demand their money to be paid into their
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own hands. The reason they gave wns, that they had overpaid the
.company, and that they owed other debts nnd traders, and wanted the
rmoney paid into their own hands, so that they might pe1y them. They
,said that .the company had received ninety thousand dollars fi·om Governor Ramsey, nnd that overpaid them. The governor th en asked,
who said he had paid the American Fur Company ninety thousand dol-lars? The reply of the chiefs I do not recollect. The governor then
said, he ·would return the money unless they did something, which, I
tthink, was, that they should sign some papers. The Indian chiefs
said he might return it, and they would keep their lands, and they then
broke up the council.
Question. Were you at the half-breed payment?
Answer. I was, ·when a few of them were paid.
Question. Who paid them?
··
Answer. Hugh Tyler handed the money over to H. H. Sibley, and
Mr. Forbes, and they then deducted the amount of the accounts which
the half-breeds owed to the company, .;mel gave them the balance which
was left.
Question. In what kind of money were they paid?
An=?wer. It was paid in paper money, except small change.
Question. Who were there, taking part in this payment?
Answer. Mr. Tyler, Mr. Dousman, .Mr. Sibley, and Mr. Forbes.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey and counsel.

.

Question. Were you in the interior office, where· they were paid?
Answer. I was not. I was in the adjacent room. I sat near the
door· where I could see into the interior ofti.ce.
Question. Are you sure that the money was first passed by Mr. Tyler to Mr. Sibley?
Answer. I am not certain. I saw two or three half-breeds paid by
Mr. Sibley and Mr. Forbes. There might have been as many as
twenty paid while I was there, but I did not see who paid them all.
Question. What chiefs were present at the counc1l of which you
have spoken?
Answer. I do not know them, certainly, only fi·om hearsay. I was
not in the room. I was only where I could hear what was said.
Question. Are you certain that Governor Ramsey was there?
Answer. I heard his voice.
Question. Who vvas the interpreter?
Answer. Mr. Forbes and Alexander Farribault. I heard no papers
read to my knowledge. I do not know who called that council.
Question. When was this council held?
Answer. I think in the latter part of November or first of D ecember,
1852, before the payment. I may mistake the time.
Question. State whether the six thousand dollars of vour claim in"
cluded all the claim of Mr. Hartshorne or not ?
Answer. It included all of his claim that I know anything about.
I was licensed to trade on the St. P eter's river, bet\veen Little Six's
village and the Little rapids.
Question. Did you recognize Mr. Hartshorne as a licensed trader?
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Answer. I supposed that we were doing business under my license.
I had an assignment of Hartshorne's interest. Here the witness was
shown Senate document No. 29, part 2, pages 34 :wd 35, marked H.,
and says, that it is the same list he saw in the hands of Hugh Tyler,
at Mendota.
Question. Where did you get your license?
Answer. Of agent Bruce.

ALEXANDER McLEoD. sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at Mendota when the "half-breeds" were paid
by Hugh Tyler?
.
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you receive any money in right of your wife and
children?
'
"
.
Answer. I received two hundred and twelve dollars and fifty cents.
Question. In what kind of funds?
Answer. I received one hundred dollars in ten dollar bank bills, on
the Merchants' Bank of New York, and the balance in gold.
Question. Who paid you this money?
Answer. Hugh Tyler paid me. Mr. Sibley ancl .Mr. Dousman were
there counting out the money, and Mr. Tyler h•nded me the money.
Question. What per cent. was retained out of your money?
·
Answer. Fifteen per cent.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you sign a receipt for your money?
Answer. I signed 1\<vo papers, but did not read either of them?
Question. Did you sign a power of attorney to Hugh Tyler to draw
your money? See a copy on pages 29 and 30 of Senate document No.
.
29, part 2.
Answer. I suppose I did. I signed two papers and did not read
either of them. I never signed any other paper, at any other time,
connected with this matter. I saw several half-breeds sign at the same
time. Mr. Tyler asked me to sign both papers.

WILLIAM B. DoDD, being sworn testified as follows.
Question.

Were you at the treaty at

T~;averse

des Sioux in July,

1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you see the Indians sign that treaty?
Answer. I did not. I letl previous to the signing.
Question. Do you know anything about what is called the "Traders'
Paper?
Answer. I know that there was such a paper drawn up the day I
left there.
Question. Do you know anything of the signing of it?
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Answer. I do not know anything about its signing. I saw a rough
draught of it b.efore the signing of the treaty.
Question. In whose hrmds did you see it?
Answer. I cannot say. It was passing around in the hands of different persons who were there.
Questioa. Was there any schedule attached to it at that time?
Answer. There was not, nor was it signed.
Question. vVere you at the paymen(of the upper bands of Sioux last
fall?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council direct Governor
Ramsey how they wanted their money p aid which was due them under
the treaty?
Answer. Yes. I heard Red Iron, (a chief~) and Limping Devil, (a
chief also,) as the representatives of a council held in one of their
lodges up on the hill, a shorr distance from the pay ground, demand of
Governor Ramsey the money to be paid to themselves. This demand
was made in open council. Governor Ramsey gave them to understand
that they had made a previous arrangement, and that he coulJ not pay
them the money; as they had previously disposed of it. That they had
agreed to pay their debts. I think the chiefs then got up and went
away. I do not think anything was said at that time about the Traders'
Paper.
Question. Were you present at any other council? ·
Answer. I was present at another. The Indians came down, and I
followed them to the governor's quarters. They had commenced talking before I got in, and I heard this language by an Indicm chief: "If
our debts are found . to be honest, we are willing to pay them. There
is a large amount brought against us, and we are anxious that the
matter shall be examined into before the money is paid." The reply
of the governor was, "I will consider your proposition." This is all
I can no\v recollect.
Question. Were you in all the open councils?
Answer. I was in two between the chiefs and Goveruor Ramsey, and
these were all that I know of being held.
Question. Were you present at a council where a protest was drawn
up, remonstrating to the President of the United States against Governor Ramsey's paying their money to the traders? See this paper on
Senate document No. 29, pages 2, 3, and 4, part first, executed in
presence of Agent McLean.
Answer. I was. That is the protest, (looking at it in said document.)
It was interpreted to the chief':> and headmen by A. J., Campbell and
Duncan Campbell; .both of said interpreters beihg sworn by me as a
justice of the peace; and that is my certificate on the paper shown to
me.
Question. Was there another paper drawn up there at the same
time?
Answer. There was.
H ere notice was given to Governor Ramsey to produce the paper
prepared by the Indian chiefs, and sworn to be in his hands. The paper was produced by Governor Ramsey, and reads as follows:
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Swux, December 2, 1852.
if Indiun ajJi1irs :
"We, the undersigned chiefs and headmen of the See-see-toan and
Wah-pa-toan bands of the Sioux or Da-ko-ta nation of Indians, nqw
assembkd in open council, respectfully and urgently ask, on the part
of ourselves and our bands, the payment of moneys due our said b:mds
from the sale of our country to tJ?e United States by the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, July 23, 18.51, m the following manner, to wit:
Forty-six thousand six hundred ($46,600) dollars, or the amount contemplated as annuity fund by our different treaties to be distributed
equally among our said bands.
Twenty thousand (20,000) dollars out of the sum of two hundred
and seveuty-five thousand dollars, as per stipulation of the first clause
of the fourth article of said treaty, to be retained by the President of the
United States to remove and subsist our said bands in such manner as
may hereafter be determined.
Sixty thousand ($60,000) dollars, to be equally divided among the
half:.breeds of our said nation.
The balance of the sum of two hundred and seventy-five thousand
dollars, ·as stipulated in the said first clause of the fourth article of said
treaty, to be retained by the President of the United States until all
claims against our said bands shall have been examined and actiudicated; nncl we do hereby, on the part of ourselves and our said bands,
authorize and request the following named persons to act as commissioners on our part, to audit, examine, and adjust all claims and demands against our said bands, to the present date, viz: Nathaniel McLean, Thomas S. Williamson, and Madison Sweetser; and after a full
examination and acljustment of sueb claims, the President of the United
States is requested and authorized to pay the same out of the balance,
if there be any, to be paid over to the chiefs of our said bands; but
.should the amount of the claims so awarded exceed that sum, then an
equal proportion to be paid on each of the said claims.
The undersigned are aware that there is a large amount at the present timejustly clue from our bands to the licensed traders and others
for supplies heretofore furnished, and which their former poverty has
prevented their paying, and they are now anxious that all such claims
should be satistactorily adjusted out of the above named funds; but
they are unwilling that any claims shall be arbitrarily paid without
being satisfied of their justice.
'Ve are also informed that a portion of our traders claim the authority to control the above named fund under a certain paper, which it is
pretended was signed by us at the time of the signing of the treaty of
Traverse des Sioux, purporting to give them the control of a large portion of said fund, to the exclusion of other claimants equally meritorious;
and the undersigned hereby deelare that such paper, if any exist, was
fraudulently procured, that we never signed any paper purporting to
settle the claims of our creditors or dispose of any portion of our treaty
fund, and that we will never consent to the arbitrary payment of a?y
pretended claims against us until their justice has been satisfactonly
established."
TRAVERSE DES

To !tis Excellency Alexander Ramsey, superintendent

/
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Question. Is this the paper to which you had reference?
Answer. I think this is the paper, but I still think it vvas signed. I
am not certain that this is the paper. I saw them busy, and I thought
they were f:'igning it. Upon reflection I think that the paper which
-:as signed was a paper to Mr. Sweetser, statin~ their indebtedness to
h1m, what for, &c., which they requested the1r agent to pay. The
foregoing copy contains the substance of the Indi~ns' request of Governor Ramsey according to the best of my recollectwn .
.Question. Was this paper the _result o~ a council among the chiefs?
Answer. It is the result of the1r counc1l. The paper was read by
Major McLean, and interpreted by A. J. Campbell and Duncan Campbell.
Question. Did they (the chief.'>) take that paper to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I saw Red Iron take that paper and hand it to Governor
Ramsey while he was in the act ofgetting into the s~eigh, or was sitting
in the sleigh, having just gotten into it. I cannot recollect which.
Question. Were you present when the Indians were paid their "annuities" last fall at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I was.
Question. How much money did each receive?
Answer. Twelve dollars and fifty cents each.
Question. vVho paid the money to the Indians?
Answer. I will here state the facts. The Indians refused to receive
their pay in any other manner than to receive the whole of it. They
wanted the whole and not a part. They refused to sign any receipts
unless they got their money, (meaning the two hundred ·and f:'eventyfive thousand dollars.) An Indian by the name of 0-tak-c-ta appeared
as a chief of the "Orphans" band, was recognized as a chief, and received annuity money as sueh; a portion of his band was paid in the
afternoon. The next day the payment commenced generally. Before
this payment commenced, Governor Ramsey, Mr. Tyler, and Mr.
Dousman were up stairs in the house of Mr. Huggins. They came
down into the front room, and I asked Mr. Tyler when they were going
to commenee the payment. He answered that they did not know;
that they were going to try an experiment, and I think he said, "damn
them, I think we will fetch t!tcm ;" that they had concluded to commence
the payment, and if they could pay two or three, and get them to accept the money, that the rest, seeing them buy and have goods in their
possession, would be likely to go in and receive their pay. .
Governor Ramsey was sitting in the room. Mr. McKenzie was
there; and I think that Mr. Bailley and Dr. Foster were there also.
The payment was commenced by paying a part of 0-tak-e-ta's band,
or else they were Indians who were with him. They paid a few that
afternoon, and on the next day they went on with the payment. Major
McLean took the money out of the box, and Mr. Tyler paid it to the
Indians. I saw Mr. Tyler go and bring money in and pay it to the
Indians.
I wish it understood that when allusion is made to the Indians having disposed of their money, I allude to a paper called the "Traders'
Paper."
Question. See Senate document No. 29, part 2, and page 7, and
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say how many chiefs there are on that receipt to Governor Ramsey
for two hundred and fifi:y thousand dollars.
Answer. The t\vo first are all I knew, at the time of the treaty, as
being chiefs. 0-tak-e-ta was the one of whom I spoke yesterday, as
belonging to the "Orphans" band. I first heard of him as a chief
about the time of the payment, last fall, at Traverse des Sioux. I
think Wah-na-ta was paid as a chief at the payment. I do not know
whose band he belongs to. I saw a paper purporting to be a commission to 0-tak-e-ta as a chief.

,

CAPTAIN

•

Donn, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.

Question. Were you in the seconq council?
Answer. I was, but did not get there until they were partly through.
Question. Who was the interpreter at that council?
Answer. I think it was .Mr. Farribault.
Question. What chiefs were present in that council?
A11swer. I think the same three chiefs, and perhaps the Little Rapids
chief.
Question. One word now about the "protest." At the time you took
the acknowledgment of that protest, had you been commissioned as a
justice of the peace?
Answer. I had been commissioned by Governor Ramsey, and had
entered upon the duties of my office. I ·s aw that protest handed to
Governor Ramsey, as he was leaving Traverse des Sioux.
Question. Who interpreted it to him?
Answer. I think Campbell was there, but I do not now recollect.
Question. "\Vas not the conversation there about provisions?
Answ~r. I did not hear anything of that kind.
I was where I could
hear ordinary conversation, but heard nothing of it, to my recollection.
Question. Who was present at the house of Mr. Huggins, where Mr.
Tyler made the ded:nation testified to by you?
Answer. My recollection is that Tyler, Dousman, and, I think, Mr•
.McKenzie. I' saw them go up stairs, and come down. Governor
Ramsey and these men were boarding there, but I cannot say where
they slept. There was another house where consultations could be
held, and the house where they paid the Indians could have been used
for councils. I think that they commenced paying that evening. I did
not know that 0-tak-e-ta had a band; but they commenced paying the
men who wrre with him first.
Question. How long have you resided in this territory?
Answer. Nearly three years.
Question. Before leaving St. Louis, had you been on the frontiers of
the country?
Answer. Yes, on Lake Superior.
Question. Had you ever resided among the Sioux Indians before
coming here?
Answer. No. I stopped a while, a very short time, at "Stillwater."
I have resided a while at St. Paul. I had no knowledge tilf the Sioux
language before I came here. I had no knowledge of the chiefs before
I came here. I had been among the upper Indians, fi·om the lOth of
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May, 1852, but this was not the first time I had met them. I tried to
learn their language, and learned their names of things. The principal
portion of my time has been spent, for a year, in exploring the country
with Indian guides.
Question. You say that you know there was such a paper as the
"Traders' Paper"-how did you know it?
Answer. I say I saw a rough draft of the so-called" Traders' Paper."
Question. You say that you heard Limping Devil and Red Iron
demand this money to be paid into their own hands?
Answer. I did. I think A. J. Campbell was the interpreter for the
Indians, and Mr. Farribault, also.
Question. Who were in the rouncil?
Answer. Red Iron, Limping Devil, and E-yang-mo-nee.
Question. V\rhat time was this?
Answer. It was in the latter part of November, 1852.
Question. What white p~rsons were there?
Answer. I think several. I think Mr. Sibley, Mr. Fillmore, .Mr.
Tyler, Mr. Alexander Huggins, and Mr. Holtsclaw, were present.
Question. In whose employment was Duncan Campbell?
Answer. Mr Sweetser's employment.
Question. In whose employment was Mr. Shaffer?
Answer. Mr. Sweetser's.
.
QuPstiun. Where was this "protest" prepared?
Answer. I do not know where, or by whom. Red Iron wanted me
to go to Mr. Sweetser and see that the paper was right. I found Major McLean there, and he asked me to swear the interpreter, and I did
so. Major McLean read the protest and explained it, and I gave my
official certificate. This was at Mr. Sweetser's store. Red Iron was
there. W e-ma-do-ta-hu-to-mo-ni, and Lean Bear, and some oljlers, was
there also.
Question by government commissioners. Do you say that the men
named at Huggins's went up stairs with Governor Ramsey, and that
they came down together?
Answer. They did; and I asked Tyler what was the result of their
consuitations. They bad been talking about the payment before they
went up, and Mr. Tyler replied as I have stated.

ALEXIS BAILLEY, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you see a paper which was signed at the time of the
signing of the treaty called the " Traders' Paper?"
Answer. I did.
Question. \Vho had that paper in possession ?
Answer. Joseph R. Brown.
Question.• Was this signing of the " Traders' Paper" going on in the
presence of the commissioners, Governor Ramsey and Luke Lea?
Answer. Yes; it was along side of them, or within a few feet of them.
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Questiqn. See SPnate document No. 29, page 22, second part, and
say whether that is the paper you saw signed near to the commissioners
at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. This is substantially to the same effect.
Question. When that paper was signed was that schedule of creditors names and amounts attached to it?
Answer. No; or if it was, it must have been filled up 'lfter I had
seen it.
Question. Did you see Mr. Williamson sign it as a witness?
Answer. My impression is that he signed it as a witness.
Question. How long after that paper was signed was it before that
schedule was made out and attached to it?
Answer. The council adjourned between four and five o'olock, p. m.
I was acting as commissary, and went to give out some provisions, and
when I returned back, about eight o'clock, p. m., it was then filled up.
Question. Was it filled up in presence of the Indians in council or
not?
Answer. I do not know. I was not thel"e when it was filled up.
Question. In whose hands was it when you saw it after the schedule
was attached to it ?
Answer. In Mr. Dou.srnan's and Mr. H. H. Sibley's. I being a party
interested, I requested them not to act on the matter until· I got back,
as I wanted to have a vote in the appointment of trw committee to adjudicate these claims against the Indians.
Question. Who were appointed to investigate these claims?
Answer. When I returned back at eight o'clock, p. m., I was told
that the matter was settled, and that the acljudications had taken place,
or had been made.
Question. Who composed that committee?
Answer. I understood from the men themselves that it was Louis
Roberts, Martin McLeod, and Joseph R. Brown. Having then expressed my disapprobation of the course taken, I wa s called into a
lodge, and there I saw a list, separate from the paper signed by the Indians, with the names of the traders and amounts allowed to each, as I
now see them on Senate document No. 29, part 2, page 23.
Question. Are the committee the same persons ·who appear as creditors of the Indians on that schedule?
Answer. Yes ; they were on the schedule.
Question. Were the trader's books, together with their bills of items,
exhibited on the ground before that committee for acljudication?
Answer. Mine were not, nor none others, to my kno·wleclge.
Question. W ere the creditors sworn to their claims, before they were
attached to the "Traders' Paper," signed by the Indians?
Answer. Not that I know of.
Question. By what rule did this committee profess to be governed ?
Answer. I know of none.
Question. Was this Traders' Paper, which was signed by the Indians at the time of the signing of the treaty, explained to the chiefs in
open council?
Answer. Not that I know of.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language ?
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Answer. Very little; hut I understand more than I can speClk.
Question. Were you near by when the Indians signed that " Traders'
Paper?"
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you at the payment "la# fidl" at Traverse des
Sioux, which was made to the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan Sioux
Indians?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you bear the chiefs in open council direct Governor
Ramsey how tbev wanted their "hand-money" (the two hundred and
seventy-five thoU'sand dollars) paid?
Answer. Yes; the chiefs directed that the said money should be paid
into their own hands, tn be afterwards paid by them as they thought
best. Governor Ramsey said that this money had been laid aside for
a specific purpose, and that he could not divert it. The Indians made
no reply. There was the~ another council, wherein they asked to strike
off a certain portion of the amount which had been laid aside for the
traders, vvhich they wishecl-to be paid in accordance with a paper they
presented to Governor Ramsey?
Question. Who presented this last list, distributing seventy thousand
dollars to the traders ?
Answer. It was presented by the son of a chief called " the Gun."
Quest!9n. At any other council did you hear the chiefs dPrnand their
money to be paid into their own hands ?
An:>wer. Prior to the presenting of this last paper, they made several
demands of Governor Ramsey to have their money paid to themselves;
similar to the demand in the first council.
Question. What were Governor Ramsey's answers in each of these
councils to these repeated demands of the Indians?
Answer. His an;;wers were the same as before stated: that their
"great father" expected them to pay their just debts. I do not recollect the reply ot the Indians to this last remark. The last remark
seemed generally to be a poser to the Indians.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey have the money (the two hundred
and seventy-five thousand dollars) with hiin at Traverse des Sioux, at
that time?
Answer. I do not know that he bad that sum; but be had a sum of
money, "their annuity money," which was paid out to the Indians?
Question. Please name the chiefs of the W ah-pa-toan and See-seetoan bands of upper Sioux Indians?
Answer. Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron; Ish-ta-hum-ba, senior, or" Old
Sleepy Eyes," and lsh-ta-hum-ba, junior, or "Young Sleepy Eyes;"
E-tay-wab-ke-an, or Limping Devil; 0-pee-en-dah, or Big Curley
Head; 'Vab-min-da-ne-chah, or the Orphan; E-yang-mo-nee, Big Gun,
or Running Walker; and W ah-nok-soon·ta, or the Little Rapids chief:.._
making eight in all.
. Question. Were all these recognized as chiefs at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, in July, 1851?
Answer.1 I think they were.
.
Question. Was \\r ah-na-ta a party to the treaty of ] 851?
Answer. I do not know. He was the son of a Yankton Sioux chief.
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They have intermarried a good deal with the See-see-toan Sioux about
Lake Traverse.
Question. How much did the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan Indians
get of the two hundred :mel seventy-five thousand dollars, under the
4th article of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux of23d July, 1851?
Answer. I do not know that they received any of it. I think I would
have known fi·om my knowledge of the facts if they had reeeived any
of it; There were forty thousand dollars set apart to the half-breeds,
and twenty-five thousand dollars set apart for their removal and subsistence, the first year ; and I understood that two hundred and ten thousand dollars was paid to the traders. The Indians did not set apart
this two hundred and ten thousand dollars. I allude to the amount
named in the schedule spoken of.
Question. Were you at the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851, at
Mendota?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs of the lower bands (I mean the
1\fed-a-wa-kan-toan bands) direct Governor Ramsey how they wanted
their "baud money" paid, at any open council at the St. Peter's
agency, last fall, at the payment?
Answer. Yes. They asked Governor Ramsey, in my presence, in
open council, not only for the "hand money," but for all the money
coming to them under the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851, the traders' money inclusive. The governor replied pretty much as he did
before: "That a certain sum had been set apart for specific purposes,
and he could not divert it; that the 'great father' expected them to
pay their just debts."
Question. Were there some of the chiefs for paying their debts and
some not?
Answer. They were all for paying their debts ; but they were for
having their money first paid into their own hands, and then to pay
their debts themselves as they thought just and proper.
Question. How much did the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands receive of
the one hundred and ten thousand dollars due them under the 4th article of the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851?
Ans\ver. Twenty thousand dollars was set apart for their removal
and subsistence the first year; twenty thousand dollars, at the instigation of some influential men, was set apart to be given to the chiefs, to
be distributed by them to their half-breeds as they thought proper; and
seventy thousand dollars was left to be paid to the traders.
Question. What was that twenty thousand dollars given to the chiefs
for? If you know what motive was in it we want to know it.
Answer. It was for the purpose of inducing them to sign the receipt
to Governor Ramsey for the ninety thousand dollars. Governor Ramsey got the receipt.
Question. Look at pages 17 and 18 Senate document No. 29, part
2, and see the receipt of the chiefs to Governor Ramsey for ninety
thousand dollars, and say if that is the receipt to which you allude in
'
your fc>rmer answer?'
Answer. It is.
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· Question. Did Governor Ramsey pay you as one of the traderS', dt
did some one else pay it for him?
Answer. Some one else did; Hugh Tyler paid me.
Question. Did you give Hugh Tyler a power of attorney to draw
your n:oney from Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Why did you give him that power of attorney?
Answer. My reasol'l was that the payment to · the traders had been
so protracted I got tired waiting.
Question. If you know, say why did not Governor Ramsey pay you
the money himself?
Answer. I do not know the reason.
Question. Who asked you to sign that power of attm ney to Hugh
Tyler?
Answer. Mr. H. H. Sibley and Mr. H. L. Dousman.
Question. Were you mquired to submit to the discount on the
amount due to you from the Indians, by Hugh Tyler, previous· to the
payment of the money ?
Answer. We had to submit to it. It was a contract made with himj
and of course we had to submit.
Question. Would you have received your money without dolng so,
if you could have done so?
Answer. Certainly I would not have paid it if I could have
avoided it.
Question. What amount of discount was taken out of your claim?
Answer. T·welve and a half per cent.
Question. What was to be done \Vith that twelve an.d a half per
cent.?
Answer. It was to be paid to Hugh Tyler.
Question. Do you know the reason why Hugh Tyler was brought
in to receive this per cent.?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. What was your understanding about it?
Answer. I was informed by ·those who were associated with me
that two and a half per cent. Ji:om the traders was to go to Hugh
Tyler, to assist in carrying out the views of that treaty in Washington.
Atter his arrival here it was intimated to me that this sum would not
cover the expenses he had been at, and it was proposed to add. eight
per cent., making ten and a half per cent. As obstacles were
increasing in the way an additional two per cent. was asked for,
making twelve and a half per cent. in all. These obstacles were, as I
was led to understand, that certain persons were trying to induce the
Indians not to pay their debts. A part of it was to be used as secret
service money. It was to be used in paying persons who were throwing obstacles in the way to induc.:e them to withdr1w their opposition
from the payment to the traders.
Question. We wish to know something of the payment to Hugh
Tyler under the treaty of Traverse des t:;ioux. Hpw muc.:h J.id you
have to pay out of your claim against the See-see-toan and Wah-patoan Indians to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. Fifteen per ceut.
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Question. Who paid you that claim ?
Answer. Hugh Tyler paid me the small portion allowed me, and
took the fifteen per cent. on that.
Question. In what kind of funds were these claims paid to you in?
Answer. They were paid in drafts and paper money.
Question. 'Vhat banks were the drafts upon?
Answer. A bank in New York. The drafts were worth a premium
here at the time.
Question. Who drew the drafts?
Answer. Governor Ramsey drew them payable to Hugh Tyler or
order, a~d they were endorsed in blank by Hugh T:yler.
,
QuestJon. How much paper money were you pmd by Hugh Tyler
on your claim ?
Answer. About two thousand dollars. The paper money was my
choice. I afterwards called on Governor Ramsey for some gold, and
he very cheerfully paid me one thousand dollars in gold.
Question. Did the half-breeds have to submit also to the discount of
fifteen per cent. to Hugh Tyler?
'
Answer. I think it was fifteen per cent. that they had to pay him.
Question. How many of them did you see paid ?
Answer. I saw, perhaps, two-thirds of them paid.
Question. In what kind of funds were they paid?
Answer. In paper money, by Hugh Tyler.
Question. Do you know whether the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kantoan bauds got all of the twenty thousand dollars you mentioned, and
if so, was it afterwards paid or distributed by the chiefs to their halfbreeds'!
Answer. Some of them got their money. I know of three bands
who distributed it to their half-breeds and their bands. "Little Six"
was one, "Little Crow" another, and Good Road. These were the
ones alluded to.
Question. Who paid this twenty thousand dollars to the chiefs?
Answer. I was not present when that was paid.
.
Question. Do you knO\v Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I do. I had a slight acquaintance with him.
Question. How long have you resided in the Indian country, and oil
the Mississippi river at and above Prairie Du Chien?
Answer. About thirty-three years.
Question. Is Hugh Tyler considered a person of influence with the
Indians?
Answer. I think not. I suppose be has no influence whatever with
the Indians.
Question. Had Hugh Tyler ever resided in this country before the
treaties of 1851 and the payments under them ?
Answer. No; but I had seen him here at St. Paul once before. ' I
considered him a visitor once, before· the treaty of 1851.
Question. From your knowledge of Hugh Tyler's capacity, would
you have regarded . him as a person. qualified to exercise a fiworable
influence in procuring the amendments that were made to the treaty
by the Senate of the United States to be ratified at Washington city?
Answer. Yes, he cou1d.
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Question. How·, and in what way?
Answer. By his business qualifications and capacity, and his knowledge of gove.rnment affairs in Washington. This is my opinion.
Question. Did you know of any necessity for the half-breeds paying
this per cent. to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. No further than what existed also in regard to the traders'
claims.
Question. Had not the treaty been ratified with the amendments
when they were paiJ?
Answer. It had been; and it had been ratified also when the traders
were paid.
.
.
Question. \Vas It the mterest of the traders to haYe the Senate
amendments made to the treaty to buy the "reserve" also?
Answer'. I can only answer for myself: it was not my desire. There
was more indebtedness fi·om the Indians to the traders than two hundred and seventy-five th9usand dollars would pay; but that was
enough to pay what the Indians and traders had provided for payingbut not in any open council. This was before the treaty was signed. It
was the impression of the traders that unless the treaty was confirmed
they would be losers.
.
Question. Were you present when the Indmns of the upper bands
(See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan) signed the receipt to Governor llamsey for two hundred and fifty thousand dollars?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Who paid you the amount of your debt (allowed) under
the treaty at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Hugh Tyler.
Question. In what kind of funds were you paid?
Answer. I received about two thousand dollars in bank paper and
the balance in drafts on a bank in New York; I think the :Merchants'
bank of New York?
Question. What per cent. did you have to pay on that claim to Hugh
Tyler?
Answer. Fifteen per cent?
Question. Why was a larger per cent. charged under this Traverse
des Sioux treaty?
Answer. I suppose it was because there was more expense, and I
saw about two-thirds of the parties named in the schedule attached to
the Traders' Paper, before spoken ot: paid out of this two hundred and
seventy-five thousand dollars by Hugh Tyler, and they all paid the fifteen per cent. also. Martin McLeod reti1sed to entertain the proposition to pay fifteen per cent. for three or four days, but afterwards came
into the arrangement. He refused at first to agree to it, but he was not
paid until after he came into it. Joseph Laframbois and Alexander
Farribault also refused to pay it.
Question. Were there any .~upposed creditors' claims on that traders'
schedule which were not just?
Answer. I say that som e~ claims on th at li'lt were very excessive,
others unjust; and some who did not get enough, or their just dues.
Question. Of the " traders' committee" who made out the list of
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debts to be paid to the traders, were there any who could not read or
write?
· Answer. There was Louis Roberts who cannot read or write?
Question. Did you refuse in the first place to pay the fitteen per cent?
Answer. No. But thought it was an abominable charge.
Question. Did you ever know of any perso.n, out of all upon the
traders' list or schedule, who got their pay, unless they did submit to
this fifteen per cent. deduction by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I do not know of any.
Question. Were not the claimants told, or given to understand, that
unless they submitted to the payment of fifteen per cent. ¢at the
money would be paid directly to the Indians ?
Answer. I did not hear Governor Ramsey or Hugh Tyler say so;.
but it was said in the presence of Hugh Tyler.
Question. Did you see Governor Ramsey present whil12 the payment
to the traders was going on by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I saw him there once or twice a short time?
Question. Did you enter into any agreement to pay this fifteen per
cent. before you demanded your pay?
Answer. I did not before I asked for the payment of the money.·
Question. Do you know what was done with the fifteen per cent~
which was paid to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. It was used in the same way I have stated, in which the
twelve and a half per cent. was used.
Question. Do you know what part of it Hugh Tyler was to have
for his services?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know who this secret service fund was paid to.
Answer. I do not know, only from hearsay.
Question. Do you know, from persons who paid this fifteen per cent.
and twelve and a half per cent., whether this fund thus created is on
deposit in any bank?
·
Answer. From information from some of the persons who paid this
per cent., I learn that it is deposited in some bank in Pennsylvania, to
·
the amount of forty odd thousand dollars.
Question. Where does Mr. Tyler reside when at home?
Answer. I do not know. He told me he resided in Pennsylvania.
Question. What proportion of the money paid by Hugh Tyler to the
traders and half: breeds was paid in bank bills and drafts on banks?
Answer. The forty thousand dollars. deducting the per centage
spoken of, was paid in bank bills and drafts ; the larger amount in
bank bills ; perhaps five thousand dollars in drafts. This latter amount
would be the outside of what was paid in drafts.
Question. What time was it when you signed the power of attorney
to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. About the latter part of November or first of December,
1852, after the Indians had been assembled at Traverse des Sioux and
paid their annuities in part, and after we had gotten down to Mendota.
I did not see all sign it, but it is my impression that they generally all
signed it at Mendota, and at Mr. H. H. Sibley's office. I saw one or
two sign it in his dwelling house. At this time, Governor Ramsey had
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returned ti·om Washington with the Sioux money, as he said, to be paid
to the chiefs in open council.
Question. Had you signed any paper before that, constituting Hugh
'T yler your attorney in this Sioux matter?
Answer. I had not.
Question. Were you at Traver~e. des Sim~x when the _upper or Seesee"toan and Wah-pa-toan band of Swux IndJans were bemg assembled
for the fall payment under the treaty of July, 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was there any difficulty in getting the chiefs to sign the
receipt/or the " hand money?"
Answer. There was difticulty, but the nature of that difficulty I do
not know.
.
Question. Were you ever in consultation with Governor Ramsey,
Mr. .Tyler, Mr. Dousman, and others, about the payment at Traverse
des Sioux?
Answer. I was in consultation with those men several times there ;
but the manner of this payment was not discussed in my presence.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present at the halt:.breed payment?
Answer. I believe not. I do not recollect of seeing him there at
that paym~nt. I was there myself nearly all the time.
Question. Give us the order of time, if you can, at which the several
amounts of percentage were increased and added, as you have mentioned?
Answer. Before Governor Ramsey went on to Washington for the
money, Hugh Tyler had been promised two and a half per cent. After
Tyler and Governor Ramsey returned ti:om Washington, eight per
cent. more was demanded; and three weeks or more after that, two
per cent. more was demanded-making twelve and a half per cent. in
all on the Med-a-wa-kan-toan fimd. There wus ten per cent. paid on
the W ah-pa-coo-ta fund.
Question. Now, Mr. Bailley, did the Wah-pa-coo-ta band ever oppose their debts being paid to their traders ?
Answer. No, never.
Question. Did not the W ah-pa-coo-ta band, ii·om the very first, acknowledge their indebtedness to their traders, and desire it to be paid
both in council and out of council?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Do they not yet agree to it?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Now, tell us why it was necessary for the traders to pay
Hugh Tyler ten per cent. to get their money from these Indians?
Answer. I cannot tell why. I know I had to pay nine hundred dollars to -get the nine thousand dollars that was due to me. No part of
this per cent. v;ras used, or necessary to be used, to my knowledg·e, to
induce the W ah-pa-coo-ta chiefs to do anythmg. They always ._,were
willing to pay, and never gave any trouble to anybody.
Question. Who paid that nine thousand dollars to you?
Answer. I gave Mr. H. H. Sibley an order to Governor Rumsey for
my money, and he (Mr. Sibley) passed it to my credit, a.fter deducting
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ten per cent. fi·om the gross amount. I do not know who got this ten
per cent., but my impression is that Hugh Tyler got it.
Question. How long were the Indians kept at Traverse des Sioux,
after Governor Ramsey arrived there with the money, before their
annuities were paid to them ?
Answer. About two w eeks. I do not know that they were kept
there by him.
Question. W ere they paid their annuities until after the receipts were
executed for the " band money ?"
Answer. I know of no receipt being given personally; but I think
they were given first. No receipts were given in open council. I was
watching for that ; for I knew when the receipts were signed, that we
should leave immediately.
Question. Was this "annuity money" of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
bands paid to them until after Governor Ramsey had procured the receipts fi·om the chiefs for the "haQd-money," under the 4th article of
the treaty of 1851?
Answer. I think the receipts were first obtained, and the "annuity
money" paid afterwards.
Question. Were there any Indians imprisoned at Fort Snelling, for
murder, about the time of this payment, and signing of receipts?
Answer. There were two Indians imprisoned there for•murder, related to the Little Craw's band and the Lake Calhoun band of Sioux;
and they were released a little before, or a little after this payment of
the "annuity money." The Indians were very anxious to haYe them
released.
Question. Do you consider the schedule of amounts as allowed and
made out by the "traders' committee," a fair and just distribution of
the money?
Answer. I answer, it was not a fair distribution.
Question. Did you hear anything at Traverse des Sioux, fi·om Governor Ramsey or any person in his presence, about the manner in
which they proposed to commence the annuity payments ; and what
object was to be gained by it, if any?
Answer. One day , in Mr. Huggins's house, Mr. Sibley or Mr. Dousman (Governor Ramsey being present) said that they were going to
commence the payment to those who were willing to receive it, in
order to induce the others to come in and receive the money also, the
Indians having refused to receive it ; the object was, to induce those
who had refused to receive it, to come in with the rest
Question. W ere all whose names were on the "traders' schedule,"
really licensed tmden, or representatives of licensed traders, with the
See-see-to an and W ah-pa-toan bands, or half-breeds of those bands?
Answer. There are several who were not traders w ith the See-seeroan and vVah-pa-toan band, nor are all half-breeds on that list. S. R.
Riggs, T. S. Williamson, and W. H. Forbes, were not licensed traders,
nor do I know that Mr. Sibley was a licensed trader of those Indians.
Question. Do you know the half-breeds of the See-see-toans and
.w ah-pa-toans, and Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands?
Answer. I do.

..
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Question. Do you consider the distribution as made to them, fair and
just?
Answer. I do not. Some of the half-breeds were excluded entirely.
Question. Were any names added to the "traders' schedule" after
it came from the hands of the committee, and if so, what names, and
by whom were they added?
Answer. The name of H. L. Dousman was not on it, when I saw
the list after 1he " traders' committee" had reported. When I got to
Mendota, I ·discovered his name also on it. He is not a partner of
mine, nor never was a partner of mine. I think that Dousman's name
was added in his own hand writing.

ALEXIS BAILLEY, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's council.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey. preseat when any distribution was
made by the traders of their debts, or at any of the consultations
among the traders?
Answer. I was not present myself, and cannot say whether Governor Ramsey was present or not on such occasions.
Question. \Vas Governor Ramsey present at the time this " traders'
committee·~ made the distribution of the two hundred and ten thousand
dollars?
Answer. 1 do not know, I was not there myself.
Question. Were you at the council when the upper bands of Indians
made a distribution to the half-breeds?
Answer. There was no council1 but some few of them were carrying out the views of a few of their fi·iends, whom they wished to favor,
by giving them a share of the forty thousand dollars.
Question. Wh~1t amount was there set apart for the half-breeds, and
by whom?
Ans\ver. I do not know. It was a distribution of a portion of the
forty thousand dollars, which was taken out of the two hundred and
seventy-five thousand dollars previously. But I understood that the
Indians had nothing to do with setting it aside in the first instance.
Question. Were you present when this forty thousand dollars was
set aside for the haH:.breeds?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you present when the twenty thousand dollars was
set aside for the removal and subsistence of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
bands?
Answer. I was present when the chiefs requested the commissioners
to lay aside that sum of money ; or rather when the commissioners
read to them this fact, that twenty thousand dollars had been Syt aside,
and the chiefs and headmen assented to it.
Question. vVere you present when the receipt was given for the one
hundred and ten thousand dollars at Mendota?
Answer. I was not.
-Question. Was Governor Ramsey present at any conversation you had
with Hugh Tyler, in reference to any of these powers of attorney of
which you have spoken?
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Answer. I never had any conversation with Mr. Tyler on that subject; my talk was all with Mr. Sibley.
Question. Was Governor Ram$ey present when you signed the power
or powers of attorney to Hugh Tyler ?
Answer. No.
Question. vVas Governor Ramsey present when you received your
money under these powers of attorney?
Answer. No.
Question. Was the two hundred and ten thousand dollars enough to
pay the debts of the W ah-pa-toan and See-see-toan bands of Sioux?
Answer. It was not.
Question. Was the aggregate indebtedness of the 1\fed-a-wa-kantoan bands greater than seventy thousand dollars? ·
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present at the council subsequent to the treaty
-of the 5th of August, 1851, when tpe chiefs acknowledged certain indebtedness to individual traders.
Answer. I was; but it was not in the presence of the commissioners.
But they said before the commissioners, that they wanted ninety thousand dollars laid aside to pay their just obligations. Then, at a council
, with the traders, they acknowledged an indebtedness to them of one
hundred and forty-nine thousand dollars, and at a subsequent council of
Indians and traders they acknowledged an indebtedness of one hundred
and nineteen thousand dollars; but none of these were agreed to, as
some parties were dissatisfied with the amounts allowed them.
Question. Was this disagreement on the part of the traders?
Answer. It was on the part of the traders.
Question. If this money had been paid to the Indians at the payment
would they have paid their traders?
Answer. No, they would not.
Question. Would they have set aside anything for their removal and
subsistence?
Answer. I do not think they would.
Question. Would they have paid their half-breeds?
Answer. They might have given a part of it to their half-breeds.
Question. From your knowledge of the Indian character, when they
'e xpect to gain, what credit would you attach to their evidence?
Answer. I do not think much of it when they expect gain '; but when
left to themselves they are equal to white men. But it is almost impossible to keep them fi'om such influences.
Question. What were l\fr. Sweetser's comments on the arrest and
imprisonment of 1\fah-zah-shah, or Red Iron, at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. He expressed a good deal of feeling, and spoke of it as an
act of injustice. But he said that he did not blame Governor Ramsey
or the government officers.
Re-examined by the government commissioners.
Question. You have spoken of the Indians having acknowledged to
owe the traders at one time, one hundred and forty-nine thousand
.dollars, and at another time, one hundred ::tnd nineteen thousand dollars.
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Now say, whether from your knowledge of the Indians, are they capable
of settling their accounts for such large amounts?
Ans_wer. They are not capable of looking into these matters where
large amounts are involved.
Question. Did the Indians express the desire to have some white
person to look into their accounts and see what was due to the traders?
Answer. They did express such a desire.
Question. Were your accounts, after you had sworn to them, submitted by Governor Ramsey to the chiefs and headmen of the bands
from whom the funds were taken, or by Major McLean, their agent?
Answer. I do not know that they were so submitted by any one.
Question. Were any payments made in paper money on any of the
Pennsylvania banks?
Answer. I saw some paid in Pennsylvania bank notes, and I think
on the Bank of Middleton. But they were mostly made in New York
bank notes.
,
Question. Why did you sign the order in favor of H. H. Sibley to
Governor Ramsey to draw your money clue from the W ah-pa-koo-ta
band instead of drawing it yourself?
Answer. I signed it because Mr. Sibley informed me that there was
some apprehensions that an order might be and was apprehended
(through Mr. Sweetser) from the President of the United States to stop
the payment. I at first refused, until this information was given, and
so did some others ; and he further said that we might as well get the
ninety thousand dollars and have the use of it.
Cross-examined again by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Do you know from your own knowledge that any part of
that secret service money was to go to Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey offer the twenty thousand dollars
to the chiefs to sign that receipt for ninety thousand dollars ?
Answer. I do not know that he did ?
Question. Do you know how Governor Ramsey came to liberate the
Indian prisoners confined for murder at Fort Snelling?
Answer. The chiefs in open council asked Governor Ramsey to liberate them, and Governor Ramsey replied that he woulu, provided
they acted properly in carrying out the treaty.
Question. Were they related to the chiefs of the lower bands ?
Answer. They were related to Little Crow's and the Lake Calhoun
bands. They were released, as I understood, by Governor Ramsey,
about the payment, a little before or after it.
W AH-coo-TA, The Shooter, or he that shoots arrows, a chief of one
of the Med-a-wah-kan-toan bands of lower Sioux Indians, was here
sworn and examined as a witness.
William Henry Forbes, sworn as interpreter.
Question. Did you sign the treaty of the 5th of August, 1851, at
Mendota?
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Answer. Yes.
Question. Did the Mcd-a-wa-kan-toan chiefs direct Governor Ramsey, at the payment last fall in open cotmcil, how they wanted their
•
money paid ?
Answer. I will tell you. There was a good deal of talk ; we w-ere
forced to sign, for fear of starvation ; we were threatened, and we
signed a paper in Mr. Steele's house.
Question. Did the chiefs, before the payment last fall, hold a council?
Answer. I do not know of any council being held last fall before the
payment.
Question. Were you in council last fall with Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I was; at the time there was so much noise about the
money.
Question. What did the chiefs tell Governor Ramsey at that council?.
Answer. There was a great deal of talk. I was opposed to paying
the debts.
Question. What did you want -done with the money ?
Answer. All the young men of my band wanted the money in their
own hands, and I agreed with them; and then to pay it out afterwards,
here and there, as we thought right and proper.
Question. How did Wa-ba-shaw want the money paid?
Answer. He gave in first. I staid there till late-near midnight.
Question. How much money was coming to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
bands?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did W a-ha-shaw ask Governor Ramsey for the money?
Answer. I did not hear him ask for it.
· Question. Did you sign the receipt to Governor Ramsey for ninety
thousand dollars ?
Answer. W a-ha-shaw signed first, and then I signed it.
Question. Was anything given to you to sign it?
Answer. No; no o,ne bought us.
Question. What made yon sign It ?
Answer. We could not succeed in getting our money otherwise ; and
after Wa-ba-sha w signed it, I signed it also.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey then pay you your money?
Answer. After that some money was paid to us.
Question. How much was paid to you?
Answer. Some got nineteen dollars and some go t more.
Question. Did you not get two thousand eight hundred and fiftyseven dollars from Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw got three thousand dollars, and I got three
thousand dollars.
Question. Who gave that to you?
Answer. Governor Ramsey.
Question. Did you take the money home with you?
Answer. No.
Question. Who got it?
Answer. My nephew, Jack Frazier.
Question. Did you give it to him?
Answer. I did not.
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Qul~stion. Who did give it to him?
Answer. Mr. Steele, Jack Frazier, and Governor Ramsey said that
I had better leave it until next winter with Mr. Steele.
Question. Have you ever received that money yet?
Answer. I have never gotten it yet.
Question. Have you ever asked for it since that time?
Answer. I have asked for it twice, and they have not given it to me.
Question. Who did you ask for it?
Answer. Mr. Steele.
Question. What did Mr. Steele say to you about it?
Answer. H e said he would give it to me after a while.
Question Did any person get W a-ha-shaw's money?
Answer. Yes; the same person got both.
Question. Did the three thousand dollars ever come into your own
hands?
Answer. It was placed p n the table by Governor Ramsey. He
came in with two sacks of money and laid them on the table,. and Mr.
Steele took them. I never touched it. I saw it, but never touched it.
Question. ,Was the money counted ?
Answer. No.
Question. Were the two sacks of money for you and W a-ha-shaw?
Answer. Yes; a sack for each.
Question. Was W a-ba-·shaw with you when you demanded this
money from Mr. Steele?
Answer. Yes; twice last winter.
Question. Did the other chiefs get their money?
Ansvver. I heard so.
Question. Were there any prisoners confined at Fort Snelling about
the time of this payment last tall ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did they get out of prison?
Answer. Yes ; it was because we signed the paper that they came
out.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey tell you anything about turning
them out?
Answer. Governor Ramsey told us that if we did not pay the money
over these young Indians should remain there in prison.
Question. Whu did the governor want you to pay the money to?
Answer. To pay our debts with the money was what he wanted.
Question. How did you and W a-ha-shaw come to get this three
thousand dollars a piece ?
Answer. It was given to us.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey give you this money for?
Answer. I wonder w ho would give it to us for nothing. It was for
our lands.
Question. How much of the one huncb:ed and ten thousand dollars
did you get?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey tell you that he had the money ;
and if so, did your chiefs then tell him how to pay it?
Answer. I was at but one council, and I do not know.
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Question. How much did you receive of the " annuity money?"
Answer. We received twenty dollars each.
W AH-coo-TA cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. How old are you.?
Answer. I am about sixty years of age.
Question. How much land did you sell to the whites ?
Answer. We ceded from the St. Croix a good distance up.
Question. How much money were you to receive for it?
Answer. I do not well know, nor how much we draw interest upOii
~~~-

.

Question. How much money was to' be paid of the " hand money?"
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. How much for school purposes?
Answer. I knew it well once, but I have fmgotten that also.
Que3tion. Do you know how much was set aside for agricultural
purposes?
Answer. The farmers were to receive six hundred dollars a year;
but I do .n ot recollect.
Question. How long are your " annuities" to run?
Answer. For fifty years.
Question. Did you sign a receipt when you got the three thousand
dollars?
Answer. I ~igned the receipt first.
Question. How long before you got the money did you sign the receipt?
Answer. The same clay.
Question. Where was that council held you have spoken of?
Answer. In Mr. Steele's dwelling house.
Question. Who was present when Governor Ramsey paid you the
three thousand dollars ?
Answer. Governor Ramsey, Samuel Finley, his wife, and .Mr. Steele,
that was all.
Question. Was Antoine Finley there?
Answer. I did not see him. He was sick and laying down.
Question. Was not Mr. Rock there?
Answer. Yes ; I forgot, Jack Frazier was there also.
Question. Who wa,s present when you signed the receipt?
Answer. The persons I have named were all.
Question. Did not Governor Ramsey lay one bag of money down to
you, and one to Wabashaw, and say this is for you?
Answer. Yes. He said so. I told you so on yesterday.
Question. Who was present, and where was the council held you
spoke of?
Answer. The council was held at Mr. Steele's house.
Question. Who was present when Governor Ramsey said he would
keep the prisoners thPre all winter if they did not sign the receipt?
Answer. I did not hear Governor Ramsey s~y so; but I heard the .
young men say that Governor Ramsey said so. I was mistaken yesterday about it. I was a good deal confused.
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Question. Has any one told you that you were going to get back
your money that was paid to the traders?
Answer. I have not heard any body say so.

TAH-O-AH-TA-Doo-TAH, or Little Crow, a chief of one of the Med-awa-kan-toan bands of lower Sioux Indians, was here sworn und examined as a witness. William Henry Forbes sworn as interpreter.
Question. Did your chiefs in open council ask Governor Ramsey for
your money last fall at the agency ?
· Answer. Yes. W a-ba-shaw asked him for it.
Question. Was W a-ba-shaw authorized to speak for the seven Meda-wa-kan-toan bands of Sioux Indians?
Answer. We authorized him to speak for the seven bands.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say in reply toW a-ha-shaw's
demand for the money? Answer. The governor said "you must pay your debts." But Waba-shaw would not allow it. W a-ba-shaw asked to have all the money
paid over into our own hands.
.
Question. What did the chiefs want to do with the money, if it had
been paid over into your own bands ?
Answ:er. We would have taken a small portion and paid our debts,
and some to a trader to enable him to procure goods, so. that we could
always have him with us-one who would not abandon us.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey pay you the one hundred and ten
thousand dollars due the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands under the treaty
ofl851?
.
Answer. Ninety thousand dollars we know of; but the other twenty
thousand dollars we know nothing of:
Question. Did he pay the ninety thousand dollars to the traders ?
Answer. Seventy thousand dollars were paid to the traders.
Question. vVhat "vas done with the twenty thousand dollars ?
Answer. It was for our removal and subsistence.
Question. What went with the twenty thousand dollars, the difference between the ninety thousand and seventy thousand dollars?
Answer. It was divided among the chiefs, in bags; I got one.
Question. How much did you get?
Answer. I got two thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven dollars.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey give the chiefs that twenty
thousand dollars for?
Answer. We asked him for it, and he gave it to us.
Question. What did you do for him for it ?
Answer. We did not do anything for it.
Question. Did you not sign a receipt for it?
Answer. We did.
Question. Did you sign more than one receipt?
Answer. I signed one then, and another when we got our annuity
money afterwards.
Question. Did you sign a ret:eipt for ninety thousand dollars to Governor Ramsey?
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Answer. Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta signed it at night, and I
signed it the next day.
Question. Why did you sign the receipt to Governor Ramsey for the
ninety thousand dollars, if you did not want him to pay your traders ?
Answer. W a-ha-shaw and Vvah-coo-ta signed it first, and although
we wanted to have it otherwise, we signed it.
Question. Did you sign the receipt for the two thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven dollars at that time?
Answer. We signed some receipt afterwards. I do not know which
we signed first. I think we signed the ninety thousand dollar receipt
first. Two clays after the first, we signed at Mr. Sibley's house for the
ninety thousand dollars, and the other at the agency.
, Question. Did you sign the receipts in open council?
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta signed at night, and we
signed it in open council the next clay. The room was f11ll, and Governor Ramsey was present.
Question. Did you refuse to -sign this ninety thousand dollar receipt
at first?
Answer. We would not sign it at first.
Question. Did any one tell you that they would give you that twenty
thousand dollars if you would sign that ninety thousand dollar receipt?
Answer. No answer.
Question. Did the chiefs in open council direct Goveruor Ramsey to
pay this seventy thousand dollars to the traders?
Answer. No; t~y did not. They did not agree to it. Wa-ba-shaw
and W ah-coo-ta fixed it. The others knew nothing of it.
Question. Did you have anything to do with setting apart this seventy
thousand dollars for the traders ?
Answer. vVa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta fixed it. There were a great
many Med-a-wa-kan-toan Indians who knew nothing about it.

Here WA-BA-SHA w was recalled, and being sworn, testified as follows. William Henry Forbes interpreter.
'

/

Question. How was that ninety thousand dollar receipt procured ?
Answer. Governor Ramsey spent nearly all night in trying to get us
to sign that receipt for the ninety thousand dollars. We signed it late
at night at Mr. Steele's house.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say to you at Mr. Steele's
when he wanted you to sign the receipt?
Answer. Governor Ramsey told and advised me to pay seventy
thousand dollars towards our debts, and I refused. I told him when
we made the treaty of 1837, that we then paid all our debts, and that
we did not want to pay any more. I proposed that he should pay forty
thousand dollars to the traders, and thirty thousand dollars to us, but
he refused to do that. I could not succeed in what we asked for, and
all we got at last was the twenty thousand dollars ; and I could not
succeed otherwise, and our half-breeds told us to sign the receipt, and
we signed it.
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TAH-o:TA-AH-DOO-TA, or" Little Crow," recalled.
Forbes interpreter.

William Henry

Question. How long were the chiefs kept at the agency last fall before the payment?
Answer. A good many days. \Ve were there a month or moreperhaps two months.
Quf'.stion. Were the Indians paid their " annuity money" before or
after you sianed the reeeipt for the ninety thousand dollars?
Answer. 0 We signed the receipt first.
Question. How long after you signed the receipt for the ninety thousand dollars was it before you were paid your annuities ?
Answer. Two days afterwards.
Question. What was the reason the Indians were not paid their
" annuity money" before you signed this receipt for ninety thousand
dollars?
_ Answer. Vve tried hard to get it before. That man Wa-ba-shaw
tried hard to get it before, but we could not succeed before we signed
the receipt. .
Question. Did Governor Ramsey refuse to pay the Indians the~r
"annuity money" until they signed the receipt for the ninety thousand
dollars; or was he present when there were conversations by others to
that effect?
.
Answer. Yes ; the governor refused, and said we should not have a
cent until we signed that receipt. There were a g~od many traders,
half-breeds, and others present when he said so.
Question. After Governor Ramsey refused to pay you your "annuity
money,'.' did he, or any other person, in his presence, offer you any inducement to sign that receipt for the ninety thousand dollars?
Answer. Mr. Sibley, Mr. Alexander Farribault, and many others,
asked us to sign the receipt. Mr. Sibley offered us seventy horses, and
double-barrelled guns and pistols to a good many of the band; but we
never received them; and Governor Ramsey was present.
Qq.estion. Was this talk to you in the Da-ko-ta language?
Answer. Yes; it was said to me in the Da-ko-ta language through
an interpreter. I d9 not understand English.
Question. W as anything said about the signing this ninety thousand
dollars receipt in connexion with the release of some prisoners at Fort
Snelling?
Answer. Not in the presence of GoYernor Ramsey.
Question. Were these prisoners in the fort for crimes committed by
them?
Answer. Yes; there were five mi:m confined for killing Chippewa
Indians ::Jt that time.
Question. Were any of them related to the chiefs?
Answer. There ·was one my cousin, one the son of the chiefWechonck-pee, or the Star, and one the son of "Bad Hail," a first soldier.
Governor Ramsey said that their great father at Washington told him
to retain them in the "guard house" until they (the chiefs) signed the
paper; and to retain their money and not pay it to them until they
signed it. If it had not been for these things we would not have signed
the paper all .the winter.
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Question. When you signed the paper did Governor Ramsey release
these prisoners ?
Answer. Yes; after we signed the paper we went over for them~
and they were let out.
T AH-O ·AH-TA-DOO-TAH, or Little Crow, cross-examined by Governor
Ramsey's counsel.

/

Question. vVho was present when Governor Ramsey said he would
not pay their "annuities" unless they signed the receipt?
Answer. All the Indians were present, and a good many white men
I do not now recollect. · I do not know them a ll. Mr. Prescott knows
about it.
Question. What place was it at when Governor Ramsey told you
that he would not pay the "annuities ?"
Answer. First at his own house; then again at the agency, in the
hall-all these Indians heard it.
Question. What white man was there, at Governor Ramsey's house?
Answer. A good many white men were coming in and out. I do
not recollect who they were. Joseph R. Brown was present.
Question. I want you to remember whether Governor R amsey was
present when Mr. Sibley told you that he would give you seventy
horses and guns and pistols if you would sign that receipt?
Answer. It was said at Mr. Sibley's house, by Mr. Sibley. Governor Ramsey was not present. "Shack-o-pee, or Little Six," heard
it. 1 am ashamed of these things, but I did not get them. It was all
wind, and we got nothing.
Question. Are you sure that Governor Ramsey said that he would
not release these prisoners until you signed the receipt for ninety thousand dollars?
Answer. Governor Ramsey did not say it to me himself, but through
au interpreter. W B were in a house together. Mr. Prescott was the
interpreter. T\vice Mr. Prescott interpreted and once Joseph R.
Brown was the interpreter. I heard him say so three times.
Question. Where was it you heard him say so?
Auswer. At Governor Ramsey's house; then at the "agency."
Question. What white men were present at Governor Ramsey's
house when he refused to release the prisoners until you signed the receipt?
Answer. I have said I do not recollect.
Question. What white men were present when this was said at the
agency?
Answer. I do not recollect. A good many were around there.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey pay you the two thousand eight
hundred and fitl:y-seven dollars, your part of the twenty thousand
~lli~?
•
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you consent to sign this ninety thousand dollm s receipt, after being advised by these half-breeds to do so?
Answer. There were not many of them who advis1rd me; but Alexander Farribault advised me, and I signed it.

I
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CRow, re-examined by the government commissioners.

Question. W oulcl you have consented to have signed this receipt if
other inducements had not been held out to you, or if you could have
gotten your money without it?
Answer. Probably I would not. I wished to see Wa-ba-shaw first.
Mr. Farribault said that he wanted me to sign it without seeing him,
(calling me brother at the same time.) He said he would draw some
money himself; and if I would sign it he would give me three thousand
dollars.
Question. You said yesterday· that when Mr. Sibley offered you the
horses, guns, and pistols, that Governor Ramsey was present; and today you have said that he was not present. How is this ?
Answer. I was mistaken at first, or else it was not interpreted to me
correctly. Governor Ramsey was not present . . I have not talked to
any white men about it since I was here yesterday. What I said today is the correct answe1'.
Re-examined by Governor R amsey's counsel.
Question. Vvas Governor Ramsey present when Alexander Farrihault told you he vmuld give you three thousand dollars?
Answer. No. It was said outside.

or "Grey Iron," a chief of one of the Med-a-wa-kantoan bands of lower Sioux Indi ans, was here sworn and examined as
a witness. William Henry Forbes as interpreter.

MAH-ZAH-HO-TA,

Question. Did you hear W a-ha-shaw last fall at the payment ask
Governor Ramsey for the money clue you under the treaty of 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What did Wa-ba-shavv say to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. W a-ba-shaw asked for the money, but our "father" would
not give it to us.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say in reply to vVa-ba-shaw's
demand?
Answer. He said be would not pay it to us ; that we should pay our
debts ; and if we would not pay them, that he would take the money
back to our "great father" at W asbington. To which W a-ha-shaw
replied: "'I'ake it back to our great fatber; take it back." As I have
already said, the governor kept talking about paying our debts. ·waba-sha w would not consent to it; nor would any of us consent to it.
Question. How did the chief'S direct Governor Ramsey to pay it?
Answer. They all thought seventy thousand dollars was too much
to ' pay to the traders. They wanted to have the money paid into their
own h~nds, and then for each one who was indebted to pay them,
themselves. We wanted him to pay it all together to us in the first
instance.
Question. Ho'f long were you at the "agency" before you received
your "annuity money?"
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Answer. We waiteo for it two months, my father.
Question. What were you and Governor Ramsey doing there so
long?
Answ?r· For all that time our "father," Governor Ramsey, would
not pay 1t to us.
Question. What did he want you to ~lo before he paid it?
Answer. The governor \Vould not pay the "annuities" until we
would agree to pay the traders seventy thousand dollars, and he would
not give up the prisoners until the snow was upon the ground.
•
Question. Did Governor Ramsey talk to you about giving up the
prisoners?
Answer. Yes ; he said, when you have paid your debts, and signed
a paper, then he would turn the young men out of prison.
Question. What paper were your chiefs to sign ?
Answer. That paper to pay the debts, seventy thousand dollars ;
then, he said, they could come out.
Question. Did they sign it? Answer. Yes.
Question. Where did you sig1i. it?
Answer. W a-ha-shaw and Wah-coo-ta signed .it at night ; Little
Crow and others signed it at Mr. Sibley's next morning, and I then
signed it in the fort, (Fort Snelling.)
Question. Were the prisoners then turned out ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. VI/ere any other chiefs present when you signed that
receipt for ninety thousand dollars ?
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw, Wah-coo-ta, Little Crow, and others had
signed it, and Governor Ramsey said that I was the last, and I then
signed it, with those who had not signed it before.
Question. Did the chiefs in "open council" direct Governor Ramsey
to pay the traders this seventy thousand dollars?
·
Answer. I do not recollt:ct any such thing. They never did . in my
presence.
Question. W ere there twenty thousand dollars distributed among
the chiefs ?
·
Answer. Yes. I got two thousand nine hundred dollars.
Question. By whom was that money paid to you?
Answer. Governor Ramsey paid it. The agent was present.
Question. Were you to do anything for Governor Ramsey for this
two thousand nine hundred dollars?
Answer. I do not recollect that it was paid for anything that we
were to do.
Question. Did you sign a receipt to Governor Ramsey for ninety
thousand dollars?
Answer. I did ; and do not recollect ·w hat was said on the occasion.
Question. Did you sign the receipt before or after you got your
"annuities?"
Answer. We signed the receipt first.
Question. How many days after that was it before the annuities
were paid?
Answer. I do not recollect.
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Question. Did any one in the presence of Governor Ramsey offer
you anything to sign that receipt?
Answer. Governor Ramsey told mP. he would let the prisoners out,
and pay the money that the chiefs were to get, if I would sign it. I
do not remember any body who said so.
Question. How much money did the Med-a-\va-kan-toan bands
receive?
Answer. Seventy thousand dollars was paid to the traders, and
twenty thousand dollars was paid to us chiefs. ·
Question. Did any of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Indians get any money
except the twenty thousand dollars.
Answer. All I got was two thousand and nine hundred dollars.
MAH-ZAH-HO-TA; or Grey Iron, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's
counsel.
Question. Who was present when Governor Ramsey told you that
he >vould not pay you the money or release the prisoners until you
signed the receipt for ninety thousand <iollars?
Answer. Mr. Brown, Mr. Odell, and Mr. Sweetser. The room was
full, but I do not remember any more.
Question. Where was this?
Answer. At Mr. Prescott's house in Mendota. Mr. Prescott was the
interpreter.
Question. Where did you sign the receipt for the ninety thousand
dollars?
Answer. At the fort, (Fort Snelling.)
Question. What white men were there when you signed it?
Answer. I knew but three, Mr. Prescott, the agent, Governor Ramsey, and the commanding officer of the fort.
Question. What house or place was it at, when Governor Ramsey
said he would not pay the money, or release the prisoners?
Answer. It was in the fort.
Question. W ere Brown, Sweetser, and Odell there?
Answer. No, it was not there that I saw them. It was at Mr. Prescott's where I saw them.
Question. 'Vho was present when Governor Ramsey said this ?
Answer. The persons I have named were there.

SHAK-O-PEE, or "Little Six," a chief of one of the Med-a-wa-lmntoan bands of lower Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.
William Henry Forbes interpreter.
Question. Are you a Med-a-wa-kan-toan chief?
Answer. I am.
Question. Did you chiefs in open council direct Governor Ramsey
how you wanted your "hand money" paid?
Answer. In a council with Governor Ramsey my brother Wa-bashaw asked him to have the money paid into our own hands ; and he
refused, and turned it another way.
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Question. Did W a-ha-shaw speak for all the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
chiefs?
Answer. Yes.
Question. How many times did W a-ha-shaw demand the money?
Answer. Twice, he asked for it at Mr. Prescott's house.
Question. Who interpreted for you?
Answer. Mr. Prescott.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey reply to W a-ha-shaw when
he asked for the money ?
Answer. He refused, and said he would take it back to our great
father, and we would die.
Question. Did you have any talk with Governor Ramsey about the
release of the prisoners in the fort?
Answer. I had . a conversation with him about them. Governor
Ramsey said, ifyou will sign a paper, I will release them. He also
said he would pay us the money and goods. He meant our inoney and
goods due to us for our lands.
Question. 'What paper did he wish you to sign ?
Answer. I have reference to the paper my brother Wa-ba-shaw
signed, and which I signed at Mr. Sibley's house next morning. He
did not name what was in it, but wanted us to sign it.
Question. How long were you waiting at the agency for your money
before it was paid to you ?
Answer. We were there two months. They made us suffer a good
deal.
Question. Who paid you the money you waited for so long?
Answer. Major McLean, the agent.
Question. Did you get a plenty to eat while you were there waiting
for your money ?
Answer. We did not get anything fi·om either of them. We suffered
a great deal. Our children were like to die.
'"'Question. What did Governor Ramsey want you to do, before he
paid you the money, which kept you there so long?
Answer. Governor Ramsey said that if we would sign the paper, he
would pay us our money and release the prisoners. That was his song
for two months.
Question. Did you sign the receipt?
Answer. I have already told you that he went around ar:d got us to
sign it.
Question. Was it signed by the chiefs in open council?
Answer. Yes. Our traders were there, the Indians and all. Waba-shaw and W ah-coo-ta had signed it before.
'
Question. Did any one in presence of Governor Ramsey offer you
anything to sign that receipt?
Answer. No one told me so.
Question. How much of the twenty thousand dollars did you get ?
Ansvver. Two thousand seven hundred dollars, and a little more.
He gave it to me in a bag, tied up.
Question. vVho paid you that money?
Answer. Governor Ramsey paid it to me.

12
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Question. Who signed tbe receipt for the ninety thousand dollars
when you signed it?
Answer. Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-tah, or Little Crow, We-chonk-pee, or the
Star, and Tah-chan-koo-wash-ta, or Good Road, signed it when I did.
Mr. Sibley held the pen when I signed it. Governor Ramsey was
present.
Question. What were you to do for this money ?
Answer. He came suddenly and paid me.
SHAK-O-PEE,

or Little Six, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's
counsel.

Question. Was there any division among the chiefs in regard to the
payment of this money in the council in which Wa-ba-shaw demanded
to have it paid into their own bands?
Answer. We were all of one opinion that the money should be paid
into our own hands. That was the reason why we authorized W a-hashaw to speak for us.
'
·
Question. Was there any difference of opinion among the chief.<;
with regard to how much should go to the half:breeds and how much
to the traders ?
Answer. They were all of the same opinion. They wanted the
.money paid into their own hands.
This question was repeated, when he answered that they had done
a good deal fm; their traders aml half-breeds before, and they wanted
this time to have the money in their own hands.
Question. Did you not direct Governor Ramsey to pay this money
to the traders ?
Ans\ver. I do not rec:ollect to have done so.
Question. Did not Tah-chan-koo-waslt-ta, or Good Road, tell Governor Ramsey to do so?
Answer. I clid not hear him say so; neither do I know that he did
say so.
Question. Did not Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-tah, or Little Crow, say so to
Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I do not know that any c:hief said so.
Question. Where was it that Governor Ramsey told you that be
would neither pay you your " annuities" nor release the prisoners until _
you signed the receipt for the ninety thousand dollars?
Answer. I told you yesterday that it was at Mr. Prescott's.
Question. What white men were present at that time?
·Answer. All the traders and half-breeds of the St. Peters were there.
Alexander Farribault, David Olmstead, Mr. Sibley, and various others
were there.
Question. Who jnterpretecl on that occasion 't
Answer. Mr. Prescott.
Question. What time was this'! Was it when Wa-ba-shaw demanded the mon':!y?
Answer. Yes; vve all heard it, and listened to it as Orphans.
Question. At which of those councils did Governor Ramsey say this 1
Answer. At both of them.
·
Question. 'Vho were present?

•
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Answer. I have already said who were present.
Question. What white men were there?
Answer. The Indians and white men were all there together.
Question. Was not the paper you signed at Mr. Sibley's house?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you not know that you were signing a receipt of ninety
thousand dollars ?
Answer. I did not know what I was signing. I did not know what
was in it.
Question. You said on yesterday that you staid at the '' agency" for
two months. Can you fix the time •vhen you went there?
Answer. I went there the month when the Indians gather "wild
rice," and staid there until the "bucks cast their horns"-about two
months.
Question. Were Mr. Steele and Mr. Fillmore there?
Answer. Mr. Steele and Mr. Fil:Imore were there.
Question. 'Nere there not provisions issued to the Indians while you
were there?
Answer. I do not know of any provisions being issued to the seven
bands of the Med-a-wa-kan-toans, while we were there.
Question. 'Vhere were you when Governor Ramsey gave you that
bag of money?
Answer. At the agency.
Question by government commrsswners. Why were the councils
removed fi·om the agency at Fort Snelling to Mendota?
Answer. It was because Governor Ramsey went to Mr. Sibley's
house at 1\Iendota. It was not the request of the Indians that they
should be held there.
Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel. Had not Governor Ramsey
a right to hold the councils where he pleased?
Answer. He could hold a council in the house of Mr. Sibley, or any
·
other place he might choose.
Question. Did the Indians not complain that the rooms were too
small at the "agency," and that they wished the councils removed to
Mendota on that account?
Answer. I never told bim that, and I do not believe that any other
Indians ever did.
WE-CHONK-PEE, or the "Star," a chief of one of the Med-a-wa-kantoan bands of lower Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.
William Henry Forbes, interpreter.
Question. Are you a chief of one of the Med-a-wa~kan-toan bands?
Answer. I am a chief of the Lake Calhoun band of the Med-a-wa,k an-toans.
Question. Did you hear Wa-ba-shaw direct Governor Ramsey how
you wanted your money paid which was due under the treaty of J851?
· Answer. Yes. I heard Wa-ba-shaw say: "My father, I want you
to give us our money; we have waited for it a long time." The governor then said, "When you sign a paper, then I will pay you your
money and annuities." W a-ha-shaw replied, "Until you give me the
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money I will not sign nny paper." Governor Ramsey then said, ''If
you do not sign the paper, I will take the money all back to your great
father." \V a-ba-s haw then said, " Take it back; if I am to be miserable, or even if I die, it is well."
Question. Where was this talk between \Va-ba-shaw and Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. At the house where w e w ere in the habit of holding councils, in the hall of Mr. Prescott's house.
Question. \Vho interpreted at that time ?
Answer. Mr. Prescott.
Question. What white men were there on that occasion ?
Answer. The room \Yas filled. All those white men who speak the
Sioux language were there. Mr. Campbell, Mr. Labatte, David Olmstead, and Mr. Farribault; some of the officers of the fort, and a good
many Americans.
.
Question. Was anything~ said about releasing prisoners?
Answer. Yes, it was mentioned. The governor said to us, "If you
will sign the paper, the young men who are in confinement, belonging
to four ofthe bands, I will release." H e had a paper which he wanted
us to sign, but we did not want to sign it W a-ba-shaw said, " When
you give us our blankets and money, then we will sign the paper."
Question. \Vas anything said, or offered to you, if you would sign
that paper, by any one, in Governor Ramsey's presence?
Answer. I never .h eard any one say so, in Governor Ramsey's
presence.
Question. How came you to sign the receipt for the ninety thousand
dollars?
Answer. I signed the receipt. :Mr. Frederick Farribault came for
me, and I went and signed it at Mr. Sibley's house.
Question. Did all the chiefs sign it, in open council, at Mr. Sibley's
house?
Answer. Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-ta, or Little Crow, vvas present; and
Shak-o-pee, Tah-chan-koo-wash-ta, or Good Road, and myself; were
present. Governor Ramsey said that Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta
had signed it the night before.
Question. How long were you \vaiting for your money at the
"agency" at Fort Snelling?
Answer. We remained there and suffered for two months-until the
snow fell.
Question. Were provisions issued to the Indians during these two
months?
Answer. No. There were no provisions issued to us at all; they
(Governor Ramsey) wanted us to die of hunger.
Question. Were you prevented fi·om going on your "fall hunts" by
this delay?
Answer. There were a good many industrious men among us, who
hunt furs for the traders, who were prevented from going on their hunts
for the want of the money and goods which Governor Ramsey held in
his arms.
Question. How much of the twenty thousand dollars which was
distributed among the chiefs did you get?
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Answer. I got two thousand eight hundred and fifty-three dollars.
Governor Ramsey paid it to us himself. H e paid it so as to assist the
soldiers and young men to live.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey tell you that it was to be given to
the " half:.breeds ?"
Answer. I did not hear Governor Ramsey say so. I did not hear
any of the chiefs promise Governor Ramsey to pay it to their " half:.
- breeds."
Question. Did you hear the chiefs tell Governor Ramsey to pay
seventy thousand dollars to the traders?
Answer. I did not hear them tell him any such thing; nor did I hear
them tell him how much to set aside for our removal and subsistence.

MocK-PEE-WE-CHAS-TA, or The Cloud Man, a young chief of the
Med-a-wa-kan-toan Sioux Indians, sworn and examined as a witness.
William Henry Forbes, interpreter.
Question. Did you hear Wa-ba-shaw direct Governor Ramsey, in
"open council," how you wanted your money paid under the treaty of

1851?
Answer. I "\vill begin at the commencement. When the money was
first asked for, it was I who asked ff>r it at Mr. Sibley's. Everybody
was there-Indians and white men. Even the women were present.
Wa-ba-shaw asked for the whole of the money. The governor told
Wa-ba-shaw that whenever he signed the paper, he would give him the
old annuities and the new annuities. After W a-ba-shaw had asked for
the money, and the governor had refi.1secl to give it, the governor then
said, if you do not want the money, I will take it back to your ''great
father." W a-ba-shaw told hi:n, " Take it back, even if I die." We
again asked for the money, and the governor again asked us to sign the
receipt.
Question. What receipt was it that the governor wanted you to sign?
Answer. A paper having reference to the debts, I believe, and about
those Indians who \Vere in prison for killing the Chippewas.
Queslion. Vv as anything said about releasing the prisoners by Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. Governor Ramsey said, what the others have told you,
"that if they would sign the paper, they would get their annuities, and
the prisQners would be released."
Question. Was W a-ba-shaw authorized to speak tor all of the seven
Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands.
Answer. Yes, he uxts; we were all of that mind. 'Ve wanted to
have the money paid to ourselves.
Question. How long were you waiting for your money at the
"agency" at St. Peter's.
Answer. We remained there two months. Our children were nearly
starving. vVe staid until the snow fell.
Question. Were there any provisions issued during that two months
to the Indians?
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Answer. I do not know of any.
Question. W ere the Indians prevented fi·om going on their "faU
hunts" in consequence of their not getting their money?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did the Indians request G0vernor Ramsey to remove the
councils to Mendota fi·om the agency?
Answer. No; no one asked him to do so. Governor Ramsey was
over at Mendota with the traders, and I do not know who proposed it;
but we were sent for to come to Mendota.
Question. How much of the twenty thousand dollars which was
given to the chiefs did you receive?
Answer. Two thousand five hundred and three dollars.
Question. Who paid you that money?
Answer. Governor Ramsey paid it to me.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey tell you to pay this money to the
"half-breeds?"
Answer. No; but I heard it said, "You can give it to your' halfbreeds' if you wish, or you can do as you please with it."
Question. Did you hear the chiefs tell Governor Ramsey to pay
seventy thousand dollars to the traders ?
Answer. When I heard that they were· going to take seventy thousand dollars for the debts, I said at the first council that was too much;
that we had paid our debts once before; that we wanted the money
paid into our own hands. We never told Governor Ramsey to pay
seventy thousand dollars to our traders.
Question. Did you sign the receipt for ninety thousand dollars to
Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. The paper was signed by W a-ha-shaw and W ah-coo-ta at
night; by T ah-o-ah-ta-doo-ta, or Little Crow, and others, the next day;
but at neither of these times was it when I signed it. The governor
said to me, "Here, you have not signed the receipt." (This was after
the goods were distributed under the old treaty.) I signed it then,
because I thought probably I vvould not get the money if I did not.
The governor had the money in a bag, and when I signed the papers
be gave me the money.
MocK-PE-WE-CHAS-TA, or "Cloud Man," cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Was this money demanded by you in " open council?"
Answer. Yes. A great many people were there.
Question. Who interpreted at that council?
Answer. William H. Forbes.
Question. What white men were present?
Answer. I do not know the names, or I would name them. Mr.
Sibley was inside looking through the window. The traders were
there.
Question. Was it in the present.:e of these people that Governor
Ramsey said he would release the prisoners and pay the money if they
would sign a receipt?
Answer. No. It was in the council where W a.-ba-shaw asked for
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the money. I saw Mr. Rock, Mr. Labatte, and Mouseau's son, Alexander Farribault, David and Frederick, Joseph Renville, and Major
McLean there. I did not see Mr. Sibley there. Mr. Prescott was
sick and did not interpret. Mr. William H. Forbes and Mr. Farribault interpreted.
Question. Where did you sign this receipt for the ninety thousand
dollars?
Answer. At Major McLean's.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey then pay you the two thousand five
hundred and three dollars?
Answer. He did.
Question. Who was present at the time?
Answer. Alexander Farribault was the interpreter. Those I named
a while ago were there. I cannot tell all who were there.
Question. When difl you receive the two thousand five hundred and
three dollars ?
Answer. Last fall. vVe were there two months. I cannot tell at
what time I received it.

JoHN

CAMPBELL,

sworn and examined as

fl

witness.

Question. Were you at the payment at Traverse des Sioux, in 1852,
or last fall?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council, at Traverse des
Sioux, direct Governor Ramsey how they wanted their money paid
under the treaty of 1851?
Answer. Yes. The chiefs asked Governor Ramsey to pay their
money into their own hands. The governor said that he would not
pay it to them. He wanted the Indians to sign a paper for the traders
and to pay their honest debts. The Indians asked to have the traders
to show their books before they paid them. They meant the fur company's books-Mr. Sibley's books. Governor Ramsey said that he
wanted them to sign a "paper."
Question. Did the governor pay them anything?
Answer. No. He wanted them to sign a paper.
Question. Did you hear Governor Ramsey ask the Indians to sign a
receipt for the two hundred and fifty thousand dollars?
Answer. I did not. I heard him ask them to sign a paper; but I
did not hear him say how much it was for.
Question. How many times did you hear the chiefs demand this
money of Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. Three times, at three different councils. One time at each
council. Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron, spoke for all the chiefs. When
Governor Ramsey could not do anything with Red Iron he told him
that he was a fool, and that hf! would not speak to him.
Question. Look at Senate document No. 29, part 2, and page 7, and
say whether the Indians whose names are signed_tto that receipt are
11
chiefs?
1
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Answer. The two first named are chiefs, but none of the others ;
some of them I do not know. I was only at three open, councils, and
there were none others that I know of.
Question. Was there any such receipt as that shown you on page 7,
Senate document No. 29, part 2, signed in open council?
. Answer. No; not that I ever heard of: I did not see that paper
signed by any of the chiefs.
Question. Did the chiefs in open council direct Governor Ramsey to
pay two hundred and ten thousand dollars to the traders?
Answer. No.
Question. Were you at the payment of the 1\fed-a-wa-lmn toans and
W ab -pa-koo-tas last fall, at the St. Peter's agency?
Answer. Yes; and was at all the open councils held there• '
Question. Did you hear the chiefs direct Governor Ramsey how
they wanted the money due to them under the treaty of 1851 paid?
Answer. Yes; they wanted all their money paid into their own
hands. The governor said that he would not pay it to them. He
wanted the Indians to sign a" paper" to pay their debts. W a-ha-shaw
said he wanted to get the money and then let each man pay his own
debts. Governor Ramsey said that he would not pay it. I heard this
request made at several councils; I do not remember how many, but
he refused at every council.
Question. Did you hear the governor requested by the Indians to
discharge the prisoners who were confined in the fort?
Answer. I did; and the governor said that he would not release them
until they signed a paper to pay their honest debts. I heard this request made more than once. I did not see the chiefs sign the receipt
for ninety thousand dollars.
Question. Were you at any council when Governor Ramsey was
present, at Mendota, when anything was said about paying their debts
or releasing these prisoners?
_
Answer. Yes, I was. It was at Mr. Sibley's house last fall, before
the" annuity payment." Mr. Forbes, Alexander Farribault, Mr. Sibley,
Goveni.or Ramsey, Samuel Finley, Jack Frazier, Mr. Rock, and a good
many others, and some Indians, were present. They were talking
abOLlt the receipt for ninety thousand dollars. Governor Ramsey wanted
them to sign it ; and said if they would sign it he wmtld nlease the prisoners and pay their annuities. The Indians would not sign the receipt,
and Governor Ramsey then told them that he would take the money
back to their great father. vVa-ha-shaw told him to take it back, and
he would keep his land. This council was in the day time. .
Question. Was there any liquor given to the Indians during the time
they were assembled to receive their annuities, or to hold councils with
any of the government officers ?
Answer. There was some given to Little Six's brother in Mr. Sibley's
office, and he >vas drunk ; and Bad Hail was also drunk. I do not
know where they got the li.quor. They were all the drunken Indians
I saw.
Question. How long were the Indians kept at the "agency" before
the payment of their annuities last fall?
Answer. I do not know. I was at Traverse des Sioux and do not
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JoHN CAMPBELL cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Did you hear Governor Ramsey tell the chiefs that he
would not pay their annuities until after they had signed a paper, at
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I did; in one of the "mission houses" at Traverse des
Sioux. Alexander Farribault, Mr. Bailley, Red Iron, Limping Devil,
(Big Gun,) or Running 'Valker, and Sounding Moccasin were there.
Question. What white men were present?
Answer. Mr. Sibley, Mr. Sweetser, Mr. Huggins, Mr. Brown, Mr.
Franier, and Jo. Campbell.
Question. 'Vhat paper was this that Governor Ramsey wanted them
to sign?
·
Answer. The fur company's paper.
Question. Where was it when the governor refi.1sed to pay them,
unless they signed the paper, the other times you havf. mentioned?
Answer. At the "mission-house."
Question. Who were present on that occaswn ?
Answer. Jo. Campbell, Mr. Sibley, Mr. Sweetser, and those named
before, were there in all three of these councils.
Question. Do you know all the chiefs of the See-see-to an and Wahpa-toan bands of upper Sioux Indians?
Answer. I know some of them, Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron; E-taywah-kee-an, or Limping Devil; E-yang-mo-nee, or Running vValker;
0-pee-en-dah, or Big Curley Head; Wah-min-da-ne-chah, or the Orphan; W al1-nok-soon-ta, or the Little Rapids chief; and Ish-tab-humbah, or Sleepy Eyes.
.
Question. Now about the lower treaty at Mendota; where was it
that W a-ha-shaw demanded the money of Governor Ramsev?
Answer.' At Mr. Prescott's house.
"
Question. How many times?
Answer. A good many times.
Question. Did you hem· him demand it at Mr. Sibley's ?
Answer. Yes ; in open council.
Question. vVho were present at Mr. Sibley's?
Answer. Mr. Forbes, Mr. Farribault, Samuel Finley, Mr. Rock, and
Mr. Steele. These men were at Mr. Sibley's.
Question. Who were present at Mr. Prescott's?
Answer. Mr. Steele, Jack Frazier, Jo. Campbell, Alexander Farribault, Mr. Forbes, and a good many others. At the last council Mr.
' Steele was not there, nor Mr. Rock, nor Labatte. All the chiefs were
there except W ah-koo-ta, and he was sick.
Question. How do you know that liquor was given to the Indians at
Mr. Sibley's?
Answer. All I know is that I saw Bad Hail and Little Six's brother
drunk. I saw uo liquor there.
Question by government commissioners. 'Vhen you \Vent into this
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council at night at Mr. Sibley's, did the Indians cover their heads with
their blankets ?
·
Answer. Yes.
Question. What did they cover their heads for?
Answer. I suppose to keep any one fi·om knowing them.

JoHN W.

BABCOCK,

s\vorn and examined as a witness.

Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux last fall when the Seesee-toan and W ah-pa-toan chiefs came to Governor Ram sey with a
paper just as the governor was about to leave for St. Paul, and presented it to him at Mr. Merrick's store?
Answer. Yes; I was. The Indian chief Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron,
presented a "paper" to Governor Ramsey. Red Iron insisted upon
the governor's looking at tlie paper. Governor Ramsey told him that
he was in a hurry, but said he would look at it at his leizure, or to that
effect. The governor took the paper with him. I am not positive
about the chiefs asking the governor to hold a council ; but I know that
Red Iron insisted on his acting upon the "paper" then; and that Red
Iron seemed excited. His team was then ready and waiting for him,
and the g9vernor then left Traverse des Sioux for St. Paul.
J. W.

BABCOCK

cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.

Question. Was not Governor Ramsey then ready and bundled up to
start?
Answer. I think he was, and came in for something to my store.
The team and sleigh were in front of my house.
Question. Did he not get into the sleigh and leave immediately?
Answer. I cannot say; but I know that he left that morning.
Question. Yv'ho interpreted for Governor Ramsey there at that time?
Answer. I think it was the young man who interpreted for us in the
store. This was the last o(November, 1852, and after Governor Ramsey had returned from Washington. It was after the payment had been
made, perhaps two days. I mean the "annnity payment.
Re-examined by government commissioners.
Question. How long were the Indians kept there at Traverse des
Sioux before the payment?
Answer. I cannot say.
Question. Of whom did the sleigh load consist?
Answer. I do not know exactly. I think of Governor Ramsey, Mr.
Dousman, and Mr. Sibley; but am not certain.
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sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux, at the time of the payment of the See-see·toan and Wah-pa-toan Indians, in the fall of 1852?
Answer. I was.
Question. How long w ere the Indians kept at Traverse des Sioux,
before the payment?
Answer. They were there a week after I arrived there. I do not
know how long they had been there before.
Question. Vv ere you present when the chiefs of the W ah-pa-toan
and See-see-toan Sioux Indians presented a paper to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I was. Red lron was one, and Sleepy Eyes was another
chief. They handed the paper to the governor, and he said that he
had not time to read it. He was then ready to start. The Indians
wishE:d to talk with him, and the governor asked them what they
wanted to say, (through a haJf:.breed interpreter.) The chiefs then said,
that if h_e could not stop to read it, they wanted to tell him what was
in it. They then told him that it was a "protest" against his paying
out their money to the traders, as was talked of, or words to that effect.
Governor Ramsey took the "paper," and said that he had not time to
read it then, but would read it at his leisure, or words to that effect;
or that he would see about it.
Question. Has Governor Ramsey talked to you about that paper
since?
Answer. The governor told me yesterday, that he thought the paper
was something about some prm.1isions; and he said that he presumed if
I had not been subpcenaed that I would be.
Question. What impression \Vas left on your mind by the governor's
conversation on yesterday?
Answer. I suppose he intended me to understand that the "paper"
was about some provisions, and that this was what the talk he had with
1he Indians was about.
NATHAN

MERRICK,

cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's council.

Question. Did Governor Ramsey directly or indirectly say, or intimate, what he wanted you to say as a witness?
Answer. I do not know that he did. He made the remarks which I
have mentioned before. He asked me the qm~stion, and then answered
it himself before I spoke.
Question. To the best of your recollection, was not the conversation
between Governor Ramsey and the Indians about pTOvisim~s?
Answer. No; I heard nothing said about pro'l.'isions.
Question. Did you hear any conversation after they came out of
your house?
Answer. No.
Question. Has any body else talked to you on this subject?
Answer. No; I have told it several times last winter, in reference to
matters which took place at my store at Traverse des Sioux.
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Question. \V ere you at the payment of the See-see-to an and Wahpa-toan Sioux Indians, at Traverse des Sioux, in the fall of 1852? ·
Answer. I was.
·
Question. Were you in any open council held at that place?
Answer. No, nor private council.
Question. Were you at the payment last fall at the St. Peter's
agency, at Fort Snelling?
Answer. Yes ; and at a council held at the interpreter's house.
Question. Did you hear Wa-ba-shaw demand of Governor Ramsey
to have the money due to them under t he treaty of 1851 paid into their
own hands?
Answer. I am of the opmwn that he wished it paid into their own
hands.
Question. What was Governor Ramsey's reply?
Answer. The governor replied, that he had so much money then to
give them ; that they could take that or nothing; or rather, that they
could take that, or that he would take the whole of the money back to
Washington. Wa-ba-shaw replied, "take it back, and we will take
back our lands." The governor referred to the money that was afterwards paid out.
Question. At what time last tall did this take place?
Answer. In the month of November, I think. I think it was the
last council. I then left, and I think the council broke up very soon
aftll!rwards.
Question. How long were the Indians assembled at the "agency"
before they were paid their annuities?
Answer. I was there three weeks, but they might have been there
six weeks. But I should think that they were. there six weeks altogether.
Question. Do you know why these chiefs held out all this time?
Ariswer. I suppose it was because they would not sign the receipts.
Question. Do you know that the Indians constantly, during all this
/
time, refused to sign the receipts ?
Answer. I do.
· Question. Why was the payment of the annuities delayed this length
of time?
Answer. I suppose it was because the papers were not all tixerl.
That is my impression. I had no daim of my own.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs request Governor Ramsey to discharge the Indian prisoners who were confined in the fort?
Answer. I think not.
DAVID FuLLER cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Were you present at all the councils held at the " agency"
at St. Peter's in the fall of 18.52?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Did you ever hear the Indi:ws refuse to sign a "paper"
· hat Governor Ramsey wanted them to sign ?
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Answer. No.
Question. How do you know they were kept there because they
would not sign this paper or receipt?
Answer. Because the Indians told me so themselves.
Question. Was the forty th~usand dollars "annuity money," ·o r money
due for their lanJs ?
Answer. I think it was money due for their lands.
Re-examined by the government commissioners.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey in this council, to which you alluder
desire the Indians to pay their debts?
Answer. He did.
Question. Did they refuse to do so?
Answer. They did.
Question. Was this the laf'!t council held by them ?
Answer. I think it was; but they may have assembled once afterwards.
Question. Were the Indians paid their " annuities" before or after
the receipt was signed by them?
Answer. I do not know.

PHILANDER PRJ!: SCOTT, an interpreter, and superintendent of farming,
&c., for the Sioux Indians, residing near Fort Snelling, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. \V ere you a government interpreter in 1851 previous to
July?
Answer. I was not. I was an Indian farmer in 1851, but I was requested a part of the time to interpret by and for Governor Ramsey.
Question. Were you at the treaty at Mendota in August, 1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you at the payment at the " St. Peter's agency" in
the !a11 of 1852?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Were you at any of the councils at the " agency" last fall
between Governor Ramsey and the Med-a-wa-kan-toans and W a-pakoo-ta chiefs of the loweT Sioux Indians?
·
Answer. I was at one at the "agency."
Question. Did you hear the chiefs at the council direct Governor
Ramsey how they wanted their money paid which was due to them
under the treaty of the 6th of August, 1851?
Answer. I heard W a-ba-shaw tell Governor Ramsey to pay over
wha.t was called the "trader's money," or "hand money," into their
own hands. He also demanded all the back money, particularly the
school fund, to be paid over to them. W a-ha-shaw demanded this
"trader's money," or " hand money," two or three times to be paid over
to them. . Governor Ramsey replied and said, that he could not pay it
over to them. I do not recollect that Governor Ramsey gave any
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reasons for not paying it. Wa-ba-shaw again insisted upon the money
being paid over to them. The end of it was that the Indians got up
and lefi: the council. One chief and two principal soldiers got up just
before they left and said they were willing to pay their debts. " Good
Road" was the chie£ Wa-ba-shaw said, that he was authorized to speak
for all the others, they being present, and not dissenting.
Question. When did they first assemble at the "agency" for the purpose of this payment?
Answer. SomA time in the forepart of November, 1852. They commenced assembling iu October.
Question. "\Vhen did they get their " annuities ?"
Answer. They got their annuities some time in the forepart of the
month of November or December. I was sick at the time.
Question. Were you present at any other council? ·
Answer. I was not when Governor Ramsey was present.
Question. When Governor Ramsey said he would not pay them the
money, what did he say he wanted the chiefs to do with the money?
Answer. After Good Road, Eagle Head, and Bad Hail had said what
they did, Governor Ramsey replied, "there appears to be some division among you. I wish you would get together and do something."
Question. "\Vho is looked upon as the head chief of the Med-a-wakan-toan bands?
Answer. Each chief is the head of his own band. I have heard a
few Indians speak of W a-ba-shaw as the head chief:
Question. Were you the interpreter at Governor Ramsey's house ior
the councils held with the See see-toan and W ah-pa-toan chiefs before
Governor Ramsey went to Washington for the money?
Answer. Myself and Mr. Lafi·ambois were the interpreters.
Question. How long were the chiefs here at that time?
Ansv-:er. Some two weeks and four or five clays before they signed
the amendments to the treaty.
Question. At \vhat place was that power of attorney you see on page
26, Senate document No. 29, part 2, authorizing Governor Ramsey to
go to Washington and draw their money, signed?
A-nswer. It was signed in Governor Ramsey's office.
Question. Was any promise made by Governor Ramsey to the chiefs
as to how the mouey should be paid after he returned with it from
Washington?
Answer. If the President gave it to him, he promised that he would
apply it to carry out the intent of the treaty of 1851.
Question. What did Mah-zah-shah, or Red Iron, say to him on that
su~ject?

Answer. "Red Iron" was not here.
Question. Was Ish-tab-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes, here?
Answer. No; his nephew was here.
.
. Question. Was "E-tay-wah-ke-an, or Limping Devil," here?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was " W ah-min.-da-ne-chah, or the Orphan," here ?
Answer. No.
Question. Was "0-pee-en-dah, or Big Curley Head," here?
Answer. Yes.
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Question. Was W ah-nok-soon-ta, or the Little Rapids chief~ here?
Answer. He was not here.
Question. Was" Tah-hum:pa-hen-dah, or the Sounding Moccasin,"
here?
Answer. No.
Question. How many chiefs are there of the upper Sioux bands?
Answer. You will find eleven enrolled on the roll· book of tbe agency.
Question. How many of them are on that " paper" executed at Governor Ramsev's house?
Answer. I"tindjmtr on that list.
Question. How long have the t-vvo young chiefs been known as such~
I meaH " No-hope-ton and 0-pee-ya-hen-da-ya ?"
Answer. I do not know. I found them named as such last winter,
on the roll.
Question. Where does "No-hope-ton" live't
Answer. At ·" Lac Traverse."
Question. Are there two chiefs of the " Lac Traverse" bands?
Answer. There are three distinct parties, as I am told.
Question. How old is " No-hope-ton?"
Answer. I should say that he is thirty or thirty-five years old.
Question. Did No-hope-ton sign the treaty as a chief?
Answer. I do not see his name on the list.
Question. Look and see if" No-hope-ton's" name is on the "Traders'
Paper."
Answer. No, it is not.
Question. How many chiefs are on Governor Ramsey's receipt for
the two hundred and fitiy thousand dollars on page 7, Senate document
No. 29, part 2?
Answer. I see six names of chiefs on that paper, including , that of
No-hope-ton.
Question. Is Wah-na-ta a Yankton or a See-see-toan Indian?
Answer. The Indians say that he is half of Yankton and half Seesee-tmm.
Question. Is Wah-na-ta on your roll as a chief?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What did the Indians understand were the contents of
that power of attorney which was given to Qovernor Ramsey at his
own house?
Answer. The Indians were told what the contents were, before they
went to Governor Ramsey's office, by Major McLean and Henry M.
Rice. The Indians were told that it destroyed all former' powers of
attorney, and gave Governor Ramsey the power to bring the money
here for them. The two former powers of attorney that the Indians
understood it to destroy were one of Mr. Sibley's (the " Traders' Paper") and one to Mr. Sweetser.
,
Question. Were you the interpreter when this explanation was made
to the Indians ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Are you now ,a government interpreter?
Answer. No. 1 am the superintendent oflndian farming, &c.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language?

1
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Answer. Yes.
Question. Was Mr. Lafi·ambois present when this power of attorney
was interpreted to the Indians ?
Answer. No.
Question. Were the old chiefs who were not here w hen that powel'
of attorney was given to Governor Ramsey sent for, or notified to attend
here, on that occasion ?
·
Answer. There were some persons sent for them to request them to
come and sign the amendments to the treaty, That is all I know. I
do not know that they were sent for to sign the power of attorney.
Question. Had you your books at Traverse des Sioux at the time of
the treaty, or your accounts against the Indians?
Answer. No.
Question. Upon what authority did they allow you thirteen hundred
and twenty-four dollars?
Answer. I do not know. I left a paper with the amount in dollars
and cents on it. It amounted to four thousand three hundred dollars
or 1nore.
Question. By what rule did they cut you clown fi:om four thousand
three hundred to thirteen hundred and twenty-four dollars ?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did you authorize any one to appoint a "committee" to
apportion the claims of the traders?
Answer. No.
Question. Have you received the amount of your account, which \Vas
allowed to you?
Answer. I have received a part of it. I was told that there was
fifteen per cent. taken out of it. Mr. Franklin Steele sent me the money ..
I have never asked any ~ne v;rhat this fifteen per cent. was for, nor do I
know what it was for. I remonstrated against it in a letter to Mr. Sibley.
I did not know who had the management of the business. I signed a
power of attorney to Hugh Tyler. Hugh Tyler came to my house with
Governor Ramsey, and wanted me to sign a power of attorney to enable
him to draw the money. Nothing was said about his deducting fifteen
per cent. out of it, that I recollect.
Question. What reason did he give in Governor Ramsey's presence
for asking you to sign, or give him that power of attorney?
Answer. He gave me no reason for doing so.
Question. In what kind of funds were you paid?
Answer. I received in all about fifteen hundred dollars in paper
mouey, and about nine hundred dollars in gold.
Question. Did you draw any money in right of your children; or
did your children, or any one of them, draw any money as ha lf~breeds?
Answer. No; they drew nothing.
Question. Are your children half-breed Sioux ?
1
Answer. Yes.
Question. What is the reason you did not draw money for them
as half-breeds?
Ans\ver. I do not know. There was a petition got up to Governor
Rarrisey to divide all this money equally among all the half~breeds
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Question. Did you sign an order to Mr. Sibley to draw your money
from Governor Ramsey?
.
. . .
.
Answer. I have no recollectiOn of Signmg any such paper. I signed
two papers while I was sick. I supposed them both to be powers of
attorney. I signed them to Hugh Tyler when Governor Ramsey was
present.
PHILANDER PRESCOTT

cross-examined by Gov. Ramsey's counsel.

Question. Did not Governor Ramsey, at the time you went there,
simply ask, whether this power of attorney had been explained to the
Indians?
Answer. I do not recollect that the governor said anything to them,
until the Indians first mentioned that they wished him to write to their
great_father, ?r to take a paper for them to their great father, requ~st
ing him, (their great father,) to destroy the powers of attorney which
they had signed before, and· also requestincr him in said paper to send
0
them their money for their land.
Question. Is that the power of attorney you allude to ?
Answer. That appears to be the tenor of the same paper.
Question. Did not the Indians fully understand that paper, before
they went to Governor Ramsey with it?
Answer. I believe they did.
Question. Was not " Y a-zoo-ah-pee" the principal soldier of the
"Little Rapids" band, representing his chief here; and is he not the
"speaker" for his band-doing the business of his chief?
Ans,ver. All I can ·say is, that Ya-zoo-ah-peo was here, and that
Governor Ramsey asked him if he would sign, and that he said yes.
Question. Are not "E-yang-mo-nee," E-tay-wa-ke-an, Ish-tah-humba-koash-ka, "Oo-pee-ya-hen-da-ya," and No-hope-ton, chiefs; and
l\fah-kah-een-day the chief man of the " Orphans" band, rep'r esenting
his chief; and did he not so say at the time?
Answer. Tho first is a chief; the second is a chief also; the next is
the son of a chief; and when the old man is absent, the young one does
the business. The fourth is a chief: I find the Indians acknowledge
No-hope-ton to be a chief, but how long since I do not know. "l\fakah-een-day" came here and said that his chief was absent. That
he was told that he and his chief had been sent for to sign the amendments to the treaty. When he ·went before Governor Ramsey, he was
askec~ by the governor if would sign for his chief, and he said " yes,"
and signed the amendments to the treaty.
Question. How much of a band has " Wah-na-ta? "
Answer. About three hundred in all.
Question. How much of a band had " 0-tak-e-ta?"
Answer. Less than two hundred.
Question. How much of a band has "Ish-ta-hum-ba-koash-ka? "
Answer. About four hundred.
Question. Is not Wah-na-ta's band one' of the largest of the bands
on the .list?
Answer. I think that it is about the tltird on the See-see-toan list.
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Question. With whom did you leave your account against the
Indians at Traverse des Sioux?
Answ:r· Wi.th Governor Ramsey.
.
Question. D1d you request that attention should be paid to Jt?
. ~nswer. I asked Governor Ramsey to hand my account in, if a
d1v1dend was made there.
'
Question. Was your account for the four thousand and three hundred
dollars. justly due to you?
Answer. Yes; that was the original account without interest.
Question. Did you swear to its correctness?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Had the money been paid into the hands of the Indians
what would have become of it?
Answer. I think they would have used most of it up themselves.
They would have paid a very small portion of it to their traders.
Question. If this money 'had been paid to them, would they have
set aside twenty thousand dollars for their removal and subsistence?
Answer. A very small portion of them would have done so.
·
Question. Were the Indians advised or informed, before they went
to Governor Ramsey's house, that they were to sign two papers?
Answer. They were told that they were to sign two papers; one
a power of attorney, and the amendments to the treaty.
Question. Did they go to Governor Ramsey for that purpose?
Answer. They did.
Question. Had they a perfect understanding of these two papers at
the time?
Answer. I believe they had.
Question. Did not Governor Ramsey say that if it was their wish
he w1mld take the power-of attorney?
Answer. He made some such remark; I do not recollect distinctly.
Question. Are not your children Med-a-wa-kan-toan half-breeds?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did not Govemor Ramsey, whe~ Wa-ba-shaw demanded
the debt and school fund, simply advise the Indians to come to some understanding among themselves, as there appeared to be some division
among them?
Answer. I said that yesterday.
Question. What do you know about the prisoners confined at the
fort for killing the Chippewas?
·
Answer. They were confined by order of Governor Ramsey for
killing some Chippewa Indians.
Question. In Governor Ramsey's intercourse- with the Indians, has
his treatment towards them been harsh or uniformly kind?
Answer. I have known him to be very kind and lenient towards
them. I have never known him to be harsh or tyranical.
Question. Were not the chiefs and Indians collected at the " agency" long before Governor Ramsey got back from Washington with
their money ?
Answer. I believe some of them were collected there before Governor Ramsey got back; or before Major McLean returned from St.
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Louis. Major McLean brought the "annuity money'' under the treaty
of 1837 with him from St. Louis.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey, when you were present, ever tell
the chiefs that he would not pay their " annuities," unless they paid
their debts?
Answer. I never heard him tell them so.
Question. Did you hear Governor Ramsey tell the chiefs that he
would not release their prisoners until they signed a paper?
Answer. I never did.
Question. vVas the seventy thousand dollars paid by Governor RamM
sey to the traders sufficient to pay the amount due to them from the'
Indians?
Answer. No.
Question. Were you present at the " agency office " when a paperwhich had been drawn up to Mr. Sweetser was destroyed?
Answer. The Indians came' into council, a large number of them,
and a large number of chiefs, and some half-breeds, and Mr. Sweetser.
The Indians then handed to agent McLean a paper, and said they
wished the provisions of that paper carried out. The agent read the
paper and I explained it to the Indians. I told the Indians that it was
for the whole of their "hand money" to be paid over to their halfbreeds. The agent then asked if that was their wish, and they made
no reply. One of the Indians the1i. asked me to let him take the paper
and he tore it to pieces. Mr. Sweetser's name was not in that paper.
After this a general confusion ensued. The Indians denied having
signed a paper to that effect. Mr. Sweetser then accused me of not
having properly interpreted the paper. I told him that I had. He said
that I had not, and that he would hanJle me without gloves for having
done so. Mr. S\veetser then stated that there was something else o:p.
the paper that I had not interpreted. He said that the words omitted
(were) "and for other purposes;" and that they were on that paper. I
said that I did not see any such sentence on the paper. After this Mr.
Pettijohn and Alexis Bailley gathered up the fragments and copied
the paper, and they found that somethiug had been scratched off. This
scratching off we supposed to be the words "and for other purposes."
Mr. Sweetser then said that he did not know that any person had
· scratched anything off:
·
Question. Did W. H. Randall have any license to trade with the Indians since 1837?
·Answer. I hav~ no recollection of any, and find no such license recorded on the books.
Question. Did you know of ru11y pe:rson who was trading for him
with the Indians ?
Answer. There was a young man at "Little Rapids" trading for
him. I cannot say whether he was a clerk or a trader.
Question. In what county was he located?
Answer. In the W ah-pa-toan country.
Question. Is the list of "traders" certified to by you on pages 34
and 35, Senate document 29, the one you furnished to Governor Ramsey I
Answer. It is. That is my cetttificate appended to it.
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Question. From your long acquaintance with Indians, what is your
Dpinion of Indian testimony, whether on oath or not, when they consider themselves interested directly or indirectly?
Answer. I have never knovvn but two or three instances where ln,dians have been sworn like white men; and I am not willing to state
as to their veracity in such cases. If I had any business of importance
at stake I would not like to trust it in their hands under such circumstances.
Re-examined by government commissioners.
'Question. \Vuuld you like to trust white men under such circumstances?
Answer. No; I would not like to trust either under such circumstances.
Question. Do you know of your own kno\vledge that the Indians
were justly indebted to any one but yourself?
Answer. I have seen no accounts but my own.
Question. ·what did Major McLean say was m that paper about
which you and Mr. Sweetser had the difficulty?
Answer. He did not say.
Question. Was Mr. Sweetser's name in that paper 't
Answer. It was not. I do not mean to say that the paper was executed to him. I think I interpreted it correctly.
Question. Were the amendments to the treaty, and the power of attorney to Governor Ramsey, both signed at Governor Ramsey's house,
and at the same time?
Answer. They were.
.
Question. Where were the councils held with the Indians when this
power of attorney you have spoken of was agreed upon ?
Answer. At the large brick building where Mr. Henry M. Rice had
a store. It was explained to them there by Mr. Henry M. Rice and
Major McLean.
Question. Had No-hope-ton and Wah-na-ta bands of followers, and
were they considered as chiefs prior to the payment at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. How long have yciu known No-hope-ton and Wah-na-ta
as chiefs?
Answer. Since last winter.
Question. What do you think of the distribution as made on the
" Trader's Paper?"
Answer. I think, so far as I am acquainted with the traders' claims,
that it is a tolerable fair distribution. I think that Mr. H. H. Sibley
has gotten too much.

THEOPHILE

BRUGUIER,

sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Do you reside among the See-see-toan bands of Sioux Indians?
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Answer. Yes; and the W ah-pa-toans also.
Question. How long, and where?
Answ~r. About eighteen years, on the Missouri river.
Questwn. Do you know who are recognised as the chiefs of those
bands?
Answer. Yes ; I know them as I have learned from the Indians.
There are seven chiefs of these bands-Jam· See-see-toan, and thTCe Wahpa-toan.
Question. Who are the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan
bands of ttpper Sioux Indians ?
Answer. W ah-nok-soon-ta, or the Little Rapids Chief; Mah-za:hshah, or Red Iron; Ish-tab-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes; E-tay-wah-kean, or Limping Devil ; Opee-en-dah, or Big Curley Head; E-yangmo-nee, or Running Walker; and W ah-min-da-ne-chah, or the Orphan.
These are all the chiefs of these bands-being seven in all.
Question. Look at the receipt of the See-see-to an and vV ah-pa-toan
chiefs to Governor Ramsey for two hundred and fifty thousand dollars
on page 7, Senate document 29, part 2, and say of those who signed it
which are chiefs?
Answer. E-tay-waN.-ke-an, or Limping Devil, and W ah-nok-soon-ta,
or the Little Rapids chiefs, are all the chiefs on that paper that I know ;
and I know all the chiefs of these bands. No-hope-ton is not a chief:
Wah-na-ta is a Yankton Sioux, and is not a chief. I have been trading,
and hunting, and farming among them for eighteen years on my own
account. I know none of the names on that paper but jour. The two
first are chiefs; and I know Wah-na-ta and No-hope-ton. I have only
known Wah-na-ta since last summer. I did not know W ah-na-ta's
father or mother. I know Wah-na-ta as welL among the Indians as
white men .
.Question. From your knowledge of the Indian character, ate they,
when they appeal to the Great Spirit for the truth of what they say, to
be believed as readily as other persons ordinarily ?
Answer. I answer, yes, that they are.
Question. Do you trade with the Indians ?
Answer. I do.
Question. Have you any claim against them?
Answer. No; they pay me in furs; and the amount of furs I get
from them pays all their debts ; and their oath, I say, is just as good
as that of white men when no hope of gain is set before them.
Question. Would you prefer the testimony of Indians to that of white
mM?
·
Answer. I do not know.
Question. What amount of sales do you make yearly with the Indians?
Answer. About fifteen hundred dollars.
Question. How many Indians are in the bands with which you
trade?
Answer. From three to six hundred.
Question. Are there any traders near to your trading house?
Answer. Yes; but I get the most of their furs.
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NATHANIEL McLEAN, late agent for the Sioux Indians of the Upper
Mississippi and Minnesota rivers, sworn aud examined as a witness.
Question. Were you the late agent of the Sioux Indians ?
Answer. Yes.
'Question. Were you the Sioux agent at the time Governor Ramsey
and Luke Lea made treaties with the Sioux Indians in July and August, 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present at the making of these treaties?
Answer. I was at Mendota, and also one day at Traverse des Sioux,
I think.
Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux when the treaty was
signed by the Indians ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you see thern sign any other paper at that time?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What was that other paper?
Answer. I cast my eye over it, and found it purported to be an
arrangement for the payment of their debts to the traders. The
printed copy now shown to me, on Senate document No. 29, part 2,
page 22, is corre.c t 'lccording to my present recollection. It is substantially a correct copy of the "paper" signed by the Indians. My
certificate is attached to the schedule annexed to the paper signed by
the Indians. But when I put my certificate to it, I did not see any
schedule of creditors' names and amounts attached, nor was there any
when the Indians signed it, that I saw. I should have seen it if it had
been attached to the same paper which was signed by the Indians. I
never saw the schedule until near six months afterwards.
Question. Please examine the printed copy of the report made by
you on pages 20, 21, and 22, Senate document, No. 29 part 1, and
say whether the facts as therein stated are true.
Answer. I have examined the report made by me, as alluded to, and
now say that the facts as therein stated are true.
MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY,
St. Paul, January 2, 1852.
Sm : I have the honor to transmit you a letter from agent McLean,
enclosing a report of a talk held with certain chiefs and braves of the
See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Sioux in regard to the disposition of the cash payment of $275,000 provided by the treaty of
Traverse des Sioux.
'
As you were present, as well as myself; at the treaty in question, I
deem it unnecessary to make any comment upon the agent's report.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.
To Hon. LuKE LEE,
Commissioner if Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.
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INDIAN AGENCY,
St. Peter's, December 13, 1853.
Sm : I have the honor herewith to enclose a letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in relation to a council held with some of the
chiefs and braves of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Sioux,
parties to the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, in relation to signing a
paper at the time of said treaty in relation to paying their traders, and
with which they are dissatisfied. The letter is intended to be transmitted to the President, through the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NATHANIEL McLEAN.
To His Excellency ALEXANDER RAMSEY,
Superintendent Indian Affairs, St. Paul, Minnesota Territory.

INDIAN AGENCY,
St. Peter's, December 13, 1851.
Sm: I deem it my duty to report, for the information of the department, a talk, or council, held with a party of the See-see-toan and
W ah-pa-toan bands of the Da-ko-ta or Sioux tribe of Indians, parties
to the treaty of the 23d July, 1851, at Traverse des Sioux, numbering
twenty-one names in the enclosed abstract, which I consider a part of
this report, on the 6th and 8th instant.
The names upon this abstract are a large moiety, if not a majority,
of the chiefs and braves of the two bands above named, and they consider themselves authorized to do national business. They carne, as
they stated, not only to represent their own wishes, but that of their
people en masse at horne.
They state to me, in open council, that they were much dissatisfied
with a part of the proceedings at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux.
So far as regards selling their country, and the amount stipulated to be
paid them by the government, they were satisfied, and hoped it would
be carried out in good faith.
They represented that they had subscribed a paper, at the same time
the treaty was signed, (as they since have learned,) transferring, in a
payment of a debt to a portion of their traders, a large amount of
money, more than four fifths of the $275,000 allowed them by the
treaty stipulations, to be paid to them so soon as they remove to their
new homes, in order to enable them to settle up their business, and
meet the expenses of their removal and their subsistence for one year.
They wished me to represent to their great father, the President, at
W ashington, that they solemnly protested against carrying out the conditions of this "paper," purporting to be a transfer of money to pay
the traders, inasmuch as their signatures to the paper were obtained by
deceit and fraud; that such a paper as they learned ·they have signed
was not read to them and explained at the time, nor at any other time
previously; that when they signed this paper, being at the same time
they were signing all the papers of the treaty, they thought it was a
part or parcel of the treaty itsel£ It is their earnest wish (that is, if
the treaty should be ratified) that the money due, or stipulated to be
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paid to them, should come directly into their own hands froiD: t~e _government; that they owe no such sums of money to the md1v1dual
traders as they learn have been transferred to them by this instrument
of writing, and on behalf of their people and themselves protest against
its payment ; that thev never would have signed this agreement had
they understood its C'ontents. They allege they are willing to pay
their just and honest debts, upon a proper investigation of the accounts,
when they obtain the money from the government ; they are entirely
opposed to paying out tneir money tn bulk to the individuals named in
said instrument, excluding all other creditors.
The Indians expressed a desire to see their superintendent (Governor
Ramsey) and talk with him upon the subject, particularly as he ~as
one of the cum missioners who signed the treaty in behalf of the U mted
States. On the 8th instant a council was held with them in the governOF's room at St. Paul, when they, in "open council," (all whose
names are contained in the ,enclosed abstract,) stated to his excellency,
in my presence, the substance of what I have related in relation to the
treaty and the paper said to be an agreement with their traders to pay
their debts; that they had been deceived in signing that paper, as it
had never been explained to them, and protested against its being carried out, and wished us to send their requests to their " great father"
at Washington; that their father would send them the money according
to the stipulations of the treaty, in order that they might settle their
accounts according to justice, and for their subsistence and removal.
The governor read and explained to them the articles of the treaty,
that part particularly which relates to the payment of the $275,000, to
enable them to settle their a~counts, subsistence the first year after
their removal, and expenses of their transportation to their new homes.
He said to them the language was specific, to be paid to the chiefs and
braves of the tribe in such manner as they in " open council" should
determine, in order to enable them to settle up their business, subsist
themselves for one year, and their expenses of removal. Thus the
government would carry out the stipulations of the treaty, without reference to any agreement or contract, with traders or others, which they
have made or may make ; that the money would be paid to the chiefs
and braves, and it was for them to dispose of it as they think proper;
that the paper to which they alluded was no part of the treaty; that
the commissioners had no power, and assumed none, in relation to the
payments to their traders; that was a matter entirely between themselves, over which the commissioners would exercise no control; that
the agent would make known their wishes to their great father, the
President, at Washington, through the regular officers of the Indian
Department; that it was their duty, in all cases of complaint or supposed wrong, to apply to the regular officers whom the government
have appointed to attend to their business.
The council terminated and the Indians dispersed apparently satisfied. The explanations and advice to them by the superintendent, I
think, were satisfactory to the Indians, and in accordance with my
views expressed to them. Some of these Indians had travelled from
Lake Traverse, two hundred and fifty miles, others from Lac qui Parle,
two hundred miles, and appeared very determined in opposition to the
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paper they were induced to . sign, transferring their money to the traders. On being again and again questioned by me in relation to it,
they collectively and individually affirmed that it was not explained to
them at the time the signatures were obtained, nor at any other time,
and alleged that they were instructed to make this declaration on behalf of their people at home as well as themselves ; that all the Seesee-to an and W ah-pa-toan bands, who alone are interested in the treaty
at Traverse des Sioux, wish the $275,000 in the treaty stipulations to
be paid to them, to be disbursed as may seem to themselves just and
proper when the money is received.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

NATHANIEL McLEAN,
Indian Agen~.

To Hon. LuKE LEA,
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washin!{ton, D. C.
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ABSTRACT A.
Abstract list of Indian chiifs and braves rg the Wahpatoan and Seeseetoan
tribes of Dakota OT Sioux Indians, protesting against a certain sum of
money being paid to the Indian traders, as set apart in the treaty of Tmverse des Sioux, July 23, l85l,for the removal qf the Indians, to settle up
their affairs, and to support them one year after t!tey shall arrive at thei1·
new homes.

Names.

3
0

E-<

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -\- - - - - - - - - 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18
19.
20.
21.

1
E-yang-mo-nee ...•.• .. · · · .. · • · • .. • • • • .. · · · • •· · · ·
1
Mah-zah-shah ....... • • • .. · • • · .. • · • · .. · · .. · · .. · · ·
1
Wah-nok-soon-ta ..... • · • • .. • • • • .. • · .. · · • • .. • · • • •
1
Mock-pee-we-chas-tah .... ..... .......... . ..... . . . ..... .
Wam-du-nah-hoto-monee .............................. .
Yah-zoG-ah-pee .. . ... .. ... .......... .... .... .... ...... .
Eta-sha-ku-a ................................... . ..... .
Wam-du-o-kee ....... .. ............... . .............. .
Tah-hum-pa-hen-dah .......................... . ....... .
E-tah-cho-kah ... ..... .. .. . ........ ............... .... .
Mo-zah-koo-ta-mo-nee .............................. ... .
Tah-ko-ga . ....... . .. . ................... .. .......... .
E-chah-schun-schun-mo-nee . ........... ...... .. ... ..... .
A-nab-wang-mo-nee ...... .................. .... ...... .
Tab-to-a-yah .............. ....... .......... .. ........ .
Tah-wah-shu-chah-o-tah ... .............. . ... . ......... .
Wi-chah-u-zah ....... . ... ............................ .
Ah-o-kus-sin ......................................... .
Wahk-pu-shaw ................ ; ............ . . . .. . .... .
Chan-ta ................................... .... .... • • • •

1
1
1
1

I. Ish-ta-hum-bah ...... • • • · · ·'· .. · · .. · · .. • • • • .. • • • • ·

Total. . .............. .. ................. .. .... .

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

...... ......
......
......
......
......
......
......
1
1
......
......
1
...... ......
······
······......
......
. ..... .. ....
...... ......
...... ......
...... ......
...... ......
. . .... ......
...... . .....
1
1
1

15
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Fifteen of the above signers signed the treaty at Traverse des Sioux,
a nd six of the above signers did not sign the treaty at Traverse des
Sioux, being absent, but are parties to the treaty as above named.
I certify, on honor, that the above is a correct list of the signers of
the protest.
P. PRESCOTT,
SupeTintendent offaTJning, and acting ·interpTeter in this case.
Question. Was that " Traders' P aper" explained to the Indians
before they signed it?
Answer. Not to my knowledge. It was not, in my presence.
Question. Were you asked to sign it as a witness?
Answer. I do not recollect that I was.
Question. Did you have any conversation with Governor Ramsey
about this "'.I:raders' Paper?"
Answer. A certificate had been drawn up by some one (I do not
know by whom) for me to sign. I examined it, and said it was not
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exactly in accordance with the facts. The certificate went on to say
"that the paper was explained to the Indians," and i could not sign it.
Before I did sign it, I had a conversation with Luke Lea, and afterwards with Governor Ramsey, and I said to Governor Ramsey that
the paper had not been explained to the Indians in my presence, and
stated my embarrassment in signing a general certificate of that kind;
that ifl signed it, I would have to say that it was not explained in my
presence to the Indians. · When it was being signed, I asked Mr. Joseph R. Brown if he was not going to have that paper read and explained to the Indians ? Mr. Brown replied that it had been read to
them, and that it had been attended to before. This conversation with
Governor Ramsey took place at Mendota.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say in reply to you when
you made objection to the certificate which had been prepared for you
to sign to the " Traders' Paper?"
Answer. Governor Ramsey s,uggested that my oqjection was correct;
and that it would be proper to make the certificate in the form in which
it is made on page 25, Senate document No. 29, part 1, (as heretofore
copied.)
Question. Who presented that certificate for your signature?
Answer. I think it was some ofthe traders.
.
Question. 'Vho had the "annuity money" in possession which was
clue to the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands of Indians?
Answer. Governor Ramsey brought it from Washington, as I understood.
Question. When and where did he deliver it over to you as the
agent ?
Answer. It was delivered to me by Governor Ramsey at Traverse
des Sioux, and I commenced paying it out the next day. It must have
been in December, 1852, when Governor Ramsey paid it over to me.
Question. Did you call on Goveruor Ramsey for the "annuity money?"
Answer. I frequently asked him when we would commence p aying
it. He said the money would be ready by the time the rolls were
made out. There appeared to be some delay in handing over the money and getting the receipts.
.
Question. What receipts do you mean?
/
Ansvver. I do not know what his business specially was; I was not
in the council about that matter.
Question. Was the receipt you allude to, dated November 29, 1852,
to Governor ~amsey for two hundred and fifty thousand dollars under
the treaty of the 23d July, 1851, signed by the Indians before or after
you received the "annuity money" from Governor Ramsey?
Answer. I see both receipts bear the same date. I did not see the
receipt signed. I had not asked for the money on that day.
Question. How long had you been ready for the payment to the Indians before their annuity money was handed over to you by Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. We were very little detained after the rolls were ready.
Question. Why did you not p ay the annuity money to the lower
bands of Indians before ?
·
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Answer. Because I did not wish to assemble the Indians twice.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey say to you not to pay the annuity
money until he got ready?
Answer. We were waiting and had made the estimates. I do not
think that he did, in that way. The Indians became impatient and
asked me to request Governor Ramsey to let them have their old " annuity money," and to let the new all pass over, as they wanted to get
off on their hunts; that they would take their goods and provisions
under the old treaty of 1837, and, as there was trouble about the new
treaty money, they would let the new pass. I came, or started, to St.
Paul, and was informed that they had agreed upon matters, and that •
they would all be ready in a short ti~e.
.
..
Question. How long were the Indmns at the " agency" wmtmg for
their annuity of goods, money, and provisions, before they received
them?
Answer. I do not know as to dates, but I think two or three weeks.
Question. Were any provisions issued to them during that time?
Answer. I think not much. I do not recollect that I issued any.
Question. How long had you received the "annuity money" of the
lower bands, under the treaty of 1837, before Governor Ramsey came
with the money under the new treaty of 1851?
Answer. I think about a -vveek or ten days.
Question. Did the Indians request you to pay them their "annuities"
under the treaty of 1837?
Answer. Yes, they did; just before the time arrived when we did
pay ; and before I said that I would make that request of Governor
Ramsey.
, Question. You state in your certificate to the power of attorney
which was given to Governor Ramsey by the chiefs and headmen of
the See-see-toan and \V ah-pa-toan bands of Sioux Indians, signed September 8, 1852, authorizing and requesting him to demand and receipt
for the sum of two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, due to
them under the first clause of the 4th article of the treaty of July 23,
1851, that said power of attorney was fully explained to the Indians
before they signed it. Now, wil~ you please say whether you explained
to them that this power of attorney to Governor Ramsey revoked and
annulled all other and former powers of atton1ey executed or given by
them in reference to the receipt or collection of the said sum of two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars, or any part thereof; and
more especially, whether you explained to them that it revoked the
power of attorney signed by them at Traverse des Sioux, July 23, 1851,
generally called, in the course of this examination, the "Traders' Paper?"
Answer. The Indians had been in council at ,Henry M. Rice's house
or store, with Mr. Rice and others, in getting them to sign the amendments to the treaty. The power of attorney to Governor Ramsey was
then explained by Mr. Prescott, the interpreter, in the language of the
paper as it reads. I then made a. speech. to the Indians, and told them
that "it revoked all other powers before given by them." Mr. Henry M.
Rice then explained it to them, saying that it "broke (using the word
'broke') all former papers made by them."
The Indians seemed
anxious to get clear of any and all former papers which they bad
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signed. Tbey spoke of a number of papers which they had signed,
and Mr. Sweetser's paper among them, and wanted all of them swept
of{ After the Indians had concluded to sign the amendments to the
treaty, and tbis power of attorney to Governor Ramsey, we then went
to Governor Ramsey's office.
The papers were taken there, and the Indians made speeches to
Governor Ramsey. They said to Governor Ramsey that they had
come to sign the papers. That one paper (the power of attorney) was
to break all former papers made by them ; and that they wanted him
(Governor Ramsey) to bring the money to them on this paper. This
last named power of attorney having been before fully explained to
them, both the papers were then signed by the Indians.
NATHANIEL McLEAN, cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. See the original paper, (here shown,) and say if your certificate to it is genuine, and whether the statement of facts therein contained, are true?
Answer. I answer in the affirmative. The original is the same as
the copy that is printed .

.

The following is a copy of the power of attorney referred to by the
witnesses:
Whereas, by the 4th article of the treaty made and concluded at
Traverse des Sioux, on the 23d day of July, 1851, between the United
States, by Luke Lea, commissioner of Indian affairs, and Alexander
Ramsey, governor and ex-officio superintendent of Indian affairs, commissioners on the part of the United States, and the chiefs and headmen of the See-see-toan and vVah-pa-toan bands of Da-ko-ta or Sioux
Indians, duly authorized thereto; it was, among other things, provided,
that the United States would pay to the chiefs of said bands, to enable
them to settle their affairs and comply with their (then) present just
engagements, and in consideration of their removing themselves to the
country set apart for them by said treaty, and in consideration of their
subsisting themselves the first year ati:er their removal, which they
A greed to do without fi1rther cost to the United States, the sum of two
hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars ($275,000 :) Pmvided, That
the said sum should be paicl to the said chiefs in such manner as they
tbereafi:er in open counciL should request.
And whereas the said treaty has been approved and ratified by the
President and Senate of the United States, with certain amendments
added thereto, which amendrnents have been this day submitted to us
by Alexander R amsey, governor and ex-officio superintendent of Indian affairs, as aforesaid, acting for and on behalf of the United States,
and we, the undersigned chiefs of said bands, and duly authorized
theret?, have in open council concurred in, consented and agreed to
t~w smd amendments : now, therefo're, we, the said chiefs, being deSir?us that the provisions of the said treaty, and espt'jcially of the 4th
article thereof, should be fully and fairly carried out according to its
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just and true intent and spirit, and having full confidence in the discretion and integrity of his excellency Alexander Ramsey, governor and
ex-officio superintendent of Indian affairs as aforesaid, do, in open council assembled, by these presents authorize, empower and request him
to ask and receive for us, and in our names, the said sum of two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars ($275,000 ;) hereby giving him
full power to receipt for the same and execute in our names all necessary vouchers and acquittances therefor. And we do hereby, in open
council, authorize and request the proper officer and officers of the
United States to pay the said sum to him the said Alexander Ramsey,
&c., as aforesaid; and we also authorize, empower and request him to
do, or cause to be done, all the acts contemplated by the said 4th article
for and by us to be clone, to appropriate the said money in accordance
with, and for the pupose of carrying out the equitable and true intent
thereof; all such acts when clone to be final and binding upon us, and
to have the same force and effect as if done by us.
And we do hereby revoke and annul all former and other powers of
attorney executed or given by us or any of us with reference to the
receipt or collection of the said sum of money, or any part thereof.
E-yang-mo-nee, his x mark.
E-tay-wa-kee-an, his x mark.
Ish-tab-hum-bah, his x mark,
(By his nephew.)
Mock-pee-we-chas-ta, his x mark.
Ish-ta-hum-ba-koash-ka, his x mark.
Oo-pee-ya-hen-da-ya, his x mark.
Noan-pa-keen-yan, his x mark.
W ash-tay-da, his x mark.
Hay-a-he-day-ma-za, his x mark,
(By his father.)
W a-keen-ya-do- tah, his x mark.
A-na-wang-rna-nee, his x mark.
Ink-pa, his x mark,
(By his son.)
Yah-zoo-a-pee, his x mark.
Ta-pe-ha-tank-ka, his x ·mark.
W a-mee-dee-o-to-mo-nee, his x mark.
W ah-pee-yanhua-shkan-shkan, his x mark....
No-hope-ton, his x mark.
W o-to-ne-ho-washta, his x mark.
Moza-hote-ma-ni, his x mark.
Tchun-ka-ha-too, his x mark.
W ah-pah-bah-na, his x mark.
W ah-nipee-dee-doo-tah, his x mark.
Ho-pah-tchoke-ma-zah, his x mark.
Ta-wa-kan-he-day-ma-za, his x mark.
W a-ka-haw-dee-to-pa, his x mark.
W ah-kah-dee-ka-he, his x mark.
Mah-kah-cen-clay, his x mark.
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Signed in open council, this 8th day of September, 1852. in presence
ofNATHANIEL McLEAN, Indian Agent.
WALLACE B. WHITE, Secretary.
PHILANDER PRESCOTT, Interpreter.
Jos. LAFRAMBOis, Interpreter.
HENRY M. RICE •

. I, Nathaniel McLean, United States Indian agent, do hereby certify,
that the foregoing named chiefs and headmen of the See-see-toan and
Wah-pa-toan bands of Da-ko-ta or Sioux Indians (now in full and open
council assembled, and who constitute and are the proper authorities
of said bands, being a majority of the chiefs and headmen, and as such
fully competent to transact any and all tribal or national business, for
and in behalf of said bands of See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan Indians,)
authorize and request me, as their agent, to state that the annexed and
foregoing authority in writing from them was signed and executed by
them in good faith, and with a full and complete knowledge of its contents, purport, and meaning, and for the uses and purposes therein
named; and, the. same having been by me fully explained, they, for
themselves and their bands, approve and ratify and confirm tl1e same,
and authorize and request me to bear written testimony that the same
is their tribal and national act and deed.
NATHANIEL

McLEAN,

Indian Agent.

/

Question. Did you witness that power of attorney made by the
Indians to Governor Ramsey, as above copied?
Answer. I did.
Question. Did the same Indians sign both the treaty and the power
of attorney?
Answer. I think they did.
Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey say, in any council
where you were present, that unless the Indians signed some "paper,"
that he would not release the Indian prisoners who were confined in
the fort?
·
Answer. I heard no such remark that I recollect.
Question. What has been Governor Ramsey's conduct towards
'these Indians; has it been mild or otherwise?
Answer. In my judgment his general management of the Indians
was good. Prior to this difficulty about these matters I heard of no
complaint.
Question. Was not the reason of the payment not having been made
before because of your ,not having the rolls made out?
Answer. I stated before that there was not much delay at Traverse
des Sioux under the upper treaty with the See-see-toans and W ah-patoans.
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NATHANIEL McLEAN re-examined by tbe government comm1sswners.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say to the chiefs when they
asked him to pay them their money?
Answer. Governor Ramsey said to them that he liked to deal with
honest men. That white men paid their honest debts, and that he
wanted the Indians to do so also. The Indians asked Governor Ramsey what he thought was right for them to pay. The governor said
that he thought seventy thousand dollars. The chiefs refused to pay it,
and said that it was too much. Governor Ramsey said : " 1f they did
not pay their honest debts, that he would take or send the money back to their
great father." W a-ha-shaw then replied: " Take it back, and we will
take our lands back." The Indians then broke up in confusion.
.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey say anything about not paying
them until they got to their new homes ?
Answer. I heard Gove_rnor Ramsey say that he was not bound to
pay them until they removed to their new homes ; but that he would
perhaps do so if they were honest men, or words to that effect.
Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel. Did not Governor Ramsey say to tbem that the government could pay them o,r not?
Answer. Governor Ramsey said "that he could pay them or not
pay them at his discretion," and referred them to the treaty.

JosEPH LAFRAMBors, junior, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Were you at the payment of the upper bands of Indians
at Traverse des Sioux last fall?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you see " Limping Devil" sign the receipt to Governor Ramsey for two hundred and fifty thousand dollars ?
Answer. No.
·
Question. Were you present when such a receipt was signed by the
Indians?
Answer. I know they signed a paper, but do not know what it was.
Question. Who did you see sign it?
Answer. I did not see any of them sign it.

JosEPH RmNVILLE, sworn and examined as a witness.
Question. Had you a claim on your father's account against the Indians?
,
Answer. Yes.
Question. How much was it for ?
Answer. Seventeen thousand five hundred and forty dollars.
Question. Did you get any of it ?
Answer. No.
Question. Why did you not get it?

,

i
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Answer. I do not know.
Question. Were you entitled to it ?
Answer. Yes ; I expected to get a part of it, but I do not know how
they fixed it.
.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs demand the two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars fi·om Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. Yes ; they asked to have the money in their own hands,
and to do as they pleased with it. Governor Ramsey did not say yes
or no, so far as I have heard.
Question. Did you sign a power of attorney to Hugh Tyler to draw
your money fi·om the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands of Indians?
Answer. No.
Question. Are you sure of this ?
Answer. I am.
Question. Did you have a claim for your father's estate on the Meda-wa-kan-toan Indians?
Answer. Yes, tor two thousand dollars.
Question. Did you get any of it ?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you sign any power of attorney?
Answer. I did for my half-breed money of the See-see-toan's and
W ah-pa-toan' s, and then signed a receipt for it ; and that is all I ever
signed.
Question. Was this seventeen thousand five hundred and forty dollars ever paid to you ?
Answer. . No, I suppose it went to pay my father's debts to the
American Fur Company; but they did not allow that much to his es. tate.
Question. Did you get any money on account of your debt against
the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Indians?
Answer. No; they promised to allow me one thousand dollars, but
I have not received a cent of it as yet.
Question. Did you swear to your account?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Are you sure of that?
Answer. I am sure that I never did.
Cross-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.

/

Question. Who made the demand of Governor Ramsey for the
money at Traverse Des Sioux, and who was present on that occasion?
Answer. E-yang-mo-nee or Running Walker asked for it; and Mr.
Dousman, Mr. Sweetser, Mr. Sibley, and a good many more were
present.
Question. Who p aid you your "half-breed" money?
Answer. Mr. Tyler and Mr. Dousman. They paid me eight hund~~d dollars in paper money, deducting fifteen per cent. out of my part

.

~~

Question. Vvere you willing to pay that fifteen per cent.?
Answer. No ; I was not.
Question. Did you ever agree to pay it?
Answer. No; I did not.

14

.\
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HAZEN MooERS, sworn and examined as a witness.

Question. Do you know anything about a "half:..breed paper," drawn
up at Traverse D es Sioux, apportioning the half-breed money of the
upper bands?
Answer. Yes. I was one that helped to get it up. Mr. R obertson
dre:v up the heading, and I carried it around and go~ over one hundred
half-breeds; I think as many as one hundred and Sixty. I presented
that paper to Governor Ramsey, and he said that he would do all he
could for them.
\
Question. Did you receive any of ~h~t. "half-breed" money?"
~
Answer. No; it appeared that a divi.swn had already been made of
it, and that it had been assianed to particular persons.
Question. Did any of tl~ half:.breeds on that p aper get any of the
money?
.
Answer. I think that some of them chd; some more, and some less.
Question. Was any of the half:. breed money of the See-s~e-toan and
W ah-pa-toan Sioux Indians paid to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan halfbreeds?
·
Answer. Yes; some of it was.
Question. Who made out the half-breed list on which they were
paid their money ?
Answer. I do not know. I saw but one paid; be got two hundred
and fifty dollars. He was paid in paper money, by Hugh Tyler, at
Mendota. Governor Ramsey was not present. Mr. Tyler took back
the money and said, "Now, John, if you want the gold, I will give it
to you," and then gave this half-breed the gold, deducting fi.fteen per
cent.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council ask or direct
Governor Ramsey how they wanted him to pay the money due to them
under the treaty of 1851?
Answer. I did not; I was not present at any council.
Question. Did you see the chief.s of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands
paid any of this twenty thousand dollars ?
Answer. I saw Governor Ramsey come into the "agency," with
Hugh Tyler, and have seven bags of gold, and ha:1d one bag to each
chiet:
Question. Was Wa-ba-sbaw and Wah-coo·ta there?
""
Answer. Yes.
Question. Are you certain that all the chiefs received this money?
Answer. I think so ; I think they took it into their own hands; but
I may be mistaken. It still runs in my head that they were all there.
Here the evidence was closed on the part of the United States, and
the witnesses of Governor Ramsey produced, sworu, and examined in
support of his defence.
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The Han. HENRY H. SIBLEY, sworn and examined as a witness.
Questions by Governor Ramsey's counsel. Vv ere you at the treaties
of Mendota and Traverse des Sioux, in 1851 ?
Answer. I was.
Qu~stion. W ere you present at the signipg of the treaty at Traverse
des Swux on the 23cl of July, 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. vV as there another paper signed at the same time, and if
so, state.the character of that paper?
Ans\ver. I have"'seen the original "Tra.~ers' P'!per," .(now shown to
me,) and that is the paper which was signed Imrnechately after the
.
.
signing of the treaty by the Indians.
Question. Was it signed by the chiefs in open council?
Answer. It was sianed at the same council with the treaty.
Question. Had it been explained to the Indians before the signing
of it?
Answer. It had been explained to a number of the chiefs to my
knowledge, and the subject matter of that paper had involved a considerable degree of discussion before the treaty was signed.
Question. Did the Indians go to that council with a full knowledge
of what paper they had to sign ?
Answer. Some of them did to my knowledge, and most, if not all,
of the chiefs went there with a knowledge of what they were to sign.
Question. Go on and state generally what was the understanding of
the Indians and the traders about the payment of their debts?
Answer. There were different bands of Indians present, from different portions of the country, and there was a very considerable feeling
manifested about their debts and other subject matters of the treaty.
Question. Did the Indians at Traverse des Sioux acknowledge an
indebtedness to the traders, and, if so, how much?
Answer. They did acknowledge their indebtedness, but I cannot say
how much. They did not name any amount because, there being dif:.
ferent traders for the different bands, it was impossible for them to
ascertain the amount of their collective indebtedness. The amount
they spoke of, as subsequently incorporated into the treaty, was suggested to them by others. The amount was the limit, as it was supposed, the commissioners would pay for their debts, removal, and
subsistence.
Question. Was this " Traders' Paper1' executed in accordance with
the proposition of the Indians ?
Answer. I have already answered, that some of them knew its contents ; and I had reason to believe that the greater part of the chiefs
and braves understood it, although the manner in which the sum was
to be divided among the claimants was not stated.
Question. Was there a council for the distribution of their " halfbreed money," and, if so, what took place in that council?
Answer. There was a meeting of all, or of most of their chiefs on
the prairie, on the evening of the clay on which the treaty was signed.
I was sent for by the chiefs and braves to go there. It being dark, 1
took a candle to enable me to write clown what the Indians wanted m
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to do. · They desired me to write down the names of the "half-breeds"
who were t? recei.ve .or partake of the forty thousand ~ollars .in accordance With therr dtrections. The names of the "half-breeds·' were
then called out by the chiefs or principal ~en, and _when not objecte.d
to, they were put down on the list. The bst, so tar as I recollect, rs
substantially the same as tbat now attached to th.e "Traders' Paper."
There were a few additions made to that list, mamly at the solicitation
of the chiefs subsequently, and some slight changes made. b.y Governor
Ramsey, as I understood, at the request of some of the ch1efs. But the
list, as it now stands is substantially the same as that I made out, as
before stated. I wi;h to state that the names of heads of families were
alone put down, and the number in the family specified, except where
one individual alone was indicated.
Question. Do you recollect any remarks that were made by either
of the chiefs in the council where the " Traders' Paper" was signed,
relative to its contents?
Answer. I recollect only (me, and that was old "Sleepy Eyes." He
said in a speech which he made, that now the traders were paid, he
hoped that hereafter they would not charge as much for their goods as
they had been in the habit of charging tor certain articles which he
specified. I have an indistinct recollection that the " Orphan" also
made allusion to the same subject, but I am not positive on that point.
This was at the same council.
Question. From your long intercourse with the Sioux Indians, what
reliance would you place upon their evidence when they are interested?
and would it make any difference whether they were speaking under
oath or not?
Answer. As a general rule, I would attach no weight at all to their
testimony where their feelings or interest are involved. There may be
solitary exceptions to this general rule, but they are exceedingly rare.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey confederate \vith you to absorb the
whole fund named to favorites, to the exclusion of "meritorious creditors?"
Answer. He did not.
Question. Were you at Traverse des Sioux at a council held before
the payment of the "annuities" to the Indians?
Answer. I was present at Traverse des Sioux all the time, but was
not at all the councils there held between Governor Ramsey and the
Indians.
Question. What was Governor Ramsey's conduct towards the Indians during their stay at Traverse des Sioux? Was it cruel and
oppressive, or was it mild and kind?
Answer. I considered it very mild and kind. Some days after our
arrival at Traverse des Sioux, other bands of Indians, not residing
there, having stated that they were prohibited by Red Iron's and others
of another band from coming to see Governor Ramsey in an official
capacity, or any other, I suggested to Governor Ramsey that he should
cause "Red Iron" to be arrested. H e did cause him to be arrested,
but not as soon as I thought he should have clone. Before he did arrest
him, "Red Iron's" men had been guilty of conduct which I considered
outrageous, as well towards the other Indians as to the government
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authorities. I know that after night Red Iron's men, and some ot
another band, w~nt about :V~10oping; ~nc~ yelling, and firing off guns.
This was done, m my opmwn, to 1nt1m1date the other Indians from
holding intercourse with Governor Ramsey.
Question. From your long knowledge of the Indians, what is the
object of a " soldier's lodge?"
Answer. It is to effect certain o~jP.cts, so far as I understand, with
the " bands" coming from abroad. They recognize the right of "the
band" living on the land to which they come, to erect a "soldier's
lodge," and submit to the regulations prescribed by that "soldier's
lodae."
Question. Is not the power of the chiefs so limited that a few of the
soldiers can control their action?
Answer. The ''soldiers' lodge" controls the movements of the "whole
band," without referew~e to the authority of the chiefs. That is the
custom among these Indians.
Question. Cannot a few braves compel a chief to renounce bis most
solemn engagements ?
Answer. A few cannot, in opposition to the chief and the rest of the
band.
Question. Cannot a few braves, when the chief stands alone, without
the help of his other men, compel him to renounce the most solemn
engagements?
Answer. I do not know that such a· state of things can he. I never
knew just such a state of things, and therefore cannot answer.
Question. Do you know the handwriting of Joseph Rienville?
Answer. I do-(here was shown Joseph Rienville's account and affidavit;) and that is Joseph Rienville's handwriting, to the best of my
knowledge.
Question. Was the account hereinafter inserted, sworn to by you?
Answer. It was sworn to by me as correct and just, according to the
best of my knowledge and belie£: The reason-why H. L. Dousman
and Joseph R. Brown were also sworn to the correctness of the account, was, that the claims embraced therein were extended over a
number or' years before I came into the country, and H. L. Dousman
was better able to testify to their just character than I was, he having
been longer than myself engaged in the Indian trade. Atter I came
into the country in 1834, I had charge of the American Fur Company's
trade among the Sioux of the St. Peter's. Joseph R. Brown was my
clerk for several years, and in charge of the trading post of Lake Traverse and its dependencies. He kept the account book,s of credits at
. that post, and made also an abstract of the balances due by the Sioux
in the bool~s at that place, for some years previous to his going there.
H. L. Dousman was interested, and so were other parties, in the claim
or accouf!t referred to and made in my name, but J. R. Brown was not
interested directly or indirectly. I made oath to the correctness of the
account, to the best of my knowledge, from my general acquaintance
with the system of trade, and the large amount of capital and heavy
losses sustained in the prosecution since I came into the country. I
could, of course, know nothing of the delivery of the articles of goods
and merchandise embraced in the general account which we delivered
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to the Indians, as I did not live with the upper bands; but I again
assert my belief, that the sum claimed was really andjustly due, from
the many years and large capital employed during the period embraced in the account. At the "Doty treaty," so called, made at Traverse des Sioux in 1841, an item of one hundred <md fifty thousand
dollars was inserted for the payment of debts, upon the express demand of the Indians, which amount was principally due to the" American Fur Company," and those .:;onnccted with it in the trade. That
treaty did not receive the sanction of the Senate, and consequently no
part of the debts were paid under it. The traders presented claims
under that treaty, much exce~ding in amou.nt the one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, which was mserted therem.
Question. Do you know of any person who presented claims which
were contracted prior to the treaty of 1851, which were not inserted in
that schedule to the Traders' Paper?
Answer. So far as my recollection serves me, every account that
was presented was included in that schedule. But I may be mistaken.
I wish to state that Mr. Chute, who was part of the time at Traverse
des Sioux, asked me if I would favor the claim of Mr. Dickson, or
Dixon, who, I think, formerly belonged to the Bntish Indian department for claims, as I understood. Which account of Mr. Dixon accrued shortly after the war of 1812, proposing, if I would do so, to
allow me an interest in the claim. I replied, that I did not consider
that those claims came within the meaning of the provisions of the
treaty; inasmuch as I believed Mr. Dickson, or Dixon, never to have
traded under an American license. I do not know that the account
was ever presented, and if so, I never saw it. I wish to say, that a
claim of Mr. James Vvells was placed in my hands, but was omitted
to be included in the schedule. An omission for which I had subsequently to pay him a considerable sum for my negligence. I learned
that Mrs. Hooe, as representative of the estate of Mr. Rolette, had an
account or claim. If so, I never saw it. I desired, in consequence of
Mrs. Hooe's relationship to the Indians, as well as from the tact that
her father, while living, had been a good friend to the Sioux Indians, to
allow her a gratuity of tVI'O thousand dollars out of the amount; which
proposition was objected to by some other claimants, on the ground
that her relationship was with the lower Sioux Indians, and I was
obliged to abandon it.
Question. Did you ever witness the signing of any receipt to Governor Ramsey by the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands,
for two hundred and ten thousand dollars?
Answer. I saw "Limping Devil" sign it. I cannot say that I saw
any other chief sign it. I think I sig:ned it as a witness for him.
Question. Were there any means of coercion used by Governor
Ramsey to procure the receipt?
Answer. Not to my knowledge; "Limping Devil" came voluntarily
forward and offered to sign it.
~
·
Question. Can you explain why some of the chiefs have signed one
paper, and do not sign the others?
Answer. Some of the Indians may have been engaged in huntino- at
0
one time, who were present at another time.
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Question. Do you know the chiefs who signed the treaty at Traverse
des Sioux? .
Answer. I know some of them.
Question. Was the distribution, as made on that " Traders' Paper,"
fair and just to the best of your knowled~e _? •
Answer. !"believe it was the best dtv1s10n that could have been
made under the circumstances. But a number of the claimants at the
time, including myself; did think and feel clisa:ppoir_1ted .at the small allowance made them pro mta. on the amom;t of the1r clatms.
Question. Were the united debts or clatms greater than the amount
they received under the "Traders' Paper?"
Answer. There were more than double the amounts on that "Traders'
Paper."
Question. If the money had been paid to the Indians in hand, would
they have paid their debts with it?
Answer. I think not.
Question. Did the Indians at any council at Traverse des Sioux,
Fort Snelling, or Mendota, propose to submit their traders' accounts to
arbitrators?
Answer. I never heard the Indians make any sueh proposition?
Question. In any council ·w hen you were present, did the chiefs
unanimously demand of Governor Ramsey to have the money paid
into their own hands?
Answer. I heard the chiefs at Traverse des Sioux demand to have
the money paid into their own hands; but do not know whether it was
unanimous or not. I also heard the same demand made at Fort Snelling or Mendota; but this latter demand was not unanimous.
Question. What chiefs at Traverse des Sioux made this demand?
Answer. I recollect that "Limping Devil" and "Red Iron" made
such a demand; but I do not distinctly recollect that any other chief
did so.
Question. In any other council when you were present, either at
Mendota or Fort Snelling, or your own house, did you hear Governor
Ramsey make the signing of a paper, or a payment of their debts, a
condition precedent to the release of their prisoners at the fort?
Answer. I never did. The. Indians, four, or five, out of seven chiefs,
came and asked me to call on the governor and request him to release
the prisoners. I came to St. Paul to see the governor about it, and
told him that I never before had asked a personal favor of him, but that
I made it a special request that he would release them. He refused,
and I returned and gave the message to the Indians. He subsequently
'told me that he had left the matter in the hands of the Chippewa and
Sioux Indian agents. Subsequently to the signing of the receipts by
the Indians I renewed my request. The governor, I think, said the
agents had come to some arrangement of the matter, and recommended
the discharge of the prisoners; and he did release them.
QuP.stion. Do you know why the councils were removed from the
"agency" to Mendota?
Answer. I cannot state of my own knowledge.
Question. Is the room at Mendota more convenient than the government council house at the agency ?
0

0
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Answer. It is larger.
Question. Was not the great body of the Indians encamped on the
Mendota side of the river?
Answer. Yes. They were living on the Mendota side. Two bands
only were on the other side of the Mississippi encamped, according to
the best of my recollection.
Question. Were the Indians kept drunk at, and during any of the
.
councils at the payment?
. Answer. There was no liquor given to them by any one ~nterested
m the treaties.to my knowledge. There were drunken Ind1ans there
on one or two occasions during the pendency of the payment, and I
exerted myself to find out who gave or sold them the liquor, but could
not.
Question. Did you present an account in your own right for thirty
seven thousand dollars against the Med-a-wa-kan-toan tribe; and was
that account correct and sworn to by you?
Answer. I did in my own right, and in connexion with others. It
was correct and sworn to by me.
Question. Were the debts contracted subsequent to the treaty at
Mendota paid ?
Answer. They were not paid, e:x;cept in a few individual instances.
Question. Why were the Indians kept waiting for their payments at
Traverse des Sioux?
Answei-: My impression is that they were paid as soon as the ''payment rolls" were made out. I heard Governor Ramsey ask the agent
on one or two occasions if the rolls were made 'Out; when he answered
that they were not quite ready. My impression is that they were paid
immediately after the rolls were finished.
Question. Do you know at what period the lower bands of Indians
commenced collecting at Mendota, or at the "agency."
Answer. I do not.
Question. Had they commenced collecting before Governor Ramsey
or agent McLean had arrived at St. Paul with their money?
Answer. There were some Indians collected before the return of
these officers; but I cannot say that it was for the purpose of receiving
their " annuities."
Question. Were you present at any council held at Traverse des
Sioux when Governor Ramsey told the chiefs that he would not pay
them their " annuity money" unless they signed a paper?
Answer. No.
Question. Were you present at any council at your own house when
Governor Ramsey told the chiefs that he would not pay them their
" annuity money" unless they signed a certain paper?
Answer. I was present when Governor Ramsey told them that the
money set apart for their debts would not be paid to them under any
circumstances, unless they made some arrangement in regard to its
disposition, without his speci(ying any particular mode. Governor
Ramsey stated that he was not authorized by his instructions to pay
directly into the hands of the Indians the sum of money which had been
set apart for specific purposes. That if they could not arrange among
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themselves in reference to a proper disposition of it, he would either
send the money back, or await further orders from the government.
Question. Is the account now shown to you, amounting to thirtyseven thousand seven hundred a·nd twenty-two dollars and seven cents,
the account you presented against the Med-a-wa-kan-toan Sioux Indians ; and wns it signed and sworn to by you as correct?
Answer. It is ; and was signed and sworn to by me, according to the
best of my knowledge and belie£: I was not present at the delivery of
all the articles.
The following is a copy of Mr. Sibley's account referred to as above:

I

The MED-A-WA-KAN-TOAN bands of Sioux Indians,
To. H. H. SIBLEY,
Dr.
For balances of credits due in 1837 ancl1838, not included
in treaty claims of 1837. ___ .. _...... ...... .. -- . - - $5,515 64
For
do
of
do
due in 1839...... . ....... - 1,646 50
For
do
of
do
cluein1840 .............. . 1,086 98
For
do
of
do
due in 1841. ............. . 3,487 50
For
do
of
do
due in 1842 .............. .
195 50
For
do
of
do
clue from 1843 to 1848 inclusive ... .... .. . _.. ______ .. ___ __. ____________ .. _ 11,487 43
For
do
of
do
due outfits 1849, 1850, and
1851, to date of treaty August 5, 1851. .......... . 8,272 52
For 1,500 traps lost from 1837 to 1851, at $1 50 .. . .... . 2,250 00
For work in blacksmith shop for some years-say fourteen
years-at $275 per annum ............ . .... .. .. . 3.780 00
37,722 07
TERRITORY OF lVhNNESOTA, ~
Cow1ty of Da-ko-ta,
Sss.

/

Before me, Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, personally came Henry H. Sibley, who being duly sworn, cloth depose
and say that the above account is just according to the best of his
knowledge and belief; and that the sum charged has not been heretofore paid by said band, and is honestly due him the said Sibley.
HENRY H. SIBLEY.
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Mendota this 9th December,
1852.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.
Question. Look at the paper shown to you and say whether you are
not a witness to it ; and whether you were present when it was signed
by the parties whose names are affixed to it as parties ?
Answer. I was a witness to that paper, and presume all signed it
whose names are to it, as I am not in the habit of w·itnessing papers unless the parties signed them in my presence, or acknowledged them afterwards.
Question. Look at the receipt of the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-
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toan bands of Indians, on Senate document No. 29, part 2, pages 17 and
18, and say whether the chiefs, whose names are signed thereto,
signed in your presence?
Answer. I saw Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-tah, Tah-chan-koo-wash-tah, Shako:-pee, and We-chonk-pee sign it; which are the thiTd,jourth,.fiflh, and
szxth ~ames as they stand upon the list of signatures consecutively.
The first three named are chiefs, and the last is a sub-chief:
Question. Did these chiefs sian in the presence of Governor Ramsey,
and voluntarily?
·0
Answer. They signed m Governor Ramsey's presence, and volun.
\
tarily.
Question. vVas the receipt read and explained to them at the time
they signed it, or at any other time ?
·
Answer. It was read and explained to them at the time they
signed it.
Question. Did the Indians acknowledge the sum mentioned in this
receipt as the amount to be paid to their traders? ·
_
Answer. They always did acknowledge it, so far as I know, subsequcimt to the making of the treaty up to a short time before the payment.
Question. Do you know of your own personal knowledge why the
twenty thousand dollars, part of the ninety thousand dollars mentioned
in the receipt, was paid to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan chiefs?
Answer. I do. That sum was originally intended by the claimants to
be relinquished to the half~breeds or mixed bloods, inasmuch as the
commissioners had refused to make any provision for that class of persons under the treaty. The half-breeds subsequently, or a majority of
them, took ground against the claimants, which caused the claimants to
request that the money might be paid back to the Indians, they (the
traders) having relinquished their claim to it, although justly due to
them.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey give this twenty thousand dollars
to the Indians for any other purpose than that mentioned by yon?
Answer. Not that I know of.
Question. Did the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands get together at any time after the treaty and acknowledge their indebtedness
to the traders ; and if so, to what amount ?
Answer. They did. They acknowledged about one hundred and
thirty-six thousand dollars to be due to their traders. The way they ~
ascertained that particular sum was at a councilheld with the traders
on the evening of the day on which the treaty was held, at which a
large number of whites and Indians were present, when the individual
chiefs or soldiers designated the different p ersons whom they wished to
be paid, with the amount"; the aggregate of which was about equal to
the sum specified.
Question. Was the aggregate amount of the claims of the licensed .
traders more than the amounts received by them?
Answer. It was considerably more. My own account was thirtyseven thousand seven hundred and twenty-two dollars, out of which I
received pro rata less than twenty thousand dollars, according to the
best of my recollection.
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The Hon. HENRY H. SIBLEY cross-examined by the government
commissioners.
Question. Was the "Traders' Paper" (so called) explained to the Indians in open council when they signed it ?
Answer. It was not.
Question. How long afterwards was it before the schedule was attached?
Answer. It was attached on the same evening, I think, on which it
was signed. The reason why it was not before attached was that the
Indians from the beginning designated certain individuals, not then engaged in the trade, whose claims they were unwilling to pay; and the
traders in the country, considering that these debts were to a certain
extent just, did not think it right that these persons should be wholly
excluded. They therefore proposed to the Indians that the sum set
apart should be left to be disposed of among the traders, or by the
claimants themselves, as they , might think proper; and a committee
was then appointed by the claimants to adjust a pro rata proportion to
each individual. I being the largest claimant, although solicited to be
one of the committee, refused. The committee was composed of one
individual connected with the American Fur Company, and of two
others not connected with them ; which was done with a view to give
general satisfaction to the claimants, no one's interest being unduly
represented. -~
Question. Were any books and bills of particulars exhibited to that
committee for consideration and adjustment?
Answer. Not to my knowledge, although there were books in the
possession of some of the claimants then on the ground.
Question. How many years back did these claims and accounts of
the traders extend ?
Answer. I think that the furthest went back to the year 1820, or
about that time.
Question. Were the sums apportioned by this committee of traders
submitted to the chiefs for their approval afterwards?
Answer. I do not know that thev were. Some of the chiefs, I think,
were told the contents ofthe pape;.
Question. When \vas Major McLean's certificate attached to that
Traders' Paper ?
Answer. I do not recollect the precise date.
Question. Was it attached at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I am unable to answer. My impression is that the certificate was 'lDritten at Traverse des Sioux.
Question. Who prepared that certificate?
·
Answer. I do not know, but my belief is that he prepared it himself.
Question. Do you know of another certificate being prepared for
him to sign also?
Answer. I do.
Question. Did he sign the one prepared for him ?
Answer. He did not. The certificate attached to the paper was not
satisfactory to a majority of the claimants. It \vas not such a certifi-
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cate as they thought it was incumbent upon the agent to attach to that
paper.
Question. Did the committee make out the amount that each claimant was entitled to, or was it made out for them by others?
Answer. I have no reason to believe that it was made out by others
than the committee.
Question. Could all the persons composing that committee read and
write?
Answer. Two out of three could; the other could not.
Question. Were you present when the See-see-toans and Wah-patoans signed the receipt to Governor Ramsey for two hundred and fifty
'
thousand dollars ($250,000)?
Answer. I was present when one signed it.
Question. Did the chiefs generally refuse to sign it?
Answer. They did at first-or, rather, some of them did.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey ask you to help him to get the
receipts from the Indians?
Answer. He did. I said to Governor Ramsey, that I did not consider that there was any necessity for it; that the paper already signed
by them authorized him to make the payment without any further
authority, as the amount involved was invested in the claimants or
traders.
. Question. Did you help him to get their names to these receipts?
Answer. I did.
Question. Was your action in the matter with his knowledge and
consent?
Answer. I have no reason to believe that Governor Ramsey knew
what I was doing, except that he knew I was exerting myself to get
these receipts, because I had reason to believe that he would not pay
the amount ot these claims unless he did get them.
'
Question. Did you inform Governor Ramsey what means you used
to get these receipts signed?
Answer. I may have informed him of some of my movements; but
I certainly did not inform him of all the means I used for that purpose.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey know that you had offered them
rewards to sign these receipts?
Answer. I think it is probable that I did mention somethmg of that
kind to Governor Ramsey, but I am not positive. I did not think it
necessary to tell Governor Ramsey what means I was using to bring
about my own ends.
Question. Did not Governor Ramsey tell aU you traders that he
would not pay the claimants unless he got his vouchers signed by the
Indians?
Answer. I do not know of his having said so; but he did state, frequently, that it was necessary for him to have that paper for his own
protection.
Question. Did you, by yourself, or through others, offer any Indian
or Indians any money, goods, or other property, to sign that receipt to
,G overnor Ramsey?
This question was objected to by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Answer. The witness declines to answer this question, unless he is
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permitted to go behind the treaty, and give a full history of his whole
conduct in the matter. (Meaning the ~Mendota treaty, of the 5th qf
August, 1851.)
Question. Were you authorized by the W ah-pa-coo-ta. Indian creditors to receive fi·om Governor Ramsey the sum of ($90,000) ninety
thousand dollars?
Answer. I was, from all but one, and he was not present, and could
not be found. He had a small claim of ($500) five hundred dollars,
which, however, was all satisfactorily arranged afterwards.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey pay you that money, the ($90,000)
ninety thousand dollars, on that order, or power of attorney?
Answer. He did.
.
Question. In what kind of funds did he pay you?
Answer. He paid me in a draft on the Merchants' Bank of New
York, I think; I am not positive, however, as I had other checks on
some other banks.
Question. Did you take out of these traders' claims, so paid by you
out of the money received from Governor Ramsey, "ten 11er cent."?
Answer. I did.
Question. To whom Jid you pay this "ten per cent."?
Answer. To Hugh Tyler.
Question. Why was that "ten" per cent. paid to you for Hugh Tyler
on this W ah-pa-coo-ta fund of ninety thousand dollars?
Answer. Because the claimants chose to pay it.
Question. Did the W ah-pa-coo-ta Indians ever object to the payment of this money to their traders?
Answer. Never, to my knowledge. On the contrary, they were
anxious to pay it.
Question. Why, then, did it become necessary to make their credi··
tors pay this " ten" per cent. to an agent?
Answer The arrangement with Hugh Tyler included all these
claims. This \V ah-pa-coo-ta fund as well as others. ·
Question. For what purpose was this per centage used?
Answer. It was to compensate Hugh Tyler for devoting his time to
the ratification of the treaties of 1851, and to secure the claims of the
creditors under the. different h·eaties.
. Question. Was any of this fund paid to any body else to assist in the
same ohjects, as well as to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. Yes, there was.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey know that this percentage was to
be paid to any one besides Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I have reason to believe that he did know that some portion was to be so paid, but I am not positive.
Question. How much of this per centage was paid out for services
to others in this (Minnesota) Territory?
Answer. After the conclusion of the treaty at Traverse des Sioux, at ·
a meeting of the claimants under that treaty, it was suggested that
some txpense would necessarily be incurred in securing the rights of
the claimants under it. I was entrusted with the management of the
affairs of the claimants, so far as was necessary to secure these rights.
I think that Mr. Alexis Bailley was one of the dissentients. Being dis-
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satisfied with the amount allowed to him, he stated that he would not
be willing to pay any portion of the expense that might be incurred.
That, inasmuch as the claimants under the "lower" treaty at Mendota
constituted a majority of the claimants under the " upper" treaty at
Traverse des Sioux, it was understood that this arrangement included
botlt treaties. I mean as to leaving the matter in my hands.
When the amount of the expenses incurred for the payment of
agents and attorneys was aggregated, it was found that the amount on
the "upper," and a portion of the "lower" treaty, would considerably
exceed the sum of "ten" per r.ent. I think under the "upper " treaty,
it was fifteen per cent; and under the Med-a-wa-kan-toan treaty, eighteen per cent. I was unwilling to present the amount of eighteen per
cent. to the claimants, and paid all but "fifteen" per cent. of it myself,
un:ler the Med-a-wa-kan-toan portion of it. There was only "ten"
per cent. under the W ah-pa-coo-ta part. " Ten" per cent. of that
amount was paid to Hugh Tyler, and five per cent. to other persons.
I cannot state the precise amount, a large majority of the claimants
paid ''fifteen" per cent.
Question. Do you know whether Hugh Tyler has deposited forty
thousand dollars ($40,000,) or more, in any one or more banks in any
of the United States?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Have you ever made any estimate of the aggregate
amount of per centage paid to Hugh Tyler; and was not the amount
received by him greatly beyond the value of any services rendered by
him, or which could have been rendered for the claimants under these
treaties?
Answer. I have not made any estimate of the aggregate amount
paid to Hugh T yler, and do not think the sum paid to him exceeded
the value of his services, under all the circumstances.
Question. Did you inform certain claimants that unles~ they gave
this per centage, and thereby procure this money immediately, that it
might be stopped by order of the general government ; or words to
that effect?
Answer. I did, in reference to the W ah-pa-coo-ta fund. I thought
that the matter should be brought to a close as soon as possible. That
the. money might be stopped through the influence of certain persons
with the government at Washington.
Question. Was this before you received the order fi·om the Wah-pacoo-ta claimants to Governor Ramsey for the ninety thousand dollars,
($90,000?)
Answer. It was.
Question. From whom did you obtain such information?
Answer. I did not get it from anybody. It was my own sugaestion.
Question. Had you any assurances from Governor Ramsey~ before
he left St. Paul for Washington eity to bring this money on, that the
traders should be paid, and that the money should not go into the hands
of the Indians in the first instance?
' Answer. I bad not. I, fi·om the beginning, held Governor Ramsey
morally responsible that he would carry out what he knew, as com-
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missioner, bad been the arrangement or agreement with the Indians f~r
the payment of their debts. '
Question. When did Governor Ramsey determine to pay the traders,
and not to pay the money to the Indians directly?
Answer. I cannot give a positive answer to that question.
Question. Who was to pay the expense of collecting the Indians at
Traverse des Sioux, in order to secure your claims against them?
Answer. I do not know that the Indians were ever collected at
Traverse des Sioux for the purpose of securing our claims.
Question. Who supplied the Indians with provisions at Traverse des
'
Sioux before the payment?
Answer. I gave them some, and I think Governor Ramsey gave
them some also, ancl perhaps some others.
·Question. Do you know directly or indirectly, from sources of
information that you b elieve, whether any general government officer,
or Governor Ramsey, was offered, or received, or is to receive, any
part of the money arising from this per centage on claimants ?
Answer. So far as Governor Ramsey is concerned, I hav~ no knowledge or information which leads me to belieye that he has ever received
one cent of this money, or that he is to get, or will ever receive, any
part of it. I decline to an swer as to other public officers. I will state,
however, that I know nothing positive of my own knowledge.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey ask you to assist him in getting
the receipt from the Med-a-wa-kan-toan chiefs for the ninety thousand
dollars.
Answer. I do not recollect that he did. But I exerted myself to get
those receipts, because there was no previous obligation of the Med-awa-kan-toan Indians to pay their debts as there was at Traverse des
Sioux.
Question. Were you present when Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta
signed that receipt {f>r the ninety thousand dollars'?
Answer. I was not present.
Question. See the receipt on Senate document No. 29, part 2, and
page 10, signed by Frederick B. Sibley, for ($2,520 12) twenty-five
hundred and twenty dollars and twelve cents, and say in what kind of
funds it was paid to him.
Answer. My impression is that it was paid to me by Governor
Ramsey in a draft on some bank in New York, but on what bank I do
not now recollect. The draft was at my own request.
Question. What amount of paper money or bank notes did Governor
Ramsey bring here to St. Paul of the Sioux money under both of the
treaties?
Answer. I am unable to state what amount of paper money was
brought here by him.
Question. In what kind of funds was the two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars (:250,000) paid to Hugh Tyler by Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Some was paid m drafts on New York, some in paper
money or bank notes, and some in gold.
Question. How much in gold ? ·
Answer. I have no recollection of the amount.
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• Question. Did the "half:.breeds" pay this "fifteen" per centage
when they received their part of the money?
Answer. They did; the oTeater part of them. I do not know
whether all did or not.
b
Question. Did they aaree to do so in ·writing?
Answer. My impressi~n is, that some <lid, but not all of them.
Question. W here were the half:.breeds paid ?
Answer. In my office or house at Mendota; I mean the greater part
of them.
Question. Were the " half-breeds" generally indebted to you or to
the fur company.
Answer. Quite a number of them were.
Question. Did Hugh Tyler ever tell you that he bad this "per centage money" on deposite m any bank or banks?
Answer. He did not.
Question. Did you tell the claimants, unless they paid this per centage to Hugh Tyler that the money would be paid into the hands of the
Indians, or words to that effect?
Answer. I do not recollect that I made any such assertion; but I do ·
recollect of saying that I thought it would be policy to do so. I took
the ground from the commencement that the claimants were bound in
good faith to pay the expenses incurred, the half-breecls included, as
the amount which the half-breeds 'vere to receive was looked upon by
the claimants as entirely a gratuity on their part, and taken from the
claimants.
,
Question. What amount was first agreed to be paid to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. Two and a half per cent. That is, there was no distinct
agreement to that effect ; but that is w hat I said to him, and what I
thought the claimants would consider a fair compensation. One reason
why I consented to pay Hugh Tyler "ten'' per cent. was, that he
bound himself to pay demands against the claimants for services of
agents and attorneys in Washington, who had been employed on the
part of the claimants.
Question. Were not the Indians assembled on frequ ent occasions,
and several fruitless attempts made to get them to make some disposition of this money to the traders?
Answer. I state, that they were assembled on the night of the day
on which the treaty was executed ; all the chiefs, without exception,
and most of the braves, and a majority of the claimants. Theaccounts were presented to them in detail, one by one ; they then
stated the names of the individuals, with the sums they wished paid to·
each. They did not sign a paper that night, but p,romisecl to do so the
next clay, as it was necessary to make a pro rata distribution, which
required considerable labor; they admitting a larger amount of indebtedness than the sum of ninety thousand dollars ($90,000). The paper
pro rata. ·was prepa1 eel accordingly, an<l presented to the Indians the
next day. Some of the claimants were allowed so much less than
they thought they ought to get that a strong influence was made with
the Indians to set it aside, and they (the Indians) consequently refused
to sign the paper. Five of the chiefs came to me and told me that if
Alexander Farribault and myself would abandon the other claimants, .
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that they would pay us the full amount of our respective claims, and offered to sign an obligation to that effect. We refused to do so. The Indians
did bold councils subsequently, and although some chiefs would agree
to one thing, and some to another, they never did agree to f).nything
definite.
Question. Are the Indians capable of investigating and determining
upon large amounts of money, or of accounts, with any degree of correctness?
Answer. I do not think they are. The Indians have a general idea
of the amount of capital stock employed or engaged in the trade ; and
would know that they owed those with a large capital stock more than
they did a small trader.
'
Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel. What is the character of
the person who was on the committee of the traders at Traverse des
Sioux, who it is said cannot read or write?
Answer. I believe him to be a GOmpetent business man, and very
capable of taking care of his own interest; and was in my judgment a
very proper person to be placed upon the committee, for different
reasons.
Question. What was the value of the draft when you received it
from Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. It was at a premium; but I cannot say at what premium.
(Here follows a copy of Mr. Sibley's account against the See-seetoan and W ah-pa-toan bands of upper Sioux Indians.)
The SEE-SEE-TOAN and W ah-pa-toan bands ofDa-ko-ta or Sioux Indians
To H. H. SIBLEY, agent for American Fur Company,
Dr.
For balance of aceo~nt due at tbe trading post at Lac
qui Parle for the years 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825,
and 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,600 00
For balance of account due at the trading post at Traverse des Sioux for the years 1821 to 1827 inclusive.
20,500 00
For amount due to outfits at Little Rocher, Patterson's
Rapids, River du Rocher, and other posts on the Desmoines river from 1820 to 1825 ..... . ... $14,200 00
Do do for the year 1832.. . . . . . . . . 3,400 00
Do for Laframboise's outfit at Little
Rock for the years 1834, 1835, 1836, and
1837 ....... - - - - -. - . -. - - - - -. - - . . . . . . 13,200 00
30,800 00
For balance of ·account due at. Big Stone
Lake, Lalw Traverse, Riviere Jacques,
Riviere SJheyenne, and Devil's Lake, from
18~1 to 1838 .. ... ......... .. _....... 72,663 40
For horses, cattle, &c., killed, and other depredations at Lake Traverse... . . . . . . . . 2,451 00
For fort and buildings destroyed at Lake
Traverse .............. _........... _. 5,000 00
80,084 40
144,984 40
15
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Before me, Alexander Ramsey, superintenden,t of Indian affairs, per·sonally appeared H. L. Dousman, Joseph R. Brown, and H. H. Sibley, who being severally sworn do depose and say, that the within
account is true and just according to the best of their knowledge and
belief; and that the within named sum is due and unpaid by the bands
named in said account.
H. L. DOUSMAN,
JOSEPH R. BROWN,
H. H. SIBLEY.
Sworn to and subscribed before me at Mendota, this 7th December,
1852.
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.

MAR'l'lN

McLEoD, of Lac qui Parle, sworn and examined as a witness
on the part of Governor Ramsey.

Question. Where do you reside?
Answer. In Hennessin county, and at "Lac qui Parle" in the Minnesota Territory.
Question. How long have you resided among the Indians ?
Answer. I have been sixteen years in Minnesota, and most of the
time among the Sioux Indians.
Question. Were you present at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux and
· Mendota, in July and August, 1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you a trader among the Sioux Indians previous to
these treaties ?
Answer. I was a trader with the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan
Sioux for about ten years.
Question. Did the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan Sioux Indians ac- .
knowledge any indebtedness to their traders at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. They did. The chiefs said on several occasions, both collectively and individually to me, that they knew they were indebted to
their traders to a large amount, which they wished to pay; and they
also expressed an anxiety to have the assistance of the traders to enable them to make a good treaty with the .governrnent.
Question. Did they ever acknowledge any specific amount to be due
to the traders ?
Answer. I am not aware that they ever did. But they did acknowledge that they were indebted more than they supposed would be
allowed by the commissioners; and they wished the traders to make
the division among themselves.
Question. Did the traders agree to receive this reduced sum in acquittance of their liabilities?
Answer. So far as I am aware, a large majority of the traders did
so agree.

l
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Question. Were you present at Traverse des Sioux at the signing of
the treaty of July 23, ] 851?
Answer. I was.
Question. \V ere you also present at the s1gmng of the so-called
" Tmders' Paper ?"
Answer. I was.
Question. Js the paper now shown to you the original "Traders•
Paper," of which you speak?
Answer. That is the original paper.
Question. Did you see the chiefs and headmen sign that paper?
Answer. I did.
Question. Was that paper explained to the Indians?
Answer. It had been explained previous to the signing by them-to
some of the chiefs to my knowledge.
Question. Did those who signed it, and the other Indians also, have
a knowledge of the contents of that _paper?
Answer. That.question is too general.
Question. Give the names of the chiefs with whom you traded.
Answer. l. Wah-min-dah-ne-chah, or the " Orphan;" 2. 0-pee-endah, or " Big Curley Head;" 3. E-yang-mo-nee, or " Running Walker ;" 4. E-tay-wah-ke-an, or "Limping Devil;" W e-ya-ha, a sub-chief
or headman; I-te-cho-ka, (who is now dead;) his father was a chief, I
believe; and 5. Ink-pah, the chief of a small band at the "Big Stone
Lake."
Question. Was there a council held at Traverse des Sioux for the
purpose of distributing the "half-breed money?"
Answer. On the evening the treaty was signed all the chiefs who
signed the treaty were present in council.
Question. What was done in that council?
Answer. I was not present during the whole of the council. Some
of the chiefs opened the council by stating that they had assembled for
the purpose of distributing a sum of money among their relations of the
half and quarter breeds. They then went on to mention the names of
heads of families, and the number of the children in each family, each
chief mentioning the half and quarter breeds who were connected with
his band. They also included in the list a few of the half and quarter
breeds who were of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands. That list was
copied by me the following morning on that "Traders' Paper," (as
shown to me,) and in my own hand-writing, and is a true copy, except
one name. When engaged in copying this half and quarter breed list,
a number of the chiefs came to my tent and asked me what paper I
was writing. I explained the paper to them, and they expressed their
satisfaction of the provision made for their half and quarter breed relations. I then said to them that if they would put down one more name,
the sum could be more easily divided; that it would then make two
hundred and fifty dollars to each. All the chiefs present requested me
to add another name.
Question. Did you hear any remarks made by the Indians at the
signing of the " Traders' Paper" that would go to show that they knew
what was in that paper?
Answer. I heard Ish-ta-hum-bah, or Sleepy Eyes, "lnd I think Wah-
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min-dah-ne-chah, or the Orphan, make some remarks after the close of
the treaty council, such as these : That he hoped the traders would
now be satisfied, since they (the Sioux) had rubbed out their debts,
and he hoped that hereafter the traders would sell them some articles
of goods, which he mentioned, cheaper than they had heretofore done.
The words of the " Orphan," as near as I can remember, were, that
he hoped the traders' hearts would now be glad for what they (the
Indians) had clone for them that clay.
.
Question. What is the character of the government among the Indians? and cannot a few braves make the chiefs abandon their most
solemn engagements?
Answer:-- They can, when, as is fi·equently the case, they control the
whole or a majority of the band.
Question. 'Vere you at the payment at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. Yes ; in December, 1852.
Question. See Senate document No. 29, part 2, and page 7, the
receipt to Governor Ramsey, and say who are the chiefs whose names
are on that receipt; and were you present when they signed it?
Ans\ver. 1 was present when four Indians, who I consider chiefs,
signed that paper, to wit: 1. "Young Sleepy Eyes;" 2. Wah-na-ta;
3. 0-ta-ke-ta; and 4. No-hope-ton. These are the names of the chiefs,
so far as I know.
Question. 'Vas that receipt explained to them?
Answer. So far as I know, it was fully explained to them through an
interpreter.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present ?
Answer. He was.
Question. Was any bribe or offer made by Governor Ramsey to induce the Indians to sign it?
Answer. There was not.
Que.stion. Did he in any manner, by threats or otherwise, overawe
or intimidate them so as to procure their signatures in an improper
manner?
Answer. H e did not.
Question. See pages 25 and 26, Senate document No. 29, part 2,
and say whether the same persons who signed the amendments to the
treaty also signed the power of attorney to Governor Ramsey, dated
8th September, 1852?
An'!lwer. They are the same-twenty-seven names to ePch paper,
though some are spelkd a little differently?
Question. Did Governor R amsey at the payment at Traverse des
Sioux attempt, by cruelty and injustice, to induce the chiefs to allow a
distribution of the fund appropriated to the traders, or to sign the receipt therefor ?
Answer. I did not attend all the councils held at Traverse des Sioux;
but I have no reason to believe that Governor Ramsey used, or attempted to use, any cruel or coercive measures to compel the chiefs to
sign receipts, or any other papers, or to distribute the traders' fund
against their wishes.
Question. Were any of' the chiefs at Traverse des_Sioux so intimidated that they were afi·aid to act as they desired?
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Answer. I know that some of them were, for a number of clays previous to the payment, and prevented from calling on Governor Ramsey
to hold councils with him as they desired to do. This was in consequence of a "soldiers' lodge" which had been establisherl by the band
at Traverse des Sioux, headed by "Red Iron."
Question. Did you present a claim against the Indians at Traverse
des Sioux?
Answer. I did for twenty-five thousand and forty ($25,040) dollars,
and it was sworn to by me before Governor Ramsey. It was correct
and due to me to the best of my knowledge and belief. The articles
charged in the account were not all delivered to the Indians in my
presence, but by persons in my employment. Yet I had no reason to
believe that any of the accounts were incorrect; and I still believe
they were correct.
· Question. Why are your accounts of so long standing ?
Answer. Because the Indians \Vere unable to pay, and there had
been no treaty ratified.
Question. 'What was the average amount of your capital stock employed during the ten years you were trading with the Indians ? .
Ani)wer. I will say from five to ten thousand dollars. This includes
invoices of goods, provisions, &c., obtained from time to time during the
trading season, and is, as a general thing, not included in the invoice
prepared by the trader previous to his obtaining a license. There are
also heavy expenses and a large amount of capital employed in the
trade which does not appear on the iavoice-such as the wages of men,
a large number of horses and other animals, absolutely necessary for
the prosecution of the upper Sioux trade. I estimate at the price the
goods cost us in the Indian country, and not the price at which we dispose of them.
Question. Will you fix the average value of the skins and furs received by you from the Indians, and your annual receipts from them in
money, furs, skins, and peltries?
Answer. I cannot do that, but my annual receipts f1·om them have
never equalled the amount of the invoices of goods brought into the
country by me except for one year; but, on the contrary, during a
number· of years the returns fell far short of the amount of goods and
other articles brought into the country by me. And my accounts
against the Indians are the balances appearing due on the books kept
during the trade by myself and others in my employment.
MARTIN

McLEoD cross-examined by the government commissioners.

Question. Do you know of any traders with the Vv ah-pa-toan and
See-see-toan bands of Sioux Indians who presented claims which were
excluded or not allowed?
Answer. r do not. I know of two claims that were omitted to be
presented-one of James Wells, and a small claim of Levi Bird, who
had traded with these Indians on his own account with goods furnished
by me.
Question. Do you know why it is that the papers which have been
executed at different times have the names of different chiefs attached
to them?
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Answer. It is almost impossible to get the same Indians collected at
different times ; and sometimes the same Indians appear with different
names-many of them having two names.
Question. Did the chiefs, when you were present, ever ask Governor
Ramsey at any council to submit the traders' accounts to arbitrators,
or to persons to investigate them?
· Answer. At no council where I was present did the Indians make
such a request of Governor Ramsey.
.
Question. Had the money been paid into the hands of the Indmns
would they have retained any for subsistence and removal?
Answer. I think that they would not. On the contrary I have re~
son to believe that they would have squandered the money, and that It
.
would have led to serious difficulties among themselves.
Question. Was the distribution of the debt fund fair and equitab~e?
Answer. It was as fair and equitable as it could have been made
under the circumstances.
Question. Was there much turbulence and excitement among the
Indians for a few months before the payment at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. There was a good deal of excitement, which was caused, as
I believed, then and now, by persons telling the Indians that they had
· been deceived and cheated by their old traders ; which persons had
been endeavoring to divert the money from the payment of their debts,
an~ ~rom the original purpose f(n· which they intended it. This is my
opmwn.
Question. How long were the Indians kept waiting for their "annuities" at Traverse des Sioux before the payment?
Answer. I am not aware that they were detained from any particular cause. I kno\v that Agent McLean had great difficulty in making
out the annuity or pay rolls, it being the first time the upper Indians
had ever been paid or assembled for that purpose. And I believe the
rolls were not completed until the evening before they received their
pay.
Question. From your long acquaintance with the Indians what is
your opinion of thAir veracity when they have either feeling or interest
in the subject-matter of their testimony ?
Answer. I have no confidence whatever in their veracity when they
are interested.
Question. Would you believe them under oath any sooner than if
speaking without being sworn?
Answer. I would not.
Question. Do you know the number of the chiefs of the See-seetoan and Wah-pa-toan Sioux Indians, who are so acknowledged by
them as such?
Answer. I do not; among the "upper bands" the question of chieftainship is one I could never fully comprehend. I do not believe
that it is fully understood by the Indians themselves. The names of .
the other chiefs I have not named, are, 1. Ish-tah-hum-bah, senior, or
"Old Sleepy Eyes;" and 2. Ish-tah-hum-bah, junior, or "Young
Sleepy Eyes;" 3. Mah-zah-shah, or "Red Iron;" 4. E-tay-wah-ke, an, or "Limping Devil;" 5. W ah-min-dah-ne-chah, or the "Orphan;"
6. E-yang-mo-nee, or "Running Walker;" 7. 0-pee-en-dah, or "Big
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Curly Head;" 8. Ink-pah; 9. 0-tak-e-ta; 10. .Wah-na-ta; ll. Nohope-ton ; and 12. " Burning Earth."
Question. Is old " Sleepy Eyes" a superior chief to " Red Iron ? "
Answer. I always considered him so.
Question. What was the aggregate amount of the accounts of the
traders presented against the Indians at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. About four hundred thousand dollars ($400,000) and upwards .
.Question. When white men are called upon the stand as witnesses,
do you attach as much weight to the testimony of those who are interested as to those who are not?
Answer. When I know them to be men of integrity, I would attach
as much weight to their testimony.
Question. How much of your claim of twenty-five thousand ($25,000)
dollars against these Indians did you receive?
Answer. As near as I can recollect, I received about three-fourths
of it; which is about nineteen thousand dollars 4$19,000).
Question. Who paid that sum of money to you?
Answer. Hugh Tyler, the attorney for the traders and half-breeds.
Question. In what kind of funds were you paid?
'
Answer. In checks on a New York bank, and a small amount in
bank bills or notes.
Question. How much was paid to you in paper money?
Answer. Including the amount I received as trustee, l received upwards of two thousand dollars in paper money.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present w hen you were paid?
Answer. He was not.
Question. What per centage was charged you and those for vvhom
you acted as trustee on these claims?
Answer. I paid "fifteen" per cent. discount on my claim. My impression is, that I ·paid a per centage on the "half-breed" money also.
Question. Did you sign a power of attorney to Hugh Tyler to draw
your money from Governor Ramsey before you came to Mendota for
your pay?
·
Answer. I did.
Question. Where did you sign such a povver of attorney?
Answer. At Traverse des Sioux.
Question. Did you agree to pay him .fifteen per cent. by that power
of attorney?
Answer. At the time the power of attorney was signed, there was
, nothing said on the subject of per centage, because we had agreed,
some time previously, to pay ten per cent.
Question. Did you refuse at first to pay the fifteen per cent.?
Answer. I hesitated about paying, but never refused to pay it.
Question. Did you ever become satisfied that it was just and right
to pay that fifteen per cent.?
Answer. I answer, that I hesitated to pay the fifteen per cent., at
first. I subsequently became so far satisfied that the amount was not
to be applied for any improper purpose, as to inqucelme to pay the
fifteen per cent.
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Question. If you became satisfied, say how that fifteen per cent. was
to be applied, according to your understanding.
Answer. I have no positive knowledge of what disposition has been
made of that fifteen per cent., or rather, of the whole of it, which will
"
enable me to answer that question.
Question. Then please say what was done, or is to be done, with
any part of that fifteen per cent..
.
Answer. I have reason to beheve that a part of that fifteen per cent.
was expended by certain agents of the traders in furnishing some provisions and goods and other articles. to the _Indians of the "_upper"
bands, for the purpose of counteractmg the mfluence of certam other
persons, who were attempting to induce the Indians to repudiate their
just engagements, under the stipulations of the treaty, as stated on
what is called the "Traders' Paper."
Question. Did you see a paper at Mendota containing a list of the
names of certain persons to whom some of this fifteen per cent. was
paid, or is to be paid?
Answer. I never did.
Question. Did you know or hear of any such paper?
Answer. This is the first time I ever heard of it.
Question. Do you know, from information which you believe, that
this per cent. was used to employ persons to aid in getting these traders'
claims allowed and paid by the Indians?
Answer. I have no doubt that some of it was so applied, from the
fact that Hugh Tyler was employed by the traders and half-breeds to
aid in securing a portion of the claims ; and it was also understood that
he was to use his influence to have both thy treaties ratified.
Question. Do you know, fi·om information which you believe, that
this per cent. was used; or to be used, to pay other persons besides
Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I believe, from information, that a portion of that fifteen
per cent. was paid to one or more individuals, besides Hugh Tyler. A
small portion of it was paid to persons by the consent of the traders,
but none of these individuals were connected with the government, so
far as I know.
Question. Did you hear any .one of the traders, who was paid under
these treaties, offer, either by themselves or through others, any money,
goods, or property, to the Indians, to induce them to sign Governor
Ramsey's receipt?
Answer. I did not hear any trader offer a bribe to any Indian at
Traverse des Sioux. But I did hear traders and half-breeds use
urgent language to induce them to sign the governor's receipts. I did
so myself; but not at the request of Governor Ramsey, or any other
person; and so far as I am concerned, I never, upon any occasion,
offered a bribe of money, goods, horses, or any other thing, to any
chief or Indian of the upper Sioux. And I have no reason to believe
that any Indian received anY. bribe to sign any paper at Traverse des
Q"
•
,_,wux.
Question. Do you consider the giving of presents, of property, provisions, or money to the Indians, to induce them to do or not to do a
particular thing, a bribe ?
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Answer. If it was to make them do a wrong acf, I might consider it
a bribe; but I apprehend the Indians would not so consider it.
Question. Was the schedule, attached to the so-called " Traders'
Paper," attached to it when the Indians signed it?
Answer. It was not.
Question. When was it attached?
Answer. As near as I can remember, the schedule was attached the
night of the same day the treaty was signed, and the half-breed list the
next morning ; both were attached by myself.
Question. Were the chiefs and headmen who signed the "Traders'
Paper" present when you attached that schedule ?
Answer. They were not all present when I was attaching it. It
took some time to do so. But after J finished the paper, a number of
head chiefs questioned me as to the amounts allowed to the claimants
and also as to the half-breeds. They expressed satisfaction as to the
amounts allowed to the traders in the country, but were dissatisfied
because any amount at all was allowed to traders living out of the
country, who, they said, had abandoned them many years ago. To
the half-breed list they made no objection.
Question. Was H. H. Sibley a licensed trader to the upper Sioux
Indians?
Answer. From my knowledge 1 do not know that H. H. Sibley was
ever licensed to trade with the upper Sioux; but I know that he had
traders under him who had licences to trade with them.
Question. How long since Mr. Sibley traded with the upper Sioux?
Answer. Mr. Sibley has, so far as I know, not traded up there since
I have been in that country, or at "Lac qui Parle." But he was
interested in "ouifits" sent to the upper Sioux Indians.
Question. How did you, as one of the " traders' committee" come
to allow Mr. Sibley sixty-six thousand four hundred and fifty-nine
($66,459) dollars when you had no knowledge of his having been a
licensed trader, and how did you make out that amount as due to him?
Answer. We allowed Mr. Sibley that amount "as agent," and in
the schedule attached to the " Traders' Paper" .the vvord " agent"
should have been attached to the name of H. H. Sibley, but it was
omitted inadvertently.
Question. Had Mr. Sibley his books and accounts there before your
committee?
Answer. They were in the tent, but the committee came to the conclusion that they had no time to examine books. Of course, I would
not swear that all the books of Mr. Sibley were there, but I have
reason to believe that all of his books (l mean the books of tbose for
whom he was acting as agent) Were there.
·
Question. Did you make a pro rata deduction off' from each claim,
or did yoti make a much larger one fi·om some than others, in making
your apportionment ?
Answer. On very old claims we deducted an amount coming down
to a certain' elate of the claim; we then made an estimate of the whole
amount of the claim::;, and found by deducting one-third from the old
claims, and one fourth from the more recent claims, which the Indians
were the most anxious to pay, that the aggregate Rmount would come
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to a little within the two hundred and ten thousand dollars. When we
adopted the principle of striking off from the list of claimants all
amounts (except as to the two claims of McKinzie and Lockwood, to
which the Indians had objected fi·om the beginning, the amount allowed
to them being looked upon by us as a gratuity) prior to a certain date,
we were under this rule obliged to cut Mr. Bailley's claim down to
what he considered an unsatisfactory amount; and after we had concluded the schedule, Mr. Bailley expressed his dissatisfaction with the
amount awarded to him, upon which Mr. Sibley and Mr. Dousman,
after some consultation, requested . me to deduct fi·om the amount
allowed to H. H. Sibley the sum of $5,000, and to add it to the amount
previously awarded to Alexis Bailley, and I did so.
Question. Which of that committee was connected with the American Fur Company?
Answer. I suppose that I am considered the person?
Question. What persons constituted the American Fur Company?
Answer. I am not prepared to answer that question satisfactorily to
mysel£
Question. Was the American Fur Company interested in your claim?
Answer. I have no reason to believe that the "AmeTican FuT Company" was interested in my claim.
Question. Was the firm of Pierre Choteau & Company interested in
your claim?
Answer. As a finn I cannot say that they were interested.
Question. Was your claim exclusively in your own right?
Answer. It was not.
Question: Who were interested in it?
Answer. Persons who were interested in the " Sioux outfits" at Mendota, for whom Henry H. Sibley had been agent.
Question. Who were the traders in the Sioux country for H. H. Sibley, as the agent of the "Sioux outfits," before the treaties of 1851?
Answer. Not being prepared to say when the "Sioux outfits" were
organized, I cannot state the names of the traders employed by that
particular "outfit."
Question. Who were the traders for the American Fur Company
among the See-see-toans and W ah-pa-toans, for which H. H. Sibley
was agent, previous to the treaties of 1851?
Answer. They were F. Fresnier, Joseph R. Brown, Joseph Renville, sen., Joseph Laframbois, L. Provincelle, Alexander Graham, N.
W. Kittson, Alexander Farribault, and myself: Alexander Graham
traded as a clerk; all the rest on their own account.
Question. Do you mean to say that each person bought their "outfit" from H. H. Sibley, and made no rett~rns to him of their sales?
Answer. They generally made their returns in furs, and to H. H.
Sibley, as agent for the fur company.
Question. Did the money which was paid on these claims of the
traders for the fur company go to Henry H. Sibley, or the traders
personally, and for their own private use?
Answer. I was not present when any of these traders were paid
their claims, and cannot state what disposition they made of their
money.
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Question. What persons do you allude to, " who were endeavoring
to persuade the Indians to repudiate their debts to the traders ?"
Answer. I have already stated that I believed that there were persons tampering with the Indians, and using every effort to prevent
them from paying their just engagements.' and 1 say so still. This is my
answer ; I think it unfair to call on me for names.
Question. Who was the interpreter w~en the Indians signed Gov.
ernor Ramsey's receipt at Traverse des Swux?
Answer. When it .was signed by fouT of them, m my presence, the
interpreter was .Alexander Farribault, or Joseph Laframbois. I think
they were both present. .
R e-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. Was the sum allowed at Traverse des Sioux, of two hundred and ten thousand dollars, sufficient to pay the whole of the indebtedness of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands to their traders, ,
for debts contracted prior to the treaty of 1851?
Ans'wer. From my acquaintance with the trade for many years, and
from reliable information derived from traders and other individuals,
I do not believe that the sum of two hundred and ten thousand dollars
was sufficient to pay the debts of the See-see-to an and W ah-pa-toan
bands, which had been contracted prior to the treaty in 1851.
Question. What sum did they acknowledge to be due to the traders?
Answer. They did not acknowledge their indebtedness in one aggregate amount; but they frequently acknowledged their indebtedness to
different individual traders, which, in the aggregate, amounted to more
than two hundred and ten thousand ($210,000) dollars. And I frequently heard' the chiefs say that they knew the different bands must
be indebted to a very large amount, which the traders would have to
arrange among themselves, because they could not comprehend the
matter.
Question. You stated that you had received drafts on banks for your
claim in part ; were they at par or a premium?
· Answer. The drafts or checks, and bank bills in which I was paid,
I received as much value for as if the amount had been paid in gold.
I understood that a premium had been paid for some of the drafts.
Question. This acknowledgment of the Indians, of which you speak,
was it before or after the treaty of 1851?
Answer. Some of the chiefs conversed with me about it, long before
the treaty, and made these acknowledgments. They did so also after
the treaty was signed, and upon subsequent occasions.
Question. Was this acknowledgment ever made in open council,
when all the chiefs were present?
Answer. I have already said that I could not state who all the chiefs
were.
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JosEPH R. BRoWN, sworn and examined as a witness on the part of
Governor Ramsey.
Question. Where do you reside?
Answer. In Dakota county, Minnesota Territory.
Question. How long have you lived within the limits of this Territory?
Answer. About twenty-eight years.
Question. Were you at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux in July,
1851?
'
.
Answer. I was.
Question. Did the Indians, during the negotiation of the treaty, make
any acknowledgments of indebtedness to their traders to you, or in
your presence ?
Answer. They did very frequently during the pendency of the treaty.
Question. How were these acknowledgments made, and by whom .?
Answer. It was a general custom with the Indians to meet in council with the traders, after the commissioners had proposed $25,000 as
the annual annuity for the lands they had purchased. There were.two
or three daily councils between the Indians and the traders, at which,
as a general thing, the principal chiefs and soldiers were present.
Some may Have been absent from one council, and some from another;
they appeared to have as great an anxiety that the traders should be
paid as upon any other subject connected with the treaty. The traders
were fi·equently sent by the Indians to the commissioners to negotiate
in relation to the treaty. The last time the traders went to the commissioners that I recollect of, the Indians proposed to sign the treaty if
they were paid annually fifty thousand dollars, and four hundred thousand dollars, to be distributed among the traders and half-breeds. The
commissioners refused to entertain it, and proposed as their ultimatum,
forty thousand ($40,000) dollars for their annual annuity money, two
hundred and fifty thousand ($250,000) dollars, to be distributed among
the traders and half-breeds, and twenty-five thousand ($25,000) dollars, for their removal and subsistence. This, the Indians, after consultation, agreed to take.
Question. What amount of indebtedness did the Indians acknowledge to their traders ?
Answer. Three hundred thousand dollars.
Question. How did they arrive at that amount of indebtedness?
Answer. I presume it was "from what they had learned from the trade-rs themselves.
Question. Did the traders finally agree to receive a less amount in
discharge of their claims against the Indians?
Answer. The traders finally agreed to receive two hundred and ten
thousand ($210,000) dollars. The Indians in council directed the
traders to distribute that amount according to the several amounts due
to the traders who had not left the country. They reserved to themselves the right to name the mixed bloods that should participate in the
forty thousand ($40,000) dollars, which was to be reserved to therr
out of the two hundred and fifty thousand ($250,000) dollars, which
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they (the Indians) understood was to be paid to the traders and half:.
breeds.
Question. W ere you present at the signing of the treaty at Traverse
des Sioux?
.
Answer. I was.
Question. Was there any other paper signed at the same council?
Answer. There was a paper signed in the same council which distributed the $250,000, or which authorized the government officers to
pay that sum to certain traders and half-breeds.
Question. Was that paper interpreted and explained to the Indians
before thev signed it?
Answef: I do not know that the paper was read to the Indians after
it was written previous to their signing it. I do know that they expected to sign a paper of that character.
Question. See Senate document No. 29, part 2, and say if that is the
paper which was signed by the Indians called the " Traders' P aper?"
Answer. I think it is substantially the wording of the paper they
signed.
,
Question. Did they subsequently speak of that paper, in the same
council?
,
Answer. Some of the chiefs did.
Question. Who were the chiefs and what did they say?
Answer. I recollect the "Orphan," and I think "Sleepy Eyes."
They expressed to the commissioners a satisfaction that their debts to
the traders had been paid. They spoke of it in open council, and no
objection to it was perceptible among any of the Indians present.
Question. When and by what authority was this distribution paper
made out. I mean the schedule to the "Traders' Paper?"
Answer. On the afternoon of the day they signed the treaty, and by
authority of the Indians, who had directed the traders to distribute two
hundred and ten thousand dollars ($210,000,) to the trade,rs in the
country.
Question. Was this direction given in open council?
Answer. It was in a council between the Indians and the traders.
Question. What chiefs were present at the council which a uthorized
this to be done?
Answer. I think all their principal chiefs, and a good many of their
headmen. I could not say positively. The Orphan, Big Curly Head,
Little Curly Head, the "Pretty Boy," and Bonnet Sun. There was a
chief from the five lodges, called "Pretty ; " the Gun, and his son ;
" The Cloud that moves ; " the "Littl.e Rapids Chief;" and W a-nok.
Question. How was that distribution made among the traders?
Answer. It was made by a committee appointed by the traders, and
composed of Martin McL eod, Louis Roberts, and myself, (Joseph R.
Brown.)
Question. vVere the traders generally present ?
Answer. I think they were all present who had an interest in that
fund, except Mr. J?ailley.
Question. Is the distribution as made by the committee, truly stated
in the schedule attached to the "Traders' Paper."
. Answer. It is.
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Question. Is that distribution, a fair and equitable one?
Answer. I thought it was at the time, and have had no reason to
change my mind since.
Question. Were there any accounts or claims presented, that were
not cor::sidered by the committee ?
Answer. There were none presented that were not taken into consideration by the committee. The committee in making distribution
were guided to great extent by the express wishes of the Indians.
Question. Do you know of any traders' claims that were not presented to the committee for consideration?
Answer. I do not, but I have heard sinee of one claim.
Question. Will you now explain how the committee proceeded to fix
or apportion the sums to the persons named on the list or schedule?
Answer. They, in the first place, took out the accounts of Mr. McKenzie, and that of Mr. Lockwood. The Indians had often refused to
pay them anything, because they had left the country. The committee
decided to put clown for Mr. McKenzie $5,500, and $500 to Mr.
Lockwood, which was looked upon by the committee as a donation on
the part of the traders to these gentlemen. They then deducted from
the accounts previous to 1840, if I mistake not, fifty per cent. They
then added the whole amount to the claims as they stood together, and
found that they still overrun the amount that they were authorized to
distribute. They then deducted thirty-three and a third per cent. from
the older claims, and twenty-five per cent. from the more recent claims,
and the addition then brought them within some fourteen or fifteen
thousand dollars of the amount of the two hundred and ten thousand
dollars ($_210,000,) which was to be distributed.
One thousand of that was set down to Mr. Wm. H. Forbes, and the
other was distributed to, or among the claimants; but how, I do not
know. I think I got some of it myself.
Question. Was the final distribution a pro rata one?
Answer. It was, leaving out the accounts of Mr. McKenzie and Mr.
Lockwood. They were never taken into the account of the pro mta
distribution.
Question. Did you present a claim, under the treaty of Traverse des
Sioux, for allowance by the committee ?
Answer. I did, for a sum a few dollars over eight thousand dollars.
That account was sworn to by me, and it was correct.
'
Question. Do you know anything about the distribution of the half~
breed fund?
Answer. The chiefs, I think every one who was present at the treaty,
were present at a council on the evening of the day on which the treaty
was signed, and they named their half-breed relatives, who were to
participate in the forty thousand dollars.
Question. For what reason was it that you swore to the correctness
of the account of Mr. Sibley?
Answer. It was because I had been three years in the employment
of Mr. Sibley, under the "Sioux mttjit," and kept the books at "Lac
Traverse," and had brought up and consolidated the accounts I found
at "Lac Traverse," against the Indians, when I went there.
Question. D~cl the chiefs and Indians, to your knowledge, at any
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time subsequent to the treaty and the distribution of the two hundred
and ten thousand dollars, express their satisfaction at what they had
done for their traders and half-breeds?
A-nswer. I do not recollect. The matter was fi:equently spoken of
between myself and the Indians, subsequent to the signing of the treaty,
and I do not recollect of hearing any dissatisfaction expressed by any
one of them, until Mr. Sweetser brought a band down to Fort Snelling.
Question. Were you at the payment at Traverse des Sioux in the
fall of 1852?
Answer. I was.
Question. What \vas Governor Ramsey's conduct towards the Indians at that time? was it harsh and cruel, or mild and kind?
Answer. I do not know that I saw any treatment on the part of
Goveruor Ramsey that was at all unkind.
Question. What was the spirit manifested by the Indians at that
time?
Answer. A very evil and tl'u·bulent spirit. I think that during my
experience among the Indians, I have never known so much discord
and ill-feeling in a camp of Sioux Indians.
Question. What was the conduct of Mah-zah-shah, or "Red Iron"?
Answe r. I cannot speak of the conduct of "Red Iron" for the first
few days after the officers arrived at Traverse des Sioux.
Question. What produced this state of feeling among the Indians?
Answer. It was owing to different views entertained by different
bands of Indians relative to the disbursement of the two hundred and
seventy-five ($275,000) dollars of" hand money" under the treaty.
Question. Was there a "soldiers' lodge" erected at that place ?
Answer. The "soldiers' lodge" was taken clown the day after I got
there. There had been one erected.
Question. What is the object and power of a "soldiers' lodge ?"
Answer. It is the supreme . power of the encampment of Sioux
Indians. Its object is to regulate and control the movements and policy of the encampment.
Question. Were any of the chiefs collected at the payment intimidated and deterred from going into council with Governor Ramsey in
consequence of the erection of that "soldiers' lodge ?"
Answer. Some of the chiefs who carrie down with me complained
on the evening.
Question. State what the conduct of these Indians was on that occasion?
Answer. Reel Iron's band of See-see-toans did not disguise their determination to prevent any intercourse between the upper Sioux Indians, or those opposed to their policy and the government officers, unless it was done under their control.
Question. Were any councils held between the chiefs and the government officers prior to the removal of that " soldiers' lodge ?"
Answer. I arrived at Traverse des Sioux immediately after a trouble
between the United States troops and a portion of Red Iron's band.
The Indians were just leaving the council house when I arrived. On
the day following a council was held with the Indians, but I was not
inside of the council house at the time. ·
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Question. What was the conduct of the other chiefs at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. With the exception of Red Iron I know of no chief who
menaced or showed any insubordination during the payment at Traverse des Sioux.
Question. Cannot a few braves at any time compel their chiefs to recede from their most solemn engagements ?
Answer. The soldiers among the Sioux Indians control the chiefs in
all matters. The engagement of a chief on behalf of a band of Sioux
Indians has no more validity in a " soldiers' lodge" than that of any
other Indian in the band, as far as the moral obligation of the band is
concerned.
Question. Were you present when the receipt executed to Governor
Ramsey on page 7, Senate document No. 29, part 2, was signed by the
Indians?
Answer. I was present- when .five of them signed it.
Question. Can you name them?
Answer. "Wah-na-ta," "No-hope-ton," Wam-duti-duta, A-ke-pa,
and Ixtarba-oketi-dan.
Question. Did these five Indians sign it voluntarily?
Answer. They did.
Question. Vv as the receipt explained to them before they signed it ?
Answer. The receipt was read to them and interpreted either by
Mr. Laframbois or Mr. Farribault ;. I do not recollect which.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present when they signed it?
Answer. He was. They were assembled in Mr. Kennedy's store.
Governor Ramsey was sent for, and it was signed in his presence after
being interpreted to the Indians.
Question. How many on that list are chiefs?
Answer. There are seven who I know to be chiefs.
Question. Hovv many chiefs were present at the payment?
Answer. In addition to these I recollect but two others-" Red Iron"
;mLI "Ruuuwg Walker."
Question. Do you know of any threats, or bribes, or any other improl'er means being resorted to by Governor Ramsey to induce these
Indians to sign that receipt?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey say in any council
at Traverse des Sioux, at which you were present, that he would not
pay their " annuity" unless they signed that receipt?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Were you present in a council between the commissioners
and the Indians, when "Old Sleepy Eyes" asked to have his son considered as a chief, he having become an old man?
Answer. I >vas ; and Colonel Lea told him that his request should
be granted.
·
Question. Do you know the number of chiefs belonging to the Seesee-toan and "'W ah-pa-toan bands of Sioux Indians?
Answer. I do not think I do. I know the chiefs belonging to the
upper See-see-to an Sioux. They are Wah-na-ta, vV am-in-day-nechah, or the Orphan, No-hope-ton, 0-tak-e-ta, vVam-a-du-ta-doo-tah,
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Kee-pa.:co-ka-mazza, Em-bo-ta. These are the chiefs of the upper
See-see-toans. The lower See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan chiefs are
Ink-pa, 0-pee-en~dah, or Big Curly Head., Little Curly Head, E-taynoh-kee-an, or Limping D evil, Wash-ta-dan, W ah-nok,soon-ta, or the
Little Rapids chief; E-zang-mo-nee, Big Gun, or Running Walker,
Mah-zah-shah, or R ed Iron, I sh-tah-hum-bah, or Sleepy E yes, and
another chief at the lower end of the "Big Woods." These are all the
chiefs.
Question. How long has Wah-na-ta been a chief?
Answer. Since the death of his father. I think since 1838 or 1840.
Question. Is not one chief having a band as much recognized as
another?
Answer. H e is by his band, and more so.
Question. Why is it that among the upper bands of Sioux Indians that
the papers are executed at different times in the names of different
chiefs?
Answer. It is because they have never met the officers of the government together. At the signing of the treaty there was but one chief of
the upper bands present. The " Orphan," and "Pretty Boy," and
"Bonnet Sun."
Question. See the names of the Indians on the paper ratifying the
amendments of the treaty and the power of attorney to Governor Ramsey, and say if they are the same, dated September 8, 1852?
Answer. I have compared them, and they are the same.
Question. How many chiefs are there on the power of attorney to
Governor Ramsey dated the 8th of September, 1851?
Answer. There are eleven that I know of.
Question. Did you ever hear the chiefs at Traverse des Sioux demand
of Governor Ramsey to have the two hundred and seventy-five thousand ($275,000) dollars paid into their own hands?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Had the inoney been paid into the hands of the chiefs
would they have settled their affairs, paid their just engagements, and
retained a sufficient sum for their subsistence and removal?
Answer. They would have squandered it as fast as they could without reference to their debts. It is my impression that a few individuals might have gotten a small portion of their debts. If it had been
given to them in bulk they would have fought over it. If it had been
given to the different chiefs they would have thought that they had little
enough for their own use.
Question. In his intercourse with the Indians has Governor Ramsey's conduct been harsh or otherwise?
Answer. So far as my observatidn has extended it has not been
harsh.
Question. How long were the Indians kept waiting at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. They were paid, I think, immediately after the rolls were
completed.
~uestion. Why were some of the half~breed Med-a-wa-kan-toans
p md out of the half-breed fund of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan
I ndians?
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Answer. Because they were related to and named by the chiefs of
the upper bands.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language ?
Answer. I do.
Question. From your long intercourse with the Indians what is your
·opinion of Indian veracity ; and would it make any difference whether
t hey were sworn or not?
Answer. It is my impression that the generality oi the Indians, if
other influences weighed with them, would pay but little regard to the
white man's oath.
Question. W auld you believe Indian evidence in any case where
either their feelings or interests were concerned?
Answer. Not unless I had some other very good reason for doing it?
Question. Is it not a difficult matter at all times to collect debts from
the Indians ?
Answer. 'The Indians are generally very willing to pay their debts
when they have anything to do it with. Many will do so in preference
to disposing of their peltries and furs to .other persons. After they
have paid a debt, however, they almost invariably expect another credit.
Question. Did you ever attend a council at Governor Ramsey's
house with "Little Crow" and other Indians, in which he (Crow) demanded the payment of the money unto their own hands ; and Governor Ramsey refused and said that he would not release their prisoners
at the fort until the chiefs signed a receipt for the ninety thousand dollars, ($90,000,) or any other sum?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Where were the treaty councils held at Mendota.
Answer. I was not there when they were held.
Question. Where are government councils generally held with the
Indians?
Answer. Large councils have been generally held at Mendota. The
agent has generally held his councils at the "agency house" at Fort
Snelling.
Question. Which is the most convenient place?
Answer. Mendota is more convenient for the loweT Indians generally,
and the "agency" for the 1tpper Indians.
Question. Why is Mendota the more convenient place?
Answer. Because the room is larger than the one at the agency.
Question. Did you ever hear any of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan chiefs
acknowledge their indebtedness to their traders subsequent to the
treaty?
.
Answer. I do not know that I did in direct terms, although I heard
them say that they had made provision for the payment of their traders.
JOSEPH

R. BROWN cross-examined by the government commissioners.

Question. Who paid you your .claim against the Indians ?
Answer. I gave Hugh Tyler a power of attorney to draw it from
Governor Ramsey, which he did, and paid it over to me.
Question. How much did he pay to you?
Answer. I think about six thousand and six hundred dollars.
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Question. In what kind of funds did he pay you ?
Answer. They werb drafts on a New York bank, and a portion of it
in the paper money of New York banks.
Question. How much was paid to you in paper money?
Answer. I think six thousand dollars in drafts, and six hundred dollars in paper money or bank notes.
Question. Had any one else any interest in your claim ?
Answer. Yes, in a portion of it.
Question. Who was interested with you?
Answer. My brother, Samuel F. Brown; no one else.
Question. Was your trade with the Indians on your own and your
brother's account alone?
Answer. It was.
Question. Were you interested in the trade and business of the fur
company?
.
Answer. Only to keep them from getting as many furs as I could.
I was trading for myself; except one year of my trade.
Question. How much per centage was paid to Hugh Tyler out of
your claim ? ·
·
Answer. I paid Hugh Tyler "fifteen" per cent. out of the amount I
received.
Question. What per centage was charged the ~alf-breeds ?
Answer. I paid fifteen per cent. for myself and family.
Question. What was to be done with this per centage ?
Answer. I do not know, indeed. It was paid to Mr. Tyler for his
services, and for him to pay certain expenses in procuring the ratification of the treaty, and the amendments to the treaty.
Question. What was done with the other part of this per centage ?
Answer. Ii was all paid to Hugh Tyler.
Question. Did Hugh Tyler get more than' ten per cent. of it?
Answer. I have answered that question.
.
Question. Do you know, from information which you believe to be
true, whether any part of this per centage was offered, or given, or has
been, or was to be given to any government officer, or agent of the
government, or to Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. I do not, and never had reason to believe so.
Question. Do you know whether this percentage was used in paying any one to get the claims of the traders allowed?
Answer. It probably originated in that. The object of that money
was to secure the ratification of the treaty, and the ratification of the
amendments to the treaty. That far it was for the purpose of securing
the debts of the traders.
Question. Was it to be used in any way to secure the debts of
traders in addition to the ratification of the treaty ?
Answer. In addition to that I have never made any arrangement,
nor never upderstood it was to be applied to any other use.
Question. Was it given to, or to be given to, any person or persons
in this territory, for services in procuring the traders' debts to be
allowed by the Indians ?
Answer. At the time the treaty was made at Traverse des Sioux it
was supposed that there would be a good deal of trouble in getting it
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through the Senate. It was in consultation with those interested in the
treaty, I mean the traders and half-breeds, that it was agreed that
such expPnses as should be necessary for the consummation of the
~reaty should be borne pro rata by the persons drawing money under
It. At the meeting Mr. Sibley was directed to secure the services of
Hugh. Tyler in procuring the ratification of the treaty. My understandmg at that time was, that the participants under the tr~atY: would
pay pro .rata the expenditure that might be made for secur~ng Its con~
summatwn. I had eve,ry confidence that no useless expenditure would
be made, and from that day, until I received my money and paid the
fifteen per cent., I never inquired in what manner it was paid, to whom
it was paid, or for what purpose it was paid.
Question. The percentage allowed to Hugh Tyler. seems to come
to fifty-seven thousand ($57,700) dollars; do you beheve It cost that
much for proper purposes ?
Answer. I have answere9 that question.
~
Question. You have said. that the Indians had frequently, before the
treaty of July 23, 1851, at Traverse des Sioux, acknowled~ed themselves largely indebted to the traders, and were willing to pay as much
as three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) to them. Now, will you
please say whether these Indians are capable of ascertaining or knowing the correctness of so large an amount of indebtedness, and whether
they were not influenced by the traders to make such acknowledgements, rather than by any knowledge which they possessed themselves
of the justness of such claims?
Answer. They had no other data to go upon except the statements
of the traders. The traders had ascertained the amounts due from the
Indians from their accounts.
Question. Did not some one or more of the traders' accounts extend
as far back in dates as 1821 ?
Answer. I do not recollect that any of the accounts extended back
in date farther than the year 1821. ·
Question. You say that the Indians directed $210,000 of the $275,000 to be paid to the traders who had not left the country. Now, had
not the American Fur Company been dissolved for sorrie years before
that time, and ceased to trade in the country ;. and, if so; by what rule
was the large claim of that company paid?
Answer. The Indians, I presume, knew nothing of the dissolution of
the American Fur Company. The same traders who were trading for
the American Fur Company, with but few exceptions, they still saw
•rading among them, with goods furnished from the same persons. The
comrr:ittee, however, in adjusting the claims, made a dPcided difference
between the old claims and the new ones.
Question. Did not the Indians always object to the payment of old
. .
debts of long standing?
Answer. They did not object to pay traders who were still trading
with them in the country, that I am aware of.
Question. Was the instrument of writing which was executed by the
Indians to the traders at Traverse des Sioux, on the 23cl of July, 1851,
usually called the Traders' Paper, read and explained to the Indians
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on the day they signed it; and, if so, when, where, and by whom was
it explained to them ?
Answer. It was not. But I do not believe that there was a chief or
~rin?ipal m~n :vho. signed that paper who did not know that they were
!'Hgmng a d1stnbutwn of money to the traders and half-breeds. The
fac~ that they spoke of it immediately afterwards to the commissioner
satisfied. me on that point.
.
.
Questwrr. Do you mean to say that all the Indwns who signed that
paper so expressed themselves to the com~is~ioners in your hearing?
Answer. Two chiefs did so, and no obJeCtiOn was made by any Indian present.
Question. Was this Traders' Paper, written as it now is, explained
to the Indians at any time in open council before they signed it?
Answer. With the exception of the schedule of traders' names and
half-breeds, this paper, as written, was explained to the chiefs and principal men at Ta-ka-ra lodge not more ·than half an hour before the
Indians were called to council to sign the treaty. It was in the sa!lle
lodge and in the same council when they assented to the ultimatum of
the commissioners.
Question. Please state, as near as you can recollect, what Indian
chiefs :were present when it was thus explained to them.
Answer. The same chiefs whom I mentioned in my direct testimony
this morning as having attended that council. Their names are: W amin-day-ne-chah, or the Orphan ; Bonnets Sun ; Pretty Boy; Ink-pa ;
W ah-nok-soon-tah, or the Little Rapids chief; Ish-tah-hum-bah, or
Sleepy Eyes; 0-pee-en-dah, or Big Curly Head; Little Curly Head;
E-zang-mo-nee; Big Gun, or Running Walker, and his son; Wash-tadan, and others.
Question. Was the schedule attached to the Traders' Paper at the
time the Indians signed it, with the several amounts to be paid to each
trader ; and was that schedule also explained to them in open council?
Answer. It was not attached to it. The Indians themselves met in
council immediately after the treaty was signed, and named the mixed
bloods who were to participate in the distribution of the forty thousand
($40,000) dollars.
·
Question. Did the Indians, with a full knowledge of this schedule,
direct Gov. Ramsey to pay the money in all respects according to the
arrangement as therein stated and set forth?
Answer. I do not know of their having done so in any open council
b; fore the payment was made under it, except when they signed the
receipt to Gov. Ramsey for the money. The whole amount that they
were to pay to the traders, of two hundred and ten thousand dollars
($210,000,) was explaiQed at the council at which the Traders' Paper
was explained to them, and they then understood that the traders w ere
to make such a distribution among themselves of the two hundred and
ten thousand dollars ($210,000) as would be satisfactory among them.:
selves.
Question. When and by 'whom was this schedule made out, and by
whom was it attached to the Traders' Paper?
Answer. It was made out the same evening that the treaty w as
, signed. The schedule for the traders was made out by the committee,
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(Marti.~?- McLeod doing the writing,) and by Mr. Sibley for the halfbreeds. I do not know whether it was attached to the Traders' Paper
that evening or not.
Question. Where was Red Iron's band of Indians residing at the
time of the difficulty you have spoken of relative to the clistribution or
payment of the two hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars ($275,000) under the treaty of Traverse des Sioux of July 23, 1851?
'Answer. They were encamped at Traverse des Sioux.
Question. As Red Iron and his band were the residents or occupants
of that country and place where the business was to be trans_acted in
reference to the distribution of said money, had they not a nght, according to a custom of the Sioux Indians, to establish a soldiers' lodge,
and thereby to control the actions of the other bands who may have
been assembled there?
Answer. The authority of a .soldiers' lodge only extends to their
own bands.
Question. What was the object of Red Iron and his band in establishing a " soldiers' lodge?"
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Were you employed or requested by Governor Ramsey
to assemble the chiefs of the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan or upper
bands of Sioux Indians, for the payment at Traverse des Sioux of the
· ·
treaty money ?
Answer. I was so employed by Governor Ramsey.
Question. What chiefs did you notify to attend at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. I sent a runner to "Big Curley Head." I proceeded on
myself to "Lac qui Parle," to notify the Indians there; and from
thence to the "Big Stone Lake," and notified the Indians there. The
snow had then fallen to the depth of fourteen inches, and I returned
back, knowing that it was useless to proceed further.
Question. Were the "Orphan," ''Big Curly Head," Sleepy Eyes,"
"Running Walker," the "Little Rapids chief," "Reel Iron," and
"Limping Devil," notified to attend?
.
Answer. Limping Devil was notified by Mr. Laframbois; the "Orphan" was on the Cheyenne, and not notified; Big Curley Head was
out in the "Big woods," and did not get in until late in the winter;
"Sleepy Eyes" was out towards the "Spirit Lake," and out of my
route entirely; Running \V alker was there ; he was notified by me;
the "Little Rapids chiet" was there; I did not notify him ; and Red
Iron lived there.
Question. Did you not know that these last named chiefs had in a
body protested to Governor Ramsey against this "Traders' Paper?"
Answer. I know that Running Walker had. I know that Limping
Devil had also ; and when I saw him I told him to hurry if he wished
to participate in the payment. I know that Big Curly Head and the
Orphan were in favor of the "Traders' Paper." "Sleepy Eyes" I
know nothing about. The "Little Rapids chiet1' was not opposed to
the "Traders' Paper."
_
Question. Was not your last year's trade with the upper Sioux In-.
dians in connexion with the " American Fur Company" so called ?
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Answer. No connexion whatever.
Question. Was not Mr. Kennedy, at whose store the receipts to
Governor Ramsey for the two hundred and fifty thousand dollars
($250,000) was signed, an employee of the" American Fur Company?"
Answer. I believe that he was.
Question. What chie('l were present besides those who you saw sign
the receipt?
Answer. I do not know that I saw any present except those who
signed it.
.
·
Question. Were Laframbois and Farribault traders connected with
the "Fur Company," or in their employment?
Answer. They were not in their employment, as I believe. They
were trading on their own account, but bought their goods from the
" Sioux ouifit."
Question. In what kind of money was your account for $688 25
paid, for which you gave Governor Ramsey a receipt dated December
31, 1852?
'
Answer. It was paid in paper money, and I think at my request.
JosEPH R.

BROWN

re-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.

Question. Do you know from information which you believe to be
true, that many of the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan chiefs were so
intimidated by the menacing conduct of" Red Iron" and his "soldiers'
lodge," at the time of the payment at Traverse des Sioux, that they
were kept from going into council with Governor Ramsey, and acting
generally as they desired to act?
Answer. I believed so at the time, and believe so yet. My belief
was founded not on what I saw, but what I heard from the Indians
themselves.
.
Question. Did you ever in any council hear Governor Ramsey refuse
(where you were interpreter of present) to release the prisoners at Fort
Snelling, or to pay the "annuities" to the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands,
unless the chiefs signed the receipt for the ninety thousand dollars
($90,000) or any other paper?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Was uot the "American Fur Company" dissolved several
years ago?
Answer. As far as I understand the changes which took place between the business of the "American Fur Company" and Pierre Choteau, Jr., & Co., there was not a perceptible change in the business
transactions of this company.
Question. Do you know a single chief except " Red Iron" and
"Running Walker," who was opposed to the "Traders' Paper," and
to the payment of their depts ?
. Answer. I do not know that I ever heard any chief express an obJection to paying their debts.
.
Question. What was the value of the drafts and notes which you
received in payment of your claim?
Answer. They were worth the face of them. I should have preferred them. They suited me better than any other currency.
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Question. Were the claims allowed to any other persons on that
traders' schedule the same as those allowed to Mr. Sibley?
Answer. They were not.
Question. Was " Red Iron" present and participating in the distribution of the half~breed fund at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. He was in the council or on the ground, and I think named
two of the half-breeds to participate in the half-breed fund.
Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. You say when an Indian pays a debt that he almost invariably expects another credit. What do you mean by that statement?
Answer. When an Inrlian pays his debt to a trader, he thinks, as a
matter of course, he is entitled to another credit; and would be very
much offended if he did not receive it. It is for this reason we find the
large balances on the books of the traders. ·
Question by government commissioners.
Question. You have been asked by Governor Ramsey's counsel for
what reason was it you swore to the account of Mr. Sibley. N.ow will
you please state whether you · made oath to the correctness of that
account for the whole amount of $144,984 40, without any discrimination or qualification whatever in your affidavit?
Answer. It was the item of balar.ces due at the " Big Stone Lake,"
"Lac Traverse," &c., amounting to $80,084 40, that I swore to the
correctness of.

WILLIAM HENRY FoRBES, sworn and examined as a witness on the
part of Governor Ramsey.
Question. Where do you 1'eside, and what is your occupation ?
Answer. I reside at St. Paul, and my occupation is that of a merchant.
Question. How long have you resided among the Sioux Indians?
Answer. The better part of sixteen years.
Question. Do you speak th~ Sioux language?
Answer. I do.
·
Question. Have you been, and are you now, the Sioux interpreter?
Answer. I have been, and am now, the interpreter for the superintendent of Indian affairs in the Minnesota Territory.
Question. Were you present at the tre:1ty of Traverse des Sioux in
July, 1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you prese•.1t when the debt or " Traders' Paper"
was signed at Traverse des Sioux by the Indians?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were the "treaty" and " Traders' Paper" signed in the
same council, and about the same time, by the Indians ?
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Answer. They were in the same council.
Question. Did the Indians understand that they were signing a paper
for their traders and half-breeds?
Answer. I am of opinion that they did.
Question. Did the Indians before, or after, or at the time, acknowledge that they were indebted to.' the traders, and desire to make, or
had made, provision for the traders and half=-breeds?
Answer. I was asked to be present at a meeting of the chiefs the
night after the treaty was signed on the " prairie," where they had
assembled to name the recipients of the forty thousand ($40,000) dollars for the half-breeds, when an Indian, a headman, taking me by the
arm, stepped forward, and had the names of my wife and two children
entered on the list as recipients. I also in the council, and after the
treaty was signed, heard remarks made by old" Sleepy Eyes," wherein
he referred to having now paid off their debts. There was another
Indian who spoke on the same subject, but I do not recollect exactly
what it was he said. I never heard in my talk with, the Indians before
.
the treaty any objection to paying their debts.
Question. Did any of the chiefs acknowledge after the treaty that
they had made provision ·for their debts?
Answer. I do not recollect any one in particular.
Question. Was the payment of their' debts a subject of general conversation before, after, and at the time of the treaty?
Answer. Such is my impression now that it was.
Question. What was said to you on that subject by the " Little Rapids chief?"
.
Answer. I do not recollect to have had any conversation with him
on that subject. But I was present when a conversation took place on
that subject, and I am under the impression that it was perfectly satisfactory, but I am not certain.
.
Question. What -vvas done at the Indian council where they met to
distribute the "half=-breecl money," and what chiefs were present on
·
th,at occasion?
Answer. "Limping Devil," "Running Walker," and young "Sleepy
Eyes." I recollect these chiefs distinctly; and I think "Red Iron"
was there, and quite a number of headmen of the different bands. They
were having a list of such of their relatives made out as were to receive a part of the forty thousand dollars, ($40.000.)
Question. Was the sum of forty thousand ($40,000) dollars, and the
manner of distributing it, named in that council?
Answer. I do not recollect; but they were having · the names put
down on a paper by a white man.
Question. Did they seem to be aware that some provision had to be
made for their " half-breeds?"
Answer. I think so, from the fact that they were naming the persons intended by them to receive it.
Question. Are you related by marriage to the W ah-pa-toan Sioux
Indians?
Answer. I am.
Question. Had the money been paid under the treaty into the hands
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of the chieis ; would they have settled their JUSt engagements, and retained a sufficient sum for their removal and subsistence?
Answer. I have no idea that they wonld.
Question. How would they most likely have disposed of it ; and
what would have been the result of paying so large -an amount of
money into the hands of the Indians ? .
Answer. It would have created a great deal of difficulty among
them. The young men of the bands would have felt that the chiefs
and headmen had g6t the "lion's share." They would have squandered a large portion of it in buying horses and liquor ; and while intoxicated, there is no knowing what would have been the result; even
bloodshed.
Question. From your long intercourse with the Sioux Indians, what
is your opinion of their veracity ?
Answer. When their interests are at stake, I should not trust them,
from the fac~ that they are generally devoid of moral principle?
Question. W oqld you believe them on oath where they had either
interest or feeling,pr where they conceived themselves to be interested?
Answer. I would not, with a few exceptions.
Question. Were you present at the treaty at Mendota in 1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you presen~ at a " council " about the time of the
treaty, when they acknowledged themselves to be i.ndebted to their
traders?
Answer. I was.
Question. Did they fix upon any amount as the sum which they
wished to be paid to their traders ?
Answer. I was present the night after the treaty was signed, when
all the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands were present, and when
each chief would name a certain amount to be paid to his particular
trader, and the amounts named by them came to more money than
they had to dispose of.
Question. Do you remember near the amount arrived at?
Answer. I think it amounted to about one hundred and forty thousand
dollars.
Question. Did they generally acknowledge an indebtedness, and express a desire to provide for its payment?
Answer. They did. They held two councils on that subject.
Question. Were you present when any of the chiefs signed a receipt
to Governor Ramsey for ninety thousand dollars?
Answer. I was.
·
Question. Was that receipt fully explained to them, and did they
understand it?
~
.
Answer. It was.
Question. Did you interpret it to them, and were they satisfied with
its contents?
·
Answer. I was on~ that interprded, and they were satisfied.
Question. Did they 'sign it voluntarily after it was interpreted and
explained to them ?
Answer. They did.
Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey in any council, when
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you were interpreter or where you were present, either at Mendota, St.
Paul, Fort Snelling, or the "agency," or at any other place, tell the
chiefs that he would not release the prisoners confine~l in the fort unless
they signed a receipt for ninety-thousand dollars, or for any other sum,
or unless they paid their debts to their traders?
Answer. No, I never heard Governor Ramsey say so; nor did I
ever interpret anything of the kind to the Indians.
Question. Do you know of any act of harshness, intimidation, or
force, on the part of Governor Ramsey, to induce the Med-a-wa-kantoan chiefs to sign the receipt to him for ninety thousand dollars
($90,000?)
Answer. I do not know of any such conduct.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey ever through you, as interpreter,
or in your presence, or to your knowledge, make any promise, or offer
of any bribe, to the Med-wa-kan-toan chiefs, or either or any of them,
to induce them to sign the receipt for ninety thousand dollars, or to
consent to the payment of that money, or any other sum, to their
traders?
Answer. Never to my knowledge.
Question. At any councils at the " agency" at which you were the
interpreter, or where you were present, were the chiefs unanimous in
making a demand for their money, or were they divided in" opinion?"
Answer. I was present at two councils, one at Mendota and one
at the interpreter's house, (the agency,) where they demanded the
money. At the agency they were not unanimous; at the other council
there was but one who spoke, and he demanded the money. .
Question. Did Governor Ramsey, at the agency, where you say the
chiefs were not unanimous, make any suggestions to them ; and if so,
what were they ?
Answer. He suggested that, out of the one hundred and ten thousand ($ll0,000) dollars, they ought to pay seventy thousand ($70,000)
dollars to their "traders," twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars to their
"half-breeds," and that he would reserve twenty thousand ($20,000)
dollars for their "removal and subsistence."
Question. In any council where you were interpreter, or where you
were present, did. the chiefs ever demand of Governor Ramsey that he
shoulci appoint arbitrator8, or any person or persons as referees, to whom
should be submitted the accounts of their traders for investigation and
allowance?
Answer. No.
Question. In his intercourse with the Indians has Govemor Ramsey's
course towards them been harsh and cruel, or has it been kind ?
Answer. He has been remarkably kind to the Indians, so far as my
knowledge extends, and I have been his interpreter.
Question. Why were the: " councils" removed from the " agency"
to Mendota, during the payment?
Answer. I know that some of the Indians wished them to be held at
Mendota, as it was a more roomy place than at the "agency."
Question. On which side of the Minnesota river does the most of
the Indians reside?

•
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Answer. Five out of the seven bands, reside on the Mendota side of
the river.
Question. Were the Indians kept drunk during the payment at any
of the councils, or at any other time, by any person or persons interested, or by their order or connivance?
Answer,. Not to my kno,vledge.
·
Question. See Senate document 29, part 2, page 7, and say if you
witnessed the signature of the last name on that receipt to Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. I did at St. P aul. I was not at the payment at Traverse
des Sioux. I explained it to him before he signed it. He has a band
living with him. Whether he is a chief or not, I cannot tell you. He
claims to be the head of the band.
NoTE.-The receipt here alluded to, is the receipt given to Governor
Ramsey, by the See-see-toan and Wah-pa-toan Indians, for $250,000,
dated November 29, 1852.
Question. See Senate document 29, part 2, pages .17 and 18, and
say which of those chiefs did you see sign that paper?
Answer. I saw Tah-o-ah-ta-doo-ta, or Little Crow; Tah-chan-koowash-ta, or Good Road ; Shak-o-pee, or Little Six; and W e-chonk-pee,
or the Star, sign it.
NoTE.-The receipt here mentioned, is the one g1ven to Governor
Ramsey by the Mecl-a-wa-kan-toan Indians, for $90,000, elated at Men·
dota, November 9, 1852.
.~ILLIAM HENRY FoRBES, cross-examined by the government commisswners.

Question. Was the "Traders' Paper," which was signed at Traverse des Sioux, explained to the Indians in " open ceuncil" the day
they signed it, or on the day they signed the treaty?
Answer. I did not hear it explained on that day.
Question. When the Indians acknowledged to owe the traders one
hundtecl and forty thousand dollars ($140,000,) did they know that the
sums mentioned were correct as due from them, or had they been told
these amounts by their traders?
Answer. I am of opinion that each trader told the -Indians how much
each ought to have; bl}t I heard the Indians naming certain amounts,
and the amounts thus named came to about one hundred and forty
thousand dollars ($140,000.)
Question. Did they sign any paper to that effect?
Answer. They did not to my knowledge.
·
Question. What amount did you receive?
Answer. I received seven hundred and fifty dollars of the half-breed
money, and one thousand dollars that the traders gave to me.
Question. Was any per centage paid by you on your half-breed part
of the money?
Answer. I paid fifteen per cent. on the half-breed money, and
" fifteen" per cent. on the one thousand dollars given to me by the
traders.
Question. In what kind of money were you paid?
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Answer. In paper money, on a New York bank.
Question. Who paid it to you?
Answer. Hugh Tyler.
.
Question. ·were you present when the traders and half-breeds were
paid by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I was present and saw some of them paid.
Question. How much do you think you saw paid to the traders and
half-breeds ?
·
Answer. I really cannot tell.
·
Question. Did you see as much as half paid out?
Answer. I think I did.
Question. What kind of funds were paid to them?
Answer. Mostly on drafts on the Merchant's bgnk 9f New York, and
some paper money on the same bank, or a good deal of it ; and some
was on the Manhattan bank. I mean that the bank notes or bills,
were on those banks.
•
Question. Did you furnish government supplies for the Indians, for
which you were paid in paper money?
· .
·
Answer. I cannot recollect distinctly.
Question. Do you know whether any trader offered money or goods
of any kind to the Indians, or property, to induce them to pay their
traders' debts after the treaty, and before the payment?
Answer. The Indians never denied their indebtedness to the traders;
but a great deal may have been said to the Indians by the traders to
counteract the influence which was brought to bear against them with
the Indians, by persons who were opposed to their paying their debts.
At the time I spcike of their having acknowledged their indebtedness to
the traders, nothing had been offered them, to my knowledge, to induce
them to acknowledge their indebtedness.
Question. Do you know of any trader offering any Indian chief or
headman any money, goods, or property of any kind, to induce them
to let Governor Ramsey pay the money to the traders?
Answer. I decline to answer anything the traders done with the Indians.
Question. Do you know of any goods, money, or other property,
being offered to the Indians, to induce them to sign Governor Ramsey's
receipts?
.
Answer. I decline answering, upon the ground I did the other question.
Question. Did the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands, in full
"open council," ever direct Governor Ramsey to pay the traders seventy thousand dollars ($70,000)?
Answer. At one council, there was a chief who spoke in favor of
Governor Ramsey's paying their debts, and also two principal soldiers
of two other bands spoke to the same effect; but all the chiefs did not.
Question. Did a majority of them so speak?
Answer. There were but three chiefs who spoke in that council, and
two of them spoke against it.
Question. What chiefs directed Governor Ramsey to pay the money
into their own hands?
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw and Mock-pee-we-chas-tah, or the " Cloud
Man."
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Question. Did the majority of the chiefs ever direct this money, in
open council, to be paid by Governor Ramsey to the traders ?
Answer. Not a majority, in any council where I was present, to my
knowledge.
·
Question. What was Governor Ramsey's reply to Wa-ba-shaw,
when he directed the money to be paid "into their own hands"?
Answer. He suggested to Wa-ba-shaw, that they ought to be willing
to pay their debts, and suggested the sum of seventy thousand ($70,000)
dollars, out of the one hundred and ten thousand ($110,000) dollars,
as the proper amount they ought to pay to their traders; and twenty
thousand ($20,000) dollars to their "half-breed" relatives; and that he
would retain twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars for their removal and
subsistence.
Question. Do you ·know of any part of this per centage, which was
charged the traders and half-breeds, being paid to persons, to aid the
traders to get .their debts, or of being agreed to be paid to such persons,
besides Hugh Tyler? · '
Answer. ·Not to my knowledge.
Question. Was this per centage paid exclusively to Hugh Tyler?
Answer. My fifteen per cent. was paid to Hugh Tyler himself.
Question. Do you know of Hugh T yler's paying any one else a part
of this per centage?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Have you good reason to know whether Hugh Tyler has
this per centage on deposite in any bank in any of the States ?
Answer. I do not know anything about it.
Question. At what place was this " hand money" and half-breed
money mostly paid out to the traders and half-breeds ?
Answer. At Mr. Sibley's office and house in Mendota. I mean the
whole of it. ·
Question. Did you ever trade for the " fur company" among the
Indians?
Answer. Not on ·my own account; but I have traded as agent or
clerk for the company in the Indian country. I have also traded as a
partner in my "~mt-fit" in St. Paul, with Indians and whites, which is
called the St. Paul "out-fit."
. Re-examined by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. At the time the four chiefs signed .the receipt to Governor
Ramsey, for the ninety thousand ($90,000) dollars, what did 'they say
to him, and what did he say to them in reply?
Answer. Governor Ramsey told them that W a-ha-shaw and Wahcoo-ta had signed the voucher for seventy thousand dollars, ($70,000,)
to be paid to their traders, and twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars, to
be divided among the seven chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-toans, for the
chiefs t? ?istribu~e among their half-breeds, and asked then: if they
were willmg to sign the same also. and they assented and signed it.
They spoke of being glad that the matter was settled.
Question. You spoke of the most of this money being paid out in
drafts; what was the value of these drafts?
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Answer. They were at par.
Question. You say you saw Hugh Tyler pay out about half the
amount to the traders and half-breeds ; how do you fix that amount?
Answer. I did not know to a certainty. It was only a guess of my
own. It might have been that much, or it might have been more.
Question. I want to know who the soldiers were, and what bands
they represented, who spoke in favor of Governor Ramsey's paying
the money to the traders ?
Answer. "Medicine Bottle," of "Little Crow's" band, and Little
Six's brother of Little Six's band.
Question. Did these soldier's represent their bands?
Answer. I think they did of a great majority of their bands. I think
that " Little Crow" and " Little Six" were present. " Little Crow"
I know was present. They did not object to what was said.
Question. Do you kno:w of any traders offering any chief or headman any money, goods, or other property, to induce them to sign
receipts, or to permit Governor Ramsey to pay the money to the
traders, either by his order or with his approbation ?
Answer. I do not.
Question by government commissioners.
Question. Do you know whether Governor Ramsey was informed,
or had heard, that money, goods, or property had been offered to induce
the Indians to sign his receipt?
Answer. I do not.

FRANKLIN STEELE, sworn and examined as a witness on the part of
Governor Ramsey.
·
·
Question. Were you at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux in 1851?
Answer. I was during the negotiation, but I was not at the signing
of the treaty.
Question. Did you attend any of the councils while there between
the traders and Indians?
Answer. Some of the small councils, but none of the general councils.
Question. What was the object of these councils ?
Answer. It was in order to determine the amount of the indebtedness
of the Indians to the traders.
Question. Did the Indians in any of these councils acknowledge their
indebtedness to their traders?
Answer. They did.
Question. What amount of indebtedness did they acknowledge?
Answer. That was not determined in any council which I attended)lot the exact amount.
Question. Did the Indians at any time acknowledge the amount, or
about the amount of it?
Answer. They did. Ilearned so.
~uestion. Did you ever hear any of the chie£'l and headmen express
a w1sh or desire to provide for the payment of their debts ?

.. .
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Answer. I did frequently.
Question. In what way did they wish to provide for the payment of
their debts?
Answer. By asking a sufficient sum fi·om the commissioners for their
payment.
Question. Did you ever hear any of the chiefs and headmen express
their satisfaction at having made provision for the payment of their
debts?
Answer. I have.
Question. Did you ever hear any of them say how they had provided
for the payment of their debts.
Answer. I have.
Question. In what manner did they say they had provided for it?
Answer. In the sale of their country to their "great father."
Question. Did you present a claim against the upper Indians, and for
how much?
Answer. I did, for neadive thousand dollars, ($.5,000.)
Question. Was your claim correct and sworn to, and do you still assert its correctness ?
Answer. It was correct and sworn to, and I still assert it to be correct.
Question. \Vere any of the claims presented by the traders excluded
from distribution ?
.
Answer. No claims oflicensed traders, that I had any knowledge of.
Question. Do you know of any claims of traders, prior t0 the treaty
in date, that were not presented?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you consider the distribution, as made at Traverse des
Sioux, fair and equitable ?
Answer. When governed by the rule adopted in regard to the date
of claims, I considered it was.
Question. Were you present at the payment at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I was.
Question. What was the spirit and feeling manifested by the Indians
at the time Governor Ramsey arrived there?
Answer. By a portion of them that of kindness, and by another portion that of hostility.
Question. What portion of them were disposed to be friendly?
Answer. A majority of them were friendly..
Question. Who were disposed to be hostile ?
Answer. "Red Iron" and his soldiers.
Question. What was the conduct of "Red Iron" and his soldiers.
Answer. His conduct was hostile and belligerent~ In his speech to
the governor, and in his refusal to come \vhen sent for, it appeared to
be his intention to thwart the governor in carrying out the purpose of
his mission, and to intimidate other Indians fi·om holding councils with
him.
Question. Had he erected a "soldiers' lodge?"
Answer. He had.
Question. For what purpose was that " lodge" erected ?
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Answer. To govern and control the action of all the Indians belonging
to that encampment.
Question. W ere the other Indians intimidated by the conduct of
"Red Iron" and his band from going into council with Governor Ramsey, and generally restrained from acting as they desired in regard to
the payment?
Answer. Many of them stated that they would have went to see the
governor and had a talk with him, (chiefs and Indians,) but that they
f€ared the band of soldiers under "Red Iron." They were generally
restrained during the existence of the "soldiers' lodge."
Question. Did you hear any of the chiefs in council with Governor
Ramsey demand the payment of the " hand money'' into their. own
hands ; and if so, state in what manner the demand was made ?
Answer. Red Iron demanded it, and in a very positive manner.
Question. Do you know of Governor Ramsey's sending word for the
chiefs to come into council, and what word they sent back to him?
Answer. T know that Governor Ramsey sent messengers frequently,
but do not know what reply they brought to the governor.
Question. Do you know for what purpose he sent for the Indians?
Answer. For the purpose of making out " rolls" preparatory to .the
payment, and for having a general talk with them.
Question. Did they come when Governor Ramsey sent for them ?
Answer. Not at first, but they did afterwards.
Question. Why did they not come in. the first instance?
Answer. Some ofthem assigned the fear of the "soldiers' lodge" as
the cause, and others wished to have a council among themselves first.
Question. When and for what reason was the chief " Red Iron" arrested?
Answer. For his refusal to come when sent for, and for his interference with the other Indians.
Question. Say what his conduct was, after Governor Ramsey had
published an order among them that no chief should come before him
with more than four or five of his soldiers, by attempting to · break
through the white soldiers with his 'band ?
Answer. He came at the head of his band or "soldiers' lodge" of
men, and attempted to pass through the line of sentinels stationed there
by Captain Monroe. He approached in a very determined manner,
and when repulsed by Captain Monroe, he returned apparently much
excited. I allude to him and his band firing off their guns, and making
a noise as they returned to their "soldiers' lodge." I do not mean that
they fired at the white soldiers, but merely firing off their guns.
Qu~stion. Was the "soldiers' lodge" afterwards broken up?
Answer. It was, by the positive order of Governor Ramsey.
.
Question. Were there any general councils held between the chiefs
and Governor Ramsey before that" soldiers' lodge" was destroyed and
." Red Iron" arrested ?
Answer. No general council.
Question. What produced this hostility on the p art of "Red Iron,"
a?d hi~ interfering with the Indians so as to prevent the holding of councils w1th the government officers ?
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Answer. His opposition to the manner or mode of payment intended
to be made by the governor, and his wish to have the money.
Question. What was the desire of a majority of the chiefs present in
regard to the manner in which their " hand money" should be paid?
Answer. I did not hear a majority of the chiefs express their opinion
on that subject.
Question. Did you hear any of the chiefs express a willingness to
pay their debts to the traders prior to the payment?
Answer. I did. A chief named "0-tak-e-ta," · "Wah-na-'ta,"
"Limping Devil," and "Young Sleepy Eyes," were the only chiefs I
beard express a willingness that the payment should be made as it was
made.
Question. Were you present when any of the chiefs signed the
receipt to Governor Ramsey for the two hundred and fifty thousand
($250,000) dollars?
Answer. I was present when one of the chiefs signed, and only one,
it was "0-tak-e-ta."
/
Question. Was the receipt explained to him before he signed it.
Answer. It was.
Question. Did he sign it voluntarily, without any bribe, or any other
improper act, on the part of Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. The chief 0-tak-e-ta, when he came in, stated that he came
for that purpose. I heard no threats, nor inducements of any kind to
procure his signature to the receipt.
Question. Did you hear any opposition to the payment of this money
in the manner in which it was paid, prior to its being paid; and if so,
by whom?
Answer. By "Red Iron," and one other of his band.
Question. Was Governor Ramsey present when the receipt was
signed by " 0-tak-e-ta ?"
Answer. He was.
Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey in any council
where you were present, refuse to pay the "annuities," until the chiefs
signed the receipts for the " hand money?"
•
Answer. I do not recollect of ever hearing him say so.
Question. Did you ever · hear the chiefs, either at Mendota, or at
Traverse des Sioux, request Governor Ramsey to appoint any person
or persons to examine into the correctness of the accounts of the traders?
Answer. No.
Question, Why were tl;e Indians kept waiting at Traverse des Sioux
for the payment of their " annuities?"
Answer. From the fact that the "rolls" on which they were paid
were incomplete.
Question. Why were the "rolls" not made out sooner?
Answer. The Indians had not brought in the returns of the number
of each band and family.
Question. What prevented them from doing so?
Answer. In the first place, the fear of the "soldiers' lodge;" and
after that was abolished, I know not.
·
Question. Were they paid as soon as the " rolls" were completed ?
Answer. I believe they were.
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Question. Do you know of any act of oppression, cruelty, force, or
menace, used by Governor Ramsey, to induce the chiefs, or either of
them, either at Mendota, or at Traverse c'es Sioux, to sign the receipts
or vouchers for the "hand money," due under the treaties of July 23d,
and August 5, 1851?
Answer. I do not.
Question. What has been the conduct of Governor Ramsey towards
the Indians generally; has it been harsh and oppressive, or kind and
indulgent?
Answer. I believe that it was generally kind.
Question. What constitutes a chieftainship among the Indians ?
Answer. A civil chief is an individual selected by a majority of the
band to transact business with the government. In some· instances
such chiefs are made by the Indian agent or by the government, without
reference to the band.
Question. Were you present at any of the councils between the Indians and the traders about the time of the treaty at Mendota in 1851?
Answer. At one council.
Question. What was the object of that council?
Answer. To determine the amount that the Indians should allow to
each individual trader.
· Question. Did they so determine?
Answer. They disagreed in regard to the amount due to all.
Question. Did they acknowledge any amount of indebtedness to the
traders at that council?
Answer. They did in reference to some but not to all. They acknowledged their indebtedness to all, but did not fix the amount due to
each individual. I was not at the first council nor at the last.
Question. Did the Indians in that council, or anywhere else, express a desire to pay their traders?
Answer. They did repeatedly.
Question. How did they expect to pay them?
Answer. From the proceeds of the sale of their lands by the treaty.
Question. Was any amount ever agreed upon between the Indians
and the traders, that should be received in full acquittance of their debts,
to your knowledge?
·
Answer. The sum of seventy thousand dollars ($70,000) was agreed
upon by the Indians.
Question. Did you, at any time subsequent to the treaty, hear any of
the chiefs or headmen express their satisfaction at having thus provided
for the payment of their debts ?
Answer. I did.
Question. Did you, subsequent to the treaty, hear any of the chiefs
or headmen say how they had provided for the payment of their debts?
Answer. I have. They said, "We have sold our lands and paid our
debts and are now poor." This was after the payment.
Question. Were you present at the payment at Mendota?
Answer. No; I was about the fort and agency at the time.
Question. Do you know whether the chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kantoan bands ever consented to the payment of the seventy thousand dol..
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lars to their traders, and so directed Governor Ramsey to pay it to
them?
Answer. They did.
Question. Will you state whether W a-ba-shaw and \Vah-coo-ta did
not frequently request you to send for Governor Ramsey to come and.
see them ; and, if so, for what purpose?
Answer. They did twice ask me to send for him, saying that they
had consented that the payment should be made as it finally was made.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey come?
Answer. He did.
Question. Did he meet the chiefs ·w hen he came ?
Answer. He did.
.
Question. What was said by Governor Ramsey to the chiefs, and
what by the chiefs to him?
Answer. He said that he had sent for, and wished to know what
they wanted with him or to say to him. W ah-coo-ta said that he was
sic:k, ·and that his children' were sick, and that he wished the payment
to take place so that he could return home. He then asked the governor to pay him their proportion of the half-breed money and their
proportion of the removal fund, to be divided among the chiefs equally
in cash ; and when that was clone they wished him to pay them their
annuity money, and to give them some provisions to go home. The
governor stated in reply that he would pay them twenty thousand dollars for their half:.breecl relations, but could not pay them the twenty
thousand dollars which was set aside for removal and subsistence. He
asked them if they were pr,eparecl to sign the receipt for the seventy
thousand dollars ($70,000.) The Indians said that they would like to
consult with each other before they did so. They then left with their
heal=lmen, who were with them at the time, and in about an hour they
sent for the governor again, and said that th~y were willing to sign the
r;eceipt for the seventy thou~ncl dollars, ($70,000,) and wished him to
pay the traders, and said that they would pay the half-breeds themselves. The receipt for seventy thousand dollars was then drawn up
and signed. The receipt was explained to the Indians in the presence .
of three or four interpreters. The governor then requested them to
meet him with the other chiefs at Mendota. They refused to do so,
assigning as a reason that they had not been invited to any of the feasts
of the other five bands. After signing the receipts they requested that
the payment might be mad.e as early as possible.
Question. See Senate document 29, page 18, part 2, and say how
many chiefs you saw sign that receipt for ninety thousand dollars
($90,000).
Answer. I saw six of the chiefs sign it.
Question. Where did you see them sign it ?
Answer. Two of them in my own house and ±our at Mendota.
Question. State whether it was explained and interpreted to them
before it was signed.
Answer. It was fully explained to them.
Question. Do you know of any f<xce, coercion, bribe, or any improper thing being clone by Gov. Ramsey, or by any one at his instance
or in his presence, to induce these Indians to sign that receipt?
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Answer. I do not.
Question. Did not the chiefs who signed it at Mendota express great
satisfaction at the result, and in what manner ?
Answer. They expressed their satisfaction, and stated that Wahcoo-ta and W a-ha-shaw wished to have the credit of having first signed
it, and that this was the reason why they had not come over there to
sign it.
Question. Were you present when any part of this twenty thousand
dollars was paid to the chiefs ; and, if so, to whom?
Answer. I was present when the portions of W a-ha-shaw and Wahlcoo-ta were paid to them. It was paid over tp the two chiefs, each his
share, in two bags, by Governor Ramsey.
·
.
Question. Was it paid to them, and did they receive it?
Answer. It was paid to them. They were· sitting together at the
end of the table, and the governor told them there was their money.
I think it was a little short of three thousand dollars to each.
Question. Did you, before they touched it, step forward and take up
one of the bags and carry it away?
Answer. No; Wa-ba-shaw picked his bag up and held it in his
hand, and then set both bags down together on one side of the table
and moved back a few feet from the table. They received it and receipted for it, the receipt being explained by four or five persons who
spoke the Sioux language.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey say "There is your money, and
you can count it if you have a mind to do so" ?
Answer. He requested them to count it.
Qttestion. When it was put clown on the table did they both take it
up and move it a short distance?
Answer. I think not. W a:-ba-shaw did, but W ah-coo-ta did not.
Question. Had these two chiefs given an order to any person for
their money before they receiw~cl it?
·
Answer. They had.
Question. To whom was that order given?
Answer. It was given to Jack Frazer.
Question. Was that order presented to Governor Ramsey?
Answer. It was.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say when it was presented
to him?
Answer. He said he could not pay it; that he must pay the money
into the hands of the chiefs.
Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey, "in council" with
these chiefs, or with any or either of them, in or out of council, tell
them that unless they signed these receipts, or the receipts for the
"hand-money," that he would not pay them their " annuities" or release their prisoners at the fort, or use either expression ?
Answer. I never did.
Question. How long was the payment of their " annuities" delayed
after Governor Ramsey returned with the money to St. Paul ?
Answer. About a week or ten clays, as near as I can recollect.
Question. Had the whole of this money been paid into the hands of
the Indians, under either the upper or the lower treaty, would they haye
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settled their affairs, paid their just engagements, and retained a sufficient amount for their subsistence and removal?
Answer. I think not.
Question. What would they have done with it, if it had been paid
directly to the Indians? and what would have been the consequence of
paying so large an amount of money into their own hands?
.
Answer. The lower bands would have squandered a large part of it,
and the balance they would have expended in buying horses and
trinkets. The upper bands would (a portion of them) have disposed of
theirs in the same way. and the balance, I think, would have given it
to Mr. Sweetser.
Question. From your ong intercourse with the Indians, what is your
opinion of their veracity ?
,
.
Answer. My opinion is, that, under certain circumstances, they
would all deviate from the truth.
Question. Would you helieve an Indian on his oath, where he had
an interest, or conceived himself interested, or in which his feelings
were enlisted?
Answer. Under the fear of punishment, or where a reward was expected, I would not believe him.
Question. Did you present an account against the Med-a-wa-kantoan Indians ?
Answer. I did.
Question. For what amount?
Answer. It was for seven thousand dollars.
Question. Was it correct, and sworn to, and do you still assert its
correctness.
Answer. It was correct, and sworn to, and I still assert its correctness.
Question. Did you confederate, in any way, with Governor Ramsey,
to absorb the whole, or any part of the Sioux money, and to induce
him to pay it out to favorites, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors,
or to induce him to pay it out in the manner in which he did?
Answer. I did not.
Question. Which is the most convenient place.for holding councilsat Mendota, or at the Fort Snelling "agency"?
Answer. I should think at Mendota, as the Indians live on that side
mostly.
Question. State whether, at the time Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta
signed the receipt, they attempted to sum up their indebtedness to the
traders, and what the result was.
Answer. They made a sum to exceed one hundred thousand ($100,000) dollars, and then gave it up and could not agree. They then
concluded to pay the seventy thousand ($70,000) dollars. This sum
was made up by items given in by different Indians. There were
fourteen or fifteen of the principal men of each band present.
Question. Was there a large number of Indians present, when the
other four signed the receipt?
Answer. The room was full; the number I cannot recollect.
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FRANKLIN STEELE, cross-examined by the government commissioners.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs in open council, at Mendota, or
, the " agency" at Fort Snelling, direct Governor Ramsey how they
wanted the money, due to the Indians under the fourth article of the
treaty of August 5, 1851, paid? and if so, how djd they wish it paid?
Answer. I did not hear any directions on the subject.
Question. Did you hear the chiefs, in open council, direct Governor
Ramsey to pay the traders seventy thousand ($70,000) dollars?
Answer. I heard W ah-coo-ta and W a-ba-shaw direct him to pay
seventy thousand dollars to the traders.
Question. Was this in the day time, or at night, you heard them?
Answer. In the evening.
Question. What time in the evening?
Answ~r. It was after 9 o'clock, p. m.,when they gave that direction.
Questron. Where was this. direction given?
Answer. At my own house, near Fort Snelling.
Question. Do you know of any trader having offered, or given, any
money, goods, or property, to any chief or chiefs, or headmen, or
promising any one or all of them such things, to get them to sign any
paper for Governor Ramsey, or to the traders-which paper was to be
used by Governor Ramsey, or by the ~raders, to draw money from the
government, under the treaty?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know whether W ah-coo-ta and W a-ba-shavr, or
one of them, did not, in your presence, demand fi·om Governor Ramsey
all the money due to the Indians, under the treaty, to be paid to the
chiefs themselves, and into their own hands?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Why was this twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars given to
the chiefs ?-and did not W a-ba-shaw expressly demand that sum,
before he would sign the receipt to Governor Ramsey for the ninety
thousand ($90,000) dollars?
Answer. The twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars was given to the
chiefs at their own request; but at the same time, or before, they requested the governor to pay them the forty thousand ($40,000) dollars.
But he did not make it a condition upon which they were to sign the
receipt.
Question. Had that demand been made before they signed the
receipt?
Answer. It had.
Question. When you say that the Indians agreed to pay the seventy
thousand ($70,000) dollars, do you allude to the fact that they signed
the receipt to Governor Ramsey as evidence that they had agreed to
pay it?
Answer. No; I allude to the chiefs, W a-ha-shaw and W ah-coo-ta,
and the principal men of their bands.
Question. ·what evidence have you that a majority of the chiefs
agreed to pay it, but by their signing that receipt?
Answer. By their saying that they wished to do so.
Question. What chiefs did you hear say so?
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Answer. W a-ba-shaw and Tah-chan~lwo-wash-tah, or "Good Road.'"
Question. Was this in open ~oun.cil, and in the presence of Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. Wa-ba-shaw said it in the presence of Wah-coo-ta and
their headrp.en, and Governor Ramsey was present.
Question. Was a majority of the chiefs and headmen of the seven
Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands present?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you ever hear in "open council," where a majority
of' the chiefs· and headmen were present, the chiefs direct Governor
Ramsey to pay the traders seventy thousand dollars ($70,000?)
Answer. I heard in "open council," when a majority of the chiefs
and headmen were present, the Indians consent, or say, that they came
to sign the receipts for the "traders money." This was one of the
chiefs who said so.
Question. Was this council, when they signed the receipt?
Answer. It was at the time they signed the receipt.
Question. Did you ever hear the chiefs, when a majority of the seven
Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands were present, at any time before they signed
the receipt as spoken of by you, direct Governor Ramsey to pay to
the traders seventy thousand dollars ($70,000?)
Answer. No.
Question. Had not a majority of the chiefs steadily refused to allow
Governor Ramsey to pay that money to the traders, up to the council
with W a-ha-shaw and Wah-r.oo-ta,, at your house, near Fort Snelling?
Answer. Some of them did; but I do not know that a majority of
them did so refuse.
Question. What was the object of Governor Ramsey in holding
councils with the Indians, at the time he was interrupted by the conduct of "Red Iron," and his "soldiers' lodge," at Traverse des Sioux;
was it for the purpose of procuring the necessary vouchers or receipts
from the chiefs and headmen, to justify him in paying the treaty money
directly to the traders and half-breeds, or their agents ; or to aid agent
McLean in making out the " annuity rolls?"
Answer. I understood at the time that it was for the purpose of aiding Major McLean in getting data for making out the " annuity rolls ; "
what other object he had or business, I do not know.
Question. Was it the duty of agent McLean, or of Governor Ramsey, to make out the "rolls," and to pay the "annuity money" to the
Indians?
Answer. 1 do not know.
Question. Do you know from conversations with Governor Ramsey,
or from what you have heard him say in your presence, why he did
not deliver this " annuity money" to ageut McLean at the first convenient opportunity ; and whether it was not withheld by him from ::tgent ·
McLean, until the chiefs and headmen of these bands had either signed,
or agreed to sign his vouchers or receipts, for the payment of the
money to the traders and half-breeds?
·
Answer. I was not aware that the "annuity money" was not under
Major McLean's control, from the time it arrived there.
Question. Had " Red Iron" and his band the right, according to cus-
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tom among the Sioux Indians, to establish a "soldiers' lodge," to regulate the action or conduct of their own band, in regard to this payment?
Answer. I have never know a "soldiers' lodge" to exist, where the
Indians we1e assembled to transact business with the government.
Question. Did not "Red Iron" and his soldiers openly avow their
object to be to prevent their treaty money fi·om being paid to the
traders?
Answer. I understood that was his object, but I never heard him
say so.
Question. From Gove1:nor Ramsey's conduct, or from what you
have heard him say, had he not promised to pay this treaty money to
the traders, or to their agent, Hugh Tyler, before he went to Washington city for the money?
Answer. I have had no conversation with Governor Ramsey on that
subject ; neither did I hear him say anything on that subject.
Question. From what yo~ have heard Governor Ramsey say, or
from his conduct in reference to the payment, would he have paid thi ·
money otherwise than to the traders or their agents. Did he not cooperate with the traders, .or their agents, in bringing about a result
favorable to the traders in regard to the payment-and was this result
accomplished without more or less difficulty with the Indians?
Answer. I never heard Governor Ramsey say anythingfon that subject. I believe it was his wish that it should be paid as it was. I do
not know that Governor Ramsey had any difficulty ; but I do know
that the traders had difficulty in producing that result.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey convoke the chiefs and headmen of
the uppeT bands in "open council," and request them to direct him
how they wanted the money paid, as provided by the stipulations of
the treaty, freely and voluntarily, ::md without interference on the part
of the traders, after his return from Washington with the money?
Answer. I was not pr~sent at any council where the governor directed the Indians to direct him how the money should be paid.
Question. Are not the Indians always unwilling to pay old debts of
long standing ?
Answer. They are, generally,' when the parties to whom they arc
indebted have left the country, or have ceased to trade among them.
Question. Have the Indians generally the means of knowing the
amounts clue from them to the traders from year to year for <t number
of years back, or where large amounts are involved, except from the
statements and representations of the traders themselves?
Answer. Keeping no records, they have no means of knowing accurately.
Question. Did not some of the accounts of the " American Fur
Company," which were included in the amount of Mr. H. H. Sibley,
as agent, for upwards of onei,lmndrecl and forty-four thousand ($144,000)
dollars, extend as far back as thirty years ago or more?
Answer. I think there was; but what proportion of that account, I
cannot say; whether these accounts were represented by Mr. Sibley
or Mr. Dousman I cannot say, as both of them represented the "American Fur Company."
Question. How much was paid to you on your own account at
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Traverse des Sioux, by whom was it paid, in what kind of funds, and
what amount of per centage was deducted at the time of payment?
Answer. Three thousand and two hundred and fifty dollars. I was
paid by Hugh Tyler, my attorney, in checks on a New York bank. I
paid him.fifteen per cent. out of what was paid to me.
Question. Were you present when the payments were made to the
traders and half-breeds either at Traverse des Sioux, the " agency" at
Fort Snelling, or at Mendota, and, if so, in what kind of funds were
these payments made ?
Answer. I was present at the payment of the traders and "halfbreeds" at Mendota. They were paid in checks, bank bills, and gold,
at the option of the recipients.
Question. Was any considerable part of the payments made in gold,
in proportion to the amou!lt of the whole payments? . .
Answer. I saw but two persons paid in gold, the parties generally
preferred paper.
,
·
Question. Do you know that Hugh Tyler or Governor Ramsey were
prepared to pay gold if the greater part of the money had been
demanded in that currency ?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Did not the traders always contend and endeavor to make
the impression on the minds of the Indians, at all the councils at which
you were present, that the " hand money" mentioned in the treaty was
intended for their special benefit, and that the Indians were not to have
any control of it ?
Answer. No.
Question. Did not "Red Iron" in " open counail" say to Governor
Ramsey that the reason he did not come to council was that his (Governor Ramsey's) soldiers prevented him when he was on his way
coming?
Ans-vver. He did.
Question. \Vhat was it that " Red Iron" said to Governor Ramsey
at the time you say that his conduct was hostile and belligerent?
Answer. It was in his refusal to disband his soldiers, and to come
into " council" with the other Indians.
Question. Do you know of your own knowledge that a "soldiers'
lodge" was erected by " Red Iron" and his band ?
Answtr. I know of my own knowledge that a "soldi~rs' lodge"
existed on my arrival there, and that " Red Iron" was at the head of
that "lodge."
Question. Do you know 0f your own knowledge for what purpose
that "soldiers' lodge" was erected?
Answer. I know of my own knowledge that it had the effect of controlling the Indians.
·
Question. Did not " Red Iron" say that it was established to prevent young men and single or individual chiefs from going to the
" council" at night, and alone, and there signing papers, and making a
disposition of their money secretly, as had been the case with the
Med-a-wa-kan-toans, and that he wanted that all the chie£s should go
to "council" together, that all might know what was done, or words
to that effect ?
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Answer. He stated that the object of establi'shing the "soldiers'
lodge," was to prevent his people from going alone at night into the
traders' camp, or words to that effect.
Question. Were the Indians at Traverse des Sioux paid their " annuities" until after Governor Ramsey had obtained their receipt for the
two hundred and fifty thousand ($250,000) dollars ?
Answer. I know that a receipt was obtained bifOre the "annuities"
were paid, but I do not know whether it covered that amount or not.
Question. Did 0-tak-e-ta sign that receipt?
Answer. He did.
Question. Did he sign it in full " open council" with all the other
chiefs present ?
•
·
Answer. What chiefs were present I do not know. I do not think
that they were all present ; there were Indians present, but what
Indians I did not obser.ve. It was signed in the house of Mr. Huddles,
(or Huggins,) up stairs in the governor's room.
Question. Was that where the "public councils" were usually held?
Answer. They were generolly held in the room below. The room
above was where he kept his writing materials, and where he generally transacted his business.
Question. Who was with you at your house on the evening when
Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta sent 'for Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Major Alexander, Lieutenant Nelson, Mr. Fillmore, the
two Mr. Finleys, Old Rock, and Mr. Labatte and his son. I do not
recollect any one else.
Question. What inducements were then and there held out to them
to induce them to sign the receipt?
Answer. I know.of none.
Question. Did you object to the payment of this fifteen per cent. to
Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I remarked at the time that I thought the charge an
extravagant one, but I did not object to paying it.
Question. Was the evening when W a-ha-shaw and W ah-coo-ta
signed the receipt for ninety thousand ($90,000) dollars, the same as
that on which they received their proportion of the twenty ($20,000)
dollars?
·
Answer. No.
Question. Where were they paid ?
Answer. At the house of Samuel Finley.
Question. Who interpreted at the time they were paid?
Answer. Mr. Rock, in part, and Mr. Labatte, in part.
Question. On which side of the river is Samuel Finley's house?
Answer. On the east side of the Mississippi river, on the road lead·
ing to St. Paul from Fort Snelling.
Question. W a-ha-shaw and W ah-coo-ta say in this examination that
they never received any part of this twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars,
but that you and Jack Frazer got it of both of them, amounting to near
six thousand ($6,000) dollars ; and that they have never received any
part of it since. Please give your explanation of this matter.
Answer. After the governor left the house of Samuel Finley, the
Indians gave the money to Jack Frazer, and he handed it to me, with
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a request that I should keep it for him. Mr. Rock asked the chiefs
why they gave all the money to one man ; that he expected a part himself: They replied, that he would get his money as a trader. Rock
said that had .he known this, he would not have come from home, or so
far from home. Wa-ba-shaw replied, that he might return as soon as
he pleased. Jack Frazer called on nie a few days afterwards and
drew several hundred dollars, stating that he ~ished to give it to his
uncle; (meaning W ah-coo-ta.) Frazer continued to draw it at intervals
afterwards-for what purposes I know not-during the winter. Waba-shaw and Vv ah-coo-ta, with their principal men, demanded the
balance of the money, stating that they did not intend giving Jack Frazer all of it. I replied, that if they brought Jack Frazer's order, to
whom I had receipted for the money, that I would pay it over to themthat is, the balance on hand-which they failed to do·; and I have sinoe
paid the whole amount to Jack Frazer.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language?
Answer. Imperfectly; but sufficiently to comprehend their wants.
Question. Was the conversation between the two chiefs in the Sioux
language?
Answer. It was; and rendered to me in English, principally by Mr.
Labatte.
Question. Was the payment of the "annuities" to the Med-a-wakan-toan Indians made before or after Governor Ramsey had procured
these chiefs to sign the receipt for the ninety thousand ($90,000) dollars?
Answer. I believe it was after ; but I do not recollect how soon
afterward's.
Question~ Were there any Indians confined in the "fort" for the
murder of Chippewas, who were discharged about that time?
Answer. I do not recollect. The Indians were frequently confined
there ; it was a common occurrence.
Question. Were any provisions issued to the Indians during their stay
there, before this receipt was obtained?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. Do they deliver provisions each "fall,'' at the " agency,"
to the Indians ?
Answer. There are provisions issued each fall at the "agency."
Question. Were the goods, money, or provisions, paid to them, before they signed these receipts?
Answer. I do not recollect; I think that there was beef given to
them before. I think it was given by tne government.
Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. W ere not Wa-ba-shaw and Wah-coo-ta .encamped on the
east side of the .river at the time they received their proportion of the
twenty thousand ($20,000) dollars ?
Answer. They were. They requested to be paid on the east side of
the ·river. W ah-coo-ta gave as a reason that his health would prevent
his going over.
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ALEXANDER F ARRIBAULT, sworn and examined as a witness on the
part of Governor Ramsey.

•

Question. Where do you reside ?
Answer. At "Cannon river," in Minnesota Merritory.
Question. How long have you resided among the Sioux Indians?
Answer. Since the year 1819.
Question. Are you related to them?
Answer. Yes.
Question. To which of the bands are you related?
Answer. To the Med-a-wa-kan-toan and Wah-pa-koo-ta bands.
Question. Do you speak the Sioux language?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Have you been employed at any time as interpreter by
the government?
Answer. Yes .
Question. By whom and when were you so employed?
Answer. I was employed by Governor Ramsey at the treaties of
July and August, 1851.
Question. W ere you present at the treaty at Traverse des Sioux in
1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. While there were you present at any "councils" held between the Indians and the traders ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What object had the Indians and traders in meeting
together at these councils?
Answer. It was to consult about the claims of the traders against the
Indians.
Question. Were you present at the signing of the treaty of July,
1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. Was there any other paper signed there at the same time?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What was the character of that paper, (the "Traders'
Paper" shown to him,) and .is this paper the original?
Answer. This is the paper (called the " Traders' Paper) which I
saw signed on that occasion.
Question. Were the contents of this paper, to your knowledge, explained to the Indians bifore they signed it?
Answer. They were.
Question. Where was it explained?
Answer. It was about a mile from where the comm1sswners were
encamped in Tah-coo-ta's, Ta-ka-ra's lodge.
Question. Where did the Indiat'ls go to when they left this council
in which the " Traders' Paper" was explained?
Answer. To a shelter where they generally held their councils, and
where they met the commissioners.
Question. W ere the treaty and " Traders' Paper" signed immediately after they left the lodge of Tah-coo-ta, or Ta-ka-ra?
Answer. If I recollect right it was signed the next day.
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Question. Were the chiefs generally prese'n t at Tah-coo-ta' s, or Taka-ra's lodge ?
Answer. They were with the exception of one chief.
Question. Who explained the "Traders' Paper" to them?
Answer. Joseph Renville and Mr. Gabriel Renville.
Question .. Was there any agreement entered into between the traders
and Indians of any particular sum of money to be set apart for the payment of their debts before the paper was signed ?
Answer. Yes ; I believe it was four hundred thousand ($400,000)
dollars that they owed. They agreed upon two hundred and seventyfive thousand ($275,000) dollars, a part being for the "half~breeds," a
part for the traders, and a part for their removal and subsistence. This
was the agreement between the traders and Indians.
Question. How much was intended for the traders ?
Answer. I do not recollect right, but I believe it was two hundred
and twenty thousand ($2~0,000) dollars.
Question. Did the Indians sign this paper voluntarily, so far as you
know?
Answer. They did, as far as I know.
Question. Did any of the chiefs or headmen speak in the council
where the " Traders' Paper" was signed ?
Answer. Yes; " Sleepy Eyes" addressed the commissioners and
said that they had now satisfied the traders, and they wanted the traders
now not to charge them so much for their goods.
Question. Did you hear any of the chiefs or headmen, after they had
signed the treaty and " Traders' Paper," speak of having provided for
they payment of their debts?
Answer. Yes; after they had adjourned the "Whistler" came to
me and shook hands with me and said, you must not forget Louis
Roberts; we owe him seven thousand ($7;000) dollars. "Big Curly,"
the "Gun," and some of the principal men, said they were satisfied
now that they had provided for their traders.
Question. Were you present at the distribution of the " half-breed"
money?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What chiefs were present on th:tt occasion that you recognized?
Answer. "Big Gun," "Curly Head," "Wah-nok-soon-ta," "Limping Devil," the "Orphan," "Sleepy Eyes," and "Red Iron."
Question. How was the distribution mac..le ?
Answer. Soon after the adjournment from the council where the
treaty was signed they went about fifty or sixty yards from where they
keld their council. They then sent for Mr. Sibley and all the halfbreeds who were about tbe place, and each cbiefnamed his own relations, and asked Mr. Sibley to put hem down on the paper, which he
did.
Question. Did " Red Iron" take any part in it?
Answer. Yes ; he named all his relations.
Question. Had you a claim against the upper Sioux Indians ?
Answer. Yes.
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Question. Was it correct and sworn to ; and do you still assert it to
be correct?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you at the payment at Traverse des Sioux in the fall
ofl852?
Answer. I was.
Question. Was there a " soldiers' lodge" erected there when you
arrived there?
,
Answer. As soon as I reached there I heard that there was a " soldiers' lodge;" and I know of my own knowledge that there was one.
Question. By whom was it established?
Answer. By " Red Iron" and his band.
Question. What was the object of this " soldiers' lodge?"
Answer. It was to prevent the Indians from coming to the white
.
people's lodges, tents, and houses.
Question. What effect had this "soldiers' lodge" upon the other
'
chiefs?
Answer It prevented the chiefs from coming to see the white people.
Question. What was the conduct of the other chiefs in consequence
of this " lodge ?"
Answer. They were afraid to go about as usual.
Question. From your own knowledge of the effect of that "soldiers'
lodge" were any of the other chiefs intimidated from going into council
with Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Yes; they were.
sent frequently to
Question. Do you know that Governor Ram
the chiefs to come into council.
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did they come when sent for?
.
Answer. No; they sent word by the interpreter that they were afraid
of their own soldiers.
Question. For what purpose did Governor Ramsey send for them?
Answer. It was to make out the "rolls."
Question. Were you there when "Red Iron" was arrested?
Answer. No.
Question. Do you know whether any councils were held previous to
the arrest of " Reel Iron ?"
·
Answer. I do not recollect of any that were held.
Question. Did you hear any of the chiefs demand to have the money
paid into their own hands; and if so, what chiefs?
Answer. I did; "Red Iron," or "Limping Devil," one of them. I
will not be positive which of them.
Question Did they demand the whole of the money?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey do or say when they made
this demand ?
Answer. He told them that if they would come and make their
"rolls" that they would be paid their" annuity money."
Question. Did you see any of the W ah-pa-toan or See-see-toan chiefs
sign the receipt to Governor Ramsey for two hundred and fifty thousand ($250,000) dollars?
Answer. Yes ; I went to the council house, where I saw the '' Little
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band. A part of them had signed it before I got there. Afteil.,got in the governor asked the I.ndians if they understood what
they h'ti~l .signed, and asked Doctor Foster to read it. I explained it
to the In·dians, and asked if they understood it. They said "yes." · I
also saw " Limping Devil" sign it ; and it was explained t0 him. I
saw no others sign it.
Question. Did any of the other chiefs tell you that they had signed
the paper; and what did they say about it?
Answer. They did. I saw in Mr. McLeod's store y~ung "Sleepy
Eyes," "0-ta-ke-ta," and "Wah-na-ta." They told me that they had
just signed it.
.
Question. What was their language on that occasiOn ?
Answer. They said, laughingly, we have signed that paper of the
traders, and suppose you are all satisfied now.
Question. Was No-hope-ton there?
Answer. He was.
,
Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey tell the chiefs, or
any of them, either in or out of council, that he would not pay their
" annuities" unless they signed a receipt, either at Mendota or the
"agency," until they paid their debts?
Answer. I never did.
Question. When were the " annuities" paid at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I cannot , exactly say, but it was between ten and twelve
days after the governor arrived there.
Question. How long was it after their "rolls" were macl,e out before
they were paid their ' annuity money?"
Answer. The same day, ifi recollect right.
Question. Do you know of any traders who presented accounts that
were excluded prior to the treaty of 1851?
Answer. I do not. I believe Mr. Wells had an account which was
not presented. I do not know of any others.
Question. Do you think the distribution among the traders, as made
at Traverse des Sioux, was a just one ?
Answer. I believe it was.
Question. Were you present at the treaty of Mendota, in August,.
1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did the Indians, about the time of that treaty, acknowledge
an indebtedness to the traders ?
Answer. Yes; but I do not recollect the .amount.
•
Question. Did the Indians and traders agree upon any sum of money
which the traders were to receive in satisfaction of their debts? ·
Answer. Yes ; ninety thousand ($90,,000) dollars.
Question. Did the Indians say how they intended to pay that ninety
thousand dollars?
Answer. Yes; they were to naUile the persons themselves who they
wanted paid, and they referred tG that ninety thousand dollars. They
expected to get it from the treaty they were making with the government.
. Question. Did you ever hear Governor Ramsey, in any council in
which you were the interpreter, tilr where you were present,. tell the
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chiefs of the Med-a-wa-kan-toan bands that he would not release their
prisoners unless they signed a receipt for the "hand money," or paid
their debts to the traders?
Answer. No.
Question. Do you know of any bribe, or offer of goods, horses, or
other property, being made to any of these chiefs, either at Traverse
des Sioux, or Mendota, or the agency, or at any other place, by Governor Ramsey, or any one for him, or with his consent and approval,
to induce the Indians to sign the receipt for the "hand money" due to
them, or to pay their debts to their traders?
Answer. No.
Question. Do you know of any acts of cruelty, harshness, oppression, or coercion of any kind, used by Governor Ramsey, or by any one
in his behalf, to induce or compel the chiefs, either at Traverse des
Sioux, or Mendota, or any other place, to sign his receipts or vouchers,
or to pay their debts to the traders ?
/
Answer. No.
Question. How many councils were held at Mendota during the
payment of the lower bands of Sioux Indians ?
Answer. Only one to my recollection; but I was not there.
Question. Were you present in any council where the Med-a-wakan-toan chiefs demanded their money of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Who made the demand of Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. "W a-ha shaw" and Mock-pee-wee-chas-ta, or the "Cloud
Man." I heard them say to the governor that they wanted all of their
money.
Question. What did he mean by all their money ?
Answer. I suppose he meant all the money they were to get under
the treaty of August, 1851.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey say in reply?
Answer. He told them he could not pay all the money until they
would get to their new homes.
Question. Were they unanimous in this demand ?
Answer. No.
Question. Who were opposed to it in that council ; what chiefs?
Answer. Tah-chan-koo-wash-ta, or Good Road.
Question. What did Good Road say?
Answer1• I do not recollect exactly what he said. The governor, he
said, had a good deal of talk, and had come to no conclusion. For his
part, he wanted to pay the traders and to get their annuities.
Question. Who is the speaker in the councils, generally, for Mahzah-ho-tah or Grey Iron's band?
Answer. Bad Hail.
Question. Did he speak in the council where vVa-ba-shaw demanded
the money of Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was he in favor of paying the money to the Indians or to
the traders?
·
Answer. He was in favor of paying the money to the traders.
Question. To whose band does Medicine Bottle belong?
18
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Answer. To Little Cro.w's band.
Questioh. Was Little Crow present at that council?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did Medicine Bottle speak in that council?
Answer. Yes.
.
Question. Was he in favor of paying the money to the Indians or to
the traders ?
Answer. He was in favor of paying it to the traders.
Question. Did Little Crow dissent or object to it?
Answer. No.
Question. Was Little Six or Shak-o-pee present in that council?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was his brother there?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did he speak in that counciL?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Was he in favor of paying the money to the Indians or to
the traders ?
Answer. He spoke in favor of paying the money to the traders.
Question. Did Little Six or Shak-o-pee object to what he said?
Answer. No.
Question. What did Governor Ramsey advise them to do, after they
had finished speaking, in regard to their money matters?
Answer. He advised them to pay their debts like white men, or
something to that effect.
Question. Did he name any sum which he advised them to pay to
their traders ?
Answer. Yes; he advised them to pay seventy thousand dollars to
their traders; and twenty thousand dollars to their "half-breeds."
Question. vV ere you present when any of the chiefs signed a receipt
to Governor Ramsey for ninety thousand dollars ?
Answer. Yes; "Little Crow," "Good Road," Shak-o-pee, and the
"Star," signed in my presence.
Question. Was the receipt read and explained to the Indians before
they signed it ?
Answer. Yes ; it was read by the governor, and I explained it to
them.
Question. Did they sign it freely, and without coercion?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were many of their people present when they signed it?
Answer. About twenty-five or thirty were present. The room was
full. I did not count them.
Question. Were you present when Mock-pee-wee-chas-tah, or the
"Cloud Man," signed it?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What other chiefs were present at that time?
Answer. They were all present, but W a.-ba-shaw and W ah-coo-ta Y
and the receipt was explained to the " Cloud Man," in the presence of~
all these chiefs.
Question. Was their attention directed to it, and did they say they
understood it?
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Answer. Yes.
Question. Were many of the Indians present?
Answer. The house was crowded. .
.
Question. Where was it ?
Answer. At the agency.
Question. Did you at any council, either at Mendota or Traverse des
Sioux, or the "agency," hear the chiefs request Governor Ramsey to
appoint arbitrators, or any person or persons to whom should be submitted the accounts of the traders for examination and allowance ?
Answer. No.
Question. Had the money under either treaty been paid into the
hands of the Indians would they have settled their affairs, paid their
just engagements, and retained money for their subsistence and removal?
Answer. I do not believe that they would have paid one dollar. I
do not think that they would hav~ kept any for their traders, subsistence, or half-breeds. They would have spent it all in purchasing
horses, whiskey, and other goods, as they generally do when they get
money.
Question. With your long intercourse with the Indians, what is your .
opinion of their veracity ; and would it make any difference -in their
testimony, whethei· it was on oath or not, in any matter in which they
had either feeling or interest, or conceived themselves interested?
Answer. I do not believe it makes any difference with them whether
they are on oath or not ; and I would not believe them if they were
interested or had feeling, or conceived themselves to have an interest in
regard to any matter whatever.
Question. Did you present a claim against the Med-a-wa-kan-toan
Indians?
Answer. Yes, for nine thousand dollars. It was sworn to, and was
correct.
Question. In Governor Ramsey's intercourse with the Indians, has
his conduct been cruel and oppressive, or kind and indulgent?
Answer. He has always been very kind to them .

/

.A~EXANDER F ARRIBAULT, cross-examined by the government commiSSioners.
Question. Before the treaties with the Sioux Indians in July and
August, 1851, had you been connected with the "fur company?"
Answer. Yes.
Question. How much was your claim against the lowfT bands, and
how much against the upper bands of Sioux Indians ?
·
Answer. Nine thousand ($9,000) dollars against the Med-a-wa-kantoan bands, or lower Sioux; eighteen thousand ($18,000) dollars against
the See-see-toan and W ah-pa-toan bands, or upper Sioux; and fortvthree thousand ($43,000) dollars against the W ah-pa-coo-ta band. "
Question. Were you employed by Governor Ramsey as interpreter
at these treaties in 1851?
Answer. I was.
Questiop: Was the "Traders' Paper" explained to the Indians in
open council at Traverse des Sioux when they signed it?
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Answer. No, not to my knowledge.
Question. vV as the schedule to the " Traders' Paper," and the
amounts they were to receive, attached to that paper before the Indians
signed it?
Answer. I believe not.
Question. Was that schedule of debts to be paid to the traders explained to the chiefs in open council when it was attached to the
" Traders' Paper?"
Answer. I do not remember that it was explained.
Question. When " Red Iron" and " Limping Devil" demanded that
their money should be paiJ into their own hands, were all the · chiefs
who were then at Traverse des Sioux present?
Answer. I do not recollect.
Question. \Vhat did Governor Ramsey reply to this demand?
Answer. He replied that he could not pay them all their money, but
that if they would come ~nd make their "rolls," he would pay their
" annuities."
Question. Were not all the old chiefs present opposed to letting
Governor Ramsey pay two hundred and ten thousand ($210,000) dollars to the traders ?
Answer. No.
Quef3tion. Which of them, in " open council," told Governor Ramsey to pay that sum to the traders?
Answer. I never heard any of them say so.
Question. \Vas it in ZJTivate that some of them said that they were
willing that Governor Ramsey should pay that sum to the traders?
Answer. I judged so by their every day talk and willingness to sign
the papers.
Question. Did the chiefs at the payment at Traverse des Sioux, after
the treaty, direct Governor Ramsey in open council to pay two hundred
and ten thousand ($210,000) dollars to the traders?
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. Was not the soldiers' lodge intended to prevent the hand
money fi·om being paid to the traders by Governor Ramsey, and to prevent them (the chiefs) from signing the receipts?
Answer. I have not understood by any one that it was for that
purpose.
Question. Do you not know, of your own knowledge, that this was
the object, and the cause of all the trouble there?
Answer. I do not know personally, but I have reason to believe it
was something to that effect.
Question. Did you ever hear any one chief in open council, under
the fourth article of the treaty of 18~1, direct Governor Ramsey to pay
the traders two hundred and ten thousand ($210,000) dollars?
,
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. You say that you were at the payment at Mendota, or at
the agency of . the lower Sioux Indians. Now, how long were the
lo\1\'er bands of Med-a-wah-kan-toan and W ah-pa-coo-ta Sioux at
Mendota and the agency before the payment of their annuities ?
Answer. I do not recollect the time, but I guess about ten or twelve
days.
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Question. What was Governor Ram;;ey doing during that time?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did he hold open councils with the Indians every day
except on Sundays ?
Answer. No.
Question. What were they all waiting for?
Answer. The Indians w ere waiting for their annuities.
Question. Who had the annuity money, Governor Ramsey or agent
McLean?
Answer. I believe Major McLean, but I do not know exactly.
Question. Do you not know that Governor RamseY' desired to get
the receipts from the chiefs for the traders' money before the annuities
were paid to the Indians ?
Answer. I never had any conversation with the governor, so I do
not know.
Question. Did not Governor Ramsey tell the traders that he could
not pay them until he procured the receipts from the chiefs as his
security?
Answer. I have never heard him say so.
Question. Did you not assist Governor Ramsey to get the receipts
from the Indians for the traders' money?
Answer. No.
Question. Did not the governor ask you to assist him in getting them?
Answer. Never.
Question. Did you assist anybody to get these receipts f(x Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. For my own interest I went to the Indians and advised
them to sign the receipts.
Question. Did you offer them, or any one of them, anything to induce them to sign it?
Answer. No.
Question. Did others offer them anything in your presence?
Answer. Not in my presence.
Question. Were presents offered to them at any time before the
signing of the receipts ?
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. Did you ever hear the Med-a-wah-kan-toan chiefs in open
council, before they signed the receipt to Governor Ramsey for ninety
thousand ($90,000) dollars, direct him to pay the traders seventy thousand ($70,000) dollars?
Answer. No.
. Question. Do you know whether there were any provisions issued
to the Indians before they signed tQ.is receipt for the ninety thousand
($90,000) dollars?
Answer. I do not know of my own knowledge.
Question. You say that Bad Hail is the speaker for Gray Iron's
band, and that he spoke in a council in favor of paying the traders . .
Now, please say if he had not a son confined in jail at the fort, for the
murd~r of certain Chippewa Indians, by Governor Ramsey's order at
that tlme?
Answer. He had, as I understood.
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Question. Was that son released after that without a trial?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Was he released afterwards by Governor Ramsey ?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did you not see him at large shortly afterwards ?
Answer. No.
Question. How long before he was seen at large by you?
Answer. It must have been six or seven months.
Question. Had you heard of his release before that time ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. How long before that time?
Answer. It was some time about the payment that I heard so.
Question. What per centage did you pay on your claims?
Answer. Fifteen per cent.
Question. Was there any sum paid to you for your services in this
matter of the treaty and payment to the traders?
Answer. No.
Question. In what kind of money was }Our account paid to you by
Hugh Tyler?
Answer. In checks and bank notes.
Question. \Vas there any understanding or agreement by you to pay
Hugh Tyler this fifteen per cent. before the time of the payment?
Answer. There was an understanding that a percentage was to be
paid to Mr. Tyler, but the amount was not agreed upon. There was
such an understanding with all the claimants.
Question. What was the object of the establishment of the "soldiers'
lodge" by "Red Iron", and his band. Was it not to prevent the payment of the treaty money to the traders?
Answer. I understood that it was their object to prevent the Indians
from going to the white men's lodges or houses to hold any councils.
Question. Of this two hundred and fifty thousand ($250,000) dollars,
clue to the upper b:mcls of Indians of treaty money, was not two thousand ($2;000) dollars, or some such sum of money, paid or agreed to
'he paid to you out of the fifteen per cent. deducted by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I do not recollect to have made any such agreement, nor
do I recollect ever to have received one cent of that money.
Question. Did you hear "Reel Iron" in "open council," when several
chiefs were present, say to Governor Ramsey, that he hoped that they
would not be served in the payment of this money, as had happened
with the Med-a-wa-kan-toans, by paying their money to the traders; but
hoped that he would pay it to them in their own hands?
Answer. I heard him tell Governor Ramsey that he hoped that they
would not be served as the Med-a-wa-kan-toans had been; that he
wanted all the money paid to them ; and that they would then do what
they thought proper with it.
Question. Were you present at the time when "Red Iron" was
broken of his chieftainship by Governor Ramsey?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you hear "Red Iron" say to Governor Ramsey in
'I that council," that the object of the "soldiers' lodge" was to prevent single individuals, chiefs, and young men, from going to "councils"
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at night to sign papers ; that their object was to have all the chiefs to
o-o to "council'' together, that they might all know what \vas done.
Please state in your own language what was said at that time upon that
subject?
Ailswer. I was not the interpreter, and did not hear what was said.
Question. Were the " annuity pay rolls" made out there in " open
council" when the governor was present?
Answer. My recollection is, that these "pay rolls" were made out
by the agent, Major McLean. Governor Ramsey and Major McLean
occupied different places for their "councils."
Question. What was said and done about these "pay rolls," at any
of the "open councils," when Governor Ramsey \vas present?
Answer. I do not recollect of anything.
Question. Was the Traders' Paper explained to the chiefs in "open
council" at any time before it was signed; and if so, by whom was it
explained.
Answer. I was outside, and did not see the paper then; but I had
seen it before. I heard them explain that there was such an amount
for .the traders, such an amount for the half-breeds, and such an
amount for themselves. The explanation was rendered by Joseph
Renville and Gabriel Renville.
Question. Was this at the same time. and in the same "council,"
that the provisions of the treaty were explained to them; and when
they accepted the propositions of the commissioners ?
Answer. It was in the same council. There were no government
officers present.
Question. May it not have been the terms of the treaty that was explained to them, and not the " Traders' Paper," or was it both?
·
Answer. It was not the treaty.
Question. What chiefs were present at the " council" ·when these
explanations were made ?
.
Answer. "Big Curly," ''Limping Devil," the "Orphan," "Little
Rapids " chief, and old " Sleepy Eyes.'' These are all I recollect.

Question by Governor Ramsey's counsel.
Question. w·hat was the value of the drafts which you received m
payment of your claims ?
Answer. They were at par value, and as good as gold with me. I
preferred them to gold. I was offered gold, but preferred the drafts.

Examination of Captain JAMES MoNROE, of the United States army,
by the counsel of Governor Ramsey.
Question. Did you attend at Traverse des Sioux at the payment in
lb52, in the command of a company of United States troops?
Answer. Yes. I was in command of a United States company of
infantry, and five dragoons attached. I arrived at Traverse des Sioux
on the 19th of November, 1852.
Question. What was the state of things among the Indians when you
reached there?
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Answer. I received from the superintendent of Indian affairs (Governor Ramsey) an official communication orally to the effect, that the
chief" Reel Iron" had formed what is called a "war lodge," under
which he had interfered with the superintendent's communications
with the Indians there; that he had forbidden them fi·om coming and
holding any communication with him as superintendent. This is the
purport of what he stated to me.
Question. Now state the condition of things as you found them there
at that time ?
Answer. Upon this information received fi·om the superintendent, I
crossed the river iinmcdiately with my command, and commenced establishing it in a central position in the town of Traverse des Sioux at
the junction of two roads. While we were engaged in pitching the
tents, a considerable 'body of Indians, from forty to fifty in number, came
down from the house of Mr. Sweetser and attempted to pass directly
across the line ; I forbid their passing ; and to the first direction or
order not to pass they paid no attention whatever, nor did they retire
until the command was thrown across their path, (the way they were
coming;) and there was no option left them but to retire or to come to
collision with the troops.
Question. What was their manner and conduct at the time they approached your lines ?
'
Answer. Their manner was, they marched straight on the line and
one of the Indians cocked his gun, when one of the sergeants drew his
sword. They did not advance any further after the line was thrown
across. There walk was a tolerably rapid gait. I did not notice any
signs of excitement as they came dovvn.
Question. Were they armed?
Answer. They were.
Question. What conversation took place between you and the chief
"Red Iron," when he came up to your line?
Answer. None, mysel£
Question. What communication did you send to "Red Iron"?
Answer. I sent a message, through Lieutenant Kelton, with an interpreter, that the chief; "Red Iron," was at liberty to pass in to see
the superintendent, but that he could not be followed by a large body
of armed men. The chief and his men then turned and went toward
Mr. Sweetser's house, or in that direction, except one Indian. 'Vhen
the word was received by the Indians, there was a general reply of "No,"
that the chief should not go in alone. After the Indians had reached
the elevation above, I heard two or three guns fired. This Indian, who
remained, drove off a number of others who were standing around.
Question. Do you know of Governor Ramsey having sent for Red
Iron to come in, to induce him to break up his "soldiers' lodge"?
Answer. Governor Ramsey sent Lieutenant Kelton, with an interpreter, to Red Iron's camp, to tellhim that he wished him to come in
by the hour of 10 o'clock the following day.
Question. Do you know how often he sent for Red Iron?
Answer. I know but of that one time.
Question. Did he say he would come?
Answer. It was so reported to me by the officer.
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Question. Did he come at the time fixed?
Answer. He did not come at that hour.
Question. Was there a detachment of United States troops sent to
bring him in ?-and when was it sent?
·
Answer. About an hour after the time mentioned, a party of troops
was sent for him, and brought him in.
Question. Did you see him and his band, about the hour fixed at
which he was to come in, at any place near to Governor Ramsey's
quarters?
Answer. I saw, about that hour, passing from the direction of Reu
Iron's lodges, along the front of Traverse des Sioux, a number of Indians, said to be Red Iron and his band.
·
Question. Were you present when he was arrested ?-and what took
place in that council?
Answer. I was present when he was brought to the camp, and told
him that he must go to the governor, and that he would select three or
four of .kis people to go in with him. He declined to select any ; but
upon my telling him that I would have to designate them myself, unless he did, he pointed out three or four, who went in with him to the
governor's quarters. Governor Ramsey said to him, "Why have you
not come in, on my sending for you, as you promised to do?" The
chief, Red Iron, replied, " I am now in." The governor then said to
him, "You have formed a "war lodge" here, which has conducted
itself in a very disorderly manne.r; you have threatened and intimidated
the other Indians, and prevented them from holding ' communication
with the officers of the government, who are here for that purpose;"
and more of the same import. Governor Ramsey then concluded by
saying, "You are broken as a chiej; and I now break you; and this officer
(pointing to myself) will keep you a prisoner." I immediately put
the chief in a room, and put a sentinel over him.
Question. When was " Red Iron" released, and how was he treated
during his confinement?
Answer. To the best of my recollection, he was released the following day. During his confinement he was treated with lenity, so far as
was consistent with secure keeping.
Question. What was the effect of his movements on the other chiefs,
prior to his arrest, so far as you observed?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. In Governor Ramsey's intercourse, was his conduct harsh
and tyrannical?
Answer. Not at all, so far as I observed.
Question. What prevented the Indians from coming in to have their
"pay rolls" made out? ·
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did the "annuity payment" take place immediately after
the " rolls were completed?"
Answer. I believe that it did.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey show an anxiety with the chiefs to
have the rolls made out?
Answer. I believe I heard him urge that point once or twice, saying the payment could not take place until they were completed.
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Question. Was " Red Iron " released as soon as his soldiers came in
and informed Governor Ramsey that the "soldiers' lodge" had been
.
·
destroyed, or broken up ?
Answer. The day after "Red Iron's" arrest, a number of his men
came in, and one, said to be the brother, told Governor Ramsey that
they now had no chief, that they had broken up the " lodge" soon
after the chief was released.
Question. What was your understanding of what the clamor among
the Indians was about?
Answer. I believe the clamor was in regard to the amount set aside
for the payment of their debts. I got this impression from what I
heard from the Indians themselves.

HERCULES L. DousMAN, sworn and examined as a witness on the
part of Governor Ramsey.
Question. Where do you reside?
Answer. At Prairie du Chien, in the State of Wisconsin.
Question. Have you resided in the Indian country, and how long?
Answer. I was born in the Indian country, and have resided there
ever since, or until Wisconsin was sold by the Indians.
Question. Were you present at Traverse des Sioux, at the treaty in
July, 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. During the pendency of that treaty, did you hear the
chiefs and headmen acknowledge their indebtedness to their traders?
Answer. The amount due to the traders was talked of on several
occasions in the presence of several of the chiefs and the traders. The
aggregate amount was not to my knowledge stated, but, that it was a
large amount. The Indians and traders agreed upon the sum of
$210,000, in full discharge of all their indebtedness, although the claims
were greater than that amount.
Question. Were the chiefs generally present when this agreement
was made between the Indians and the traders?
Answer. I should think a majority of them were.
Question. Were the traders generally present?
Answer. Yes ; most of the principal traders.
Question. Were you present when the "treaty" and " Traders'
Paper" were signed by the Indians?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Had the "Traders' Paper" been explained to them at any
time before it was signed?
Answer. On the morning previous to the signing of the treaty the
Indians had a "council" at a tent near the "council house," were the
object was to explain it. Whether it was explained or not I do not
know.
Question. When they left that tent where did they go to?
Answer. Directly to the "council house."
·
Question. By what authority was the $210,000 distributed among
the traders?
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Ansvver. By agreement between the Indians and the traders that
they would take that amount.
Question. Who made the distribution ?
Answer. There was a committee appointed by the traders to
divide it.
Question. \Vas this distribution a fair and equitable one ?
Answer. It was, under all the circumstances.
Question. Was there any amount set apart for their half-breed relations?
Answer. Yes; there were forty thousand dollars, ($40,000.)
Question. Were you at the payment at Traverse des Stoux in the
fall of 1852 ?
Answer. I was.
Question. \Vhat do you know about the " soldiers' lodge" at
Traverse des Sioux, and by whom was it established?
Answer. The "soldiers' lodge" was established when I got there.
All, or nearly all, the soldiers who belong to Red Iron's band were
there. I saw "Red Iron" at the head of his men, parading up and
down; I mean that they were going in a body from place to place,
fi·om lodge to lodge, and from trading-house to trading-house.
Question. What was their conduct and manner on that occasion?
Answer. It was considered calculated to intimidate the Indians, and
was more rude towards the wbites than Indians are in the habit of
using towards the white people.
Question. Did you see the Indians approach Captain Monroe's company of United States soldiers?
Answer. Yes. They were all armed, and came down with every
demonstration that usually is made by Indians, hallooing, &c., and all
apprehended that there would be a conflict. I also saw the soldiers
drive off the Indians from around lodges in the evening, for what purpose I do not know.
Question. Were you present in a council where "Red Iron" and
his band met Governor Ramsey, and what was their conduct at that
time?
Answer. The council was held in a small room of the governor's,
and I was on the outside. There was a good deal of excitement
among the young men, and a good deal of violent talking, but I could
not understand them from my knowledge of Indian character.
Question. Do you know of Governor Ramsey's having frequently
sent for the chiefs to come into council ?
Answer. I heard Governor Ramsey on several occasions tell messengers to go and call in the chiefs.
Question. Did you know his object in having them brought in?
Answer. To have them come in and have the "rolls" taken, and to
get their "annuity" money.
Question. Did the chiefs come when sent for?
. Answer. No; they did not come in a body, they came m one at a
time.
Question. What reason did they assign for not coming ?
Answer. I heard on two or three different occasions that the reason
why the chiefs did not come in was that their bands were small, and
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that they did not want to do anything without them ; that their bands
not being there they could not cope with the "soldiers' lodge."
Question. Do you know of Governor Ramsey's having sent for
"Red Iron?"
Answer. I think he sent by Lieutenant K elton, and once or twice
beside that, requesting him to come in, as he wished to have a talk
with him. He did not come when sent for, to my knowledge.
Question. Were you there when he was brought in by a detachment
of United St:ltes soldiers ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. What occurred after he was brought before Governor
Ramsey?
Answer. I think Governor Ramsey asked him why he did not come
in when he sent for him. He replied, that he was prevented from
coming by the soldiers of his band. The governor said that he had
behaved badly, and that he should have come when he sent for him;
that he did not treat the government officers \Vith proper respect ; that
if he could not control his soldiers, there ought to be some one at the
head of the band who could do it. The governor then told him that
he should keep him in confiement until the "soldiers' lodge" was
disbanded and broken up. H e was then put in confinement in a house .
near where we all resided. I think that he was released the next day,
but I am not positive. He was well treated during his confinement,
and was full as well off as any of us, if not better.
.
Question. How soon were the Indians paid their " annuities" after
the " pay rolls" were completed ?
Answer. I think they were paid as soon as Major McLean said he
had completed the "rolls."
Question. What took place between Governor Ramsey and Major
McLean?
Answer. 1 heard Governor Ramsey ask Major McLean if he had
completed his "rolls."
Question. Do you know whether Governor Ramsey was anxious to
have the " pay rolls" made out?
Answer. I heard him several times express great anxiety to have
them made out as soon as possible.
Question. Look at the power of attorney on Senate Doc. No. 29,
pages 29 and 30, and say whether you are a subscribing witness to
that paper or not ?
Answer. Yes, I was a subscribing witness, and explained it to those
who could not speak English.
·
Question. Do you know of Joseph Rienville presenting an account
against the upper Indians, and did he swear to it in your presence.
Answer. I saw Governor Ramsey swear him to the account.
Question. Were you at the treaty at Mendota in August, 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Do you know of the Indians, during the pendency of the
treaty, having acknowledged an indebtedness to the traders?
Answer. I know that the matter of the debts due by the Med-a-wakan-toan bands was the subject of frequent conversation.
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Question. Was any amount fixed upon which the traders agreed to
receive in full acquittance of their debts?
Answ~r. I do not know, from my own knowledge.
Questwn. What amount of indebtedness did the Indians acknowledge?
Answer. After the treaty was signed, there was a "council" held
between the traders and the Indians, in which a list of the debts was
laid before the Indians. They assented to most of them, but some
they objected to. The amount they assented to in that " council" exceeded $100,000, to the best of my knowledge.
Question. Dirl they ever say anything to you about any provision
being made for their traders ?
Answer. I never had any conversation with them on that subject.
Question. From your long intercourse with the Indians, what is your
opinion of their veracity; and would it make any difference whether
they were sworn or not ?
Answer. With most Indians I should think it would make very little
difference whether they were sworn or not ; and it would not prevent
them from telling a falsehood, if it would subserve their interest.
Question. Would you believe an Indian on oath, if he had either.
feeling or interest in the matter ?
Answer. I would not, if he had deep feeling or interest.
Question. Did you ever confederate with Governor Ramsey to absorb
the whole fund, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors ?
Answer. No; neither with Governor Ramsey or anybody else. nor
of any part of the fund, in any manner whatever.
Question. Will you explain why your name appears in connexion
with Mr. Bailley's on the traders' distribution list?
Answer. Mr.' Bailiey had charge of an " outfit " at Mendota, to trade
with the Sioux Indian.,; up to ] 834. Mr. Bailley presented the account
in the name of" Bailley's outfit." I acted ~:~s the agent of the "American Fur Company" in that matter, and represented their interest at
that time, at Traverse des Sioux, in this particular transaction.
Question. Why was the account presented by Mr. Sibley, as agent
for the American Fur Company, sworn to you by you?
Answer. Up to 1834 the " outfits" to the Sioux country were made
at Prairie du Chien. I was knowing to the different " outfits," and the
accounts were rendered to me by the different clerks from 1826 to
1834, the time I was in the country.
Question. Do you know of any claims that were presented against
the upper bands that were excluded?
Answer. No.
Question. Do you know of any traders' claims prior to the year
1851 that were not presented?
·
Answer. No, I do not from 1821 to 1851.
·
Question. Do you know of any acts of harshness, menace, or cruelty,
on the part of Governor Ramsey to induce them to sign receipts, or to
pay their debts?
Answer. No; not to my knowledge.
Question. Do you know of any bribes. or presents, or offers, of any
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improper inducements, to get these chiefs to sign receipts, or to pay
their debts to the traders?
Answer. No.
Question. Do you know of any chiefs, either in or out of council,
ever applying to Governor Ramsey to appoint arbitrators, or any other
person or persons, to examine into the correctness of the traders' accounts.
Answer. I never was present where any such proposition wa~ made.
Question. Did you ever hear the chiefs at Traverse des Swux. or
Mendota, or the agency, demand the money of Governor R amsey ? .
Answer. I heard "Limping Devil," and one or two others, come m
and have a council, in which they said to Governor Ramsey, that they
. wanted all the money put on the floor, as they wanted to see the whole
of it, and that they might tell what to do with it. I have no recollection of being present at any other time. Governor Ramsey asked them if
they wanted their "annuity money," and they ·said "they wanted all
that was coming to them-the whole if their money.
Question. Had the whole of this· money been paid into the hands
of the Indians, would they have settled their affairs, paid their just.
engagements, and retained a sufficient sum for their removal and subsistence f
Answer. If the whole amount had been paid to them in · bulk, it
would have produced a great dissention among them-quarrelling and
fighting-and I think it very questionable whether they would have
paid any of their engagements ; and as to their removal and subsistence,
I think they would have been different from any Indians I know anything about, if they had kept any for a future day. I think they would
have spent it all.
Question. Were you present, or did you hear Governor Ramsey tell
any of the chiefs that he would not pay their "annuities," or release
their prisoners, unless they signed certain receipts to pay their debts to
the traders?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you see any drunken Indians about Mendota, while
you were there?
Answer. No. I was pretty much all the time about Mendota, almost
every day.
Questioi1. Did you ever hear any one say, that, unless the traders
signed a power of attorney to Hugh Tyler, that the money would be
paid directly to the Indians?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you ever hear the remark made in the presence of
Governor Ramsey, by Hugh Tyler, "damn them, I think we will
fetch them; we will commence paying a few," &c?
Answer. Hugh Tyler, Governor Ramsey, and myself, slept up stairs
at Mr. Huggins's, and we were frequently up there together, and may
have come clown together; but I never heard that remark made. I
may have walked right out.
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HERCULES L. DousMAN, cross-examined by the government commissioners.
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Question. Did you have to pay a per centage on your claims to
Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I paid "fifleen" per cent. on a small claim.
Question. Were you, before the treaties of 1851, interested with the
'' American Fur Company," as a partner in any way?
Answer. Yes. From 1834 to 1841. The "American Fur Company" then closed up its concerns, and transferred their business to
Pierre Chouteau, jr., and Co., and I was there interested with the latter company, from 1841 to 1846, as a partner and factor both. Ireceived a part of the profits, and a salary besides.
Question. Was you interested in the claim presented by H. H. Sibley, as agent for the "American Fur Company," for $144,000?
Answer. The claim belonged, when I closed in 1841, exclusively to
them-, but by a subsequent agreement, I was to get a share in the
amount collected for my services in collecting the claim, and iu attending to it. The claims fi·om 1841 to 1846 I relinquished to Pierre
Chouteau, jr., and Co., and had no interest in them.
Question. What was to be done with the per centage collected fi·om
the traders and half-breeds by Hugh Tyler?
Answer. I understood it was to be applied to the payment of Mr.,
Tyler for his services in the procuring the ratification of the treaty.
and such other aid as he could render in the Territory ; also; for the ,
payment of agents and attorneys in Washington city, and also to defray the expenses in procuring the ratification of the amendments to the
treaty.
Answer. Was not some of it to be paid for securing to H. :a;. Sibley, or his representatives, the sum of $200,000, out of the monies to
be paid under the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of July 23, 1851?
Answer. No. I have no knowledge of any of the percentage being
paid for that purpose.
Question. Was not the sum of $13,000 paid to some person for the
purpose of securing to H. H. Sibley, or his reprPsentatives, the sum of
$200,000, under the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of July 23, 1851?
Answer. I never saw it paid. It may have been paid, but I never
paid it, or received it, or saw it paid, nor was it paid to any person
connected with the Indian department.
Question. Did such a sum or some part of it come into your hands
for the use or credit of any other person on such account, or for such
services?
Answer. I answer no.
Question. Was not the sum of $10,000, or some part of that sum,
paid in pursuance of an agreement in writing?
Answer. I cannot answer, for I do not know.
Question. Was there a contract entered into in writing between any
person or persons to give to one of the contracting parties the sum of
$10,000 to obtain from the chiefs such authority in writing as would
en,able H. H. Sibley, or his legal representatives, to obtain from the
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United States the sum of $200,000, in payment and discharge of the
indebtedness by the Indians, parties to the treaties of 1851 ?
Answer. "1 decline to answer this question, under the advice of counsel."
Question. Did Gov:ernor Ramsey tell you that he had deposited the
Sioux money, under the treaties of 1851, in any bank in the city of
New York?
Answer. He did. He said he deposited it all, except what he brought
with him, in the Merchants' bank of New York and the Bank of Commerce .
.Question. How mu~h paper money did he bring with him?
Answer. I never heard birr say how much.
Question. Did you ever hear Hugh .Tyler say who were the employed agents in Washington to secure the ratification of the treaties of
1851?
Answer. No.
Question. Was any of this per centage paid to persons assisting to
get the necessary papers signed by the Indians to settle up these Sioux
payments?
Answer. I did not pay it myself; but I have reason to believe it was
so paid for this purpose, and to procure the ratification of ·the treaties.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey know that employed agents were
at work in procuring the recognition of debts to the traders by the Indians, and to get the necessary papers prepared for that purpose?
Answer. I do not know that Governor Ramsey knew of any person
being so employed except Mr. Tyler.
Question. Do you know whether Hugh Tyler ever deposited the
proceeds of that per centage in any bank or other place, in any of the
States, from what Tyler himself or his employees told you, or from
what you know yourself personally?
Answer. I have no knowledge on the subject.
Question. The per centage amounted, as is estimated, to near $60,000. Now, did the treaties and the incidents of its ratification, in your
judgment, cost that sum, or the half of it, if employed in a proper
manner?
· Answer. There was but a small portion of it paid out in this country.
What amount was paid out in Washington, or how it was spent, I do
not know. I don't know what these things cost in Washington city.

S. R. RIGGS, sworn and examined as a witness on the part of Governor
Ramsey.
Question. Where do you reside ?
Answer. At L ac qui Parle.
Question. How long have you resided among the Sioux Indians?
Answer. Sixteen years past.
Question. Do you speak and write the Dakota or Sioux language?
Answer. I do.
Question. Were you employed by Commissioners Lea and Ramsey
at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux in 1851?
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Answer. I was.
Question. Did you witness the signing of a paper by the Indians at
the same time they signed the treaty?
Answer. I did.
Question. 'Vhat was the character of the other paper?
Answer. It was for the purpose of distributing the $275,000, or that
portion of it 'vhich went to the traders and half~breeds.
Question. When they signed this paper did the Indians understand it ?
Answer. I think the chiefs and a mqjor par~of the braves did.
Question. Did you know the contents of that paper when you signed
it ; and in your talks with the Indians, in the councils which you attended, did you interpret to them that the object of the $275,000 was
for the p_ayment of their debts, for their half:.breeds, and for their removal and subsistence, and did they so understand and agree to it?
Answer. I never had read or seen that paper when I signed it, but
I supposed I knew it to be a paper making arrangements for the distribution of that portion of the $275,000 which went to the traders and
half-breeds. In my talks with the Indians, at the councils which I attended at their own lodges, I did interpret to them that the object of
the $275,000 was for their traders, half-breeds, and for their removal
and subsistence. I think they understo;d it, and they agreed to it.
Question. Do you know of councils being held in which the traders'
claims and the matter of the Traders' Paper w·ere before them f(:nconsideration?
·
Answer. I knew such councils vvere being held, for I was invited to
attend them by Indian chiefs and half~breeds, but declined.
Question. \Vill you state any conversations held with the chiefs, having regard to the payment of their debts and the division of the money
·.
set apart for the traders ?
Answer. It is nvo years or more since I talked with them. I remember a conversation I had with Big Curly Head, of various appli.:.
cations made to him, on the part of half-breeds and some of the smaller
traders, desiring him to secure to them as large a part of this money
(the $275,000) as he could.
Question. Did you hear any of the chiefs after the treaty say that
they had made an arrangement with the traders, by which the traders
vvere to divide the money among themselves?
Answer. I heard Sleepy Eyes say that, as they had now made an
arrangement with the traders to pay their debts, he hoped that they
would not charge such high prices for their goods in future. The Or-"
pharr said something to the same effect. This was in the council at the
signing of the treaty. I heard Big Curly Head and his men talk of the
.. .
matter as being settled.
Question. Were the chiefs generally present when Sleepy Eyes·
spoke as you have stated?
Answer. They were, or all that were there.
Question. Was Big Curly Head present at the payment at Traverse·
des Sioux in the fall of 1852 ?
·
.
Answer. He was not.
·
Question. See page :112 of the manuscript copy of evidence taken
by the committee ofthe United States Senate, and the receipt or direc-
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tion of Big Curly Head at Lac qui Parle, as witnessed by you and
Lorenzo Lawrence, and say how that paper came to be made.
Answer. O_n or. a~out the 13th of January, 1853, Big Curly H ead
and four of lns pnnc1pal men came to my house and said they were on
a matter of business ; that one of their · num her had been at the payment at Traverse des Sioux, and would have there signed the paper
which the governor wished them to sign, in regard to the distribution
of the traders' money, but had been prevented fi·om doing so by Red Iron
and his band; and that ~ow, after consultation among themselves, they
were desirous to send some paper signifying their assent to the arrangement proposed, if any further arrangement or evidence was necessary,
and if 1 thought it was best. I told them that it was a matter altogether
between themselves and the traders and half-breeds; that I was satisfied the traders had just claims against them, which they had aclmowledged, and I thought it was their duty to do anything necessary to the
payment of that money, to meet the demands against them; and that,
although I should not have suggested it to them, I thought it was right
that they should make out the paper as they proposed. I sent the
copy to Governor Ramsey which is found on the page and paper
above referred to.
Question. Do you know of ·any influences being used to induce the
Indians to sign the "Traders' Paper," and to acknowledge their indebtedness to the traders.
·
Answer. I do not know of anv.
Question. Do yon know of the traders and Indians having agreed
upon the sum to be received, in ti.1ll acquitance of their claims against
the Indians; if so, what amount?
Answer. I did know, prior to the treaty, the precise part of the
$275,000 which was to be paid to the traders.
Question. Do you know of a council being held ajteT the treaty, for
the purpose of distributing the "half-breed money?
Answer. 1 knew such a council was held, but I was not present.
Question. What is the influence of the " braves " over their chiefs?
Answer. The power of the "braves" is always greater than that of
the chiefs. They consider the land as belonging to them ~ and I suppose they can, at any time, when any considerable number of them are
united, compel their chiefs to do as they think best.
Question. From your long intercourse with the Indians, what is your ....
opinion of their veracity ; and v,rould it make any difference whether
they were sworn or not?
Answer.. Their being sworn would make no difference, nor would I
believe them if they supposed they had an interest at stake. I speak
generally, but there may be exceptions. A chief's popularity consists in his ability to beg and lie, and make " feasts."
Question. As a general thing will one chief follow another in what
he says or does, when in "council" together.
Answer. They are very much in fear of each other; and consider the
person taking the first step as the author or originator of the
proposition, a~d hold hi~n : esponsible for the act; although they generally fi)llow w1thout hes1tatwn;
·
··
· · Question. Had the money hL:en paid into the hands of the Indians.
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would they have settled their aflairs, paid their engagements, and retained a sufficient amount for their removal and subsistence?
Answer. I do not think they would. I think they could not have
made any division among themselves. They would not have paid but
a very small portion of it to any of the traders. I think they would not
have made anything like an equitable division among the "half-breeds;"
and it would have resulted in fighting and bloodshed.
Question. Why is it that where the papers are executed at different
times the names of different chiefs appear to them?
Answer. Because they have never all been· present at any one time.
At the treaty at Traverse des Sioux there was but one northern Seesee-toan present, (the "Orphan."
Que.stion. ln his intercourse with the Indians has Governor Ramsey's
conduct been harsh and cruel, or otherwise?
Answer. It has been generally kind.
S. R. RIGGS, cross-examined by, the government commissioners.
Question. Did you ever bear the chiefs in "open council" direct
Governor Ramsey to pay to the traders $210,000, under the treaty of
the 23d of July, 1851?
Answer. No.
Question. Did you not hear the chiefs "in open council," after they
had signed this "Traders' Paper," and before Governor Ramsey had
lefi: Traverse des Sioux, tell him that they had a paper which protested against the payment of the money to the traders ?
Answer. I never did.
Question. Did you ever see a "protest" signed by the chiefs :mel
headmen, protesting against the payment of the traders?
Answer. I never did.
Question. Was the paper signed by you as a witness, and called the
"Traders' Paper," ever explained to the Indians in "open council,"
where they signed it, and when they signed it?
·
Answer. It was not explained to them where they signed it, ·or when
they signed it. The circumstances of the case prevented it.
Question. Was the List or schedule of the amounts to be paid to the
traders attached to that paper when you' witnessed it, or when the
Indians signed it?
Answer. It was not.
Question. Did you not think when you first signed it, and di9 you
not say so, that you thought it was a copy of the treaty?
Answer. I never said so, or thought so.
Question. Did you aid the traders in getting the Indians to sign it?
Answer. I believe, in one or two instances, I said to an individual or
individuals, "they say you will sign this also."
Question. Did you have a claim as a trader ?
Answer. No.
Question. Was not you allowed on that "Traders' Paper" the ,sum
of eight hundred dollars, or about that sum?
Answer. The "AmcTican Board of Foreign ~Missions" had a claim
against the upper IndiaNs, for some cattl~ killed by the Indians, of
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between eigbt and nine hundred dollar;;, \vhich was handed it1 at the
time of the treaty, and eight hundred dollars was allowed upon it.
Question. Did the traders not tell you that this claim should be
allowed, if you would a;;sist in getting the Indians to sign that paper,
and for othei; services?
Ansv;·er. They never told me anything of the kind. ''l'bey told me
they would take the paper, and it should f~lre as the rest of the claims.
I never was offered any bribe or anything of the kind.
Question. \Vho told you to stand by the " Traders' Paper," and to
point the Indians to it to be signed ?
Answer. No one told me so; and I did not do it, except in the instances above alluded to.
Question. \VI10 paid the money to you which was ' allowed on that
Traders' Paper t
Answer. Mr. H. H. Sibley.
Question. In what kind of 1i:mds were you paid?
Answer. vVhat I received personally \vas paid in New York city
bank notes.
Question. You sa v that the Indians were told by you that this
$275,000 was to pay their traders, &c. Now, was not that bifore the
treaty was signed?
Answer. Yes. I was explaining that portion of the treaty at the time.
Question. Do you believe that a Dakota or Sioux Indian ought ever
to be paid large sums of money?
Answer. No; I do not.
Question. Do you not think the law wrong to pay Indians peTCapita?
Answer. Not if the distribution is made by the agent.
Question. The treaty provides that this $275,000 shall be paid "to
the chiefs," in such manner as they hereafter in "open council" shall
request. Now, if they in "open council" did request Governor Ramsey to pay this money to themselves, ought it to have been so paid?
Answer. It ought to have been done in order to fulfill the literal language 0f the treaty; but it could not have been done without endangering both property and life.
Question. Were not the Indians, both before and at the time of the
treaty, uniformly given to understand that the $275,000 mentioned in
the tteaty, less the amount for removal and subsistence, was for the
benefit of the traders and half-breeds alone; and that they (the Indians)
had no further control over it?
Answer. Yes, they certainly were.
Question. \Vas the money paid according to the first clause and 4th
article ofthe treaty of the 23d July, 1851?
Answer. It was not so paid ; but it was paid according to the common understanding at the time.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey know that the traders expected
to get all this $275,000, except enough for the removal and subsistence
for the first year.
Arlswer. I do not know.
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sworn and examined as a witness on the part of
Governor Ramsey.

Questiop. Were you at the treaty of Traverse des Sioux in July, .
1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. In what capacity di~l you attend the treaty of 1851?
Answer. I was appointed secretary of the commissioners at Washington city in the fall of 1850, and in that capacity attended all the ne.gotiations with the Sioux Indians at both treaties.
Question. Were you present any time at Traverse des Sioux, when
the chiefs " in council " admitted their indebtedness to their trade1:s?
Answer. I was at various times. The Indians, traders, and commissioners were together.
Question. What was said in those "councils?"'
Answer. The Indians spoke of having incurred large debts to their
traders, through a series of years ; 1md that they had promised to pay
them when they sold their land. The Indians admitted the claims of
their traders to a very large amount, and assented to the amount claimeel by the traders as correct, amounting to over $400,000.
Question. Did they agree to any sum whtc~t was to be received m
full satisfaction by their traders?
Answer. I knew that the Indians agreed to allow their traders in
commutation of all their demands in full the sum of $250,000, forty
thousand of which, however, the traders were to permit to go to the
"half-breeds."
Question. Was the "Traders' Paper" explained to the Indians before it was signed by them ?
Answer. Not that I heard.
Question. Were either it or the treaty explained m that council
. where it was signed by the Indians?
Answer. The treaty was fully and clearly explained by Mr. Riggs,
article by article, and also read to them from a translation previously
made by him in the Dakota language ; but I did not hear the " Traders' Paper" explained aloud, nor could it have been done without
interrupting the· public business.
Question. Did they sign the " Traders' Paper" fi·eely and voluntari~?
.
Answer. After they had signed the treaty, each Indian turned R\vay
from the commissioners' table and went in the direction of another table
several yards distant, at which sat agent McLean, and Joseph R.
Brown, and there signed the " Traders' Paper." Mr. Brown holding
the pen. They all appeared to go as if they knew what was to do
next, with one or two exceptions, who however went at once on being
spoken to by the traders and half-breeds near by. There were two
copies of the treaty signed at the commissioners' table; I holding the
pen for the Indians.
Question. After the treaty was signed did any of the chiefs speak in
the council?
Answer. Three chiefs, to the best of my recollection, spol>..e after the
treaty and Traders' Paper were signed, to wit: "Sleepy Eyes," the
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"Orphan," and "Big Curly Head." The two first both mainly in
reference to their having just paid their debts. Old " Sleepy Eyes"
said they had now wiped out their debts; that he wanted the traders
not to charge the Indians so much hereafter for blankets, shirts, guns,
and provisions ; that he thought ten dollars for blankets was high. The
"Orphan" spoke also of having settled their debts, and used the words :
"Father, we have now had pity on our traders and relations, and w e
want you to have pity on us. \Ve are poor, and winter will soon be
here, when we shall be very hungry, and we want you to try and send
us some provisions early."
Question. Were the chiefs generally present?
Answer. They were pretty much all present.
Question. When \vas the distribution of the half~breed fund made?
Answer. That evening, soon after the treaty council was closed.
Question. Did vou see anv of the Indians sign the amendments to
to the treaty, and" the pow~/ of attorney to Governor Ram>;ey, dated
the 8th September, 1852.
Answer. On the afternoon of the 8th of September, 1852, when a
chief of" Lac Traverse," with some of his soldiers, came in to sign the
amendments and power of attorney, (the chief called "Burning Earth,"
the same as on the power of attorney.) Governor Ramsey asked the interpretor if it bad bt,en explained to him ; and asked the chief if he understood what he ·w as about to do. The chief said be understood it
fi.1lly ; and said fiuther that the Indians bad been a gre1t deal troubled
about the "hand money ;" that they were glad it was now turned over
to Governor Ramsey to do as he thought tit and just ; that he wanted
Govetnor Ramsey to go on to their great father soon, to get all the
money and pay their " traders" and " half-breeds ;'.' and that he wanted him particularly to take care of his fi-iend and relative Xavier Franier, who was sitting by.
Question. What do you know about young "Sleepy Eyes" being ·
made a chief:
Answer. Late in the afternoon of the day of the signing of the treaty
of Traverse des Sioux, old "Sleepy Eyes,'! accompanied by young
"Sleepy Eyes" and the "braves" of the band, came to the commissioners "marque," and with a good deal of ceremony old" Sleepy Eyes"
stated that be had grown old, and was not fit to discharge properly any
longer the duties of chieftain ; that he and his band desired that young
"Sleepy Eyes" might be recognized as a chief in his stead; which request the commissioners, through Colonel Luke Lea, acceeded to.
Question. \V ere you ilt the payment at Traverse des Sioux in the
fall of 1852?
Answer. Having been appointed as physician to the ttpper Sioux Indians, I proceeded to Traverse des Sioux early in the month of November, 1852, and was there when Governor Ramsey and Major McLean
arrived to make the payment.
Question. vVhat was the state of feeling among the Indians at the
time thev arrived there ?
Answ~r. On the afternoon of the clay on which Governor Ramsey
arrived, "Limping Devil," young "Sleepy Eyes," the "Little Rapids"
chief, and I think Otaketa, with a number of their braves and headmen,
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called at Governor Ramsey's office, to hold a "council." It appeared
that it was mainly a visit of ceremony. Governor Ramsey told them
to come next day and have their "annuity rolls" taken. They said
they would come. Th~t evening Governor Ramsey was called out by
a messenger, and told that there was a fracas going on at young "Sleepy
Eyes' " lodge, and that if he did not come and stop it, there would be
bloodshed. He found a party of Indians going away ; it being explained to the governor, that it was a party of "Red Iron's" soldiers',
who had come there to punish him for having attended a council that afternoon. Governor Ramsey directed the interpreter to tell them thathe
would have no more such proceedings, and they said they would see
him the next day. ·
Question. \Vas there a "soldiers' lodge" established there at that
time?
Answer. 1'here was, bv "Reel Iron."
Question. ViThat was th~ effect of this " lodge" on the business of
the payment generally?
Answer. To intimidate the other Indians fi·om coming to be enrolled
as they had promised, or from coming to see the governor, unless they
were present. It had the effect to stop all business.
Question. Were you present at a " council" held between Governor
Ramsey and Red Iron and his band?
Answer. I was, the next day, when "Reel Iron" and his band of
soldiers, "Big Gun," and "Limping Devil," called and had a council
at the governor's room. "Red Iron's" mannei· was very violent, and
his language insolent; that of his soldiers the same, and by the soldiers
themselves aclclressing the governor in a violent manner; until at length
Governor Ramsey said to "Red Iron," "You and your soldiers must
behave in a respectful manner." "Red Iron" then said to the governor, "We want you to lay down all the ri1oney before us; it is ours,
and you know very well that the President has told you to do so."
Telling Governor Ramsey also, ''Yon belong to the traders," and much
other such language that I cannot now recollect.
Question. Ho'v often, to your knowledge, did Governor Ramsey
send for Red Iron to come to council?
Answer. Three times.
Question. Did he come when sent for?
Answer. No; but the two last times he promised to come, but did
not. But about two hours after the time he had set to come in, he
was seen parading at the head of his band of soldiers, in full sight of
all the village. \Vhen they found that he ·was not coming, he was
sent for and brought in by the United States troops. I was present
when he was brought in. Governor Ramsey asked him why he did
not come when he had been so repeatedly sent for. "Red Iron" replied, that his. soldiers had been stopped from coming with him, on a
former day, by the United States troops, and that was the reason he
had not come. (Governor Ramsey had directed that not more than
three or four soldiers should come with a chief, on account of the dis.
orderly conduct of Red Iron's soldiers before.)
Question. Did you ever hear the chiefs tell Governor Ramsey why
they did not come to council when he sent for them?
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Answer. I heard the chiefs-that is, two or three of them-tell Governor Ramsey that the reason they did not come was that they were
afraid of Red Iron's soldiers. I heard one chief tell Governor Ramsey
to send for his troops.
· Question. Was "Red Iron" broken of his chieftainship?
Answer. He was; and Governor Ramsey said: "As l1nade you a
chief, at the time if the tTeaty, on the ncommendation of your friends, I supposed that you would act like a chief, and restrain youT people from bad
and disorderly conduct; and as you have not so done, I will break you of yow·
chiiftainship; and you shall remain under arrest until yonT soldieTS' lodge
is disbanded."
Question. When and where was he released?
Answer. The next day. His soldiers, accompanied by all the chiefs
on the prairie, came to the governor to beg, him out, stating that the
"soldiers' lodge" had been disbanded and broken up. Red Iron was
brought out, and said:. "I have been badly advised by white men,
and promise to act better in future." H e \Vas then discharged. They
·then commenced taking the "rolls," and continued fi-om day to day
until they finished; and the day after they had finished the payment
took place.
· Que3tion. Were you present during the payment when Governor
Ramsey, Mr. Dousman, and Hugh Tyler came down stairs at Mr.
Huggins's, wqen Captain Dodd \Vas present; and did Hugh Tyler, in
your presence, remark, "damn them, I think vve will fetch them; we
have concluded to commence paying to a few," &c.?
Answer. Those gentlemen had rooms up stairs in that house, and I
have fi·equently seen them passing up and down stairs with othets ;.
and I remember seeing Captain Dodd there sometimes; but I have no
recollection, when Captain Dodd and I were present, of Mr. Tyler
making such remarks, or at any other time.
Question. Was the payment of the "annuities" made by Hugh
Tyler at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. The payment was made by ageut McLean, assisted by
Mr. Robertson, and Mr. Tyler, part of the time as a counter merely,
and by others.
Question. Did you see any of the Indians sign the two hundred and
fifty thousand dollar receipt at Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I witnessed the signing of that receipt by one chief:-\Vahnok-soon-ta-of the Little Rapids band. It was in "open council."
Governor Ramsey told the interpreter to be particular to make him
understand what he was about doing. The contents of the paper were
repeated to him, and he said he understood it, and wanted to sign it,
which he did, with one or two of his headmen.
Question. Why was he the only chief who signed at that time?
Answer. Because he desired to go home, for the reason that his
band were to be pmd at the "Little Rapids."
, Question. Were you present at Merrick's store, on the morning that
Governor Ramsey left Traverse des Sioux, after the payment, when a
paper was put into the governor's hands; and if so, state what occurred?
Answer. Governor Ramsey was on his way to St. Paul in a sleigh
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with agent McLean. He had proceeded half the length of the village,
and stopped at Merrick's store, where he was followed in by a number
of Indians and whites, myself along with the rest. I stood by Governor Ramsey in the store, when a paper was put into his hand by an
Indian, who commenced speaking to hirn, without there being any interpreter there. Governor Ramsey called out, " what do these Indians
want ?-is there anybody here who can interpret?" My impression is
that a young" half-breed" came forward and interpreted. The Indian
who spoke was a soldier, known as" the man with a horn," to the best
of my recollection. He said nothing of the paper the governor held in
his hand, but entirely in relation to pTovisions, and the distribution. The
governor said that he could not now stop to talk with him, th11t he was
on his way to St. Paul, a~d that their agent had left a man to attend to
giving out J!TOvisions to them. This, to the best of my recoHection, is
all that occurred in the store. Governor Ramsey. then got in his sleigh
immediately, and drove off. No talk was held with him ajteT he got in
the sleigh.
Question. What chiets at Traverse des Sioux were in favor of pay-:
ing the money into their own hands ; and what chiefs were opposed to
it, and in favor of paying it as it was paid, if any?
Answer. There were never, at any time, more than three chiefs in
favor of paying the money into their own hands, to wit: "Red Iron,"
"Big Gun," and, for a part of the time, "Limping Devil." The chiefs
who were in favor of p11ying it, as it was paid, were: W ah-nok-soontah, young "Sleepy Eyes," 0-ta-ke-ta, Wah-na-ta, and No-hqpe-ton.
I believe that these were all the chiefs who were there at the time.
Question. Were you at the treaty at Mendota in August 1851?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did you ever. hear the chiefs in council with the traders
make any acknowledgment of indebtedness?
Answer. I was often present when the subj ect of debts was spoken
of, and heard the chiefs frequently acknowledge their indebtedness, and
expressed their intention to pay.
Question. What sum, if any, did they acknowledge?
Answer. They admitted their indebtedness to over ninety thousand
dollars.
Question. Do you know of any sum agreed upon between . the
traders and Indians in full satisfaction of their indebtedness?
Answer. I know of $90,000 being agreed upon in full commutation
of the traders' claims, and my impression is, that the half-breeds were
to receive a part of it.
Question. How did th~ Indians expect to pay this $90,000 ?
Answer. By the sale of their lands.
Question. Did you ever hear them say so ?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Were you present when the treaty of Mendota was signed
by the Indians ?
Answer. Yes.
· Question. Did the Indians say anything in the council where the
treaty was signed in reference to the payment of their debts?
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Answer. There was ·a good deal of conversation in relation to their
debts and.clai·ms upon them.
Que~tion. Was there anything said about provision being made for
the payment of· these debts ?
·
Answer. There was. I do not remember the exact language.
.
Question. Did you, either at Mendota or Traverse des Sioux, know
of any bribe, promise, inducement of any kind, or reward, ·being
offered or given by Governor Ramsey, or by any one for him, to any
chief or chiefs, of either band, or to any of their headmen, to sign
receipts or vouchers, or of any other papers, or to permit him to pay
the money to the traders?
Answer. I never did.
Question. Do you know of any a~ts of oppression, menace, or cruel
conduct on the part of the governor, or any disguise or trick, by which
the chiefs, or any of them, were induced to sign vouchers or receipts,
or to give their consent to the payment of their debts to their traders?
Answer. I know of nothing of the kind; on the contrary, I often
thought him too easy and lenient.
· .
Question. Did you ever know any of the chiefs, either at Traverse
des Sioux or Mendota, in or out of council, request Governor Ramsey
to appoint arbitrators, or any person or persons to examine into the
correctness of the traders' accounts?
Answer. I never heard anything of the kind.
Question. Did a majority of the chiefs at Traverse des Sioux, at any
time, make a demand of Governor Ramsey for the money ?
Answer. No.
Question. Were you generally present at the councils held at
Traverse des Sioux?
Answer. I believe I was at all of them. ·
Question. What is the power of the "braves" and "soldiers" over
their chiefs ?
Answer. It is nearly despotie. Not one chief in a hundred can do
anything, right or wrong, when they forbid it.
QuestiQn. Were these acknowledgements of indebtedness, and the
agreement to pay $90,000 to the traders and half-breeds by the Meda-wa-kan-toan bands. made in the presence of the commissioners?
Answer. They were, as well as those at Traverse des Sioux.
Doctor THOMAS FosTER, cross-examined by the government commisswners.
Question. Did the Med-a-wa-kan-toan chiefs s1gn a paper authorizig Governor Ramsey to pay the traders ?
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did you ever hear the chiefs in "open council," after the
treaty, request Governor Ramsey, at Traverse des Sioux, or anywhere
else, to pay the $90,000 or the $210,000 to the traders?
·
Answer. Nothing further than I have already stated.
.
Question. Did you hear Wah-na-ta, No-hope-ton, W ah-nok-soon-tah,
young "Sleepy Eyes," and 0-tak-e-tah, in "open council" request
Governor Ramsey to pay the traders $210,000?
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Answer. I have heard some of them publicly, before Governor. Ramsey, acknowledge their satisfaction with the " Traders'· Paper," and
say they desired it carried out. These declarations were made when
other Indians were present, and other whites, (besides Governor Ramsey,) at Governor Ramsey's room, at Traverse des Sioux. These
councils were generally held in the evening. The chiefs came at that
time because they were afraiJ of" Red Iron's" soldiers. I heard each
one say so, except W ah-nok-soon-tah and 0-tak-e-ta.
Question. How do you come to call Wah-na-ta a chief?
Answer. By the fact that the other Indians say so; and from the fact
that he had a band there ; and the fact that his father was a chief, and
signed Governor Doty's treaty as a See-see-toan chief.
Question. Was not Wah-na-ta a Yankton chief?
Answer. I believe he was born a Yankton, but intermarried with the
See-see-toans of Lac Traverse, and, according to Indian custom, becarne a member of the band. into which he married.
Question. How do you make No-hope-ton a chief?
Answer. Because he was generally recognized so at Traverse des
Sioux. He had a small band there, :=mel has a still larger band on the
rolls at the agency.
Question. 'Vas he recognized as a chief at the time of the treaty?
Answer. He was not there. A large portion of the Indians on the
plains were kept back fi·om the treaty by the weather and streams.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey make any chiefs at Traverse des
Sioux?
Answer. He made Red Iron; that is all.
Question. Has not Red Iron a very large band, and ''-' HS be not recognized hy his hand as a chief long before the treaty?
Answer. He was, as I understood, the bead of the village at Traverse des Sioux, and was, to all intents and purposes, chief of that village, although only held to be a sub-chief of Old Sleepy Eyes, and
part of his band, as that is the only way that new chiefs are lmovvn
among the Indians, by separating from the rest into distinct villages or
bands; and fi·om being recognized by government officers, from time to
time, as they present themselves as such.
Question. Do you know of any person being employed by the traders or others to assist in getting the Indians to acknowledge their
debts; or to sign papers., or to ratify the amendments to the treaty?
Answer. I do not know, except by common report.
Question. 'Vere you E;tnployed for such purposes?
Answer. I was not.
Question. Did vou not receive, out of the traders' fund, a certain
sum of money for "'s ervices in their behalf~ connected with this treaty?
Answer. I did not. I rendered no services to them.
Question. Were you paid, or were you to be paid, a sum of money
out of the per centage paid by the traders, for any purpose connected
with this treaty?
Answer. I never heard or knew anything about per centage until I
saw it in the papers, nor did I get any of it.
·
Question. Did you receive, or have passed to your credit, the suni of
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three hundred dollars from any one, as ·a gifi: or for services in connexion with this Sioux matter under the treaties of 1851?
Answer. I never received any money as a gift, to my knowledge, in
this Sioux matter, nor did I ever receive anything for services rendered
the traders, or for services rendered to anybody, except for the government or the Indians, in that Sioux matter. I explained what I did re-ceive, and what I received it for. When I was at Travers.e des Sioux,
acting as secretary to the commissioners, there was a great deal of
sickness among the Indians, arising from the wet and hot weather, from
their number being crowded together, and from the ordinary effects of
flour upon the Indians, who are unaccustomed to ilio Under such circumstances, I being the only physician there, the India.ns called upon the
commissioners for help and assistance, and this extra work was imposed upon me, as a physician, of attending to it. I had as many as
one hundred cases, and performed a great deal of arduous labor. I
understood that I was to be .paid by the commissioners for my services
as a physician. When I 'presented my account to the commissioners
they admitted it was correct, and that it ought to be paid, but said that
they could not pay me, under the law;.for tw·o services . at the same
time; that I must look to the Indians for whom the services were rendered; that they would doubtless pay me when they got their money
under the treaty. I acco1·cli:1gly left my bill with agent McLean for
five hundred dollars. I spoke to various traders about it, and demandeel that my claim, as it was bona fide, s.hould come into the payment to
· the traders, as it was a debt incurred by the Indians prior to the treaty,
and was not excluded by the term in the treaty of " present just engagements." I made no secret of this claim, but spoke publicly of it
to Mr. Sibley, Mr. Sweetser, and others. The traders agreed that it
was just, and that they would try and have it paid. When Hugh
Tyler left Traverse des Sioux, after the payment, I intrusted this claim
to him, a::) the attorney of the traders, and asked that he would see it
paid as was promised; and on the 24th of December, 18.52, Frederick
Sibley paid to me the sum of three hundred dollars.
Question. Did not all these conversations about which you have
spoken, in which the Indians, as you say, acknowledged themselves to
be indebted to the traders in amounts exceeding the sums afterwards
paid to them by Governor Ramsey, take place in conversations and
councils between them and the traders before the treaties were signed
by the Indians ?
Answer. Except what thee chiets stated at the time that the treaty
at Traverse des Sioux was signed, and afterwards, as I have stated, at
the payment at Traverse des Sioux.

CITY OF NEw YoRK, October 20, 1853.
The testimony of Auaus·.rus E: SILLIMAN, cashier of the Merchants'
bank of New York, who was duly sworn by A. Post Campbell, esqr.,
a notary public, and afterwards examined by Richard M. Young,
special commissioner, appointed by the President of the United States
to investigate the charges prefered against the Hon. Alexander ·Ram-
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sey, late governor and sup erintendent ex-officio of Indian affairs in
Minnesota T erritory, for alleged official misconduct in his disbursement
of the funds appropriated for the fulfilment of certain treaty stipulations
with the Sioux Indians, by the treaties of the 23d of July and 5th of
August, 1851.
·
[AuGUSTUS E. SILLIMAN, a citizen of the city and State of New
York, being first duly sworn, deposed as follows:]

Question. 'Vhat is your age, occupation, and present place of residence?
Answer. Over twenty-one years of age, and cashier of the Merchants' bank of New York.
Question. Are you now the cashier of the Merchants' bank of New
York, and were you acting in that capacity during the month of October, 18.52?
Answer. As cashier or assistmit cashier, and now cashier.
Question. Are you acquainted with the Hon. Alexander Ramsey,
late governor and superintendent of Indian affairs, in Minnesota Territory, and had you any business transactions with him as ca·shier or assistant cashier of the Merchants' bank, in October, 1852, and subsequently?
Answer. Yes.
Question. Did he make any deposit or deposits of funds in the Merchants' bank, in October, 1852, and if so, t.o what amount and in what
kind of funds 'vere the said deposits made?
Answer. Yes ; a deposit in gold coin, amounting to five hundred and
eighty-three thousand and fifty dollars, ($583,050.)
Question. Please state, if you know, or can ascertain by an examination of your bank books or memorandums, whether Governor Ramsey deposited or exchan9ed with the Merchants' bank of New York
one or more drafts drawn in his favor by the Treasury Department in
Washington city on the assistant treasurer of New York, as follows, to
wit: treasury drafts, No. 3,808, for $593,050; No. 3,8] 0, for $6,555 18;
No. 3,811, for $250; No. 3,812, for $800-all dated about October 5,
1852, and making, in the aggregate, $600,655 18, or thereabouts, and
intended for disbnrsement chiefly to the Siouxlndi:ms in the Minnesota
Territory?
'
Answer. The total amount was as represented in the fourth question, and I have no doubt that it was in a draft on the assistant treasurer ofNe·w York.
Question. Did Govornor Ramsey state in your presence, or hearing,
for what purpose or purposes said funds were intended?
Answer. The funds were stated to he for Indian payments; and, I
presume, by Governor Ramsey, or with his admission.
Question. Did he receive, in exchange for said drafts or treasury
funds, bank notes or other paper currency ; and if so, what amount did
he take in hank notes? bv what banks were said notes issued? what
amount in gold or silver? ~nd for what amount did he draw checks or
drafts afterwards for the residue left by him on deposit? Please discriminate in your answer, so as to show precisely the relati'le proportion of each, as drawn or received by him, respectively.
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Answer. I have reason to suppose that the amount of gold was one
hundred thousand dollars, (see his draft No.-, October, 1852 ;) bank
notes of this bank, sixty thousand dollars, (see draft No.6, October 12,
1852 ;) and the balance of the deposit has been paid on various drafts,
to sundry parties, down to a balance of sixty-one dollars -and seventyfive cents, which still remain subject to his order. Some of the other
drafts may have been paid in gold, but I am not aware of it. I think
the whole amount of bank notes carried by him was one hundred thousand dollars, forty thousand of which was received from other banks.
Question. Do you know, or believe, fi·om the circumstances attending said transactions with your bank, whether Governor Ramsey received, or was to receive, any pecuniary ·compensation, benefit, or advantage, in any way, directly or indirectly, in consequence of his having
made said deposit and exchanges; and if so, in what way was he to
be compensated or benefited?
.
Answer. He never, directly or indirectly, received one cent's advantage in such way fi-om this institution; of course, I have no knowledge of what he received· from other persons.
Question. Was not the deposit and exchanges, as made by him, of
considerable pecuniary advantage to your bank, for which it could well
have afforded to have paid a compensation to the person making thein?
Answer. Yes, like any other deposit.
. Question. How long was it, averaging as near as you can, after said
deposit was made by Govetnor Ramsey, in October, 1852, before the
checks or drafts drawn by him, in the Minnesota Territory, upon the
residue of said funds, were presented for payment at the bank, in New
York?
I
•
Answer. I furnish his account with the bank as the answer to th1s
question, (marked A,) which is as follows:

')

'

')

\
DR.
1852.

Oct.

11

A. Ramsey, gove-rnor, in account with the jlfercltants' Bank, New Y01·k.

I To cash ..................................... . $150,000 00

..•.do ................................ . ...... .
....do....................................... .
.... do....................................... .
....do .........................................
12 I....do ... .................................... ."
...•do ....................................... .
..•.do ...................................... ..
To balance transferred ........................ .

4,000
100,000
15,000
10,000
6,000
5,000
60,000
233,050

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1852.
Oct.

11

CR.

By cash ....................................... .

583,050 00

DR.

583,050 00

CR. .

A. Ramse!/ in account with tlte Merchants' Bank, New York.

r;n
tj
• 0

~

1852.

Nov.
Dec.

$583,050 00

128 1....
To cash ....... .... ... ... ................ .... .
do .. . ......... . ......................... ..

:.•••
:::~~:
:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::z:: ~::: ~ ~: :::: :::
do ...... .... ... ................ ...... . . .. .
. •••do.... ... ...... ............... .... ....... .
, •••do....................................... .
.•••do •••.••••••..••••...••••.••.....•••....••
11 1•••• do . ...................................... .
•••• do ............................. ... ... .. .. .
.•••do ........... ...... ................. ...... .
..•.do .••• •• . •.• ..••• ••• • .••• .. ..••• •• . • ... ...
... .do ....................................... .
....do ....................................... .
..• •do ..••••.••••.•.••......••..•...••••••.•..

Carried forwa.rd •••

$90,000
2,500
5,000
9,000
13,000
6,000
1,500
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
. 500
1,000
1,000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

134,500 00

1853.
13

Oct.

~

I By balance transferred .......................... ·I

$233, 050 00

I
I

I

I
Carried forward .•••1-233 ,050 00

~

0

~

1852.
Dec.

11

CR.

A. Ramsey in Account-Continued.

DR.

I

Brought forward .••.

By cash••••••.•••••. •••••..••••• ••••••.•...•.

••••do ••••••.•.•••..•...••• •.••••••.••• .. ••...
•.••do .•••••.••.• •• •••...•. •• . • •.• • • ••.. • ·· • · ·
.••.do ....••••••••.•••...••••••..•••• ·· •. ···· ·
.•..do•••••••••••••.• : . ... .... ... ............ .
••• •do.......................... . .... . . .... .. .
• ••• do..... .. ............ . ......... .. ... ... . ··
....do............ .. ... .... ... .. .. . .... .. ... .
•••• do .. . ........ .... . .. .......... .... ... .... .
. .•.do ............................... . . .. .... ·
, , , .do . ........... . ................... . ...... .
. • ..do . .... . .. . ............ . ..... . .. . .... .. .. .
....do ............................. ..... . .... .
, , •. do ........... .. .... ....... ............... .
.•..do ......... ........... ... .......... ... ... .
. , , .do . ............ ... ... .............. - ..... .
. ...do ... .. .... .. ..... ... ... ... . . ......... ... .
13 l, ...do ....................................... .
.• , ,do, •• , ......... , ...... ,, . . ..... . , .. ... . , ..
, ,,,do, . , .......... ,, ...... .. .. . ... ... ....... .
.• . •do....................... , , .. ............ .
....do ........... . ......... ....... .. ......... .
, • , ,do,., ... ... ... , ....... ... ....... ... ...... .
... ,do ........... , ............. , ... , ... ...... .
... ,do .. . ...... ...... .......... .. ............ .
....do ....................................... .
.. , .do.,, ...... ...... . ,,, ............ .. ...... .
....do ....................................... .
....do .. . ......... . .. ............ .... ........ .
.• • .do . .... ....... . ....... ... ........ .... .... .
..•.do. ,, .......... .. , ... ............. . ...... .

::: :~~:: : :::::::::: :·. ·.::: :·.·.::: :::: :·.·.::::::::I·

....do ... .... .. : ............................. .
. ••• do ........... , ... .. , •• , ..... , ... . .. , ... , . .
.•.. do....... ,, .. ... , ...... .... .. .. .. ,. , , .. ,,.

$134,500
1,000
4,000
1,000
1,000
500
500
1,000
500
500
1,000
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
1,000
500
1,000
1,000
5,000
500
2,000
2,000
2,000
1,ooo
500
500
500
500
1,000
500
1, 000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

1853.

Brought forward, ••.

~

~

$233,050 00

rn
0

,o

~

~
~

\

~

0

••••do....... .. ........ ..... • ..... ......... · ··
..••do............ . ..... .............. . ...... .
.•••do.............. ... ..................... . .
. • •• do ............. .... .......... .... . . .. . ... .
....do ....................... ........... . .... .
. ••• do ....................................... .
.••• do ... .. .. . .............. ... ..... . ..... ... .
.••• do.............. . ..... ...... . . . . .. . ...... .
. • •• do.............. . .... ... ....... . .......... .
.••.do ............... . ....................... .
.•. .do ....................... .. . ........ ..... .
.•.. do ........... .. ................ .. .. .. ·.. .. .
. • •• do .............. ...... ....... ..... ..... .. .
.•• •do ........ , ... . .. . ..... ... ...... . .. . ... . . .
.••. do .............. . ..... .... ... .... ...... . . .
. .••do ..... . ....... .. ........ . ... . ...... . .... .
....do . .................. ........ ... .. ...... .
. .. .do . ...... . ......... . ....... ............ . . .

16 1 ::J~::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : ::: :: :::::: : ::

....do .............................. . ...... .. .
20 ..••do.................... ..... ... ... . .. ... .. .
31 ....do............... ........ .............. .. .
1853.
Jan.
3 •..• do ........... .. .... . ........... ...... .... .
8 ....do...................................... ..
....do......... .... .. .. .. . . .... ........... ... .
.•. .do..... .... .. ............ ......... . .. .... .
10 ....do .. .. ............... ... . . .... ..... .... .. .
19 •••• do.................... ......... . ... .... .. .
26 ••••do ••• , .................... · .. •· .. •• .. ·•••·
. ..•.do .................................. ······
28 •••.do ••. , ................................... .
• ••.do........... ................ .... . . . . .... .
Feb.
1 .. , .do.................... : .. .. ..... ... ... ... .
....do ...................................... ..
•••• do . .......... ... ... ;, .. ... . .. .. . ... .... . . .
•••.do; ............................ . ......... .
2 l....do..... .................................. .

500
500
15,000
500
1,000
500
563
2,084
500
500

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

220
5,000
100
100
850
100
100
328
54
150
1,500
1,500
1,000
1,000
60

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
80
45
00
00
00
00
00
00

2,000
4,000
1,000
500
500
I ,500
750
1,000
500
8,000
6,000
800
1 ,ooo

Carried forward ••. .I $217,960 75

r'-l
0
0

r

~

.

Carried forward .•••

233,QPO 00

1:1.?

Q

~

-Da.

.A. Ramuy in Account.......Continued.

CR.

~

~

1852.
Feb.
2
4

•

5
25
26

March 2

Brought forward. • . . $217,960 25
By cash. . • • • .. . . .. . • • • .. . . .. . . .. . • • • .. . . .. . . .
120 00
....do..... ....................................
500 00
... •do...................... • .. . . .• . . .. . . . . . . .
241 50
166 50
..•.do........................................1
....do....................................... ·j
50 00
. ...do........................................
220 oo
....do.. ...................... ................ 1
laO 00
B ..Jance....... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
61 75

1·

!- -- - - - j

I

$233 ,050 00

Brought forward ....

1853.

Oct. 20
.

I B~· balance.

233,050 00

1·

- - --$233,050 00
61 75
E. 'E . • • ... · • • .. · · · · .. · · .. · · .. · · • •
.
. ---~.

'

·I

.00
e;:,

0

r

......

~
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. Question. 1s it not considered of great'pecuniary advantage by t~e
banks in New York to have large amounts of their bills or notes t~ken
to' temote parts of the country for use and circulation, where several
. we.eks or months must necessarily intervene, in the ordinary course .of
business, before they would be returned back upon the banks for payment? . ·
·
. Answer. Yes.
Question. Was a person by the name of Hugh Tyler in co'm pany
with Governor Ramsey, when the said deposits and exchanges were
made by him with your bank, and if so, what part, ·if any, did he take
iu said transactions?
Answer. I cannot distinctly recollect, but I have a vague recollection of an introduction to a person of that name, but cannot say
whether it was in this transaction or not.
Question. Did Hugh Tyler, about that time or afterwards, have any
money transactions with your bank, either for Governor Ramsey or
h~mself, directly or indirectly-and if so, in what way, and under what
circumstances 't
Answer. A large number of the drafts drawn by Governor Ramsey
are in favor of Hugh Tyler.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey, as fiu as you know, or have heard,
make any deposits or exchanges of any portions of said funds with.any
other bank or banks except yours, about the time mentioned, (in Oc'tocber, 1852,) in New York or elsewhere; and if so, please state all you
·
know. on that subject?
Answer. I have reason to suppose that a deposit of one hundred and
fifty thousand dollars was made in the Bank of Commerce, New York.
(See drafi: No. 1, October 11, 1853.)
Question. Did Governor Ramsey, or any person for• him, borrow or
receive:; accommodation in any way from the Merchants' bank of New
York, or fi·om any person or persons having -official connexion with
said bank, for any sum or sums of money, either in consequence of
said deposit and exchanges, or separately arid independently of said
transactions, during the month of October, 1852, or subsequently-and
if so, in what way, for what amounts, and upon what terms and conditions; and ha ve said sum or sums been repaid by him, or by any
person for him ?
Answer. Never to my knowledge, at that or any other time.
A. E. SILLIMAN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 20th day of October, in the
year 1853.
A. POST CAMPBELL,
Notary public, State· and city

o/ New

York.

CITY 01" WASHINGTON,

November 26, 1853.
The testimony of the Honorable Luke L ea, late Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, who was duly sworn by John L . Smith, esq., and ex"-
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amined by Richard M. Young, special commissioner, appointed by: the
President of the United States to investigate the charges preferred
against the Honorable Alexander Ramsey, late governor and superintendent of In~lian affairs in the Minnesota Territory, for alleged official
misconduct in his disbursement of the funds appropriated for the fulfillment of certain treaty stipulations with the Sioux Indians, by the
treaties of the 23d of July and 5th of August, 1851, taken . at the
office of Richard M. Young, in Washington city, on the 1st day of
December, 1853, at the request of Governor Ramsey, who was present
at the examini'J,tion.
Questions by Governor Ramsey.
Question. \Vere you present, as one of the commissioners, at the
negotiiltion of the treaties at Traverse des Sioux and Mendota with the
Sioux Indians, in the summer of 1851?
Answer. I was.
Question. State what ' 'vere the circumstances under which the provisions of the first clause of the four-th article were ins.e rted?
· Answer. To state all the circumstances under which the provisions
referred to were inserted in the treaties would be impossible. I can
only st~te in general terms the leading considerations that influenced
the commissioners to agree to the stipulations in question. The
traders among the Indians, (all of whom were represented to be present
in person or by proxy,) claimed to have large demands against them,
amounting in the aggregate, if I remember rightly, to near half a million
of dollars. These traders exercised a controlling influence over the
Indians, and it was quite evident that no treaty could be made without
their concurrenf'!e and active co-operation. The Indians generally
seemed to acqui~sce in the justness of the claims preferred by their
creditors, and to be anxious that provision should be made fi>r their
payment. As the negotiations must have entirely failed had werefused to provide for them, we yielded to the necessity of the case and
(adopting t~e phraseology formerly used for a tike purpose with the
sanction of the Senate) assented to th~ clauses of the treaties mentioned
in the interrogatory.
Question. Did the chiefs and Indians generally desire and request
provision made for the payment of their debts ?
Answer. The aqswer to the second interrogatory is an answer to.
this; but it may be proper to add that the Indians would have been
willing to make more liberal and specific provision fi)r their traders if
they could have got our consent to it.
·
Question. Do you recollect any conversation betweeu yourself and
Governor Ramsey in relation to the payment of the debts of the Indians, when the money was placed in his charge in October, 1852, and
if so, what was it ?
Answer. About the time the Sioux money was placed in Gc1vernor
Ramsey's hands, to wit, in October, 1852, a conversation took place
between him and myself, the full particulars of which I do not dis. tinctly remember; but I recollect that allusion was made to the arrangements entered i·1to between the Indians and their traders at Tra-
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verse des Sioux ; that Governor Ramsey expressed himself as appre•
hensive that the Indians, in consequence of being tampered with, would
be disposed to repudiate their just engagements, and have the money
squandered or misapplied in such way as to defraud their honest creditors, and debauch themselves; that my reply was, in substance,· they
ought- not to be permitted: to do so, and that, if necessary to prevent
such ihjustice and mischief~ they should be required to abide by the
agreement between them and their traders, provided it was fairly and
understandingly made.
Cross examination.
.Questions by R. M. Young, government commissioner. From your
acquaintance with Indian character, do you think them qualified to
calculate or. estimate ·large a:mountS, either in money matters or in
regard to accounts for goods sold them by their traders?
. Answer. Generally they are 11ot, and yet I do not think they are apt
to be greatly deceived as to the amount of their indebtedness either individually or collectively. They certainly have very imperfect ideas
of the value and prbper uses of either money or land, and yet the _government assumes that they have so far a competent knowledge of both
as to make them the subject matter of the most solemn contracts.
Question. Are they not governed entirely, in making admissions as
to their inde?tedness, by the statements and representations, made to
them by the1r traders ?
Answer. They are-not ; for it often happens that serious disputes
arise·between them and their traders as to the amount of their liabilities. While subject to be cheated, they are prone to cheat, and so are
more apt to deny an honest claim than to admit a false one.
Question. Did the chiefs at any time suggest to you, or did they
request you, to appoint disinterested and competent persons to examine
the correctness of the accounts of the traders? Was anything said or
suggested on that su~ject?
Answer. I do not recollect that any such suggestion or request was
made. 'Ve were repeatedly asked to make special provision for the
benefit of pmticular individuals, but we took pains to inform the Indians
and traders that all we could do was to provide a general fund for the
payment of debts, and that the distribution of it was a matter for them
to arrange among themselves.
Question. Do you know Hugh Tyler, and the character of the services rendered by him for the traders ? If so, please state it.
Answer. I have known Mr. Tyler for several years. As to the
services rendered by him for the traders I know nothing, except that
he exerted himself with much zeal and no little efficiency, I think, in
endeavoring to secure the ratification of the treaties by the Senate.
Question. In speaking of any understanding or agreemeut between
the ttaders and the Indians, as to any acknowledgement of indebtedness, or any promises to pay their debts to the traders, will you please
say what chiefs were present on each occasion spoken of~ how much
was acknowledged to be due to the traders, and whether such admissions
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and agreements were made in " open council" when all or most of the
were present?
Answer. I do not .now recollect the names of but very few of the
chiefs who signed the treaties of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota, nor
can I designate the times and places particularly at which, or the indi.:
viduals by whom, the indebtedness of the Indians was mentioned and
acknowledged. It was a matter so generally uqderstood and talked
about, that anything said by one individual or another was not particularly noted, and consequently made no permanently distinct impressions. I cannot say that any chief or Indian ever stated specifically
the precise amount he considered to be due to the traders ; but from
what took place .in "open council," and otherwise, it was manifestly
the desire ·of the Indians to provide as large a debt fund as they could
possibly obtain.
Question. Do you know of any agreement or .understanding between
Governor Ramsey and the traders, to the effect that the money provided to be paid by.the fourth articles of said treaties was to be paid
directly to the traders, and not "to the Indians, and, if so, what was that
understanding?
. .
·
Answer. 1 have no knowledge of any such agreement or under,
standing. ·
·
ch~efs

L. LEA. ·
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this first day of December,
1853.
JOHN L. SMITH,
Justice ofthe Peace.
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Schedule qf papers sent to the President rf the United States, April 6, 1853,
as refiTred to in a resolution qf the Senate qf the 5th April, in 1·elation tochmges against Alexander Ramsey.

Charges by Mr. Sweetser, with letter and two memoranda.
.
Charges by Daniel A. Robertson.
Copy of resolution of the Senate, January 10, 18.53'.
Copy of resolution of the Senate, January 17, 1853.
Printed copy of the report of the Secretary of the Interior, dated
January 27, 1853.
Printed copy of the report of the Secretary of the Interior, dated
February 15, J 853.
Report of the Secretary of the Interior, dated March 21, 18.53.
Copy of letter of Alexander Ramsey, dated February 2, 1853.
Copy of letter of Alexander R-amsey, dated F ebruary 12, 1853.
Copy of communication of Alexander Ramsey, and papers therewith
attached, (84 pages,) dated March 2, ] 853.
Copy of letter of M. Sweetzer, (and accompanying affidavit,) dated
March 18, 1853.
Five numbers of the "Minnesota D emocrat," containing mticles in
relation to Ramsey.
Record of the proceedings of the committee of tl;e Senate.

WASHINGTON,

February 26, 1853.

SIR: In answer to your letter of this elate, I have the honor herewith
to submit the following specifications connected with the conduct of
Superintendent Alexander Ramsey and others in the late Sioux disbursement:
1. Alexander Ramsey stands charged with delinquency, as a public
officer, in the disbursement of money due the Sioux Indians of Minnesota, in manner following :-with confederating with H. H. Sibley, H.
L .. Dousman, Hugh Tyler, H. Steel, and others, to absorb the whole
fund named to favorites, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors, and
in violation of law and the universal practice of the government in the
liquidation of the indebtedness of Indians to their creditors.
2. Alexander Ramsey stands charged with having received, from the
government of the United States, some five hundred and ninety-three
thousand dollars, in the national currency of the government, under the
instructions from the proper department to pay to the D akota Siouxs,
in accordance with their treaty stipulations. And, of having exchanged
the national currency, thus obtained, before leaving the eastern cities,
for bank paper and drafts ; of having paid the bank paper and drafts
upon government contracts; and with returning the receipts therefor to
the department for settlement of his accounts.
3. Alexander Ramsey stands charged with having violated the treaties with the Dakota Indians in refusing payment to them, although
21

..
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·often and urgently demanded, in accordance with their treaty stipulations ; with having unlawfully pmd said money into the hands of one
Hugh Tyler, who divided it among a few claimants at the house or
trading post of H. H. Sibley, the wishes and rights of the Indians
having been totally disregarded, in violation of Jaw and the express
stipulations of their treaties.
4. Alexander Ramsey stands charged, in connection with H. M. Rice
and others, with having assembled the Upper Siouxs at Traverse des
Sioux, and there attempted to procure from the Indians written authority
to control their money arising under their treaties.
5. Governor R amsey stands charged with having attempted to obtain, from the treasury of the United States, the money due the Sioux
Indians, upon a power of attorney, which he admitted to be void, and
which he obtained from the Indians by fraud.
6. Said Ramsey stands charged with cruel and oppressive conduct
towards the chiefs, who were the authorized agents of said bands, and
the substitution of unauthorised persons as chiefs and braves, and the
procurement of receipts fi·om such persons, which he is now attempting to palm off' upon the government as vouchers in the settlement of
his accounts with the Indian Bureau.
7. Said R amsey stands charged w ith improper conduct in not holding his councils with the Medawahkantoan Indians at the council house
of the government, and \'lith holding the same at the trading (post)
house of persons with whom he was confederating, to overreach them
by means of menace, and other influences which enabled him to effect
his purposes aforesaid ; that the said chiefs were kept drunk by the
use of intoxicating liquors during said councils.
8. Said Ramsey stands charged with having openly viol ated the
treaty in not reserving a sufficient amount out of the Seeseetoan and
Wahpaytoan to remove and subsist them for one year.
9. Said Ramsey stands charged with having paid qearly the entire
trust fund of said Indians, amounting to near four hundred and fifty
thousand dollars 1 at the trading hou se of H . H. Sibley, and but few, if
any, w ere benefitted by said payment but those who now are, or have
been, connected with smd company in trade, and with whom he was
confederating; that there are many other meritorious creditors of the I ndians w ho were thrust aside, and were not permitted to share in the
distribution.
Any aid that may be desired in proof of the specifications aforesaid,
I am willing to give, believing that full and conclusive proof can be
obtained to sustain the same iu every particular.
. M. SWEETSER,
Attorney for the Indians.
HoN. WM.

K.

SEBASTIAN,

·Chairman Committee Indian Affairs, S enate U. S.
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March 15, 1853.
SrR: With a view to a full and impartial investigation of the conduct
·of Governor A. Rnmsey, in the late Sioux pHyment, I desire to state:
that from the interested position of the witnesses for the defence, anJ
the absenee of witnesses who are conversant with the facts connected
with the payment, that this investigation be continued and adjourned to
Minnesota.
Public interest demands, and the rights of the Indians require, that
· they (the Indians) should be heard; in Minnesota the facts are known.
With a full development of the testimony, I state tile charges will be
fully and clearly established, both as to the refusal of Governor Ramsay
to comply with the treaty, and the request of the Indians, in the payment of the money, and the connection of the parties implicated in the
fraud.
Messrs. Tyler, Dousman, Sibley, Bourrup, Steel, and many others, who
are attempted to be used as witnesses, will be shown to be as deeply
interested in the transaction 3S Ramsey l::imself; they, it will be shown,
were parties to a11d acted in connection ·with the governor.
The statement of Dr. Bourrup, in relation to a bargain between myself, two others, and Dousman, fix the sum of thirty thous:md dollars,
is not material to the issue ; neither proves that Governor Ramsey did
or did not act corruptly in the disbursement of the Sioux money; but
is, so far as I am concerned, a fabrication, and without foundation. In
fact, these statements' more clearly show, to my mind, the absolute necessity of a full and thorough investigation, that parties implicated may
have an apportunity to purge themselves, if innocent, and that the Indians may be protected in their rights, if wrong has been done them.
I state as a tact, from information received, that since I left the Territory, the Upper Swux have, in full and open council, in presence of
the agent, declared that they had not received payment for their country, and would not leave it until payment was made or guarantied by
the government, in accordance with their treaty.
The peace of the frontier, and the security of the liYes and property
of the fi·ontier settlements, require this investigation to be a thorough
one.. This only can be done by the committee adjourning to Minnesota,
or selecting some other point, and there summon persons to attend ; also
to call for papP-rs. Minnesota, however, is the point most desirable for
the investigation.
I am, clear sir, your obedient servant,
M. SWEETZER.
WASHINGTON,

Hon.

W.

K.

SEBASTIAN,

ChaiTman Committee Indian Affairs, Senate U. S.
Memorandum.

It will be seen out of five hundred and ninety-three thousand dollars
paid by the government to Alexander Ramsey, ex officio superintend~nt,
&c., not to exceed eiQ'hty or one hundred thousand dollars was taken
to the 'rerritory in gold or silver, the balance was exchanged in New
York and Pennsylvania for paper money and drafts;
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That in Minnesota he paid government contractors in paper money
and drafts. That he paid large sums of paper money to half-breed
Indians;
That he refi1sed to pay to the chiefs of the Dakotah Indians, as per
fourth article of their treaties of July and August, 1851;
.
That near a third of a million of dollars was paid by him to H. H.
Sibley, H. L. Dousman, Dr. Borup, Franklin Steel, Joseph R. Brown,
and others, upon a fi·audulent contract obtained from these Indians at
the time the treaty was signed; that Hugh Tyler was made, as was.
understood, the media of this payment, for which fifteen per cent. was
charged both to half-breeds and traders ;
That the money was paid in violation of the treaty, in violation of
the act of Congress appropriating the same, and against the often repeated wish of the Indians, and against their solemn protests;
That the Indians repeatedly, in open council, demanded their money
under treaties, but was refused payment by the governor ;
That his vouchers now on file in the Indicm Department for the settlement of his accounts are frauds upon the Indians, the receipt of the
Seeseetoan 'Vahpaytoan chiefs, as presented by him, are not the receipts of their principal chiefs, but, with two exceptions, are signatures.
of young men I1ot recognized by the nation, and possessing no authority
fi·om them to act ;
That the receipt of theW ahpaytoan chiefs is et1ually a fraud, obtained
fi·om them illegally, and against their wishes;
That, in all his official intercour1:1e with the tribes for the past year,
he has manifested a predetermined and fixed purpose to avoid the payment of this large sum to the Indians. The council held at Tr~verse
des Si11ux in July last establishes this fact beyond doubt;
.
That the disbursement of this large sum is not a payment to the Indians, their wishes having been totally disregarded, and the law and
treaty in no particular complied with.
For proof; refer to Wallace B. White, Nathaniel McLean, R. J~~
Campbell, Duncan Campbell, C. E. Shafer, A. G. Huggins, Dod, Finley, David Olmstead, D. A. Robertson, Hollingshead, H. McKinzie, of
St. Louis, Alexander McKinstry, Marshall, Prescott, Sioux interpreter,.
H. lYL Rice, Tullis, and the half-breeds and others whose affidavits are
now on file in the Indian D epartment. Some of the witnesses named·
are in the city, a majority in Minnesota.

I have to request that Kenneth McKinzie, of St. Louis, be summoned·
to appear before your committee; this notice should be given at a.n
early day, designating time and place.
·
Also that President B. Lamar, of the Bank of the Republic in New York,
be examined by your committee in relation to the propositions of Mr.
Ramsey in the sale of the gold, and also as to who did m ake· the purchase, and at what per cent.
M. SWEETSER.
Hon. W. K. SEBASTIAN.

1
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B. LAMAR, President Bank of the Republic, New YorkGovernor Ramsey called on him in October, 1852 and wanted to
exchange off $600,000 in gold for currency.
,
· I am infin·med tbis man c::~n tell on what . terms Ramsey wanted to
·exchauge, and \vhat b::~nk did arrange with Ramsey.
I am informed by Goodrich that H. Tyler deposited in a bank in
Oswego, New York, thirty thousand dollars, on his return fi·om Minnesota.

Against Alexander Ramsey, Governor of Minnesota Territory, and .
ex-,o:fficio superintendent of Indian affairs, and others, I have made
the following charges, to support which, I am prepared to cite a number
of witnesses of the most respectable character :
1. That said Alexander Ralllsey exchanged a large portion of the
gold received by him to pay tne Dakota Indians, as stipulated under
the late treaty, for bank notes, in violation of the law;
2. That he deposited a large portion of said gold in banks, in violation
oflaw;
3. That he paid contractors for supplies for said Dakota Indians, in
bank notes, in violation of law;
4. That he refused to pay said Dakota Indians the amount due them
under the treaties afl:n-esaid, but by force and intimidation attempted to
compel them to consent to such a disposition of said money as be desired ; .and by his conduct in this regard, treated them with injustice
and cruelty, and in violation of law, treaty stipulations, and his own
sole{Iln pledges previously made to said Indians;
5.. That he, said Ramsey, with H. H. Sibley, Dr. C. W. Borup,
Joseph R. Brown, Charles D. Fillmore, and others, have co-operated
to deprive the Dakota Indians of their rights under the late treaties,
and that by their machinations, the money due said Indians was disbursed in violation of law, the rights of the Indians, and treaty stipulations;
6. That one Hugh Tyler was employed by the parties, to this violation of law and treaty stipulations, as the visible go-between, borer, or
agent, and that a large per centage was agreed to be paid, or left in his
hands, as a fee from the fi·audulent recipients of the Dakota money;
7. That in consummation of the frauds above alleged, Alexander
Ramsey paid a large amount of moneys due the Dakota Indians by
treaty, and by him received to pay them, to the said Hugh Tyler, who
paid it chiefly to traders connected with the· Fur Company of Pierre
Chouteau and others, which proceeding was in violation of law and
treaty stipulations.
DANIEL A. ROBERTSON,
Sworn to and subscribed March 19, 1853.

w.

F.

WALLACE,

Clerk to Committee.

\
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

January 10, .1853.
On motion by Mr. Gwin,
Resolved, 'That the nommittee on Indian Affairs be instructed to inquire into the allegations of fraud contained in certain of the public
prints, with regard to the disbursement by Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, of the money appropriated to carry out the
stipulations of the treaties concluded with the Sioux or Dacota Indians,
in the year eighteen hundred and fifty-one.
ASBURY DICKINS, Secretary.
,Attest:
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

January ~7, 1853.
On motion by Mr. Sebastian,
Resolved, That the Committee on Indian Affairs be authorized to send
for papers, and to call persons before t"tem, to be examined under oath,
touching the matters contained in the resolution of the Senate, of tenth
of January, referred to said committee.
Attest:
ASBURY DICKINS, Secretary~
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, March 21, 1853.
SIR : On the 27th of January and 15th ultimo, my predecessor transmitted to the Senate copies of all the "papers then on file in the department, touching " the allegations of fraud contained in certain of the
public prints, with regard to the disbursements by Alexander Ramsey,
superintendent of Indian affairs, of the money appropriated to carry out
the stipulations of the treaties concluded with the Sioux or Dacota Indians, in the year 1851,'' which the Committee on Indian Affairs, in the
Senate, were directed, by resolution of the lOth of January last, to inquire into.
I have just received a communication. fi·om the Commissioner oflndian
Affairs, dated the 19th instant, accompanied by other papers in the case,
which have been received subsequently, and have the honor to communicate them to the Senate herewith.
I am, sir, with much respect, your obedient servant,
R. McCLELLAND·, Secretary.
Hon. D. R. ATcHISON,
President ?f the Senate.
DEPARTMENT OF 'rHE INTERIOR,

Office qf Indian Affairs, MaTch 19, 1853.

SIR: I have the honor to enclose herewith copies of three communications, recently received at this office from Alexander Ramsey, Governor of Minnesota, and ex-officio superintendent of Indian affairs, together
with a copy of a letter from Madison Sweetzet, and of the affidavittherein referred to; all having relation to the disbursement by said Ramsey of the money appropriated to carry into effect stipulations of the
·
treaties concluded with the Sioux Indians, in the year 1851.
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Copies of all the other papers on file in this office, touching this subject, having heretofore been transmitted to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, I respectfnlly recommend that the copies herewith be
disposed of in like manner.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
L. LEA, Commissioner.
RoBERT McCLELLAND,
Secretary of the Interim·.
MINNESOTA SUPERINTENDENCY,
St. Paul, Febntary 2, 1853.
SIR: I enclose herewith a paper sent me by the Rev. Mr. Riggs. It
is the assent of the chief, generally known as "Big Curley," to the payment of the traders' claims. This chief did not reach Traverse des
Sioux at the time of the late payment, and evidently means by this paper to give his a:ssent to the voucher, signed by the other chiefs, and
transmitted by me, with my accounts tor the fourth quarter of 1852which please see.
All who are chiefs, and had rights under the treaty of Traverse des
Sioux, with one exception, have thus given their renewed assent to the
'p ayment of the traders' claims. You will also see that the Rev. Mr.
Riggs, who witnessed the distribution of indebtedness, by the Indians,
among their traders-a most excellent interpreter, and a man of most
unexceptionable character, witnesses this paper-a most significant fact.
Very respectfully, &c.,
·
ALEXANDER RAMSEY.
Hon. L. LEA,
Commissioner, o/c., Washington, D. C.
To the Honorable Alexander Ramsey, Governor l!f Minnesota, and Mr.
Nathaniel JfcLean, Indian Agent.

We the chiefs and braves of the Wahpetoway Dakotas, at Lac
qui Parle, do of our own accord h~eby signify our assent and consent to that part of the treaty of 1851, which gives a portion to the
traders and half-breeds, and we desire that it may be carried into
effect as speedily as possible ; in testimony of which we hereto affix
our names and marks.
UPIYAHDEYA,
his x mark.
WIYWHA-NONPAKINYA, his x mark.
WAKAANNANl,
his x mark.
MAY-PIY-NAS-KAUS-KA, his x mark.
AIY-AH-PUYA,
his x mark.
MAZA-DU-TA,
MAKAIDENYA.
Witnesses:
s. R. RIGGS,
Lours LAWRENCE.
LAc QUl PARLE, January 13, 1853.
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MINNESOTA SUPERINTENDENCY,
St. Paul, February 12, 1853.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge this day, the receipt of your
communication of the 22nd ult., enclosing one of the Secretary of the
Interior of the 11th ult., along with copies of depositions by George
and Joseph LeBlanc, Alexander McLeod, Peter Ruyer, Lewis Anger,
and Vetal Boger, and a memorial of certain Sioux chiefs addressed to
the PresiJent of the United States.
I have this winter, within the last two months, several times addressed you in relation to this business ; and on the 14th ultimo had
the honor to transmit you my accounts for the 4th quarter of 1852, as
well as a report of my action in the late payments, enclosing you authentic copies of all the papers upon which those payments were predicated.
Had these communications been received before the transmission of
your letter, I doubt not they would have been considered a satisfactory
answer to the several allegations and insinuations contained in the
papers just received.
Still, I am gratified by the opportunity which thus again offers, to
present more in detail a history of the transactions alluded to, which I
'shall forward in a week or two, as I desire nothing so much as investigation and examination the most searching, into all these matters, in
'which I am conscious of having performed only my duty, with conscientiousness and a sincere intention to benefit the Indians, to do justice
both to them and their traders, and discharge in the best possible
manner all the obligations of government expressed or implied.
The persons who are stimulating these slanders seem restrained by
no sense or propriety, nor obligations, moral or religious; for I perceive in the affidavits forwarded, they have gone so ti1r as to delude
ignorant men into unconscious pe1jury, to sustain them in their reveugful charges.
No man, however upright and conscientious, can hope to escape the
shafts' of such recklessness, of malignity, which, not content with self
inoral debasement, would in this manner drag down innocent ignorance
to their own level of crime.
To such people, who; have neither reputable character to lose, nor
reasonable hope of ever acquiring one, I have nothing to explain, nor
answer to make; but I do feel desirous that the government, which I
have spared no pains faithfully to :;erve, should not be deluded by
them; and that my fellow-citizens should do me the justice to believe
me incapable of the acts alleged, contrary as they· are to the whole
tenor of my official and private life.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALEX. RAMSEY.
Hon. L. LEA,
Commissione1·, 4'c.

WASHINGTON, March ]8, 1853.
SIR: Enclosed please find affidavit in relation to certain receipts
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now on file in your office purporting to be from the principal chiefs of
the .See-see-toan, W ah-pay-toan and Me-de-wah-kan-toan bands of
Dakota Indians.
The receipts referred to are to be found among the vouchers returned
to your office by Superintendent Ramsey, for the settlement of his accounts. I have to request, as the attorney of the Indians, this affidavit
1be placed on file, and accompany said vouchers.·
Until it shall be shown that the money clue the Sioux Indians has
been paid in accordance with law, and the treaties with said Indians,
that these accounts will not pass your office for settlement.
An acknowledgment of the receipt of the affidavit and its being
placed on file is respectfully requested. ·
Your obedient servant,
M. SWEETZER.
Hon. L. LEA,
Commissioner qf Indian Affairs.

Personally appeared before me the undersigned J. W. Beck, a justice of the peace, Madison Sweetser, who upon his oath doth depose
and say: That a receipt now on file in the Indian Department, for two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, purporting to be from the chiefs of
the See-see-toan and W ah-pay-ton bands of Dakota Indians to George
Alexander Ramsey, ex-officio superintendent of Indian affairs of Minnesota, is not fi·om a majority of the principal chiefs of said b ands,
who were authorized under the treaty to receive and receipt for said
money ; that not to exceed one or two of said principal chiefs appear
to have signed said receipt; that there are seven principal chiefs of
said bands ; that the receipt was not obtained in open council with
the .consent of the parties authorized to execute it; the signatures of the
young men whose names are thereunto attached was obtained against
the repeated remonstrances of the principal chiefs ; and that the payment of the money to the traders, and not to the chiefs, as per fourth
article of the treaty with said Indians of July 1851, was in violation of
law. That the receipt of the Me-de-wah-kan-toan chiefs for seventy
thousand dollars was obtained from them by improper influences, and
was only given to obtain their annuities, to prevent starvation of their
people, and other causes equally oppressive. The payment of the
money for which this receipt was given to certain traders, against the
often repeated wish of the Indians, was in open violation of their treaty
stipulations.
And further this deponent saith not.
M. SWEETZER.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 17th day of March, 1S53.
J. W. BECK, J.P.

.·
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MINNESOTA SuPERINTENDENCY,

St. Paul, March 2, 1853.

Sm : The reception of certain papers concerning the recent clisburs~
ments under the Sioux treaties were acknowledged by me on the 12th
ultimo, at which time I also expressed my intention of presenting to the
department at an early period such further " explanation" on the subject as would, along 'with my report of January 14, 1853, form a full
and complete history of all these matters.
To the two newspapers of the 15th a'nd 22d of December last,
printed at St. Paul, entitled the Democrat, containing editorial articles
reflecting upon me, I do not .feel myself called upon specially to reply.
To be compelled to answer the various charges recklessly made by
newspapers would consume nearly the whole time of every prominent
public officer in the Union, and leave him little opportunity to discharge
his public duties, so that from sheer necessity he is forced to endure
and disregard them, even when they appear in papers of respectability.
But in this case the paper making the allegations is of no sort of
standing with the community, nor influence with the political party it
claims to belor,g to, and its editor is chiefly notorious for his systematic
contempt for 'truth and proficiency in the vocabulary of low abuse.
Self:.respect, therefore, along with other considerations, forbid my
noticing these scurrilous productions, which have, however, received
from another press in St. Paul such answer as its editor thought they
required.
Two numbers of this paper, entitled " The Minnesotian," I herewith
forward for the information of the department, as in like manner I forwarded some time since, with the same view, the numbers of the newspaper that made the complaints. I did this because I would at all
times meet inquiry half way, desiring nothing so much as a fair investigation into every transaction of my official career in this Territory.
The copies of the affidavits of six persons transmitted to me from the
department, under the same date of January 22, I have examined with
care, and deduce from them the conclusion that disappointed speculators and low-minded politicians are prepared for almost any extreme
of villany, when they can resort, as they have in this instance, to subornation of perj-ury, to achieve on the one hand a miserable .revenge !or
my having frustrated, in the course of my duty, their nefarious speculations, and at the same time on the other afford them aid in the ulterior purposes they doubth~ss have in view.
The unfortunate position into which they have unscrupulously inveigled the poor, and, with one exception, ignorant men whose names
are attached to the affidavits forwarded to me, is shown by the counter
affidavits qf the same men, hereto attached, marked severally AA,. BB,
CC,DD.
It seems that advantage was taken of their ignorance, or their being in a state of excitement or of intoxication, to make them pe1jure themselves. A heartless imposture, characteristic of the desperate speculators, who endeavored to destroy the feeble moral integrity of the
Indians to get them to repudiate their just obligations and honest debts.
But I forbear further comment. The counter affidavits speak for themselves, and will be deemed a satisfactory offset and answer to those
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concocted fi>r these deluded men by Messrs. Sweetzer. 4" Robertson in
December last.
Though six in number, the spurious affidavits then got up are merely
two setts; those purporting to be sworn to by Louis Anger, Vetal
Boyer, and Peter Bouillard, (miss-spelled Ague, Borya, and Builer,)
are all the same, wit~ slight variation, while those which Joseph and •
George LeBlanc, (rn1s-spelled Le Blan,) and Alex. R. McLeod, depose
to, are also substantially alike. The allegations of the one set are met by the
new depositions of Anger, Borya, and Bouillard; and the falsehoods of the
other set are negatived by the affidavit of Mr. McLeod. George and
Joseph Le Blanc live above Traverse des Sioux, and there has been no
opportunity to read to them the affidavit purporting to be theirs. Like
the others, they are, no doubt, perfectly unconscious of ever havingsworn to such a paper-a conclusion which the supplement ofthe new
deposition of Louis Anger rather tends to confirm. The part Mr. Sweetzer took in getting up the original batch of falsehoods, backed by the unconscious perjury of his victims, may also be inferred from the same supplement to Louis Anger's testimony. Though not in his deposition, it
is learned from Mr. McLeod and others, that RobeTtson, edit-or of the
Democrat, took charge of his affidavit; and I doubt not, from this and
other circumstances, participated with Sweetzer both in this cTin:inal
conspiracy to suborn men by fraud to per:juTe themselves and in his other con.
· spiracy to cheat the Indians and their traders out of their debt funds.
Beside these affiidavits, the Hon. Wm. H . Forbes, a merchant of this
place, member of the first and each succeeding legislative council, and
last year president of that honorable body, has voluntered an affidavit
on the subject, which is also subjoined, (marked EE.) Mr. Forbes
being connected by marriage with the Sioux and a proficient in their
language, has obliged me by acting as mterpreter for this superintendency ever since my arrival in the T erritory, and is, therefore, well
acquinted with nearly every step of my official intercourse with those
Indians.
'
With the transmission of the several papers above referred to, I might
at this point safely rest the case, without further " explanation," having
fully exhibited the falsehood and pe1jury embodied in the only tangible
evidence that has been adduced to sustain the complaints laid before the
~~~

'

But, as I said before, it is the reverse of my desire to P.vade investigation of any branch of this subject. To all honest inquiries, I am willing to afford explanation of every phase, even of my action in tbc recent
Sioux disbursements, being conscious that everything has been done in
a correct and upright manner; that right and justice have prevailed; that
the Indians have been defended from fi·aud and imposition ; that their
creditors have been saved from being robbed and swindled; and that the
interests of the community at large, and the obligations of the government, have both alike been attended to, the former subserved and the latter fulfilled.
In these declarations I will be abundantly sustained by a faithful
history of the whole of the transactions from inception to terminatio~.
Immediately upon my arriving here in 1849, I found great anx.1~ty
existing among the people to extend the area of civilization to the ncb·
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:lands of the Sioux tribe of Indians, lying on the west side of the Mississippi river. I soon imbibed this feeling, and lent myself with all tny
energies to bring about a purchase of the country in question.
After considerable persevering efforts, Congress responded favorably to
·our wishes, and in the spring of 1851, I had the honor, along with your• ,selt~ to be designated by the President commissioner to negotiate with
the Sioux Indians for the acquisition of their country, as well that on the
Minnesota as that on the Mississippi river. Two treaties, acquiring about
40,000,000 acres ofland, were the consequence of our joint labors; the
':first concluded at Traverse des Sioux, on the 23d of July, with the
upper bands, known as tho See-see-wan and Wah-pay-to-wan Sioux;
and the other at Mendota on the 5th of August following, with the
Sioux bands known as the Meciaquakantoan and W ah-pay-kootay
·Sioux.
·
With their transmission, along with our accompanying report, my
immediate official connection with these treaties ceased for some time,
until the reception of a let,ter from the Indian Department, under date of
August 3d, 1852, notifying me that they had been notified by the
Senate, but with amendments, which I was instructed to submit to the
[ndians for their concurrence or rejection.
· In compliance with the directions of the department, I 'called the
chiefs of the lower band together at this place; and after overcoming_
several obstacles interposed by the intrigues of designing white metJ.
mith the Indians, succeeded in obtaining from them on the 4th of September their assent to the amendments to the treaty of Mendota ; and
on the 8th of the same month, secured from a council of the chiefs and
:head-men of the upper bands, also assembled here, their concurrence in
the modifications of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux.
.
At both these councils the Indians expressed anxiety to receive their
money that fall, or early in the winter, and the upper bands Bot only
requested this verbally, but in a full council, without my knowledge, in
the presence of their agent, twD interpreters, and several witnesses, in
the most fiJrmal and deliberate manner empowered me to ask and
~;eceipt for the $275,000, being the band money due under the treaty;
and likewise " authorized, empowered, and requested" me to disburse
said money for them "in accordance with and for the purpose of carrying out the true intent and meaning" ofthe treaty.
Nor was the anxiety for an immediate payment confined to the
lndians, nor were they alone in urging me to secure the money for disbursement in the territory before winter set in. Our -citizens generally,
and business men especially, unitedly expressed similar wishes. To
await the ordinary course of things-the action of the regular disbursing
officers-would delay the money until after the close of navigation,
when nothing could be done until spring opened. But the considerations outweighing all others, in my mind, \Vere the great necessities
of the See-see-to-an and Wah-pay-to-an bands, who have always
during the winter months, been much distressed for want of provisions.
So strongly impressed was l with our obligations to prepare for lessening the distress of those bands in the coming win tel', that I instructed
ttgent McLeod to advertise for provisions for their use, in anticipation
both of your approval, and of my being able, by a hasty journey W
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Washington, to procure fund s to pay for them, and :fin· other purposes,
returning as speedily as possibly before the steamboats ceased running.
This course I pursued, and leaving here on the 16th of September,
I was enabled to reach Washington, transact the business, and return
to the territory ere navigation closed, bringing with me the money
which, though no disbursing officer of the govemment, I was entrusted
with in my mixed capacity of special agent for the Indians (" to carry
out a treaty stipulation") and superintendent of Indian affairs.
It was w hile in Washington ou this occasion, t hat Mr. Hugh Tyler,
the attorney for the Sioux traders and half~breeds, laid before me the
papers markerl A in my letter of the 14th ultimo.
I had been before aware of the existence of a document of the kind,
but had never seen the original, nor a copy, nor understood its exact
purport, except that the Indians at Traverse des ,Sioux, simultaneously
with signing the treaty, had executed some paper by which they se- .
cured to their creditors the amount stipulated in the treaty, "to settle
their affairs, and comply with their present just engagements. and
which, as commissioner, I knew had been intended to p1:1y their dehtstbough, by resolution of the Senate, we '":ere prohibited from inserting
any 8pecific allowances for individual creditors
Indeed, as you are well aware, without the assistance of the traders, ·
secured by our permitting the Indians to set apart in the treaty a certain
sum for clearing off their " engagements " to them, no treaty could
have been effected at all ; and, having permitted tlwm so to do, the ·
United States officers were under at least tacit and implied obligation,
not to allow thereafter, any body, red or white, to render nugatory the
stipulation.
On examining the document submitted to me by Mr. T yler, I discovered that while not a power of attorney, It was a most solemn acknowledgment, made by the chiefs in open council, of their indebtedness to
certain individuals, "pledging the faith of their tribe" for payment,
and requesting, in the words of the treaty, that the United States would
pay the individuals named the sums acknowledged to be respectively
clue them.
The aggregate of the sum they desired p aid to their traders, was,
$210,000, and they set apart likewise $40,000 for distribution among
their half-breeds, while $25,000 was reserved "to remove and subsist
themselves for one year,"-a sum amply sufficient, as all but one small·
band lived already in the reserve set apart for them.
The document was signed by all the chiefs and headmen who
signed· the treaty of Traverse des Sioux ; was properly witnessed by a
number of respectable citizens, and by the government interpreter on
that occasion, not one of which witnesses, up to this time, has ever·
alleged to me anything aga inst its enlire validity.
Prima facie, therefore, it was a valid paper, to be respected and1re-,
garded as a solemn acknowledgment by the upper bands of their
indebtedness.
On my return fFom Washington, a series of councils was held with,
the 1'rfedaywakantoan branch of the lower Sioux, in regard to the distribution of their debt fund, and other matters connected with the treaty
and proposed payments
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These councils were first held at the interpreter's house at the
agency, situated on the high bluff' on the left bank of the Minnesota
river ; but the Indians complained that the rooms were too small, and
that it was, moreover, inconvenient for them to cross over the river,
and they therefore preferred the request that they should in future
meet me at Mendota, on the opposite bank of the river, on which side
of the Minnesota also they were nearly all encamped. Their request
being a reasonable one 1 the councils were thereafter held in the large
rooms of the same warehouse in which the councils were held during
the negotiation of the treaty. I make this explanation of so small a
matter, because my meeting the Indians at a convenient place at their
own request, where they might all assemble, is not the least among the
grievous faults laid to my charge.
In the discussions at these councils with the Medaywakantoans, I
discovered that the honesty of the Indians had been tampered with by
sundry recently licensed and unlicensed traders, acting in concert with
a number of half-breeds, -and were, in consequence, disposed to repudiate their debts to their old traders entirely, should they once get the
money into their own hands.
Indeed, all that I he.ard officially and unofficially forced me to believe that a conspiracy, having this end 111 view, existed, and I immediately formed the resolve to defeat the dishonest combination if I could.
I told the lndians that they, as well as myself; well knew for what
purpose~ the hand money stipulated in the treaty was given and set
apart. That it was principally. to settle their affairs and comply with
their present just engagements, or, in other words, to pay their just debts
due and owing up to the signing of the treaty. That the money being
set aside for this purpose, they, the Indians, had no right to divert it to
any other purpcse ; nor had I the right, nor would I permit them so to
divide the money ; that they might consider about it, but that I should
not pay the hand money until they had " settled their affairs" with
their creditors, and designated in what manner and in what proportion
it should be paid to those creditors.
This firm stand, in opposition to intended injustice a11d to a violation
of a treaty provision, resulted, I am proud to say, in the defeat of the
fraudulent conspiracy.
In a few days the Medaywakantoans came to the conclusion to do
what was just and right and in accordance with the treaty, _9-nd presented me with a paper of which the following ,is a copy :
November 9, 1852.
'Ve, the chiefs of the Medaywakantoan band of Sioux and Dakotah
Indians, in open council assembled, do hereby acknowledge to have
received of Alexander Ramsey, superintendent of Indian affairs, the
sum of ninety thousand dollars, under the first clause of the fourth
article of the treaty of Mendota, of the 5th of August, 1851. Seventy
thousand dollars of which we desire him to pay in full acquittance of
our just obligations at the date of said treaty to our licensed traders.
W AH-PAH-SHAH, (the Standard, or Redleaf,) his x mark.
WAH-KOO-TAY, (The Shooter,) his x mark.
MENDOTA,
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TAH-0-YAH-TAY-DOO-TAH, (His Scarlet People, or Little
Crow,) his x mark.
TAH-TCHAH-TOO-DOO-TAH, (Good Road,) his x mark.
SHAH-KPAY, ("Six,") his x mark.
WEE-TCHAN-KPEE, ("The Star,") his x mark.
MAH-RAH-HO-TAH, (Grey Metal,) his x mark.
HOO-YAH-PAH, (Eagle Head,) his x mark.
MAH-RAH-YAH-WAH-MAY-NO-HAH, (Ground Shell Metal,
Medicine Rattle,) his x mark.
TCHAN-DOO-HOO-PAH, (The Pipe,) his x mark.
E-TO-KAN-A HA, his x mark.
MAH-HPEA-WEE-TCHASH-TAH, (Man of the Sky,) his x
mark.
It will be perceived t:hat of this $90,000 receipted for, this paper sets
apart only $70,000 to pay their licensed traders. The balance of
$20,000 was, with the conse~t of the traders, and at the request of the.
chiefs, paid into their own hands for the alleged purpose of distribution
by themselves among their half~breed relations. I regret to say, however, that of this amount the latter obtained but a small portion, and
that portion was distributed in a shamefully unequal manner ; ninetenths of the lower haH:.breeds receiving nothing at all. This conduct
of the Indians only confirmed me and all who witnessed the transaction in the.~ opinion which experience in the Indian character so frequently confirms, that it is utterly unsafe to rely upon the abstntct justice or impartiality of Incl[ans when the power is in their o\vn hands to
gratify their cupidity, especially when, as in this case, outside influences
tor ulterior purposes had been busily engaged for weeks and months in
undermining their, at best, very feeble principles of moral honesty.
This conduct towards their half-breeds was the more inexcusable as
at the same time they had the $20,000, their agent paid them, per
capita, about $55,000, a large sum for Indians to handle at once, with,
besides, goods and provisions to a large amount.
The conclusion seems inevitable, therefore, fi-om their conduct in
reference to this comparatively small sum, that had they been permitted to seize upon the $70,000, it also would have been either squan"'
<lered in a useless manner or been unequally distributed, without regard
to .justice or previous indebtedness upon the new licensed or the old
unlicensed traders, with perhaps a few favorite half~breeds, especially
those who had lent the former their assistance to demoralize their
.Indian relations.
Having concluded business with the lower bands, the affairs of the
Wah-pay-hoo-tays being previously arranged without difficulty, (as per
my letter of January 14.) I proceeded to Traverse des Sioux to meet
the Seeseetoans and Wah paytoans, the bands parties to the upper
treaty.
In one view of the case I need not have taken this journey. The
question of the disposition of their band money was already settled.
They had already twice, in open council of all the chiefs and headtp.en, exercised the restricted power reserved "to the chiPfs," &c., to
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divert the manner in which their $275,000 debt fund should be paid and
applied.
Their righ~s and authority in the premises we~e therefore exltausted;
first by the1r "solemn aclmowledgment" of mdebtedness to their
traders at Traverse des Sioux, July 23, 1851, and second by the execution of the combined "request" and power of attorney to me in open
council, at St. Paul, on the 8th of September, 1852.
Other considerations, however, aside from this matter, induced me to
visit the Traverse on the occasion of paying their annuities to the upper
bands. It was the initiatory step of the new relations existing and
thereafter to exist between them and the government, and as they were
unacquainted with the forms of doing business, exigencies might arise
rendering my presence necessary.
I wus desirous, likewise, of investigating in person what foundation
there was for the rumors industrifiusly circulated of dissatisfaction among
the upper bands with the disposition they had made of the band money.
. Upon arriving at the Traverse, I found the Indians were only partially assembled, the unusually early setting in of winter having prevented the more distant bands about the heads of the Minnesota fi·om
attending in a body, though deputations of principal men from even
these w ere upon the g round.
.
The first day after my arrival, the chiefs and headmen commenced
laying before rne their views and wishes on different subjects, and especially i11 regard to various points touching their future settlements in
their reserves.
Another state of things, however, existed on the day following. I
received notice from several of the chiefs that t hey were restrained·
from coming to visit me by a band of young men organized into what
is termed a "soldier's lodge," who menaced them with violence and
even death should they come to talk to me ; and they wished me td
send for troops to protect them.
This soldier's lodge I ascertained was organized by the chief of the
Traverse des Sioux band, named Mah-rah-shaw, or Red Iron, acting,
as I found reason to believe, more under the influence and at the instigation of a recently licenced trader named Madison Sweetzer, at whose
trading-house their chief and his " soldiers" held many of their meetings.
In the course of the day Red Iron and " his soldiers," accompanied
by some of the other chiefs, the latter, (especially the upper chiefs}.
whose bands were partly absent,) evidently overawed, and under re,.
straint, came in a body to hold a council with me, at which he and his,
men behaved in word and manner so insolently that I was compelled,
from a sense of what was due to the government I represented, and
ft)r the preservation of the dignity of my official position in the eyes of
the Indians generally, to abruptly close and dismiss the counciL
I now became satisfied of the exact game intended to be played by
the factious Indians and white men moving behind.them.
It appeared that one band and part of another only were infected by
the bribes and presents of the white conspirators, and that ifleit ·free-!.o act, the rest of tbe chiefs and bands strongly desired to redeetn their
engagements to their old traders, and were content with the arrange-
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ments already made on the 23d of July, 1851, and 8th of September,
1852.
The other, however, indicated by their language and action that they
intended to prevent the payment of the annuities even, unless they
could so far break up the arrangements alluded to as to admit their
white preceptor in dishonesty to share largely in the distribution
of the hand money, and likewise obtain for themselves a considerable
slice off the same fund.
The painful po~ition in which the officers of the government and the
majority of the chtefs were placed by the desperate conduct of Ma-rashaw and his " soldiers" was happily relieved the next day by the
arrival of a detachment of about sixty troops, principally infantry, with
a few dragoons, under the command of Captain James Monroe, jr., and
Lieut. Kelton, from Fort Snelling.
I immediately requested Captain Monroe to station his men so as to
command the road by which access was ordinarily had to our quarters and
council room, and to permit no chief coming to see their agent or myself to be attended by more than four of his men or "soldiers."
In the course of the day Reel Iron, with his band of about forty
"soldiers," well armed, accompanied by Mr. Sweetser, came clown in
a body from the latter's trading-house, and attempted to pass the troops
to visit me, as they represented.
My orders were at once communicated to them, through a competent interpreter, by Captain Monroe; but Red Iron himself was told
that he could go through, w1th from one to four of his men, but no
more.
This his "soldiers" loudly refused to permit, and eventually they all
retired, not, however, until their persistence in endeavoring to pass
through, after being stopped, had caused the troops to handle their
arms, and nearly produced a collision, (barely averted by the forbearance of Captain Monroe,) which must have resulted deplorably fatal to
the ill-advised chief and his men.
This slight check, however, had little effect upon their after conduct.
The Indian "soldiers" still continued their organization, parading
about the prairie from camp to camp, or to Mr. Sweetzer's trading
house, flourishing their weapons and discharging their guns in bravado,
over-awing the chiefs and suspending the transaction of all business
whatever.
In this condition of affairs there seemed but two alternatives, one was
to leave Mr. Sweetzer and his fellow conspirators, with the few Indians
he controlled, masters of the field, at full liberty to pursue his machinations to obtain possession of the fund plainly set apart to pay the Indian
debts contracted pr-ior to the treaty.
The other alternative was, in pursuance of my instructions of October 4, 1852, to regard the "suffering condition of the Indians, in
connexion with other interests in:vol~ed ;" and ma~e the annuity payment
at all hazards, as well as mamtam, at every nsk, the authority of the
government.
.
The latter alternattve, though the least pleasant for myselt~ I felt it
my duty to adopt. The first step I conceived to be the suppression
of R ed Irons' " soldiers' lodge." I sent to the chief requesting him
22
.
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to come and see me as I wanted to talk to him on the subject. H e
did not come. I sent an interpreter to him again, mnking the same
request. He once more disregarded it. I sent him the day following
a like request by Lieutenant Kelton, attended by two interpreters,
one as a check upon the other, to insure. the correct interpretation of
my message. He said he would come by a specified time. We
waited two hours after the period he had set, and in the meantime
saw him pass by at a distance, going with his soldiers to attend a
feast.
Upon this last exhibition of contempt and contumacy, at my instance,
Captain Munroe dispatched Lieutenant K elton, with a sufficient detachment, who arrested him in the midst of his "soldiers" and festival
.
and brought him into my presence. .
To my inquiries he was able to allege no reason for not cornplyrng
with my repeated messages, except that he and his soldiers had been
prevented coming to visit me on a former occasion by the troops.
I told him he had taken to himself bad advisers and had acted
badly; that his men under his direction were acting badly; and that
inasmuch as at the treaty in July, 1851, 1 had made him a chiif, in the
hope of his guiding h~s pco:rle to do good _and restraining them from
evil, but had been d1sappomted- he havmg behaved the reverse of
what I expected of him-that I therefore broke him of hi~ chiejtainship,
as unworthy of such a position.
I then remanded him into the custody of the troops, to remain a prisoner until such time as his men should disband their " soldiers' lodge"
and behave themselves in a peaceful manner.
,
This stroke was decisive. The "soldiers" immediately broke up
their lodge, and the next day, at noon, brought the other chiefs -vvith
them to announce to me what they had done, and they begged the release of Red Iron from custody.
I took the opportunity to make them all understand, that when their
Great Father sent his officers among them, to confer with them and
their chiefs, one band had no right to interdict, by any regulation or
combination of their own, the chiefs of other bands visiting and doing
business with such officer or officers ; that each band had the privilege
of instructing its own chief what to say and do in their public councils ;
but not of over-awing or dictating to other bands or their chiefs, and
the latter course would always be visited with displeasure ancl punishment.Reel Iron was then released, with an admonition as to his future behaviour, but was not restored to his chieftainship. He expressed himself sorry for his conduct, and said he had been "badly advised" by a
white man.
After this, no further difficulty was experienced. The chiefs, relieved
from the menaces of the "soldiers," freely acceded to the arrangements
for the annuity payment ; their bands were enrolled, and their annuities
paid over to them by Agent McLean.
The chiefs all, with two or three exceptions, expressed their satisfaction with the dispositon before made of their hand money, for the
payment of their debts, and desired that it should be adhered to.
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The trader Sweetser, however; made an effort after this to seize at
least_ a portion _of t~e money, ere it passed entirely out of hi.s reach .
. H1s J?arty of Ind1ans waited upon me a day or two subsequen~ to t~e·
clisperswn ofthe "soldiers' lodge," and presented a paper, (wntten m
Da~wta, by an educated Indian employed by ?~m as a small trader,). to
wh1ch was attached, in the same hand wntmg, a number of Indmn
names which I could not know were those of chiefs, or that it was
adopted in public council, being witnessed on its f:ice by neither private citizen or public officer.
.
.
To this piece of was~e paper I supp?sed 1s referred, by the al_leg.atwn
in the suborned affidavits, that the Ind1ans requested me "to d1stnbute
equally among all the half-br~eds. of t~e tribe the sum of" $60,0qO," as
it is the only paper of any kmd m wh1ch the sum of $60,000, (mstead
of $40,000, the amount given on the 23d of July, 1851,) is proposed by
any body to be distributed "among the half-breeds."
The "equality" of the distribution which this paper makes, howeverr
may be judged by the fact that it pays no regard to the number in each
family, but puts down four half-breeds for gross amounts of $8,000
each, others for $2,000, $1,500, $1,000, and so on, while it leaves out
of the distribution entirely quite a hundred individual half-breeds, who
are included in the original distribution of 1861, a fact that would seem
to indicate that the word " all" as well as the word " equally " must
have different meanings in the vocabulary of Mr. Sweetzer and his
associates, -from those attached to them in the standard dictionai·ies of
the clay.
But, whiJ,e takmg care of sundry favorite half-breeds, this paper was
"equally" carefi.1l of Mr. Sweetser.
.
The list of creditors of the Indians, on the distribution paper of 1851,
embraces twenty-four claimants and traders, whereas this last concoction of Mr. Sweetser, a few half-breeds and few demoralized Indians, makes farce of even-handed justice by the following distribution to traders, viz :

a

Mr. Sibley ............................. _____ .$20,000
Mr. Sweetser.'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
Mr. McLeod.. _____ . ___ .. .. ___ _... __ .... __ ._. . 8,000
Mr. J os. It Brown ...... _. _... __ .. _..... __ _. _. . 8, 000
Mr. Lafi·amboise _____.. _____________ . ___ .. _.. . 6,000
Mr. Louis Roberts. _____ . ______ __ _____ . __. _... _ 5,000
Mr. Dousman. _____ .. ___ . _...... - .. _.-. . . . . . . . 6,000
Mr. McKenzie. _.....·.. _. _............. -. _ . _.. 5,000
Mr. Francois Frenier ........ - ........ . - ....... _ 1,000
Mr. Renville ...... _. .... _........... - .... _ .. . . 1,000
$70,000
.
Mr. Jos. R. Brown is the only one on the previous list ·whose distributive share is increased in the above, being $ 1,500 greater. Mr.
Dousman, who was not a claimant at all, is assigned $5,000, and Mr.
SwEETSER, who never came into the country until three or four months
ajteT the negotiation of the treaty, and of course could hardly have his
claims, good or bad, included under the treaty phrase of " our zJresent
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.just engagements." 'fhis Mr. Sweetzer is modestly put down by his
creatures for the round sum of $10,000-a considerable falling off, it is
true, from the high anticipations of his advent in the country, when he
essayed to grasp the entire fund, but still a little surprising when it is
··considered that Mr. Sibley, for nineteen years at the head of the Indian
·trade in this region, and employing an immense capital, is allowed but
·double the sum claimed by this in-comer of a year's standing; and that
iM:. McLeod, a trader in the country for fifteen years, Mr. Lafram.iboise, a trader between twenty and thirty years, and the Renvilles and
lFreJni'ers, from time out of mind, are acknowledged as creditors in
amounts far below this trader ofyesterday.
I would hardly have noticed this paper so particu~arly, did it not exhibit the sinister motives actuating the pack now hurling their venom
against myself and others, by whom they were foiled in the schemes
for robbery and injustice. Of course, I paid no attention to a document which ~vas such a manifest concoction of fraud and roguery.
Before I left the Traverse,~I had furnished me another evidence of
the entire satisfaction of the Indians with the distribution of their debt
fund on July 23, 1851, and with the act of their council at Saint Paul,
September 8, 1852, which turned the whole matter over to my discretion. This they exhibited by coming voluntarily forward, and signing
the following instrument:
NovEMBER 29, 1852.
We, the chiefs of the Seesetoan and \Vahpaytoan bands of Dakota,
or Sioux Indians, in open council assembled, do hereby acknowledge
to have received of Alexander Ramsay, superintendent of Indian
affairs, the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, under the
first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, of
July 23, 1851.
Two hundred and ten thousand dollars of which we desire him to
pay, in full acquittance of our just obligations at the date of said treaty,
to our traders, agreeably to the distribution made at the time of the
treaty aforesaid, and the balance to our relations of mixed blood.
EE-TAY-WAH-KEEN-YAN, (Thunder Face, or Limping
Devil,) his x mark.
WAH-NAH-KSOON-TAY, (The Walnut or Blunt Arrow,) his
x mark. YAH-ZHAA-PEE, (The Wind Instrument,) hi~ x mark.
0-KEE-T AH, his x mark.
EE-TCHAH-SHKAN-0-MAH-NEE', (Who Walks Shaking,)
his x mark.
WAH-AH-NAH-TAH, his x mark.
NO-GHO-PT AN, (The Listener,) his x mark.
WAM-TCHEE-PI-DUTA, his x mark.
A-KIPA, his x mark.
ESH-TAH-HU-TAH-KVASH-HAH, (Young Sleepy-eyes,) his
x mark.
0-TAHKA-TAY, (Plenty Killer,) his x mark.
HOOPAH-EN-APAH-DOO-TAH, (The Upper End,) his x
mark.
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Witnesses:
THoMAS FosTER.
JoHN C. KELTON, U. S. A.
CHARLES D. FILLEMORE·
WILLIAM HENRY FoRBES·

In addition to the chiefs signing the foregoing, onP of the oldest and
most distinguished chiefs of the upper ?ands, (detained away .from t~e
Traverse in November, by the early w~nter,) called bJ:" the whites ." B1g
Curly," or "Grand Frise," has transmttted the followmg paper, signed
by himself and principal "soldiers," which. mar be con~ider.ed of
similar tenor with the ()ne above quoted. It 1s witnessed, It will be
perceived, by the Rev. S. R. Riggs, the respected missionary at Lac
qui Parle:
" To tlte Han Alexander Ramsey, Governor if }rfinnesota, and Mr. Natlwniel McLean, Indian Agent:~
"We, the chiefs and braves of the Vv' ah-pay-toan-wan Dakotahs, at Lac
qui Parle, do, of our OWB accord, hereby signify our assent and consent
to that part of the treaty of 1851, which gives a portion to the traders
and hal!:. breeds; and we desire that it may be carried into effect as
speedily as possible.
"In testimony of which we hereunto affix our names and marks:
"00-PEE-YAH-HDN-YAH, (Extending Brain, or 'Big Curly,)
his x mark.
"WEE-YAH-HAN-NOAN-PAH-KEEN-YAN, (Twice Flying,) his x mark.
"WAH-KAH-MAH-NEE, (Walking Spirit,) his x mark.
"MAH-PEE-YAN-HUAH-SHKAN-SHKAI, (Morning Cloud,)
his x mark.
"OH-EEN-YAH-PAH-YAH, (Head That Runs,) his x mark.
"MAH-YAH-DOO-TAH, (Red Metal,) his x mark.
"MAH-KOH-EE-DOO-ZAH, (Earth Holder,) his x mark.
"Witnesses:
" s. R. RIGGS.
"LORENZO LAWRENCE."

./

In taking from the upper chiefs the receipt of Novemb~r 29, 1852, I did
what might be held a work of supererogation; for their action already
twice before would seem to have completely exhausted their limited
control over the hand money, especially, as on the 8th of September
they had settled in myself a comprehensive power and discretion to act
for them-that is to say, in case the paper of July 23, 1851, was, as
some whites pretended, invalid, to distribute the money at my discretion, in such manner as would best carry out the true intent and meaning of the treaty-or, if that paper was valid, to act for and instead of ~
the Indians, in receipting to the United States for their money, and then
pay it over to their creditors, according to the distributive list originally
made out. Still, as so much false clamor was raised, I thought the paper would be in the nature of cumulative evidence, showing persistence
by the majority of the Indians in their intentions, and "manner" of
doing justice to their old creditors.
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One more document, emanating from Traverse des Sioux, dated December 3, 1852, and purporting to be the action of a " majority of the
chiefs" of the upper bands, d~mands some comment, ere I dismiss this
branch of the su~ject. A copy of the paper I al~ude to wa.s under the
same date of January 22, alona with the affidavits transmitted to me
from the department, where, I ~up pose, the original is on file.
But slisht examination of this paper is needed to safely pronoun~e it
another o± the conceptions of Mr. Sweets~r, b:lcked by a few In~mns
?f no note: whom .he ga~hers into his tra~ms house, an~,buys or caJ.oles
mto assentmg to h1s prohfic assortment of "1 rrevocable powers ot attorney; distributive lists giving him $10,0~0 •. prote~ts, requests, &c.;
one of which, failing its intended purpose, 1s nnn:edwtely followed by
a fresh document, which, though signed by a vanety of new names, IS
in each case gravely vouched for as being the act of a "majority of the
chiefs," &c.
In the paper in question,, Mr. A. J. Campbell, said to be a half-breed
interpreter, in Mr. Sweetser's 'employ, not only swears that " he did
true interpretation make of the contents of the said instrument to said
council," but "that it (the council) was composed of a maJority of the
chiefs of said bands!''
On looking over the signatures appended, I discover that the names
of but two chiefs are signed to the document, and only one of these,
"Big Gun," can be admitted to have, p erhaps, signed it with a knowledge of its contents.
The other chief; E-tay-wah-keen-yau, or "Limping Devil," having
successively signed the debt fund distribution of July 23, 1851, the
power of attorney to me of September 8, 1852, the receipt of November 29, 1853, and frequently, besides, expressed to me his satisfaction
with what was done-the conclusion cannot be avoided that there was
no correct interpretation to him of the contents of the paper- a position
that is not at all weakened by the evident falsehood which the interpreter
swore to, when he declares, in his affidavit before Squire Dodd, that
the council "was composed of a maJority of the chiefs of said band."
It will not be necessary to cl well further upon this paf.Jer, which thus
bears fraud and deceit stamped on its very fi·ont, and is pbviously of no
validity or account whatever.
The falsehood it embodies, aside from the defects in its execution,
would deservedly discredit it, were no other objections to it tenable.
For instance, in the third paragraph Mr. Sweetser asserts (under cover
of his deluded Indians) that the distributive list of July 23, 1851, "is
calculated to clo great injustice to a large number of our most meritorious
creditors."

It is sufficient answer to this, if answer it requires, to say, that up
to this hour I have not heard if even one trader to whom the upper Indians were indebted prior to the treaty of Traverse des Sioux wi10 was
omitted in that list, and I do _not believe a single ante-treaty creditor can
be found who was not provided for in that distribution.
On my return, therefore, from Traverse des Sioux to St. Paul, my
position in relation to the government, the Indians, and their creditors,
and in reference to the fourth article of each treaty, seemed about as
follows:
·
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Treaty if Mendota.-Under this treaty the Me-day-wah-kan-toans, to
pay their old debts and remove and subsist themselves for one year, were
entitled to receive from the United States $110,000, and the W ab-pahkoo-tays also $110,0000. ·
On the 8th of November, 1852, the Wah-pay-koo-tays, by their receipt to me, as superintendent of Jndian affairs, for $90,000, acquitted
and discharged the United States of that much of the obligation to pay
$110,000, leaving a balance due from government of $20,000.
On the 9th of November, 1852, the Me-day-wah-kan-toans likewise,
by a similar receipt to me for $90,000, acquitted and discharged the
United States of so much of their treaty obligations, leaving a balance
still due of $20,000.
Thus $40,000 of the aggregate sum is all that is unreceipted for, and
this is to be applied, under the tre::~ty, to the removal of both bands, and
their subsistence for one year.
The Wah-pay-koo-tays, after discharging and acquitting the United
States of the sum of $90,000, in the s;;tme receipt placed this money in
my hands, and requested me to pay it over, "in full acquittance of our
just obligations at the date of said treaty, to our licensed traders."
The Me-day-wah-kan-toans in' like manner, after acquitting the United States of $90,000, placed $70,000 of it m my hands, a11d desired
me to pay that sum over, "in full acquittance of our just obligations at
the date of said treaty, to our licensed traders."
I was thus specially empowered by all the Mendota treaty Indians
to " settle" with their creditors, and pay over to them, in liquidation of
all Indian debts prior to the treaty, the sum of $160,000, in fi.1ll dische>rge of the "engagements" of both the lower bands.
Previous to visiting the upper Indians, however, I had disbursed the
$90,000 debt fund of the W ah-pay-koo-tays. This band, before Agent
McLean, early made a distribution of their hand money among their
creditors. and the validity of this distribution having never been disputed or impugued in any manner by either Indians or whites, I gladly
availed myself of an opportunity, previous to departing for Traverse
des Sioux, to relieve myself from the anxiety of its care by paying it
over to their licensed traders, for whose receipt and other matters incident to this payment I refer to my letter of January 14.
Consequently, on my return fiom the Traverse, I had but the
$70,000 debt fund of the Medaywahkantoans in my possession, in
trust for their creditor;;;.
Treaty qf Traverse des Sioux.-The hand money accruing to the
upper Indians by this treaty, was one undivided aggregate of $275,000.
By the paper of distribution so often referred to which the two upper
bands executed at Traverse des Sioux in 1851, they assigned $210,000
of this aggregate to " settle" with their traders ; and with the assent
of the latter $40,000 more was set apart for the half-breeds, leaving
$25,000 unappropriated.
By the subsequent comprehensive paper executed at St. Paul, September 8th, 1852, they gave me power to ask, receipt for, and control
the whole of the $275,000, "to do, or cause to be done, all the acts
contemplated by the said fourth article for and by us to be done, to
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appropriate the said money in accordance with, and for the purpose of
carrying out the equitable and true intent thereo,f, all such acts, when
done to be final and binding upon us, and to have the same force and
effect as if clone by us."
Under the comprehensive authority and wide discretion conferred by
this document, my receipt for the money discharged and accquitted the
United States of its obligations under the first clause of the fourth
article of the treaty, especially as the Indian appropriation bill, while
prohibiting the drawing of Indian money by powers of attorney in
general, particularly recognises their validity when carrying out treaty
stipulations, which stipulations at any rate, as they were in 'this case,
would be paramount without the exception specified.
But besides my receipt, to render "assurance doubly sure," the receipt of the upper chiefs of November 29, 1852, fully re-acquits the government for $250,000 of the amount; and simultaneously re-entrusts
me with their money to that amount, with an accompanying direction
to pay over, in their behalf to their creditors (not "the creditors of the
United States") the sum of $210,000, together with $40,000 to their
relatives of mixed blood, as per distributive paper of July 23, 1851,
the validity of which the chiefs re-affirm.
My position on my return from Traverse des Sioux upon a review of
the whole case, was, therefore, unquestionably this; that I was a special agent for all the Indians, with $320,000 of their money, yet in my
possession, in trust for a certain specified purpose, and that purpose
the payment of theiT debts that were incurred previous to the treaties, not for the payment of the debts of the United States.
My first step towards settling with creditors of the Indians was, unquestionably, to ascertain who were the "licensed tmders," that being the
class of creditors the Indians expressly limited the discharge of their
obligation to. A certificate from Mr. Prescott, the interpreter at the
Sioux agency, furnished the desired information. (See letter of January 14.)
The next step I conceived properly to be, to require all licensed
traders having claims upon the Indians to prove their accounts under
.oath. This was done, and an abstract of the several accounts sworn
to will also be found in my letter of January 14.
I in this manner ascertained that the debts of the Medaywakantons
amounted to $129,885,10, or $59,885,10 more than the Indians had
placed money in my hands to discharge.
I also found that the See-see-toans and W ay-pay-toans owed $431,73578, an excess of $221,735 78 over the funds they had entrusted to me
for entirely liquidating their indebtedness.
In a word, to clear off $561,620 58 of indebtedness, I had but
$320,000 of funds.
In order to revolve in my mind the best method ofboth attaining the
object of my trust and of satisfying the traders, I deferred settling with
the latter for a few clays, some official business, accumulated during my
absence, likewise requiring my more immediate attention.
In the meantime, the traders and half-breeds, collected at Mendota,
their old trading post, became, ,jt seems, impatient ~tt the delay ; and in
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a short time I was waited on, in their behalf, by Hugh Tyler, esq., their
attorney, with whom I before had communication in that capacity.
Mr. Tyler urged the anxiety of his clients for a settlement, and presented me with two papers, one signed . by the traders .and half-breeds
of the upper Indians, and the other s1gned by the hcensed traders
among the Medawaykantoans, in both of which they formally "authorize and request" me to pay the several sums due them, respectively,
under said tr:~ties to their agent: ".ag.ent and att_orne.y, Hugh Tyi,~r, esq.,"
and " authonzmg and empowenng h1m. to recerpt for the same ; .and declaring that such receipts should be "zn full dzscharge and acquzttance,"
of their "claims against the Indians" up to the dates of the respective
treaties. Copies of both of these powers of attorney to Mr. Tyler may
be found in my letter of January 14, often before referred to.
The presentation of these documents at once relieved me of considerable difficulty.
I was aware of the high confidence which the claimants most largely
interested in the debt-funds reposed in Mr. Tyler's integrity and intelligence, and my o~n acquaintance with him justified them in their
confidence.
I according did not hesitate paying over to Mr. Tyler, as attorney
for traders and half~breeds, " the entire amount qf the funds in my hands
for thezT benqit, taking his receipt therefor," in full discharge and acquzttance

if the

of all demands against the Indians

up to the peTiod of the negotiation

treaties.

Copies of Attorney Tyler's receipts will be found also accompanying
my letter of January J 4.
These receipts, from the traders and half-breeds, per Mr. Tyler, their
attorney, concluded my responsibilities in respect to the hand money
of the two treaties, except $40,000 belonging to the two lower bands,
retained for their removal and subsistence, and $25,000 belonging to the
upper bands, placed in my care by their council of September 8, 1852,
for disbursement for the same purposes.
Thus, as e:fficer of the United States, I had secured a release of the
government from its treaty obligations by the payment of the money to
the Indians; thus, as the special agent of the Indians, I had obtained
from the traders and half-breeds the release of the Indians fi·om the
total of their debt "engagements."
Beyond this, I felt I had no legal concern or responsibility. The
details of the division of the money among the traders and halt~breeds,
assembled at Mendota, I supposed might be safely entrusted to themselves and their attorney, Mr. Tyler, with it further, I saw no obligation to meddle. So also, the arrangements between Mr. 'fyler and
his clients for compensation or per centage was a matter with which
I had no call to interfere. The Indians and the United States being
legally satisfied, the remainder was strictly a business transaction between attorney and clients, in which none but themselves were interested. Nor have I ever seen a particle of evidence, from those who
participated in th'e Mendota zJayments, impugning the fairness of the
distribution there made.
That some of the half-breeds disliked awarding any compensation to
their attorney, Mr. Tyler, is quite probable; but even the very men
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whose dissatisfaction on this single head made them the tools for affidavit-mongers, (see depositions annexed,) even they testi(y that the
compensation paid Mr. Tyler was optional with themselves-that there
was no compulsion.
In truth, the clamor on this point comes entirely from outsiders-from
the perjuring conspirators-who mystify the public mind by distortions
of the facts. The measure of credit which these creatures should re~eiv_e may be guaged by the public and the goyernment from a~1 exammatwn of the affidavits they suborned, and therr companson wrth other
affidavits hereto attached.
Another occasion for clamor and misrepresentation has been the
-character of the funds which their CJWn attorney disbursed among his
clients, the creditors of the Indians.
My inquiries on this point, however, convinced me that nothing was
paid out by Mr. Tyler but gold, or its equivalent; and he certainly received from the Indians, through me, nothing of less value than our na- tional currency.
·
/
.
In this connection it occurs to me to remark, th:;~t rt does not appear
for what purpose exactly was forwarded from the department a copy
of an isolated draft, purporting to be drawn by me, for $500, in favor
of Hugh Tyler, esq., the original of which is understood to have been
exhibited to the Secretary of the Interior, by the Ron. Mr. Sweetser,
member of Congress fron:'r Ohio, and brother of the trader Sweetser,
whose operations in this direction have been referred to.
No verified statement, fi-om any quarter, accompanies the draft, as to
t he manner of his coming ii1to possession of·it; and, for aught that appears to the contrary, the holder has merely taken this roundabout
course to ascertain the extent of my private credit, and whether the
paper was worth its face-information which could have been more
easily reached by presenting the draft, if genuine, at the counter of the
respectable bank in New York city, on which it was drawn, and de£nanding its face in American gold. It may have been exhibited, nowever, as a specimen of the "depreciated drafts," spoken of in the affidavits suborned by his brother, the trader; and if so, the deposition of
Mr. Oakes, hereto attached, marked CC, may be useful in fixing the
exact amount of its depreciation below gold and silver!
I would observe, likewise, that it has been my uniform practice, whenever in my power, since my residence in the Territory, to furnish the
business community here with drafts and checks on St. Louis and the
eastern cities, without ever making a charge or requiring a per centage
for the accommodation; upon which fact Mr. Sweetser may possibly
found another complaint, as such profitless transactions are most certainly an interference with the brokerage business of the country, and
materially tend to diminish its profits!
Accompanying this communication, and marked HH, is a copy of a
letter addressed by H. L. Dousman, esq., an eminent citizen of the
northwest, to the United States Senate, pending the ratification of the
Sioux treaties.
I incorporate it in this "explanation," because it properly exhibits the
origin of the difficulties which have arisen in regard to the funds ac-
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cruing under the Sioux treaties, and the motives of those who have been
most active in creating them.
As incidental also to a correct understanding of Mr. Dousman's allusions to the trader Sweetser's operations, I transmit a copy of the extraordinary power of attorney which he fraudulently imposed on a portion of the Indians at Traverse des Sioux. The whole scope oi this
paper, it is believed to be susceptible of proof, was never interpreted
to the Indians; Joseph Campbell, who was the interpreter employed by
Sweetser, having since averred to a citizen of standing and respectability that all that he interpreted of the power of attorney was what
Sweetser told him to say, which was different from what he afterwards
.
found the document to be.
To what I have already expressed I have little in conclusion to add,
except that it is my strong desire to have a full and complete investigation of all matters involved in the late Sioux disbursements, and that
I hold myself in readiness to respond promptly to any further call for
explanation in regard thereto. My whole conduct in these disbursements I have passed under my own mental re\·iew, and I cannot observe that in any particular I would change my action, if the whole
affair \vas to be gone over again. I can sincerely say, that in all that
I did a single motive actuated me, and that was, to carry out the policy
of the government in regard to the Indians, and to award to all interested, reel and white, what was just and right, so far as I could determine it.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALEX. RAMSEY.
Hon. LUKE LEA,
CommissioneT of Indian A./faiTs, Washington, D. C.

AA.
TERRITORY OF MINNESOTA, (

County rf Ramsey,
5
Louis Anger, being duly sworn according to law, cle>th depose and
say, that he is not "a half~breed," but a Canadian, intermarried with a
Sisseton Sioux woman; that, in right of the children by his wife, five
in number, he claimed a participation in the sum of forty thousand dollars distributed by the chiefs, &c., of the Sisseton and W arpeton bands
among their half-breed relatives, but his name and that of his children
were omitted by the Indians in their distribution at Traverse des Sioux,
made on the 23d day of July, 1851. Upon a representation of this fact
~o Governor Ramsey, he directed that your deponent should participate
m this fund to the extent of two shares, as he did, and was paid at
Mendota by his attorney, Hugh Tyler, in gold and its equivalents; but
h~ was not told by Tyler, nor by any other person, that unless he permitted ~ reduction of fifteen per cent. he would receive nothing; he was
never given to understand that there was any such condition.
. 1;"our deponent cannot nad manuscript; and upon having now exhibited and explained to him the deposition that he made before Or-
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lando Simons on the 15th day of December, 1852, he finds he has been
grossly imposed upon, and made to swear to matters that are grossly untrue,
and to others of which he knew nothing.
.
.
That your deponent wished that all h1s ch1ldren, five in number,

should ·have each had a share. He was met by Madison Sweetser in
St.. Paul after the payment, who. handed the deposition, that paper
wh1ch he swore before Orlando S1mons on the 15th December, 1852.
Sweetser told him to show the paper to no one, but to go before Esquire
Simons and make oat!~ to it, and that then he (Sweetser) would procurefor
him (Anger) payment for his other thr~e.chil1ren; that neither ~y Sweet~er
nor by Esquire Simons was the deposztwn ezther nad or explamed to hzm,
and all your deponent thought ht:; was doing was an effort to procure
further payment to his half-breed children.
That your deponent verily believes and k!lows that some members of
almost all the families connected with the SISseton or W arpeton Sioux
have participated in the d}stribution of the half-breed money, and that
but few individuals have been omitted. This deponent and all others
that fell within his observation were paid in gold or its equivalent, and
your deponent does not know of any one half:.breed paid in either "depreciated drafts or notes."
Your deponent is not aware that the Indians, at any time, requested
Governor Ramsey to divide sixty thousand dollars equally among all
the half-breeds of the tribe; and so £·u as his knowledge goes the
payment was fairly made.

\

his

LOUIS x ANGER
mark

Witness:
ANTONIO FINDLEY..

Sworn to and subscribed before me at St. Paul, this 22nd day of
February, 1853.
TRUMAN M. SMITH,
Justice

of the Peace.

MINNESOTA TERRITORY, ~

Ramsey County.

5 ss.

..........

Louis Anger on his solemn oath further says: That on the day he
made his first affidavit, Sv:eetser enquired of ~im for George and Joe
Le Blanc to make affidavit-that deponent sa1d, they were on a heavy
sl?ree-Sweetser said "that makes no difference, tell them to come and
szgn.
his

LOUIS x ANGER.
mark

Sworn and subscribed before me at St. Paul, this 22nd day of February, 1853."
TRUMAN M. SMITH,
Justice

of the Peace.
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BB.
TERRITORY 01!'

County

f

MINNESOTA,~

5ss.

of Ramsey.

Peter Ro_uillard being duly sworn according to law, doth depose and
say: That m right of his ·children, he was interested in the recent pay!Uent to the half~breeds of the Sioux nation, those bands participating
in the making, &c., of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux; that in the
distribution made at Traverse des Sioux, of the sum of forty thousand
dollars, by these Indians, (at the time of making the treaty in 1851,)
among their half-breed relatives, the name of this deponent was omitted, as were the names of his wife and children ; but upon representation to Governor Ramsey, he directed that your deponent should participate in this fund, as he did, and was paid at Mendota; but your deponent desired that there should be a share ($250) paid to each of his
children, which was not done, _11nd this is the only fact that he thought
he was testifying to in his deposition of December 15, 1852, before
Orlando Simons, esquire; but as your deponent does but impeifectly
understand the English language, and cannot read manuscript, he finds,
upon having said deposition read to him, that lte has been grossly imposed
upon, and made to say and swear to matters of which he knew nothing;
. that to the best of the knowledge and belief of your deponent, nearly
all the half-breeds who had relationship to those Indian parties to the
treqty of Traverse. des Sioux participated in the half:breed money.
That the money he received, and so far as his observation extended,
the money received by others, half-breeds, &c., under this treaty was
of the highest character, gold oT its equivalent, that he saw no depTeciated
paper paid out.
That your deponent signed a power of attorney or authority to
Hugh Tyler to receive the money to 'which he was entitled of Alexander ,
Ramsey, superintendent, &c; and he does not believe, nor did he
mean to say that there was anything improper in the payment.
his

PETER x ROUILLARD.
mark

Sworn and subscribed to before me this. 15th February, 1853.
TRUMAN M. SMITH,

,/

Just·ice

if the

Peace.

cc.
j\,lfiNNESOTA TERRITORY, ~

County

of Ramsey.

5

Vital Boger, being duly sworn, doth depose and say : That he has
heard read the foregoing deposition of Pierre Rouillard, and had it fully
translated and explained to him, and upon his solemn oath doth depose
and affirm, all that is said in the deposition, except what refers personally to Pierre Rouillard, that the deposition that it is pretended he made on
the 15th December, 1852, before Orlando Simons, and the whole if that
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statement is ajraud upon ~im, except that one of the children for which

he was to have been paid on the list made by the Indians was taken
off, and that he paid Hugh Tyler fifteen per cent., but he was not told
by Tyler or any one else that if he did not pay this he would receive
nothing.
his

VITAL x BOGER.
mark

Sworn and subscribed to before me this 15th day of February, 1853,
TRUMAN M. SMITH,
Justice rif the Peace.

MINNESOTA TERRITORY,

R amsey County.

,

1ss.

DD.

Alex. R. McLeod, being duly sworn, doth depose and say: That in
right of his wife he was interested in the distribution of money made
among their relatives of mixed blood, by the Indians parties to the
treaties of Traverse des Sioux; that in the distribution, as made by the
chiefs, &c., at Traverse des Sioux, on the 23d day of July, 1851, his _
wife had two hundred and fifty dollars set apart as her share ; that
he signed an authority or power rif attorney to Hugh Tyler, esq., to dmw
this money of Alex. Ramsey, superintendent, &c., which he did, and
paid me that sum, less fifteen per cent.; be (McLeod) was paid in gold
or its eq7tivalent, and not in "depreciated drafts or notes," nor did any
case of payment, on this occasion, come under the notice of your deponent wherein " depreciated drafts or notes" were paid. Your deponent
is not aware that the chiefs or Indians parties to either the treaty of
1
Traverse des Sioux or Mendota "requested Alex. Ramsey to distribute
sixty thousand dollars equally among all the half- breeds of the tribe ;"
he does not know, that "to the extent of one half of the half-breeds, or
thereabouts, have been refused payment;" to the best of the know ledge
and belief of your deponent, they generally all participctted in the payment.
Your deponent was not compelled to allow Hugh Tyler, his attorney,
fifteen per cent., nor was he informed by Tyler, or any one else, that
unless he submitted to this reduction of fifteen per cent., he would
receive nothing; he was not "compelled to resort to Hugh Tyler for
payment," but did so voluntarily.
.
Your deponent does not know that Governor Ramsey, at any time,
held secret councils at night, at Sibley's house, with the chiefs, to
induce them to sign his receipts; nor does he know of any efforts to
bribe the chiefs to sign such receipts. Your deponent never heard
Governor Ramsey in open council declare that unless seventy thousand
dollars were set apart for the payment of their debts he would withhold
their annuity.
That your deponent does not know that the money set apart in the
fourth article of the treaties was handed to the claimants for them to
divide, without regard being had to tlil.e amount of the indebtedness of
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the Indians. All your deponent intended to complain of, and of which
he desired to make affidavit, was the payment of fifteen per cent. of all
the half-breeds. The deposition it is pretended I made on the - - day
of December, 1851, before J. Van Etten, esq., is jitll of gross misnpresentations, but from the excitement I was under at the time I did not know
what was in it.
A. R. McLEOD.
vritnesses:
J. w. SIMPSON,
J. vAN ETTEN.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 26th day of February.
A. D ., 1853.
J. VAN ETTEN,
Notary Public, Minnesota.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF MINNESOTA TERRITORY,
St. Paul, .February 26, 1853.
I, Alexander Wilkin, secretary of said Territory, do hereby certify,
that J. Van Etten, notary public, before whom the annexed affidavit of
Alex. R. McLeod was taken, was at the time of taking thereof, and now
is, a notary public in and for Ramsey county, Minnesota, legally commissioned, sworn into office, and duly authorized to take depositions,
acknowledgments of deeds, and do other official acts, and to all of
his said official acts full faith and credit are due and ought to be given.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
great seal of the said T erritory, this twenty-sixth clay of February, in
[
] the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fiftySEAL. three, and of the independence of the United States of Amer- ·
ica the seventy-seventh.
"
ALEX. WILKIN,
SecretaTy of Minnesota TerritoTy.

EE.

t

TERRITORY OF MINNESOTA,
Ramsey county.
5
W. H. Forbes, being duly sworn, doth depose and say: That he is a
citizen of Saint Paul, and has lived in what is now the Territory of
Minnesota since the year 1837 ; that he acted as the interpreter to
Governor Ramsey in his councils with the Medawakantoan and Wahpay-k9o-tay Sioux Indians in the fall of 1852, in reference to their payments under the treaty of 1851; "that Governor Ramsey convened
the chiefs, &c., at the Indian agency near Fort Snelling, but the only
house that could be used in this way, and for this purpose, was that in
which the interpreter at the agency, P. Prescott, resides. It was found
to be entirely too small, and the Indians and half-breeds could neither
see nor hear what was going on._ This gave dissatisfaction, and the
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· chiefs requested that their future councils might be held at Mendota,
which was more convenient to the camps of most of them, and was at
the homes of almost all the half-breeds interested. Governor Ramsey
frequently told them that he would meet them most cheerfully at any
convenient place they might propose. Subsequently to the ii.rst meeting at the agency, one of the chiefs requested a second meeting at that
place, which Governor Ramsey assented to, but the chiefs and braves
did not attend, alleging that there was not room enough for them at
the agency. I knew that for this reason most of the councils after
,
the first were held at Mendota.
In councilling with these chiefs he did not insist upon auy specified
sum being set aside to pay their debts, or to distribute as ,a gratuity
among their half-breed relations. It was only after repeated councilling with these Indians that, on the advice of some of the chiefs, he recommended a d!stribution of the sum of ninety thousand dollars, in the
manner subsequently made, by the Medewakatoan chiefs.
. For a time, a majority of the chiefs, as was well known, under the
influence of the half-breeds, insisted upon receiving into their own
hands the whole sum of one hundred and two thousand dollars, without
leaving anything in the hands of Governor Ramsey to provide for their
removal, &c. Many of the chiefs, at an early day even, were disposed
to allot an amount of money to pay their debts, &c., but it was some time
before they could muster courage to utter that sentiment in council,
overawed as they were by the young men, who desired all the money.
I witnessed the payment of money of the half-breeds by Mr. Tyler;
but neither in his payment to others or to me (in right of my children)
did I hear him insist upon the payment of fifteen per cent. to him, or
threaten if it was not paid him he would pay nothing; nor did I hear
him or others insist upon the payment of debts due H. H. Sibley. So
far as my observation went, each half-breed did in this matter as he
pleased.
Mr. Tyler stated to me and to others that expenses had been incmTed by him as the attorney of the traders and half~breeds, &c.; that
it had been agreed he should retain fifteen per cent. to reimburse these
expenses, and for his compensation; but I never heard him insist upon
these terms. All the time of the payment I was present, but never
witnessed the paying out, by Tyler, of depnciated notes or drafts.
All the money paid was either gold or its equivalent, to the best of the
knowledge and belief of your deponent.
Your deponent was present, and witnessed the designation, by the
chiefs, &c., at Traverse des Sioux, in July, 1851, of the half~breeds,
and the amounts they were to receive under the treaty, and the
setting apart of two hundred and ten thousand dollars in liquidation of
their debts; and your deponent is convinced that they knew as well
what they were about as did the whites and the half-breeds that were
present.
WM. H. FORBES.
Sworn and subscribed before me this 24th day of February, 1853.
TRUMAN M. SMITH,
Justice

of the

Peace.
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GG.
MINNESOTA TERRITORY, ~ ss.
Ra
msey county.

Charles H. Oakes states, on his solemn oath, that be is a citizen of
St. Paul, in the Territory aforesaid, where for better than a year he
has been engaged in buying and selling exchange upon New York, St.
Louis, and other distant cities ; that he has had exhibited to him the
copy of a check, dated St. Paul, December 13, 1852, No. 73, on the
Merchant's Bank (N. Y.) for five hundred dollars, payable to Hugh
Tyler, or order, and signed by Alex. Ramsey as drawer, (said check
exhibited by Ron. Mr. Sweetser at the office of the Secretary of the
Interior at Washington, as is alleged;) that such paper is woTth in
Minnesota one and one-half peT cent. pTCmium, and if the signatures are
genuine, would readily bring that advance at this place, if transmitted
here.
CHAS. H. OAKES.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th day of February,
18$3.
TRUMAN M. SMITH,
Justice

TERRITORY OF MINNESOTA,
Ramsey county.

/

o/ t!te Peace.

Jss.

I hereby certify that Trumau M. Smith, whose name is subscribed
to the foregoing affidavit of Peter Rouillard, V etal Boger, Louis Anger,
·Charles H. Oakes, and William H. Forbes, and before whom said
affidavits purport to have been made, was at the time each of said
affidavits bear date a justice of the peace, duly elected and qualified
to act as such; and that I am well acquainted with the handwriting
of said justice, and believe each of the signatures to said affidavits purporting to be his are his genuine signatures.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand anJ affixed the
[
] seal of the district court for the county of Ramsey, and TerSEAL
ritory of Minnesota, this 26th day ofFebruary, A. D. 1853.
JAMES K. HUMPHREY,
CleTk o/ said Court.

HH.
\V ASHINGTON, ApTiL 3, 1852.

Sm : Having learned that an attempt is being made by certain interested parties to prejudice the minds of your honorable committee
against some of the proyisions contained in the treaties recently made
·with the Dakota or Sioux Indians, for portions of their land in Minne23
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sota Territory, I have the honor to submit the following brief statement
of facts connected with those treaties, for the entire correctness of which
~ can vouch, having been an eye witness to the whole of the proceeclmgs connected therewith.
In both of the treaties referred to, it is stipulated that the Indians
shall ~eceive a. portion of the purchase money. i~ hand, or upon their
estabhshment m their new homes, to meet their JUSt engagements, and
for their removal and subsistance. It is notorious to every man who base
long resided in the Territory that those bands interested in the Traverse
~es Sioux treaty have, for many years, been supported by the regul~rly .
hcensed traders, at a very great loss and expense to. t~e latter. !_he
country beina denuded of game, and these bands recervmg no annmtres
from the gov~rnment, the traders have be~r: obliged to advance ther;n
annually clothing for themselves and famrhes, and guns and ammumtion, and provisions, without which supplies these poor creatures would
inevitably have perished.
The Indians, about fom: thousand in number, connected with the
upper treaty well know that the resources of their country were entirely
inadequate to enable them to pay for these credits in furs and skins ;
but always assured their traders that ample provision should be made
to meet their demands whenever a treaty should be effected with the
government. Accordingly, the upper bands, and a part of the lower
bands did enter into an obligation to set aside, from the amount provided to be paid to them in hand, under the treaty, a sum large indeed
in amount, but very much short of what they justly owe. A part of
the bands interested in the lower treaty have not signed any obligation.
It is now alleged, 1 understand, that the chiefs and principal men of
the upper bands signed the obligation without knowing its nature, but
with the supposition that they were affixing their names or marks to a
duplicate copy of the treaty, This I solemnly assert to be entirely
false. The amount to be allowed for the payment of debts was a subject of discussion among the Indians and their traders, and the missionaries, for clays before the treaty was executed, and I was myself present
very fi·equently when these discussions took place; and when the
treaty was interpreted to the Indians, it was expressly explained by
the government mterpreter.
The chiefs and principal men all expressed their willingness to provide for the payment of their debts to the traders who were in the conn- ' .
try, but were umvilling to pay the claims of others who no longer lived
among them. Although, by such an arrangement, those of the former
class c?uld have s.ecured themselves without difficulty, yet they were
too upnght to avml themselves of such an advantage over non-resident
claimants. They, therefore, P!·oposed that the Inditms should obligate
themselves to pay the sum cles1gnated, and allow the traders to divide
in. a pro 1:ata proportio!l among t~os_e who were really bonafide creditors
of the smd bands, which the chiefs assented to, and the division was
made in a fair and equitable manner. The amount set aside by the Indians, did not suffice to pay more than one half of their just indebtedness, but the traders were agreed to accept it in full of all demands.
I beg to state what I know of the traders amona these Indians
Some Of them have spent twenty, thirtv and even fgrty years in the
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trade, and all, with scarcely an exception, of those provided for in the
obligation referred to, are deeply in debt and utterly impoverished, in
consequence of their goods having. been advanced, as I before stated,
for the benefit of the miserable bemgs among whom they dwell.
Among them are old men with large families of children, who are
entirely without the means of support, and whose sole dependence isupon the provision made f<)r them by the Indians. So far were thechiefs from desiring to repudiate their obligations, that the very incli-·
viduals who have signed the protest, offered subsequently, at Mendota,
to go before the Indian agent and state that they wished it carried out in
good faith; but that was not deemed necessary. The names of the
half-breeds who were provided for in the same obligation, were designated by the chief.:; in open council, in presence of a large number of
Indians, and inserted according to their instructions.
I have thus stated to you, sir, what I know to be the truth in regard
to the upper or Traverse des Sioux treaty. The sequel is yet to come.
In the month of October last, three months nearly after the conclusiow
of that negotiation, a Mr. Svveetser arrived at St. Paul with an assortment of goods, and applied to the Indian agent at Fort Snelling for a
license to trade with the Sioux, which was granted, and he proceeded:
to Traverse des Sioux. Although an utter stranger to the Sioux, never
having previously visited their countr~, or had l:jny dealings, directly or
indirectly with them, yet having been connected in the trade with the
Miamies, and other tribes in Indiana, (as I have been informed,) he was
well acquained with Indian character, and he forthwith commenced
operations by endeavoring to produce dissatisfaction among the chiefs
and principal men, with their old fi·iends among the traders, and to induce them to repudiate their obligations. In the absence of those interested, and by making profuse expenditure of presents, together with
an appeal to their cupidity, by stating, that if they would sign his papers
they should receive a much larger sum of money than they otherwise
would, a part of them were persuaded to sign a protest against their
previous obligation; also a powe1· if attorney, granting to him, the said
Sweetse_r, unlimited control over all their money to be recf'ived from tlte uppeT
t1·caty, if ratified, except the regular annuities.
And it is also stated that there was still a third zwper, or agreement,.

/

which is not forthcoming here, and which provides that said Sweetser
shall share equally with the -other contracting party in what can be secured by him fi·om the amount due to the traders and half-breeds ; and
armed with these documents, which the officers of the Indian department in Minnesota would not certify or have anything to do with, he
now presents himself in this city, and hopes- with the aid of others
who, I have reason to believe, to be contingently interested with himto induce your honorable committee to further hi s views by some
amendment to the treaty, which may prevent the rightful claimants,
should the treaty be ratified, fl:om receiving what is so justly their due.
A more sacTed debt was never incurred than is owing by the Indians to
the traders ; and, sir, I trust yow· lwnomble committee will not permit anv
change in the phraseology qf tlze lTeaties.
.
The Indian Department bas the authority, and it is made its duty by
existing laws, to guard the recipients of annuities against imposition
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:and fraud, and the gentleman at its head will, no doubt, do his duty.
As the treaty is worded, the government recognizes no individual
claims upon the Indians, but very properly leaves the question to be
:settled between them and their creditors. I can assert, without fear of
-contradiction, that many of those who are interested i:-t the obligation
given by the upper Sioux are men of the highest character for honor
and integrity, and who have proved themselves to be the truest and
. warmest fi·iends of the poor Indians, and who would scorn any attempt
to take from them one cent which was not rightfully their own.
In conclusion, I beg leave to say that I have lived twenty-five years
on the upper Mississippi river, during most of which time I have been
interested in the trade with the Sioux Indians. I know them and their
t raders well, and I will do the latter the justice to say, that they have
done more to arrest the introduction of liquor among their red friends,
than all others combined. As I have before stated, their claims are
eminently just, while Sweetser's pretensions to ·inte1jere, are merely the Tesult if a desire that he and his associates may appropriate the money to
which they have no claim whatever. The same means and appliances on
the part of any other stranger now, would induce the Indians to revoke
Mr. Sweetser's power of attorney at once, and appoint some other
man.
The traders in the cquntry would experience little difficulty in procuring fi·om the Indians a protest against the recognition by the government of Mr. Sweetser's papers; but regarding them as informal
and as fi·audulent upon their very face, they have not considered them
of sufficient importance to deserve any such notice at their hands, supposing that the Senate would pay no sort of attention to documents
procured obviously for interested purposes.
For inf()t·mation respecting my character and standing in my own
State, 1 beg leave to refer you to the accompanying letters from the
Hon. J.P. Walker and G. W. Jones, of the Senate, and Hon. Messrs.
Doty and Eastman, of the House of Representatives, most of whom
have known me for many years.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully , your obedient servant,
H. L. DOUSMAN..
Ron. D. R. ATCHISON,
Chairman o/ the Committee on Indian 4[fai1·s, U. S. Senate.

HH,2.
"Whereas, the See-see-tmm and Wa· pay-toan bands of the Sioux, a
Dacotah nation of Indians did, on the 23d of July, A. D. 1851, conclude a treaty with the government of the United States, acting throngh
their accredited chiefs, headmen, and braves, with the Ron. Luke Lea
and Governor A. Ramsey, acting as commissioners un the part of tl{e
United States ; and
"Whereas, it is provided in said treaty that the sum of $275,000 is
set apart to be paid to our said bands, after their removal to their new
homes on the Minnesota, and to be expended for the benefit of said
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bands, as provided for by said treaty; after signing said treaty aforesaid, we were asked by our traders, and did sign a paper, which w e
supposed at the t~me to be a copy of the treaty, or some other paper
necessary to carrymg ou~ the agreement. between ou~ people and our
Great Father, the President of the Umted States, m the sale of our
lands; we have since learned, with surprise and astonishment, that
we were deceived, misled, imposed upon, and wronged, by our said
pretended friends and traders, in relation to the purport and meaning of
said paper; that we have by said act agreed and bound ourselves and
our people to pay to an assumed trader, a sum nearly or quite equal to
$220,000, out of the $275,000 set apart in said treaty as aforesaid;
and while we are not only willing and desirous to pay all our honest
and proper debts, we most solemnly protest, that we never intended,
by any act of ours, to set aside any such sum of money for the payment of assumed debts against our people, neither do we believe that
it is possible for our people to owe one-fourth the amount thus assumed,
to be clue to our creditors aforesaid. The procuring from us a paper,
authorizing the payment of any such sum, was a fraud and an outrage
upon us and our bands, for whom we act. The payment of the same ·
by our Great Father, the President of the United States, or by any one
having the disbursement of our money, would be an act of great i~jus
tice to our people ; therefore;
"Know all men by these presents, That we, the undersigned, chiefs,
headmen, and braves, of the See-see-toan and \Vah-pay-toan bands of
the Sioux or Dacotah nation of Indians, being a majority of said chiefs,
.headmen, and braves, and as such fully competent to transact national
business for the above named bands of Sioux or Dacotah nation of Indians, for the purpose of protecting our people against the payment of
all improper, unjust, and ti·audulent demands or claims, which may be
assumed by virtue of said agreement aforesaid, or any other agreement
with our said traders, or by any other pretext or agreement, have made,
nominated, constituted and appointed, and by these presents do make,
nominate, constitute, appoint, and confirm, Madison Sweetser our true
and lawful attorney in fact, irrevocably, and with full power of substitution for us, and in our names and stead, as the constituted and proper
authority of said bands and nation, to defend and protect our said bands
and nation against the payment of any and all debts claimed against
our bands or people, by virtue of any agreement heretofore made with
us, until the same shall have been fully shown to be due and owing from
~ur people to said claimants, by full and unquestionable proof of their justic~, a!ld by said claimants exhibiting to a proper constituted tribunal,
whu:h m its organization shall be to the satiifaction cif our said attorney, or !tis
delegate, or delegates, substitute, or substitutes, full and unquestionable
?riginal bills of purchase or invoices, and books of original entry, showmg the basis upon which said claims are demanded, and claimed to be
due and o.wing. Also, from any and all other demands which may be
made agamst our said bands or nation, of whatsoever kind and nature,
our said attorney, his substitutes, or delegates, for us and in our names
and st~ad, as the constituted and proper authority to defend and prot_ect
our Sa.Jd bands and nation, and make proper settlements therewith.
Also, to ask, demand, and receive of the said government of the United
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States, and receipt for any and all sums of money that may be saved
by our said attorney from the contracts with our said traders aforesaid,
to our said bands or nation, or in shape of arrearages under any of our
treaties with said government. Also, to negotiate with said government for us and in our behalf, in regard to any and all other matters
that appertain to the general welfare of our said nation of Indians, or that
may be, by our said attorney, deemed con~ucive to the interest of.our said
bands or nation, or the individuals com poswg the same. Our smd attorney, or his substitutes, to have full power and authority from us, for ourselves, and our bands or nation, to do any and all lawful acts that may
be by them deemed necessary to effect the premises as fully and completely as we might or could do were we personally present. Hereby
ratifying and confirming any and all acts that our said attorney or his substitutes may do, by virtue hereof; and revoking and annulling any and
all powers of attorney, or any other kind of authority, that we may
have heretofore given (or a ny of us) to any person or persons, to act
tor us and in our behalf in and about the premises. It is expressly
declared that nothing herein contained shall give our said attorney any
power to act fbr us in anything connectetl with the disposition of our
regl!llar annuities.
"In testimony w hereof; we, the undersigned chiefs of the said Seesee-toan and Wapaytoan bancl:s of the Sioux or Dakota nation of Indians, being a majority of said chiefs, headmen, and braves, and as
such fi_llly competent to transact national business for said bands and
nation, now in full and open council, assembled at St. Peter's agency,
have hereunto set our hands and seals, as our material act and deed,
this 6th day of December, A. D. 1851."

CoMMITTEE RooM, U.S. SENATE,
March 14, ] 853.
The committee met, and proceeded w ith the examination of M.
Sweetser, esq.
. I understand Governor Ramsey received fi·om the government five
hundred and ninety-three thousand dollars and fifty cents, for the D akota Indians, under the treaty of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota, of
July and August, 1851. I state, fi·om infbrmation received, that Governor Ramsey exchanged the government currency received for bank
paper and drafts on different banks in New York city, Harrisburg and
M~ddletown, Pennsylvania; that he exchanged all of the gold he recelved from the government, excepting eighty or one hundred thousand
dollars, before leaving the eastern cities for Minnesota. About five hundred thousand dollars were exchanged for this currency.
The annuities due the Indians vYere paid in gold.
The trust funds, or the greater part of them, were paid to the traders
and half-breeds, and upon govPrnment eontracts, in bank pap.er and
drafts.
I do not know that any objection was made to receiving the paper
money by those to whom it was payable, and I have understood that
Governor Ramsey offered to pay to Mr. McKinstry, one of the govern-
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ment contractors, either paper money or gold, at his option, and he paid
to me ~1,000 due in gold.
Dunng the councils prior to the payment at 8t. Peter's agency the
-chwfs of the Me-de-wah-kanton Indians at the council demanded of the
.governor the m'oney due the chiefs in accordance with the fourth article
o~· the treaty. A dt>mand was made on several occasions in open counC!l, and as often refused by Governor Ramsey. The governor stated
to the Indians, on three several occ! sions, in my presence, that the
treaty required that they shotild be removed to their homes on the Minnesota river before any portion of the oney was paid ; but on condition that they would leave in his hands the amount claimed by the
traders to pay the debt claimed by them from the Indians, that he
would soften clown that provision of the treaty, and pay their annuities.
And at the last council held at St. Peter's agency by the governor he
told the chiefs, prior to the payment, that if they did not comply with
·the request or demands which he made that he would take the money
.b ack, anrl not pay their annuities. ~
·
I think Messrs. Hugh Tyler, C. D. Fillmore, A. J. Campbell, and
others were present. I think Mr. Faribault was the interpreter on that
occasion. This took place at the government house at St. Peter'$·
W abashaw, the principal chief, told him to take the money back,
and they would go home, and that they would not comply with the
conditions he made. After this the governor's councils were held at
Mendota, at the trading post of P. Chouteau, jr., & Co. These councils were held with separate chiefs, generally at night, and during those
times certain of the chiefs were known to be drunk, as I was informed,
and verily believe.
After long delay, and frequent night councils at the trading post of
P. Chouteau & Co.-H. S. Dousman, Hugh Tyler, C. D. Fillmor'=!, and
o~hers were present-the signatures of the chiefs were obtained to the
l·eceipts for their trust fund.
In their councils the Indians expressed a desire to pay all their honest debts; to give to the half-breeds twenty thousand dollars, and a
.sum to be left in the hands of the government to remove and subsist
them for one year after their removal. The twenty thousand dollars
to the half-breeds were divided among their chiefs, and eight or ten
prisoners of the Sioux, many of them children of the principal men, and
one of them the son of a chief, were released fr9m prison on the very
.evening or morning on which the signatures to the aforesaid receipts
were obtained from the chiefs.
One of the chiefs told me that he had signed the receipts to obtain
the liberty of his son, and that he had thus obtained his liberty; and I
believe that the release of the prisoners and the payment (.)f the money
intended for the half:.breeds was used as a bribe to obtain the signatures of the chiefs to the receipts aforesaid.

CoMMITTEE RooM, March 15, 1853.
The committee met pursuant to adjournment, and resumed the testimony of M. Sweetser, esq.
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The Indians \\'ere called into council about the middle of November,
The chiefs told him that they
understood that the Indians at Mendota had been refused their money,
and they hoped that they would .not be treated as their b:ethren at
Mendota were. They then demanded of the governor the1r money,
(referring to the trust fund,) and in all their public councils. expressed
but one wish, and that was, that the money should be prud to. themselves. Governor Ramsey ans~ered, by stating to the chief~ that _they
had disposed of this fund already, and that he should not pay 1t to them.
Mr. Sibley, Hugh Tyler, m.es Campbell, Duncan Campbell! and
others, I think, were present. Most of the persons present were mterested in the disbursements of this fund. The chiefs reiterated their demands that the money should be paid to them, and not to their claimants of the fund.
I heard all the principal chiefs who were present make the demand
upon the governor for the money: Red Iron was the most active in
making these demands ; he was w1thout any other apparent cause arrested and broken of his chieftainship. He repeatedly refused to sign
any receipts for money which was not to be paid to them.
During the time of these councils young men who had little or no
influence with the tribe, and who their own people have since refused
to recognize, were appointed to chieftaincy by him as chiefs, to the exclusion of the old chiefs. During these councils the interpreters used
or allowed by Governor Ramsey were persons connected in business
with H. H. Sibley & Co., and other recipients of the money paid by
the said Ramsey, or directly interested themselves. The signatures to
the rec:eipt returned y Governor Ramsey, and now on file in the department, for $250,000, purporting to be the receipt of the See-see-toan
and W ah-pay-toan chiefs, who are entitled to this fund, are not a majority of said chie£<3, with the exception of one or two names, are young
men unauthorized to trai1sact national business.
In all their public councils the principal chiefs declared the agreement purporting to be between themselves and the traders was a fraud;
that at the time of signing they supposed it to be a copy of the treaty.
I have 'heard them make this declaration to the governor in council. I
also heard him tell them that this or no other paper to the traders or
others would be signed, but the money would be p aid directly to them,
in accordance with the treaty.
This conversation of the governor to the Indians took place some
time in the fall of 1851.
That Governor Ramsey told the See-see-toans and W ah-pay-toans
at Traverse des Sioux that he was ready to pay their annuities ; that
they had disposed of their money, (meaning the hand money;) with
that they had nothing to do now, or words to this effect.
The above testimony of M. Sweetser, esq., of Minnesota., was given
under oath so far.
W. K. SEBASTIAN.
Chairman qf the Committee on Indian Affairs.

1852. Governor Ramsey was present.
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CHARLES W. BoRCP, sworn.

/

I have been connected in business with Mr. Sibley for three years
past, both of us doing business in connection with the house of P.
Chouteau, jr., & Co., of St. Louis. Mr. Sibley represented the interest
of that house, also the interest of the old American fur company, and
to a small degree himself, as a claimant under the Sioux treaty. H e
was absent the greater part of the time, and no other person, excepting myself and a brother of Mr. Sibley, represented the above firms. I
had repeated conversations with Governor Ramsey on the subject of
these claims, as it was a matter of deep interest from personal friendly
feeling to Mr. Sibley, and from my business connection · with the firm
aforesaid, to have the claims paid, but I have no pecuniary interest in
them except to a very small degree. Governor Ramsey always expressed to me a hope that he would have nothing to do with the payment of the claim, but that if he was obliged to do it, he would endeavor to do justice to all concerned, that he was determined to admit
no claim not fairly substantiated.
I am also prepared to state, that there is no direct or indirect confederacy between Governor Ramsey, Messrs. Sibley, Dousman, and Steel,
or any persons, that I know of, to the best of my knowledge.
I have personal knowledge of the . fact of Governor Ramsey paying
bank notes; he paid them to myself, but left to my option to take bank
notes, gold, or drafts. I took notes and drafts because they were at
one per cent. premium. I gave him nearly twenty thousand dollars in
American gold for notes.
Governor Ramsey is proverbially kind among the Indians, the Sioux,
qhippeways, and Wiunebagoes-lmown as a kind and humane manand to my certain knowledge gives general satisfaction. Governor Ramsey held his council at a house in Mendota, where the United States courts
were held, ·where elections, and where both the treaties with the Indians
were made. The reason for holding it at that house vvas because it is
more convenient for the greater part of the Indians, and because the Indian agency is so small and inconvenient as to oblige them to hold
councils, if held there, in the open air.
I was offered, as the representative of the above claimants, by Mr.
Sweetser, through Mr. Dousman, that if I would pay them thirty thousand dollars, to be divided among three of them Sweetser being one
of them, he would agree to withdraw all opposition to the payment of
the claims, &c., &c.
Mr. Sibley, representing the above firms, did not receive more than
forty or fifty per cent. of the claims justly due them.
Relative to Indians being drunk at any council held by Governor
Ramsey, I would state, that I have lived for nearly twenty-seven years
among them, Chippeways, Winnebagoes, and Sioux, that I have seen
very little drunkenness among the Sioux, much less than among their
white neighbors. That as far as Mr. Sibley is concerned, he bas always taken a prominent stand in advocating the cause of temperance
among the Indians ; that to his influence mainly is to be attributed, that
the Sioux are as sober as they are. That Governor Ramsey, also~ on
all occasions, has endeavored to promote the cause of temperance
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among them, and that it would be a direct insult to either of those gentlemen, to think tor a moment they would, directly or indirectly, have
anyth1ng to do w·ith Indians where liquor was used, and, to the best of
my knowledge, no Indian chief or brave has been permitted to take an
active part in any council, when they were in liquor.
CHARLES W. BORUP.

JosEPH SIRE, of St. Louis, Missouri, sworn.

1

I will state that I was connected with Mr. Sibley since 1839. The
·house of P. Chouteau, jr., & Co., of which I am a partner, has been
supplying Mr. Sibley with goods since. The goods supplied to Mr.
Sibley have always been of the best kind Of English goods, such as
blankets, cloths, &c., and also a large quantity of provisions, suitable
to the Indians. Since 1842, by the inventories and settlements of books,
rendered yearly by Mr. Sibley to P. Chouteau, jr., & Co., the business
showed ~t loss of about ten thousand dollars per year, and in some instances, as much as thirty thousand.
These deficiencies were caused by the immense quantity of goods
g iven to the Indians on credit, who were unable to pay for them, and
who could not have subsisted without them. The house of P. Chouteau, jr., & Co., by the advice and with the influence of Mr. Sibley, continued to furnish supplies to those Indians on credit, not only because
they expected to be paid when a treaty would be made, but also through
a sense of humanity.
Although Mr. Sibley seems to have received a large sum of money, I
know, and can prove at any time, that Mr. Sibley's business with the
Sioux Indians still shows a large deficiency.
I have known Governor Ramsey well, since he has been Governor of
Minnesota Territory, and in the winter of 1850 to 1851. I have assisted him in holding council with the Sioux Indians, as I understand
their language, and in the course of said council found that the Governor gave the Indians general satisfaction, and that the Indians were
willing to listen to his words.
JOSEPH A. SIRE.

CoMMITTEE RooM, Ma1·ch 25, 1853.
The Committee met pursuant to adjournment, Hugh T yler, esquire,
who duly affirmed as follows :
I left Washington city with Governor Ramsey in October, 1852,
when he drew from the government the money for the Sioux Indians.
Governor Ramsey did in,_ the city of New Y o& deposite the whole, or
a portion of the funds obtained from the government.
I understand fi·om Governor Ramsey that Mr. Whittlesey told him
he had a right to deposite the money and checldor it; and I suggested
to him that it would be the safest and most convenient mode of disbursing it. The difficulties and expense in transporting the specie to
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Minnesota, and the known fact that a portion of this money was to be
received by the creditors whom the Indians have designated to receive
it, rendered it, he cons1dered, the most proper mode of disbursment.
I told Governor Ramsey that he had better deposite all the money,
except the annuities in New York.' and check for it as he wished t,o pay
it out. His reply was that he Wished to take as much money into the
Territory as he could, that the people would be better satisfied if money
were brought fr>r circulation. T then said, for convenience you might
t~ke a portiop of it in New York bills, and that those I represented
would as ~oon, if not rather have them than gold; his desire seemed to
be to discharge his official duty properly, and at the same time satisfy
the people of the Territory without reference to these claims of traders.
I was the attorney of the claimants and was deputed by them to
look to their interest,, and as their attorney, I told Governor Ramsey
that the claimants I represented would as soon, if not rather receive
in payment checks on New, York, believing that those checks were
worth more to the recipients than the gold in Minnesota. I also advised him as the attorney, inasmuch as many of the claimants would
receive comparatively small amounts, that it would be better to take
with him a certain amount of bank paper, which I told him the claimants would just as soon have as gold.
Governor Ramsey told me what disposition he intended to make of
the money, nor did I ever, as the attorney of said claimants, offer him
any inducements to disburse the money in any particular manner. I
always took it for granted, as did every one else I conversed with, that
the money was to be paid in the manner that Governor Ramsey paid it.
Governor Ramsey took with him more gold than was sufficient to
pay the Indians the annuities. After I got to Minnesota in company
with Governor Ramsay, I was informed by the claimants that they
had set apart ten per cent. for the purpose of defraying the expenses
they had been subjected to.
I was present I think, at all the councils held by Governor Ramsey
after he returned to Minnesota with the money, and I staid at Mendota
with H. H. Sibley the most of the time. There never was, to my knowledge, a council held there with the Indians in the night, nor at any
other time, except at the request of a large portion of the Indians; nor
did I ever see but one drunken Indian there, who it is said came up
fi·om St. Paul one night and stopped at Mr. Sibley's office. In all ·
these councils I never heard Governor Ramsey tell the Indians that,
unless they paid the traders, they should not have their money. I did
hear him say, that as honest men, it was proper that they should pay
their honest debts.
When he spoke to them in reference to their obligations under the
treaties to remove before they could receive their money, he said to
them that inasmuch as the Senate had amended their treaties, and as
it was late in the season m1d unprepared to remove, he thought he was
justified in extending the time of removal until the spring, aud he never
did to my knowledge make the payment of their debts a condition of
them being suffered to remain.
Not one of the claimants objected to receiving the drafts and
bank paper who were not accommodated with gold. All the claim\
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ants preferred it, and the half-breeds were asked, without exception,
which they preferred. Business men who have received gold considered it an accommodation to receive drafts, or bank paper, nor was
any one threatened by me that unless he paid me the per centage he
would not receive his money. It was a voluntary matter on their part
the amount to be paid them for expenses.
Questioned by D. A. Robertson.

I was the attorney for the claimants gener~lly ; I was employed by
Messrs. Sibley, Dousman, and the other claimants, before the treaty
was ratified. There was no written contract between us, but there
was a general understanding between myself and the claima~ts that I
was to have a percentage on what amount they would recerve from .
the Indians.
The claimants got together and made a calc~lation of the expenses
they had incurred in getting the Indians to ratify the Senate. amendments for payment of attorney, &c. It amounted to over fifteen per
cent.
I received from Governor Ramsey all the money paid to the. claimants, amounting to $370,000, after the annuities had been pmd; the
claimants anxious to receive their money requested me to go to St.
Paul for it. Governor Ramsey paid me the money on their order and
receipt.
Governor Ramsey never received any of this money.
I was at Traverse des Sioux when the treaty was made; I was sent
up there by Luke Lea, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in an official
capacity. I will also state that the Indians would not make a treaty
unless the commissioner would set apart a sum of money for the payment of their debts, saying the traders had been kind to them, and furnished them with the necessaries of life.
It seemed to be perfectly understoody by nearly all who were present at the time the Indians made a distribution of their money among
their creditors and half-breeds, that they understood the contents of the
paper they were signing.
Questioned by Mr. Sweetser.
Question. Did you or did you not arrive at St. Paul's in the night,,
and left the same night with Gov. Ramsey after the money?
Answe1·. I did.
Question. Is Mr. Whittlesey an officer of the government? If so,
what office does he hold ?
Answer. First Comptroller of the Treasur:
Question. Did you see an official letter fi·om Mr. Whittlesey to Gov.
Ramsey, informiug him that the money which he received to be paid to
the Indians in Minnesota, might be disposed by him and checked for as
occasion might require ?
Answer. I saw what purported to be a copy of a letter addressed to
Gov. Ramsey by Mr. Whittlesey. On reflection, I cannot say whether
the letter referred to this money or to the money appropriated to pay
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the Minnesota Indians, or whether it referred to other moneys which he '
had previously received. I sa-vv the letter this last winter, but do not
recollect its date.
Quest_ion. Did you ' hear Mr. W?ittlesey tell rGo~ Ramsey t~t be
had a nght to deposite and check for the money t
Answer. I did.
•
Question. By what daimants were you employe.d?
Answer. By Mr. Sibley, Mr. Dousman, Mr. Fanbault, and Mr. Bay,
and others.
Question. At what time did you become. the attorney for the claimants?
Answer. Some time before the treaties were ratified.
Question. Were you the attorney of any of the traders e~cept Sibley,
Dousman, and Faribault, other than by an understandmg between
yourself and the above-named claimants?
4n~wer. Mr. Sibley stated to me that the claimants wanted me to
ass1st them in getting their claims.
Question. How much of the $593,000 did Governor Ramsey take to
the T erritory in bank paper or drafts, or leave on deposite in banks in
the city of New. York or other places?
.
Answer. I do not recollect how much money the government turned
over to him .
. Question. Was you present when Governor Ramsey deposited the
Swux money in the bank or banks in New York ?
Ansu.1er. l was not present.
Question. Did Governor Ramsey tell you, or did you learn from any
other source, hovv much was paid said Ramsey by the banks for the
exchanges?
AnsweT. I sa\v a letter fi·om the president or cashier of the bank to
Mr. Sibley, stating that he got nothing.
Question. Did not Governor Ramsey, to your knowledge, before he
reached the Territory with the money, say that it should be paid to
the claimants and not to the Indians?
AnsweT. I do not recollect that Governor Ramsey told me, or any
one in my presence, how be intended to pay the money.
Question. Do you or d<f you not know that Governor Ramsey was in
the habit of holding councils or talks with chiefs at night on the subject _
of their business at Mendota, subsequent to the councils being held at
;St. Peter's agency?
c
Answer. I think he was not.
The testimony of H . Tyler, esq., was given under oath so fin.
WM. K. SEBASTIAN,
Chairman Committee on Indian Affairs.
APRIL
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OFFICE OF hmiAN AFFAIRS,

Apr-il 20, 1853.

I, George W. Manypenny, Commissioner .of Indian Affairs, do hereby c~ti(y that the foregoing are correct copies of the originals on file
in this office.
GEO. W. .MANYPENNY,
Commissioner.

I, Robert McClelland, Secretary of the Department of the Interior,
do hereby certify that George W. Manypenny, whose signature is annexed to the foregoing certificate, is now, and was at the time of signing
the same, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and that full faith and credit
are due to his official acts as such.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the
seal of the Department of the Interior to be affixed, this 20th
L. s.J day of April, 1853.
ROBERT McCLELLAND,

r

Secretary.

ln the matter qf the investigation of the cha1ges prifcrred against tlte Ron.
Alexander Ramsey, late governor and superintendent qf Indian affairs of
Minnesota:

In 1851, Governor Ramsey and Luke L ea, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, were commissioned to treat with the Sioux or Dakota Indian:3,
for the cession of a part of their territory lying within the boundaries of
Minnesota. The treaties of Mendota and Traverse des Sioux were
negotiated; a large and valuable body oflands was ceded to the United
States; and by the provisions of those treaties some $495,000 was to
he paid to the chiefs of said hands, to enable them to settle their affairs,
meet their present just engagements, &c., &c., in such manner as they
4
thereafter should, in open council, request.
The treaty of Traverse des Sioux was signed on the 23d day of July,
1851, by the chiefs, head men, and braves, of the Seeseetoan and
Wahpatoan bands. On the same day, and in the same council, immediately after having signed the treaty, these same chiefs, head men,
and braves, executed a paper, by which they made provision fin· the
payment of their creditors. To this paper was subsequently attached,
by the direction of the Indians, a schedule of the names and amounts
due to their several creditors and half-breeds.
Some months subsequently to this, on the 6th of December, 1851, a
small portion of the chiefs, head men, and braves, consisting of but
three chiefs, and numbering but twenty-tvvo in all, were induced to execute to Mr. Madison Sweetser, one of the gentlemen who prefer these
charges, a power of attorney, by which it is sought to divert the moneys, already appropriated for the payment of their debts, fi-om its
legitimate channel. There is an affidavit attached to this power of
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attorney, in which it is stated that the Indians executing that power of
attorney constitute a majority of the chiefs, head men, and braves.
That statement is untrue.
The treaties were forwarded to Washington, amended and ratified
by the Senate, and remitted to Governor Ramsey, to obtain the assent
of the Indians to the amendments. The chiefs, head men, ·and braves,
of the Seeseetoan and W ahpatoan bands, parties to the_ treaty of 'rraverse des Sioux, assembled at St. Paul on the 8th day of September,
1852, and there, in the presence of both Governor Ramsey and Agent
McLean, ratified and confirmed the amendments. The same parties,
at the same time, executed to Governor Ramsey a power of attorney,
authorizing and empowering him, in their names, to draw, receipt for,
and appropriate, the $275,000 named in the treaty of Traverse des
Sioux, in accordance with and for the purpose of carrying out the true
and equitable intent of the 4th article of that treaty. Governor Ramsey, at their earnest solicitation, accepted the trust. He proceeded to
Washington; was there intrusted with the whole fund due under both
treaties; was paid in United States treasury drafts; carried them
with him to New-York, and there deposited them in the "Merchants'
Bank," and "Bank of Commerce." Upon these deposites he checked
for a sufficient amount of gold to pay the annuities to the Indians, and
meet any other demands upon the fund when gold was preferred. H e
likewise drew upon those depo~ites for a small amount of bank paper,
which he brought with him to the Territory. This paper was on a
solvent bank, at par in New-York, and, in consequence of its convenience, preferrable to coin in Minnesota. The balance of the fund he
left on deposite, subject to his drafts, and payable in gold. The drafts ,
were worth a premium in Minnesota at the time of the payment. Upon.
his return to Minnesota, Governor Ramsey assembled the Indians, obtained their re-direction of the manner in which they desired their money to be disbursed, and paid it accordingly, taking his power of attorney of the 8th of September, 1852, in connection with what is commonly called the "Traders' Paper," as his guide. It may as well be
stated that this power of attorney revoked all other and former powers
of attorney relative to the dispositton of their money, and had particular
reference to the one executed by Mr. Sweetser. ·
In regard to the payment of the Medawakantoans, it was made upon
the written direction of the chiefs in open council.
These are the facts upon which are based the charges preferred
against Alexander Ramsey, late governor and superintendent of Indian
affairs of Minnesota, by Madison Sweetser, a trader among .the upper
Sioux, and D. A. Robertson, the then editor of the "Minnesota Democrat," a newspaper published in St. Paul in the early part of the year
1851.
As soon as Governor Ramsey became aware that the propriety of
his conduct. in the late Sioux payment, had been made the subject of
libellous and malignant comment in some of the least scrupulous ne>vspapers of the country, and had been copied into others, the editors of
which knew not the character of the sheets they were accrediting, he
promptly asked, through the Indian Office at Washington, and also
through the delegate in Congress from the Territory, that his conduct
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might be made the subjeet of investiaation. A resolution was consequently introduced in the Senate, and, finally, the matter was referred
to the President of the United States. Commissioners were appointed
to proceed to Minnesota to take testimony and report it back to the
President. The commission entered upon the discharge of its duties
on the ?th of July, and, after a protracted sitting of over three months,
closed Its labors on the 7th of October. The time consumed, and the
~anner i~1 which the investigation was conducted, is :vithou~ ~ par~llel
m .the hrstory of the American government.. A pn;r:;tte ~lt!zen, JUSt
s~nppe~l of the insignia and influences of officwl positiOn,. IS put upon
hrs defence, under charges of the gravest character.. Hts suc~essor,
with all t~e prestige of newly-acquire~ place? and wr~h .th~ ard and
countenance of the fecleral government, IS appomted to Sit m judgment
upon him. All the facilities the gover~ment can. afford are placed at
his disposal, to enable him to collect testimon~ agamst Governor Ramsey. No offer is made-no suggestion-that rf Governor Ramsey has
wit.nesses whom he desires to have called, to hand in a list of them,
and they will be brought here. Not a w~tness is called whose testimony, it was to be presumed, would be favorable to Governor Ramsey's defence. Men of high character and respectability, who, it was
known to the commissioners, had been present at most of the councils,
both at the treaties· and at the payment, and who were almost daily in
town, and not unfrequently in the investigation room, and who would
be most likely, of all others, to give a true and faithful history of the
whole transaction, remained uncalled by the commissioners, though
their names were on the list of witnesses furnished to the commissioners.
But scores of untamed Indians, from their wild and savage haunts,
are placed upon the stand to testify ; creatures, who are ignorant of the
obligations of an oath, and whose popularity and fame among their
owu people depend upon their facility to lie and their shrewdness to
prevent detection. To corroborate the statements of these Indians,
are placed upon the witness stand a number of half-breeds, who are
as barren of moral sentiment, obligation, or responsibility, generally,
as the Indians themselves. These people are generally ignorant and
illiterate, and rarely well acquainted with the English language.
The government appeared; in this investigation, to have forgotten its
position, and to have assumed that of an hired advocate, resolutely
determined to sustain the charges. It forfeited all claim to magnanimity, and stands partly chargeable with unfairness, vindictiveness,
and oppression. It was to be presumed that its object was to arrive
at the truth, and above all things, to exclude nothing that would tend
to the exculpation and justification of the parties charged with a grave
offence. Yet these facts, upon which Governor Ramsey mainly relied,
as a full justification of his whole conduct in regard to the Sioux payments-facts material and proper to a fi1ll and true explanation of these
matters, were wholly excluded. The defence, in the adduction of its
testimony, were held to the strictest rules of evidence under the common law, and often ruled out, even when sustained by them; while the
government restricted itself by no rules at all ; often indulcring in licenses without precedent either in courts of justice or inqui~y. Had
the proper course been pursued by the commission, the months con-
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sumed would have been limited to less than an equal number of weeks;
the truth would have been vindicated ; the door would have been
closed against the floods of perjury that marked much of the testimony on the part of the government ; ample opportunity would have
been given to collect the truth; justice would have been done to the
government; and less injustice and wrong to Govern?r Ral?se~. But
such, unfortunately for him, was not t?e cas.e. . The I~vestigatwn was
p_rotracted beyond all reasonable limits ; hrs t1me b~mg waste~, and
his means expended in defraying the expenses entmled upon him by
its protraction.
None of these things are apparent on . the record. P~r~mptory r~
fusals were given to requests, that objectwns to th~ admissw_n of testimony should be noted. Offers of testimony and mterrogatwns made
and put by the defence were passed unnoticed.. He1:e wa~ manifest
wrong to Governor Ramsey ; for the presumptiOn w1ll be, m the absence of all evidence to the contrary, that all the proC9f offered was
received. Such, however, is not the case. The most material and
conclusive proof, in justification of Governor Ramsey~ s conduc.t, ~as
excluded ; and when they did exclude, every rule of nght and JUStice
demanded that the fact of such exclusion should appear on the record.
But the investigation has closed; the testimony, such as it is, has
been transmitted to Washington ; and, we presume, by that Governor
Ramsey will be bound, unless the government will extend to him the
privilege of showing ex parte what was not permitted to be shown before the commissioners. Justice demands this, and we hope her demands may not be · denied, even for the sake of the government itself:
But to proceed to the consideration of the charges. They al'e in
themselves an anomaly. They are vague, indefinite, and confused.
They are followed by no specifications. Neitheir time, place, circumstance, or person, is named to fix the charge with any certainty to any
particular act or series of acts. They are made without any system
or regularity, and generally of such a character as no officer of the
American government was ever before called upon to answer. Charges,
involving either malfeasance or fraud on the part of a government officer, have always been required to contain specifications, which set
_out with precision, minuteness and exactitude, each particular act, w ith
date, place, circumstance, and name, which is intended to be proved
to support or sustain either of the general charges. These specifications were to be made with particularity and perspicuity; and the
slightest material variance between the proof and the specification,
would cause its exclusion. The object and justness of this rule is
manifest. The party charged must be put upon his guard. H e must
be enabled to prepare his defence, and have in attendance his witnesses, to rebut or disprove, if necessary, what is alleged against him.
Without specifications, how can he be enabled to clo this? Surprise
would meet him at. every step ; but it would be too late to remedy the
wrong when he was already upon his trial. Justice to the party charaed
requires this in every case ; but most particularly does she demand it,
when the charges assail the personal reputation and personal liberty of
an individual. A court of inquiry would not have for a moment
entertained any single charge in the category preferred against Governor
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Ramsey, and such a tribunal more nearly assimilates to an investiga.
tion of this ~haracte~ than any othe.r.
But notwi.thstandmg the total 1rregulanty and unfitness of these
?harges, .anxwus to have his conduct put to
tes.t of the .most search~ng scrutmy, c?nscious of the justness and m~egnty of h1s. motive.s in
every act he did, and desirous for an opportumty to place himself nght
before his government and the country, Governor Ramsey waived all
t he irregularities in the charges, responded to them, vague as they were,
and entered upon his defence in the confident h?pe .th~t .the whol? transaction which gave rise to these charges,. from Its n;tclplen.cy to Its termination, would be investigated. In th1s ~e was dtsappomted, as that
which he considered most material was entirely excluded.
The charges of Mr. Sweetser and Mr. Robertson, taken conjointly,
resolve themselves into but two points:
The first one is, that the Indians demanded of Governor Ramsey the
payment of the money received by him, and that he refused them and
paid i( out to a few favorites, with whom he was co~federating.
The second is, that he deposited in bank the natwnal currency and
gold received by him, and exchanged it for bank . paper and drafts,
which bank paper and drafts he paid out to the creditors of the United
States, in violation of law.
However, for the sake of perspicuity, we will take up and ~onsider
separately each charge, unless there may be some instances where two
or more may he treated conjointly without confusion.
The first charge of Mr. Sweetser is:
.
"That Governor Ramsey confederated with H. H. Sibley, H. L.
Dousman, Hugh Tyler, F. Steel, and others, to absorb the whole fund
named to favorites, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors."
In nearly three hundred and fifty pages of testimony taken before
the com.missioners, there is not one syllable of proof to sustain this
charge. In that whole mass of matter there is not a circumstance,
however remote, from which can be inferred even a suspicion of confederacy between these parties or either of them.
Notwithstanding, however, there is no proof to sustain this charge,
Governor Ramsey was unwilling to permit it to remain uncontradicted
upon the record. Mr. Sibley, Mr. Dousman, and Mr..Steel are brought
upon the witness stand. The question is put to them in a direct and
positive form. There could be no equivocation in the answer; and
what was it? A uniform and indignant negative. The same question
was put to Mr. Tyler before the Senate committee in Washington. His
answer corresponds with that given by the others, and falsehood is thus
fixed upon the charge.
·
The next charge, and somewhat of the same character, is the fifth of
Mr. Robertson:
" That he, (~aid Ramsey,) with H. H. Sibley, Dr. C. W.Borup, Jos. R.
Brll:m, C. D. F_Ill~ore, and others, have co-operated to deprive the Dakota
Indwns of thetr nghts under the late treaty ; that by their machinations
the money clue said Indians was disbursed in violation of law, the rights
of the Indians, and treaty stipulation."
This charge w~uld seem ~o refer to the treaty of Mendota, as it. was
the last one negocmted. It 1s as barren of testim'ony to support it as the
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one just considered. There is not a syllable of testimony that these
parties, or any of them, either conjointly or separately, ever resorted to·
any fraud, trick, design, or any other improper means, to deprive the
Dakota Indians, under any late treaty, of e~ther their rights or their money.
No one has testified to anything of the kmd; nor can any evidence be
found on the record. Two of the gentlemen charged have been upon
the stand. Both deny that they ever either co-operated or confederated
with Governor Ramsey, or any one else, to deprive the Dakota Indians
• oftheir rights under the late treaty or ~my other treaty, and _that ~hey
were parties to no machinations by which the money due smd Indians
was distributed in violation of law.
But, though this charge does really refer to but one treaty, we presume it may be intended to cover both ; and there is no desire on the
part of Governor Ramsey to screen himself behind informalities. He·
is just as ready to answer for his conduct under the one as under the
other. We are left to conjecture entirely in regard to the character of
the " machinations" charged against these gentlemen. The charges
afford us no guide, and the evidence is of the same character.
It may be pretended, however, that the authority upon which the
money was distributed, was obtained by means of trick; as the chiefs
of the Seesetoan and Wahpaytoan bands generally testify that they signed
the "Traders' Paper," believing it to be a copy of the treaty. These
witnesses have been convicted of testifying falsely out of their own
mouths. What is their testimony? The "Orphan" admits that he
signed a paper for their traders at the same time he signed the treaty;
but it was never explained to him. Yet this same man addresses the
commissioners in reference to the provision they had just made for their
traders, before he leaves the council in which the paper was signed.
" f?leepy Eyes" denies signing it at all, when he did sign it, and a few
moments afterwards addressed the commissioners also in regard to it.
Wah-mak-soon-tay admits that he signed it, and that he was always
willing to pay the traders. The rest of the chiefs either deny having
signed, or if they did, that it was never explained to them. They likewise testify with the same freedom, and without any hesitation, that
they signed but two pap'ers in that council, and that the treaty was
not explained to them in the council where they signed it. This shows
the amount of reliance that can be placed upon Indian testimony. That
, the one part of their testimony is untrue, none will deny ; and it being
untrue when they had no interest in saying the treaty had not been
explained or interpreted, how much more likely is the other to be false,
when they have been taught to believe that it is to their interest to discredit and destroy the validity of the "Traders' Paper." But apart
from inference and probabilities, however strong, there is positive- and
convincing proof that it was read and explained to them fully before
they signed it, and but a very short period, too, before it was signed.
It is not pretended that this paper was explained to the Indians in
the council where it was signed. To do so was impracticable. But
it is pretended and asserted that it was not only explained to them, but
fully understood by them before they entered the council in which it
was executed; and further, that they had directed the traders to distribute the sum of $210,000 among themselves, and that they would
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distribute the $40,000 among their half-breed relatives; ahd that this
list of names and amounts was to be the guide for distribution. T~e
pr~of sustains, in every particular, this assertion.
But before we refer to the positive testimony upon these points, it
will not be amiss to direct attention to the conclusive and convincing
evidence . furnished by their own conduct and actions, both in the
council where the paper was signed and immediately subsequent to it.
It is the test~mony of every witness called, who was in the council
where the treaty and "Traders' Paper" were signed, that both "Sleepy
Eyes" and the " Orphan" addressed the commissioners in reference to
the provision that they had just made, by which they had wiped out
the debts due to their traders.
In addition to this, we find the whole of these chiefs in council, immediately after they left the commissioner's lodge, making distribution
of the $40,000 among their half-breed relatives, as contemplated by
that paper. They send for Mr. Sibley to take down the list of the individuals whom they may·name. The chiefs name over their relatives,
and their names are written down. The list is completed ; and the
following morning they are again found in the lodge, where Mr. McLeod
is copying the list and attaching it to the paper. They show by their
conduct on tl:at occasion, also, that they are not only familiar, but satisfied, and . even gratified with what they had done. Red Iron himself
states that he made provision for the missionaries. That provision
was made upon the traders' list, and his admission of having made provision for them proves that he was familiar with the objects of those
papers. He was likewise. at the distributidn of the half-breed fund,
and named the brothers ·Provancelle as participants in that fund.
These circumstances, unsupported by any other evidence, are conclusive of their perfect knowledge of that paper. It is not denied that
these circumstanees did occur in the order and manner here stated.
The Indians not only spoke in council, but met to distribute this fund,
unsolicited and unprompted. They even exhibited an anxiety to do so,
and were active in collecting and inviting the half-breeds to their
council. These circumstances are beyond contradiction, and fix the
scienter beyond all question. This is one of those cases in which circumstantial evidence is stronger than direct proof. The only true
means of arriving at a man's knowledge of any circumstance, is by
his acts. Here the acts of the Indians were pointed and conclusive.
To corroborate the testimony of the chiefs, the Rev. Mr. Williamson
is called. He says he is an attesting witness to the signatures to the
"Traders' Paper," and that he witnessed it under the impression that it
Was a copy of the treaty; that he subsequently learned it was a paper
for the benefit of the traders and half~breeds; he went to the lodge
where it was, saw that it was as represented, and inquired if. it had
been explained to the Indians . . He was answered by Mr. Sibley that
it had been fully explained.
In the commissioners notes of testimony, Mr. Williamson is made to
say that "the Traders' Paper was not explained at any time." This
is an error in the commissioners' notes. His attention was directed to
the council, in which the treaty and this paper were signed; and his
answer to the question was, "it was not explained to them at any time
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in that council." This is what he did say; and it is to be regretted that
the answers of witnesses were not taken downfully, and in their own
language. This was not always done by th_e commissioners, as is apparent from the form in which many of the answers are written. Thus
the impression left upon the record is often entirely different to what
witness intended. But the answer here attributed to Mr. Williamson
would make his testimony inconsistent; for he says it was well understood upon the treaty ground, by every one present, that some arrangement was to be made for the payment of the traders, and that without
their aid and assistance no treaty could have been made.
Mr. Williamson's corroborative testimony amounts to nothing. He
says he witnessed the signing of the paper without knowing what it
was, and under the impression he was witnessing a copy of the treaty.
How does this corroborate the falsehoods of the chiefs? Not at all.
He merely declares his ignorance of the nature of a paper, which, as a
mere subscribing witness, he was not presumed to know.
In addition to these circumstances, conclusive and overwhelming in
themselves, we have the direct, positive, and unimpeachable testimony
of the Hon. H. H. Sibley, the Rev. Mr. Riggs, Mr. McLeod, Mr. Brown,
Dr. Foster, Mr. Alex. Farribault, and others, that this paper was fully
and fairly explained to them before they went into the council to sign
the treaty.
Mr. Sibley says, to his own knowledg~, it was explained to most of
the chiefs and principal men, and he has reason to believe it was fully
understood by all before they went into the commissioners lodge to sign
it, and that it had been a subject of general conversation and discussion among the traders and Indians for some time previous to the treaty,
and generally understood that some provision was to be made for the
payment of their debts.
Mr. McLeod not only corroborates Mr. Sibley, but he goes further,
and fixes the re-affirmation of the paper on the morning after it had
been signed, and after the schedule and half-breed list was made out.
He says that he knows that all the upper chiefs and their principal men
knew the contents of the "Traders' Paper" before it was signed.
The chiefs join him, on the ensuing morning, while he is engaged in his
tent copying the schedule and half-breed list upon the same sheet with
the "Traders' Paper." They wish to know what he is writing; he
informs them; and they suggest another name for the half: breed list,
which he places upon it. They then inquire of him what the traders
had done in regard to the distribution of their money; he informs, and
they tell him that the traders are fools for allowing any part of the sum
to those not residing in the country; that they should have kept it all
among themselves, and then express their satisfaction and gratification
at having paid their traders. They, subsequently to this, frequently
referred to the provision they had made to pay their debts, and leave
the question clear and satisfactory that they did understand the provisions of that paper.
Next comes Mr. Brown, a gentleman who had ·13,lso lived and traded
among them for nearly a quarter of a century. He knew them and
their habits, and testifies with a clearness that places this matter beyond
doubt. He says he held the pen for them to touch, an.d that befor~
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they did touch that pen, the paper had been fully explained to them ;
that it had been explained to them as lately as the morning of the day
on which it was signed in Tacata's lodge; that all or most of the chiefs
and principal men were present; that the explanation took place not
half an hour before they signed it; and that they went from the council, in which it was explained, directly into the council where it was
signed.
Mr. Farribault and Mr. Dousman both heard the contents to the Indians in the lodge designated by Mr. Brown. The Rev. Mr. Riggs and
Dr. Foster also testify to the fact of its being explained, as well as others
whose names are not mentioned, and who stated the same thing incidentally. The facts are clear, and fix the character of Indian testimony-a subject upon which we will make some comment hereafter.
There are a thousand things corroborative of these facts : The fact
that a large amount of indebtedness was admitted to be due to the traders ; that a commutation was made, and an agreement between the
traders and Indians that $210,000 should be received in full satisfaction of all present indebtedness; the many circumstances already referred to; the frequent references, after the treaty, that they had wiped
out their traders' debts, and their acquiescence for so long a period-for
it is in evidence that some of them spoke of it to Mr. Williamson on
the same day. It is an Indian characteristic to complain; and had
they been trieked or imposed upon, their grievance would have been
made known to the commissioners on the spot. But they remained
quiet and satisfied until the early part of December following, and
would have continued to do so, had not evil advisers and designing
men. gone among them. Their first complaint was made on the 8th
day of December, 1851. On the 6th of the same month, these same
complainants, three chiefs and eighteen braves and young men, were induced to execute to Mr. Sweetser, the gentleman who prefers a part of
the charges against Gov. Ramsey, a power of attorney, giving him the
control of their money. Does this not explain the whole difficulty?
Mr. Sweetser brings them from their homes to St. Paul; he takes them
to the agent ; they complain to him that they have suffered grievous
wrongs. Mr. Sweetser takes them back to St. Paul; they go to see
Gov. Ramsey, and complain to him. Mr. Sweetser had just obtained
from them a most extraordinary written document. The paper constituted and appointed him their national and tribal guardian ; superceded the duties of the superintendent, and gave him unlimited control
over all their affairs, except their annuities, even to making treaties and
collecting moneys yet unappropriated. What was the cause of the
·comp'laints made by the Indians? This needs no comment.
Perhaps we have gone out of the way to discuss the manner of obtaining the Traders' Paper at all, as there is no evidence that Governor
Ramsey had anything whatever to do with it, either directly or indirectly, or that he ever knew of its existence until his attention was called
to it by Mr. Hugh Tyler, the agent and attorney for the traders and
half-breeds, when in W ashingten some eighteen months afterwards,
drawing the Sioux money.
Mr. Sweetser's seventh charge alleges :
"That said Ramsey was guilty of improper conduct in not holding
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his councils with the Medaywakantoan Indians at the council-house of
the government, and with holding the same at the trading (post) house
of persons with whom he was confederating, to overreach them by
means of menace and other influences, which enabled him to effect his
purposes aforesaid; that said chiefs were kept drunk by the use of
intoxicating liquors during said council."
This charge seemed to have been abandoned by the commissioners
after the first two or three efforts to sustain a part of it had signally
failed. It is true, John Campbell, an uneducated half-breed youth, who
cannot read, and who speaks anrt understands the English language so
indifferently as to be almost unintelligible, testifies that he went into
Mr. Sibley's office one night and there saw "Bad Hail" and "Little
Six's brother" drunk; and that liquor was given to them in the office,
.· though this is an unimportant fact, as it was not in council nor when
Governor Ramsey was present; yet the youth admits on his cross-examination that no liquor was given 1o them, and that he saw none there.
It is probable these Indians were drunk on this occasion, but neither of
them are chiefs; and upon hearing of the circumstance, Mr. Sibley was
prompt in instituting inquiry to disr:over the offender, but after the most
vigilant investigation, was unable to discover who he was or whence
the liquor was obtained.
The removal was made to Mendota from the agency, because of the
more suitable room at the former place in which to hold councils, and
at the request of the Indians, most of whom live upon the Mendota side
of the Minnesota river. But one council, however, was held there, and
it was the usual place for holding general councils, as appears from the
testimony of several witnesses, as well as from the treaty itself.
The charge of" menace" and "other influences to overreach them,"
is entirely unsustained. There was not an attempt made nor a question asked, to elicit evidence under this charge. It was abandoned.
But the defence did not abandon it; and what was the testimony of witnesses whose attention was directed to it? All the witnesses called by
Governor Ramsey testify that his conduct was uniformly kind and indulgent towards the Indians. Most of the witnesses were in attendance
both at the treaties and the payment; three of them were his interpreters, and all unhesitatingly swear that he never, in any council in which
they were present, used any menace or other improper influence to
control and govern the Indians; nor is there a single instance of cruelty,
harshness, or menace, that can be adduced during his whole official
intercourse with these people.
The fourth charge of Mr. Sweetser alleges:
"That Governor Ramsey, in connection with H. M. Rice and others,
is charged with having assembled the upper Indians at Traverse des
Sioux, and there attempting to procure from the Indians written authority to control their money arising under the treaties."
It is scarcely necessary to say one word in reply to this charge.
The allegation is, that an attempt was made to procure this authority.
Even if it were so, it constitutes no offence, nor is it evidence of improper conduct. But the charge is untrue, and there is not a particle
of evidence that ever such an attempt was made either by Mr. Rice or
any one else.
Mr. Sweetser's fifth charge:
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"Governor Ramsey with having attempted to obtain from the United
States treasury the money due the Sioux Indians, upon a power of attorney which he admitted to be void, and which was obtained from the
Indians by fraud."
This is another charge of" attempting" to do a thing which it is not
alleged ever was consummated, and therefore would amount to nothing
if true. But it is totally and unqualifiedly false in every particular.
No power of attorney was ever used by Governor Ramsey to draw
money out of the treasury of the United States, which he either admitted to be void, or which had been obtained by fraud; and as there
is not a particle of testimony to sustain any one of the distinct allegations in the charge, either that Governor Ramsey ever attempted to
draw money from the treasury upon a power of attorney which he admitted to be void, or that he ever admitted any power of attorney executed by the Sioux Indians to him to be void, or that he ever attempted
to use a power of attorney obtained from the Sioux Indians by fraud,
in any manner or for any purpose whatever, or that any such power of
attorney was ever in existence; we must conclude that this was a flying
shot, a blow struck at random, done for the purpose of making an i!llpression and to give a show of importance to other charges equally false
ana groundless.
Mr. Sweetser's sixth charge is:
''Said Ramsey stands charged with cruel and oppressive conduct
towards the chiefs, who were the authorized agents of said bands,
and the substitution of unauthorized persons as chiefs and braves, and
t he procurement of receipts from such persons, which he is now attempting to palm off upon the government as vouchers in the settlement
of his accounts with the Indian bureau."
This is another of those vague and general charges·which it is impossible to answer with any special negative proof; and the only considerable reason why those charges were so made, was to avoid the too
apparent falsehood that special and distinct charges would have exhibited. w·e can aee none other, nor do we believe that stupidity alone
could have formed the whole series with such uniform vagueness.
There was a motive. The motive was the one suggested. It could
have been no other. Which the "said bands" are, that this charge is
intended to indicate, it is beyond our power to csmprehend, nor does
the evidAnce cast the least ray of light upon the question. Therefore,
in order effectually to meet and exhibit the utter falsehood contained in
the charge, we must embrace in its consideration the whole four distinct tribes or divisions of the Dakota Indians, parties to the treaties of
1851, viz: The Medaywakantoans, the Wahpaykootays, the Seeseetoans, and the W ahpaytoans, which consist of at least twenty different and separate bands. Nor are we certain, even then, that we are
answering the charge, for it does not say that they were bands of Dakotas or Sioux. If; however, the charge has reference to either band
of the four great divisions of the Dakotas, we pronounce it to be, in
part and in whole, in letter and in purport, totally and unqualifiedly
false; and that if he who made it had sufficient knowledge of Governor
Ramsey's conduct in his official intercourse with those Indians to warrant him in preferring charges, he knew it to be false when he made it.
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_We now simply_ ask, where is there .a single iota of evidence to sustam any part of th1s charge? We assert that there is none, and we
challenge its production.
It is the evidence of every witness that was called, either by the
government or by Gov. Ramsey, that his conduct towards the Indians
was always mild and lenient, and that they never knew it otherwise in
a single instance.
We presume, however, that this charge of oppression and cruelty
ma_y relate to the arrest, imprisonment, and disfi·anchis_ement of the
chwf, "Ma-za-sha," or Red Iron. If it does, we are qmte ready and
willing to meet it, and show that his conduct was proper. Even in this
instance, Gov. Ramsey was censured by those most familiar with the
.
Indian character, for his extreme lenity.
But here let us pause and examine into his conduct towards this insolent, ungovernable, and rebellious chieftain, and his equally hostile and
ungovernable band of "soldiers." What is the testimony? Simply,
that Gov. Ramsey did arrest, impnson, and break of his chieftainship,
this misguided and illy-advised chief: These facts were upon record.
Gov. Ramsey admitted them in his written defence, on file in the Indian
Bureau at Washington. They are facts that never were denied. In
that defence, Gov. Ramsey gave a full, clear, impartial, and accurate
statement of the facts, faithfully sustained by the testimony taken before
the commissioners.
'Vhy did Gov. Ramsey arrest, imprison, and disfranchise the chief
"Ma-za-sha," or "Red Iron?"
The answer to this query must necessarily be somewhat lengthy.
The evidence is, that in the month of November, 1852, Gov. Ramsey
and Agent McLean \>.;ent to Traverse des Sioux to take the rolls, and
make to the Seeseetoans and W ahpaytoans their first payment, under
the treaty of 1851, negotiated at the same place. Shortly after his
arrival there, he discovered that Red Iron and his band, in connection
with three or four Indians from some of the other bands, had established
what is called a " Soldier's Lodge," for. the purpose of controlling the
other chiefs, who were, and who were to be, present during the payment. He had established a kind of martial law, and no chief, headman, brave, or common soldier, was permitted to act, in regard to anything connected with the payment, unless in his and his band's presence, or by his and his band's permission.
Dpon the afternoon of the day upon which Gov. Ramsey and Agent
McLean arrived, "Limping Devil," "Young Sleepy Eyes," "Wahnah-k'soon-tay," and "0-tah-k'tay," paid a visit of compliment and
ceremony to the governor at his house. . While in council, he requested
them to return there the next day, as he had brought their annuity money, and their agent was there with him, ready to enroll them. They
promised him they would do so, and retired. The same evening he
was suddenly and hastily called for, to go out immediately and suppress
a riotous assemblage of Indians, who had gone to the lodge of "Young
Sleepy Eyes," and was told that, unless he did so promptly; there
would probably be bloodshed. He hastened to the spot, and there
found a crowd of Indians coming ont of the young chief's lodge, and
going away in a hurried and excited manner. Upon inquiry as to who
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they were, and what their object in being there, he was informed that
they were Red Iron's soldiers, who had come there for the purpose of
assaulting and punishing "Young Sleepy Eyes" for having paid a visit
to him in the afternoon. He directed his interpreter to say to them
that he would have no such disgraceful conduct there, and bade the retiring crowd to stop. They did not, but some of them spoke ; said
their chiefs were not there, and that they would see him in the morning.
The ensuing morning, Red Iron and his soldiers, accompanied by
"Big Gun" and "Limping Devil," went into council. In this council,
the witnesses describe his conduct, in manner and speech, as being
"rude," "violent," "offensive," "excited," " disorderly," "contemptuous,"
and " insolent;" and that the whole council was a continued scene of
disorder, turbulence, disobedience, and contempt towards the government authorities. The soldiers were likewise turbulent and disorderly,
continually interrupting the chiefs by telling them what they must say,
and that the most violent excitement and confusion prevailed, until
finally, the governor, seeing that they had become totally and wholly
ungovernable, said to Red Iron that as he and his soldiers could not
conduct and demean themselves in an orderly and respectful manner,
he would adjourn the council, which he accordingly did.
This was the period at which the influence of Red Iron ~md his
" soldiers' lodge" began to be most severely felt by the other chiefs
and Indians on the prairie. He issued his ukase that no chief should
hold any communication or intercou:-se with the government officers,
unless he and his- " soldiers" were present. The chiefs were thus intimidated and kept frorp acting as they desired. They felt that their
lives were in jeopardy; and, covered by the shadows of night, crept to
the governor's quarters, and besought him to send for the United States
troops to protect them from violence. The whole action of the government officers was thus paralyzed; the agent was prevented from completing the annuity rolls, and all business, for the time, was suspended.
Hour after hour the hostile chief and his band were to be seen parading the prairie, discharging their guns in bravado, and menacing the
··
other Indians.
Time after time were messengers dispatched to call in the chiefs to
council, that an enumeration might be made and their pay-rolls completed; but as often were the answers returned: " we dare not." " We
are afraid of Red Iron and his soldiers' lodge." They stated that their
own bands and the upper chiefs were not all in yet; for that reason
they were afraid to act, as they were too weak in numbers to compete
with the hostile and menacing band of Red Iron. Nor in these invitations to council was Red Iron ever neglected. He was sent for again
and again; always promised, but never came.
This state of violence on the one part, and of inaction on the other,
continued until the arrival of the United States troops, which had been
ordered from Fort Snelling, at the request of Governor Ramsey.
On or about the 19th of November, a company of infantry and five
dragoons, consisting in all of sixty-five men, arrived at the Traverse,
under the command of Captain James Munroe, jr., and Lieutenant J.
C. Kelton, U. S. A. The troops took up their position with a view to
command the road leading to Governor Ramsey's quarters, and the

.
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?ous.e in. which h~ held his councils. While the troops were engaged
m rrtchmg ?f t~crr tents, a large body of Indians, fully armed and
eqmp~ed :wrth niles and other firearms, made their appearance on the
elevatron. m fron~ of Governor Ramsey's quarters, and with :vvhooping
and yellmg, therr whole manner marked by high excitement, moved
down from Mr. Sweetser's house straight towards the line of Captain
Monroe's troops. When still some distance off; though sufficiently near
to be spoken with, Captain Monroe, through an interp~eter, told th~m
they could not pass his lines. To this order they pard no attentiOn
whatever; but continued to move forward at a rapid rate, as if to pass
dir~ctly across the line of tr:oops. At this juncture, the tr~o_ps hand~ed
th~rr arms, and s~rious apprehensions were felt .tha~ a colhs10n was mevltable. One of the foremost Indians cocked hrs nfle as he advanced,
and the sergeant drew his sabre. One step farther, and the illy-advised
chief and his men would have paid dearly for his temerity. They retired, but not till there was no option left them but to do s~, or receive
the fire of the troops. As soon as they halted, they were mformed of
the order of Governor Ramsey, that so large a body of armed men
would not be permitted to accompany any chief into council ; but th~t
the chief was at liberty to pass with three or four of his men. At thrs
announcement there was a loud and unanimous "no!" and they wheeled
and returned towm·ds Mr. Sweetser's trading-house, with one exception, and
he, with his rifle, drove off anum ber of Indians who were standing in the
vicinity, spectators of the previous scene. After they had retired to the
·neighborhood of Mr. Sweetser's trading-house again, they discharged several rifles, and Captain Monroe heard the balls whistle over his head.
It is somewhat remarkable, that in all cases of trouble or difficulty
with the Indians, throughout this whole payment scene, and before,
both at Mendota, where the half-breed paper was indignantly torn to
atoms by one of the Indians, and at Traverse des Sioux, the name of
Madison Sweetser, the gentleman who made' most of these charges, has
marked prominence. In this instance, we find the Indians coming from
his house with hostile demonstrations, and when checked by the troops,
returning thither. Query: Do the Indians always act without advisers?
Mr. Sweetser was constituted their national guardian, by his power of
attorney of December 6, 1851, executed by three chiefs and eighteen
young men and braves.
Subsequently to this, Governor Ramsey sent two or three times, in
as many days, to this chief, to repair to the council room, ,where he was
needed to make out the roll. He did not come, and the last time a request was made to him to come, for the purpose of making the order as
imposing as possible, Governor Ramsey sent Lieutenant K elton, in full
uniform ; and to prevent all mistake or misapprehension, in the delivery
of the message by the interpreter, he sent two, that one might be a
check upon the other. The message was delivered, and Red Iron fixed
the hour of ten o'clock the next morning, as the time for his appearance
in council. The hour arrived, but the chief did not. Shortly after the
hour, however, he and his armed band were seen parading in front of
the village of Traverse, and in full view of the governor's quarters, as
if to show his contempt for his authority and that of the go.vernm~nt.
This kind of bravado was of daily occurrence. He and hrs soldwrs
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might have been seen at almost any hour, patading from house. to house,
and from lodge ~o lodge, threatening th.e other. chief~ and Indmns, and
?Y these means mfluencing and governmg therr actwns :-the real obJect and effe.ct of a ''soldier's lodge." Governor Ram~~y ha~ been ~re
quently advised, by those present and who we:e fa.mihar with Indmn
character and customs to cause the arrest of this chief. But ever kind
and i_ndulgent in his fe~lings and conduct towards th~se ignorant people,
he still hoped that this misguided man would see h1s error, fathom the
~chemes of those who were badly .advising him, an.d voluntarily come
m .and make amends for his past misconduct.. He. felt assured that the
chwf was not so much to be censured as were his advisers and counsellors
-those who stood behind him as prompters,_ancl who were zealously laboring to thwart the payment, thinking; by that means to hold. the government responsible for a reappropriatw~ of the money. This las~ ~ct
of contumacy and contemptuous behaviOr brought matters to a cnsis;
and Governor Ramsey wa,s constrained either to yield to the chief and
his band, relinquish the object of his visit, and return to St. Paul, leaving his duty undischarged, and th~ chief :;mel his band m~s~ers of the fie~d,
or to cause his arrest, compel lus obedience, and anmhilate the hostile
and belliger~nt organization. He adopted the latter course. :A- detachment of troops was dispatched for him, and he was brought m. Governor Ramsey reprimanded him in a mild, but positive manner-told
him of his evil doings ; that he had interfered with, and interrupted the
business of the government, and asked him why he had not come to see
him when he had been so repeatedly sent for. To this Red Iron replied, that the soldiers would not permit him to come. The goveruor
then said to him, inasmuch as he had made him a chief in 185], at the
recommendation of his friends, in the hope that he would behave himself worthily as a chief~ which he had not clone, but, on the contrary,
had acted badly, and could not control and restrain his people from improper, disorderly, and insolent conduct, he was unfit to be a chief,
and was, therefore, broken of his authority as such, and that he would
now be placed urider arrest, and remain there, until his "soldier's lodge"
was disbanded, or until he gave some assurance of his future good conduct. He was consequently placed in the charge of a sentinel for the
night. His treatment during his confinement was neither harsh nor oppressive; on the contrary, Colonel Dousman speaks of its being extremely mild, and that he fared as well, i~ not better, than many of the
whites, who were present at the payment; being plentifully supplied
with both food and blankets, and lodged in a comfortable room.
On the following morning, his soldiers, accompanied by the whole
of the chiefs on the prairie, came into council, and asked for his release ;
stating that their "soldier's lodge" had been broken up and disbanded.
Red Iron was then brought in ; he stated that he had been badly advised by white men, that he was sorry for his conduct, and in the future
would benave himself in a proper manner. After giving the whole of .
the chiefs and Indians present some salutary advice, and explaining
to them their relations and obligations to the government, and the respect due to its representatives, he .discharged him from arrest.
This is the only instance in which it ever became necessary for
Governor· Ramsey to use coercive mean$ of any kind to insure obe-
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dience and respect from the Indians ; and this was occasioned by the
bad advice cf white men, according to the chief's own statement. In
t~is case .he was compelled, by sound policy, to act in the man_ner he.
did. This, refractory chief had set at defiance the r~pr~sentative~ of
the l?overnment, had exhibited the gross~st conten;pt for Its authonty,
~s~a1~ed the dignity of its highest official ~ri the terntory, had threatened,
mt1m1dated and maltreated the other chwfs, had caused the utter suspension of all public business, and, generally, had so demeaned himself,
that if he had not been checked, it would have destroyed the power
and influence of the oovernment over the whole nation or tribe, and
produced a spirit of gpposition, anarchy, and insubordination, that it
would have required years of care and annoyance to corre?t. Governor
Ramsey checked this evil in the bud, and taught the Indians to understand, that the officers of the government must be respected and obeyed.
It is true, it is iu evidence that Red Iron said his object in establishing the "soldiers' lodge," was to prevent young men and single
chiefs from going at night and signing papers, without the rest of the
chiefs seeing and knowing what they were doing ; but this is not true
in fact ; his own conduct, and that of his band, in their first covert act
of hostility, gives the lie to this flimsy apology for his insolent, refractory and contumacious conduct. Why did his soldiers assault and maltreat "Young Sleepy Eyes" ? Was this for going at night and alone
to sign papers? No ; he had paid a visit of mere ceremony, in the
company of a number of his fellow chiefs, and his own and their young
men, in open day, and without disguise! Why did he threaten the
other chiefs, and tell them they should not go into council at all, unless
he and his band were present ? Was this to prevent young men and
single chiefs from going at night and alone to sign papers? No; it was
to interrupt and thwart the object of the government in making the
payment. Why did he and his soldiers, day after day, and hour
after hour, parade the grounds in a menacing and hostile manner, discharging their guns, and threatening the other chiefs with violence ?
Was this to prevent young men and chiefs from going into council
at night and alone to sign papers? No; it was for the purpose of
effecting, what, for a time, was effected, the suspension of all government business.
But, as far as Governor Ramsey's actions were concerned, it mattered not what his real object might have been in establishing the soldier's lodge. One thing is certain; his conduct had the f!ifect of intimi- dating the chiefs, and producing delay and trouble to the officers of the
government. That this was the effect, is the testimony of every witness \vho was present; that the chiefs said so to Governor Ramsey is
uncontradicted ; and that he and his soldiers were the cause, is a fact
equally well authenticated. Had his only motive been that which he
alleges, Red Iron would have disbanded his "soldiers' lodge" the
moment he became aware of the effect it was producing. This he did
not do ; and the pertinacity with which the organization was adhered
to, as well as his conduct in other respects, gives the lie to his asseverations.
Having thus given a true and faithful narrative of the facts which
led to his arrest and imprisonment, as detailed by the evidence, we
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ask, in all sincerity, was Governor Ramsey culpable for his conduct in
this matte~? Is there anything in the evidence sho~ing either cruelty
or oppress1ve treatment towards this or any other chwf? We answer,
unhesitatingly, no! And we assert, that, if Governor Ramsey's conduct was censurable at all in this whole affair, it was because he did
not sooner arrest and imprison him, and for not having punished him
severely when he was arrested. The arrest was no punishment, the
imprisonment was temporary and less than he deserved, and than was
necessary as an example to deter others from o~ending in like manne~.
What in all this savors of cruelty and oppres.swn ? We say there IS
nothing. And, having confined ourselves ent1relJ:" to the record, we
hold, that instead of cruelty, harshness, or oppresswn, Gov~rnor Ra~
sey's conduct towards the Indians has been marked by kmd~1ess! mdulgence, and, ifanything, an overwrought sympathy, for a m1sgmded
and illy-advised offender.
.
The next clause of the sixth charge is, that Governor Ramsey " substituted unauthorized persons as chiefs and braves," and procured receipts
from them, which he is attempting to foist upon the department in the
settlement of his accounts with the Indian bureau.
We premise the consi~eration of this clause with. the declarati?n
that it is untrue, and that 1t was known to be so by h1m who made 1t.
Had it not been known to be so, how easily might the names of the
substitutes have been recited! But this would have made the falsehood
too apparent, and therefore the general character of the allegation.
There is not in evidence a single item of proof, that ever any substitution was made by Governor Ramsey, of either chief or brave;
nor is the allegation true in fact. There never was a substitution made
by Governor Ramsey, on any occasion, or for any purpose. The only
chief he ever created among the Seeseetoan or W ahpaytoan bands,
was this same refractory and wrongfully influenced chief, Red Iron. It
is true he was broken of his chieftainship, but no one was substituted
in his place. Among the lower bands, there was at no time the creation of any chiefs; nor were ever any broke or substituted.
It is a fact, however, that Colonel Luke Lea, the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, and one of the commissioners appointed to treat with
the Sioux Indians in 1851, did, at the request, and upon the personal
application of "Old Sleepy Eyes" and his band, made in open council, with all due form and ceremony, and upon the statement of the
chief that he was growing old and unfit to attend to the affairs of the
band, recognize "Young Sleepy Eyes" as the future chief of the band.
This was done nearly eighteen months before the payment, and in the
same day the treaty was signed, as will be seen by reference to the
testimony of the Rev. Mr. Williamson, Jos. R. Brown, Dr. Foster;
secretary to the commission, and others. Thus ends the sixth charge
of Mr. Madison Sweetser, without a word of testimony having been
adduced to sustain any part of it; notwithstanding he had three months
to do it in, and an officer engaged in running down witnesses from the
lakes to the Missouri.
The fourth ch~rge o~ Mr. Robertson is, "that Governor Ramsey
refused to pay smd Indmns the amount due them under the treaties
aforesaid, but by force and intiwidation attempted to compel them to
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consent to such a disposition of said money as he desired, and by his
conduct in this regard treated them with injustice and cruelty, and in
violation oflaw, treaty stipulations, and his own solemn pledges previously made to said Indians."
In answer to this charge of using force, intimidation, injustice and
cruelty, we refer you to what was said in reply to the first part of the
sixth charge of Mr. Sweetser; merely adding that there is not a scintilla of proof, that force, intimidation, or menace Was ever useJ by
Governor Ramsey to compel the Indians to consent to such a disposition of their money as he desired, or for any other pNrpose whatever.
Nor . is there the slightest evidence of any kind that he ever treated.
them, or attempted to treat them, with either injustice, cruelty, or force,
in this or any other regard. But, on the other hand, the proof is full,
positive and uncontradicted, and even undenied, that he never did
treat them cruelly and unjustly, but the contrary. The same charge
alleges that this cruelty and injustice consisted in the force and intimidation, and a refusal to pay tgem the money due under the treaties in
violation of law and treaty stipulations. Having answered the charge
of force, intimidation, cruelty and oppression generally, we will pass
over that portion of it, which alleges violation of law and treaty stipulations, as that will be fully discussed when we come to the consideration of the authority under which the disbursements of the Sioux
moneys were made. And we think we will be able to show, with
clearness and certainty, that there was neither cruelty nor injustice
done to the Indians ; but that the disbursements made of the Sioux
moneys was not only most advantageous to the Indians themselves,
bnt made in accordance with their most solemn obligations and
directions, made voluntarily and in open council; and that there
was neither violation of law nor of treaty stipulations in such disbursements.
As to that portion of the charge which alleges violation of solemn
pledges previously made to the Indians by Governor Ramsey, it is
open to the same objections that have characterized the whole series.
It is vague, uncertain and indefinite, as it is possible to frame it. Neither time, place, circumstances or person is named to direct our attention of the accused, or en::1 ble us to tell when, where, or under what
circumstances, (whether in 1851, or 1852,) or either or neither, or in
relation to what band or tribe of Sioux Indians these alleged pledges
were made, or in what manner his said pledges were violated. It
does not even state what the pledges were, what they had relation to,
nor give any, even the most general, circumstance, that might have a
tendency to put us on our guard, All these things should have appeared. They should have been stated with perspicuity and accuracy.
Certainty, to a certain extent in general, at least, should distinguish
every charge which calls for either answer or inquiry, should pervade
every charge which alleges either misconduct or traud in a government officer; and we will venture the assertion, that the likes of these
charges were never before referred for examination by either officer or
government. And although, when charges affecting the propriety of
bis conduct were first made in the public newspapers, and bis integrity assailed, Governor Ramsey did make known to the Indian office, as
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well as to the United States Senate, his desire that an inves1igation
sho~ld be h~d, still he did not suppose that he had, by showing that
desire 1 for_fmted. all claims to justice, but t?at the government would
see that, 1f an mvestigation was ordered, It would be conducted by
some k?-own and proper rules. It was the boun~en d_uty of the government either to compel proper charges and specificatwns to be framed,
and exclude all irrelevant testimony offered under such as those preferred by Sweetser and Robinson in this case. It did neither ; yet
these charges were susceptible of neither a ~lirect and ros~tive denial
on the one hand, nor of a direct and uneqmvocal adm1sston on the
other.
There is no evidence to sustain this charge, general as it is, embracing all time and the whole Sioux nation ; and as no pledges have
been shown to have been made, none, of course, are shown to have
been violated.
It may have been to s?stain this charge, however, that Agent McLean's attention was directed to a letter or report, addressed by him to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated December 13, 1851, which
is to be found in Senate Doc. 29, pages 20, 21, and 22, and the list to
which the letter refers on page 23 of the same document.
The witness says the facts stated in that paper are true, to the best
of his knowledge. Suppose they are true, in what manner do they
affect Governor Ramsey, or in what manner <io they sustain the charge
of violating pledges? It will be seen that the letter was vyritten nearly
a year before Governor Ramsey had anything whatever to do with the
distribution ofthe Sioux money-long before the treaties were ratified
or the amendments considered. How, then, could it affect Governor
Ramsey's connection with the Sioux payment? for it is presumed the
charge had reference to that, as it is the basis of the whole catalogue.
This letter has reference to what purports to have taken place in a
council at the house of Governor Ramsey on the 8th of December,
1851. It will be remembered that it was two clays previous to this, on
the 6th of December, that the Indians constituted and appointed, by
their written power of attorney, Madison Sweetser their national and
tribal guardian, and that holding this council was their first grand tribal
act under his auspices.
The Indians who composed this council were twenty-two in number,
being three chiefs and eighteen braves and soldiers. These Indians, it
would seem from this letter or report of Agent McLean, were opposed
to the payment of their debts, or that any part of the $275,000 should be
appropriated to that object. That these chiefs and braves, represented
to be a large "moiety" IF NOT A " MAJORITY" of the W ahpaytoan and
Seeseetoan Indians-which, by-the-way, is not true-protested against
carrying out the condition of a certain paper which they had signed
when they had signed the treaty, transferring, " in payment of 'a debt'
to a 'portion' of their traders," &c., more than four-fifths of $275,000
allowed them by treaty stipulations ; that they had signed that paper
without knowing its contents_; that it had never been explained to
them ; and they desired these facts might be made known to their
Great Father at Washington, that he might send them their money,
according to the stipulations of the treaty. In reply to these complaints.
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·Governor Rat?sey read and explained to them particularly that part of
the treaty whrch relates to th~ pay~ent of the .$~75,000 given therein
" to enable them to settle thmr affairs, meet therr JUSt engagements and
remove and subsist themselves for one year after they had remov~d to
th~ir new ho~es." He told them th~ la?guage was specific-to be
pard to the .chrefs and brave~ of the tnbe, m such manner as they, in
open councrl, should determme, &c. That the government would carry
out the stipulations of the treaty, without regard to any agreement or
contract to traders and others ; that the money would be paid to the
~hiefs and braves, and it was for them to dispose of it as they thouaht
proper. That the paper to which they alluded, was•no part of fhe
treaty, &c., &c.; and that he would request the agent to make known
their wishes to their Great Father, &c. That the commissioners
had no power and assumed none, in regard oo the debts of the traders,
and that that was a matter entirely between themselves.
Even if these things were important they were not in proof, nor as
proof can the statements made in that letter be placed properly on the
record. A mere general statement, that a number of facts contained in
a long written narrative, such as this, are true, to the best of one's
knowledge and belief, does not amount to proof of those facts. The
witnesses statement, to make them proof, must be distinct, naming each
fact. Nor is it proper to permit a witness to e~amine a paper, concerning which he is testifying, to ascertain whether a certain fact is stated
negatively or affirmatively, even if such fact is material. But we do
not wish to cavil about what is or is not properly upon the record, for
if we did that, we would take exceptions to every sentence that is contained in the commissioners' notes.
The whole of these facts may be true, though not properly proved,
and we are ·willing to take them as they are, and as though every for!ll
had been complied with; and only noti-c e the manner in which it was
placed upon the record, as one of the thousand instances of unfairness
pursued towards Governor Ramsey, during this whole investigation.
Considering the facts as true even, wherein are they evidence to sustain the charges of violated pledges, and injustice, and cruelty to the
Indians? Governor Ramsey's promise, that agent McLean should
make their complaints known at W asbington, has been complied with;
this letter is the evidence of that fact, though produced, if for any purpose that can possibly be conjectured, to sustain the charge we have
been considering. · He told the Indians, according to this report of the
agents, that the government would pay them their money in such manner as the chiefs should, in open council determine, without regard to
any agreement or contract with traders or others. The government
did so. It followed their own solemn directions, given in open council,
and affirmed ano reaffirmed in open council. He told them the paper
they alluded to was no part Qf the treaty. In this he told them tb.e
truth. He told them the debts they owed to their traders were matters
entirely between themselves, with which the commissiopers had
nothing to do. Was this not the truth? Where then are the violated
pledges?
But as before remarked, at the time of this council, to which McLean
refers, was held, Governor Ramsey had nothing to do with the dis25
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bursements of t'heir money. He knew, it is true, that they had made
some arrangement for the payment of their debts, for that was known
to every person present upon the treaty-ground, both white men and
Indians, but until nearly a year after the council, he never saw the
"Traders' Paper," or knew what it contained. But even, if he had
seen it, had known its contents, and had iterated and reiterated a thousand times, that the money would be paid according to the stipulations
of the treaty, and without regard to any contract or agree~e_nt with
traders or others, it could not have affected the force or validity of a
paper, the execution of which has been proved by at least a dozen of
respectable witnesses. In this connection. it must not be forgotten,_ as
~
supposing all here alleged to be true, the c~rcumstances were mater~al'
ly chanaed when, by the tribal act of the Sisseton and Warpaton chwfs
on the Sth September, 1852, they consti!uted_ Governor Ramsey their
agent in this matter, directing and requestmg him to draw the $275,000,
and do all the acts contemplated by them to be done. This was nine
months subsequent to the .conversation reported by agent McLane. It
is true, at the time of that council, the Indians told Governor Ramsey
that they had been imposed upon, and signed that paper believing it to
be a copy of the treaty; but this unblushing falsehood has been laid
bare by the testimony of more than a half-dozen of men of unquestionable veracity.
It will not be amiss to name a small but very conclusive circumstance, in this connexion, which was omitted when we had the execution of the " Traders' Paper" under consideration. It will be remembered that the people who executed this paper are Indians ; and that
this was the first treaty they had ever negotiated. It will likewise be
well to remember, that their sources of information are extremely limited, and never before liaving made a treaty, or done any kind of official business with the government, they could hardly be presumed to
know the formulas adopted by the government in consummating a
negotiation of that character. This being the fact, is it not a somewhat remarkable coincidence, that these Indians should all know that
it was the practice of the government to have duplicates of the treaty
signed ; and, that they should all be possessed of the same idea, when
they .were signing the "Traders' Paper ; " that was, that they were
signing an9ther copy of the treaty. Let it be remarked, also, . in
this connection, that none of them were ever told that it was a copy .........._
of the treaty, but that it was an innate idea-the offspring of their
own minds! Let it likewise be remembered here, that these complaints were made to Governor Ramsey, but two days subsequently to
the execution of the power of attorney to Mr. Sweetser, constituting
hirn their agent, superintendent and national protector. The coincidences thicken; they present themselves in such rapid succession as to
appear less natural, and to put the mind upon the inquiry for their
cause. Nearly six months had elapsed from the signing of the treaty.
The Indians had, during all that time, discovered no fraud upon them.
They had acted under the " Traders' Paper;" they had seen the list
which they themselves had made attached to it; they had seen the
traders' list or schedule in the act of being copied upon that paper ;
they had seen it afterwards, anQ. spoken of it, and called the traders
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residing in the country fools, for giving any part of $210,000 to those
residing out of it, and not keeping the whole sum to themselves. They
spoke of the paper frequently, and discovered no evidence of fraud, until
· they met Mr. Sweetser. ' It is then remembered, that they had been
grievously wronged. Mr. Sweetser hecomes their friend, their advocate, their protector. They discover, also, how they were wronged:
they had signed that paper believing it to be a copy of the treaty; they
go at onc;e, some C!f them over two hundred miles, to see their agent
and superintendent. They make their complaints to both, and the
latter, no doubt, knowing that they hadjust given this power of attorney to Mr. Sweetser, to enable him to receive from the government
any receipt to it for any sum of money that he might "save" from _their
contracts with their traders, &c., may, in the hurry of business, have
stated generally to the Indians, the substance of what agent McLean
has embodied, from recollection, in his report; and this, the more likely
to have been the case, from the fact of the influences they were acting
under at the time. What are the irresistible influences from all these
facts? Were the Indians deceived-at the time of the treaty, or were
they deceived afterwards? W ere they entrapped into signing the
"Traders' Paper," or were they misguiJed and deceived by those
vvho brought trouble into their camps, where peace and quiet and
satisfaction reigned before? Can it be possible that they did not know
that they were signing a paper for the payment of their debts ? And
why is it that "Wah-nok-soon-tay," the Little Rapids chief, who resides at a distance fi·om Traverse des Sioux, acknowledg·es that he
signed the paper, and knew he was signing the paper for the traders;
while all the chiefs in the vicinity of the Traverse deny any knowledge of it, and all tell the same tale, as to the idea that possessed
them, when they turned from the commissioners' table to the one at
which Joseph R. Brown presided, to sign the paper he held? The
answer is plain : " W ah-nak-soon-tay" was not under the same influences; he had not memorized the same lesson. But these comments
are unnecessary. The proof is plain; too ample and too clear to bear
discussion. Where then is the injustice and cruelty? Where the
e vidence of violated pledges on the part of Governor Ramsey ?
Thus do we end the consideration of this anomalous and heterogeneous mass, denominated a "charge" by Mr. D. A. Robertson.
The eighth charge of Mr. Sweetser is rather a singular one, when
we consider the character of those which accompany it, as well as the
fact that Mr. Sweetser used every means in his power t.o obtain the
'
control of this Sioux fund. It is this:
"That Governor H.amsey openly violated the treaty in not nserving
a sufficient amount out of the Seeseetoans and W ahpatoans to remove
and subsist them for one year."
·
When it has been contended, by those making the charges against
Governor Ramsey, that he violated the treaty in not paying the whole
fund into the hands of the chiefs and braves, a charge of this kind
comes with an ill grace from the same source. For the sake of common decency, one would have supposed they would try to be consistent, even in falsehood. But such is not the case. This charge is a
virtual relinquishment of all that have preceded it. For we hold, and
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the treaty will sustain and bear us out in the position, that the same
clause and the same language which provides tor the removal and subsistence of the Indians provides also for the settlement of their affairs
and the payment of their just engagements; and if Governor Ramsey
would have been censurable for not reserving a sufficient amount for
their removal and subsistence~-and we agree that he would have been
-he would have been equally culpable had he not retained a sufficient
amount fi·om them to settle their affairs and pay their just engagements;
a fortiori, if he had a right to retain the former, he had likewise the
right; to retain the latter. If he knew, in the former case, that the fund,
if paid out into their hands, would not be honestly and faithfully appropriated, he was bound by the same knowledge to act in the same
manner in regard to the latter. It was, therefore, just as obligatory on
Governor Ramsey to see to the proper appropriation of the money
in the one case as in the other. But to the charge-and what is there
to sustain it? Not a syllable. And, even if there was, it would be no
evidence offraud or misconduct on the part of Governor Ramsey, but
at most an error in judgment. But the fact is, the amount retained
was designated by themselves and abundantly sufficient.
The ninth charge of Mr. Sweetser is: That Governor Ramsey paid
nearly the entire trust fund of said Indians, amounting to near $450,000,
at the trading house of H. H. Sibley; and but few, if any, were benefitted by said payment, but those who now are, or have been, connected with said company in trade, and with whom he was confederating.
That there are many other meritorious creditors who were thrust aside
and not permitted to share in the distribution.
This charge is, as regards the truth it embraces, on a par with those
that have gone before it. It is wholly false, and entirely unsupported
by the evidence. Governor Ramsey, as far as we know, and certainly
as far as the evidence goes to sustain it, never paid one dollar of money
to any person at the trading-house of H. H. Sibley. And although
Governor Ramsey did not pay the claimants as charged, yet, the other
portion of the charge is equally untrue, "that few, if any, were benefitted, but those who are now or have been connected with said company in trade." But who or what said company is, neither the charges
nor the evidence explain to us. Still we are enabled to pronounce it
generally false; as it is in evidence, that every licensed trader in the
Sioux country, prior to July, 1851, among the upper Indians, with one
exception, (and his claim was not presented,) and every licensed trader
among the lower bands, since 1837, up to which period the Medaywakantoans had paid their debts, were participants in the distribution of
the fund. The claim against the upper· Indians, that forms the exception, was of a date prior to 1821, and for this reason, it is stated, was
excluded by the distributing committee, and was never brought to the
attention of Governor Ramsey. Then, with this single isolatPd exception, all the claimants came in and received a part of the fund set apart
for the payment of their "present just engagements" by the Indians on
the 23d of July, 1851.
The list of licensed traders below, and the testimony of almost every
witness in regard to the upper, sustains this position and pisposes this
charge. The distribution of that fund was fair and equitable. This is
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the testimony o~ those even wh_o did_ not receive 6n_e-half of what they
expected, and httle over one-th1rd of what they cl::ilmed. This distribution was made by the traders the_mselves, than whom no better jurors
could be found; as It was made the mterest of each to reduce the others
claim, in order to share more bountifully in the specific sum which wa~
appropriated for their bene?t· The last clause is, that meritorious creditors were excluded. This h~s been answered in_ replying to the former
part of the ch_arge. The testimony of M_essrs. ~1bley, Brown, Forbe3 ,
McLeod, Faribault, Prescott, and the hst of hcensed traders before
referred to, is conclusive against this portion of the charge. It is unfounded and untrue in fact.
But this charge admits that this fund became a "trust fund" in the
hands of Governor Ramsey. It is so denominated in the body of the
charge, and properly so, too. If then, as we contend, and as the charge
admits, it was a "trust fund," what was the object of that trust? For
what purpose was that "trust" created, and how is that purpose to be
known? Simply from the acts of the chiefs and braves, under whose
direction it was to be distributed. What were those acts, and do they,
· taken either singly or conjointly, amount to a direction of the "trust
fund?" Further, do these acts appear, from the testimony taken before
the commissioners who conducted this investigation ? Let us examine:
On the 23d of July, 1851, the chiefs and braves who signed the
treaty of Traverse des Sioux, executed a paper, making distribution of
the sum of $250,000 among their traders and half:.breed relatives.
The execution of this pq,per h::ts been fully and fairly proved by the
most incontestible evidences. The previous direction, by the Indians
to the traders, to distribute $210,000 of this sum among themselves, is
a fact equally well authenticated and established. That after the distribution had been made, the chiefs and braves above, and the chiefs
and head-men of the lower bands, after the treaty, frequently spoke of
the provision made for their traders and half-breeds, and that they
were to be paid out of the proceeds of the sale of their lands. The
fact of their going into council, both above and below, to distribute the
fund named in the treaty, and their frequent expressions of unqualified
approbation of their own act, in providing for the payment of their
debts, are all facts of a most convincing and conclusive character.
It is likewise in evidence, by the testimony of the Hon. Luke Lea,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Rev. Mr. Williamson, Rev. Mr. Riggs,
Messrs. Sibley, McLeod, Steel, Dousman, Bailly, Forbes, Prescott,
Faribault, Huggins, Foster, and others, that the payment of their debts
and the provision to be made for them, was a subject of daily and hourly
conversation and consideration among the Indians, traders, and others,
in private and public councils, in the presence of the commissioners,
and elsewhere ; that they admitted an indebtedness above, of over
$400,000, and below, of over $140,000; that these sums were more
than double the amount agreed by the traders to be received in full
acquittance and release of all claims upon them ; and that they felt,
and evinced as much interest upon the subject of making some provision for their traders, as with any other connected with the treaty ; that
they claimed of the commissioners an allowance of $300,000 for their
trl}ders, and $100,000 for their half-breeds, and for a long time refused
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to sign the treaty, unless such allowances were made. Was not this,
in itself, a sufficient direction to Gov. Ramsey to distribute this money?
This papPr, commonly called the ''Traders' Paper," is not a power of
attorney, nor does it contain any of the essentials of a power of attorney. It is an instrument of a higher and more obligatory character. It
is in fact, and in law, an assignment of the sum of $250,000. The consi_deration expressed in the body of it is a good and sufficient one. It
divests all the riaht of the obligors or makers of that paper to that sum
of money due th~m under the first clause of the fourth article of the
treaty of Traverse des Sioux, and vests it in the persons whose names
are on the list or schedule attached to it. It appropriates to each individual the sum placed opposite his name. This is the true character
and force of that instrument. It is, to all intents and purposes, an
assignment, expressed in sufficiently apt and appropriate terms, and as
binding and irrevocable as the treaty itself, executed at the same time.
The character and effe_c t of this paper has been discussed at this
length, in anticipation of the provisions of the one which is to follow
and support it, and likewise in anticipation of the position that might be
assumed, and the inferences that might be drawn, from a hasty or cursory reading and comparison of the provisions of the two papers, as
well as for the purpose of meeting the position assumed by the commissioners, who held that the latter abrogated and destroyed the former.
Upon a careful examination of these papers, it must become manifest to
every unprejudiced mind that, instead of conflicting with or abrogating
it, the latter confirms and sustains the other.. The language of these
papers is, in many'instances, identical; and that their purport and intention are the same is manifest, the only difference being that the one is
less specific than the other. This circumstance gives force to the position that the power of attorney executed to Gov. Ramsey on the 8th of
September, 1851, was an adjunct or supplement to the " Traders' Paper." This power of attorney is to be found on pages 26 and 27 of
Senate Document 29, part ii. It was executed to Gov. Ramsey on the
same day, at the same time, and by the same Indians who signed the
Senate amendments to the treaty of Traverse des Sioux.
It is trne this paper contains a clause revoking "all other and former
powers of attorney " executed by the Indians, with reference to the receipt or collection of the moneys due them, or any part of it. Now,
had this assignment, or " Traders' Paper," been the only paper ever
executed by them relating to a disposition of this fund, the presumption
might have naturally enough arisen that the revocation clause in the
power of attorney had reference to it; but that presumption is entirely
destroyed and shifted by the production of a power of attorney, eo nomine, which they had executed anterior to the date of the one made to
Gov. Ramsey. This is the true legal as well as natural inference and
conclusion upon these facts, and entirely relieves from such inference
m presumption, any paper or instrument of a different character, which
may have been made hy them.
But, by the direct and positive testimony of Mr. Prescott, the person
who interpreted the power of attorney of September 8, 1852, and who
must know better than any other man what papers were referred to,
and to be affected by, the revoking clause in that power, as it was un-
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derstood by the Indians when making or executing it, is, that it had
reference to the power of attorney to Madison Sweetser, and also to
one to Mr. Sibley.
- The power of attorney to which reference is here made, is the one
executed to Mr. Sweetser by some of the chiefs and eighteen headmen
and soldiers of the Seesetoan and W ahpaytoan bands ?f ~ioux_, at th_e
St. Peter's agency, on the 6th of December, 1851, const1tutmg h1m t~eu·
nationa~ defender and protector. This is a power of attorney eo n?mzne,
and plamly intended by the subsequent act to be revoked, even m _the
absence of Mr. Prescott's testimony, which fixes it beyond all questiOn.
The character of the power of attorney to Mr. Sibley does not appear
fi·om the evidence.
By the notes of testimony taken by the commissioners, Agent McLean
is made to say that the power of attorney to Governor Ramsey was intended to "destroy all other papers" exE-cuted by the Indians, and that
the Indians so expressed themselves to Governor Ramsey at the time
they went to his house to execute it. This is an error. The witness
said that the Indians told Governor Ramsey that "they had col?e the~e
to sign the amendments to the treaty and another paper, breakmg their
former or all former powers of attorney." This may not be intended
in the commissioners' notes to express this idea, as the whole of McLean's
testimony, as taken down by them, is in a state of inextricable confusion; but it clearly does so, and i-s wrong. But Mr. Prescott's testimony
places this matter beyond doubt, and he alone can know what was said
to the Indians, and what was said by them; he alone of the persons present
understanding the Sioux language. Therefore these two instruments
do not come in conflict, nor was it intended by those who made them
that they should. If it had beeu the "Traders Paper," being entirely
dissimilar to a "power of attorney," and not presumed to be embraceel
under that general name, would have been indicated by some other
language. Instead of conflicting, the one comes in and provides the
means of satisfying the obligations created by the other. They thus
stand together a perfect whole, a unit, while either without the other
would be imperfect.
Let us now glance for a moment at the authority these two papers
confer upon Governor Ramsey, and the obligations he assumes when
he accepts the tt;ust created by the power of attorney.
The first assigns to the traders, half~breeds and others, claimants
against the upper Indians, the sum of $250,000 out of the $275,000
named in the first clause of the fourth article of the treaty of Traverse
des Sioux. The execution of this paper has been before referred to,
and there is not a doubt that can possibly exist against the manner in
which it was done. To question the fact that that paper was fully,
fairly, and in good faith, interpreted and explained to the Indians before
they signed it, is to charge the Rev. Mr. Riggs, Mr. Sibley, Mr. Brown,
Mr. Martin McLeod, Mr. Faribault, Dr. Foster and others, men of the
highest respectability and character, with wilful and premeditated perjury. To question the fact that these Indians directed the traders to
make a distribution of the $210,000 among themselves, is likewise to
charge Mr. Bailly, Mr. Sibley, Mr. Steel, Mr. Bmwn, and Mr. McLeod,
with wilful and direct perjury. Such charges as these are of rather too
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serious a character to be made upon inferences, or what is still less re-.
liable, the testimony of Indians who had been taught that it was to
their interest to sustain Mr. Sweetser's charges. To question the fair-.
ness and equity of the distribution made by the traders amongst themselves, is to charge nearly every white witness who testified before
these commissioners with wilful and premeditated perjury, and to put
more faith in the simple charges of men who went into the country
somet~me after these things were done-most of which charges have
been proved to be untrue-than in all the sworn statements upon the
record. To question the fact that the Indians ratified and confirmed
both the half-breed and traders' distribution after they were made, is to
charge upon Mr. McLeod wilful and premeditated perjury. We presume no man will be willing to make charges such as these, and Without making them, the validity of the paper, and the propriety of its
execution, must remain unquestioned, as both are, in fact, unquestionable in honesty.
_
Great care was taken by the commissioners and their attorney to
prove two facts: that the paper was not explained to them in the
council where it was signed, and that the schedule was not attached
at that time. It was never pretended that it was explained to them in
that council; that was impracticable without interrupting the business
of the government; nor was it ever pretended that the schedule was
attached at the time it was signed; the language of the paper itself
precludes such an inference. It provides that they will pay the sum
of money acknowledged to be due "to ·the individuals 'HEREAFTER
designated;' " not simply "designated," or hereinafle?· designated, but
"hereajier designated." Showing, as clearly as language could express
it, that the act indicating the individuals, and the amount to be paid to
each, was to be performed subsequently to the signing of the paper
itself.
We will now proceed to the consideration of the power of attorney
and articles of trusts fi·om the See-see-toans and W ah-pay-toans to
Governor Ramsey, dated September 8, 1852.
.
From the testimony of Philander Prescott and Agent McLean, and
from the certificate of the latter appended to the power, &c., its execution is fully sustained. It is also in proof by these two gentlemen that
it was fully and particularly explained and interpreted to the ]ndians
before they signed; that they had a full knowledge of its contents, purport, and meaning; and that they executed it for the uses and purposes
therein expressed. They testify, further, that it was done in the presence of Governor Ramsey and themselves, in full open council, at the
same time, and by the same Indians who ratified the amendments to
the treaty. The construction and effect of this power will be made
the subject of consideration in a subsequent part of this paper.
The third charge of Mr. Sweetser and the seventh of Mr. Robertson,
being substantially the same, will be renewed in connexion, as the same
evidence that disproves the one will fix falsehood on the other.
The charge of Sweetser is: "That Governor Ramsey violated the
treaty with the Dakota Indians in refusing payment to them, although
often and urgently demanded, in accordance with their treaty stipulations-with having unlawfully paid said money into the hands of one
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Hugh !yler, who demanded it, ~ong a fe_w claimants, at _the trading
post of the H. H. Sibley-the Wishes and nghts of the Indmns having
been totally disregarded in violation of law and the express stipulations
of the treaties."
Robertson's is: "That, in consummation of the frauds above alleged,
Alexander Ramsey paid a large amount of money due the Dakota
Indians by treaty, and by him received to pay thez;n, to the said Hugh
Tyl~r, who paid it chiefly to trad_ers connec~ed Wlt~ th~ fur. com:~;mny
of Pierre Chouteau and ol hers, which proceedmg was m vwlatwn of lawand treaty stipulations."
. .
.
.
It. will be perceived that these charges are m dtrect confl1~t With the
allegations contained in the ninth charge ~f Mr. Sweetser, wh~ch all_eges
that Governor Ramsey paid out the ." ent1;; trust f~nd of s~~~ Indtans,
&c., at the trading house of H. H. S1bley, &c., whtle here It IS alleged
he paid the whole fund to Hugh Tyler, &c.
·
·
The demand made by the !ndia~s, an~ the refusal to pay by Governor
Ramsey, we will reserve for consideratwn hereafter.
We admit here, and Governor Ramsey never has pretended to deny,
but has placed the evidence of the fact upon the records at Washington, that he did pay to Hugh Tyler, the attorney of the claimants, the
sum of $250,000 to be paid by him to the traders and half-breeds of
the See-see-toans and W ah-pay-toan Indians, according to the schedule
attached to the "Traders' Paper" of July 23, 18.51; and we further
admit, and never have denied, but have placed the evidence of the fact
upon the public records at Washington, that he did pay to Hugh Tyler
$70,000 to be distributed pro rata amongst the licensed traders of the
Med-a-wa-kan-toan Indians, in accordance with their direction under
the treaty of Mendota; but we deny that he paid either sum to Hugh
Tyler contrary to law or treaty stipulations.
By what authority did Hugh Tyler receive these sums of money?
Vve will proceed to show :
The traders and half-breeds, claimants under the treaty of Traverse
des Sioux, executed to Hugh Tyler a power of :::.ttorney at Traverse
des Sioux, on the 1st day of December, 1852, authorizing him to draw
fi·om Governor Ramsey, and receipt for the sums respectively
due them, according to the distribution in the schedule to the " Traders'
Paper" made by the chiefs of the See-se-toan and W ah-pay-toan bands
of Sioux Indians, on the 23d of July, 1851. Mr. Tyler had been the
agent and attorney of these claimants, ever since the negotiation
of the treaties of 1851 ; but was specially empowered in this instance,
as will be seen by reference to his power of attorney, marked "D,"
on pages 28 and 29, of Sen. Doc. 29, part ii.
The next is a power of attorney from other claimants of the same
fund, executed for a like purpose to Mr. Tyler, at Mendota, December
11, 1852, and found on pages 29 and 30 of the same document.
The third is a power of attorney from the licensed traders and
claimants under the treaty of Mendota, of August 5, 1851, to Hugh
Tyler, authorizing and empowering him to receive and receipt for the
amounts due them, respectively, from the Med-ay-wa-kan-toau bands
of Da-ko-ta Indians, and requesting Governor Ramsey to pay into his
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hands the said sums. This paper is to be found on pages 35 and 36
of Sen. Doc. 29, part ii.
Upon the presentation of these powers of attorney to Governor
Ramsey, accompanied by the proved accounts of the several claimants
u"nder both treaties, seeing that the several accounts were sworn to,
and that the sums due from these several bands of Indians to the
claimants, in the aggregate amounted to more than double the sums
they had agreed to receive in full satisfaction and acquittance of all
indebtedness by the said Indians, he paid the sum of $320,000 to Mr.
Tyler. The receipts from Hugh Tyler, the agent and attorney of
these claimants, to Governor Ramsey, are to be found on pages 31 and
36 of Sen. Doc. 29, part ii.
At the urgent solicitation of the upper chiefs, Governor Ramsey directed the following additional names to be made to the half-breed list;
all of whom were related to the upper Indians, viz: Louis Anger,
Pierre Felix, for two children, and Pierre Rouillard, L e Gorlean,
Antonio Fresnier, John Moore, Wm. Altenburg, John Bt. Credit,
Thomas Odell, and D . Farribault, for one child each; anJ as Mr.
Tyler had no authority to add the names, Gover:nor R amsey reserved
the right to direct this addition.
The above recited powers of attorney and requests of the chiefs is
the authority by which Mr. Tyler received the $320,000; and a payment to their agent and attorney was a payment to the claimants.
What arrangements Mr. Tyler saw proper to enter into with his clients
is not a question to be discussed here, as he was not a party to this investigation, nor do his acts in any manner affect the conduct of Gov.
Ramsey. 1 Yet the evidence, so far as the government saw fit to call it
out, shows that Mr. Tyler honorably and faithfully discharged the trust
to his clients and employers.
The balance of the charges, that the money was divided amongst
favorites, to the exclusion of meritorious creditors, and that but few, if
any, received benefit from it except those who were connected with
the fur company ofPierre Chouteau and others, has been fully answered
before ; but whether it has or has not been, so far as this investigation
is concerned, is wholly immaterial. All that was necessary to be
known by Governor R amsey, or that it was his duty to inform himself
of, was that the amount of money claimed by these people was due to
them from the Indians ; that the money in his possession was intended
for that purpose ; and that Mr. Tyler was their properly authorized
agent and attorney to receive and receipt fof them. Of these facts he
satisfied his judgment, and upon that judgment acted. If he erred,
which we hold he did not, it was but an error in judgment, for which
he is in nowise accountable, having acted in good faith.
In addition to the unquestionable propriety of this payment, Governor
Ramsey was doubtlessly gratified at the' relief granted him, by being
enabled to, pay the sum in bulk to their agent, instead of the trouble
and annoyance it would have occasioned him to make distribution
among so large a number of claimants. Thus have we met and refuted these two charges.
The sixth charge of Mr. Robertson is:
"Thatone Hugh Tyler was employed by the parties to this viola-
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tion oflaw and treaty stipulations, as the visible go-between, agent, or
borer; and that a large per centage was agreed to be paid or left in
his hands, as a fee, from the fraudulent recipients of the D akota
money."
·
Whether this charge is or is not intended to embrac~ Governor R~~
sey we are unadvised, either by the charge or the ev1dence; but, 1f Jt
is so intended, w e pronounce it entirely and unequivocally untrue, and
deny that Governor Ramsey ever employed Hugh Tyler as a " gobetween," "borer," or" agent," or that he was a party with Governor
Ramsey to any violation of law or treaty stipulations, as alleged in the
charge ; and in this denial we are fully sustained by the record. ·
And as to the circumstance of the recipients of this money having
agreed to pay Mr. Tyler a fee, either large or small, or whether it was
·to be paid by Mr. Tyler retaining a percentage in his hands or in some
other manner, is a matter exclusively between Mr. Tyler and his
clients, with which we have nothing to do, and one which should have
· received no notice from the commissioners, as it is to be presumed that
these gentlemen had a right to enter into any arrangement or agreement they saw proper, either with Mr. T yler or any other person. The
concluding part of the charge, denominating the claimants "fraudulent
recipients" of the Dakota money, is unworthy of serious notice, and
has been fully answered under a former charge. This allegation,
however, answers one purpose; it serves to show the spirit of malignity which induced the whole series of charges.
The third charge of Sweetser, ·and the fourth of Robertson, were
left in part unanswered when the general allegations they contained
were discussed. The parts to which attention is now desired to be directed are substantially this-the language and form being preserved
in the substitute :
· " That Governor Ramsey refused, though often and urgently requested, to pay the Sioux or Dakota Indians the money received by
him under the treaties of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota."
These charges are both of a character so indefinite and general, that
upon an analyzation of them they will be found to contain no charge
against Governor Ramsey.
.
It is alleged that a demand was made and a tefusal given ; but it is
not alleged that the Sioux or Dakota Indians ever made a demand, or
that a demand was ever made upon Governor Ramsey, or that Governor Ramsey ever refused the Sioux or Dakota Indians their money.
Had we, therefore, insisted upon the exclusion of any testimony'
offered to prove a demand made by the Sioux or Dakota Indians, or
that a clemand was ever made upon Gow~rnor Ramsey, or that Governor Ramsey ever refused the Sioux or D akota Indians their money,
the commissioners would have been compelled, by every rule of law
and every principle of justice, to exclude it. But there never was any
desire on the part of Governor Ramsey, or his counsel, to exclude from
the record any testimony that related to his action in, or his connexion
with, this whole transaction. On the contrary, we were ever most
anxious that the whole of the facts should appear, fi:om the incipiency
of the negotiations, which resulted in these treaties, till the last dollar
, of the Sioux money left in the hands of Governor Ramsey.
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Again and again did we claim the privilege of doing so as a right,

to which we were entitled both in law and justice ; but as frequently
:vere ~e •-:rong~ully and unjustly denied by the commissione.rs. There
IS nothmg m this matter but will bear the closest and stnctest scrutiny, if the facts connected with it are permitted to be shown. But
where, let it be asked, can there be found an instance of any transaction, made up of details and extending over months, that may not be made
the subject of invidious comment, if isolated facts are given which need
and require explanation, without affording the party an opportunity to
make those explanations? That facts which were ready to be proved,
and could have been proved, necessary to a full and fair understanding
of this case, were excluded by the commissioners, we boldly and unhesitatingly assert, and can prove before any tribunal where truth may
be heard, or where justice is a governing principle. Crime does not
so much consist in the doing of an act, as in the motive which induced
it. Therefore, in all cases where crime is alleged, an opportunity
should be afforded to the accused to show that, although he did the act,
his motive was not evil. In this case charges have been made of acts
done, which, if done with an evil or fraudulent intent, would constitute
a crime of the highest penal character ; and yet Governor Ramsey was
uniformly prevented, when he attempted to show facts explanatory of
his motive. Was this right? Was this just? \Vas it magnanimous?
Can those who did it justify their conduct? If it was right-if it was
magnanimous, and if it was justifiable, why exclude offers and overrule
objections made by Governor Ramsey's counsel, and prevent their being
placed on the record? There must, at least, have been doubts! If
there -were doubts, there is no justification ; for the benefit of these
,
doubts should have gone to the advantage of the party accused.
But we have been led to make these comments, not because facts of
a criminal character have been proved against Governor Ramsey-for
this we deny, and the testimony will support that denial-but because
facts have been shown, which, if unexplained, might lead those who are
:strangers to the history of this transaction to infer a want of prudence
or caution on the part of Governor Ramsey, when, had the explanations been received, as they should have been, no such inferences could
possibly be drawn.
Some of the chiefs, both of the upper and lower bands, testify that
they made demands upon Governor Ramsey for the payment of their
money into their own hands. A few of them go further, and state that '
his refusal was conditional, and that the condition was that they should
sign a paper or consent to the payment of their debts to their traders.
Among the lower chiefs, they testify generally to the demands: one
made by Wa-ba-shaw, and one by "Mah-pee-wee-tchas-tah," or" Cloud
Man." W e will first direct 'attention to the testimony of the demands
alleged to have been made on the part of the See-see-toan and Wahpa-toan chiefs.
,
• ,
It is admitted that "Red Iron," or Ma-za-sha," in the presence of
"Limping Devil" and "Big Gun," and some of their young men, made
a demand upon Governor Ramsey for the whole of their money, removal
fund and all. These are the only persons who were ever present when
any demand of any character was made. Such is the proof. Besides
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this, the demand was of such a character that it could have been complied with under no circumstances. And while we admit this demand,
by this chief, made at no time in the presence of more than two other
chiefs, we have the positive and uncontradicted testimony of Dr. Thomas
Foster, and others, that a large majority of the chiefs, present at the payment
at Traverse des Sioux, were in favor of paying the money as it was paid,
and as it appears to have been paid from the vouchers on file in the
Indian office at Washington.
In reference to the refusal of Governor Ramsey to pay the annuities,
. unless they signed a paper or paid their debts, it is simply an untruth.
No such remark was ever made or thought of by Governor Ramsey;
nor is it testified to by any person but Indians and half-breeds, while
it is directly and fully contradicted by every white man who was said
to be present when the refusals were madE:.. by Governor Ramsey.
The interpreters, through whom it should have been made, deny with
equal certainty that anything of the kind ever occurred in any council
in which they were present, 'either as interpreters or spectators.
John Campbell, the half-breed youth, whose name has before occurred
with unenviable notice, corroborates the chiefs, both of the upper and
lower bands, in their statements that Govemor Ramsey refused to pay
them unless they would sign a paper, and that they refused to sign a
paper, or pay their debts, until they produced their books. A simple
reference to his testimony will be sufficient to convince any reasoqable
man that he knew nothing at all about the matter concerning which he
was testifying. He was asked, in exph.nation, what he meant by "a
paper" the Indians refused to sign. He says it was "the company's
paper-Mr. Sibley's paper;" the books, he meant, were the "comptLny's
books-Mr. Sibley's books." But his tale is denied, contradicted, and
disproved in toto.
There were two demands proved to have been made by the lower
bands. One was made by Mah-pee-wee-tchas-tah at Sibley's, and
one by Wabashaw at the agency. The demand at Mendota was made
by a single chief, and the demand was for the whole of their money,
removal and subsistence fund and all. The demand made by Wabashaw
at the agency was made not only for the treaty money, removal and
subsistence fund, but for the old annuities and for the an·em·ages oftheir
school fund. These demands Governor Ramsey had no authority to
comply with. If he had done so, he would have been highly culpable.
But the chiefs st11te that he refiiSed to pay them, or to release certain
Indian prisoners then in Fort Snelling, until they would sign a paper or
pay their debts, and name a number of persons who were present when
he sa!.d this. These persons, including the interpreters named, both
by the chiefs and John Campbell, have all, or nearly all, been upon
the witness stand, and all positively deny that ever anything of
the kind occurred in any council where they were present, and even
one of the chiefs finally admits that it was not Governor Ramsey he
J:leard say so, but some of the Indians. The statements made by these
chiefs are wholly untrue, even as to the demand itself. The Indians
confined in the fort were released by the agent, upon an agreement
between himself and the agent of the Chippewl).s.-(See Watrous', Chippewa l!gent, affidavit.) .
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From the testimony of all the white witnesses there produced by the
government, as well as those subpcenecl by Governor Ramsey, it will
be seen that there was a division in the councils, both at Mendota and
the agency, in which these quasi demands were made. At the council
at the agency, when the demand was made by Wabashaw, he was the
only chief who did make it; while "Good Road," "Bad Hail," subchief and orator of" Grey Iron's" band, "Medicine Bottle," sub-chief
and speaker of" Little Crow's" band, and "Little Six's brother," representing a may"ority rf the whole rf the Medaywalcantoan band and chiifs,
spoke in favor of the money bein!{ paid as it was paid. "Little Crow,"
"Little Six," and "Grey Iron," were all present, and acquiesced in '
what the speakers of their bands said.
The testimony of the chiefs themselves, e.ven if it was reliable, is
insufficient to establish a demand. No proper demand was ever made.
The demands they did make 'were in all cases made by feeble minorities-minorities even of the councils in which some of them were made.
But had they been unanimously made, they were demands of such a
character as could not be complied with. Governor Ramsey had no
right, no authority to pay them those funds. They were not under his
contt:ol, part of them not in his possession.
But he had before him the "Trader's Paper," w hich was both an
acknowledgment of indebtedness and an assignment of the fund in his
hands. He had also before him his power of attorney of the' 8th of
September, 1852, the treaties themselves, and the letter of instructions
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. How then could he, in the
face of all this, divert that money from the purposes for which it was
intended, and, upon the simple informal demand of one or two disaffected and misguided chiefs, place a fund already appropriated into the
hands of the Indians, whom he knew would misappropriate and squander every dollar of it?
The power of attorney of the 8th of September, 1852, amounted to
a direction how to disburse the money due to the Seeseetoans and
"\:Vahpaytoans. It was an admission that the money was not intended
for them. It was giving a tacit construction to the treaty. It contemplated the payment of that fund into other hands than those of the Indians. If it had not, why use the language " appropriate the said
money in accordance with and for the purpose of carrying out the equitable and true intent" of the treaty? D id not this evidence that something more was to be done than draw the money, and pay the whole
fund into their hands. If it did not, why all this circumlocution, why
this verbiage? Why not in plain and intelligible language say "draw
said money and pay the same into the hands of tne chiefs?" Because
this was not the obj ect, purpose, or meaning of the Indians ? Who executed that paper ! He is to draw the money,· and pay it in accor~
dance with the true intent and equitable meaning of that treaty. What
is the true and equitable intention of that treaty? What is the true .
and equitable intention of the fourth article of these treaties, for
being in the same language, we will consider them at the same time?
What was the understanding of the Indians themselves, at the time the
tr~aty was made ? Let us look at and consider it! The language of
the treaty is plain. It sets apart the sum of $275,000, by the first
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clause of the fourth article, (and in both treaties it is the same,) "to be
paid to the chiefs of the said bands, to enable them to settle theiT affain
m~d t~ comply with their presentJust engag_ements," and ~n consideration
of their removal to the homes set apart for them, &c., m such manner
as the chiefs shall thereafter in open council request.
That allowance of $275,000 is made for a purpose, and with an object: That purpose and t?at oqj.ect is, to e?able them to settle theiT
affazrs, and to comply With their presen~ JUSt engagement. \Vhat
affairs have they to settle? What present JUSt engagements have they
to comply with?
. ,
In the construction of the articles of a treaty, as well as in the
construction of the provisions of a statute, the causes which gave rise
to the negotiation of the one, as well as those which induced the enactment of the other, must always be taken into consideration. The wants,
necessities, and obligations of a people are the· usual inducements to
the enactment of a law; so, also, the wants, necessities, and obligation's of a nation are the inducements that give rise to agreements and
compacts. between nations. In order, therefore, to arrive at the proper
construction of the provisions of a treaty, where there is cause for doubt
in consequence of ambiguities in the language of such provision, we
must search for the ca.uses which induced its incorporation and adoption. Nor can we ascertain those causes, or arrive at the true and
equitable intent and meaning of treaty stipulations, v;rithout informing
ourselves of the habits, customs, and pursuits of the contracting parties.
When we have thus informed ourselves, we are prepared to go a step
further. The cause may then be divined. When we have divined
the cause, and informed ourselves of the habits or pursuits which produced it, we are then, and only then, prepared to examine into the intention, purpose, ai1d object with and for which such people or nation
entered into the. compact. Having clone this, we proceed to the examination of the provisions themselves, and place upon them such construction as their language will bear, always keeping in mind the cause
or causes which gave rise to their adoption.
Let us direct our attention for a moment to the character, habits,
and pursuits of the Sioux or Dakota Indians. But how are we to procure this information? As we procure a knowledge of the laws, customs, and pursuits of other nations with which we have intercourseby their histories. The habits of this people are roving and uncivilized,
their pursuits the chase. They engage in neither mechanical, nor agricultural, commercial, nor scientific pursuits. Yet they require food and
apparel. The pursuits oftqe chase are inadequate to their wants. The
proceeds from their hunts are barely sufficient to supply with necessaries those who actually engage in them. The progress of the age,
and the extension of the area of civilization, encroaches upon them.
The homes of their fathers and the graves in which rest their dust
have been overrun. They thus were brought in contact with civilization; and, while it has not tended to their improvement, it has served
to teach them habits which were before unknown to them-habits of
indulging in comforts and luxuries which are far beyond the reach of
their ordinary means. To procure these tlolings they must obtain credits. Those who trade among them will not give that credit to an in-
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dividual of the nation, for as individuals they possess nothing. These
comforts and necessaries, too, are equally desirable and necessary to
all. All things are in common · their lands are held in common and
they.pledge the~r common faith' as a people foy the liquidation o'f the
cre~ht the:y rece1ve. Thus the nation becomes mvolved, the capital of
their cred1tors becomes exhausted, their traders are unable longer to
furnish them with their necessary supplies, their wants cry out for re ...
lief, and they discuss t~e ways and means to supply
Th~y resolve
upon a plan. They will sell their lands. A treaty IS negotiated, and
a provision is embraced in it to this effect: "To the chiefs of said bands,
(or nation,) to enable them to settle their affairs, and to comply with their
present Just engagements, the United States .agree to pay to the chiefs of
said bands (or nation) the sum of $250,000, in such manner as the
chiefs shall hereafter in open council request." What must be the
plain and manifest meaning, purpose, and intention of that language?
There can be but one. ~That is, to enable them to pay their debts.
What other affairs, what other engagements could be contracted by a
people of their habits than obligations of indebtedness? T.hat this is
the plain reading of the provision, it appears to us, no person can doubt
who will for one moment glance at the circumstances of the people.
In addition to the palpable meaning of, and deductions from, the language of the treaties, it was the construction placed upon them by the
Indians themselves until their minds were misguided and abused by
artful and designing men. But how do we know that they so construed
th~m? We know it from their actions, proof of which is to be found in
the testimony of almost every witness that was upon the stand.
Immediately after the signing of the treaty of Mendota, the Wahpaykootays showed the construction they placed upon the provisions
ofthat treaty, by executing to H. H. Sibley, and others, a paper gi-uing
dir-ection to the sttm of $90,000, a part of the $100,000 set apart, under
the first clause of the fourth article of tbe treaty, "to enable them to
settle their affairs and comply with their present just engagements;"
the remaining $20,000 was to be reserved, and was reserved, to remove
and subsist them. The affairs settled and the engagemPnts met by
them was the payment of the debts due to their traders.
The Medaywakantoans likewise assembled in council immediately
after the treaty to make distribution among their licensed traders of
$70,000, a part of the $110,000 named in the first clause of the fourth
article of their treaty, to enable them to settle their affairs and comply
with their just engagements, &c. They met a second time, having
previously determined upon the plan of distribution, and proceeded to
name over their several traders, and determine upon the amount each
was to receive. Having completed the list, it was discovered that the
aggregate sum distributed amounted to more than double the amount
at their disposal, and none of the chiefs being willing to lessen or reduce the amount he wished to be paid to his own particular trader, the
council adjourned without having consummated the object for which it
was called, still they show their intention just as plainly as if the distribution had been perfected.
At Traverse des Sioux they meet in council after the treaty and
" Traders' Paper" have been signed, and distribute $.40,000 of the
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275,000 named in their treaty to enable them to settle their affairs
~nd

r

comply with their present ju~t enga~ements to their half-br~ed _relatives. Pnor to this they had fully directed the traders to d_tstnbute
among themselves, to suit themselves, as we have before fully and
concfusively shown, the sum of $210,000 taken from the same fund.
These distributions gave direction to the whole fund named in both
treaties, except the $65,000 reserved for the~r removal a~d subsistance,_
and a sufficient direction was given to this by the ~Ircumstance of
leaving it unappropriated, when their removal and su bststence was yet
unprovided for directly.
.
Alexis Bailly testifies that the Medaywakanto_ans demanded of the
commissioners that $90 000 should be allowed m the treaty for debt.
James Wells testifies, that the Indians, during the negotiations of the
treaty of Mendota, twice rejected propositions made to them_ by the
commissioners as the basis of a treaty, because they contamed no
provi~ions for the payment of t]leir debts to th~ir traders.
.
Ph~lande1· Prescott testifies that " he was mterpreter at a council
held at Mendota, in 1851, between the Indians and commissionerst
when a provision of $110,000 was made for the .Medaywakantoans.
It was intended, a ]JOrtion of it for their traders and a portion for
their removal and subsistence, and the Indians so ttnderstood it at the
time."
It will be proper to remark here, that the portion of .Mr. Prescott's;
here quoted, is not upon the notes of evidence kept by the commissioners. They had taken it clown, but on reflection erased it, as they did
much other evidence of the same kind which was directly exculpatory of Governor Ramsey's conduct. Testimony of this character
was most important to show the motive in Governor Ramsey's doings
in the premises, but was always erased. The commissioners' notes
and the notes of Governor Ramsey's counciL also differ in many important particulars. This arises from various reasons. In the first
place the counsel took down all the witness said in explanation of
some general remark. It was taken at once, and they did not want to
· see if the answer was either important or relevant, and then ·depend
on memory for its correctness. In the second place, the words of the
witness were used, and not wm·ds which it appeared would just do as
well and meant the same thing. In the third place, much that has
been erased from the commissioners' notes remain upon the face of
the manuscript of the counsel, but generally with notes explanatory.
But to return to the subject:
.
Mr. H. H. Sibley testifies that the Indians at Traverse des Sioux
made a proposition of the amount they were willing to r,llow their
traders-that the proposition was reduced to writing by himself, and
was the amount the commissioners were . tuilling to allow, and the same
amount that was subseq~tently embraced m the treaty. That the Med-aywalf-kan-toans, at the time of the treaty at Mendota, understood and intended the $90,000 for the payment of thei1· debts, and ji-equcntly so e.r;.:.
p1·essed ~Aemselves to. him, ttp .till wjthi1~ a short zJeriod if tlw payment; that
somethmg was smd about It bemg m the treaty ; and the $90,000, referred to by them, was set apart out qf tlw $110,000 named in tlte treaty,
for the payment if their debts.
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., Dr. TnoMAS FosTER, the secretary of the commission, testifies:
That he wa~ present during tlJe negotiation of both the treaty at Tra- ·
verse des Stou~ and Mendota; that he was also at the payment at
Traverse des St~ux; that at both places, the acknowledgment o/ indebtedness
the Indtans to their traders was made in the presence of the
commtsstoners, as was likevvise their acrreement to pay that indebtedness;. and that at the time of the payr~ent he h_eard a lmge m~jority o/
~he chuifs present express their desire to pay then· debts to thezr traders
tn the manner t!tey wen paid by Governor Ramsey.
. ,
Franklin Steel testifies that be heard a number of the chiefs at both
Mendota and Traverse, give directions to Governor Ramsey to pay
their traders in open council; and that he _heard others say they bad
given such directions, as No-gbo-po-tan, \Vab-ah-nob-tah, Sleepy Eyes,
and others.
Thus, from the testimvny of witnesses called by the government, as
well as by those called b~y Governor Ram~ey, the_ position is clearly
at1d indisputably sustained, that the several funds pmd out by Governor
Ramsey were paid according to the construction the Indians placed
upon their treaties, and according to their unanimous wish and intention at the time of those treaties, as well as subsequently to them, and
up till within a short time of the payment. \Vhy there was a change
came over their intentions at the period it was first manifested, we
think has been conclusively shown, from the cotemporaneous circumstances. And we feel thoroughly convinced that, had it not been for
the bat! advisers and prompters they found in the ·white men, who
sought to get possession of their funds, they would never have been
dissatisGed ; and an idea that any wrong was clone or fraud perpetrated in the whole transaction, would never have been entertained
for a single moment by any man.
vVe will q note a few more statements of witnesses, for the purpose
of allaying the doubts of those who may be more sceptical than men
rrre generally presumed to be.
MARTIN McLEoD's testimony is: Tlwtfi·om t!tefint, the Indians were
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for incorpomting in their treaties a provision cxpnssly for the zJayment o/
their debts; that the upper Indians said they knew their debts were far
more than tl1e comrnissioneTS would be willin{!, to allow, showing that the

commissioners were fully aware of the object of that provision, and that
the Indians intended it for the payment of their debts.
JosEPH R. BROWN testifies: That the traders were fi'equently sent
by the Indians with propositions for the consideration of the commissioners ; that the last one made through the traders to them was, that
the Indians would sign the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, if they were
paid $50,000 cash annuities; $400,000 for their traders and half-breeds,
($300,000 to go to the traders and $100,000 to the half: breeds,) and
$25,000 for remoYal and subsistenLe ; that the commissioners refused,
and proposed in return $40,000 cash annuities; $250,000 for their tmders and half-breeds; and $25,000 for removal and subsistence ; that the
Indians agreed to this, and directed the traders to divide $210,000
among themselves, and ·that they would divide the $40,000 remaining
among their half-breeqs-both of which were done on the same evening
of the treaty; that the "Orphan" and "Sleepy Eyes" both made
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speeches in the council, referring distinctly to the provisiOn they had
just made for the payment of their traders ; and these allusions had
reference to either the treaty or the'' Traders' Paper,'' to which one of the
two, or whether to both, is entirely immaterial.
Rev. S. R. RIGGS testifies, upon his cross-examination by the commissioners, that he was one of the interpreters. at the treaty ; that the
Indians were uniformly given to understand, at the time of the treaty,
and did understand that the $275.000 mentioned in the treaty-less the
amount sufficient for their removal and subsistence-was for the benefit of the traders and half-breeds alone, and that they (Indians) had no
further control over it ; and that it was subsequently paid by Governor
Ramsey, according to the common understanding of the treaty at the
time it was made.
1\'Ir. Riggs is a minister of the gospel; has resided long among these
Indians ; is a man of superior intelligence ; writes, speaks, and uj;j.derstands the Dakota, and therefore fully qualified in every respect to
speak understandingly relative to these matters, so far as they come
under his observation. But it may be asked, why does his testimony
stand isolated and alone in regard to these facts which he has stated?
That question is ' easily answered. We were at all times anxious to
prove the whole of the facts connected with these treaties and payments, that had a tendency to elucidate them, but were uniformly excluded from giving any testimony of the negotiations betweeu chiefs,
commissioners, and traders, that referred to the treaties or any of their provisions. There was not a single witness whom we supposed to be acquainted with facts similar to those proved by Mr. Riggs, th at we did
not attempt to show these things by, but were not permitted. We
could have proved the same facts by at least a dozen witnesses of unquestionable veracity. We offered to do so. Our offers were overruled, and not even a note made of the offer or exclusion. This was
wrong as to the ruling, and unjust and unfair towards Governor Ramsey, because it deprived him of material facts, and left an unfavorable
inference; and, finally, calling out the same testimony fi·om the next to
the last witness who was to be examined, strengthened the inference
that we could not prove it by any of the other witnesses, or we would
f
have done so.
We make this statement in this connexion, as the only means left us
of bringing a knowledge of these facts to those who may have to examine the testimony taken by the commissioners, and do it for the purpose
of explaining what otherwise might appear singular.
In reviewing these last charges, we have rather directed attention to
the testimony than to the charges, and think we have sustained our position by the evidence in all cases ; and although a demand is admitted to have been made by " Red Iron " and " Limping Devil " above,
and by "Wabashaw" and "Cloud Man " below, yet we have clearly
shown that Governor Ramsey never made the signing of receipts or
vouchers, or the payment of the Indians' debts to their traders, a condition to the payment of annuities or the release of the prisoners in Fort
Snelling.
With the same certainty it has been shown that the interpretation
~nd construction of the first clause of the fourth article in both treaties,
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placed upon them by the chiefs themselves at the time, as well as subsums there~n named
sequent t? th~ time of signing 'them, was, that
were mamly mtended for the payment of their debts to their traders
and others. Red Iron, himself, shows clearly in his testimony that he
·m:d~rstoo.d that to be the design of that fund. He say~ he saw that the
rmsswnanes were provided for. They were provrded for on the
schedule to the" Traders' Paper," and there alone; so that if he did provide for them, it must have been by suggesting their names and having
them placed upon that list as recipients of the $210.000.
It has been admitted, also, that a demand was made upon· Governor
Ramsey "for the whole qf their money," by "Cloud Man" and "Wabashaw," and that their demand was not complied with. What was
meant by the "whole qf their money" has been before stated. It h~s
also been stated, and likewise proved, that there never was an unammous request made upon Governor Ramsey for any part of the fundnor was .there ever a major)ty of the seven bands in favor of the money
being paid into their own hands. But there is evidence, by the interpreters on the occasion, of" Wabashaw's demand, as well as by others
who were present, that, even in that council, a majority of the bands
requested Governor Ramsey to pay the money as it was paid out,
finally, by him. It is true, the chiefs themselves did not make this
request, but were present when their orators did it, and acquiesced in
it; and their silence, upon an occasion of this kind, was the very
strongest evidence of their approbati'm and concurrence. And a powerful and convincing reason why these silent chiefs and their speakers
were sincere in their request to Governor Ramsey to pay their traders
is that neither spoke at all; for it is a fact well known, that it is a ve.ry
unusual thing, among Indians, after one chief has spoken in council,
and taken a position in regard to any matter, that any other Indian can
be found to rise in that council and oppose him. This characteristic
is part from habit, partly from policy, and because they do not wish
their differences of opinion and difficulties to be known to the white
men-upon whom they all look as their natural enemy- and partly
from a want of nerve.
\\Thy the chiefs who were present did not speak themselves, instead
of allowing their sub-chiefs to speak for them, is a circumstance easily
understood by those familiar with Indian character. The instances
are numerous in which some principal man or brave is put forward -in
the presence of their chiefs to speak for their bands; and especially is
this the case when the chiefs desire to have done something unpopular
in its character, which, if said or done by themselves, might affect their
popularity with and lessen their influence over their people. This was
a case of at least doubtful popularity. To support a demand for the
money to be paid into their own hands to do with as they might see fit,
among the young men, at least, would have been the popular side of
· the question: therefore, as a matter of policy with the chiefs, and in
order that they might ever thereaft&r be able to say to their people,
should the act pmye unsatisfactory, that they never directed the money
to be paid to the traders-they put forward their head men to speak
and make the request for them.
Thus, then, do we see, that in the instance of the alleged demand,
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made by Me-day-wa-kan-toans upon Governor Ramsey, for the payment
of the money due under the treaty into their own hands, and the only
instance which it is even pretended amounted to a demand, "Wa bashaw"
alone desired the money to be so paid, while a full ma:joTity of the_ whole
seve!" bands asked that it might be patd to t~w traders, _m sausfactwn of
th~1r debts. This was done in oper~ council, whei:e SI~ out of the seven
chwfs were present ; and was in Itself a ~11 directiOn to Goverr:or
Ramsey as to the manner in which they desired the money to be pard. .
Had he seen proper, therefore, he I?igh!, without either blame o: censure, have taken this as a final directiOn, and gone on and pard out
the money under it. But, although the ~lire~tion to pay th~ $70,000
was unequivocal, he had no desire to receive It as an e~presswn of the
whole of the bands, but wished them not only to be sat1sfied but unanimous in their request. Therefore, after the speakers · had concluded,
and he had declined to comply with the demand of "Wabashaw," he
told them, that under no circumstances could he pay them the whole of
their money unless he should receive other instructions from their Great
Father at Washington; that if they did not agree and direct him to pay
the money according to the evident intention, and for the purpose expressed in their treaty, he would be obliged to carry it back again to
their Great Father. He told them, as there was division and disagreement among themselves, relative to the marmer in whir.h their money
should be paid, to get together ·and endeavor to come to some distinct
and united understanding in regard to it; that as honest men they ought
not to try and divert that money from the purpose for which it was
given to them, but ought to pay their just debts, which they so often admitted, and knew to be justly due; that he would advise them to pay
$70,000 to their traders; divide $20,000 among their half-breed relatives, and direct him to retain the remaining $20,000 for their removal
and subsistence ; that this would be acting like honest men ought to
act, and he would, therefore, adjourn the council in the hope that they
would soon come to some positive agreement and understanding among
themselves. This. was the last time any demand was made for the
hand money due them under the treaty. Subsequently, however, on
the evening that "Wabash:=~w" and "Wakootay" sent for him to come,
that they might sign a receipt and directions for the $90,000, "Wabashaw" asked him for their proportion of the removal and subsistence
fund. He replied to him, that he would pay them their proportion of
the $20,000 to be distributed by them among their half-breeds, but that
he could not pay them the other. He then asked them for what purpose
· they had sent for him, and if they•had come to any understanding in
regard to the payment of the $70,000 to their traders? They told him
they wished to consult further between themselves first. After an hour
or more of consultation among themselves and their head-men and
braves, they sent for him, told him they had determined to sign the
receipt for $90,000, out of which they desired him to pay $70,000
to their traders, and $20,000 to the chiefs. He replied he would do it,
and they signed the voucher directing him to pay him out accordingly.
But the signing of the receipts will be dwelt upon hereafter under their
appropriate head, when we come to consider those from the upper as
well as the lower bands.
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The circumstances recited in connexion with the demands made
upon Governor Ramsey by" Wabashaw" and "Wakootay," that the
money be paid into their own hands on the one part, and the request
made by "Good Road," "Bad Hail," "Medicine Bottle," and "Little
Six's brothers," that it be paid to the traders on the other, are all in
proofin the testimony of Prescott, Forbes, and Faribault, inte~preters,
and Steel, Sibley, McLean, and others, who were present m those
.councils.
But it may be said that Governor Ramsey should have paid ·this
money into their own hands at once, and upon the first demand by any
of the chiefs. Such a position is easily refuted, for, under no circumstances, could he have done so without a palpable violation of the
plainest provision ofi:he treaty.
. .
. .
We hold, and we hold rightly, that had even a maJonty of the chiefs
made this demand, or had the demand been unanimous, Governor
Ramsey would have beer~, guilty of highly improper conduct had he
complied with such demand. It has never been pretended that he did
wrong in retaining the $20,000 removal and subsistence fund; on the contrary it has been made the subject of a distinct charge, that he did not
retain enough. By what right, authority, construction, or process of
reasoning, could he have retained and appropriated the removal and
subsistence fund, and been obliged to pay the remaining $90,000
of the lower bands, and $250,000 of the upper, into the hands
of the Indians? The fund under both treaties is a unit. The language allowing it and expressing the objects for which the allowance was made is identical, and it is the same in both treaties.
There is no distinction made in the act of Congress by which it was
appropriated. The whole ·fund remained a unit until the action of the
chiefs ended it; one part of it being left by the treaties just as subject
to the subsequent direction of the chiefs as the other; both to be paid
to the chiefs as they shall thereafter in open council direct. Then why,
may it be asked, would he be obliged or authorized to retain one part
of the funds, a unit in itself, appropriated by the same language in the
same provision of the treaties, and obliged to pay out the other without
the direction, or in the absence of the chiefs?
By what rule of law, or by what rule of justice, equity, or common
sense, can two antagonistic obligations, equally binding, be created by
the same provision and the same language of the same treaty? So to
allege is simply ridiculous.
But it may be said that, as superintendent of Indian affairs, it was
his duty to see that the Indians removed and subsisted themselves
upon this fund, and without any further cost or expense to the United
, States. This position would be well taken. It was his duty to do so.
But does that change or alter, or affect the true intent and meaning of
the treaties? Unquestionably not. Then why, if it does not affect the
rule of construction, would he have been culpable had he not retained
the removal and subsistence fund, if it was obligatory upon him to pay
the balance into the hands of the Indians? His duty as superintendent,
not affecting the construction of the provision, we confess our inability
to make the distinction.
From a perusal of the treaties, as well as from the incidents which
may be said to have been a part of the negotiations of those treaties,
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the object a~d purpose of the allowance of the $275,000 in the_ one
case, and of the $ll0 000 in the other, must be abundantly mamfest.
That they must be con~trued to mean for the payment of their debts,
as well as for their removal al1Cl subsistence, must be equally evident.
But how are we to overcome that other clause, "to be paid as the
chiefs shall in open council request? ~he int~ntion ar:d purpose of the
provisions are plain, but the manner of applymg the fund to those purposes is the stumbling block.
..
As superintendent of Indian affmrs, Governor Ramsey w~s presumed to know-what it was his duty to know-the wants, habits, and
characteristics of the Indians. He calls together the Indians, after his
return with the money, for the purpose _of counci_lling with them in regard to the manner in which the money Is to be disbursed. They meet
in council. He explains to them wh3;t he under~tands. to ~e the ~rue
intent and meaning of the 1st clause of the 4th art1cl~ of then· treatles :
that the $250,000 in the one case, and the $110,000 m the other case,
therein named, is intended for the payment of their debts to their
traders, and for their removal and subsistence. He is met on the very
threshhokl by a demand from "Red Iron," party to the one treaty, and
"Cloud Man" of the other, for the whole of their money, that they may
do with it as they pleased. What inference is deducible from this demand after the explanations they have received? What information
does it convey to the mind of Governor Ramsey? The inference is
irresistible that they wish to divert the fund fi·om its legitimate purpose,
and the demand itself is sufficient evidence to bring that knowledge
home to Governor Ramsey.
Knowing their character and habits, he is, by that lmowledge, aware
of the fact, that if the money was paid into their hands, every dollar of
it would be uselessly and foolishly expended and squandered. Under
these circumstances, what is it his duty to do? To pay it to them,
and thus aid them in defeating the objects of their treaties? Certainly
not! Is it his duty to afford them the certain and inevitable means of
violating their most solemn pledges-the violation of their national
faith? No! as a faithful officer and as an upright man, he is bound to
refuse compliance to their demand. But this brings us back to the
same difficulty: By what authority did he refuse? He refused, firstly,
from the construction he put upon the treaty in connexion with what he
conceived to be his duty as superintendent of Indian affairs ; and,
secondly, on the authority of his letter of instructions fi·om the Indian
office, at W ashingtdn. See Senate Document 29, part ii, pages 12
andl3, which is as follows:
"Familiar as you are with the provisions of these treaties, it is unnecessary to give you detailed instructions in regard to the funds now
placed in your hands. Had the treaties been ratified as originally
made, the removal of the Indians to the reservations provided for them
would have been required as a condition precedent to the payment of
said funds ; but the delay occasioned by the amendments of the Senate,
and the consequently suffering condition of the Indians, in connexion
with other interests involved, may render it expedient to dispense, in some
measure, with this condition, and to pay out a portion of the funds in
advapce of the entire removal of the Indians. You will be governed
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by a sound discretion in reomd to this matter, taking care to provide
effectually for their remov~l during the next year, _and for their subsistenc~ as contemplated by the treaties. The s_ubsiste?~e and presents
furmshed the Indmns while you were engaged m obtammg the~r assent
to the amendments of the Senate, may, as you suggest, be pmd out of
the fu_nds provided for the first year's su~sistence."
.
.
Thrs letter does not merely leave thrs matter t_o the drscretwn. of
Governor Ramsey, but it actually puts a constructwn on the treaties
for his guidance. The reference made to "other interests involved" was
clearly intended to be understood as directing Gov~rnor R~msey's. at- ,
tention to the settlement of the affairs and the comphance with the JUSt
engagements of the Indians; their engagements to those with whom
they traded, and to whom he knew them to have obligated themselves,
from the lano·uao·e of the treaties. What is to be implied from the
phrase "just 0 engagements," when used in connex~on :With the_ a~lowance of money? Does it not imply a moneyed obhgatwn, and IS It not
equivalent to "pay?" The word "pay" is always associated with
"debt;" hence the conclusion in this matter, that the word "engagements" ·was used as the synonym of "debts." ·
Under these circumstances to which the commissioner reverts in his
letter of instructions, he says they" may render it expedient to dispense
in some measu1·e with the condition precedent to the payment of said
funds." This con1ition is embraced in the provisions of the treaties,
and is just as obligatory as any part or portion of them; and yet, under
the construction given to it by the government, that "may be in some
measure dispensed ·with." Thus clearly and pointedly indicating to
Governor Ramsey that an equitable, and not a strictly literal construction, in any event, should be placed upon these treaties.
Then again, he charges him to be careful " to p1·ovide riffectualty jo1·

l
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their removal next year, and their subsistence as contemplated by the treaties."
What provision does the commissioner intend shall be made to insure

the removal and subsistence of these Indians? He evidently would
not, in order " to provide riffectually" for these objects, desire that the
money should be paid into the hands of the Indians. It must then be,
that he intended that Governor Ramsey should retain a sufficient sum
for these objects, and that he should use a sound discretion in doing it;
and that such a course was "contemplated by the treaties." But there
is still another clause of this letter, which does not depend upon in- ,
fluences, and in which the language is neither uncertain or equivocal.
He is ordered to pay, out of the removal and subsistence fund, f<.)r the
subsistence and presents given to the Indians while assembled for the
purpose of obtaining their assent to the amendments of the Senate.
Here is a positive direction. He is to pay a part of this fund, not into
the hands of the chiefs-not to the chiefs as they shall in open council
request, in accordance with the strict letter of the treaties, but for supplies and presents furnished them while engaged in getting their sanction to the amendments. This is to be paid out of the removal fund,
not to the Indians, but to those who supplied the articles presented to
them.
"\Vhat is to be inferred fi·om these positive instructions? Is it not
that these moneys are to be disbursed, not according to the strict let-
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tet·- that is., paying the money to the chiefs, if they so request, but the
true and equitable meaning and spirit of the provisions of those treaties ? Such is our construction, and we think such must be the construction and inference of all who examine the contents of this letter. We
do not, however, rely upon this position, or upon this letter of instructions, positive as it is in terms, although there can be no question of
their propri~ty; b?t w~ do :·~ly upon the construc;ion o[ the treaty itself taken m cm~unctwn W1t? Gover_nor Ramsey s duties and obliga:tions as superintendent of Indmn affmrs.
L et us then recur to the view slightly alluded to before quoting the
letter of Mr. Commissioner Lea. We held that the fact of a demand •
beina made was sufficient evidence to Governor R amsey, that the Indian~ intended to divert the fund from what he considered was its legitimate purpose. vVe hold so stilT, and also hold that possessing such
knowledge, it was obligatory upon him to retain the funds intended to
be diverted in his O"\Vi1 possession, if not, to disburse them. But as
superintendent of Indian affairs, he was, to all intents and purposes,
their guardian, and is so recognized by the laws of the land, and they
his wards. As the guardian of these people, he was necessarily inform~d of their w·ants, necessities, and engagements. The treaties
made by these wards with the government of the United States contained provisions in which were named specific sums of money, intended to be appropriated for certain purposes. . Knowing that the
money would be squandered if paid into their hands, and the objects
of the treaties defeated, was he not bound, as their guardian, to prevent, if within his power to do so, the useless and objectless waste of
these funds, and to see them appropriated to the purpose for which
they were embraced in the treaties? This duty was just as obligatory
upon him, as if he had been the proper legally appointed guardian of
a minor, to whom had been left a legacy for a specific purpose, to see
that it was appropriated to the o~ject intended by the testator. The
rule that would govern in the case supposed, would be his proper rule
of action in all matters of a similar analagous character, in his relations with the Indians. Such is the law, and such is the duty imposed
upon all those who hold such relation to others. But Governor Ramsey held to these Indians a two-fold relation ; he was both guardian
and trustee, and as such, no matter how he obtained his information,
that the Indians would misappropriate their money if paid to them, it
was his duty to withhold it from them.
His duty, likewise, to the government, whose agent he was, as superintendent, required him to see that its interests were not prejudiced;
and, therefore, he was obliged to withhold from their hands, at least,
a sufficient amount to provide effectually for the removal of the Indians,
and their subsistence for one year. The Indians were to remove, and
$ubsist themselves, \vithout any further cost or expense to the United
States-and if he had paid this money into their hands, not one dollar
of it would have been applied to that purpose. This was the view of
Governor Ramsey, and such is the testimony of every white witness
but one, who has been g,efore the investigating commissioners; and this
si11gle exception was brought here from the Mzssouri to testify to that fact,
and .also .to the fact, that the Indians were not only truthful men, but
'
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more so than white men! ! Governor Ramsey was therefore bound to
refuse compliance with the demand of the three or four chiefs who
wished the :noney paid to them to expend as th~y p~eas~d. Ha~ he
done otherwise than refuse he would have failed m his duty to the
governrr:ent, whose agent he' was ; he would have failed in .h!s d~ty ~o
the Inclmns, whose auardian he was; and he would have tmled m h1s
duty to the creditors 5of the Indians, who had lent their aid to the government in the negotiations of these treaties-without whose influence
no treaties could have been made, and for whose benefit, mainly, these
sums of money were allowed in the treaties. These facts w~re. known
to him. He was one of the commissioners, and the Comm1sswner of
Indian Affairs instructed him to be governed by that knowledge. What
else could he mean by using the language "Familiar as you are wzth the
provisions

\

of these treaties, it is unnecessary to give yon detailed instruc~io:ls,"

&c.? It could mean but one thing-that, as he had been commiSSIO?er, he knew the intention,of those provisions, and the funds placed 111
his hands were to carry out those intentions. He did carry them out,
and, in doing so, performed his duty. Had he done otherwise, it would
have been a gross violation, for which he would have deserved the
severest censure.
There is still another reason why he was obliged to do as he did do.
The "imperative necessities of the Indians required it." It was his
duty, in consequence of the relations he held to the Indians, to keep
watch over their welfare, and provide for their necessities. He saw
the difficulties which divided their councils, and the dangers which
threatened, if so large an amount of money was placed in their hands.
·Fighting and bloodshed would have been the result; and this is the
testimony of a number of witnesses, who have long resided among the
Indians, and who are familiar with all their habits. But it may be said
that the manner of payment in cases of this kind, or under circumstances of this character requires the direction of the President. 'This
is error. It is the duty of the superintendent, and he is the officer to
control m::ttters of this kind. The act of August 30, 1852, does not
embrace payments of this kind. This :fi)rms one of the exceptions
named in that act, and excluded fi·om its general operation. That act
contemplates none but payments per capita, and excludes all cases
where, by treaty stipulation, money is to be paid in bulk, or to the
chiefs. ·Payment to the chiefs is not payment per capita; payment per
capita means payment to each individual of the band or nation.
Besides this it has always been, and is yet, the policy of the government not to pay large sums of money directly to the Indians; and provisions are never made, either by treaty or otherwise, by which large
sums are paid to them. Hence they are paid annuities, and the principal, in all cases of the sales of their lands, is held in trust for them by
the governmenl. For this reason, bad it been thought for a moment
that the large amount named in the treaties of Traverse des Sioux and
Mendota, to be paid in cash, upon the ratification of those treaties, to
the Indians themselves, they would never have been ratified by the
Senate or confirmed by the President. It was this policy which gave
rise to the enactment of the law requiring all payments to be made pe1·
capita, unless otherwise provided by the stipulations of tr€aties, &c.
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This policy guided the commrsswners in the negottatwn of these
treaties, and leaves their construction beyond question. Had it been
intended that tqese large sums were to be paid directly to the Indians,
they would either have provided for per capita payments, or l;>een quiet
altogether upon that subject, leaving it to be settled by law or by the
regulations of the proper department.
We will now proceed to the consideration of the next charge, which,
in its compass, embraces all those that have been before considered.
It is:
"Governor Ramsey stands charged with paying out the Sioux moneys
in violation of law and treaty stipulations."
This is the general concluding clause of every separate charge, and
general as it is, it is but little more so than those which precede it.
From what·has already been said, we feel that it is scarcely necessary
to reply further to this charge; but as no specifications accompany it,
perhaps it may be as well briefly to show a performance of those facts
which fully sustain our generaY denial of the charge.
And we premise the showing of these facts by asserting, fearless ot
contradiction, that there never has been an Indian treaty or a consequent Indian payment of any considerable sum of money, made on the
part of the United States with any tribe or nation of Indians, the propriety of which is less questionable than the treaties and payments
which gave rise to these charges. And we further assert, and assert it
boldly before the world, and in the face of those who preferred ·these
charges and who pledged their honors to sustain them in every particular,
that a .series of more false and wanton charges were never before placed
upon the records of any department of this government. We challenge
' the production of a single sentence of testimony that remains uncontradicted on the record of the commissioners, to sustain a single material
point or allegation contained in these t:vo series of charges, except such
facts as we have always admitted relative to the informal demands made
by "Red Iron" and "Limping Devil" above, and "W abashaw " and
"Wakoota" below, and that a portion of the money received from the government was placed on deposite in safe and solvent banks in New York,
and checked upon for a small amount of bank notes or paper. These
are unimportant facts, as we think will be abundantly shown before we
have clone with the consideration of these charges. We repeat it, that
not one fact has been proved material to the points made in the charges
against Governor Ramsey, unless it was by the testimony of either Indians or uneducated half~breecls, who have been contradicted in every
important statement made by them. And here we may as well say a
word or two in regard to Indian veracity and Indian testimony.
Necessity, and that, too, of the sternest character, could only have
induced our national law-makers, as well as those of many of the States
and Territories, to enact laws making Indians competent witnesses to
prove certain specified offences. By an act of Congress of March 3,
1847, (see L. & B.'s edition of Stat. at Large, vol. 9, page 203,) it is
provided that Indians may be witnesses to prove the sale of spirituous
or vinous liquors to Indians, or their introduction into the Indian territory. The statutes of Minnesota (see Rev. Stat., page 131,) contains a
similar provision. These are the only instances in which Indians are
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competent witnesses for any purpose. Their exclusion must have been
induced by some overwhelming cause-must have been induced by
some important and unquestionable reason. Had not this been the
case, objections would have gone to their credibility, and not to their
competency. But such is the character of Indian testimony, and so
well is it understood by all who are at all familiar with their general
character, that our law-makers wisely excluded them altogether from
the ·witness stand, except in the instances specified, knowing that less
evil would result fi·om their total exclusion than to depend upon jurors
to fix the quota of credibility due the statements of a class of people
whose leading characteristic is to lie. The necessity that induced the
exceptions named was, the almost utter impossibility of proving those
offences by others than Indians, and were of such a flagrant character
as to cause a departure fi·om the general rule which wisdom and experience had induced.
It will not be inappropriate, in this connexion, to state that, influenced by a knowledge of this characteristic in Indians, upon their introduction as witnesses in this investigation, we eritered, m1d asked to
be filed, our solemn protest against the examination of Indian witnesses.
That protest was based upon several grounds: their incompetency
as witnesses in all cases except those provided by law; their known
·w ant of veracity, a knowledge of this fact being in the possession of
the, comrp.issioners, &c. We likewise protested against the manner in
which they were examined, m1d the form .of the oath administered to
them ; and we still hold, as we then held, that after the answers made
by the chiefs in their preliminary examination, the commissioners
greatly erred in the form of the oath. The chiefs said the form considered by them most obligatory upon them to speak the truth was an
appeal to the Great Spirit. Notwithstanding this, such form was not
adopted. The chiefs said, however, that they would consider themselves bound to tell the truth if sworn upon "the book," as white men
were sworn. The commissioners held this to be sufficient; but they
did not even swear them upon the b·ook, but adopted, joT convenience,
another form, and they were qualified by the "uplifted hand." Thus
the commissioners held, and said that the form of oath usually administered to civilized men and Christians was, in form, sufficient to
bind an Indian according to their customs, as stated upon their examination.
·
Although we place no reliance upon Indian testimony, and feel satisfied that no man should, or that any reasonable man will, after looking
at the proof in this case, yet we do hold that when they w ere produced
as \vitnesses all the forms should have been strictly complied with.
These were not complied with, and witnesses, whose want of veracity
was well known to the commissioners, instead of having every possible
precaution taken, and every possible gum·d thrown around them to induce them to speak truly, were not even qualified with the usual solemnity of the qualification of men whose veracity is unquestioned.
Why this was not done we are unable to know; but one thing we do
know, that every argument was used by Governor Ramsey's counsel
to induce them to adopt the most obligatory forms suggested by the
the Indians themselves and those familiar with Indian customs. There
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is a?other thing we do know, and here assert, that upon the administratwn of the oath there was a half~suppressed laugh of derision and
contempt from the crowd of chiefs and braves present at the idea of
the form of ~he oath adopted.
. .
·
Even agamst and in the face of our protest, the comm1sswners refused
to ~xamine the different chiefs separately and ~part fro!? the rest and
the1r bands, when it was in proof that the Indians considered the one
who first spoke or first acted in reference to any matter the author of
the thing to be attained, and followed him, reg_ardless of trut~ or anything else. There was another reason also 111 proof, thn:t 1t was as
much as a chief's life was worth to speak the truth openly 111 the presence of his band or others of the tribe, if his words were in conflict with
their wishes and sentiments .
.The reason assigned by the commis_sioners for refus~g to comply
w1th our request, and exclude all Indians except the Witness under
examination, was, that as all their acts in regard to signing aclmowledgments of indebedness and engagements to pay, the sig:tling of all
powers of attorney, receipts, and vouchers, as well as therr demands
upon Governor Ramsey, were done in a national or tribal capacity,
therefore they must be sworn and examined in the same capacity in
open council before the commissioners.
We confess the rule laid clown was to us a novel one, and gave birth
to a new idea and new principle in American jurisprudence. Had this
been before a judicial tribunal where perjury would have been consequent upon falsehood, an indictment would have presented the novel
case of a nation arraigned for perjury.
.
The "STAR" testified, that he had received one-seventh, or a chief's
dividend of the $20,000, set apart to be distributed among the Medawakantoai1 chiefs ; when the truth is, he was not paid at all by Governor Ramsey, nor was he entitled to be paid, or even held to be. But
the other chiefs had each sworn that they had received their proportion
of this ,fund, and he, according to their general custom followed them
in everything and swore to it likewise. "Grey Iron," when sworn, said
his son, "Little Crow" had been asked a great many questions and he
intended to say just what Crow had said. These things account for
the uniformity of the fa1sehoods contained in the Indian testimony,
which, were it unaccounted for, might give it the appearance of truth.
In addition to these things it is a fact well understood and susceptible
of proof; that Indians, half-breeds, and traders had been told, that if the
charges were sustained against Governor Ramsey, the whole of this
money would be re-appropriated and paid over. As far as this relates
to the Indians, it was incorporated in our protest, and also the fact, that
such impression was left upon their minds by conversations or talks
held with his excellency Governor Gorman himself; we do not intend,
however, to be understood, as intimating that his excellency sought so
to impress them; yet the fact that his talks did so, is, nevertheless, true.
It is in evidence by the testimony of every white man,. who was
called as a witness, with one exception, and who were farmiliar from
long intercourse with Indian character, that as a general thing no reliance could be placed upon Indian testimony, and the exceptions to this
rule were exceedingly raTe. They also stated that they would not be-
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lieve them in any matter in which they had either feeling, interest, or
conceived themselves to be interested, and that it would make no difference as to the truthfulness of their statement whether they were
sworn or not.
This is the character of the testimony brought before the commissioners to sustain their wanton and groundless charges against Governor
R~msey ; testimony, which every respecta~le man, who \':"as upon the
Witness stand, swore was unworthy of rehance; an.d whlCh the laws
of the land exdude in all cases, except wh~re necessity _alone compels
its admission, and even then it is only received by specml enactment.
It has also been sl1own that the testimony of uneducated half-breeds is
equally unworthy of belief, and without such testimony, all of ~~ich
has been contradicted, there is not a sentence upon the record m Impeachment of the conduct and actions of Governor Ramsey.
We will now recur to the authority upon which Governor Ramsey
made the disbursements and distribution of the Sioux moneys placed
in his hands by the government, in as brief a manne: as possible.
Commencing with the treaty of Traverse des Swux, w e think we
have shown conclusively the construction placed upon the first clause
of the fourth article, which alludes to the uses for which the sum of
$275,000 was allowed. We had done the same in regard to the treaty
of Mendota. We have shown that the Indians themselves placed the
same construction upon those treaties, and for months acted under it
with the view of carrying out the true intent, meaning, and spirit of the
provisions they contained. We have proved that the chiefs and
headmen of the See-se-toan and Wah-pay-toan bands, executed a paper
at Traverse des Sioux, in the same council in which they signed the
treaty, and have shown that by their subsequent acts, in relation to
that paper, they not only gave a C<?nstruction to the treaty and a direction to the fund, but that they confirmed the execution of the " Traders'
Paper" itsel£
We have proved that the Medawalcantoans gave the same construction to the treaty of Mendota by their concurrent and subsequent acts,
and that in open council, at the St. Peter's agency, requested Governor
Ramsey to pay the money as it was paid ; that this request \•v-as made
by a full majority of the chiefs through their representatives. We have
shown that the Wah-pay-lcoo-tas gave the same construction to the
treaty of Mendota and acted under it; paid the $90,000 to their traders
voluntarily, and remain satisfied with what they did. It may here be
remarked, that the Wah-pa-lcoo-tas live at a distance, and were, therefore, not within the influences which operated upon the other bands.
That these things alone were sufficient to authorize Governor Ramsey
to disburse the Sioux moneys as he did, there can be no question; but
anxious to have a unanimous expression of the wishes of those chiefs,
and for the purpose of having a more convenient and formal voucher,
he obtained from all the chiefs of the See-see-toa.n and Wah.-pa.y-toan
bands present at the payment of Traverse des Sioux, but " R ed Iron"
a~d the "Big .~un," a receipt or voucher for $:2?0.000, cm~tai.ning a
direct and pos1tlve request to pay that sum accordmg to the distnbution
made by them at the time of the treaty, thus reaffirming all their pre.
vious acts. " Oo-pe-yah-en-dag-yah" or "Big Curly" not having been
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present ~t the payment, subsequently goes to the Rev. Mr. Riggs and
voluntanly requests him to prepare a voucher or assent tothe payment
made l:>y qo~ern?r Ramsey of the $250,000, stating at the same time,
t~tat one of hts pnncipal men had been at the paym~nt, and would have
s1gned ~he voucher there signed by the ?ther c~Ie£~, but was preve~ted from doing so by "Red Iron" and hts "so~diers lo~ge."
The chiefs of the Me-da-wa-kan-toan bands signed a hke voucher,
directing him to pay to their licensed trade~cs $70,000, and divide
$20,000 among the seven chiefs. Thus was his full, complete, p~rfect,
and, but for tbe two recusant chiefs, would have been the unammous
expression of the whole of the bands, interested in, and parties to,
these treaties.
We will now examine the receipts themselves, and the manner m
which they were obtained.
The receipt and direction to disburse from the See-se-toan and
Wah-pay-toan bands to Govetpor Ra~sey, i~ f?un~ on Rage 7 ~f Senate Doc. 29, part ii. It is signed by eight chtefs, vtz : E. Tat-wahkeorn," "W ah-nah-k'soon-tah, ., "Waa-na-ta," "No-rop-ton," "Wamdu-pi-du-ta," "In-tue-book-ar-dan," or "Young Sleepy Eyes," "0tak-e-ta," "Hoo-pah-in-a-peh-don-tah," or "M-ke-:rah."
It appears in evidence that this voucher was not signed by all these
chiefs at the same time atld in the sap1e council. This is true ; but w e
hold the reason why this was so is sufficiently explained by the attendant circumstances. The testimonv of the Rev. Dr. Williamson, Rev.
Mr. Riggs, Ron. H. H. Sibley, D1~. Foster, Captain Monroe, Messrs.
Dousman, Bailly, Steel, McLeod, Farribault, and others, shows that
the chiefs were pTevented from going into general council by Red lron
and his soldiers' lodge ; hence it was wholly impracticable to obtain
their signatures at the same time. That these chiefs w ere so deterred,
and had good reason to be, is abundantly evidenced by the treatment
of "Young Sleepy Eyes" by this hostile chief~ " Red Iron," and his
unruly and belligerent band.
The statement of "Big Curly" also shows that this was the reason;
and that ooe of his principal men would have signed the voucher, but ·
was prevented by the soldiers. That this was the cause tl:!ere can be
no doubt, and it is proved by the testimony of the chiefs themselves.
The Rev. Dr. Williamson and Mr. Joseph R. Brown, the two best
informed men in the country upon the subject of the chieftainship and
government of the Sioux and Dakota Indians, having lived among them
for nearly a quarter of a century, testify certainly to eleven chiefs, at
the head of, and recognized by, as many bands, among the "See-setoan" and " W ah-pay-toan" Sioux, and say that there may be more; but
these they know, and know that their names are upon the agent's rolls
at the new agency at Red Wood, on the Upper Minnesota. They are
as follows:
"En-yomg-mah-nce," or Running Walker, called "Big Gun" by the
whites.
'' Wee-tchan-h'pee-ee-tay-toan," or Star Face; more generally known
as the "Orphan."
"E-tay-wah-kte'n-yan," or Face of Thunder; ordinarily named
"Limping Devil."
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Esh-tah-hum-ba-lcoash-kah," or" Young Sleepy Eyes;" sometimes
wntten '' Esh-tah-lmm-bah-lwalc-shee-dorn."
'~ Oo-pee-yah-ken-dag-ah," or Extending his Train; known to the
wlutes as "Big Curly."
". Wah-nak-lc'soon-tay," or the vValnut; known, however, as the
"L1ttle Rapids Chief:"
"Mah-zah-sha,'' or Sounding Metal ; commonly translated " Red
Iron."
"No-gho-p'tan," or Nor-opt-on; sometimes written Nor-hope-ton, the
"Listener."
" Wah-ah-nah-ta " or Waa-na-ta; by some called "Young W aa-nata," to distil1D'uish him fioom a celebrated chief of the same name-his
father.
<::>
•
" Hoo-pah-Een-lc'palt-Doo-tah, or " Ink-pah."
" 0-tah-k'tay," or Plenty Killer, now dead, b~1t hvmg at the time of
the payment and treaty. He is succeeded by h1s brother.
The above chiefs are all recognized ; have large bands on the pay
rolls ; and have been at the head of those bands, with the exception of
two, for years. The exceptions are " Red Iron" and "Young Sleepy
Eyes," both of whom were first recognized as chiefs by the commissioners at the time of the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, 1851.
Some attempts were made before the commissioners to attack the
orthodoxy of Mr. Williamson and Mr. Brown's statement in ,regard to
the chieftainship of " Waa-na-ta ;" but the proof upon the subject is,
that W aa-na-ta was a chief as early as Doty's treaty in 1841, and
signed that treaty as a chief; that he has been at the head of a band
of over 400 ever since the death of his father-one of the largest bands
in the county-and is recognized by the band, as well as by the authorities, as a chief: Mr. Brown and Mr. Williamson settle this point.
" Nor-hop-ton" is a chief; and has been for years. His band numbers over 300, and he is recognized by it, as well as by the government, as a chief. Dr. Foster, Mr. McLeod, and the two first named
gentlemen, testify positively to this fact.
"Inlc-pa1t'' is a chief; has a small band; is recognized by .it, as well
as by the government. Such is the testimony of Mr. Williamson, McLeod, and Brown, m~n who have lived among the See-se-toans for many
years.
.
" 0-tak-e-ta" has a band, and is recognized and on the pay rolls as
chief. Mr. Prescott testifies to the chieftainship of all the chiefs named.
These are the only chiefs whose authenticity is disputed. They are
known to be chiefs, and to have been at the heads of bands for many
years. This is the evidence of men who have lived among them fioom
fifteen to thirty years; and yet such men as Shafer, a boy reared in
Philadelphia, never in the Indian country in his life until he engaged
as clerk to Mr. Sweetser, and after a residence of six months in the
country, the bands sc:;tttered over many hundreds of miles, is brought
upon the stand to testify to who are and who are not chiefs. This, of
itself, shows the miserable shifts these men were forced to resort to to
sustain charges which they knew to be false and unfounded.
Some of the witnesses mention several other See-se-tom~ chiefs amoncr
the remote bands, but those named are testified to with certainty.
"'
'
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Th~s have w~ shown, by testimony the most positive and certain,
that e1ght out of the t~~ chw~s p1:esent at the payment have given to
Gove:no~· R~msey positive du:ectwn _to pay the $250,000, according tO'
the distnbutwn made at the time of the treaty. We have the assent
of "Bia Curley," voluntarily given, which makes nine out of the
el~ven ~- tw~lve chiefs of the " See-see-toans': and "W, ah-pay-toans ;"
bemg four-fifths of those present, and three-fourths at the whole. A
simple majority was enough-a simple majority of those present were
sufficient to give direction for the disbursement of that fund.
It is in evidence by Doctor Foster, Mr. McLeod, Mr. Brown, and
others, that most of the chiefs signing were fi·om the first in favor of
paying their debts, but were restrained fi·om going into general council
by Reel Iron and his soldiers, and this is the reason why we find "Eetai-wah-keen" signing the voucher at one tirne; "Wah-nah-k'soon-ta"
at another; "Waa-na-ta," "No-hope-ton," "vVam-chi-he-pe-duta,"
"Esh-ta-hum-ba-koosh-ka," at another; "0-tak-e-ta" rrt another, and
"Hoo-pah-een'k-pah-dutah" at another. Another fact in evidence is
that these chiefs, although they did not sign at the same time, voluntarily came forward to Governor Ramsey, and told him they desired to
sign a paper paying their traders and half-breeds. This is the testimony of Mr. Steele, Mr. Foster, Mr. Farribault, and others, who were
· present when the voucher was signed. These gentlemen all testify,
that that receipt was fully and fairly read and explained to them before
it was signed, and that they understood its true purport nnd meaning.
Where then is the violation of law, treaty stipulations, or the rights
of the Indians? Where is the fi·aud? Where is the evidence of it?
Where the evidence that would give rise· to a suspicion of fi·aucl in a
virtuous mind? We say there is none. The very letter of the treaty
was complied with. The payment was made by direction and at the·
request of four-fifths of all the chiefs who could possibly be got together
at the time of the payment. The number assembled ~·as an unusually
large one, when we consider that this was late in the season, snow on
the ground, and the Indians scattered over hundreds of miles.
It has been held, and we presume fi·om intimations fi-om the commissioners during the investigation it IS in their report, that the voucher
was not signed in open council. The voucher was signed by every
chief whose name is appended to it in open council. An open council
may be held with one chiif and his young men just as well as with
twenty. A single chief; with but half a dozen of his men, going before
the agent or superintendent to transact any business, constitutes an
open council to all intents and purposes.
A general council is the assemblage of all the chiefs and men at the
encampment where it is called.
A full open council contemplates a meeting or assemblage of all the
chiefs or bands interested in the objects for which the council is called.
Thus do we show a literal compliance with the tn:aty of Traverse
des Sioux. That treaty does not contemplate, nor does its language
express anything but a direction and request from the chiefs in "open
council." That request was made, :mel thus Pnds our consideration of
Traverse des Sioux.
The payment made at Mendota, as we have proved by the testi-
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mony of Mr. Sibley, Mr. Steele, Mr. Farribault, Agent McLane, Mr.
, Forbes, and Mr. Prescott, was made in accordance with the unaniinous
direction of all the chief" of the Me-da-·wa-kan-toans band, given in
open council.
The receipts containino· the request and direction to pay $70,000 to
their licensed traders, ancl $20,000 to the chiefs themselves, was also
signed by all the chiefs, and is to be found on pages 17 and 118 of
Senat~ document 29, part ii.
.
.
This receipt was signed in open council. It Will be remembered
that at the last council in which " Wabasha w" made the demand, and
were Good Road, Bad Hail, Medicine Bottle, and ~ittle Six's brother,
~
made the request to Governor Ramsey to pay their traders, the gov\
ernor advised them to consult among themselves, and try to come to
some united understanding about the manner in which they desired the
money to be disbursed. Very shortly afterwards, we find " W ahashaw" himself requesting Mr. Steele to sen~ for Governor. Rar?say to
come to see them, as they had agreed to s1gn a paper du·ectmg and
requesting him to pay $70,000 to their traders, $20,000 to themselves;
and to retain the remaining $20,000 of their fund for their removal and
subsistence. The governor is sent for, he goes at once to see W ahashaw, finds him and TVakoota in council with their bands at Mr. Steele's,
asks him why he sent for him, and the chief tells him that he and Wakoota are ready to sign the vouchers. It is true, at that time he desired
the governor to pay the chiefs the removal and school fund into their
own hands, and was denied, as he should have been. He then asks
for a short time to consult with Wakoota and their head men, who were
present ; the governor retires from their council ; they are left alone ;
all restraint is removed, in order that their consultation among themselves may be fi·ee and general; they remain in council for a. short
time, when the governor is again requested to join them; he does so,
and they request him to prepare a. voucher and direction. He does
so ; but requests them to join the other chiefs at Mendota., and sign it
at the same time they do. This they decline to do, as will be seen by
tbe testimony of Mr. Steele, because they had been slighted by the
other chiefs, who had e1~joyed a feast without inviting their attendance.
The voucher is then prepared and they sign it fi·eely and voluntarily.
This council was held at their own request. The governor was sent
for at their request. The voucher is prepared at their request. How ........._
was it with others ? Governor Ramsey goes to Mendota on the following morning and finds Little Crow, the Star, Shakapee and Good Road,
in eouncil, awaitiug him and anxious to sign the voucher. It is read and
explained to them by Mr. Farribault. They say they understood it and
explain what it is. It is then signed by them; after which one of them
makes a speech to the governor in regard to it, in which he expresses
the satisfaction of the whole of the Indians at the fact of their having
paid their traders, and the general good feeling existing among themselves in consequence of it.
. Grey Iron states that he signed the voucher fi·eely, after it was fully
explained to him. "Mauk-pe-we-cha.sta" signed it in presence of all
the chiefs but Wabash a and Vtl akoota. At the time he signed it, it wa<; .
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explai~ed again to all the chiefs present, and they said they were satisfied With, and understood it.
_But to prove the unquestionable propriety of the manner in ,\rhich
th~s voucher was obtained, we need no~ go bey~:md the testimony of the
chiefs themselves. They testify, notw1thstandmg the anxiety manifested, as will be-seeif from the questions put to them, to show they had
been bought and bribed, that they si8'ned the ~eceipt vo_lunt~rily, in
op~n council, and that they never received anyt_lung for do~ng 1t. The
effort made to show that the $20,000 they received was g1ven them as
a bribe, fail~d most signally. The chiefs t~emsel ves_ den:y: it, and the
testimony of Mr. Sibley is a full and ~oncl?s1ve refutatiOn of. the charge.
Where then is the evidence of treaties vwlated andlavvs disregarded?
Where is the evidence of iruustice, cruelty, or ':rong, toward~ t~e Indians ? It'is not to be found upon the record ; It does not exist m fact,
and thus have the charges of Madison Sweetser and D. A. Robertson
fallen proofless to the ground.
.
/
. . .
Here are the concluding acts of these chiefs, freely and voluntanly
done, giving a full and unequivocal direction to Governor Ramsey; and
in op_en council requesting him to pay out these various sums of money
in the exact manner in which they were paid.
Thus have we shown in both instances, in the lower, as well as the
upper payment, a strict compliance with the very letter of the treaties. To dispute this, is to charge all those witnesses, whdse names
have been cited during the consideration of the manner in which those
vouchers were obtained, with direct moral, if not legal, pmjury.
Such a charge would hardly be made even by the most reckless;
more especially, if he knew the character and standing of the men
who have proved these facts. They are men whose integrity is beyond
suspicion, as in this instance they are beyond reproach. They are men
who had no interests involved in this investigation, and whose minds
·and feelings were unbiased.
There may have been, perhaps, one partial departure fi·om the strict
letter of the treaties. There is no written, though there w as an oral
direction upon the records, authorizing and requesting Governor R amsey
to retain the amount he did, for their removal and subsistence.
But instead of this being made a charge, strange to say, by the strict
constructionists of these treaties, he is charged with not having retained
enough. This is one of the singularities, of which there are many, in
those charges. Here he is first charged with violating treaty provisions,
where he had made a strict literal compliance; and in the Yery next
charge, he is charged with not having kept a sufficient sum for a purpose f9r which he had no written authority to place upon the record.
How can these men reconcile these charges? Ho'v can they reconcile
them with the truth, as it was known to them?
· But if this was a departure from the letter, it was not fi·om the spirit
of the treaty stipulations ; and in this case, as well as in the others, it
will be seen from the letter of instructions from the Indian bureau, as
well as from the testimony of Hon. Luke Lea, then commissioner, and
of Mr. Tyler, that Governor Ramsey, in all cases, acted under orders;
not, it is true, in all as to the sum retained or paid, but as to the acts of
retaining and paying. The amount to be retained was placed at his
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But this matter has been discussed before; and besides

~he removal and subsist~nce fund is not. a J~atter. of seri?us charge, nor
IS there a w~rd o~ testimony to su.st:un It. If, .therefore, there was

even an error m this matter of retammg a sufficient sum for removal
and subsi~tence.' which is not the case, it was but an erro~ in judgment
at most, for wh1ch Governor Ramsey, nor any other pu blJC officer, can
be hel~ accountable to his government.
Havmg, we think, fully disposed of the charges that Governor Ramsey violated the law and treaty stipulatio~s, and having sho_wed by his
acts that these charges are untrue, w e w1ll proceed to a bnef reply to
the charge :
" That Gove~nor ~amsey paid contract?rs ~or ~upp.lies f~rnish,ed for
the Dakota Inchans m bank notes and drafts, m vwlatwn of law. '
To he brief with the disposition of this charge, we admit that he did
pay a few individuals, but not contractors, for supplies furnished the
Dakota Indians, in bank .notes and drafts, but not in violation of law ;
and while we admit the payment in bank notes and drafts, we hold
tliat the proof is, they were paid in that kind of funds by their own request; and we have yet to learn of any law which prohibits a man
from receiving, in the payment of a debt, such kind of money as he
may see proper ; for it will be remembered, that if the payer violated
the act of August 6, 1846, to which, we presume, reference is had, the
payee was equally guilty. But Messrs. Brown, Sibley, and Marshall
were not "creditors of the United States," but creditors of the Indians,
and paid out of their proper fimds, and therefore, not within either the
letter or the spirit of" the act referred to.
The second charge of Mr. Sweetser is : That Governor Ramsey received fi-om the government of the United States some $493,000, in
the national currency of the government to pay the Dakota Indians,
and exchanged the national currency, thus obtained, before leaving the
eastern cities, for bank paper and drafts, and that he paid the bank paper and drafts upon government contracts, and that he returned the
receipts therefor to the department for settlement of his accounts.
In answer to this charge, we say that Governor Ramsey did not receive fi·om the United States government $493,000, or any other sum
of money, to pay the Dakota Indians, in the national currency of the
government ; that he did not exchange the national currency for bank
paper ::mel drafts ; that he did not pay bank paper and drafts on government contracts, and consequently did not return receipts therefor to
the department for the settlement of his accounts ; and there is not one
syllable of evidence upon the record to sustain either of tbe allegations
contained in the charge.
The first and second charges of Mr Robertson, are :
" That Governor Ramsey exchanged a large portion of the gold received by him to pay the Dakota Indians, for bank notes, and that he
deposited a large portion of said gold in bank, in violation oflaw."
In answer to these charges, we reply that Governor Ramsey did not
either deposite or exchange any gold received by him to pay the D akota Indians.
Notwithstanding the last four charges have been answered categori-
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cally in the negative, and that we might have rested here, with the
single declaration that there is nothing on the record to sustain either of
them ; yet, as before remarked, we desire to exclude nothing, and have
not hesitated to place the truth upon the record upon all occasions ; and
here admit that, though the charges are untrue, Governor Ramsey did
receive fi·om the United States treasury, some $490,000 in treasury
warrants, payable at the office of the assistant treasurer, in New York;
that he did deposite these warrants in the " Merchants' Bank " and
"Bank of Commerce," of the city of New York; that he did draw on
these deposites for a small amount of bank notes, which he brought
with him to Minnesota, and paid out, not to creditors of the United
States, but to creditors of the Sioux or Dakota Indians; that the remainder of these deposites, except gold enough to pay the annuities, he
left in bank, subject to his drafts, and payable in gold. He received no
drafts from these banks, but drew his own upon the deposites.
These are the facts. A deposite _was made, but no money was ex··changed. Gold was the only currency paid to the Indians ; gold was
the only money paid to government creditors.
To traders, half-breeds, and others, creditors of the Indians, gold was
invariably paid when preferred. They all had their choice to receive
paper or coin ; and, when either paper or drafts were paid, they were
generally paid upon request.
But let us look for a moment at the position in which Governor Ramsey found himself. He \vas placed in the possession of a large amount
of money; he had given no security for its faithful disbursement to the
government, and was, perhaps, without the ability to do so; he was
sensible of the responsibility he had assumed ; he looked at the consequences of a loss of this money, and the manner in which it would
affect his reputation. He was therefore anxious for his own security,
for the Indians, their creditors, and above all for the security of the government, and adopted that plan which he considered most likely to
effect his object, and which he considered himself authorized by law to
do. He made a deposite in a safe and solvent bank, subject to his
drafts, and payable in gold; from this deposite he drew, for the sake of
safety as well as convenience, a small sum of bank paper of unquestionable credit, at par in New York, and superior to coin in Minnesota.
Thus was this fund made secure to the government ; he \Vas placed
beyond the reach of censure, and the persons to whom it was paid
were greatly benefitted ; the ·government waS' saved from needless
risk, needless expense, and the Indians and their creditors entirely satisfied. And if these objects were all attained, who can complain ?
They were attained, and the only benefit resulting from it to Governor
Ramsey was, his security, and the convenience afforded in the easy
transportation of the money. Another advantage in depositing the money consisted in this, that after it arrived here, in the event of the payments from any cause being deferred, it was susceptible of being safely
and securely kept; whereas, so large an amount of coin might not have
been entirely safe here.
.
·
Security, and security alone, was the object of Governor Ramsey in
making these deposites. Every dollar of the money has been accounted for, and not one doll?-r of profit has resulted to him. Why then these
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charges ? Who has been injured or wronged? Where are the evidences of the frauds with which he bas been charged? Let the consciences of those who made the charges answer !
But, in addition to this, Governor Ramsey was fully authorized to
make this deposite. Conceiving that he did not fall within the class of
officers enumerated in the act of Congress, of August 6, 1846, he felt
that the letter of Mr. Comptroller Whittles_ey, of May 15, 1851, hereafter quoted, fully authorized him to depos1te and draw for the money
as he saw proper. His power of atto_rney from the Se~se~toan~ and
W ah~aytoans, was not only an authon~twn, but a full JUstificatiOn to
depos1te to the amount of $275,000, and 1f he had seen proper, to exchange that amount for bank paper. In regard t? that fu~d, if possible, he was under stronger obligations to s~e to Its secunty, than _he
was for the residue of the fund. It was a pnvate fund-such to all mtents and for all purposes-and, even in the hands of one of the assistant treasurers, would have been such. But these points are sufficiently
answered already, and will be referred to again in the paper upon the
sub-treasury law.
.
.
.
We will revert for a moment to one of the allegatwns contamed m the
sixth charge of Mr. Robertson. It is that portion of it which charges
the creditors of the Dakota Indians with being the "fraudulent recipients" of the Dakota money.
Some stress has been placed upon the manner in which the accounts
of the various creditors of the Indians were authenticated, and that
Governor Ramsey was not justified in paying those accounts as presented to him.
Here let us premise before answering these allegations. Let us look
for a moment at the proof in regard to this matter, as it appears upon
·
the commissioners' record.
It has been conclusively shown that the See-se-toans and Wah-paytoans admitted and acknowledged an indebtedness to their traders of
over $400,000; that they asked the commissioners to allow $300,000
for them, and $100,000 for their half-breeds. It is in evidence that the
W ah-pay-toans and See-se-toans declined signing the treaty, or accepting the propositions of the commissioners, unless they did allow something for debts, which were honestly due their traders. And there is
no doubt but they had to give them-and, as is the fact in proof, did
give them-assurances that the sum of $275,000 was for their traders
and half-breeds.
It is in proof, by ·many witnesses, that the Medawakantoans acknowledged an indebtedness, by their own summing up, of $149,000 and
upwards to their licensed traders, and that they twice refused to sigll'
the treaty unless some allowance was made for their creditors; and the
presumption is that they had assurances to that effect before they did
sign. This fact is not in proof; but it is nevertheless true.
Then here is an acknowledgment of indebtedness by these bands for
$550,000, the whole of which was paid with $280,000, or two dollars
with one.
Thus, accounts amounting in the aggregate to over half a million of
dollars were presented to Governor Ramsey for payment. This looks.
to be a large sum of money; but it loses that character when we con-
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sider that many of the gentlemen who were claimants under these treaties had been trading among and supporting whole bands of the Indians
for more than a quarter of a century. They had solemnly sworn to
these accounts when they presented them, and _many of them-all who
were called-re-affirmed and re-testified to the1r correctness before the
commissioners in this investigation. To deny their correctness, and to
sustain this charge, would be fixing upon these men deliberate pe1jury,
and adding it to the fraud that is alleged. We do not think any man
can be found sufficiently reckless to reiterate a charge so monstrous.
These are men who have held, and do now hold, positions of distinction,
both socially and politically. Who are they?
HennJ H. Sibley, twenty-one years a resident in the country, and
three·times elected delegate to Congress.
Martin McLeod, fourteen years a resident, four years a member, and
one year president, of the legislative council.
Norman W. Kitson, long a resident, and member of the council.
H. L. Dousman, an eminent citizen' of Wisconsin, and for thirty years
one of the most prominent business men of the northwest.
Philander Pnscott, government interpreter, and superintendent of
Indian farming.
Joseph R. Brown, long a resident, just elected to the council, and editor of the "Minnesota Pioneer" newspaper.
Franklin Steel, for ten years suttler at Fort Snelling, and one of the .
principal business men of the Territory.
Alexander Farribault, a member ofthc legislative assembly.
William H. F01·bes, postmaster of St. Paul, four years a member, and
one session president of the council.
Kenneth McKenzie, many years a prominent merchant of St. Louis.
Alexis Bailley, a member of the house of representatives of Minnesota.
Louis Roberts, county commissioner of Ramsey county, formerly
Commissioner of Public Buildings.
James Wells, a resident for more than a quarter of a century, and
member of the legislature ever since the organization of the Territory._
These are the men who are charged by Sweetser and Robertson
with wilful and deliberate pe1jury; and not only these, but scores of
others, men of unimpeachable character; but, instead of being "fraudulent recipients" of the money they did receive, they got but little
more than half of what was justly and honestly due to them.
But by whom are these charges made?
Let us examine this question for a moment, and then leave them
in the obscurity fi·om whichthey hoped to force themselves, by making
public charges, and havingtheir names connected in them with men of
public distinction:
Robertson, politician, whose object, apparently, was to destroy the
political standing of Governor Ramsey and others, by these means.
Sweetser is a disappointed Indian trader, who used every means in
his power to obtain the control of the See-se-toans' and W ah-pay-toans'
money-as will be seen from his powers of attorney, and the evidence
upon the record-and, being frustrated in these attempts, sought to
create a. sympathy for himself by traducing others.
One word in regard to the paper presented to Governor Ramsey, by
the Indians, at Merryck's store, and we have done:
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The evidence in regard to this matter is in confusion. A paper was
presented, but this was after all the business at the Traverse had been
completed, and when Governor Ramsey no longer had it in his power
to alter it. The paper contained a request that Governor Ramsey
should appoint Mr. Sweetser, Mr. Williamson, and Agent McLean, to
examine into the correctness of the accounts of all claimants. It was
signed by no one, explained by 110 one, and simply placed in his han.ds
afi.er he had proceeded some distance in his sleigh, en route for St.
Paul. The Indian who handed him the paper was a young man, without authority, and no evidence even of what band he was a member.
Could Governor Ramsey take this paper as a guide, in opposition and
conflict with the action of the nation at the time of the treaty-at the
time they executed to him the power of attorney at St. Paul, at the
time the amendments were signed, and their almost unanimous action
at the councils he was just leaving, and that, too, after every arrangement had been completed, and perfected, and the receipts received for
the money? This matter was unworthy of notice-and we leave it as
it is.
Governor Ramsey has now fully, fairly, and unquestionably, sustained by direct, positive, and unimpeachable testimony, each distinct
act, which is required in the aggregate to sustain a performance of his
duty in the matter of the Sioux payment. There is not a single-hiatus
in the whole proo£ Every link in the chain is perfect. He stands before the country and before his government an innocent and unoffending man, proved to have been a most worthy and faithful officer.
He has been maligned, vilified, and traduced by the corrupt and
envious, both of the people and the press; but when his conduct in
this matter becomes known to the world, those slanders will react upon
their heartless perpetrators with a ten-fold force. His name and fame
will be free fi·om every stain, and placed beyond the reach of these
petty libellers, while they, like the disappointed viper, erring in its aim
and fastening its .fangs upon itself, will infuse the venom intended for
him, into their own hearts and die writhing in the pangs their own folly
and malignity have produced.
SuB-TREASURY AcT, AuGusT 6, 1846.
Although no law is specified, the provisions of which Governor Ramsey is charged with having violated, yet, from the connexioi1 in which
the charges are made, we presume they have reference to the sub-tn~a
sury act of August 6, 1846.
The facts generally upon which those charges are founded, have
been fully dwelt upon in the preceding part of this paper. But for the
.sake of perspicuity, and in order to a full and just appreciation of the
points made in the charges, a brief summary will not be inappropriate
here.
In 1851, in connexion with Luke Lea, the then Commissioner of
Indian Affair)', Governor Ramsey negotiated two treaties with the Sioux
or Dakota Indians of Minnesota. By these treaties a large territory
was ceded to the United States; in consideration of which cession,
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among other things, the government was to pay sonie $495,000. These
treaties were amended by the Senate, r~tifie~ and sent ba~k to Governor Ramsey to obtain the assent or ratification of the Indians to those
amendments. At the time the See-see-toans and W ah-pay-toans ratified those amendments, they executed to Governor Ramsey a power of
attorney, authorizing him to draw, receipt for, and appropriate the sum
of $275,000, named in the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, "in accordance with, and for the purpose of carrying out the equitable and true intent of the 4th article of that treaty." Governor Ramsey accepted the
trust, and proceeded to Washington with the ratified amendments.
When he arrived there, he was requested by the department to take
charge of the whole fund. He consented to do so, and was entrusted
with treasury drafts, amounting to some $500,000, which he carried
with him to New York, and for the security of the government, the
Indians, their creditors and himself, there deposited them in the " l\ferchants' Bank," and "Bank of ~Commerce." Upon these deposites, he
checked and drew out a large amount of gold, sufficient to pay the whole
of. the annuities clue to all the Sioux Indians, as well as to meet other
demands for the same kind of funds, and a small amount in bank notes,
at par in New York, and, in consequence of its convenience preferable
to gold in Minnesota. The balance he left on deposite, subj ect to his
drafts and p ayable in gold. Gold was paid to theindians, and gold
was paid to claimants ·whenever it was preferred. The claimants
mostly preferred paper money, and generally requested it; and the
drafts were preferred to either, as they were worth a premium at St.
Paul. Two or three persons, who had accounts for supplies furnished
for the Indians, were also paid in drafts and paper money, but at their
own request. Upon these facts, Governor Ramsey is charged:
1. With having violated the provisions of the sub-tre::~sury act of
August 6, 1846, in making these deposites in bank ;
2. With having violated the provisions of the sub-treasury act of
August 6, 1846, in paying claims for furnishing supplies for the Indians
in paper money and drafts.
Governor R amsey does not fall within the class of officers enumerated
in that act, nor were the deposites and payments made by him of the
Sioux funds-deposites and disbursements of the character contemplated by its provisions. The deposites and disbursements contemplated by that act, are those made by officers and others "charged" by
that, or some other act of Congress, with the " collection, safe-keeping,
transfer, and disbursement of public moneys." The disbursements here referred to are disbursements within the general purview of the office
through which they are made ; a part of the ordinary duties incident to
the office, and "charged" upon the incumbent of the office to perform.
These disbursements are disbursements made in the ordinary co~rse of
official duty, and by !'ersons "charged" by law, or by some regulations
of some of the departments made in pursuance ot law.
In receiving the moneys entrusted to his care, Governor Ramsey was
performing no duty enjoined upon him by law; no regular or ordinary
duty pertaining to his office of superintendent, but an accidental one
only, imposed upon him, directly or indirectly, by the President of the
United States. Thus the deposites and disbursements made by him, ,
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differ in every particular fi·om those contemplated by the sub-treasary
act of 1846. The funds distributed or paid out by him, were not, in
contemplation of that act, "public moneys of the United States" and disbursed in the ordinary course of any official duty, or to meet the onlinary expenditures of the government of the United St~tes.
Governor ·Ramsey was not an " officer" or "depositary" "charged"
~·with the sa~-kccping, transfer, and disbuncment of public moneys,~'
m contemplatwn of that act, to whom any "officer" or "deposi:tary," "charged" by law "with the safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement of public moneys" might, upon an order from the proper
department or officer of the government, make a "transfer" of the public
moneys in his possession and ~ustody. This is the proper construction,
and that it is so is made manifest by the fact that, in all cases of " transfer" provided for by law, from one officer to another, or from one depositary of the public moneys to a~other, the object and pur~ose of such
"transfer" is the safety of the pubhc moneys and the convemence of the
public service. The objec( of this transfer was neither. The moneys
subject to "transfer" are · strictly public moneys, placed for safe-keeping,
transfer, and disbursement with the several depositaries, and by them
held subject to the order of the proper department or officer, to be paid
out or again transferred to some other legally constituted depositary, as
the case may be, or "as the safety of the public moneys or the convenience of the public service may seem to require."
There is no law charging superintendents of Indian affairs with the
safe-keeping, transfer, or disbursement of pttblic moneys. The duties of a
superintendent of Indian affairs are prescribed by the act of June 30,
1834, in these words: " The superintendents of Indian affairs shall,
within their several superintendencies, exercise a general supervision
and control over the official conduct and accounts of all officers and persons employed by the government in the Indian department, under such
regulations as shall be established by the President of the United
States."
Governor Ramsey was, therefore, in this instance, simply a private
individual, at the request of the government and for its convenience,
made the accidental medium of transmitting to the Indians a fund accidental and extraordinary in itself, and forming no part of the ordinary
expenses of the government, either in its intercourse with the Indians or
otherwise. Nor was he made the medium of transmission in consequence of any duty imposed upon him ex virtute o.fficii. It was optional
with him to reject or accept the trust, and his acceptance could not·
affect his relations either to the government or to the law.
The sixth section of the act of August 6, 1846, defines and prescribes
the class and character of the officers who shall be amenable to its proVISIOns:

"The treasurer of the United States, the treasurer of the mint of
the United States, the treasurers, and those acting as such, of the various
branch mints, all collectors of customs, all surveyors of customs acting
also as collectors, all assistant treasurers, all receivers of public moneys
at the several land offices, all postmasters, and all public officers of
wh51tever character, be, and they are hereby, required to keep safely, without loaning, ttsing, depositing in bank, or exchanging for other funds than as.
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allowed_ by this act, all public mo~eys collected by_ them, or o~herwise
at any time placed in their possesswn and custody, tdl the same M ordered
by the proper department or officer of the government, to be transferred
or paid out."
This is the descriptive clause, as well as in. part the c:harging o~~ of
the act.. Who does it charge to keep safely; :VItho~t loanmg,_ depos1tmg,
exchangmg, &c., the public moneys p~a~ed m their possessi~n and cus~ody? Those, certainly, whose duty It IS to collect the pubhc revenu~,
m the first place and in the second place, those who are constituted by law the ,: depositaries of the public moneys of the govenment."
This act contemplates officers of no other character. But they are
required to keep safely, &c., not onl¥ the money_s collected b_y theD?,
but also the public moneys "otherWise at any time placed m the1r
possession and custody."
.
.
.
·
The tenth section of the act now under consideratwn provides ''that
the Secretary of the Treasury may order a "transfer" of the moneys in
the hands of one depositary constituted by this act, to any other depositary constituted by the same, at his discretion, and as the safety of
the public moneys and the convenience of the public service shall seem
to require."
Those persons to whom is addressed the prohibition of loaning, using,
depositing, exchanging, &c., implies something more than persons who
are made the mediums of transmission; but are such as have the safe..,
keeping or custody for a time ; for if it were placed in the hands of those
officers for disbursement, the presumption is, they would promptly perform their duty and pay it out; but if placed there to remain for an
indefinite period, or until needed, the prohibition would not be without
meaning. Therefore there can be no doubt of the character of the officer, or of the character of the fund placed in his custody. He is a depositary; the fund, the public moneys of the government, which he is
charged to keep, &c.
The concluding clause of the sixth section reads thus: "And when
such orders for payment or transje1· are received, faithfully and promptly
to make the same as directed, and to do and perform all other duties
as fiscal agents of the government, which may be imposed by this or
any other act of Congress, or by any regulation of the Treasury Department made in conformity to law, and also to do and perform all
acts and duties required by law or by the direction of any of the execu' tive departments of the government, as agents for paying pensions, or
for making any other disbursements which either of the heads of those
departments may b(( required by law to make, and which are of a
character to be made by the depositaries hereby constituted consistently
with the other official duties imposed upon them."
This portion of the section is conclusive, giving strength to the •construction contended for. It makes it manifest that none others are contemplated by this section than those who are the legally constituted
depositaries 6f the public moneys of the government.
This clause is also explanatory of the causes which induced the enactment of the law; a knowledge of which is ever most necessary to
insure a proper understanding of the true meaning and spirit of every
· statute. The cause which gave rise to the passage of this act was tbe
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practice of public officers and others "charged" with the safe keeping
of the public moneys, of engaging in banking and other speculations
upon the.public moneys placed in their custody. Thus the government
was made to risk the adventures they engaged in; m~d the moneys
were not, at all times, ready to meet its demands. To prevent these
things, and to insure the prompt and faithful disbursement of the public money, this act was passed. Hence the provision in the act, "to
keep safely, without loaning, using," &c., and "faithfully and promptly"
to pay out or transfer the same as directed. The officers herein contemplated are the fiscal agents of the government, those connected with
the revenues or treasury of the United States. This is evident fi·om
the provision, "and shall do and perform all other duties as .fiscal agents,"
&c. They are also required to do and perform all other acts and duties
by the direction of any of the executive departments, as agents for paying pensions, or for making other disbursements "which either of the
heads of departments may ~e required by law to make, which are of a
character tb be made by the 'depositaries hereby constituted,' consistently
with the other duties imposed upon them. Who are required to make
these payments and disbursements? The answer is conclusive, and
fixes the character of the officers and persons contemplatEd by this act,
the depositaries henby constituted."

'Thus do we close the consideration of the sixth section of this act;
and in doing so, feel assured that we have placed upon itthe only construction of which it is properly susceptible. That this section contemplates only the collectors of the revenues of the government and the
depositaries of the public moneys of the government, whose duty it is
made to preserve and keep safely the same till they are appropriated
and ordered to be paid out, or till they are ordered to be transferred
either to the Treasury of the United States, or to some one of the depositaries constituted by this act, there can be neither question or
doubt.
We now come to the consideration of the provisions of the sixteenth
and penal section of the act. It provides :
"That all officers or other persons charged by this act, or any other
act, with the safe keeping, transfer, and disbursement of the public
moneys, other than those connected with the Post Office Department,
are hereby required to keep an accurate entry of each sum received, and
of each payment or transfer, and that if any one of the SAID OFFICERS or
of those connected with the Post Office Department, shall convert to
his own use, in a:ny way whatever, or shall use, by way of investment, in
any kirtd of property or merchandise, or shall loan, with or without interest, or shall deposit in any bank, or shall exchange for other funds, except as allowed by this act, any portion of the public moneys intrusted
to him for safe keeping, transfer, disbursement, or for any other purpose, every such act shall be deemed and adjudged to be an embezzlement of so much of the said moneys as shall be thus taken, converted,
invested, used, loaned, deposited, o'r exchanged, which is hereby declared to be a felony; and any failure to pay over or produce the public
morteys intrusted to such person, shall be held and taken to be prima
facie evidence of such embezzlement."
In the first place, that this clause contemplates officers whose general
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duty it is to receive, transfer, and disburse the public moneys only, and
not those who are merely made the accidental medium of transmission
from the hands of one officer or person to the hands and possession of
another officer or person, is evident from the language of the provision.
These officers are required "to keep an accurate entry of each sum received and each payment or tranifer." This implies a succession of receipts, payments, and transfers. Were this not the case, and if it applied to persons who were the mere casual or accidental agents in the
performance of these duties, the la11guage of the act would have been
different. It would not have been "each" sum, "each" payment, or
"each" transfer, but the sum, the payment, or the transfer. It is therefore intended to apply to those who do these acts in the regular and
ordinary course of official duty; the performance of which is charged
upon them by law. In addition to this palpable construction of the
provision, the word "transfer" has a special statutory meaning and
signification when used in th~s act, and is only applicable to those
"tranifcr-s" made by the order of the proper department or officer, &c.,
"from any one depositary constituted by this act to any other depositary constituted by the same." Therefore the officers who are required
to make accurate entry of each tranifer, must necessarily be those who
are authorized to make such transfer, and can only refer to the public
depositaries of the government. Then again, the officers or persons contemplated by, or amenable to, the pr~visions and penalties of this act,
are those who are "charged" with the cm~junctive duties of the safe
keeping, transfer, and disbursement of the public moneys of the government, and as such, necessarily depositaries of public moneys.
" And if any of the said officers," &c., shall convert to his own use,
any of the public moneys entrusted to them for safe keeping, &c., every
such act shall be deemed and adjudged to be an embe?zlement, &c.,
which is hereby declared to be a felony. In order to ascertain who
" the said officers" are, alluded to in the second clause of this section,
we-must look to the character of the antecedents. Who then, are the
said o.fficen ? They are those described in the first clause of this section, and who are "charged" with the conjunctive duties of the safe keeping, transfer, and disbursement of the public moneys; and as such,
either receivers, collectors, or depositaries of the public moneys or revenues.
And, if the antecedents to "said o_f!icers" are to be looked for, throughout the whole of the preceding sections of the act, it only gives additional strength and clearness, if that be possible, to the construction
given to this clause; for throughout the whole of the intermediate sections the officers named axe termed the "depositaries" of the public
moneys, "the depositaries herein named," "the present depositaries,"
"said depositaries," "depositaries hereby constituted,"" several depositaries ;" and other reference to " depositaries" without number. And
the phrase or sentence, " any failure to pay over, or produce the public
moneys," implies a previous deposite or receipt of unappropriated public
moneys, and also an order, from the proper department or officer, to
pay over, or produce the same.
And again: "if any officer charged with the disbursement of public
mQneys shall accept or receive, or transmit to the Treasury D epart"'"
ment to be allowed in his favor, any receipt or voucher from a creditor
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of the United States, without having paid to such creditor in such funds
as the said officer may have received for disbursement, or such other
funds as he may be authorized by this act to take in exchange, the full
amount specified in such receipt or voucher, every such act shall be
deemed to be a conversion by such officer to his own use of the amount
specified in such receipt or voucher; any officer or agent of the United
States, and all persons advising or participating in such act, being convicted thereof before any court of the United States of competent jurisdiction, shall be sentenced to imprisonment for a term of not less than
·six months, nor more than ten years, and to a fine equal to the money
embezzled."
This is the portion of the act upon which special reliance is placed
by those who ei1tertain the opinion that Governor Ramsey is guilty of
a violation of this act. But why it is so, it is difficult to co~jecture, as
it is one of the best defined and most easily comprehended clauses contained in the act ; and strained must be the construction, and anxious
for a conviction that court which would so construe this portion of the
act as to make it embrace an individual situated as Governor Ramsey
was in respect to the Sioux moneys, or to make it amenable to its penalties. The first sentence of this provision explains all that follows it:
"And if any officer 'charged' with the disbursements of public moneys,"
&c. Firstly, then : the officer contemplated must be "cha1ged" by
this or some other act of Congress with the "disbursements" of public
moneys. In the second, he must be also "charged" with making, not
·simply "disburseme'n ts," which would imply but an occasional · one,
coming within the purview of his official duties, but he is " charged"
with making "the disbursements of public moneys," thus using the
definite article "the, which gives it character, and the plural, which
implies a succession of disbursements-making the meaning still more
easily comprehended, and showing conclusively that this provision was
. intended to apply to those whose principal and most essential duty it is
made by law to disburse the public moneys of the government. It
would seem to imply more than this, and charge him with a quasi
supervision and control over the public moneys in the possession and
custody of the several depositaries, who are charged with their safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement.
There can be no doubt, then, that this provision only contemplates
those persons whose prime official duty it is to make "disbursements,"
and does not even apply to those whose occasional duty it my be ex
·virtute officie, much less to be applicable to a private person, or even a
public officer of the government, upon whom no such duty was ever
enjoined by this or any other act of Congress.
· "And any officer or agent of the United 8tates, and all other persons advising or participating in such act, being convicted thereof;" &c.
Some stress has been laid upon this clause or sentence, but why, it is
not an easy matter to perceive, as it is merely used as a reference to
the officers who may be charged and found guilty of an act of embezzlement, and in fixing the penalty for the offence. It neither charges
any duty upon any person, nor defines either duty or offence; but, as
just remarked, it simply refers back to the persons ·charged with the
performance · of a duty, and fixes the ' penalty for its violation. But,
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before abandoning entirely the preceding clause, it may be as well to
suggest, in answer to a position assumed relative to the proper construction of that provision, that instead of enlarging the class of officers
embraced in the general provisions of the act, it restricts it. Instead
of enlarging it, and embracing all persons who may be accidentally' or
otherwise, at any time; entrusted by the President or departments with
the disbursement of a fund for the convenience of the government, a
strict construction would exclude those whose conditional duty it is, ex
virtute officii, to make disbursements. The reasons for this constn1ction have already been given, at some length, above.
But even if Governor Ramsey was embraced in the class of officers
amenable to that provision, he is guilty of the violation of no .part of it.
He did not in any instance violate either the letter or the spirit of that
law. He did not, as is charged by Messrs. Sweetser & Robertson,
pay United States creditors either in bank pap'=r or in drafts. Nor did
he ever present or transmit, nor even rece1ve or accept, any receipts or
vouchers from any United States creditor or creditors, whom he had
paid in bank paper or drafts ; nor is there any evidence of such fact or
act upon the record. It is true, in the printed Document of Senate, 29,
part ii, page 8, there a{'pears an account charged thus:
"The United States to Marshall & Co., Dr.," &c., for $4,438 00; also
an account of the same kind to Frederick B. Sibley, on page 10; also
one of the same kind to Joseph R. Brown, on page 13 of the same document, for which several accounts, receipts or vouchers, were given to
Governor Ramsey. But it will be seen, both fi·om the accounts and
the testimony taken in regard to them, that they were not "creditors of
the United States," but "creditors" of the Sioux or Dakota nation or
tribe of Indians, and paid out of their funds. But even had these inrlividua,ls been " creditors of the United States," we have sho·w n in the
forepart of this paper that the funds entrusted to Governor Ramsey
were not public mmwys in contemplation of the act of August 6, 1846,
for the reason that he was not such an " officer or " depositary" under
the provisions of that act to whom might be "transferred the public
moneys of the government, or in other words that he was not "charged"
by this or any other act of Congress •' with the safe-keeping, transfer,
and disbursement of the public moneys," or either.
The last clause of the 16th sectio'n provides as follows:
"And the provisions of this act shall be so construed as to apply to
all persons charged with the safe-keeping, transfer, or disbursement of
the public money, whether such persons be indicted as receivers or depositaries of the same ; and the refusal of such person, whether in or out
of office, to pay any , draft, order, or warrant which may be drawn
upoh him by .t he proper officer of the Treasury D epartment for any
public money in his hands belonging to the United States, no matter
in what capacity the same may have been received, or may be held,' or
to transfer or disburse any such money promptly, upon the legal requirement of any authorized officyr of the United States, shall be deemed
and taken upon the trial of any indictment against such person for embezzlement, as prima fade evidence of such embezzlement."
·
It is equally apparent, from the above, as it has been from all the
preceding portions of the act, that its penal provisions and restrictions
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apply only to "officers and other persons 'charged by this or some
other act of Congress' with the safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement
of the public moneys," &c., that is, such officers and other persons as
by law are made the agents of the government to keep, transfer, and
disburse the funds of the United States.
This clause, which is the governing one of the act, provides for the
indictment of but two classes of officers, "receivers" and "depositaries,"
in neither of which classes is embraced Governor Ramsey. Disbursements and transfers are incidental to both of these classes. They are made,
from the nature of the offices, necessarily a part of their ordinary duties.
These officers are chmged with these duties by this act, and therefore
are amenable to its penalties; and that they are the only classes that
are "cltarged" is sufficiently evidenced by the general language and
provisions of the last clause of the 16th section. For, if it had not reference to "receivers" and "depositaries," and them only, why provide that "the refusal of sut:h person, o/c., to z1ay any draft, order, or warrant which may be dmwn upon him by the propyr officer of the Treasun1
Department, &c., or to transfer or disburse" such public money promptly,
&c., shall be taken as prima facie evidence of such embezzlement? It
had reference to them, and them alone. They are the only officers
from whom disbusements can be made, or on whom government can
properly draw for public moneys. Not only this, but the officers contemplated by this act me manifestly the fiscal agents of the government,
that is, officers connected with the treasury or the public revenues of
the United States, by virtue of law, or some regulation ofthe heads of
departments made in pursuance of law.
Thus ends our construction of the law, and we close it with the full
assurance of our own minds that it does not embrace Governor Ramsey
by ,either the letter or in the spirit of its provisions. But we still have
a few words by way of a general review of the whole. A portion of
this will be directed to the construction of the act, and a portion to show
that, even had Alexander Ramsey violated the law in letter, he had
conformed with the strictest integrity to its spirit.
It has been shown, first: That none others are amenable to the provisions and penalties of the act of August 6, 1846, but those who are
"charged" by this or some other act of Congress "with the safe keeping,
transfer, ;;tnd disbursement of the public moneys of the United States."
Secondly. It has been shown that the moneys received by Governor
Ramsey were no longer the public moneys of the United States, in contemplation of this act, after they were paid into his hands.
Thirdly. It has been shown that neither this act nor any other act of
Congress has "charged" Governor Ramsey with the "safe-keeping,
transfer, or disbursement of the public moneys of the United States."
Fou1·thly. It has been shown that Governor Ramsey did not pay to
any creditor of the United States bank paper or drafts, or present or
transmit any vouchers therefor to the Treasury Department, to be
allowed in the settlement of his accounts.
. In addition to what has already been said in relation to the construction, it may not be inappropriate to add that this is a penal statute, and
must be construed strictly, that is, in such a way as to embrace neither
persons nor offences not clearly comprehended within its provisions.
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There is nothing upon the record that affords any evidence of any motive on the part of Governor Ramsey to commit a fraud upon this act.
On the contrary, the proof is abundant that his object in depositing the
money, and in drawing upon it for a small portion of bank papernone of which was to be paid to the Indians-was laudable, instead of
being made the subject of censure, annoyance, and expense. He was
governed by the purest and most honorable motives. Doing as he did
do was to the advantage and for the safety and security of the government, the Indians, their creditors, and himself. By this act the government was the gainer, while he did not profit. The Indians were paid
in gold, their creditors in funds more valuable thftn coin. The act was
to the prejudice of nobody, to the advantage of many, and of no advantage to himself, except the convenience and security it afforded him,
and wants all the elements of an evil intent, without which there can
be no punishable offence.
And, if Governor Ramsey needed it, he is not without positive justification for his conduct, either as it regards the deposite, the payment
of the drafts to claimants, or the manner in which the general payment
' was made.
By a letter from Mr. Comptroller Whittlesey, dated May 15, 1851,
it will be seen that he had the authority of that able and faithful public
officer to deposite moneys received by him to meet the expenses of the
negotiation.
After stating that he has conversed with officers who had been long
in the Treasury Department, and most conversant with the practical
construction of the sub-treasury act of August 6, ] 846, he says: "I
concur in saying, that if the money is placed in your hands as a commissioner, or an officer to treat with the Indians, or any duty connected
therewith, you have a right to deposite the same where you please, in
your own name, and draw upon it."
·
This was the instruction given and the construction put upon that act,
by the cotemporaries of him who penned it, and by those most conversant with its true intent and meaning. Having in his possession
that letter of instruction, Governar Ramsey did not hesitate to make
the deposit. If he had a right to deposite the one fund, when he was
acting and did receive it in an official capacity, he thought, clearly,
there could be no wrong and no violation of the act of 1846, if he
made a similar deposit in a private or individual capacity; and he was
right. This letter takes from the act, even if he were " charged" by
the act of 1846, all presumption of a wilfull or fraudulent violation of
its provisions. It was evidetitly the intention of the framers of that
law to provide only against its wilfull and fraudulent violations, and
not to hold amendable to its provisions those who might have innocently violated -them in letter, but who acted in strict conformity to
their spirit. This would be a sufficient jqst1fication in itself, if we
needed such ; but we do not, and hold that neither in letter or spirit
were the provisions of that act violated by Governor Ramsey. .
An equal justification exists in regard to the manner of the payment.
It will be remembered, that on the 8th of September, 1852, at the
time the W ah-pay-toans and See-see-toans ratified the amendments to
the treaty of Traverse des Sioux, they executed to Governor Ramsey
•
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a power of attorney, authorizing him to draw, receipt for, and appt·opriate the $275,000 named in that treaty, "in accordance with, and
for the purpose of carrying out the equitable and true intent of the
4th article thereof. See Senate Document 29, part ii, pages 25, 26,
and 27. Governor Ramsey accepted the trust. When he arrived in
Washington, he exhibited this power of attorney to Mr. Commissioner
Lea, who suggested to him that he had better kef~P it, and use it in
connexion with what is usually called the "Traders' Paper," (then
exhibited to him for the first time,) as a guide in making a distribution
of the funds to be placed in his hands. He acted upon the suggestions·
of the commissioner, <!lrew the whole fund, returned home, and paid
out the amount due under the treaty of Traverl'e des Sioux, agreeably
to the provisions of those two papers. See " Traders' Paper" and
schedule referred to, Senate Document 29, part ii, pages 22, 23, 24,
and 25. By virtue of his instructions, and of the opinion of his right to
deposite the funds in the banks, he became relieved of the character if
he had been so previously of an "officer charged" by this act of
August 6, 1846. This would also justify him in drawing paper money,
as the amount of paper money drawn from the banks is not one moiety
of the amount placed under his personal control, by virtue of his authority from the chiefs and headmen of the W ah-pay-toan and Seesee-toan bands of Sioux Indians. This fund had not, therefore, only
passed beyond the control of the government, but also beyond that of
the Indians. And thus J o we justify Alexander Ramsey in every act,
whether it be the deposite of the fund, the payments made in paper
money and drafts, or the general payment and distribution of the whole
fund.
In addition to all these things there-is still another. It has been, ever
since the passage of the sub-treasury act of 1846, the uniform practice
of almost all disbursing officers of the Treasury Department, as well
as of the other departments, to keep their accounts in bank anll check
upon them in payment of government creditors; and as an example
of this kind, and as the communication of Hon. E. Whittlesey, hereunto attached, will show, the Hon. Richard M. Young, formerly clerk
of the House of Representatives, kept his accounts in bank to the
amount of hundreds of thousands of dollars, and checked in payment
of both members and officers of the body, of which he was the disbursing officer " charged" by law, upon which drafts, paper money,
was in some instances paid, but the greater part was paid in drafts on
other banks, and this too at the city of Washington, where the United
States Treasury is by law established. How, then, in the face of evidences of this kind, can Governor Ramsey be held accountable?
D. COOPER.
~ G
l r, G
DJ. vAN ETTEN, 5 oume Jor overnor .wzmsey.

WASHINGTON, February 6·, 1854.
Sm: For the information of the Committee on Indian Affairs, I take
the liberty of enclosing herewith copies of the following papers, viz :
A letter addressed me· by D. A. Robertson, esq., · late editor of the
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Minnesota D emocrat, one of the parties who, through the columns of
said paper, as well as in a more formal manner, preferred against me
charges of malfeasence in office. The letter is dated Washington,
January 24, 1854.
An affidavit of Lieutenant Magruder, United States army, taken a
few days since in this ctty, and which I offer _in reply to the unsupported testimony of a few Medawakantoan chte~s tluat, at the time I
councilled with them in the fall of 1852, they were m a starving condition.
This complaint of starvation is a rea~y invention. of Indians, an~ ge?erally urged against their officers, Without the shghtest foundatwn m
truth. To pretend that such could have ~ee~ their condition in sight
of Fort Snelling, St. Paul, and Mendota, IS stmply absurd; and as no
specification indicated that any effort would be made to prove such a
charge, as none but a few Indians testifie? to such thing during the
three month.s that testimony was heard agamst me,. I was thrown off
my guard, and surprised when I found upon my arnval here that Commissioner Young lmd made this matter, although so_improbable in it~elf,
and poorly supported by evidence, a ground of senous charge agamst _
me.
,
No one at all familiar with Indian character could have been imposed upon by such a statement. I think I never knew Indians to fare ·
better than these did during the period in question. Half-breeds and
traders vied with each other in feasting them and bestowing favors
upon them, for they were then upon the eve of having distributed
among them the large annuities of this year, amounting to $50,000.
In former years but $10,000 were distributed in annuities.
To my certain knowledge, while the Indians were encamped about
the agency on this occasion, they made purchases upon credit to the
amount of $16,000, all of which they have ever since refused to pay.
All these things were well known in Minnesota, and had it been
supposed that Commissioners Young or Gorman would have given the
slightest heed to such statements from the Indians., they would have
been then and there promptly met.
·The affidavit of J. S. Vvatrous, late Chippewa agent, is enclosed. It
.has reference to the statement of a few chiefs and mixed bloods, that I
refused to release certain Sioux prisoners unless the chiefs agreed 1io
the payment of their debts : and here let me remark that while expatiating upon this piece of Indian testimony, Commissioner Young most
unaccountably omits to state that the four interpreters, Prescott, FaFibault, Brown, and Forbes, through whom these chiefs say I made
this threat to them, each and all deny that I ever said anything to tha1l
effect, or that anything of the kind was ever interpreted to the lndimas ..
This affidavit of Mr. Watrous corroborates what Mr. Sibley says ou
the same head.
Hugh Tyler, esq., came to St. P aul in July , 1853, to testify befme·
tbe commissioners ; but the examination on the part of the prosecution
was protracted so long that Mr. T. could not wail the hearing on· the
o~ber side, but, ?eing compelled to return east, left his ex-parte a.ffida. vrt, a copy of whiCh I also enclose; and should the testimony, &c., m the
investigation be printed by the Senate. I trust that this communication.
with its enclosures, as well as my letter addressed to the Commissioner
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of Indian Affairs of March 2, 1853, which is an important link in the
histm;y of the case, may, in justice to myself, be embraced in the order
to prmt.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALEX. RAMSEY.
Ron.

W. K.

SEBASTIAN,

Chairman Committee on Indian Affairs.

GADSBY's HoTEL,

Washington, January 24, 1854. ·
Sm: In reviewing what I have said arid the charges I have made in
relation to your official conduct in the negotiation of the Sioux treaties,
and paying out the funds under them, in which I was influenced by no
personal or improper motive, and in view of the prejudice thereby excited against you as a man ·of character, I believe it to be but an act of
simple justice to you and myself to say in an explicit manner, and before leaving this city to return to Minnesota, that the testimony in
the late investigation of your official conduct in that regard satisfies me
that you have been fully acquitted of having been actuated in said treaties or payments by corrupt or fraudulent designs, and I cheerfully say
that, in my own opinion, after a full consideration of all the circumstances and facts in the case, that no stain rests upon your character in
these transactions as a man of integrity.
It is proper to say, in this connexion, that I have never charged you
with having received any pecuniary or personal consideration, but with
what I believed to be violations of law, about which, I am aware,
diverse opinions are entertained. I will add, however, without further
reference to the legal questions involved, that if, in the opinion of any,
my publications on that subject have attributed to you, directly or indirectly, any criminal intent or base motive, that you have been unjustly
injured; and this frank avowal you are entitled to receive from me,
whatever our relations political or personal.
Now, as heretofore, on this and all other subjects, public or private, I
feel constrained to do what I believe to be right between myself and
fellow man, and therefore address you this note.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. A. ROBERTSON.
Hon. A. RAMSEY.

~ ss.
Washington county.
5
Wm. T. Magruder, lieutenant United States army, upon his solemn
oath doth depose and say: That as an officer of the United States he has
been stationed at Fort Snelling, Minnesota Territory, since the month
of October, 1851 ; that during this time he has had opportunity of
learning much of Indian character ; that in the latter part of the month
<Vf October, and the beginning of November, 1852, during the time that
DISTRICT oF CoLUMBIA,
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the Indians were convened to council about the treaty funds, receive
their annuities, &c., your deponent was frequently in their lodges as
they were encamped about Fort Snelljng and Mendota; that upon these
occasions the Indians seemed to fare as well for provisions, &c., as they
ever do ; had there been any want of food among them, or any suffering in consequence of it, he would have learned of it through the Indians or others; your deponent believes that during this period their
wants were as well supplied, and that they lived as well, as ordinarily.
Your deponent is further of the opinion that the credit of the Indians at
this time, in anticipation of their larger annuities, was better than at
any other time, and that if not supplied from other sources, their own.
credit would have procured all they needed.
W. T. MAGRUDER.
Lieutenant United States Army.
Sworn and subscribed before me this 2d day of February, 1854.
J. W. BECK, J. P.

DISTICT oF CoLUMBIA,~

County of Washington. 5 ss.
Before me, J. W. Beck, a justice of the peace in and for the district
and county aforesaid, personally appeared John S. \V atrous, and made
oath: That on or about the last of August, or the first of September, A. D.
1852, he, the said deponent, then being United States Indian agent for
the Chippewas in Minnesota Territory, received instructions from Alexander Ramsey, then governor and superintendent of Indian affairs, in
said Territory, to arrest certain Chippewa Indians, and to withold the
annuities of the Rabbit Lake band of Chippewas, subject to be turned
over to the Sioux tribe of Indians, as a recompense for the scalps taken
by said Chippewas from the Sioux. On or about the first of October
of said year, I left the Chippewa agency for St. Louis, after the Chippewa annuity money, and on my return from St. Louis to St. Paul, I
learned that during my absence from the Territory the Sioux Indians
had been out on a war party and taken Chippewa scalps, and that some
of said Sioux Indians had been arrested for the offence, and were lodged
in the guard-house at Fort Snelling. On or about the 3d or 4th of
November, of the said year 1852, I called on N. McLean, agent for the
Sioux Indians, ~o see if the business could not be settled in some way,
so that I might pay the Chippewa Rabbit Lake band aforesaid and all
their annuities, and we agreed, as agents for these two tribes, respectively,
that the Chippewa Indians should be paid their annuities and the Sioux
then under arrest should be released, and that we would announce to
the tribes oyer which we had charge, respectively, that for each scalp
taken by either of the tribes, in future, they should forfeit the sum of five
hundred dollars, and we further agreed that we would report our proceedings to Alexander Ramsey, governor and superintendent, for his
approval. I did so, verbally, and the ousiness met his approbation.
This conference between Major McLean and myself was held at the
instance of Governor Ramsey; after this, on the 4th November, 1852, I
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p.roceeded to the Chippewa agency, and paid the annmttes, during
,my stay of several days, at St. Paul; and between .that and the Sioux
agency I never learned from any :One that there was any want of.proyisions among the Sioux Indians,•or that there was any suffering among
them .; if it had been so, I certainly should have learned of it from the
ag.ent.or others.
J. S. WATROUS.
-S~v.Qrh and ,subscribed this 21st day 0f January, A. D. 1854.
.J. W. BECK, J. P.
MINNESOTA TERRITORY,

Ramsey county.

~ -ss.

'

Before the subscxi.ber, a no.tary public, in and for the territory aforesaid, personally came Hugh Tyler, of Pennsylvania, who being duly
sworn according to law, doth depose and say: That he appeared during
the -p ast winter before a committee of the United States Senate, which
was inquiring into the charges preferred against Alexander Ramsey
relative to the ·manner in which he disbursed the money under the
Sioux treaties of 1851, in Minnesota; that in addition to his testimony
before said committee, upon interrogatories, he doth depose that he
came to Minnesota Territory in the summer of 1851, at the instance .of
Luke Lea, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and was present during the
negotiation of the trtaties of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota; that he
d.id not come at,the request or solicitation of Alexander Ramsey; that
w;hen in Minnesota, in 1851, he was employed by traders and halfbreeds, interested in said treaties, to assist them and give his time and
attention towards securing the ratification of the said treaties, which he
did, to the best of pis ability. That again, in the fall ofl852, he accompanied.thA Hon. H. H. Sibley to Minnesota, to see to his, the deponent's.,
interests and secure compensation for his services ; finding, upon his
an::ival, Governor Ramsey was going toW ashington, carrying with him
the ·final ratification of the amendments by the Indians, he, the said deponent, a1so determined to return to Washington, but that he did this
.voluntarily, and not at the request of Governor Ramsey; nor did he
return again to Minnesota at Governor Ramsey's request; that while
Governor Ramsey was in Washington, and at an interview betweel!l
him and Luke Lea, Commissioner, &c., this deponent placed in Gover;nor Ramsey's hands the distribution paper, commonly called the "Traders' Paper," made at Traverse des Sioux, on the 23d July, 1851; that
Governor Ramsey said it was the first time he had seen it, as I have
no doubt it was, from ·his manner at reading it; that Governor Ramsey then remarked to Colonel Lea that Sweetser and others had for
months been operating with the Indians and prejudicing them against
their old traders, _and be feared there would ·be trouble in satisfying
them. Yes, rephed Colonel Lea, there will be trouble in any event,
aud if. I were you I would pay the money according to this paper.,
·(meamng the "Traders' Paper," ·before alluded to.) That several
,p owers of attorney, or letters of request, to this deponent to receive their
monev, &c., were obtained from tbe traders and half-breeds, without
eithei the solicitation or suggestion of Governor Ramsey, who had
:ndthing whatever to do with them ; that I have been, and .so at all
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times have considered myself, the agent and attorney of the half-breeds,
and not in anywise the agent of Governor Ramsey, nor did I act in
these premises at his solicitation; and further, he did not, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, either through me or any one else, either
directly or indirectly, profit_, to !he amou~t of one ~ent, by the payment
of the moneys under the smd Swux treat1es, nor d1d he eyer make any
request for any such participati~n.' nor were there any promi~es held out
to him that he should so part1c1pate ; that, to the best of my knowledge and bel~ef, Governor Ramsey act:d in the. premises alone fro!:? a
desire to do h1s duty, as he understood 1t, and w1thout any other mot1ve
whatever. This deponent further states that he knows of no confede·
rating between Governor Ramsey and traders and half~breeds or others in making this payment, nor was your deponent ever employed to
effect any such purpose; that so far as this deponent recollects, there
was no conversation at any time between him and Governor Ramsey,
or between Governor Ramsey and any trader ao:d half-breed that could
not, with the utmost propriety, .without, in the slightest degree, affecting
the fairness of this transaction in relation to the payment, have been
made public; that this deponent was present during the negotiation of
the treaties of Traverse des Sioux and Mendota and witnessed many
public and private councils between the government · commissioners,
traders, and chiefs, in which the indebtedne5s of the Indians was fully
acknowledged by _the chiefs, to the traders assembled at those places,
and a demand made by the chiefs that their traders should be provided
for; that it was well understood by this deponent, as well as by whites
anq Indians present, as also by the half-breeds, at the respective treatygrounds, as this deponent did then, and still does, believe that the sum
of $275,000 in the one treaty, and the sum of $:.220,000 in the other,
were intended mainly to pay the debts of their traders.
HUGH TYLER.
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this first day of August, 1853.
I. VAN ETTEN,
Notary Public, Minnesota Territory.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, MNNESOTA TERRITORY,

/ '

St. Paul, October 28, 1853.
I, J. T. Rosser, secretary of said territory, do hereby certify: That
Isaac Van Etten, a notary public, before whom the annexed instruments
in writing were taken, was at the time of taking thereof, and now is, a
notary public for Minnesota Territory, legally commissioned, sworn into
office and duly authorized to take depositions, acknowledgments of
deeds, and to do other official acts, and to all of his said official acts
full faith and credit are due and ought to be given.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
great seal of the said Territory, this 2bth day of October, in
[sEAL.] the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fiftythree, and of the independence of the United States the seventyJ. T. ROSSER,
seventh.
Secretary of Minnesota Territory .
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